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REVENUE RAISING OPTIONS REQUIRED UNDER
THE FISCAL YEAR 1988 BUDGET RESOLUTION

FRIDAY, JULY 17, 1987

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The committee was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:08 a.m.,

in Room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lloyd
Bentsen (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Bentsen, Moynihan, Baucus, Bradley, Riegle,
Daschle, and Chafee.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]

[Press release No. H-56, July 7, 1987]

FINANCE COMMITrEE To HOLD HEARINGS ON BuDGET RESOLUTION

Washington, D.C.-Senator Lloyd Bentsen (D., Texas), Chairman of the Senate Fi-
nance Committee, announced today that a series of three hearings will be held to
consider the committee's obligation fox -aising revenues as required under the
l udget resolution for fiscal year 1988.

"The budget resolution passed by the Congress instructs the Finance Committee
to report legislation raising $19.3 billion in new revenues for fiscal year 1988. The
hearings will enable the committee to examine all possible options for meeting its
goal," Bentsen said.

The hearings will focus on all available revenue options, particularly those includ-
ed in the Joint Tax Committee's staff pamphlet published on June 25, 1987.

The hearings are scheduled for Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, July 15, 16 and
17, 1987 at 10:00 a.m. in Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

Senator BAUCUS. I guess we can begin. The first panel in our
third day of hearings on revenue options will be Dr. Richard Rahn,
Vice President and Chief Economist, U.S. Chamber of Commerce;
Mr. Rudy Oswald, Director of the Economic Research Department,
AFL-CIO; Mr. John Motley, Director, Federal Legislation of the
National Federation of Independent Business; and Mr. Paul Huard,
Vice President, Taxation and Fiscal Policy of the National Associa-
tion of Manufacturers.

I will remind the witnesses that you have five minutes for your
statements. Your prepared texts wih, of course, be included in the
record.

Dr. Rahn, why don't you begin?

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD RAHN, PH.D., VICE PRESIDENT,
CHIEF ECONOMIST, U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, WASHING-
TON, DC
Dr. RAHN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am Richard

Rahn, Vice President and Chief Economist at the United States
(1)
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Chamber of Commerce, and on behalf of 180,000 members, I wish
to thank you for allowing us to testify today.

I will outline $27 to $47 billion worth of deficit reduction propos-
als for you to consider, $20 billion being within the jurisdiction of
this committee under the present rules.

Discussion of tax increases to date has proceeded in a disturbing
manner. We find ourselves debating tax increases on the merits of
their progressivity, their acceptability, and even their disguis-
ability.

The fundamental question, "Will Americans be better of given a
$20 billion tax increase?", seems rarely to be asked.

Our analysis gives us an unambiguous worse-off answer to that
question. Truly bizarre arguments have been made as to why Con-
gress cannot cut spending and why it must increase taxes.

Setting aside specific special interest pleading and ideology, let
us look at the facts.

Every time Congress has increased taxes since World War II,
spending on average has increased $1.58 for each $1.00 of tax in-
creases. As a result, deficits have tended to grow larger rather than
smaller after each tax increase.

Second, increases in tax rates on labor, capital, or directly on
goods and services tend to raise less revenue than initially forecast
because the tax increases the cost of whatever is being taxed, re-
sulting in a decline in the demand for the item being taxed.

Third, tax increases, by increasing the cost of whatever is being
taxed, results in less than optimum allocation of resources which in
turn lowers real incomes, reduces job opportunities and raises eco-
nomic misery.

Taxes alter the return to every activity undertaken by individ-
uals and businesses, thus altering the allocation of resources in the
economy away from the most efficient uses as determined by indi-
vidual decisions in the market.

Fourth, tax increases facilitate increases in Government spend-
ing, but beyond a certain percentage of gross national product, in-
creases in Government spending reduce rather than enhance eco-
nomic growth.

The United States has already passed that point, and further in-
creases in spending will reduce growth. The reduced growth rate
occurs for several reasons: the increased cost of tax administration
and compliance, the Government sector tends to be less efficient
than the private sector, and Government transfer payment pro-
grams tend to misallocate resources and provide disincentives for
productive economic activity.

Under your rules, the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act allows a
committee of the Senate or House that receives a budget reconcilia-
tion directive to substitute spending reductions equal to up to 20
percent of the revenue increases required by the directive.

_n accordance with this provision, we recommend that the com-
mittee substitute $3.9 billion in spending reductions for revenue in-
creases; and I hope you would particularly look at COLA adjust-
ments for Social Security and some adjustments in Medicare.

Capital gains taxation. There is a large body of evidence now
that a reduction in the capital gains rate would increase tax reve-
nues.
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We have had a lot of experience in recent years with increasing
and decreasing capital gains rates, and the body of evidence seems
to indicate that a maximum capital gains rate of between 15 and
17.5 percent would maximize revenue.

Recently, Professor Lawrence Lindsey of Harvard University did
an analysis of everybody's studies, including his own, and after re-
viewing these, it appears that reduction of the maximum capital
gains rate from the current 28 percent to 15 percent would in-
crease revenues between $4 billion and $8 billion in 1988 and be-
tween $5 billion and $1 billion in 1989.

This rate reduction would give you more revenue and greatly in-
crease the efficiency of the economy and have many side benefits.

Now, I know when the Treasury representative testified, Senator
Wallop had asked him several questions about doing a revenue
forecast; and we would recommend that the committee request a
dynamic revenue forecast from the Treasury Department, includ-
ing the effect of the current stock of capital gains, the effect of cap-
ital gains tax rates on startup and innovative firms-the source of
much capital gains-and an analysis of the second-order effects tht
would result from increased capital gain realizations.

A lower capital gains sale a more efficient capital stock alloca-
tion and higher employment.

I have listed in my testimony numerous specific items for the
Congress to look at both in terms of increased revenue and expend-
iture reduction. Given the lack of time, I won't review all those for
you.

But the proposals we have laid out would help enable the Con-
gress to meet its deficit reduction targets in an economically con-
structive manner without slowing economic growth, exacerbating
poverty, increasing unemployment, or harming the competitiveness
of U.S. business.

It is possible for you to make tax and spending adjustments that
we believe will ensure a continuation of our near record peacetime
expansion.

We urge you to take the constructive course we have recom-
mended rather than burden the economy with a major tax in-
crease, which is guaranteed to increase the misery of our citizens.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Dr. Rahn.
The next witness will be Mr. Oswald.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Rahn follows:]
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STATEMENT
on

REVENUE INCREASES
before the

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
for the

U. S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
by

Dr. Richard W. Rahn
July 17, 1987

I am Richard Rahn, Vice-President and Chief Economist of the United

States Chamber of Commerce. On behalf of our 180,000 member businesses,

associations and state and local chambers of commerce, I welcome the

opportinlaiy to present our thoughts on the diffi:.t choices that you must

make this year.

The recent budget resolution instructs the Senate Committee on Finance

and the House Committee on Ways and Means to raise t19.3 billion in new

revenues for Fiscal Year 1988 as part of an effort to substantially reduce the

deficit. That is the unpleasant task with which your committee is iaced. It

requires the committee to make difficult choices that will have a lasting

impact on the economic future of the country. Proposals that the committee

will consider include those that are counterproductive and economically

destructive and those that are productive and economically constructive, which

will reduce the federal budget deficit, promote prosperity and improve the

standard of living of the American public.

The U.S. economy is today much healthier than it was in 1981.

Unemployment, inflation and interest rates are all significantly lower. Yet

the accomplishments of the last six years are not grounds for complacency, for

the economy is weaker than we would all prefer. During the past two years,

economic growth has averaged about 2.5 percent and projections for 1987 lo not

include an improvement over that rate. Chis lackluster performance can, in

large part, be traced to the climate of uncertainty surrounding tax policy.
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Discussion of tax increases has, to date, proceeded in a disturbing

manner. We find ourselves debating tax increases on the merits of their

progressivity, their acceptability and even their disguiseability. Lacking

from this debate has been any meaningful discussion over what makes good tax

policy. In essence, good tax policy starts with a very simple question, "Does

this provision belong in the tax code?" It does not, as has been all too

often the case, start with "Can this be taxed?" The. fundamental question -

"Will Americans be better or worse off given a twenty billion dollar tax

increase?" - seems to be rarely asked. Our analysis gives an unambiguous
"worse off" answer to that question.

Truly bizarre arguments have been made as to why Congress cannot cut

spending and why it must increase taxes. Setting aside specific special

interest pleading and ideology, let's look at the facts:

1. Every time Congress has increased taxes since World War

II, spending has increased an average of $1.58 for every $1.00

increase in taxes. As a result, deficits have tended to grow larger

rather than smaller after each tax increase.

2. Increases in tax rates on labor, capital or directly on

goods and services tend to raise less revenue than initially

forecast because the tax increases the cost of whatever is being

taxed, resulting in a decline in the demand for the item being taxed.

3. Tax increases, by increasing the cost of whatever is being

taxed, result in a less than optimum allocation of resources, which,

in turn, lowers real incomes, reduces job opportunities and raises

economic misery. Taxes alter the return to every activity

undertaken by individuals and businesses, thus altering the

allocation of resources in an economy away from their most efficient

uses as determined by individual decisions in the market.
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4. Tax increases, as shown in (1) above, facilitate increases

in government spending. But, beyond a certain percentage of Gross

National Product (GNP), increases in government spending reduce

rather than enhance economic growth. The U.S. has already passed

that point and further increases in spending will reduce growth. The

reduced growth rate occurs for three reasons: the increased cost of

tax administration and compliance, the government sector tends to be

less efficiett than the private sector and government transfer

payment programs tend to misallocate resources and provide

disincentives for productive economic activity. As in the case of

tax increases, this reduced rate of economic growth results in fewer

job opportunities, less progress against poverty and more economic

misery.

Reconciliation Substitution

Section 310(c) of the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act

of 1985 (P.L. 97-177, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings) allows a committee of the Senate

or House that receives a budget reconciliation directive to substitute

spending reductions equal of up to 20 percent of the revenue increases

required bykhe directive. In accordance with this provision, we recommend

that the committee substitute t3.9 billion in spending reductions for revenue

increases. In particular, we recommend that the committee consider the

price-indexed bond proposal described below or reduce entitlement spending

within its jurisdiction.

In addition, we recommend the following revenue raising options for

your consideration.

Capital Gains Taxation

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 marked a significant change in American tax

policy. The Act recognized that high marginal tax rates served to hinder
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economic growth by reducing incentives to work, save and invest. Tax rates

were lowered almost across the board, for both individuals and buainesses. I

say almost across the board because the Act failed to extend that principle to

the treatment of capital gains. Rather than lower the capital gains rate, as

was done for all other forms of income, that rate was raised from 20 to 28

percent, a 40 percent increase. If you consider state income taxes, the

capital gains rate was in some cases increased by as much as 66 percent.,

Capital gains have shown a strong sensitivity to tax rates. In the

years 1969-1975, when capital gains were taxed at a rate of 42.5 percent,

there was essentially no growth in capital gains realization. When the rate

on capital gains was increased further in 1976 - to 49 percent - there was

again little growth in capital gains notwithstanding the high rate of

inflation. When rates on capital gains were finally reduced in 1979 the

effect was not, as many had predicted, a revenue loss. Quite the contrary.

Capital gains increased from $45.3 billion in 1977 to $73.4 billion in 1979.

This increase in the amount of capital gains realized in 1979 translated :nto

$2.6 billion of additional revenue despite the lower tax rate applied to those

gains. In 1981 the rate on capital gains was reduced from 28 to 20 percent,

and resulting in further federal revenue gains of more than $i billion per

year.

Dr. Lawrence Lindsey, of Hariard University and the National Bureau of

Economic Research, has examined the relationship between tax rates and capital

gains. His findings confirm the negative effect of high capital gains taxes

on federal revenues and indicate that large revenue gains are possible from a

reduction in the capital gains tax rate. Dr. Lindsey's re-estimation of

Martin Feldstein's work, excerpted in Table I, led him to project a $7.7

billion increase in federal revenues for 1988 following a reduction in the

capital gains rate to 15 percent. Over the period 1988-1991 this gain could

amount to as much as t43.2 billion. Lindsey's own model predicts that

reducing the rate to 15 percent would increase revenues by $19.2 billion.



TABLE I
POTENTIAL REVENUE EFFECT OF A

FIFTEEN PERCENT CAPITAL GAINS TAX
($ billions, fiscal years)

Revenue 1988 1989 1990 1991 Total
Feldstein 7.73 10.99 11.80 12.73 43.2
Lindsey 3.49 4.92 5.25 5.57 19.2

Source: Lawrence Lindsey, Capital Gains Taxes under the Tax Reform Act of
1986: Revenue Estimates Under Various Asstjap~ons (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
National Bureau of Economic Research, 1"187)

Increases in capital gains realization would come primarily from the

affluent. In other words, reducing the capital gains rate would increase the

progressivity of the tax system by increasing the share of the overall tax

burden borne by upper income taxpayers. The experience of 1981-1985 shows how

dra atic this effect can 'We. As Table II shows, time periods with lower

capital gains rates have been associated with increases in capital gains by

each and every income group. All income classer increased their realization

of capital gains, although upper income groups increased their capital a
4
ins,

and therefore their taxes, by a larger amount than lower income groups.

An increase in capital gains realization allows individuals to adjust

their portfolio holdings. At a lower rate, individuals are no longer "locked

in" to existing investments because they would not lose as high a percentage

of their equity-to the government. The ability to engage in portfolio

adjustment is an integral part of a free market economy and will enhance

efficiency and promote economic growth. Moreover, these individuals will be

more willing to invest in entrepreneurial ventures once the tax on success is

smaller.

Clearly, a reduction in the capital gains tax rate will have the

benefit of providing at least $3.5 billion in additional revenue for the

government. Moreover, it will increase capital formation and venture capital,

which in turn will create more jobs and income for our citizens.
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TABLE II
NET LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAINS 1978-1984

AGI %Change % Change
Class ($000) 1978-1981 1981-1984

0-25 36.1% 78.8%
25-50 13.3 53.9
50-100 69.7 88.4
100-500 120.9 76.8
500 and above 302,7 169.1

Source: Statistics of Income, Internal Revenue Service, 1978-1984.

Tax Court Docket Relief

As of March, 1987, the Tax Court had an enormous backlog of 79,300

cases. A single case can take as many as 10 years before it is heard. The

effect of this backlog is twofold. It is unjust to the taxpayer and it

deprives the federal government of revenues for years. It is also unfair that

taxpayers must wait years to havo their disputes with the Internal Revenue

Service (IRS) resolved, because the potential penalties and interest compound

and uncertainty continues. Speedy resolution of disputes is a central notion

of American justice. Moreover, the federal government is deferring billions in

revenues by allowing the backlog to become so serious.

Several members of Congress have suggested that the government allow

taxpayers to settle their disputes with the IRS for a fixed percentage of the

amount in dispute, plus interest. Such an approach would have the quadruple

benefit of aiding the administration of the civil justice system, enhancing

federal tax revenues during a period when revenues are badly needed, reducing

Tax Court administrative expenses and freeing I.R.S. personnel for other

enforcement purposes. This revenue raising option could, based on the number

of outstanding cases tid average awards, conceivably raise billions of dollars

and should raise at least one billion dollars. This option deserves serious

study to determine if there are any reasons not to go forward with it and to

establish sound procedures for implementation of the proposal. Similar

possibilities should be explored for tax cases before the U.S. District Court

and the Court of Claims.
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Naval Petroleum Reserves

Running an oil field is a business and should not be a government

activity. However, for the past decade the Naval Petroleum Reserve (NPR) has

operated as a government-owned oil field. It has sold oil at rates far below

the market price. It is also burdened with many unnecessary government

regulations.

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) estimates that about 2.5

billion in annual receipts can be generated from the sale of NPR to the

private sector. Critics allege that such oil should remain in the ground for

security reasons. However, halting production is no longer a realistic

option. Once production has begun, the wells cannot be easily plugged because

oil would seep into areas from which it cannot be recovered. The government

also owns the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, a preferable way to handle a crisis

because it can pump oil 30 times faster than the NPRs.

Financial Asset Sales

A large amount of revenue can be generated by sales of federal loans.

A 1984 Congressional Budget Office (CBO) study estimated a potential one-time

net cash inflow to the Treasury of 95 billion if $208 billion of the federal

loan portfolio were sold. The President's budget contains a much smaller,

politically arhievable, package of sales with a face value of $11.2 billion

which would generate about $5 billion in revenues for 1988. A Heritage

Foundation study concludes that asset sales could realistically yield $10

billion for 1988.

Critics argue that loan asset sales do not constitute real deficit

reduction. However, loan asset sales do increase the cash flow of government

on a dollar for dollar basis. This enables Congress to meet its deficit

reduction targets while putting into place spending reduction packages that
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generate larger savings in the out-years. Selling such loans also makes the

federal subsidy imbedded in these loans come to light, potentially curbing

program abuse. Precedent for this approach was established when Congress

counted the Rural Electrification Administration (REA) pre-payment as savings

in the 1988 budget resolution. This payment has the same upfront cash flow

element as loan asset sales.

User Fees on Inland Waterway Projects

The Corps of Engineers (COE) currently spends 3 billion annually on

multipurpose water projects. Under current law, COE user charges are low and

in some cases nonexistent. Waterway users (i.e., commercial shippers)

currently contribute only 8 percent of federal expenditures on the inland

waterway system. The burden of waterway projects continues to fall on the

taxpayers' shoulders. According to the Congressional Budget Office and the

Heritage Foundation, if annual user fees that covered operating and capital

costs were levied, they would reduce the deficit by $1 billion annually.

Below-cost user fees have had other harmful effects besides

contributing to the size of the federal deficit. These include creating

excess demand for new dredging and construction projects and promoting

artificially high use of shipping for transporting goods rather than less

costly modes of transportation.

Contrary to critics' claims, increased user fees would not be

financially ruinous for U.S. shippers. The CBO has estimated that full-cost

recovery user fees for ports and harbors would increase the cost of goods only

slight ly.

Increased user fees on a wide variety of federal credit programs

(Veterans Administration loans, Federal Housing Administration loans,

User Fees For Federal Credit Programs
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Commodity Credit Corporation, export credit loans, maritime loans, education

loans, and REA loans) have been proposed. The proposal is related to Grace

Commission recommendations to improve federal credit policy. The basic

proposal is to implement a 5 percent origination fee for most of these loans.

The proposal would affect more than 85 percent of newly guaranteed loans that

do not currently have su-h a fee in place. OMB estimates revenues of tl.5
billion for the first year.

Individuals and businesses who use such loans would have to confront

the higher user fees. However, other borrowers must pay higher interest

rates, receive less favorable credit terms or are unable to get credit at all

because the federal government has channeled credit to the borrowers whom it

favors.

Coast Guard User Fees

User fees could be established for U.S. Coast Guard services that

provide direct benefits to commercial mariners and other users. According to

CRO, such user fees could generate $900 million in deficit reduction annually.

Just as automobile owners assume the costs of building and maintaining

roads and as local taxes pay the costs of police and fire protection, so

should boat owners help defray the costs of federal services provided solely

for their benefit. In addition, the burden on most recreational boat owners

would be small; the CBO estimates that fees for recreational boaters would be

less than $20 per year. The impact of fees on the fishing industry and

commercial shippers wotld be greater but not overly burdensome. User fees
would merely cause industry prices to reflect more accurately the real cost of

these commercial activities.

The Administration proposes the use of auctions, instead of the present

practice of using hearings and lotteries, to assign Federal Communications

Auction of the Unassigned Snectrum
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Commission licenses for use of the unassigned spectrum. Revenues generated
from such salc are estimated to be $600 million annually.

Auction authority will not affect the terms of licenses awarded and

will not apply to licenses awarded in any medium of mass communications or
for public safety or amateur services. Public auctions will capture the true

value of the license and give taxpayers a return for the use of the spectrum,

which is public property.

Exess Real Property

The President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Control and the General

Accounting Office (GAO) point to the need for better policies for federal

asset disposal. Because agencies are often not compensated for asset

dispositions, little incentive exists for such sales. Congress must also

approve even very small sales.

Critics point out that such sales may disrupt the real estate market.

However, such sales could be phased-in over a period of years. Furthermore,

the amount that is currently marketable represents only one-half of one

percent of all federal landholdings. Selling such property could yield as

much as $1.0 billion in annual receipts, according to the Private Sector

Survey da Cost'Control.

Private ownership would transform nonessential federal real property

into taxable, wealth-creating assets. If federal property of minimal national
significance were transferred to the the private sector, all parties would

benefit: developers could use the property for profit-making ventures, local

communities would have a larger tax base at their disposal and the federal

government would gain revenues to offset the deficit.
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Price-Indexed and Gold-Backed Bonds

Price-indexed bonds and gold-backed bonds could save the Treasury

interest expense. These inflatio-proof bonds would compensate investors for

unexpected changes in the inflation rate. Thus, the Treasury would no longer

have to compensate investors for inflation uncertainty when issuing new bonds.

One third of all new bonds in Great Britain have been so indexed since 1981.

Further studies should be done to estimate the impact of inflation-proof bonds

in reducing our federal deficit.

For example, estimates from the Heritage Foundation suggest that such

inflation-proof bonds could, with as little as a two percentage point

reduction in the cost of federal borrowing, generate up to $12 billion in

annual interest saving and deficit reduction. Other estimates predict a more

modest savings of three billion dollars in the first few years, increasing to

$12 billion after full implementation of the program.

Amt rak

According to OMB, privatization of Amtrak could yield $1.6 billion in

1988. Privatization of some or all of the system could be made a sound

political alternative by giving key constituencies (Amtrak employees,

management, passengers) an ownership stake in the railroad and eliminating

subsidies through improved efficiency. By turning Amtrak assets over to the

private sector in return for terminating the subsidy, a net savings to the

taxpayer results. Moreover, if Amtrak were private, it would pay local, state

and federal taxes.

Proponents of such a strategy argue that the current subsidy provides

little incentive to cover costs. Cutting subsidies would therefore effectively

reduce federal outlays and promote efficiency. Amtrak carries less than 0.3

percent of all intercity passenger traffic in this nation. Even on the

heavily traveled portions of the Amtrak route structure, more than half of its

heavily subsidized patrons have incomes above $30,000, resulting in an Amtrak

subsidy that serves to redistribute income upwards.
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As is the case which most federal subsidies, the subsidies afforded

Amtrak could have created several times as many new jobs in the private

sector. If Amtrak were sold to the private sector, profitable and popular

routes would not be eliminated but rather would be operated by more

cost-efficient, taxpaying, private owners.

Military Bases

According to the President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Control,

many Departmeut of Defense installations can be consolidated and many others

can be eventually phased-out. A portion of the real property associated with

these sites could be sold to the private sector or state and local

governments. Although smaller communities could suffer adjustment problems,

these problems could be overcome with an orderly phase-out of these

installations.

Selling or renting commissaries for private sector usage and management

is also another source of revenue. Investigations have shown that such

commissaries are operated inefficiently and are heavily subsidized. Studies by

the Grace Commission have shown that military and private sector pay scales

are equivalent. Therefore, the commissary subsidy is not needed. Even if such

subsidies were useful, a voucher system would be far more efficient than

federally operated stores.

Deficit reduction derived from base closures and consolidations and
rental income from privately owned commissaries could yield at least 1.5
billion annually, according to the Grace Commission.
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Cone l usion

Table III summarizes the revenue raising options discussed above.

REVENUE RAISING OPTIONS

Option Description Fiscal Year 1988 Revenues
(Billions of dollars)

Reconciliation Substitution t3.9
Capital Gains *3.5-7.7
Tax Court Docket Relief t1.0-3.0
Military Base Reform $1.5
Naval Petroleum Reserve Sales $2.5
Excess Real Property Sales $1.0
Credit User Fees $1.5
Financial Asset Sales $5.0-10.0
Price-indexed Bonds $3.0-12.0
Amtrak $1.6
Inland Waterways User Fees *I.0
Coast Guard User Fees *0.9
Unassigned Spectrum Auction $0.4

TOTAL REVENUE RAISING OPTIONS $26.8-47.0

Each of these proposals would help to enable the Congress to meet its

deficit reduction targets in an economically constructive manner, without

slowing economic growth, exacerbating poverty, increasing unemployment or

harming the competitiveness of U.S. business. The pattern of federal

spending, however, forces one into a pessimistic appraisal when assessing the

uses to which these revenues might be put. With federal revenues at record

levels for a peacetime economy, and for many wartime periods for that matter,

it is hard to believe that additional federal revenues will result in anything

but additional federal spending. To the degree that these proposals result in

more spending, then whatever beneficial features that they possess in the

abstract will at least in part be negated.

It is possible for you to make tax and spending adjustments that we

believe will ensure a continuation of our near-record peacetime expansion. We

urge you to take the constructive course we have recommended rather than

burden the economy with a major tax increase, which is guaranteed to increase

the misery of many of our citizens.
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Thak you for the opportunity to present our view o the important

issue of how best to raise the revenues necessary to meet the budget

resolution requiremats.
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STATEMENT OF RUDY OSWALD, DIRECTOR, ECONOMIC
RESEARCH DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. OSWALD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am happy to appear as
the Chief Economist of the AFL-CIO, representing some 13 million
members, and to be able to state what we feel are fair and equita-
ble measures to meet the budget resolution revenue targets.

The effect of the 1981 tax cut, the rapid buildup of defense spend-
ing, and mounting interest costs have resulted in a budget deficit
estimated at nearly $140 billion and a debt expected to exceed $2.6
trillion.

Revenue raising action is essential, and we support your efforts.
But central to our support for additional revenue is our strong
belief that any new revenues be raised on the basis of ability to
pay.

For that reason, we urge the committee to focus its attention on
the individual and corporate income tax and the estate and gift tax
in fulfilling the revenue targets with the Concurrent Resolution on
the Budget for Fiscal Year 1988.

We are opposed to new or expanded sales, excise, or other con-
sumption taxes. Regressive taxes are contrary to the goal of tax
justice and the intent of Congress just last year in enacting the
1986 reforms.

We also remain vigorously opposed to any renewed attempts to
tax employer-provided workplace benefits. Specifically, we suggest
that the necessary funds be generated through actions in the fol-
lowing areas: (a) maintain the top individual tax rate at 38.5 per-
cent, rather than 28 percent; (b) make the current individual tax
rate of 33 percent explicit, rather than a phase-in, phase-out rate;
(c) reduce corporate tax rate to 38.5 percent, rather than the cur-
rent 34 percent; (d) change the foreign tax credit to a deduction
and eliminate the deferral privilege for U.S. corporate income
earned abroad; (e) impose a surtax on upper income individuals
and corporations; (f) close the capital gains at death loophole and
eliminate reductions in the estate and gift tax rates; and (g) close
such loopholes as limited partnerships and preferential accounting
rules.

Revenue from these sources could far exceed the $19.3 billion
called for in fiscal year 1988 and a three-year total of $64.3 billion.

The foregoing proposals are options the Congresz should consider
in its search for needed revenue. These alternatives would raise
revenue in a fair and equitable fashion forwarding the goal of tax
reform.

The changes we recommend would also offset the loss of revenue
after 1988 anticipated as a result of the 1986 Tax Reform Act.

That 1986 bill removed most of the working poor from the tax
rolls and required corporations to shoulder a fairer share of the tax
burden.

The legislation, however, went too far in cutting tax rates for
wealthy individuals and highly profitable corporations.

As a result, although the 1986 effort did much to achieve goals of
taxing equals equally, it did little to make the tax structure more
progressive.
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We urge that the promise of tax reform be kept and rate sched-
ules be enacted that reflect the principle of taxation based on the
ability to pay.

Beyond the matter of tax receipts is the broader issue of social
responsibility demonstrated by the share of taxes required of indi-
viduals and corporations.

Taxpayer morale and support by Americans of the fiscal under-
pinnings of the Federal Government can be ensured only by contin-
ued Congressional action to spread the tax burden equitably.

The AFL-CIO urges Congress to freeze the top individual tax
rate at 38.5 percent, rather than reduce it to 28 percent. The 38.5
percent rate would apply to income above $225,000 and would raise
some $4.7 billion in 1988.

The top rate has already been reduced substantially. Following
World War II, the top rate was 91 percent. In 1965, it was 70 per-
cent; and in 1981, the top rate was cut to 50 percent.

Now, in 1987, the rate is 38.5 percent with a further reduction to
28 percent scheduled for 1988.

In our estimation, this is too large a cut in the taxes of the
wealthy.

We wish that we could come before you and claim that the Fed-
eral deficit can be ignored, or that simple, painless measures-par-
ticularly on the spending side of the equation-will do the trick.
The facts, however, are otherwise.

The unfair and revenue devastating 1981 tax cut costs some $259
billion in 1988 revenues lost. Ten actions since that time to in-
crease Federal receipts offset that loss so that now it is only $136
billion, an amount sufficient to wipe out nearly all the deficit ex-
pected in 1988.

Inflation adjusted defense outlays since 1981 have grown by 44
percent, and interest rates on the debt-also in real terms-have
more than doubled in that same period.

Moreover, if we are to believe the President's claim that his pro-
posals for defense and domestic spending in 1988 reflect the lowest
levels of such spending in keeping with the nation's needs, then the
only way to achieve the balanced budget that the President contin-
ues to advocate is to increase revenues.

Revenue can be raised, and it can be done in a fair and even-
handed way. It can leave intact the 1986 tax structure for most
Americans, by asking the wealthiest to take a somewhat smaller
cut in their taxes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Oswald.
Our next witness will be Mr. Motley.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Oswald follows:]
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STATEMENT OF RUDOLPH A. OSWALD, DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

ON REVENUE OPTIONS

July 17, 1987

;he AFL-CIO is pleased to have this opportunity to recommend fair and

equitable measures to meet the budget resolution revenue targets.

The effects of the 1981 tax cuts, the rapid buildup in defense spending and

mounting interest costs have resulted in a budget deficit estimated at nearly

$140 billion and a debt expected to exceed $2.6 trillion. Revenue raising action is

essential and we support your efforts. But central to our support for additional

revenue is our strong belief that any new revenues be raised on the basis of ability

to pay. For that reason, we urge the Committee to focus its attention on the

individual and corporate income tax and the estate and gift tax in keeping with the

Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1988.

We oppose new or expanded sales, excise, or other consumption taxes.

Repressive taxes are contrary to the goal of tax justice and the intent of Congress

last year in enacting the 1986 reforms. We also remain vigorously opposed to any

renewed attempts to tax employer-provided workplace benefits.

Specifically, we suggest that the necessary funds be generated through

actions in the following areas:

A. Maintain the top individual tax rate at 38.5 percent, rather than the

28 percent under current law;

B. Make the current individual tax rate of 33 percent explicit, rather

than a phase- in, phase-out rate;
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C. Reduce the corporate tax rate to 38.5 percent, rather than the

current 34 percent;

D. Change the foreign tax credit to a deduction and eliminate the

deferral privilege for U.S. corporate income earned abroad;

E. Impose a surtax on upper income individuals and corporations;

F. Close the capital gaijis at death loophole and eliminate reductions

in the estate and gift tax rates; and

G. Close such loopholes as limited partnerships and preferential

accounting rules.

Revenue from these sources could far exceed the $19.3 billion called for by

Congress in fiscal year 1988 and the three-year 1988-1990 total of $64.3 billion.

The foregoing proposals are options that Congress should consider In its search for

needed revenue. These alternatives would raise revenue in a fair and equitable

fashion forwarding the goal of tax reform. The changes we recommend would also

offset the loss of revenue after 1988 anticipated as a result of the 1986 Tax

Reform Act.

The 1986 tax bill removed most of the working poor from the tax rolls and

required corporations to shoulder a fairer share of the tax burden. The legislation

however, went too far in cutting tax rates for wealthy individuals and highly

profitable corporations. As a result, although the 1986 effort did much to achieve

goals of taxing equals, equally it did little to make the tax structure more

progressive.

We urge that the promise of tax reform be kept, and rate schedules be

enacted that reflect the principle of taxation based on the ability to pay. Beyond

the matter of tax receipts is the broader issue of social responsibility demonstrated

by the share of taxes required of individuals and corporations. Taxpayer morale
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and support by Americans of the fiscal underpinnings of the federal government

can be ensured only by continued Congressional action to spread the tax burden

equitably.

The AFL-CIO urges Congress to freeze the top individual tax rate at

38.5 percent, rather than reduce it to 28 percent. The 38.5 percent rate would

apply to taxable income above $225,000 and would raise $4.7 billion in 1988

revenue and $26.9 billion over three years. The top rate has already been

substantially reduced. Following World War 1i, the top rate was 91 percent. In

1965, it was reduced to 70 percent, and in the 1981 legislation, the top rate was cut

to 50 percent. For 1987, the new rate of 38.5 percent is effective, with a further

reduction to 28 percent scheduled for 1988. In our estimation this is too large a

cut in the taxes of the wealthy.

The current phase-out rate of 33 percent applying to taxable incomes of more

than $71,900 should be made an explicit rate of 33 percent and not be hidden by the

current phase-in, phase-out provisions. It wou!d apply to taxable incomes between

$71,900 and $225,000. This proposal would raise $2.8 billion in 1988, and $18.2

billion over the three-year period.

Both of these proposals would only affect those with incomes of

approximateLy $90,000 or more and would leave intact the 1986 Tax Reform Act

rates and exemptions for low and moderate income families.

We also recommend a top corporate rate of 38.5 percent, rather than the cut

to 34 percent called for in the Tax Reform Act. This proposed 38.5 percent rate is

substantially lower than the 46 percent rate applied to taxable income of $100,000

or more that was in effect until June 30 and would yield approximately $4 billion in

1988 and $14 billion over three years. This rate would also eliminate the anomaiy

under the current code, where corporations with taxable income of $100,000 to



$335,000 would pay a marginal rate of 39 percent under current law, while

corporations with profits over $335,000 face a marginal rate of 34 percent.

Despite the revenue raising corporate tax refori.s enacted last year the share of

taxes paid by corporations is still far below the levels of the mid-1950s when

corporate business financed over a quarter of the federal budget. In 1988, less than

13 percent of federal tax revenues are expected from corporations.

We also urge that the foreign tax credit be changed to a deduction and the

deferrability of taxes on profits earned abroad should be ended. American firms

investing and producing abroad should not be subsidized by special U.S. tax

privileges. Like state and local taxes, foreign income taxes should be considered a

cost of doing business and deducted from the taxable income rather than the

present system of credits against tax liability. Also the U.S. tax should be paid

when the profits are earned, not at so-ne future time (or never) as currently

provided under foreign source income rules. In addition to ending a subsidy which

encourages U.S. corporations to invest and produce overseas, these changes would

yield approximately $10 billion in 1988 and $35 billion over three years.

We would also support a corporate surtax on tax over $10,000 and a surtax on

individuals with a tax liability higher than $10,000. A 5 percent surtax applied to

wealthier corporations and individuals who are best able to afford the additional

burden (primarily families with incomes of over $70,000) would amount to

$3.3 billion from corporations in the first year, and $15.7 billion over three years.

A 5 percent surtax on individuals would amount to $3.1 billion in 1988 and

$16.7 billion over three years.

The estate and gift tax represents a source of revenue and tax equity.

Currently this fairest and most progressive tax accounts for only 6 percent of

federal revenues. We recommend that the rates be frozen at the 1987 level rather
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than suffer the revenue loss that would result from dropping the rate to 50 percent

on transfers of ovet $2.5 million. In addition, we believe that Congress should use

this opportunity to end the revenue losses resulting from the present law non-

taxation of capital gains passed on to heirs. A three year revenue gain of $12.6

billion would result.

The AFL-CIO also supports the proposals to tax as corporations the "Master"

Limited partnerships that are publicly traded and to p ut an end to the many

opportunities for tax avoidance through accounting techniques such as inventory

pricing and cash rather than accrual based deductions. Such measures would raise

as much as $6 billion in 1988 revenue and $27 billion over the 1988-1990 period.

We repeat our strong opposition to the use of regressive excise taxes and

general sales or value added taxes to raise revenue. Since such taxes place most of

the burden on low- and moderate- income consumers turning to excise taxes would

reverse the steps toward fairness taken in 1986 and represent a breach of faith

with the American people. Instead of using the taxes that are based on ability to

pay, a shift to excises would be a move towards a more regressive tax structure.

We believe that's bad tax policy.

Just one note in closing on the alternatives listed in the options of June 26,

pertaining to taxing employee benefits. %e believe this issue goes far beyond tax

and budget considerations into basic social policy. Attempts to reap fiscal rewards

by taxing employee benefits is grossly unfair to the tens of millions of American

workers- who depend on benefits that have become the basis of a life-support

system.

Up to 140 million Americans for example, now rely on job-related health care

insurance protection -- so this is hardly a nonessential benefit available to a select

few. But, most important to tax health and life insurance, pensions, education,
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legal services, child care and other employer-paid benefits as if they were income

would destroy an established social policy without providinR an alternative.

The AFL-CIO options amount to nearly $34 billion In 1988 revenue and to

$166 billion over three years. We are not urging an increase of this magnitude, but

rather offer alternatives that we believe are the preferred options that the

Congress should consider.

We wish that we could come before you and claim that the federal deficit can

be ignored or that simple, painless measures particularly on the spending side of

the equation will do the trick. The facts however, are otherwise. The unfair and

revenue devastating 1981 tax cut, costs $259 billion in 1988 revenues lost. Ten

actions since that time to increase federal receipts offsets the loss reducing it to

$136 billion -- an amount sufficient to wipe out nearly all the deficit expected in

1988. Inflation adjusted Defense outlays, since 1981, have grown by 44 percent and

interest payments on the debt, also in real terms, have more than doubled in the

1981-1988 period. Moreover, if we are to believe the President's claim that his

proposals for defense and domestic spending in 1998 reflect the lowest levels of

such spending in keeping with the nation's needs, then the only way to achieve the

balanced budget that the President continues to advocate is to increase revenues.

Revenue can be raised and it can be done in a fair and even-handed way. It

can leave intact the 1986 tax structure for most Americans, by asking the

wealthiest to take a somewhat smaller cut in their taxes.
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AFL-CIO Options To Meet Budget Targets
(Billions of dollars)

Revenue over
Proposals 1988 Revenue Three Years

Maintain top rate of 38.5% $4.7 $26.9

Make 33% rate explicit 2.8 18.2

Lower top corporate rate to
38.5% instead of 34% 4.0 14.0

Enact a 5% surtax on individual
income taxes of over $10,000 3.1 16.7

Enact a 5% surtax on corporate tax
over $I0,000 3.3 15.7

End foreign tax credit and
deferral 10.0 35.0

Retain 1987 estate and gift
tax rates and tax capital
gains at death 12.6

Taxation of limited partnerships
and accounting reforms 6.0 27.0
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STATEMENT OF JOHN MOTLEY, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL LEGISLA-
TION, NATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT BUSINESS,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. MOTLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. On behalf of NFIB's

515,000 members coast to coast and the 225,000 members that
reside in the States of the members of this committee, I would like
to thank you for the opportunity to testify here today.

While the focus of this hearing is on raising revenue to meet the
reconcilation targets given the committee, I think I would be terri-
bly remiss if I did not start out by saying that NFIB members still
maintain their objection to tax increases to reduce the deficit.

They firmly believe that the deficit is a spending problem and
not a revenue problem. A decade of polling and surveys of our
membership show that they clearly believe that spending in this
country is out of control and that Congress should move to bring
that spending under control before any major tax increases are
begun.

The 1986 White House Conference on Small Business last August
concurred with this. Their number four recommendation was more
than 1,200 votes; it was simply a menu of those things that Con-
gress should do to help bring down spending.

Again, we have another reaffirmation of it. NFIB currently has
one of its mandate polls in the field, and the question that we ask
gives the members three options for reducing the deficit. Two of
those options combine tax increases with spending cuts. One of
them is a stock transactions tax and cut spending. The second one
is a gasoline tax and cut spending. The third one is to cut spending
solely.

I don't think I need to tell you how the vote would come out; but
on the stock transaction tax and cutting spending, 19 percent fa-
vored that; gasoline tax and cut spending, 8 percent favored it; cut
spending alone, 71 percent were in favor of that.

So, I think it is pretty clear that our membership across the
country still believes that Congress can do more in the area of cut-
ting spending.

Therefore, NFIB will not support any tax increase, even if it is
thoroughly dedicated to reducing the deficit.

While we oppose tax increases, there are certain revenue raising
options put forward by the Joint Committee that, from our stand-
point, are worse than others. Therefore, I would like to spend a few
minutes to discuss personal and corporate rates, estate taxes,
FUTA taxes, and capital gains taxes.

First of all, personal and corporate rates, Mr. Chairman. The
number one priority in tax reform last year of the small business
community was reductions in both personal and corporate rates.

Small businesses, especially those in capital-intensive areas,
traded their deductions for rate cuts. To raise rates at this time, we
believe, would be a breach of faith with those businesses.

Small corporations, those under $25,000 a year in taxable
income, received no rate cut last year. Therefore, any additional in-
crease in their rates this year would be second tax increase or a
tax increase two years in succession.

76-782 0 - 88 - 2
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Turning to estate taxes, Mr. Chairman, the discussion of the
State tax in here and in the Ways and Means Committee is one of
deja vous. It seems we had this debate in 1976 and in 1978 and in
1981; and we decided at that time that estate taxes were a fairly
efficient way of raising revenue, raising less than one percent of
total Federal revenues at a very high cost.

Estate taxes also provide a great hardship for many small busi-
ness owners and farmers across this country. They are forced to
seek expert advice simply to protect their farms or their businesses
from being sold out to meet tax obligations.

They also have to expend precious resources and capital in terms
of buying insurance to protect their farms and businesses against
the day that they may have to pay a large estate tax bill, therefore
cutting down on the amount of money they can put into those busi-
nesses and farms and the number of jobs that they can create.

And of course, I have already mentioned the worst scenario, that
is, when an individual has spent his life and a lot of the family's
hard sweat and equity over the years, building a business. That
business is forced to be put on the block to be sold off to meet tax
obligations.

Elimination of estate taxes for closely held businesses were very
high recommendations of the 1980 and 1986 White Conferences on
Small Business.

Payroll taxes are the most onerous for labor-intensive small busi-
nesses in this country; and while individual and corporate rates
have been cut, payroll taxes now account for roughly one-third of
all Federal revenues.

We oppose both the extension of the temporary FUTA surcharge
and the indexing of the FUTA wage base.

I will spend just a minute on capital gains taxes, Mr. Chairman.
It is the only revenue raising option from the Joint Committee's
paper that we can wholeheartedly support.

Small business owners have believed for a long time that cutting
capital gains t3xes is an incentive for people to invest in their busi-
nesses; and raising necessary capital for business operations is a
constant problem for most small business owners.

NFIB believes that capital gains tax cuts would spur investment
in smaller businesses, increase economic activity, and raise reve-
nues.

And we believe that that is preferable to raising taxes, dampen-
ing economic activity, and in te end reducing revenues available.

In closing, Mr, Chairman, let me say just one word about the
deep concern that we have overf what appears to be a recent trend
to use reconciliation to legislate important concepts or initiatives
in the health area.

COBRA in the last reconciliation bill is an example of this.
NFIB feels strongly that reconciliation is not an appropriate

place to enact such important and far-reaching initiatives where
there is little opportunity for serious debate and for separate votes
where Congress can consider important initiatives like this.

We urge you to resist these initiatives and to consider them in a
manner which is conducive to proper consideration and debate.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Mr. Motley.
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Next, we will hear from Mr. Paul Huard, who is Vice President
for Taxation and Fiscal Policy of the National Association of Manu-
facturers.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Motley follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

JOHN J. MOTLEY III
DIRECTOR OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

NFIB

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the more than 500,000 small business

owner-members of NFIB, I submit this statement for the official

hearing record, outlining the concerns of our membership with

respect to the committee's instructions to raise revenues for the

Budget Reconciliation.

Polling of NFIB members on budgetary issues consistently

indicates overwhelming agreement among small business owners that

federal spending is out of control, that the nation's deficit is

cause for alarm and is largely responsible for high interest rates

and tight credit markets.

Despite concern over deficits, small business does not buy the

charge that tax cuts and tax reform are the principal culprit, nor

do they agree with extreme supply siders. Two thirds do not believe

continued economic growth will eliminate the deficit, however there

is virtual unanimity that a strong economy will reduce it.

Revenues have played a role in deficit reduction. According to

a CBO analysis, total revenue increases since 1985 represent 22. of

the 1987 deficit reduction, more than equal to the cuts in

non-defense discretionary spending.

However, NFIB members are persistent in their opinion that

deficit'reductions should be achieved primarily through spending

reductions. Preliminary results of our most recent Mandate ballot

reveal that 717 of the NFIB membership want Congress to reduce the

deficit through reductions in spending, not through new taxes or

increases in current taxes.
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Under the budget agreement recently reached, the House Ways and

Means Committee is charged with finding some combination of tax

increases or spending reductions to achieve budget savings of

approximately $20 billion in fiscal 1988. Potential tax increases

are always a concern to small business owners, and it is important

that you know the impact on smaller firms of certain revenue raising

options you are considering.

It is surely not necessary to remind the Committee about the

massive tax reform exercise which was completed just last October,

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 was the culmination of an exhaustive,

two-year exercise. It may not be the most perfect document from the

perspective of small business, but it was the best bill that could

be achieved given the political and budgetary constraints that had

to be met.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA) represents the single largest

reform of the Internal Revenue Code since -he 1954 code revision.

The Internal Revenue Service has just begun to release temporary

guidance on its implementation, and the Congress has yet to consider

a sizeable technical corrections bill.

Small business owners are deeply disturbed by the prospect of

Congress substantively reopening tax reform; in particular there is

great concern over reports that Congress may adjust the tax rates

enacted in the TRA.

They are still confused about how tax reform affects them as

both business owners and individual taxpayers. A significant new
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tax bill within six months of passage of major tax reform before

that bill is even fully implemented is completely unwarranted.

Among the possible revenue options proposed by the Joint

Committee on Taxation, the following items are of greatest concern

to small business owners.

Tax Rate Issues

Based on a very recent survey of NFIB members, small business

owners wish to send Congress one very plain message:

DO NOT CHANGE THE TAX RATES PASSED IN TAX REFORM!

NFIB's support for tax reform was substantially based on

lowering corporate and individual tax rates. Enactment of lower tax

rates was the inducement for eliminating the investment tax credit--

a particularly important tax incentive for small firms. Any attempt

to change the rates will be seen as a breach of faith with the small

business community

Tax rate changes include any of the following:

o Delay in implementation of the corporate or individual rates

o Proposing a surcharge on the corporate or individual rates
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o A straight increase in the corporate or individual rates

which were enacted in the Tax Reform Act of 1986

o Any changes in the indexing of tax rates.

Increases in tax rates would discriminate against small business

owners because small business owners in the lowest tax brackets

received the least amount of tax relief in the TRA. Prior to tax

reform, a corporation with $25,000 or less of taxable income paid a

15% tax rate; the TRA did not change this rate. However, this

taxpayer now no longer benefits from the investment tax credit or

several other provisions he might have benefitted from under the

previous Code.

A surcharge, contrary to popular belief, would be particularly

unfair to small business. The result of a surcharge on the lowest

bracket taxpayers would be an effective increase in tax rates. Such

an increase would have a devastating impact on corporations with

$25,000 or less in taxable income -- approximately 50% of all

corporations in the United States.

Within the complex framework of tax rate reductions and reforms

in the tax code, the structure of the reduced rates was discussed,

and amendments were proposed and defeated by handsome margins in

both the House and the Senate. Any revision of the rates so soon

after passage of tax reform -- before any reasonable analysis can be

made of the impact of tax reform on taxpayers -- is bad tax policy

because it is bad economic policy.
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Small business owners insist that tax rate increases not be a

part of the debate over revenue raising in this budget

reconciliation bill.

Estate Taxes

Small businesses owners have consistently rated the estate tax

issue as a high priority, their preference being that the estate tax

be abolished. In both White House Conferences on Small Business,

held in 1980 and 1986, estate tax issues were ranked very high among

the list of concerns for small business owners from diverse

industries, geographic areas, and among all income-producing

categories.

Estate tax issues rank high in importance because to a small

business owner, estate taxes too often have a direct and adverse

effect on the owner's attempts to ensure the survival of the

business. Continuation of a family-owned business after the owner's

death compels a small business owner to be concerned with estate tax

planning. The need for liquidity to protect the business translates

into purchasing key man insurance and, to the extent possible,

ensuring a line of succession in the business. This results in

drains on capital reserves and hurts capital formation, consistently

the biggest problem small firms face.

To a small business owner, whose primary concern is running his

business, efforts to counteract the potential impact of estate taxes

are counterproductive since they divert funds which could otherwise

be used to buy more equipment or hire more employees, but which must
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now be used to buy life insurance and pay an estate tax consultant.

In addition the small business owner sees the estate tax as the

ultimate intrusion into his life: the small business owner's family

is often intimately and inseparably involved in the business and is

as responsible for its success as is the owner.

- In 1985, estate and gift taxes accounted for less than 1% of the

total collections of all taxes bythe Internal Revenue Service,

according to the Annual Report of the Commissioner and Chief Counsel

of the IRS. In gross dollar terms, this represents collections of

approximately $6.5 billion in 1985, an amount which has not varied

much since 1980, when collections from estate taxes totalled a

little more than $7 billion.

Clearly not much revenue is being collected from this tax, and

no analysis has ever been made to determine its efficiency as a

revenue-raising tool. The fact that less than 1% of all federal

revenues ate being raised by estate taxes should lead one to at

least question the efficiency of the estate tax as a tool to raise

significant amounts of revenues.

The estate tax issue is not a pitting of the rich vs the poor.

The distaste of the small business owner for estate tax issues is

based on concerns for a portion of the tax code which wastes

resources and compels the liquidation of the very family-owned

businesses Congress so steadfastly claims it is trying to encourage.
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Big dollars are not taxed under the estate taxes because wealthy

families are protected by estate tax advisors who carefully plan

transfers and trusts for these wealthy families.

Small businesses are always hurt the most by estate taxes.

Small business owners typically do not engage estate planners for

sophisticated planning. They prefer to put their resources and

energies into their businesses with the hope of leaving them to

their families.

What typically occurs, however, is that after the owner's death,

the business -- which is usually the primary estate asset -- must be

placed on the sales block, usually at distressed prices, to pay the

estate taxes. Estate tax is not just a tax to small business

owners; it is an insidious device which taxes their life's work at

death.

The liquidity of small estates has been a key issue in every

debate over changes in estate tax rules. Proponents of changes in

the estate tax rules claim that increasing estate tax rates is

equitable, but these proponents are not looking behiLd the rhetoric

of the issue to determine who is really affected.

Among the options being considered by the Committee are estate

tax rate increases and reductions in the unified credit, repeal of

the stepped up basis rule, and imposition of an estate tax on the

net value of an estate. None of these are acceptable options to the

small business community.
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The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 had several provisions on

estate taxes, most of which have finally become fully implemented

just this year. Once again Congress would be changing the rules

just as everyone becomes acclimated to them. In addition, the

increases in estate tax rates would hurt small business, not large

estates.

Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA Provisions)

Two options cited by the Joint Committee on Taxation for raising

revenues affect FUTA taxes: indexing the FUTA wage base, and

extending the 0.2% FUTA surcharge which is due to expire this year.

Unemployment compensation tax rates are based on the employer's

experience vis-a-vis his/her industry counterparts; this system of

experience-based ratings is the cornerstone upon which the whole

U.C. system is based. Taxes are deposited in state and federal

funds to be used specifically for U.C benefit payments for workers.

The proposal for increasing the wage base would result in newly-

generated revenues which technically could not be used for anything

other than FUTA. This proposal both violates the longstanding

concept of experience-based rates in the unemployment compensation

system, and would not generate revenues which could be used to

reduce the deficit. Therefore it is simply a payroll tax increase

on employers which will only result in the creation of a big pool of

money in the U.C. funds.
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The second proposal under the FUTA section is a proposal for

extending a surcharge imposed on FUTA tax rates. This proposal is

similarly misguided. The surcharge on FUTA taxes was implemented in

1976 for a specific reason: to help states that had borrowed heavily

during the high unemployment periods of the early 1980's pay off the

debt owed the Treasury. As of October 1, the states will have paid

off their debt to the federal government.

.The surcharge was intended as a temporary tax to cover a

specific problem. To extend the surtax now is a breach of faith

with the employers of our nation. Never again will they accept a

"temporary" tax for whatever purpose, because temporary can become

permanent too easily when Congress is searching for additional

revenues.

What is particularly disturbing about these two proposals is

that payroll tax increases are the worst kind of tax increase

Congress can impose because they increase the cost of labor

directly, thereby reducing productivity and, in the short term,

hurting job creation.

The membership of NFIB strongly opposes both of the FUTA

provisions listed in the options list.

Additional Issues

In addition to the options we have already noted, the following

options are also opposed by the small business community.
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A Value Added Tax (VAT)

NFIB would be very concerned if, in the context of a budget

reconciliation bill, Congress seriously considered imposing a Value

Added Tax. In 1986, NFIB cosponsored a study of the impact of the

VAT on small businesses in Europe. This study, entitled VAT and

Small Business: European Experience and Implications for North

America, contains a series of findings the Committee would find most

enlighting.

Of the major findings of this study, one is most disturbing to

NFIB:

Both the business costs of complying with VAT and the
government costs of administration are regressive with
respect to size of firm. Measures typically taken to
counteract this seem to be wholly or partially
self-defeating. VAT and small business do not go well
together.

In several Mandate polls on the issue of a consumption tax or a

VAT, the NFIB membership consistently opposed a VAT or consumption

tax when it was proposed as a tradeoff for some other tax. As a

free standing new additional tax, there is no question about small

business' strong opposition.

Imposition of a consumption tax or a VAT would have very broad

consequences for our economy. It is not a decision which should be

made in haste in the context of a budget reconciliation measure, and

it certainly is ill advised before full implementation of the Tax

Reform Act.
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Health Issues

In 1986 NFIB surveyed its members on the top problems they face

in running their businesses. This survey, known as the Problems and

Priorities Survey, revealed that health insurance costs was their

number one problem in 1986.

This is no great surprise, as the inflation rate in the health

care field has been more than double that of the rest of the

economy. These higher costs are rapidly translating into higher

insurance premiums, and the spiral in health insurance costs

continues upward.

Proposals to mandate increased coverages, by requiring

catastrophic coverage for employees, implementing state risk pools,

or similar ideas, are the wrong way to approach this issue. We

would encourage this Committee not to take any actions in this area

until a full examination of all health care issues has been

accomplished.

Capital Gains Taxes

One of the more controversial decisions made in tax reform was

to eliminate the preferential tax rate on capital gains and to treat

income from the sale of capital assets as ordinary income.

Among the proposals listed in the JCT option book is a proposal

for a reduction in the capital gains tax rate. As a result sales of

capital assets would be taxed at a rate of 15. instead of the
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current rate of 28%. This rate change for capital gains would

restore the preferential rate on capital gains which existed prior

to enactment of tax reform.

Small business has traditionally favored a preferential tax rate

on long-term capital gains to promote the benefits ot long-term

investment. Traditionally investors looking to promote small

business have little in the way of incentives for making these

investments. Investments are long term, with highly questionable

liquidity, and the risk of no return or a total loss is fairly

high. For these reasons the preferential rate on long term capital

gains is believed to be a real inducement to invest in small firms.

Clear evidence exists in the form of studies performed by the

Department of Treasury on the impact of previous reductions in the

rate of capital gains. The results of the Steiger Amendment in the

1978 tax bill resulted in substantial revenue gains. There is no

reason to believe that restoring the capital gains differential will

not have a similar effect.

Ensuring adequate levels of capital for small business is an

issue which needs to be considered. Tax reform eliminated many of

the incentives for investment which previously existed. The

emphasis of tax reform was to encourage investors to invest for

income, not tax benefits. Small business investment would certainly

be encouraged by reducing the tax rate on capital gains, and we

would encourage the Committee to include such a reduction in its

Reconciliation bill.
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FIB supports a capital gains preference because it is a

pro-growth way to reduce the deficit. A capital gains tax cut will

not only encourage investment in small business, it will also

increase economic activity across a broad spectrum and raise

revenues to further reduce the deficit. From NFIB's standpoint, it

is much sounder economic policy to raise revenue by cutting capital

gains taxes than by raising other taxes that would damper economic

activity and eventually reduce total revenues.
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STATEMENT OF PAUL HUARD, VICE PRESIDENT, TAXATION AND
FISCAL POLICY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTUR.
ERS, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. HUARD. Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this

important inquiry and to present the views of our more than 13,500
members who employ 85 percent of all manufacturing workers.

NAM's views on options to increased taxes are as follows. With
the sole exception of increased receipts derived from lowering cap-
ital gains tax rates, we oppose-any change that would increase Fed-
eral revenues from individual or corporate income taxes.

With no exceptions at all, we oppose any change that would in-
crease Federal revenues from selectively imposed excisetaxes, from
payroll taxes on private sector employers or private sector employ-
ees, or from estate and gift taxes.

Finally, our advice continues to be that the best technique for
lowering deficits is reduction of the overall growth rate of Federal
spending and not the enactment of new or increased taxes.

If Congress is nevertheless determined to ignore this advice and
raise additional Federal tax revenues, then we believe that this
should be done only by means of a general consumption tax im-
posed at a uniform rate on the broadest possible base of goods and
services.

Let me elaborate now on a few of the points I have just made.
First, as to income tax changes, we believe any further increase

in income tax burdens is wholly unjustified. Reliance on income
taxation is already excessive.

Under present law, the Federal government raised nearly 92 per-
cent of its total revenues from income and payroll taxes; in other
words, by taxing income from work, savings, and investment.

Taxes on consumption, on the other hand, account for only a
little over five percent of the total. Compared to the more balanced
ratios that prevail in other developed countries, our Federal tax
system indulges consumption and penalizes labor and thrift to a
degree that is very nearly scandalous.

This imbalance needs correction, not further aggravation.
The argument is often heard that the Federal income tax system

should be made more progressive and based on ability to pay.
These are polite euphanisms for soaking the rich and the corpora-
tions, an activity which apparently provides considerable emotion
gratification to some, but which cannot be justified on the facts.

The fact is that the top 10 percent of individual taxpayers pay
about half the total individual Federal income tax burden. This, in
our view, is more than amply progressive.

As to corporations, the fact is that corporations are overtaxed,
not undertaxed, relative to individuals.

It is true, of course, that individuals pay almost four times as
much income tax as corporations. Personal income, however, is
nearly 12 times as large as corporate profits, nearly $3.6 trillion
versus about $300 billion.

The relevant fact emerging from all this is that the effective rate
of Federal income taxation for corporations is around triple that of
individuals, in approximate terms, 33 percent versus 11 percent.
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This gross disparity, incidentally, also prevailed prior to the Tax
Reform Act of 1986. Indeed, for at least several decades prior to the
1986 reform legislation, the effective corporate rate was consistent-
ly at least twice that of individuals.

The 1986 changes, which increased corporate taxes some $120 bil-
lion over five years to pay for individual cuts of about the same
amount over the same period, merely serve to make an already bad
situation quite a bit worse.

Let me comment basically on the ways income taxes can be
raised. There are essentially only two, reflecting the fact that the
tax engine has only two moving parts, the rate and the base.

To get more revenue, you must either increase the rates or
broaden the base. Either approach, in our view, is objectionable at
this time.

Lower tax rates were the explicitly promised-let me emphasize
and repeat that-explicitly promised tradeoff for the massive base
broadening that took place in the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

Congress should not erode what credibility it has in the realm of
tax policy by brazenly rpnegging on a commitment that is not yet
10 months old.

As to base broadening, this is a short end term for further en-
trusting the Internal Revenue Code with limitations, exceptions,
limitations within limitations, exceptions to exceptions, and multi-
ple alternate calculations-all designed to milk just a little more
revenue out of the system.

We believe the very last thing taxpayers need right now is an-
other dosage of the death by a thousand cuts that was adminis-
tered to them in 1982, again in 1984, and yet again in 1986.

The income tax laws have become so hopelessly convoluted that
they are beyond the ability of many taxpayers to understand; per-
haps mercifully, they might also be beyond the ability of many IRS
personnel to enforce.

In any event, possibly nothing would be of greater benefit to both
taxpayers and the Treasury Department than if Congress were to
make no further changes at all in the Internal Revenue Code for a
period of five to ten years.

On the subject of consumption taxes, we find selective excise
taxes objectionable for two reasons. First, they are inherently dis-
tortionary, unfairly raising the cost of taxed goods and services rel-
ative to those that are untaxed.

Second, they are undeniably regressive in many cases, and it is
simply not feasible to adjust for this regressivity.

A broad-based general consumption tax, on the other hand,
would be neutral rather than distortionary and can readily be cor-
rected for regressivity.

I emphasize again, however, that any tax increase is a vastly in-
ferior choice to additional spending cuts.

In closing, I would like to make one observation. We have heard
some complaints this morning about the excessive 1981 tax cuts
and how there is about $136 billion of that left.

I would point out that that entire amount accrues to the benefit
of individuals, mostly in the lower and middle income brackets.
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The amount that accrues to corporations is exactly zero. Indeed,
corporations had given back all of the 1981 tax cut before the en-
actment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

Thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much for your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Huard follows:]
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TESTIMONY
OF THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF NAMJFACIrRERS

I. Introduction

Candor requires me to note that, when the conference agreement on H.Con.Res.

93 reached the floor of the House and Senate, NAM wrote each member of Congress

urging a negative vote. Although we continue to believe the nation would be

better off had the resolution been defeated, that legislative battle has now

been fought and lost. And while some have expressed doubts about the wisdom of

developing a painfully difficult tax bill that may well be vetoed, we believe

that by embarking expeditiously on such development, the Committee has exercised

the only responsible choice open to it. You are to be commended for that.-

Let me turn now to the subject matter of this hearing, which is set forth in

a 291-page pamphlet entitled "Description of Possible Options to Increase

Revenues Prepared for the Committee on Ways and Means." (JCS-17-87), June 25,

1987. This pamphlet was prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on

Taxation in conjunction with the staff of the House Ways and Means Committee.

We acknowledge the fact that it is intended simply as a list for discussion

purposes, and is not to be construed as a recommendation of the Joint Committee

staff, or of the staff or any member of this Committee or of the House Ways and

Means Committee.

In the balance of this testimony, I will group the listed options into six

generic categories, and explain our views on each such category. For the most

part, the views stated will apply with equal force to all items within the

category. In some cases, owever, I will add comments directed only at a

particular item within the category. The six broad categories I will comment on

are: (a) income taxes; (b) selective excise taxes; (c) general consumption

taxes; (d) employment taxes; (e) estate and gift taxes; and (f) miscellaneous

non-tax revenue sources.
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II. Opposition to Incm Tax Increases

With one exception (see p.7), NAM opposes any option that would increase

federal individual or corporate income tax revenues. More specifically, we

would oppose and urge the President to veto any bill having one or more

provisions which would:

- extend, for any period, any individual or corporate tax rate intended under

the Tax Reform Act of 1986 to be transitional in nature; or

- increase, for any period at any bracket level, any marginal tax rate for

either individuals or corporations that was intended under the Tax Reform

Act of 1986 to be a permanent rate; or

- impose, on any individual or corporate income tax liability arising under

existing law, any surtax whatsoever, regardless of the rate or duration

thereof; or

- repeal or curtail, for any period, any credit, deduction, exclusion or

exemption available under existing federal individual or corporate income

tax law; or

- repeal, curtail or otherwise modify, for any period, any existing definition

or accounting rule in a manner that would increase the federal individual or

corporate income tax liability of any taxpayer.

Our reasons for opposing any individual or corporate income tax increase of

any kind are summarized below:

Reliance on Inc Taxation Is Already Excessive. Under present law, the

federal government raises nearly 92% of its revenues from income and payroll

taxes, in other words, by taxing income from work, savings and investment.

Taxes on consumption, on the other hand, account for only a little over 5% of

the total. Compared to the much more balanced ratios that prevail in other
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developed countries, our federal tax system indulges consumption and penalizes

labor and thrift to a degree that is very nearly scandalous. Further revision

of the federal tax system-whether or not such revision generates any net

increase in revenues--should be directed at redressing this imbalance by

shifting the burden of taxation more onto consumption.

Congress Shotad Not Renege on Its Tax Reform Promises. Reduction in the

marginal rates of taxation on both individual and corporate income was the

explicitly-promised tradeoff for the massive base-broadening which took place

under the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Congress should not further erode its

credibility by brazenly reneging on that promise less ten months after its

enactment. This rationale applies to all increases in marginal rates,. whether

direct or circuitous. In otheL" words, we are opposed not only to outright

increases in the existing marginal rate structure, but also to "freezes" in

transitional rates, the addition of new rates and brackets, or the imposition o:

surtaxes.

Incm Taxes Already Are Sufficiently Progressive. The argument is often

heard that the federal .ncome tax system should be more "equitable" and

"progressive," and based on "ability to pay." These are thinly-disguised code

words for raising taxes on corporations and upper-income individuals. while

doing this may provide emotional gratification to some, it cannot be justified

on the basis of the facts.

It is true, for example, that individuals pay almost four times as much

federal income tax as corporations. Personal income, however, is nearly 12

times as large as corporate profits-nearly $3.5 trillion versus about $300

billion. The relevant fact emerging from all this is that the effective rate of

federal income taxation for corporations is around triple that of individuals
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[in approximate terms, 33% vs. 11%]. This gross disparity, incidentally, also

prevailed prior to the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Indeed, for at least several

decades prior to the enactment of the 1986 reform legislation, the effective

corporate rate was consistently at least twice that of individuals. The 1986

changes, which increased corporate income taxes by some $120 billion over

1987-90 to pay for individual tax cuts of about the same -mount over the same

period, merely served to make an already bad situation quite a bit worse.

As regards individuals, the plain fact is that, before and after the Tax

Reform Act of 1986, the top 10% of individual taxpayers pay about 50% of the

total individual income tax burden. This degree of progressivity is, in our

view, more than ample. Moreover, the 1986 Act has already added an unbelievable

amount of clutter to the Internal Revenue Code in the form of complex rules and

phase-outs designed to limit the amount of tax relief flowing to upper-income

taxpayers. This is a problem that needs no further aggravation. Finally,

hindsight has demonstrated, both with regard to capital gains tax rates and the

marginal rates of tax on ordinary income, that lowering such rates actually

results in increased tax receipts from upper-bracket taxpayers.

The Inc Tax System Should Tax Inco, Not Gross Receipts. The Congress

in recent years has displayed a regrettable tendency to raise revenue by denying

or limiting deductions for ordinary and necessary business expenses. The

current limitations on deductibility of meal and entertainment expenses are but

one example of this. Another is the proposed option that would deny a deduction

for 20% of advertising costs.

NAM believes it is essential to preserve thre traditional concept that, as

applied to business taxpayers, the federal income tax system is a tax on net

income, i.e., on gross income less all costs incurred in producing such income.
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Denial of a deduction for all or part of costs incurred in the ordinary course

of trade or business tends to change the nature of the system from a tax on

income to a tax on gross receipts. Gross receipts are an inappropriate and

inequitable base for the imposition ot federal taxes on business income, leading

to widely disparate tax burdens among taxpayers.

We therefore oppose all options that would repeal or curtail deductions for

ordinary and necessary business expenses, whether specifically targeted at a

particular type of expenditure or included as part of across-the-board cutbacks

on alleged "tax preferences." Sing-ling out one or more types of business

expenditure for nondeductible treatment-in full or in part-is objectionable in

principle. Further, it is especially deplorable when the underlying Motivation

is a naked attempt to extract additional revenue, devoid of any consideration

for the reasoned application of fair and consistent tax policy principles.

Additional Complexity is Clearly Undesirable. About the last thing needed

just now by most taxpayers is another dosage of the "Death by a Thousand Cuts,"

as was administered to them in the tax laws of 1982, 1984 and 1986. The

cumulative effect these statutes has beer to subordinate sound tax policy

principles to revenue demands and political considerations to such a degree that

the system may be on the verge of foundering. In area after area, the need to

extract just a little more revenue has resulted in rule changes so byzantine and

convoluted that they are beyond the ability of many taxpayers to understand and,

in some cases, perhaps beyond the ability of many IRS personnel to enforce.

If one thing is clear, it is that the almost continuous process of

encrusting the Internal Revenue Code with more exceptions to exceptions, more

limitations within limitations, more alternative calculations applied to the

same set of numbers, etc. should be stopped dead in its tracks. Possibly
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nothing would be of greater benefit to both taxpayers and the Treasury than if

Congress made no changes whatsover in the federal income tax laws for a period

of five to ten years. And whenever further changes are made, the palpable need

for simplification-a goal which unfortunately dropped completely out of sight

during the 1985-86 "reform" process-should be a major criterion against which

all future changes are measured.

One Small Exception After All. Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986, long-term

capital gains will after 1987 be taxed at the same rate as ordinary income. NAM

has consistently supported use of a preferentially lower tax rate on capital

gains, both as a means of compensating investors for risk-taking and as a device

to mitigate the taxation of purely illusory gains re citingg from inflation.

Past results strongly indicate that the Treasury's receipts from capital gains

taxes can actually be expected to increase when the capital gains tax rate is

lowered. Accordingly, a significant reduction in the current capital gains tax

rate, say to 15% as suggested at page 242 of the JunL 25 staff options pamphlet,

is the one-and only-revenue-raising income tax change that NAM would support.

Contemporaneously with such a change, Congress should consider whether the

holding period should be lengthened somewhat so as not to promote short-term

speculation.

III. Opposition to Selective Excise Taxes

NAM opposes without exception any option that would increase the amount of

federal revenue derived from selectively-imposed excise taxes. Specifically, we

would oppose and urge the President to veto any bill that would: increase any

selectively-imposed excise tax now in effect; or extend any such tax now in

effect but due to expire; or create any new selectively-imposed excise tax.
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Our reasons for opposing any further expansion of the system of selective

federal excise taxes are summarized below:

Consumption Taxation Should Be Neutral. A desire to make the income tax

system more neutral was one of the driving forces behind the Tax Reform Act of

1986. NAM believes the principle of neutrality should also be applied to the

taxation of consumption. As a matter of long-standing policy, we are

fundamentally opposed to taxes that are levied only on particular sectors of the

economy. Such taxes are inherently distortionary because they raise the price

of taxed goods and services relative to those that are untaxed. In some cases,

for example oil import fees or gasoline taxes, wide variances in consumption

patterns can result in geographic discrimination as well.

Furthermore, to the extent that deficit reduction is the motivating factor

for seeking new revenues, selective excises are an inappropriate source of such

revenues. Our deficit problem is national in scope, affecting all sectors of

the economy. The same should be true of the solution. Particular industries or

activities should not be singled out and required to bear the burden of deficit

reduction while other sectors are left untouched.

If consumption taxation is to be employed as a deficit reduction tool, then

a general consumption tax is a far superior method, because it would apply more

broadly and evenly throughout the economy. (See Part IV of this testimony.)

Indeed, if a general consumption tax system is adopted, it should not be super-

imposed on the existing system of selective excise taxes. Instead, to achieve

fairness and neutrality, all such selective excises should then be repealed.

Regressivity of Selective Excises Cannot Be Adjusted For. It is now

generally recognized that many of the selectively-imposed excises currently in

use are highly regressive in nature, because the taxed goods or services are
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widely consumed or utilized by low-incoe individuals. Such regressivity is

generally viewed as an undesirable feature. However, because of the variations

in the consumption patterns of selectively-taxed items, there is no feasible

method for directing relief to those low-income consumers actually impacted.

If, on the other hand, all consumption is taxed, then the universality of the

impact makes it possible to correct the regressivity of such a system in a

manner that is both effective and efficient. [See Part IV of this testimony.)

Excise Taxes Should Not Be Reaulatory Devices. Certain excise taxes now in

use are viewed by some as legitimate techniques for discouraging the consumption

of the taxed items. Not surprisingly, these are sometimes called "sin" taxes.

Recently, it has become fashionable to argue that these "sin" taxes should

further be increased to recover the "costs" that the taxed items are asserted to

impose on society. Whether or not the assertion is true, the argument is an

exceedingly dangerous one because of its broad potential applicability.

For example, a certain number of deaths, injuries or illesses each year can

be associated with traffic accidents, or with heart and circulatory problems, or

with hypertension, and so on. These proximate causes can in turn be associated

with automobiles, cholesterol, and salt, respectively. Does this mean we should

have an excise tax on cars and on eggs? Should all food items be subject to a

differential excise based on salt content? I suggest the answer is

unambiguously no. Not only is the relationship between a taxed item and

societal costs sometimes arguable, the calculation of such costs is itself a

highly speculative exercise, all of which should make it abundantly clear that

what we have here is a wholly imprecise-and therefore improper-basis for

assessing taxes.
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Certain Excises would Adversely Affect Cometitiveness. Many of the excise

taxes now in effect are applied to finished goods and as a result do not affect

the cost of producing such goods. This is not the case with certain major new

excises now being considered, most notably oil import fees and various forms of

energy taxes. These would increase industrial production costs because they

would apply to feedstocks consumed and/or to energy utilized in the production

process. Thus, an additional ground for opposing oil and energy-related taxes

is that imposition of such taxes wculd adversely affect our ability to produce

competitively-priced goods in both domestic and world markets.

IV. Position on a General Consumption Tax System

NAM believes that the key to lowering deficits must be significant

reductions in the growth of federal spending across the board and not the

enactment of new or increased taxes. If in addition to spending reductions,

however, Congress is nevertheless determined also to increase federal tax

revenues as part of a deficit reduction program, then the fairest and least

counterproductive approach is the implementation of a general consumption tax

system. A general consumption tax should be designed in accordance with the

following principles:

A Transaction-Based Tax Is Best. A general tax on consumption should apply

on a transaction basis, i.e., it should be imposed on an ad valorem basis when a

taxable product or service changes hands. Either a retail sales tax or a value

added tax ("VAT") would satisfy this criterion, the latter being no more than a

multi-stage variation of the former. Indirect methods, such as the so-called

subtractive method tax described in the staff options pamphlet [pp. 79-801 are

less attractive for several reasons. One is that the selling firm does not
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compute the tax on the basis of a specific sale to a buyer, but rather

aggregates all sales and all purchases, subtracts the latter total from the

former, and pays the tax on the net difference. In such a situation, the firm's

ability to pass the tax forward to any specific buyer must be rated as suspect.

Since the whole idea of a consumption tax is to pass the tax forward to ultimate

consumers, and not to increase the costs of industrial production, this is a

considerable drawback. From an enforcement standpoint, another consideration is

that a VAT, which is an "invoice and credit method" type of tax, is thought to

leave a much better audit trail throughout the production/distribution chain.

It should Be Broadly-Based and Neutral. A general consumption tax should

apply at a single tuiform rate to the broadest possible base of taxable goods

and services, so as to spread its burden equitably across the entire economy,

while at the same time permitting the tax rate to be as low as possible given

the amount of revenue intended to be raised. Omission of the service sector

from the tax base, as occurs under many state sales tax systems, would be

unfair, requiring higher taxes on a narrower base and disproportionately

impacting those groups that consume more goods than services. A multiplicity of

different rates, in addition to seriously eroding the goal of neutrality, would

also add undesirable complexity. And, if a general consumption tax is enacted,

then as previously noted, the goal of neutrality will be most fully achieved if

at the same time all existing selective excise taxes are repealed.

It Should Aly to Full Value and Be Visible. A general consumption tax

should apply to the full value of taxable goods and services, up to and

including retail value, and the tax should be separately stated and readily

identifiable at that level. Transaction-based tax systems that omit the retail

level will have an unnecessarily narrow tax base. The need for the tax to be
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visible at the retail level is obvious: taxpayers should know how much they are

paying for the cost of being governed. Hidden taxes are too easily raised.

This last consideration militates heavily against usage of a subtractive method

tax, which is more likely to get buried in the overhead costs of producers and

distributors.

It Can and Should Be Adjusted for Regressivit . There is no doubt that a

general consumption tax system can be regressive. Fortunately, the system's

regressivity can be adjusted for in a manner that is both effective and

efficient, i.e., in such a way that impacted low-income consumers get the relief

that is intended for them and no unintended benefits are conferred on others.

This can be achieved by providing, through the income tax system, a refundable

credit that is phased out above certain income levels. (An obvious analogy is

the earned income credit under present law.]

As previously noted, it is impossible to adjust for regressive impact of the

existing federal excise taxes. It is simply not feasible, on a person-by-person

basis, to match up the two relevant facts-whether the person bought the taxed

item and, if so, whether his or her income level is such as to wa.rrapt relief--

and then to provide the desired relief.

Under a general consumption tax system, the universal applicabilicy of the

tax to all consumption eliminates any need to determine if a low-income consumer

was impacted-the existence of such impact may safely be assumed. Whether and

how much relief is available is determined on the basis of a person's income tax

return. Because of the phase-out provision, higher income individuals not

needing relief would not get any. Because the credit would be refundable, those

with incomes so low as to have little or no tax liability would still get the

full amount of intended relief.
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There undoubtedly are other ways to adjust a general consumption tax system

so as to correct the problem of regressivity. One common approach is to exclude

certain items from the tax. Food and medicine are typical exclusions under many

state sales tax systems. on the assumption that one can reach a reasonably

accurate determination of what low-income groups consume, this technique will

tend to achieve the desired results. Exclusions, however, erode the neutrality

of the system and moreover are highly inefficient because they benefit all

income levels, including those perfectly able to stand the burden of a general

consumption tax.

Taxpayers Other Than Ultimate Consumers Must Get a Credit for Taxes Paid.

If a general consumption tax is levied at multiple points in the production and

distribution process, credits for taxes paid must be allowed to prevent the

pyramiding of taxes. This is not a problem with a retail sales tax, since there

is only one point oi collection. Such credits typically are allowed under the

"invoice and credit method" VAT-described in the staff options pamphlet. (p. 79]

If such credits are not allowed, the government will collect much more than

the nominal rate of tax. For example, suppose an article is sold successively

by a manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer, for $20, $40 and $80, respectively,

and the nominal rate of tax is 5%. Under an invoice and credit method VAT, the

manufacturer will collect and remit $1; the distributo: will pay $1, collect $2

and remit the difference of $1; the retailer will pay $2, collect $4 and remit

the difference of $2. The government gets a grand total of $4, exactly what it

would get under a straight 5% retail sales tax. Either way, the ultimate

consumer pays $84 for his purchase. Without the credits at the intermediate

points of the chain, however, the government would collect a total of $7, an

effective rate of nearly 9% even though the nominal rate is 5%.
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It Should Not Apply to Exports. Taxes paid by a manufacturer are part of

the cost of doing business and, under ordinary circumstances, are reflected in

the price of the product. Many of our industrial competitors, however, finance

a significant part of the costs of their governments with VAT-type taxes which

are rebatable on exports. The major taxes paid by U.S. manufacturers are

payroll and corporate income taxes which, although they may make up part of a

product's cost, are not rebatable if that product is exported. This disparity

unquestionably puts U.S.-based producers at a competitive disadvantage in export

markets.

Nevertheless, these are the rules we have agreed to play by as signatories

to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT"). Our trading partners

are no fools, and therefore are not about to agree to any change in the GATT

rules that would wipe out their advantage. We do have the option, however, of

financing a greater part of the cost of our federal government with taxes that

under GATr rules are debatable on exports. A broad-based general consumption

tax would be just such a tax. An even greater boost for export competitiveness

could be achieved if part of the revenues from a general consumption tax system

were utilized to permit reductions in payroll and corporate income taxes.

Consution Tax Revenues Should Not Be Used To Finance Additional Spendiny.

Revenues derived from a general consumption tax system should be used primarily

to reduce the federal deficit and no part of such revenues should be used to

finance additional government spending. Simply described, our deficit problem

is that the national government takes in revenues totalling around 19% to 20% of

GNiP, but spends at a rate of 23% to 24% of GNP. New tax revenues should be used

principally to close this gap, not to further inflate an already excessive level

of government outlays.
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It is also desirable that a significant portion of these new revenues be

applied to reduce existing federal taxes. Two particular applications come to

mind immediately: (1) enactment of a refundable credit under the individual

income tax system to provide the regressivity adjustment discussed previously;

and (2) repeal of all existing selective excise taxes to prevent double taxation

and achieve neutrality. Other applications might be considered with an eye to

further improving the interplay between the individual and corporate income tax

systems. If, for example, the top corporate rate were lowered to match the top

individual rate, and the systems were properly integrated so that corporate

earnings paid out as dividends to shareholders were not doubly taxed, much of

the gamesmanship now surrounding the form of doing business [e_., corporation

vs. partnership] simply would not occur.

Discussion of Staff Optionr

The brief discussion in the staff options pamphlet [pp. 79-81] of a possible

general consumption tax system identifies two major variants. One is a 'alue

added tax, an "invoice and credit" method under which every taxpayer save the

ultimate consumer collects the VAT tax on its sales but reduces the amount it

remits to the government by taking a credit for the amount of VAT paid on its

purchases.

The other cption is a business alternative mini'.um tax "AMT"), a

subtractive method under which each taxpayer in the productiun-distributicn

chain-save again the ultimate consumer-subtracts from its aggregate sales the

amount of its aggregate purchases from other firms, and pays the prescribed AMT

rate on the difference. Payroll and income taxes could be allowed as credits

against BAMT liability, thus giving rise to the "minimum tax" nomenclature.

76-782 0 - 88 - 3
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When the VAT and BAMT are measured against the design criteria enumerated

above, it is clear that the VAT is the hands-down winner. The VAT satisfies all

the criteria whereas the BAMT fails in a number of important areas: (a) it is a

hidden tax which could not be made visible to the ultimate consumer; (b) its

impact on ultimate consumers is very difficult to assess, thus complicating the

task of designing an effective and efficient adjustment for regressivity; and

(c) it is not transaction-based, so that it is doubtful that it can be uniformly

passed on to consumers and that, for compliance purposes, it will give rise to

as good an audit trail as a VAT. Moreover, as the staff options pamphlet notes,

the allowance of credits against BAZIT liability for income and payroll taxes

paid may well be a GAT violation.

V. Opposition to employment Tax Increases

NAM opposes without exception, and would urge the President to veto, any

change that would in:rease the employment tax burden of either private sector

employers or private sector employees. Payroll tax levels are already excessive

and contribute significantly to the competitiveness problems of many employers.

The unceasing rise of such taxes throughout this decade has, for many employees,

completely negated any benefit from the tax rate cuts enacted in 1981 and 1986.

In the case of both FICA and iVUA taxes, there is no demonstrable need to

augment the trust funds to which such taxes are dedicated. The temporary 0.2%

component of the FUTA tax that will expire after 1987 has fulfilled its purpose

and is no longer needed. It should therefore be allowed to expire as scheduled.

The proposed indexing of the FUTA wage base is also objectionable. This

change would increase revenues not only a- the federal level but also in 17

states and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. In many of these jurisdictions
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the funds would simply be unneeded. In California, for example, the state

unemployment compensation system has a surplus of several billion dollars. we

believe that additional unemployment taxes should be raised only in response to

specific unemployment compensation needs, not in response to general revenue

concerns arising out of the federal budget deficit situation.

We express no opinion as to the advisability of extending the Medicare

payroll tax to all State and local government employees.

VI. Opposition to Estate and Gift Tax Increases

We oppose without exception, and would urge the President to veto, any

change that would increase federal estate and gift tax revenues. Such taxes

have an adverse effect upon the capital formation and initiative that are so

necessary to industrial activity and the expansion of employment opportunities.

Also, the imposition of such taxes often leads to the forced sale and breakup of

family-held businesses. Accordingly, NAM's long-term policy objective in this

area is to see estate and gift taxes removed entirely from federal use.

We are particularly distressed to see Congress once again considering repeal

of the "stepped up basis" rule and other devices for extracting revenue from

appreciated assets passing from a decedent. Congress cormitted a major policy

error last year by significantly increasing capital gains taxes on sales or

exchanges of assets occurring during a taxpayer's lifetime. it should not

further compound this mistake by attempting to tax appreciated property passing

at death. In many instances of property held for long periods, the so-called

"appreciation" may be wholly illusory, i.e., the result of inflation, and the

property may actually be worth less in constant dollars than when it was

originally acquired.
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VII. Positions on Miscellaneous Non-Tax Revenue Sources

A number of non-tax revenue increases are under consideration. One of these.

is a significant increase in the amount of premiums paid to the Pension Benefit

Guaranty Corporation. while NAM recognizes that PBGC premiums will have to be

increased, we are strong supporters of the concept that such premiums should be

risk-related.

At this time, we express no position for or against the concept of raising

revenue through the imposition of so-called "user fees."

Similarly, we express no position for or against the concept of increasing

receipts through the sale of government assets. NAM has no quarrel with asset

sales that can be justified on grounds independent of the need to reduce the

federal deficit. It should be noted, however, that the stock of salable

government assets is ultimately depletable and, moreover, that each such sale is

a non-recurring event that does nothing to remedy the long-term imbalance

between revenues and outlays.
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Senator BAUCUS. To a large degree-and I mean this respectful-
ly-each of you gave somewhat predictable testimony, that is, each
of you represents a certain organization. Your constituency, there-
fore, has a certain point of view.

You work for those constituencies like good advocates represent-
ing the constituents' point of view. You have very fo fcefully and
very articulately stated those points of view. It was somewhat pre-
dictable, which is not to say that it is wrong. It is the point of view
that you have.

It reminds me a little of the Iran-Contra hearings we have been
having. Different people have different points of view on what we
should be doing in Central America.

Now, as I listened to you, I was struck with your constituents'
points of view. And I am wondering, as we look down the road and
look into the next century, and we ask ourselves: Where do we
want to be as Americans, particularly economically, as well as mili-
tarily and politically?

I think most Americans are probably more concerned about
where we are going to be in the next century than they are about
the short term.

What I am getting at is, putting aside your constituents' some-
what narrower points of view, if we want to be more competitive in
the future, if we want to have relatively lower capital costs so that
we can invest more in America with jobs for Americans, if we want
more jobs in America, and if we wanted to be more competitive
than we are now, most people think we should get our deficit re-
duced.

We should do what we can as Americans to get our Federal defi-
cit reduced. We have heard lots of witnesses, time and time again,
tell us how important it is to get the Federal budget deficit down.

Our Federal deficit eats up two-thirds of total private savings in
this country.

My question is: What are we going to do about that?
Before I ask the question more precisely, I think it is only fair to

conclude that this Congress this year is probably not going to go
back and reopen the Tax Reform Act.

The Congress has been through that. The American people have
been through that. Time after time, we hear people say: Don't keep
changing the tax laws all the time. Let's put something in place
and let it work its will for a while; and let's see what works and
what doesn't work. Don't keep changing it all the time because
people abhor uncertainty.

In addition, we are probably not going to go back and enact a
consumption tax this year. I doubt that we will next year.

I think any significant changes in the tax code, if they occur, will
be in the next Administration.

So, I would like you to tell me-looking at a long-term-and rec-
ognizing that we are not going to have any significant changes in
the tax code this year, and further recognizing that we are going to
have to raise some revenue, most economists tell us that it is better
to raise some revenue to get the deficit reduced than it is not to
raise any revenue and have the deficit reduced less.
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Most economists say we have got to reduce the deficit by about
$30 to $36 billion if we can. It will probably take some mixture of
spending cuts and revenue raising.

This committee has more jurisdiction politically over the revenue
side than the spending side. So, I would like you to tell me which of
the ways of raising revenues make the most sense, both from our
long-term competitive point of view and realizing we are not going
to go back this year and open up the tax code.

So, I am just going to go down the list. I am going to ask you to
rate them on a scale of one to ten-ten being the most opt:.nal, one
being least optimal. I would ask you to rate them, please, from the
long-term competitive point of view and recognizing that we can't
go back and reopen the tax code.

If you want to make a short comment, that is fine, too.
This is just in random order. First is raising the income tax,

either surcharge or delayed reduction of the rates. On a scale of
one to ten, we will start with you, Mr. Huard.

Mr. HUARD. Ten, I gather, is a favorable rating?
Senator BAUCUS. Ten is the most favorable. Yes.
Mr. HUARD. One.
Mr. RAHN. One.
Mr. OSWALD. Senator, I wouldn't be for raising everyone's income

tax, but I think the very wealthiest in our society have had the
largest reductions and could share in the burden. And I would be
for not dropping their tax in the manner that is scheduled for 1988.

Senator BAUCUS. What number is that?
Mr. OSWALD. For that part of the income tax, I would put it at

number ten. For changing all income taxes, as I would be against
that and I would apply a similar standard where you wouldn't
have a high-where you would leave the current tax for small busi-
nesses--

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Motley?
Mr. MOTLEY. One.
Senator BAUCUS. Excise taxes. Let's take alcohol and cigarettes-

that category first.
Mr. OSWALD. One.
Mr. MOTLEY. One.
Mr. IUARD. One.
Dr. RAHN. With all due respect, Mr. Chairman, I am troubled by

this exercise because the fundamental question we should be
asking ourselves is, given any possible tax increase first of all will
it reduce the deficit?

History has shown that excise taxes do not. We should also ask
whether we will be better off as a people? Again, I think of my tes-
timony and my colleagues detailed it out. You will be worse off. I
guess I will say one.

Senator DASCHLE. Mr. Chairman, would you yield on that point?
Senator BAUCUS. Sure.
Senator DASCHLE. Dr. Rahn, worse off when?
Dr. RAHN. In the future.
Senator DASCHLE. Worse off than what?
Dr. RAHN. Than right now. What is the goal of economic policy?

In my view, it is to maximize the growth and the real income of all
of our citizens as rapidly as possible.
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Now, how can we best do that? Can we best do that by increasing
taxes? The empirical evidence is unambiguous and overwhelming-
the answer is no. Clearly, no.

Senator DASCHLE. But that is looking at it in a vacuum, and I
think you can understand that. There are other purposes in policy
which also include the need to pay for the services that the Ameri-
can people have demanded of this country.

We have not paid for those services. We have demanded them
and have not paid for them and have fallen short this year by some
$155 billion.

Now, you ask: Which is worse? The deficit that we have with all
its encumberances, or the revenue that we are being asked to
raise? And we have to face that as policymakers.

We would like nothing more than to find ways in which to
reduce revenue. We have attempted to do that in a-myriad of ways;
but falling short of that, we are still faced with the very bleak pros-
pect this year of even falling short of Gramm-Rudman by some $20
billion.

So, what happens then? The prospect of passing this debt on to
the next generation is becoming more and more clear, and that
kind of policy is to me a bankrupt policy; and that seems to be
what you are advocating.

Dr. RAHN. And also, the bankrupt policy is what the Congress
does. You just passed a supplemental appropriation-just one ex-
ample-and I read that it included the Weed Control Center.

Now, to argue that that is needed more----
Senator DASCHLE. You are citing an exception to the rule.
Dr. RAHN. No, no. I have listed, and we have enumerated time

after time after time waste in Government programs.
What you are advocating is an increase in taxes which we know

will hurt the American people where we could reduce many of
these wasteful expenditures which would benefit the American
people.

And you want us to come up here and say: No, go ahead and in-
creases taxes. I am sorry, sir. I think that is irresponsible, and I
will not do it.

Senator DASCHLE. It is equally as irresponsible, it seems to me, to
come up and say: Look, we don't want to have anything to do with
these taxes, but we demand the services.

And the Chamber, like everyone else, has demanded services.
Now, the weed control project may not be the service you have de-
manded, but you have demanded defense. You have demanded the
broad range of things the Government provides.

To my knowledge, you haven't come out in opposition to the
President's budgetary proposals, which in themselves have advocat-
ed a deficit the size of which we have today.

So, I don't think it is fair for the Chamber of anybody else to be
washing their hands of culpability in this regard.

We are all in this together. I apologize to the chairman for
taking so much time, but I can't let something like that go.

Dr. RAHN. Every year at the time of the Budget Committee hear-
ings, we have come up with a series of proposals to get expendi-
tures under control, to get us toward a balanced budget.
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We have been very specific over time on how to do that in a re-
sponsible way.

Senator BAUCUS. Dr. Rahn, on that point, though, I have before
me a statistical abstract; and this is a comparative analysis of tax
revenues of developed countries as a percent of GNP. This includes
all taxes-State and local, including Social Security-for all coun-
tries.

This list has about 20 countries. It is 1984, the last year for
which there are statistics and before the later implementation of
the big tax cut this country enacted in 1981.

But in 1984, according to this statistical abstract, the United
States total tax revenues as a result of GNP is 29 percent. It is the
lowest of all developed countries.

There is no country with a higher tax incidence, total-State,
local, and national, including Social Security-than the United
States.

Let me list the countries on this list. They are Australia, Aus-
tria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, The Republic of
Germany, Greece, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United
Kingdom.

If this is accurate that would at least indicate to some degree
that, in addition to further spending cuts to get the deficit down,
this country can also stand to raise some revenue to get our deficit
reduced.

And the fact of the matter is that, economist after economist, in-
cluding Paul Volcker-I don't want to put words in Paul Volcker's
mouth-but he has told me and told many others that we have to
get that deficit down.

And in a macro sense to the country as a whole, it doesn't make
a whit of difference-or much of a difference-whether that is in
spending cuts or revenue raised or some combination, and ideally
more 50/50 in revenues and spending cuts.

But from the macroeconomic sense, the primary goal and duty of
this country is to do what it takes to get that Federal budget deficit
reduced.

So, it seems to me that, in view of all that, all Americans helping
each other out, working together, and worrying a little less about
what the other guy is getting as opposed to me and more about us
opposed to me and more about how we are going to compete with
those other countries as Americans together in the future, are
probably going to have to have some spending cuts and some reve-
nue raised if we are going to get the deficit reduced.

Dr. RAHN. I think it is interesting that that list of countries you
read off because if you look, you will also find there is virtually no
job creation over the last 20 years in those countries. Over the last
six years, I am sure, the total new jobs in those countries would be
less than a million, where we have created about 13 million jobs,
with roughly equal populations as some of those countries.

Our real rates of economic growth have been considerably higher
than that group of countries you listed, and I would dispute the
goal of economic policy ought to be to reduce the deficit.
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I want a lower deficit, but the goal of economic policy, I say
again, is to maximize the growth rate in real incomes and opportu-
nity for all of our citizens as rapidly as possible.

And if we go this way on the European stagnation route, with
high taxes and high levels of Government spending, we will not
have the job creation; we will not have the growth in real incomes;
and I don't-think that is where most Americans want to head.

Mr. OSWALD. Mr. Chairman, could I comment on that? I think
the policy that has led to the growth in the last few years has been
the deficit, but it comes from mortgaging our future. As the United
States has run very large deficits, we have run very large changes
in programs that have borrowed from the future.

And yes, we have jobs that have been borrowed from the future;
but I think in terms of where the responsibility is, in terms of
spending, Congress has acted.

It has passed a budget that calls for spending cuts, and it does
call for revenue raising.

I think we face the same question that Mr. North faced when he
looked at the question of should he be doing what Congress and the
law allowed.

And the Congress has acted on the budget, and I think that the
responsibility now is to raise the revenue that Congress in its
budget, adopted by both the House and the Senate, requires to be
done.

I don't think people like to pay more taxes, but we can't continue
to put off the burden on others, to borrow and spend more so that
we have more growth now that would cause lower growth in the
future.

I think that we do need to address the problem. Congress looked
at it in a concurrent budget resolution, and I think the problem
now is how can you equitably raise the $19 billion that the budget
resolution calls for.

Senator BAUCUS. I take it then that the President is faced with
the choice of either accepting further revenue in order to pay for
his defense budget, on the one hand, or letting the Gramm-Rudman
trigger go into effect, on the other, that you would strongly advise
him to take the latter choice because that would be lower taxes
and lower spending?

Dr. RAHN. Given that dilemma, I would simply go with the latter
choice. Yes.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you. We are now joined by our distin-
,uished chairman and the distinguished Senator from New York.

Mr. Chairman, it is my honor now to turn the hearing over to you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I apologize for not being

here at the beginning of the hearings, but I have been on the floor
of the Senate; and that is a problem we have here, of course. We
have a trade bill going on at the same time that we are looking
into the question of raising revenues.

Apparently, you have had a very interesting debate, and I am
sorry I missed out on it; I am sure I will be filled in on it; but
having walked into this particular hearing late and not having had
the benefit of your comments, gentlemen, I will not ask any ques-
tions at this point.

Senator BAUCUS. Senator Moynihan.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I recognize the voice of pru-
dence when I hear it, and I would like to take the same view that
the chairman has. [Laughter.]

Senator BAUCUS. Senator Daschle.
Senator DASCHLE. Following my leadership, I will do the same. I

would enjoy more of this debate, but I do appreciate the need to be
at two places at once today-both on the floor with the trade bill
and in the hearings today with regard to revenue.

I might just ask one question and limit myself to that.
Due to the dilemma we face between the deficits we have and

the prospect of raising revenue, which is now upon us, of the op-
tions that the temporary chairman was proposing today-excise
taxes, changes in income tax, consumption taxes-I would like a
succinct as possible a response to the question as to which of those
is most desirable, recognizing that none of them may be acceptable
or palatable.

But if you were going to put them in some rank order, given the
Federal propensity to limit taxes beyond income-especially with
regard to individuals to taxes outside the area of consumption in
large measure-would you favor consumption related taxes more
than you would favor excise taxes or other forms?

Let s start with Mr. Motley.
Mr. MOTLEY. I thought I was going to get a chance not to answer

that question.
Senator DASCHLE. The question is not "none of the above" be-

cause we don't have that answer.
Mr. Mo'rLEY. The least objectionable type of tax from the polling

that we have done from our membership are excise taxes. Still,
though, they tell us that they would not be in favor of raising
taxes.

I think they share the view that Senator Baucus expressed that
the deficit is the number one long-range broad problem facing the
country, and we have supported revenue in the past as a way to
bring down that deficit and would not be opposed to some revenue.

But I think that the membership is somewhat concerned that
what revenue we have supported in the past has not gone to reduce
the deficit, but has gone to new spending; and they don't have a
great deal of confidence that any new revenues that would be
raised1 would go to reduce the deficit.

But of the choices that you put forward, the most acceptable or
least objectionable would be an increase in excise taxes. The most
objectionable would be an increase in corporate and personal
income tax rates.

Senator DASCHLE. All right. Mr. Oswald.
Mr. Oswald. The belief is that taxation should be based on ability

to pay. The only way that one can find a tax system that does
make distinctions based upon people's ability to share the burdens
of government is to have an ir- ome tax.

And therefore, we would support a progressive change in the
income tax; selective excise taxes would be second in that choice
only because it would be on certain products versus others, but cer-
tainly would not be progressive because it clearly has an unfair
impact on people, whether that be gasoline or cigarettes or what-
ever.
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And some of those may be very related to income production-
gasoline in terms of driving to and from work or taking products to
and from the farm, etcetera.

And the most objectionable, in general, would be the general con-
sumption tax because that would be the most regressive of any.

Senator DASCHLE. Thank you. Dr. Rahn.
Dr. RAHN. Clearly, theoretically, the taxes on capital-given the

size of the deficit-would be far more destructive than taxes on
consumption.

And if Congress is really going to bring down spending and alter
our tax system, that would be the way to go; but I would still like
to argue that I have given you options of more than $20 billion of
revenue raisers under the jurisdiction of this committee which I
think would be far less destructive than those alternatives.

Senator DASCHLE. Mr. Hard.
Mr. HUARD. As I think I indicated in my testimony, we would

certainly object strenuously to any further increase in income tax-
ation on the grounds that income is already taxed excessively in
this country.

We think if there is to be an increase in taxation, it should be
imposed on consumption. We believe that selective consumption
taxes, namely the excise taxes, are inherently unfair and distor-
tionary. They are undeniably regressive; and the problem is that
you cannot correct for that regressivity.

We therefore believe that the least counterproductive tax reve-
nue increase would be a general consumption tax imposed at a uni-
form rate on the broadest possible base of goods and services.

Such a tax would be neutral, rather than distortionary, and it
can readily be corrected for regressivity.

Senator DASCHLE. Thank you and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Motley, I was noticing in the Joint Tax Com-

mittee's list of options for revenue raisers an old item that has
been fought over many times in the past.

I understand you touched on the question of estate taxes, and
that is the thought of carryover basis, meaning to revive the possi-
bility of a double tax on debt.

We have no capital gains tax now. So, in effect, you are talking
about an income tax, and that would mean an income tax on debt
for income that had not been accrued.

And in addition to that, a death tax. So, you could have a tax
that would be 55 percent-I guess that is the top margin on estate
taxes-and then you could have an income tax of 28 or 38 percent.
And frankly, I don't think death is a voluntary conversion, when it
comes to estate taxes. [Laughter.]

What would be the reaction of your association and its m,'mber-
ship if you had a restoration of the idea of a double tax on death?

Mr. MOTLEY. Mr. Chairman, we would oppose such a double tax
on death very bitterly and very vigorously.

The CHAIRMAN. Why?
Mr. MOTLEY. Because it is an extremely emotional issue with our

members. All you have to do really is take a look at what hap-
pened in the 1980 White House Conference on Small Business
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under President Carter and then the 1986 White House Conference
on Small Business under President Reagan.

These are issues that sort of bubbled up; and when business
people get together and they start talking about the ability to con-
tinue their business, the ability to pass on their sweat/equity over
the years or their risk-taking over the years, and then they realize
that that possibly could be wiped out because the business would
have to be placed on the blocks in order to pay off the taxes and
generally at bargain basement rates and liquidate it-jobs, every-
thing gone.

They get extremely emotional about it. It is not an issue that
they talk about day in and day out like income taxes or even excise
taxes; but when the subject is brought up, it is one which I think
gets them highly motivated and makes them speak out.

So, I would think that as soon as it appeared that the Congress
was ready to move in that direction, we would have an outpouring
of complaint, not only from small business owners across the coun-
try but also from farmers, whom we represent a considerable
number of.

The CHAIRMAN. I recall one of the other problems when we were
on that issue before. We heard that from trust departments, and
we heard it from people who were having to administer estates.

One of the problems was trying to figure out what the cost basis
was because the people who knew were dead. And sometimes gen-
erations of deaths have taken place as a piece of property or a
family business was held together.

And so, you run into a very difficult problem of administration,
in addition to the fact that you would pay a double tax, and you
would pay far beyond the estate tax.

Mr. MOTLEY. You also have to pay for the expertise to help you
keep all those records straight and to prepare your family for the
day when that situation may arise.

That is an indirect tax upon the operating business or the oper-
ating farm, and in most cases, the answer to that is taking out
rather healthy insurance policies to pay the tax, which is a reduc-
tion in the capital available to that business at that time.

So, small business people will point this out generally that the
biggest boon that happened in 1981 in terms of the reforms made
in estate taxes is they no longer had to spend huge amounts of
money purchasing life insurance policies to take care of their busi-
nesses after death.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator BAUCUS. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask our emi-

nent panelists one question about a subject that will be coming up
on the next panel.

We, as a committee, invited the Joint Committee on Taxation
and its very distinguished staff to suggest ways in which we might
raise revenue. One of the more ominous proposals-or at least one
of the more conspicuous ones-is the proposed excise tax on net in-
vestment income of exempt organizations.

This is a tax which would most conspicuously fall on private col-
leges and universities and private hospitals-charitable activities of
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that kind-but it would also fall on trade unions. It would also fall
on trade associations.

It would fall on union pension plans, and similar plans that the
Chamber and other like organizations have set up for themselves.

Could I ask specifically the labor- unions and trade associations
about the trusts forming a part of a qualified pension or profit-
sharing plan? This proposal would apply to mt\ny of your constitu-
ent members as well as your own organizati'n-the proposal to
impose an excise tax of 5 percent on net investment income from
tax exempt organizations.

Could I just ask your opinions, seriatim, as we say? Dr. Rahn, I
think you testified first, sir?

Dr. RAHN. We would be opposed to that. Normally, the tax ex-
emption was given for a particular purpose. You people decided
that you wanted to encourage certain types of activities; and then
to go ahead and penalize people for engaging in those activities-
such as colleges, universities, labor unions, what have you-seems
to me to be somewhat counterproductive.

And I know among our members particularly there is a very
strong reaction against it.

Senator MOYNIHAN. A very strong reaction? All right. Mr.
Oswald.

Mr. OSWALD. Senator, the labor -unions would also be greatly
upset with such a tax because again it would tax the sort of people
who have already paid tax on their income, and an additional tax
seems unwarranted on a tax exempt organization.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. Dr. Rahn's point was that we would not
have allowed these to be exempt if we had not wanted to encourage
such activities. Mr. Motley.

Mr. MOTLEY. We would be opposed at this time, Senator; and we
think that it really should be considered only if the committee gets
into examining the tax status of the entire nonprofit community as
a whole, such as the Ways and Means Committee is doing over on
the House side.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And Mr. Huard.
Mr. HUARD. We would be opposed, Senator. I think that it is

counterproductive to go through a process of granting an exemp-
tion to an organization and then saying, well, it is a 95-percent ex-
emption.

You could be just as well served and probably raise a great deal
more revenue if you inquired into making tax exempt general obli-
gation bonds of States and municipalities 95 percent tax exempt,
instead of 100 percent tax exempt.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Don't say that in front of the committee. We
have got to be careful. [Laughter.]

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to ask this ques-
tion. We have some persons before us from a very real world of eco-
nomic activity who will take a position, I think, which will be mir-
rored by persons from the somewhat more distant world of teach-
ing and research and caring for the ill.

And I think we will find a common view on this subject, which is
always welcome in this committee. Thank you, gentlemen.

Sentor BAUCUS. Thank you, Senator. Any other questions?
[No response.]
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Sentor BAUCUS. Thank you all very much for your very valuable
testimony. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me be sure that we have all the members of
the next panel. We have Bishop Steward, Mr. O'Connell, Mr.
O'Neill, Mr. Bloomfield, and Dr. Minarik.

Let me go through the affiliations of those who are speaking on
this panel. Bishop Stewart represents the Episcopal Church Pen-
sion Fund, and he is testifying on behalf of The Church Alliance.

Mr. Brian O'Connell is President of the Independent Sector. Mr.
Robert O'Neill is President of the University of Virginia and is tes-
tifying on behalf of the American Council on Education.

Mr. Mark Bloomfield is the President of the American Council
for Capital Formation. Dr. Joseph J. Minarik is a Senior Research
Associate of The Urban Institute.

Gentlemen, we are pleased to have you. Dr. Stewart, we would be
pleased to have you lead off. I think that would strike the proper
attitude for this particular panel.

BISHOP ALEXANDER D. STEWARD, EPISCOPAL CHURCH PENSION
FUND, TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF THE CHURCH ALLIANCE,
NEW YORK, NY
Bishop STEWART. Our abiding appreciation, Senator Bentsen, to

you and your colleagues for your courtesy in allowing me to share
with you.

I would like our testimony to be submitted for the record. I shall
be brief, recalling that verse of scripture: I have many things to
say unto you, but you cannot bear to hear them now. [Laughter.]

What a privilege to represent such a responsible group as
Church Alliance, which acts on behalf of 28 church pension pro-
grams. Aware we are of your need to uncover sources of untapped
revenue.

If added taxes are required, we should all pay our fair share, but
do not ask retired clergy and their widows to accept a reduction in
pension which would be inevitable if you were to endorse the pro-
posal that would place a 5 percent tax on the investment income of
tax exempt religious institutions.

Since well over one-half of our budget foiretirees is derived from
investments, we would be forced to reduce the minimal pensions on
which a retired couple has already based their budget.

Such tax investment income is the prime resource for funds re-
quired to carry out this mission of our synagogues and churches.

Whether taxing investments of a church pension plan can be de-
clared unconstitutional, since it may violate the separation of
church and State, must be recognized as a valid question.

This is a very sensitive area, as every legislator and teacher is
aware. You can decide, however, is it fair to take from the elderly?

Might not a more appropriate source of revenue be found,
You might even ask: Is it fair to tax exempt groups to take 5 per-

cent of their investment income when corporation and financial
houses can, by creative accounting, escape or indefinitely delay
taxes on their investment income?

Finally, a recent study indicates that two-thirds of the time,
energy, and dollars expended in the volunteer sector of our country
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in social agencies and services is generated by the religious commu-
nity.

If legislation is enacted which reduces money for pensions by 5
percent, we will not break our promise to retired people to whom
we have promised pensions and health care. We will make up the
difference by depleting other budgets, the very budgets that main-
tain the buildings and personnel that guide and provide for our vol-
unteer services.

Churches throughout our country today have responded and are
feeding meals to the needy, providing sleeping facilities for the
homeless, day care for mothers who prefer working to welfare, and
a gathering place for elderly.

How can church leaders decide: Is this money to go to pensioners
to make up the difference caused by the 5 percent tax, or do we
give it to the self-help programs undertaken at the suggestion of
our President?

Since we cannot spend the same dollar twice, if we must give it
to the tax bureau, it will not be available for elderly and disabled
persons or for the caring ministry that synagogues and churches
have undertaken.

Frankly, I would not wish to be the messenger of bad news, in-
forming retired clergy that the pension fund cannot fulfill its
promise and their next pension fund check will be reduced. Would
you?

And would you at least ask: Is this proposal wise? Is it fair? And
is it really necessary?

Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Bishop. Brian O'Connell, we wel-

come you back to this committee.
[The prepared statement of Bishop Stewart follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE RIGHT REVEREND ALEXANDER D. STEWART, D.D.

I am The Right Reverend Alexander D. Stewart, D.D., formerly

Executive for Administration of the Episcopal Church and now serving

as Senior Vice President (Pastoral Care) of The Church Pension Fund.

The Fund was chartered by an Act of New York state legislature in 1914

for the purpose of establishing and administering a retirement pension

system for aged and disabled priests of the Episcopal Church. It is

recognized by the Treasury Department as a tax-exempt religious

organization. We are one of the founding members of the Church

Alliance, a coalition which acts on behalf of the pension programs of

the 28 religious denominations identified on the Church Alliance

letterhead. My appearance here is on behalf of these organizatlcs

My comments deal with one of the "possible options" for increasing

tax revenues in connection with the fiscal year 1988 Budget Resolution

now being considered by the Senate Finance Committee. This option,

No. II. F. 2. in-JCS-17-87, would impose a 5 percent excise tax on the

net investment income of tax-exempt organizations, a tax that would

impact churches and their ministry organizations, including church

pension boards.

This revenue option would diminish the ability of church plans to

fulfill contractual commtnents already made to pay the pensions

earned by clergy and layworkers.

Before the Ccmzittee considers imposing an excise tax on the net

investment income of tax-exempt organizations, including churches,
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synagogues, and their pension plans, it should cortsider the following:

(1) Generally, TAX-EXEMPT organizations operate without a profit
motive, make no profits, and, therefore, would pay no tax on
their investment income if they were subject to income taxes.
However, under this excise tax option, a tax would be payable
even if the organization operated at a net loss on its
activities. On the other hand, the excise tax option under
consideration would not impose a tax on a for-profit business
organization with identical investment income under identical
circumstances, i.e., no net profit for the year.

t2) Many TAXABLE organizations are not now paying income taxes on
all or their net investment income. tor example:

Regulated investment companies ann real estate

investment trusts pay no income tax providing they
distribute all investment income to their shareholders;
banks, insurance companies, and financial institutions
pay no income tax on investment income derived from
investments in municipal bonds.

Corporations pay taxes on only 20 percent of investment
income derived from dividends received from holdings of
stock and pay no income tax for years in which they
report no net income.

Depreciation, depletion, percentage-of-completion and
other permissible tax accounting techniques enable many
companies to eliminate or continually defer taxable
income, thus offsetting investment income which
otherwise would be regarded as net taxable income.

Retirement and welfare benefits for ministers and layworkers are

mainly provided through church pension boards. Church pension boards

are controlled by or associated with a church, either as divisions of

the church denomination or as separately organized section 501(c)(3)

entities. A number of pension boards provide retirement benefits in

the form of retirement income accounts under section 403(b)(9) of the

Code. Some pension boards provide retirement benefits through plans

described in section 401(a) of the Code.

A church pension board is an integral part of the church, carrying

out the functions of the church in providing retirement a:sd welfare
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benefits for clergy and other denominational employees. Thus, any

excise tax that may be levied on the net investment income of a church

pension board would be a tax on the church. There are Constitutional

implications of taxing the income of a church. The First Amendment to

the Constitution states in part, "Congress shall make no law

respecting an establishment of religion .... " This, the Establishment

Clause, in the words of Thomas Jefferson, "was intended to erect 'a

wall of separation between church and state.'" Everson v. Board of

Education, 330 U.S. 1 (1947). The Supreme Court in Lemon v. Kurtzman,

403 U.S. 602 (1971), set forth three tests a statute must pass in

order to avoid the prohibition of the Establishment Clause. The tniro

test is that the statute must not roster "an excessive governmental

entanglement with religion." An excise tax on a church necessarily

raises the question o± governmental entanglement with religion. This

is a very sensitive area. It would involve the filing of forms with

the Internal Revenue Service, the possible subjection of books and

records to examination, and other acts which may produce direct

confrontations with religion and intensive surveillance of re. igion

which would not be constitutionally acceptable. Tilton v.

Richardson, 403 U.S. 672 (1971).

The excise tax would also be extremely unfair to church pension

boards and the participants and beneficiaries of church plans.

For many years, church pension boards have made monetary commitments

to church employees with respect to a level of retirement benefits.

These committed benefits have been based on contributions received,

mortality experience, and earnings assumptions; there were no

additional assumptions such as the payment of a 5 percent excise tax
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on net investment income proposed for consideration by your Committee.

The payment of a tax on net investment income used to pay retirement

annuity benefits would create a hardship on church pension boards and

possibly reduce retirement benefits to plan participants and their

beneficiaries. Nevertheless, if this excise tax is enacted, it would

be necessary to have statutory authority permitting the tax to be

passed through to plan participants and their beneficiaries as if

applied directly to them. Otherwise, what is referred to as an excise

tax on net investment income becomes, in fact, a tax on the corpus of

the church or church pension board itself, to the extent the church

has committed to pay a fixed annuity benefit based on a stated return

on investment (prior to any taxes).

As noted above, some church pension boards provide benefits in the

form of section 403(b)(9) retirement income accounts while others

provide benefits through plans describea irn section 401(a). It the

Congress decioes to exempt the net investment income of section 401(a)

qualified plans from the excise tax, a similar exemption should be

accorded to section 501(c)(3) church pension boards that provide

retirement benefits to ministers and lay workers. Otherwise, an

unfortunate disparity of treatment of church pension plans and boards

will result.

As a final thought on the excise tax, I would again point out that

generally charitable organizations operate without a profit motive,

and many operate at a loss. Yet this tax, Which is like a gross

income tax, does not distinguish between the ability to pay o* the

inability to pay. Indeed, whether or not operating at a loss, some

charitable organizations with net investment income may have difficulty
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raising the tax except through the sale of principal assets. The

definition of net investment income is critical in this context.

In conclusion, of overriding importance to the churches is the fact

that if this is imposed on churches and their pension boards, the

resources of every church would be diverted from its mission. Some have

said that the mission of a church can be perceived as divisible into

(1) worship of God and

(2) service of mankind.

The Congress would undoubtedly find it constitutionally impossible

to interfere with the former and counter-productive to interfere with

the latter. The Pamphlet No. JCS-17-87 clearly points out on page 276

that the exemption from tax under existing law recognizes that:

(a) "...Many exempt organizations perform functions that
lessen the burdens of government that otherwise would
have to be financed out of tax revenues...", that

(b) tax-exempt organizations "...promote the general welfare
of the public at large..." and

(c) "...contribute to the economic well-being of the country
through promotion of business ard labor;" and
specifically notes that

(d) "The imposition of the tax would reduce the funds
available to and needed by charities, social welfare
organizations, and other exempt organizations in
carrying out their nonprofit activities. The tax thus
would adversely affect the beneficiaries of these
programs, including the poor, the elderly, students,
hospital patients, the environment...."

We believe it is of utmost importance that this Committee infotm

itself of the extent, if any, to which these negative economic factors

in (a), (b), (c), and (d) are reflected in the "Estimated Revenue

Effects" appearing in the pertinent sections of the document now under

consideration.

Respectfully submitted,

The Right Reverend
Alexander D. Stewart, D.D.

July 17, 1987
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STATEMENT OF BRIAN O'CONNELL, PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT
SECTOR, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. O'CONNELL. Thank you. As you so well know, nonprofit orga-
nizations have been through three major crises in the past six
years. The first involved the budget cuts which have had an enor-
mous impact on nonprofit organizations. The second involves the
transfer or the expected increase in the service loads of nonprofit
organizations.

As Government has cut back, it has transferred to voluntary or-
ganizations services for day care, services for homeless, for the
aged, educational responsibilities. So, we have had less money and
a transfer of responsibilities.

In terms of that less money and transfer, the Urban Institute re-
cently completed a study which pointed out that, for the primary
service areas where there is a public/private partnership in the de-
livery of education or human services, financial support was re-
duced by the Federal Government by $70 billion, or 14 percent,
over the fiscal years 1982 to 1986.

The second impact indicated by the Urban Institute report is
that reduction in direct Federal support of the programs of non-
profit organizations for those same years was $23 billion, or 27 per-
cent.

And third, they point out that for private giving to make up for
the Government's reductions in the areas where we attempt to de-
liver services mandated by Government, private giving to make up
for that would have to increase by six to eight times higher than
the peak increases of the past few years.

The third major crisis involved the Tax Reform Act and its
impact on attempts to gain increased giving. The combination of
reduced rates, the loss of the nonitemizer deduction, and the inclu-
sion of gifts of appreciated property in the calculations of income
under the alternate minimum tax will, in the combination-accord-
ing to Professor Lawrence Lindsey of Harvard and the National
Bureau of Economic Research-cause an impact on annual giving
of approximately $11 billion, or 15 percent.

Throughout the tax reform process, we said over and over again,
in response to your understandable admonition that we all had to
share the burden, we said that we have been inordinately impact-
ed. If you take the combination of the budget impacts and now the
tax impacts on voluntary organizations, it is not equitable.

It is certainly not unfair. It is grossly unfair for the Government
to transfer some of its service load, then cut its share of the part-
nership, and then on top of that to make raising contributed funds
even more difficult.

Now, on top of all that, unbelievably-as far as we are con-
cerned-unbelievably along comes this Joint Committee report that
serves up the idea of a new excise tax on our organizations.

It says that this new tax will increase income by $3.5 billion in
1988, of which $1 billion will come out of the capacityof voluntary
organizations and foundations to be of service.

On top of that $1 billion loss, the Joint Committee offers that the
itemized deductions might be allowed only against the 15-percent
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tax rate, and that alone would decrease contributions by another
$6 billion annually.

Beyond even the arithmetic and the inequity of the moment, this
excise tax is contrary-contrary-to the underlying concept of tax
free organizations.

In 1969, Congress imposed a 4 percent tax on foundations; but
only under the rationale and with the absolute assurance-that the
absolute assurance--that that 4 percent tax would be used only to
monitor the work of foundations. That tax was reduced in 1979 to 2
percent; but it still produces $217 million a year, which is six times
the total budget of the exempt division of IRS.

I submit that the tax on tax exempt organizations is fundamen-
tally a contradiction. I submit that it is a classic oxymoron.

There are several other provisions in the Joint Committee's docu-
ment, such as an increase in the alternate minimum tax from the
present 21 percent to 25 percent, initiation of a 10-percent floor on
aggregate itemized deductions for certain taxpayers, and an across-
the-board reduction in individual tax preferences, which would
have a negative effect on the income of nonprofit organizations.

These reductions and the others mentioned above total $9 billion.
We implore you, we beg you to establish at the outset of your con-
siderations a principle and a determination not to do anything fur-
ther to reduce the capacity of voluntary groups to fulfill our public
service.

You asked us to take a larger share of public services. You have
dealt us an inordinate share of the burden of tax reform. We be-
lieve it is fair to say that enough is enough.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Connell. Those are
some very interesting numbers. I will be looking forward to perus-
ing those.

Mr. O'Neill, Professor O'Neill, Dr. O'Neill.
Mr. O'NEILL. Senator, any of the above.
The CHAIRMAN. Whatever title you prefer, we are delighted to

have you here with us this morning.
[The prepared statement of Mr. O'Connell follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF BRIAN O'CONNELL
PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT SECTOR

I am Brian O'Connell, President of INDEPENDENT SECTOR, a

membership organization of 654 national voluntary associations,

foundations, and corporate giving programs. A list of our

members is attached.

During the past six years nonprofit organizations have

faced three major crises:

1. Reductions in federal spending, particularly for human

services, caused the caseloads and expectations for

services of voluntary organizations to increase

crushingly.

2. At the very time the government was transferring to

nonprofits greater responsibility for services, the same

government reduced dramatically its financial support

for such services. According to the Urban Institute

report, The Nonprofit Sector and the Federal Budqet:

a For the primary service areas where there has been a

traditional public/private partnership, financial

support was reduced by $70 billion* or 14 percent

for the fiscal years 1982-86.

b. Reduction in direct federal support of the services

of voluntary organizations for those same years was

$23 billion or 27 percent.

* Exclusive of Medicare and Medicaid funding.
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c. For private giving to make up for the government's

reductions would have required giving to grow at a

rate seven to eight times higher than the peak rate

achieved in recent years.

3. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 made raising-contributed

funds more difficult. The combination of reduced rates,

the elimination of the charitable deduction for

nonitemizers, ard the inclusion of gifts of appreciated

property in the definition of income for the alternate

minimum tax will, according to Professor Lawrence

Lindsey of Harvard and the National Bureau of Economic

Research, cause an impact on annual giving of

approximately $11 billion or 15 percent. To try to

offset some of this loss, INDEPENDENT SECTOR has just

launched an initial five-year effort to try to increase

the total amount that individuals contribute to the

causes of their choice.

Throughout the tax reform process, we were told that every-

one had to share the burden, but we have been trying to point out

that the combination of budget and tax impacts on voluntary

organizations is not equitable. It is certainly not fair for the

government to transfer some of its service load to us, then cut

its share of the partnership and, on top of it all, to undermine

our ability to raise money.

Now, almost unbelievably, along comes a Joint Committee

report that serves up the idea of a new excise tax on exempt
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organizations which it says could raise $3.5 billion in 1988, of

which at least $1 billion would come out of the program and

granting capacity of voluntary organizations and foundations. On

top of that $1 billion loss, the Joint Committee offers that

itemized deductions might be allowed only against the 15 percent

tax rate. This proposal alone would reduce charitable giving by

another $6.7 billion annually according to research by Professor

Lindsey.

For the Federal Government to consider slashing another

$8 billion or 10 percent, or any substantial proportion thereof

from the income of the sector to which it is transferring so much

of the service burden is absurd in concept anrl cruel in execution.

Beyond all of that, this excise tax is contrary to the

underlying concept of tax-free organizations. In 1969, Congress

imposed a four percent excise tax on foundations under the

rationale and assurances that the income would be used only to

monitor the work of foundations. That tax was reduced in 1979 to

two percent but still produces $217 million a year (1986) which is

six times the total budget of the entire exempt dWision of IRS.

To begin to tax tax-exempt public charities and the foundations

that help support them is fundamentally a contradiction.

There are several other provisions in the Joint Committee's

document, such as an increase in the alternative minimum tax from

the present 21 percent to 25 percent, initiation of a 10 percent

floor on aggregate itemized deductions for certain taxpayers, and

-3-
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an across-the-board reduction in individual tax preferences, which

would have a negative effect on the income of nonprofit organiza-

tions. These reductions and the others mentioned above, total

$8.687 billion, as follows:

5% excise tax ................ $-1.0 billion
Allow itemized deductions

only at 15% rate ............. -6.7 billion
25% alternative minimum tax ................ $-221 million
10% floor .................................... -346 million
Added preferences ............. - 42 million

Total $-8.687 billion

We implore you to establish at the outset a principle and a

determination not to do anything further to reduce the capacity

of voluntary groups to fulfill their public service. The govern-

ment asked us to take a larger share of human services and then

you dealt us an inordinate share of the burden of tax reform.

It is fair to conclude, enough is enough.

-4-
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT O'NEILL, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
VIRGINIA, TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN COUN-
CIL ON EDUCATION, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA

Mr. O'NEILL. I am delighted to be here. I am here this morning-
on behalf of the American Council on Education and about a dozen
other higher education groups whose names appear on the cover
sheet of the statement that we have filed.

I cannot claim to be expert on matters of tax policy, but I do
have some feeling for the special role of nonprofit organizations.

Before I came to Virginia, I was for five and a half years Presi-
dent of the University of Wisconsin. I have served and now serve
on the boards of various organizations such as the Carnegie Foun-
dation for the Advancement of Teaching, the Educational Testing
Service, the Johnson Foundation, the Association of American Col-
leges, the National Association of State Universities and Land
Grant Colleges, among others.

Each of these organizations, like the colleges and universities
that comprise ACE, has a deep concern with the proposals that are
now before this committee.

Several of these proposals, we think, might have harmful effects
on higher education, but there is one that we feel would have an
especially serious impact. It is the proposed five percent excise tax
on the net investment income of tax exempt organizations.

Let me, if I may, make three points of particular concern to us in
the college and university world.

First, nonprofit organizations and institutions like ours differ
from the profit sector in that we lack comparable ways of sharing
or redistributing or passing on the effects of reduced revenue.

The only recourse for most of us would be to reduce educational
services or increase tuition or some combination of the two.

That choice would come at a time when Government has been
asking higher education to assume greater responsibility while re-
ducing the resources available to meet that task.

The dilemma is especially clear in the area of financial aid. Pri-
vate colleges and universities have found it necessary to increase
the scholarships they provide to their students from $900 million,
as recently as 1981/1982, to $3 billion in the last academic year.

Second, the tax would fall directly on endowments, which are im-
portant and unique features of educational institutions.

These are sources of support which Government has over the
years encouraged in many ways and which have helped to offset,
for a State government, the cost of public higher education.

We in Virginia, for example, enjoy an especially wise State policy
in the Eminent Scholars Program, a program under which the
Commonwealth matches income, dollar for dollar, from private en-
dowments mainly for faculty and chairs.

This program represents one of the many joint public/private ef-
forts in support of the university's commitment to academic excel-
lence.

During the past year, more than 180 members of our faculty re-
ceived substantial salary support from endowment income and the
matching State support under this program.
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To tax endowment income and net capital gains would not only
reduce income and impair endowment principal, but also in effect
would reduce the State support that matches the private endow-
ment income component.

Third, this tax, as we see it, would mark a fundamental change
in national policy. A change that would far exceed what the rather
modest percentage or the tax might suggest.

Such a tax would basically alter the relationship enjoyed by tax
exempt institutions. It would replace that status with an income
tax measured by the amount of investment income.

For those universities that have been most energetic and most
successful in seeking private support, such a change in policy
would in effect impose a penalty after the fact.

For other institutions that have investment income that is used
to offset operating losses, the proposal could result in a larger tax
liability than would the application of the corporate income tax.

Such a tax also seems to us to undermine the Congressional
policy of encouraging economic development through wise and se-
lective use of university resources.

Finally, I would note that the issue is not whether we are willing
to do our part or pay our share. The issue that has now been
raised, and really raised for the first time, is whether all invest-
ment income of such institutions-most of which in our cases goes
to uniquely educational programs-ought to be subjected to tax.

Such a proposal seems to us to strike at the central premise of
the tax exempt status of institutions such as ours, a status which
has long been of benefit to our students and those whom we serve
in other ways and, ultimately, to the nation as a whole.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Minarik is a Senior Research Associate at The Urban Insti-

tute.
[The prepared statement of Mr. O'Neill follows:]
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I. Introduction

My name is Robert O'Neil. I am the President of the
University of Virginia, a state University founded by Thomas
Jefferson. in 1819. I am testifying this morning on behalf of the
American Council on Education, an organization representing over
1,500 colleges and universities, and the associations listed on
the cover sheet of this testimony, which together represent our
nation's institutions of higher education.

Although the staff pamphlet of revenue raising options
contains several proposals that would adversely affect
institutions of higher education, one in particular would have a
particularly serious impact on colleges and universities. This
is the proposed five percent "excise" tax on the net investment
income of tax-exempt organizations.

We strongly oppose this provision. It would have a
substantial negative impact on the ability of the vast majority
of colleges and universities to perform their mission of
education and research and would constitute a fundamental
withdrawl of thair tax exemption.

II. Analysis of the Proposal

A. The amount of the tax would have a substantial impact
on the ability of colleges and universities to perform
their mission.

The pamphlet suggests that this tax would have a "limited
impact on the activities of exempt organizations." At least as
applied to institutions of higher education, however, the
proposed tax would have a substantial adverse impact. Virtually
all institutions of higher education have investment income that
provides support for their operations and, therefore, would have
tax liability under this proposal.

Unlike for-profit entities, public and private colleges
and universities do not have investors to whom they could reduce
the distribution of profits in order to pay the proposed tax.
Therefore, this tax liability would have to come from increased
tuition or from reduced services to present or future students.

In recent years government has transferred greater
responsibilities to higher education, while at the same time
reducing the resources available to meet these responsibilities,
such as tax law changes that will tend to reduce charitable
contributions. One area where government has transferred greater
responsibility to higher education is the increased need for
institutional student financial aid in the form of grants.
Private institutions of higher education have increased
scholarships greatly in the last few years (from $900 million in
1981-82 to $3 billion in 1985-86).
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The combined effect of the inability to reduce
distributions to shareholders, the increased responsibilities of
these institutions, and decreased resources as the result of
recent federal tax law changes, is that the imposition of this
tax would--reduce directly the resources available to support
their mission.

At the University of Virginia, we have estimated the
amount of this tax at about $3 million per year. This is a
significant amount of money to our University

- It is slightly more than the budget of our history
department, $2.1 million, and approximately equal to the budget
of our physics department.

- It is slightly less than the amount of our student
financial aid grants, which are paid directly from our endowment
income.

B. The tax would be applied to endowments, which are
important and unique features of educational
institutions.

Hundreds of colleges and universities, public and
private, large and small, have endowments. These endowments were
established solely to support the tax-exempt purposes of
education and research.

In addition, the University of Virginia has an Eminent
Scholars Endowment, separate from its regular endowment, the
income from which is matched by the State of Virginia. The tax
liability from this proposed tax would more than offset the
matching state grant from this program.

Our endowments provides a stable source of funding that
encourages the free expression of ideas essential to first rate
scholarship and research, as well as providing funds for
scholarships.

C. This tax is a fundamental change in tax policy, and is
far more significant that it would appear as a
relatively small percentage tax on only one part of
college and university income.

This tax would effectively terminate the exemption from
federal income tax for the vast majority of tax-exempt
institutions that have investment income, and replace it with an
income tax based on the amount of their investment income.

For financially weaker institutions, the proposed tax
could result in a larger tax liability than would the application
of the corporate income tax. Institutions that are financially
pressed due to declining enrollments, and that are suffering
consequent tuition shortfalls, but which have investment income

2
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that is being used to offset these operating losses, would have
no "net income" and thus would pay no federal income tax if they
were taxable corporations. They would pay tax under this
proposal, however.

This tax also would be inconsistent with the concept of
tax exemption. It is justified in the staff pamphlet solely on
the grounds of raising revenues. It therefore is not
fundamentally different from a tax on tuition or charitable
contributions, which are not taxed under present law because
these sources of funds, like investment income, are provided
directly and solely to support the exempt purposes of these
institutions.

This tax would also frustrate Congressional efforts to
improve the competitiveness of our economy. Colleges and
universities have developed into responsive instruments for
pursuing national objectives. The tax would withdraw funds from
these institutions at the same time that Congress is attempting
to increase their funding for biomedical research, research
related to national security, and need-based student assistance.
I believe that colleges and universities can best contribute to
deficit reduction by providing a sound foundation for economic
growth through the creation and dissemination of new knowledge.

D. This major change in the treatment of public and
private colleges and universities is not justified.

It is supported in the staff pamphlet by only one
argument: that exempt organizations should "not be immune from
sharing some of the costs of government." Colleges and
universities already share the costs of government. The state
institutions are units of government, and the private
institutions are tax-exempt because they relieve government of
the burdens of meeting public needs by enlisting private funds
for public benefit and by performing activities that government
otherwise would be called upon to perform.

This proposed tax on public institutions and public
charities is not warrarted by any need for additional revenues to
monitor tax-exempt orgaiizations, which was the reason for the
excise tax on the investment income of private foundations.
Additional audit fees for exempt organizations would not seem to
be needed since the tio percent tax on private foundations
already generates revenues that are six times the budget of the
entire exempt organization division of the IRS.

The proposed tax also is not supported by the policies
underlying the unrelated business income tax (UBIT). When
Congress enacted the UBIT law in 1950, it exempted investment
income from the ta'. because it concluded that investment income
did not present problems of competition with business. Last
month, in testimony before the Ways and Means Oversight
Subcommittee, the Treasury recommended that investment income

3
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continue to be totally tax exempt because: the income is used to
support the exempt purposes of the organization; it does not
present problems of unfair competition; and it encourages exempt
organizations to avoid commercial involvements.

III. Proposals to restrict charitable giving should be rejected.

In addition, the staff pamphlet restates proposals,
previously considered and rejected by Congress, that would
substantially reduce the benefits of our tax-exempt status by
reducing the amount of charitable contributions. These changes
would: 1) permit itemized deductions, including the charitable
deduction, to be deducted only against the 15 percent tax
bracket; 2) impose a floor on itemized deductions of 10 percnet
over $100,000 in adjusted gross income; and 3) reduce the value
of all deductions by 10 percent.

Congress should again reject these changes in the tax law
that would discourage charitable giving and thus reduce the
ability of higher education to perform its important mission.

IV. Conclusion

The higher education community strongly urges the
Committee to reject this proposal. It is unsound tax policy in
that it would effectively terminate the tax exemption for
institutions that warrant continued tax-exempt treatment. It is
unsound education policy in that it would take funds away from
colleges and universities that are used for scholarships and that
in magnitude are equal to the cost of major departments. It is
unsound economic policy in that it would impair our ability to
perform the research activities necessary to improve our
competitiveness in world markets.

I thank the Committee for its consideration of our views
on this issue of utmost importance to our institutions of higher
education.

76-782 0 - 88 - 4
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STATEMENT OF DR. JOSEPH J. MINARIK, PH.D., SENIOR RESEARCH
ASSOCIATE, THE URBAN INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC

Dr. MINARIK. Mr. Chairman, let me first of all put on the record
that I am here speaking for myself and not my organization.

I am here to speak about the proposal in the--
The CHAIRMAN. Now, that comes as a bit of a surprise to me. We

have chosen people to speak for a broad-based constituency, but
please proceed, Dr. Minarik.

Dr. MINARIK. I am here to speak to the proposal that is in the
aforementioned Joint Committee publication with respect to reduc-
ing the maximum tax rate on capital gains.

In my own point of view, I believe that that proposal is mis-
placed. It is not a revenue-raising proposal; and, therefore, it does
not belong in this kind of a discussion.

The counterintuitive notion that a capital gains tax cut would in-
crease revenues is based on two premises. First, the historical
record shows that a capital gains tax rate cut in 1978 increased
revenues; and second, the body of the academic literature predicts
such an increase.

It is my contention that both of these premises are false and that
cutting tax rates on capital gains will not increase revenues.

Let me deal with these two premises in turn.
First of all, claims that the 1978 capital gains tax rate cut in-

creased revenues are based on two errors: first, the failure to dis-
tinguish between the transient and the continuing effects of a cap-
ital gains tax change; and second, a failure to recognize other
causes of changes in capital gains realizations.

A cut in capital gains tax rates will increase realizations for rea-
sons that are purely temporary. If a future cut in capital gains tax
rates is announced, just about anyone who plans to realize a gain
will postone that realization until the tax cut takes effect.

That will make the impact of the tax cut appear larger tempo-
rarily.

Further, if an asset holder is sitting on the fence over whether to
realize a gain, cutting tax rates will in effect move the fence and
induce him to sell.

It is a totally different question, however, whether a capital
gains tax cut will induce so much more realization, year in and
year out, that it will more than offset its static effect arid actually
increase revenue.

When there is nothing to be gained by shifting a realization ear-
lier or later, and once the figurative fence is again firmly planted
on the ground, the remaining continuing effect of a capital gains
tax cut is smaller than the transient effect.

So, looking over only a short time span can easily exaggerate the
effects of the capital gains tax change.

Likewise, tax effects can be exaggerated by ignoring other deter-
minants of capital gains realizations. Over the long haul, through
tax increases and tax decreases, capital gains realizations have
tended to follow the growth of the economy with further upward
and downward swings propelled by the stock market.

Ignoring these fundamental determinants of realizations can
make tax changes look more powerful than they are, rather like
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giving a jogger running to the east additional credit for the rota-
tion of the earth.

I have appended a couple of graphs to my testimony that you
might want to peruse at your leisure.

Now, how does this lesson illuminate the experiences of the 1978
and 1981 capital gains tax cuts?

First, it is not enough to say that a tax cut in year one increased
revenues in year two. We need to look at years three and four in
addition, at least.

Second, it is doubly wrong to attribute an entire year over year
increase in capital gains to a tax cut. Capital gains will increase
roughly in step with the economy, with or without a tax change.

And so, the only proper comparison is with what capital gains
would have been in the absence of a tax cut, as difficult to deter-
mine as that might be.

And third, we must consider the very strong effects of the stock
market in pushing realizations up and down as well.

Now, after the 1978 tax cuts and even before, there were a lot of
numbers bandied about in terms of revenue estimates. And after
the fact, once we got to see the experience on the basis of that tax
change and also the 1981 tax change, it was time to look at the
numbers and put up or shut up.

Let me refer you if I might to a table on page 4 of my testimony,
which shows the Treasury Department's own estimates, after the
fact, of the changes in revenue due to the capital gains tax cuts in
1978 and 1981.

There are some obvious points in the numbers in that table. First
and foremost, these revenue figures, based on the actual experience
following the 1978 and 1981 tax cuts, bear absolutely no resem-
blance to the claimed effects of capital gains tax cuts currently pro-
posed.

Only the first year revenue pickup from the 1978 tax cut is ap-
preciable, and even allowing for all of the inflation and real growth
that has since occurred, it is not even in the same arena with the
recent promises.

And second, that one appreciable revenue pickup figure is obvi-
ously only transient.

By 1980, the revenue gain from the 1978 law had essentially
evaporated. The 1978 law experience thus gives no backing to
claims of an ongoing revenue pickup.

But as clear as the 1978 law's record is, we should focus even
more on the 1981 experience. The 1981 law bears marked similiari-
ties to the circumstances under which the 1987 capital gains tax
cut would take effect.

It took the 1981 cut, including ordinary tax rate decreases as did
the recent tax reform bill, and also it followed on the heels of an-
other capital gains tax change where there was already some un-
locking.

I will just point out that the 1981 bill was a revenue loser from
its very first day.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Minarik. Along with the bal-
anced viewpoint we try to get on this committee, we have a gentle-
man who may have a contrary point of view; and that is Mr. Mark
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Bloomfield, who is President of the American Council for Capital
Formation. It is your time at bat.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Minarik follows:]
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Statement of

Joseph J. Minarik
Senior Research Associate

The Urban Institute

I am pleased to respond to your request for testimony an

the taxation of capital gains.

There has been some interest of late in reducing the

maximum tax rate on long-term capital gains to increase tax

revenues. This counterintuitive notion is based on two premises:

first, that a capital gains tax rate'cut in 1978 increased

revenues; and second, that the body of the academic literature

predicts such an increase. It is my contention that both of these

premises are false, and that cutting tax rates will not increase

revenues. Let me deal with these premises in turn.

The Precedent of the 1978 and 1981 Capital Gains Tax Cuts

Claims that the 1978 capital gains tax rate cut increased

revenues are based on two errors: first, a "ailure to distinguish

between the transient and the continuing ef ects of a capital

gains tax change; and second, a failure to recognize other causes

of changes in capital gains realizations.

A cut in capital gains tax rates will increase realizations

for reasons that are purely temporary. If a future cut in capital

gains tax rates is announced, just about anyone who plans to

realize a gain will postpone that realization until the tax cut
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takes effect; that will make the impact of the tax cut appear

larger temporarily. Further, if an assetholder is sitting on the

fence over whether to realize a gain, cutting tax rates will in

effect move the fence and induce him to sell. It is a totally

different question, however, whether a capital gains tax cut will

induce so much more realization, year in and year out, that it

will more that offset its static effect and actually increase

revenue. When there is nothing to be gained by shifting a

realization earlier or later, and once the figurative fence is

again firmly planted in the ground, the remaining, continuing

effect of a capital gains tax cut is smaller than the transient

effect. Looking over only a short time span can easily exaggerate

the effects of a capital gains tax change.

Likewise, tax effects can be exaggerated by ignoring other

determinants of capital gains realizations. Over the long haul,

through tax increases and tax decreases, Capital gains

realizations have tended to follow the growth of the economy, with

further upward and downward swings propelled by the stock market.

Ignoring these fundamental determinants of realizations can make

tax changes look much more powerful than they are--rather like

giving a jogger running toward the east additional credit for the

rotation of the earth.

To illustrate both of these points, consider figure 1,

which shows net long-term capital gain in excess of net short-term

capital loss on individual income tax returns from 1960 through
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1977, together with the gross national product (GNP). Note that

realizations closely follow GNP in the early 1960s, then move

ahead in 1965--some might say because of the passage of the 1964

tax cuts. But realizations go nowhere special in 1966, only to

take a big jump with the rapid growth and booming stock market of

the late 1960s. Realizations fall in 1969 and 1970--some would

say because of the capital gains tax increase, some would say

because of the recession. But they pick up again as soon as the

economy and the market resume growth. They fall behind again in

the deep recession of 1974-75, but pick up once more as the

economy and the market recover.

To document the close relationship between capital gains

and the stock market, figure 2 compares the annual percentage

increase in realizations and that of the New York Stock Exchange

index over the same period. The similarity of the patterns is

obvious. What is also striking, however, is that any change in

realizations possibly brought on by a change in the tax law--the

1964 rate reductions or the creation of the minimum tax in 1969,

for example--is quickly reversed as fundamental economic

determinants of capital gains resume control.

The obvious lesson here, as far as I am concerned, is that

tax changes don't move realizations--at least not very much, or

for very long. On the contrary, it is the stock market that moves

realizations ahead of or behind their central tendency, which is

the path of the economy as a whole.
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How does this lesson illuminate the experiences of 1978 and

1981? First, it is not enough to say that a tax cut in year one

increased revenues in year two; we need to look at years three

and four, as well. Second, it is doubly wrong to attribute an

entire year-over-year increase in capital gains to a tax cut;

capital gains will increase roughly in step with the economy, with

or without a tax change, and so the only proper comparison is with

what capital gains would have been in the absence of a tax cut--as

difficult to determine as that might be. And third, we must

consider the very strong effects of the stock market in pushing

realizations up and down as well.

With a Congressional mandate and following these ground

rules, the Treasury Department assessed the impacts on revenues of

the 1978 and 1981 capital gains tax cuts. Their estimated revenue

effects in billions of dollars by year are as follows:

YEAR

TAX CUT 1979 1980 1981 1982

1978 +0.9 * -0.1 -0.2

1981 N.A. N.A. -0.1 -0.3

*Less than $50 million

There are several obvious points here. First and foremost,

these revenue figures, based on the actual experience following

the 1978 and 1981 tax cuts, bear absolutely no resemblance to the

claimed effects of the capital gains tax cut currently proposed.
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Only the first year revenue pickup from the 1978 tax cut is

appreciable, and even allowing for all of the inflation and real

growth that has since occurred, it is not even in the same arena

with the recent promises.

And second, that one appreciable revenue pickup figure is

obviously only transient. By 1980, the revenue gain from the 1978

law had essentially evaporated. The 1978 law experience thus

gives no backing to claims of an ongoing revenue pickup.

But as clear as the 1978 law's record is, we should focus

even more on the 1961 experience. The 1981 law bears marked

similarities to the circumstances under which a 1987 capital gains

tax cut would take effect:

-The 1981 law cut the maximum tax rate on capital gains

from 28 percent, the same as its level now. Thus, while

the 1978 law likely had a greater impact because the

capital gains tax rates had been at a higher level, the

1981 law started from the same moderate point as would any

new law.

-The 1981 law cut ordinary income tax rates as well as

capital gains rates. Thus, there was perhaps less of a

shifting of investment from assets that produce ordinary

income to those that produce capital gain in 1981 than in

1978. That effect should hold now as well, given the
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substantial reduction of tax rates on ordinary income in

the 1986 law.

-The 1981 law, following closely on the 1978 law's

temporary unlocking of gains, could itself have less of a

temporary unlocking effect; the shelves had just been

cleared of much accrued appreciation. Similarly, any

change of the law this year, following on the heels of the

induced unlocking at the end of 1986, could have only a

limited temporary unlocking effect.

Given these similarities between the 1981 experience and

our current situation, it is instructive to note that the 1981

capital gains tax cut was a revenue loser from day one. Not even

a temporary revenue pickup can be found to alter that conclusion.

Finally, the revenue increases cited above are, if

anything, overestimates of the effects of the capital gains tax

cuts. If a lower capital gains tax rate induces taxpayers to

invest in assets that generate capital gains rather than ordinary

income, capital gains realizations will go up, but ordinary income

and total revenues will go down. Further, because the capital

gains exclusion was one of the key ingredients in the making of

tax shelters, expansion of t ie capital gains preference likely

decreased revenue through increased tax sheltering as well.

In sum, the history of the last decade is not favorable to
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the revenue raising claims of capital gains tax rate cuts. Absent

this historical precedent, arguments for capital gains tax cuts as

a deficit remedy must rest on predictions in the empirical

literature.

The Academic Literature

The only recent argument for the revenue productivity of

capital gains tax cuts on the basis of the literature in the field

has been made by Lawrence Lindsey. I am in a good position to

evaluate Professor Lindsey's paper, because my work is among the

literature that Lindsey purports to summarize. And while I have

every intention of being courteous and collegial in my comments, I

must also be honest and frank.

My own work on capital gains taxation suggests that

behavioral responses to tax changes are identifiable, but are much

too small to reverse the static revenue impact. Confronted with

this finding in his summtary of the literature, Lindsey might have

undertaken a critical evaluation of my methodology to justify his

own position. Instead, he changed my results. Specifically, he

drastically oversimplifies my computations, and then alleges that

my research suggests that the establishment of a 15 percent

maximum capital gains tax rate would lose virtually no revenue.

(The effect of Lindsey's manipulation is to exaggerate the

behavioral responses oF moderate-income taxpayers.) Yet the very

paper that Lindsey cites contains my own detailed simulation of
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the 1978 capital gains tax cuts, showing that they would lose

revenue. Simulated with the same detail, the new proposal and the

1978 law would have the same effect. Lindsey could have tested

his interpretation of my work on the 1978 tax law change, to see

if he were accurately replicating my results, yet he chose not to.

Lindsey's questionable practices do not stop with my work.

He summarizes two other papers, one by Martin Feldstein and one of

his own, that indicate that after the capital gains tax increase

in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 there will be virtually no

realization of capital gains. Confronted with these outlai.dish

results, Lindsey could have determined that the papers were

incorrect, and chosen not to use them to simulate the new law or a

proposed tax cut. Instead, again, he changed the results. (The

effect of Lindsey's manipulations here is to reduce what would

have been enormous predicted behavioral responses of virtually all

taxpayers.) Here again, there was an opportunity to check his

interpretation; Feldstein's paper included a simulation of the

1978 tax law change, which he predicted would cause capital gains

realizations to immediately triple. (Six years and another

capital gains tax cut later, they have yet to do so.) Lindsey

could have checked to see if his interpretation of Feldstein's

work agreed with Feldstein's own results, but he chose not to.

There is every indication that all of Lindspy's characterizations

of papers in the literature are as inaccurate as those of my work

and of Feldstein's.
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In sum, I see no reason to believe Professor Lindsey's

predictions of revenue increases from capital gains tax cuts; his

interpretation of the literature is demonstrably faulty. Further,

the wide range of predicted results should be an implicit warning

that econometric predictions of this sort are especially

hazardous; Jane Gravelle of the Congressional Research Service has

documented these risks in a recent paper.

Conclusi on

Obviously, revenue is not the only important factor in any

tax policy decision; and in my view, subsidiary considerations

make a capital gains tax cut even less attractive at this time.

The Congress has just completed the most remarkable reform of the

federal individual income tax since it was created in 1913, and

the repeal of the capital gains exclusion was a vital element.

Much of the complexity of tax administration was eliminated along

with the payoff to conversion of ordinary income into capital

gain. Much of the incentive to shelter income through

manipulative investments was eliminated as well. These

substantial improvements would disappear if the capital gains

preference were reinstated.

The price that we paid for these administrative and

fairness benefits was modest. The top-bracket tax rate of 28

percent that will be effective next year is the same as the

capital gains tax rate that investors cheered in 1978--when
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inflation was more rapid than it is today. Thus, it is doubtful

that the new law can be seen as a barrier to economic efficiency.

If anything, the risk is that a reinstatement of the

capital gains preference would be seen as a serious breach of

fairness. The Congress struggled to achieve a substantial

reduction in marginal tax rates on all income, and its achievement

has been applauded by most economists. Nonetheless, there hs

been some public unhappiness, notwithstanding the repeal of

loopholes, about the large reduction in the statutory tax rates on

the highest income recipients. In my view, given the repeal of

loopholes, this criticism is unfounded. But I must concede that

it would have far more credibility if the drastic reductions in

ordinary tax rates were followed by still further reductions of

capital gains tax rates. If the next step is to increase the top-

bracket tax rates in the name of fairness, and the following step

is to reinstate further loopholes as relief from the renewed

pressure of high tax rates, then all of the benefits of tax

reform--in fairness and efficiency--will fly out the window.

Despite all of these nonrevenue considerations, however,

this hearing--on ways to comply with the budget resolution--is

about revenue. And here, there is no doubt.

The proposal to cut capital gains taxes is supply-side

economics--nothing more, nothing less. We have been there before.

The 1976 capital gains tax cut was predicted to boost growth and
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productivity, and the 1981 tax cut was predicted to fill our

treasury. Instead, we have had declining competitiveness, a

bulging deficit, and a proliferation of tax shelters that have

dashed public confidence in the fairness of our tax system. With

the Tax Reform Act of 1986, we have a new tax law that rewards

value in the marketplace, and taxes equally persons with equal

incomes. Let us keep what we have achieved; let us not make the

same mistake three times.
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STATEMENT OF MARK BLOOMFIELD, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
COUNCIL FOR CAPITAL FORMATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. BLOOMFIELD. Mr. Chairman and members of this distin-
guished committee, I very much appreciate the opportunity to
present new academic research and the Treasury Department's
own data in support of the 15-percent capital gains tax rate includ-
ed in the Joint Committee pamphlet of possible options to increase
revenues.

The proposal could raise substantial tax revenue and does so
fairly, primarily from upper income individuals.

It could raise additional revenues of $8 billion in fiscal year 1988,
$11 billion in fiscal year 1989, and $12 billion in fiscal year 1990
according to simulations of Marty Feldstein's capital gains model
by his colleague at Harvard, Dr. Lawrence Lindsey.

Of these total $31 billion in new revenue over three years that
this proposal could generate, nearly 80 percent of these new tax re-
ceipts would come from taxpayers with incomes greater than
$100,000.

Economists of all persuasions-conservatives, supply siders, and
liberals- all agree on the unique nature of capital gains taxes.

Since capital gains taxes are voluntary, higher capital gains tax
receipts do not necessarily result in greater revenues to the Gov-
ernment becaitse taxpayers may choose not to realize their gains if
the tax pena'y is too high.

Mr. Chairman, the specific issue of the revenue impact of capital
gains changes is certainly not new to this committee.

The question for policymakers is: What is the revenue maximiz-
ing capital gains tax rate? Historical evidence of the 1978 and 1981
capital gains tax cuts demonstrates it is not a top rate of 50 per-
cent.

Academic studies conclude it is not the capital gains tax rates of
the 1986 Act, and new academic research suggests that a proposed
15-percent capital gains rate approximates the revenue raising cap-
ital gains tax rate.

Now, what happened to Government revenues after the 1978 and
1981 capital gains tax cuts?

Although as a result of the 1978 and 1981 legislation the maxi-
mum capital gains tax declined from 50 percent in 1978 to 20 per-
cent until this past year, revenues to the Treasury were 184 per-
cent-184 percent-higher in 1985, the most recent data, than they
were in 1978.

Inflation, economic growth, and the stock market cannot by
themselves provide sufficient explanation for this dramatic in-
crease in revenues coinciding with a dramatic decrease in capital
gains rates.

As I said, receipts from capital gains increased from $9 to $26 bil-
lion over that period. Capital gains realized increased by 243 per-
cent; and with all deference to Dr. Minarik, the Dow Jones average
only increased 92 percent, and the economy increased only 77 per-
cent.

So, you can see the tax rates play in important role.
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Furthermore, lower capital gains rates produced a permanent,
and not a temporary, search, as you can see in the numbers in the
period 1978 to 1985.

On thi other hand, the capital gains provisions of the 1986 Act
resulted-in substantial revenue losses, in particular in the period
you are looking at-fiscal years 1988 to 1990.

An update of a February Treasury revenue estimate by the
American Council, based on new April tax receipts, suggests reve-
nue losses of as much as $6 billion over the fiscal year 1988-90
period.

And I mention that this is a very, very conservative estimate.
The new and startling findings by Harvard Professor Lindsey,
based on five leading academic and Government capital gains stud-
ies, are particularly relevant.

Three points. All but one of these studies predict revenue losses
in the range of $27 billion to $105 billion under the 1986 Act over a
5-year time horizon, with Dr. Feldstein predicting $105 billion reve-
nue loss.

These same studies predict revenue losses in the range of $17 bil-
lion to $65 billion over the 3-year budget period, with again Dr.
Martin Feldstein predicting the higher of $65 billion.

And third, all but one of the studies on the sensitivity of capital
gains realizations to tax rates imply revenue maximizing capital
gains tax rates ranging from 9 to 21 percent.

In conclusion, the proposed 15-percent capital gains tax rate
should be a front runner among revenue options before this com-
mittee for three reasons.

One, it is a powerful revenue raiser. Two, it extracts revenue
from upper income taxpayers. And third, unlike almost all the
other options before you, it is good for the economy.

Mr. Chairman, I also ask permission to have included in the
record our more technical appendix to my testimony, which we fin-
ished yesterday, which addresses some of the econometric technical
issues that Dr. Minarik included in his testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be done.
Mr. BLOOMFIELD. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bloomfield and the technical

appendix follow:]
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Statement of Mark A. Bloomfield, Esq.
President, American Council for Capital Formatio.

before the
Committee on Finance of the United States Senate

Friday, July 17, 1987

My name is Mark A. Bloomfield. I am president of the
American Council for Capital Formation. I appreciate this
opportunity to present testimony in support of a 15 percent
capital gains tax rate. While I am prepared to make the capital
formation case for this proposal, the thrust of my testimony
will be the revenue-raising potential and the fairness of the 15
percent capital gains tax rate, which I trust are the main
concerns of this committee as it weighs the pros and cons of
various options to include in a balanced deficit reduction
package.

This proposal meets two critical tests. First, it raises
substantial tax revenue. Second, it raises much of that revenue
fairly, primarily from upper income individuals rather than from
those least able to bear an additional tax burden. The proposal
could raise additional revenues of $8 billion in FY88, $11
billion in FY89, and $12 billion in FY90 according to
simulations of Dr. Martin Feldstein's capital gains model by
Professor Lawrence Lindsey of Harvard University. Of the total
$31 billion in new revenue over three years, nearly 80 percent
would be raised from taxpayers with incomes greater than
$100,000.

Before I comment on this "15 percent option," I wish to
commend Chairman Bentsen and this committee for moving promptly
to comply with the reconciliation instructions in
H. Con. Res. 93, the Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for
Fiscal Year 1988. I share the views of most in this room that
the federal deficit is the most serious economic problem facing
this country today and applaud this committee's intention to act
forthrightly on a balanced deficit reduction package.

The American Council for Capital Formation is a nonpartisan,
nonprofit organization comprised of individuals, corporations,
and associations united in their support of government policies
to promote a strong economy. For more than a decade, we have
focused much of our attention on the impact of tax policy on
saving and investment. In particular, we have been involved in
the debates of 1978, 1981, and 1986 about the appropriate
taxation of capital gains. In recent months, we have devoted
considerable time and resources to studying the revenue
implications of the capital gains tax provisions of the Tax
Reform Act of 1986. Today, I would like to share the results of
this research work with you.'
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THE NATURE OF THE CAPITAL GAINS TAX

The capital gains tax is a voluntary tax. Taxpayers alone
can decide when to realize their capital gain. Capital gains
tax rates do matter significantly to investors; in addition,
they impact on government revenues.

Consider the example of two taxpayers, each of whom has just
realized a $100 capital gain under the pre-1986 maximum federal
capital gains tax rate of 20 percent. Uncle Sam collects $40 in
this example, $20 from each taxpayer. Now, consider the same
taxpayers, A & B, who face the new, higher maximum federal 33
percent capital gains tax rate under the '86 act. Taxpayer B
may be reluctant to realize his gain because the government will
take too large a share. As a result, his gain is "locked in."
The federal government is deprived of revenue. And, thus, under
the '86 act, Uncle Sam collects only $33 from both taxpayers
compared to $40 under the pre-1986 lower capital gains tax
rates.

In fact, if one looks at combined federal and state capital
gains taxes, and evaluates the difference between the old and
new rules, the potential "lock-in" effect is even more
dramatic. For a middle income Hawaiian, the combined capital
gains tax increases by 122 percent; for a similarly situated
Oregonian by 118 percent; for a middle income New Jerseyite by
96 percent; and for a middle income qew Yorker by 149 percent,
according to Arthur Andersen & Co.

The point is simple and intuitive. Economists of all
persuasions--Keynesians, conservatives, supply-siders, and
liberals--agree. Since capital gains taxes are voluntary,
higher capital gains tax rates do not necessarily result in
greater revenues to the government because taxpayers may choose
not to realize their gains if the tax penalty is too high.

The question policymakers should ask is: what is the
revenue-maximizing capital gains tax rate? Certainly, as the
historical experience with the '78 and '81 capital gains tax
changes demonstrates, it is not a top rate of 50 percent. The
overwhelming weight of academic research now concludes that it
is not the capital gains tax rates of the t86 act. New academic
research suggests that the proposed 15 percent capital gains tax
rate approximates the revenue-maximizing capital gains tax rate.

RECENT HISTORICAL EVIDENCE

The revenue impact of a lower capital gains tax is not a new
issue to this committee. When this: committee debated the
dramatic 1978 capital gains tax cut, proponents claimed it to be
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a "revenue gainer," opponents argued it to be a "revenue loser,"
others believed it to be a "revenue wash." The then secretary
of the Treasury asserted that "the measure would cost the
Treasury more than $2 billion Innually."

In an attempt to clarify the revenue debate over higher and
lower capital gains taxes, Congress mandated in the Revenue Act
of 1978 that the Treasury Department prepare a report on the
impact of capital gains tax reduction of 1978. Specifically,
Treasury was asked to report to the Congress on the effect of
capital gains tax changes on income tax revenue.

Of course, subsequent to the 1978 act, which reduced the
maximum individual federal capital gains tax from almost 50
percent to 28 percent, the 1981 act cut the tax further to a top
capital gains tax rate of 20 percent, which remained in effect
through 1986.

What does the historical experience of the '78 and '81
capital gains tax cuts tell us?

First, let's look at actual Treasury capital gains tax
receipts for the period 1978-1985. Although the maximum capital
gains tax declined from 50 percent in 1978 to 20 percent until
this year, revenues to the Treasury were 184 percent higher in
1985 (latest available data) than in 1978. Inflation and GNP
growth cannot by themselves provide sufficient explanation for
this dramatic increase in federal revenues coinciding with a
dramatic decrease in capital gains tax rates.

Second, let's look at the extremely cautious summary of the
Treasury Department's capital gains report, Capital Gains Tax
Reductions of 1978 (September 1985). It concluded that: "the
reduction in tax rates on capital gains in the 1978 act caused a
substantial increase in revenue from capital gains taxes in the
first year after the tax cut."

What the recent historical experience with the '78 and '81
capital gains tax cuts proves makes common sense. Within some
reasonable range, lower capital gains taxes increase the flow to
government coffers (the '78 and '81 acts) and, conversely,
higher capital gains taxes can decrease government revenues (the
'86 act).

CAPITAL GAINS PROVISIONS OF THE '86 ACT

In brief, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 increases the
individual federal capital gains tax rate from a maximum of 20
percent to 28 percent (or 33 percent for joint returns between
$71,900 and $149,250 and up to 49 percent for some investors).
It is the largest capital gains tax rate. increase since 1934.

What is relevant for the hearings today is the impact of
these capital gains changes on government revenues, especially
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since this committee has been instructed to raise $64.3 billion
over the next three fiscal years ($19.3 billion in FY88, $22.0
billion in FY89, and $23.0 billion in FY90).

Let's look at the official government revenue estimates of
the capital gains provisions of the '86 act.

To the best of my knowledge, Joint Committee on Taxation
revenue estimates are unavailable. The "Blue Book" or General
Explanation of the Tax Reform Act-of 198., does not identify a
separate revenue impact for the capital gain and loss
provisions. A footnote explains that this effect is included in
the rate reduction budget estimates. According to a Treasury
Department estimate of February 1987, the short-term revenue
impact of the '86 capital gains tax changes is $12.5 billion in
additional revenue in FY87. That is now history. The Treasury
also predicts revenue losses in the critical next two fiscal
years, in the amount of -$1.5 billion in FY88 and -$0.1 billion
in FY89. (See Appendix A, column 1.)

Part of what the Treasury predicted makes sense. Many
investors accelerated their profit taking at the end of calendar
year 1986 (FY87) to take advantage of the much lower capital
gains tax rates under the old law. Having accelerated these
gains, taxpayers obviously will realize fewer gains for the next
three to four years. More importantly, the higher capital gains
tax rates under the '86 act will extend investors' holding
periods on their remaining portfolios and encourage them raot to
realize gains at all. This effectively creates a massive "lock
in" that will rob the federal government of revenue.

The February Treasury Department capital gains revenue
estimate of the '86 act was done before the unparalleled surge
in April Treasury receipts, to a large extent dominated by taxes
on capital gains realized last year.

If one extrapolates from this new raw data, especially the
April federal receipts and similar increases in state tax
receipts from 1986 activities, to update the Treasury's earlier
estimates, the impact of the '86 act is even more dramatic. Our
analysis, at the American Council for Capital Formation, is that
the new data suggests that the Treasury numbers should be
revised to show $15-25 billion in increased revenues in FY87, as
compared to the original $12.5 billion estimate. This also
translates into a revenue loss of as much as -$6 billion over
the FY88-90 period.

Let's now look at some new and startling academic findings
on the revenue implications of the 1986 capital gains tax
changes. Earlier this year, Harvard Professor Lawrence Lindsey
simulated the revenue impact of the '86 act capital gains
changes for FY87-91 based on the findings of five of the recent
leading academic and government investigations of capital gains
taxation. The studies all examined the responsiveness of
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taxpayers to changes in capital gains tax rates. Dr. Lindsey
simulated the revenue impact of the new capital gains tax rules
using a total of 13 sets of behavorial parameters identified in
the studies. (See Appendix 0.)

Three of Dr. Lindsey's findings are particuarly relevant as
this committee acts to meet the mandated revenue targets of
$64.3 billion for FY88-90 under budget reconciliation.

First, all but one of these studies predict revenue losses
in the range of -$27 billion to -$105 billion under the '86 act
compared to prior law over the FY87-91 period, with Dr.
Feldstein's model forecasting the -$105 billion revenue
decline. The average of the academic and government studies
shows a revenue loss of -$38.7 billion over the FY87-91 period,
according to Dr. Lindsey. A similar study by Peat Marwick
projects revenue losses averaging -$34.2 over the five year
period. (See Appendices A and B.)

Second, the same studies predict revenue losses in the range
of -$17 billion to -$65 billion under the 186 act compared to
prior law over the next three years (FY88-FY90), again with Dr.
Feldstein's model suggesting the largest or -$65 billion revenue
decline. The average of the academic and government studies
predicts a revenue loss of -$31.7 billion over the FY88-90
period. Peat Marwick's study projects revenue losses of -$37.4
billion over the three year budget period. (See Appendices A
and B.)

Third, according to Professor Lindsey's analysis, all but
one of the academic and government investigations of the
sensitivity of capital gains realizations to tax rates imply
revenue maximizing capital gains tax rates ranging from 9
percent to 21 percent.

In conclusion, the preponderance of the evidence suggests
that one, the '86 act capital gains provisions will result in
revenue losses for the next several fiscal years; two, the long
run level of capital gains tax revenues will be lower under the
'86 act than the old law; and three, a carefully constructed 15
percent capital gains tax rate, effective date of enactment or
1/1/88, whichever is earlier, could provide a needed revenue
bonus for FY88-90 and beyond.

THE 15 PERCENT SOLUTION

I urge this committee to consider the proposed 15 percent
capital gains tax as a departure point for the crafting of a
capital gains tax reduction as an innovative element of the
$64.3 billion revenue-raising package for FY88-90, with which-
you are charged.

The 15 percent rate is suggested only because it falls in
the middle of the range of the 9 percent to 21 percent revenue-
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maximizing capital gains tax rate in the Lindsey study. An
obvious alternative approach would be to enact a 40 percent
exclusion for capital gains which, applied to the '86 act
marginal tax rate brackets, results in a range of capital gains
tax rates from 9 percent to 19.8 percent.

Based on the findings of the five recent leading academic
and government investigations of capital gains taxation,
Professor Lindsey estimates a new 15 percent capital gains tax
rate increases capital gains revenues an average of $4 billion
in FY88, $5 billion in FY89, and almost $6 billion in FY90.
Professor Lindsey's simulation of the 15 percent proposal with
Dr. Feldstein's methodology yields revenue gains of almost $8
billion in FY88, $11 billion in FY89, and $12 billion in FY90.
(See Appendix A).

A significant capital gains tax cut effective, for example,
July 1, 1987, perhaps to a maximum 15 percent could be a bold
element of a balanced deficit reduction package. Such action
would also not require any significant reopening of the tax code
since Congress, in 1986, wisely left the capital gains structure
in the internal revenue code.

THE FAIRNESS ISSUE

All the historical data plus the recent academic research
done by Professor Lindsey indicate that lower capital gains tax
rates coincide with higher government revenues from upper income
taxpayers.

In the period 1978-85, when capital gains taxes were reduced
from 50 percent to 20 percent, total individual capital gains
tax receipts increased from $9.1 billion to $25.9 billion. The
bulk of this new revenue for Uncle Sam came from upper income
taxpayers. Total capital gains realized by those with annual
incomes over $100,000 increased by 500 percent between 1978 and
1984 (latest data available) compared to a 93 percent increase
for those with incomes below $100,000.

Dr-. Lindsey's research shows that most of the revenue
increase comes from high income taxpayers. As mentioned
earlier, Dr. Lindsey projects average revenue gains of $4
billion (FY88), $5 billion (FY89), and almost $6 billion (FY90)
for a total of $15 billion over the FY88-90 period under the 15
percent proposal. Taxpayers with incomes of $100,000 and above
account for over 70 percent of the revenue increase. Those with
incomes of $200,000 and above account for nearly 40 percent of
the revenue gain.

Simulations of Dr. Feldstein's model of the 15 percent
proposal show a similar pattern of revenue gain: 8 billion
(FY88), $11 billion (FY89), and $12 billion (FY90) for a total
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of $31 billion over the three year period. Taxpayers with
incomes of $100,000 and above account for almost 80 percent of
the revenue increase. Those with incomes of $200,000 and above
account for more than 50 percent.

It is important to realize that the tax yield on unrealized,
locked in capital gains is precisely zero. It is wrong to
describe a capital gains tax rate reduction as a "tax break for
the wealthy" when in fact the taxes paid by this sector will
multiply dramatically.

CONCLUSION

Although I have focused my testimony appropriately on the
revenue implications of a low capital gains tax rate, there is,
of course, a strong capital formation case to be made for a
significant capital gains tax differential.

The 1978 and 1981 capital gains tax cuts proved to be an
economic success story. These cuts improved the investment
climate, facilitated a record number of new stock offerings, and
bolstered corporate equity values and employment gains across
the entire spectrum of the economy. Our international
competitors recognize the contribution a capital gains tax
differential can make to new risk capital, entrepreneurship, and
new job creation. A new Arthur Andersen & Co. study comparing
tax rates on portfolio stock investment among eleven major
industrialized countries and six Pacific Basin countries,
reveals that, in 1987, U.S. capital gains taxes are higher than
almost all surveyed countries. Japan, Germany, and South Korea,
among others, exempt from taxation all long-term capital gains
from portfolio stock investments.

I also would be remiss if I did not note other capital gains
impacting items in the pamphlet prepared for this hearing. For
instance, neither the 1987 rate freeze proposal nor the items
setting the top marginal rate at 33 percent contain a capital
gains rate differential. An alternative staff option to set the
top rate at 38.5 percent does leave the capital gains rate at
the present 28 percent statutory level. While we, along with
many others, consider marginal tax rate increases a breach of
faith with last year's tax reform compact, we do urge that, if
you undertake such an initiative, it is incumbent upon you to
restore a meaningful capital gains differential at a 20 percent
or lower rate.

In closing, the proposed 15 percent capital gains tax rate,
suggested by several members of this committee, should be a
front-runner among your revenue options. It is a powerful
revenue-raiser. It extracts tax revenue from upper income
taxpayers, rather than the low and middle income taxpayers.
Yet, unlike almost all the revenue options before you, it is
good fo, the economy.
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Appendix A Capital Gains Revenue Estimates
($ in billions)

CAPITAL GAINS PROVISIONS OF PROPOSED
THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986 15% RAT

Fiscal (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Year Treasury Lindsey Peat Marwick Feldstein Lindsey Average

Average Average

1987 $12.5 $ 6.0

1988 (1.5) (9.1) (16.4) $ 7.7 $ 3.8

1989 (0.1) (10.7) (14.2) 11.0 5.3

1990 3.4 (11.9) (6.8) 11.8 5.7

1991 7. (13.0) J60 12 6

1988-90 $ 1$31.7) C Jd) $3_ $1

1987-91 $21.8 2L. 7 ($34.2)

I/ Column 1 is the Treasury Department's estimate (February, 1987)
of the revenue impact of the capital gains provisions of Tax Reform
Act of 1936. Totals may not add due to rounding.

a' Column 2 is the average revenue impact of the capital gains
provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 as calculated by Harvard
professor and National of Bureau of Economic Research fellow Dr.
Lawrence Lindsey. Professor Lindsey's calculation draws upon the
studies by Treasury (cross section-1985); Lindsey (1987); and Auten
and Clotfelter (1982) and the assumption that taxpayers acted on the
knowledge of capital gains tax increases effective 1/11/87.

Column 3 is the average revenue impact of the capital gains
provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 as calculated by the Policy
Economics Group of Peat Marwick. The Peat Marwick calculations are
based on six analyses. These are: Treasury (cross section-1985);
Feldstein, Slemrod and Yitzhaki (1980); Minarik (1981); Lindsey
(1987); Congressional Budget Office (time series-1986); and Treasury
(time series-1985). The Peat Marwick analysis was prepared for the
American Council for Capital Formation Center for Policy Research in
June, 1987.

Column 4 is Professor Lawrence Lindsey's estimate of the revenue
impact of the proposed 15 percent capital gains tax rate (effective
1/1/88) based on the methodology used in the Feldstein study (1980).

5/ Column 5 is Professor Lindsey's.calculation of the average
revenue impact of the 15% capital gains tax proposal based on several
prominent studies. These are: Treasury (cross section-1985); Lindsey
(1987); Auten and Clotfelter (1982); Feldstein, Slemrod, and Yitzhaki
(1980); and Minarik (1981).
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- Amcrican Council for Capital Fonmation
Center for Policy Research

SPECIAL REPORT April 197

Capital Gains Taxes Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986:
Revenue Estimates Under Various Assumptions

by Lawrence B. Lindsey*

During the congressional consideration of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRAJ there was much controversy
about the revenue impact of the elimination of the capital gains tax differential. Proponents of the repeal
claimed significant tax revenue increases would result. Others, pointing to historical data and analytical work,
said the increase in capital gains lax rates would be a revenue loser. To further a constructive debate on
TRA's impact on capital pains tax revenues the ACCF Center for Policy Research is pleased to summarize
below the findings of a recent paper. "Capital Gains Taxes Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986: Revenue
Estimates Under Various Assumptions." by Dr. Lawrence B. Lindsey. The paper contains simulations of the
effect of TRA for calendar years 1986-1991 and forfiscal years 1987-1991 using 13 different behavioral models.
These models were derived from the academic findings of Marlin Feldstein, Joel Slemrod, and Shlomo Yitzhaki;
the Department of Treasury; Lawrence Lindsey; Gerald Auten and Charles Clotfelter; and Joseph Minarsk, The
Lindsey paper will be published as a working paper by Harvard University and by the National Bureau of
Economic Research, as well as presented at the annual meeting of the National Tax Association-Tax Institute
of America on May 19. in Washinglon, D.C.

This paper examines the likely
effects of the Tax Reform Act of
1986 on capital gains realizations
and tax revenue, The major cort-
clusions of the study are:
* The Tax Reform Act of 1986 in-

valves the largest capital gains
tax rate increase, at least since
1934, and probably since the ad-
vent of the income tax it, 1913.

* All but one of the academic in-
vestigations of the sensitivity of
capital gains realizations to tax
rates imply that revenue maxi-
mizing rates range from 9 to 21
percent.

* In spite of the apparent dispar-
ity of findings, the academic lit-
erature suggests that it is
extremely unlikely that the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 will produce
any additional capital gains tax
revenue, and will most likely
produce less. revenue than re-
sulted from the much lower tax
rates of the old tax law. All but
one of the academic studies pre-

dict revenue losses in the range
of $27 to $105 billion compared
to prior law over the FY1987-
1991 period. For FY1988 and
1989, the combined revenue
losses range from $11 to $42 bil-
lion.
The study begins by evaluating

the effect of the federal tax reform
bill on marginal tax rates of long-
term capital gains. It shows that
taxpayers with incomes under
$30,000 will generally see a tri-
pling of their capital gains tax rates.
Taxpayers with incomes between
$30,000 and $200,000 will see their
marginal tax rates on capital gains
double. Those taxpayers earning
over $200,000 will see an increase
ir tax rates of about 75 percent. In
total, the average marginal tax rate
facing capital gains recipients will
rise from about 9 percent under
old law to more than 21 percent
under the new tax law. Weighted
by the amount of capital gains re-
ceived, the average federal mar-

ginal tax rate will rise from a bit
under 15 percent to 27 percent.
(When the impact of changes in
state tax rates are included the rate
increases are even greater.]

The study applies these federal
tax rate changes to the findings of
five of the leading academic in-
vestigations of capital gains taxa-
tion. The five studies all examined
the responsiveness of taxpayers to
changes in their capital gains tax
rates. They relied on widely dif-
ferent data bases and produced a
wide range of results.

The study reporting the greatest
responsiveness of taxpayers was
done by Martin Feldstein, Joel
Slemrod, and Shlomo Yitzhaki.
They used detailed tax return data
on the sale of common stocks to
compute the effective tax rates of
a taxpayer's long term gains. This
1980 paper was published in the
Quarterly Journal of Economics,
The next greatest response of tax-
payers was reported in the 1985

" Lawrece B Lindsey is an assistant professor of economics at Har% aid Uniersity and a faculty research fellow at the National Bureau
of Economic Research. The expert computer assistance of Andrew Mitrusi is gratefully acknowledged. The views expressed in this paper
are the author's alone and not those of any group or organization

This special report is one of a series of papers on capital formation issues published to further public debate on economic policy, For
additional copies write to ACCF Center for Policy Research, 1850 K Street. N W. Suite 400. Washington. DC 20006, or call t202)293-
58511.
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Rfeiport to thi Cottgrss v the De-
jtartin-nt of Treasury on the cap-
ital gains lax httnesof 1978 This
document reported that the large
capital gains tax r=,dlit tmotis of th~at
year produced more Lapital gains
revenue than would have been re-
ceiseet under the earlier set of
higher tax rates. The third greatest
amount of taxpayer responsive-
ness was reported in Lawrence
lindsey's 1986 paper on 18 years
of capital gains taxation. This study
is forthcoming in a Notional Bu-
reau of Economic Research vol-
ume on taxes and capital
formation. The next greatest de-
gree of taxpayer sensitivity to tax
rates was a 1982 piece by Gerald
Auten and Charles Clotfelter pub-
lished in the Quarterly journal of
Economics which relied on work
they had undertaken while at the
Department of Treasury's Office of
Tax Analysis. The least amount of
taxpayer responsiveness was re-
ported in a paper by Josepa Min-
arik published by The Brookings
Institution. This piece was a re-
examination of the work of Feld-
stein, Slemrod. and Yitzhaki which
used a different econometric tech-
nique and a different model of re-
alization behavior.

It should be stressed that these
authors investigated capital gains
tax rate variations that were much
smaller than those contemplated
in the current tax reform, Further-
more, much of the variation in tax
rates which these authors inves-
tigated was among upper income
taxpayers. It is not certain that tax-
payers in lower income brackets
will respond in the same fashion
as those in upper brackets. Nor is
it certain that taxpayers will re-
spond to the largest capital gains
tax rate increase in history in the
same proportion as the response
they've demonstrated to much
smaller capital gains tax changes
in the past. In addition, outside the
scope of this paper but relevant to
investor behavior is the total fed-
eral and state tax on capital gains.
Unless state corrective action is

taken, the newv combined federal
and state capital gains tax rate will
range from a low of 29 7 percent
in Pennsylvania to a high of 37.9
percent in New York for taxpayers
in the 28 percent federal tax
bracket Therefore, the best inter-
pretation of the results is as a range
of likely taxpayer behaviors, and
particular attention should not be
given to any single estimate.

In order to provide the widest
possible investigation of potential
taxpayer responses, a total of 13
sets of behavioral parameters are
obtained from the five studies.
These parameters estimate both the
permanent, long-run effect of cap-
ital gains tax rates and the tem-
porary effect of capital gains tax
changes on taxpayer behavior.
Taxpayers are modeled both as
considering past tax rates as well
as future tax rates in making their

Research Revenue M
Findings Capital G'
Feldstein, Slemrod

& Yitzhaki
Dept. of Treasury
Lindsey
Auten & Clotfelter
Minarik

axi
ain

9%
12%
18%
21%
28%

decisions.
Of the 13 sets of assumptions.

12 predict that the permanent level
of capital gains tax revenues will
be lower under the new law than
under the old law. The 13th set of
assumptions, based on Minarik's
work, suggests that capital gains
tax-revenues will be virtually un-
changed under the new law. The
apparent revenue neutrality in the
Minarik model is the result of ma-
jor tax increases on lower income
capital gains recipients offsetting
modest tax revenue reductions by
upper income recipients who will
realize fewer gains than under prior
law.

Of the 12 models predicting
lower permanent levels of reve-
nue, 11 predict that the revenue
will also be lower in the five years

of the current budget cycle:
FY1987-FY1991. The only model
predicting an increase in the cur-
rent five year period is a variant of
the work of Auten and Clotfelter.
This model assumes that taxpay-
ers are extremely sensitive to fu-
ture increases in capital gains tax
rates. As a result, this model pre-
dicts that taxpayers realized so
many capital gains in late 1986 12.5
times the normal level) that the
added revenue offset the future de-
clines in tax revenue. These re-
sults would have to be considered
extreme.

The table presented below in-
dicates the revenue maximizing
level of tax rates and the pecent
decline in revenue in FY 1988 un-
der the Tax Reform Act relative to
prioc law predicted by each of the
studies investigated.

imizing % Change in 1988
s Tax Capital Gains Revenue

- 72%
- 48%
- 29%

- 19%
+ 1%

The evidence provided in the
paper is overwhelming that a mar-
ginal tax rate reduction for long
term gains will increase capital
gains tax revenue. The only posi-
tive revenue gains predicted in the
various models resulted from ac-
celerated realizations in late 1986
in anticipation of future tax rate
increases. To the extent that these
revenues enhance the total taxes
collected under the tax reform act,
it should be noted that these tax
revenues have already been re-
ceived, Therefore, prospective
capital gains tax rates in the range
of 9 to 21 percent can capture the
benefits associated with perma-
nently lower rates without sacri-
ficing the temporary revenue gains
of the tax rate increases enacted in
the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
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The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Minarik, in looking over these numbers on
capital gains, I notice a recent study by the Arthur Andersen Ac-
counting Firm and, in turn, the recent article in the Economist en-
titled "Capital Punishment in America."

They shows that Japan and Germany exempt capital gains from
taxation. Italy, and the Netherlands also exempts capital gains.
France has a 16 percent capital gains rate, Canada has a 17.5 per-
cent rate, Sweden 18 percent, and we have a 28 percent rate.

Considering that Japan and Germany, totally exempt long-term
capital gains from taxation, do you think that creates a disadvan-
tage for us?

Dr. MINARIK. Mr. Chairman, there are a number of differences,
not just in the taxation of capital gains, among the nations that
you named.

Germany, for example, has a periodic wealth tax. Japan does not
even have a stock market developed at all along the same lines as
what we do.

The United States also has the--
The CHAIRMAN. Would you repeat that? I didn't understand that.

What does Japan have?
Dr. MINARIK. Japan does not have a widely open equity market-

a stock market-like what we have. The debt-equity ratios of firms
in Japan are much, much higher; a lot more of the financing takes
place not through equity, but rather through debt. It is an entirely
different kind of an operation.

The CHAIRMAN. Those things are granted, except their stock
market is certainly developing fast. Go ahead.

Dr. MINARIK. It may very well, Mr. Chairman, but I might also
add that the United States has by far the lowest statutory corpo-
rate tax rate of all the nations you naned, and also the lowest tax
rate on receipts of dividends from corporations by individuals.

So, what we are dealing with is not a single feature with respect
to a tax law but rather a whole package of features that affect cap-
ital formation.

I think our package compares very favorably with those around
the world.

The CHAIRMAN. You made a point that I would like for you to
develop for me a little. You said one of the arguments against re-
storing preferential treatment for capital gains is the complexity of
adding such a preference to the tax law. Would you elaborate on
that for me?

Dr. MINARIK. A lawyer I know used to say that the efforts that
he put out for his clients could be divided into two parts. Part one
was converting ordinary income into capital gains. Part two was
converting capital losses into ordinary losses.

He said each took up about 50 percent of his time. What we have
done in the course of this tax bill is at least to reduce the taxpayer
and administrative efforts that would have to be exerted on the
question of converting ordinary income into capital gains to obtain
preferential treatment.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bloomfield, would you have any comment on
that?

Mr. BLOOMFIELD. Yes, if I could comment about the Japan situa-
tion. Dr. Minarik is correct that we ought to be concerned about
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the overall package, but I think that there is a lot -of evidence out,
a lot of new research done by John Chovin at Stanford and others,
that our cost of capital is higher than that of most of our competi-
tors including Japan.

Tax policy is an important part and capital gains plays a part.
With regard to the complexity, Mr. Chairman, as you know, you

did not eliminate the capital gains provisions from the Tax Code.
They are there right now in the Tax Code.

So, you do have complexity in the Tax Code on capital gains
right now because you have the restrictions on capital gains losses.

So, with regard to changing the Tax Code per se, the Congress
did not take capital gains out of the Tax Code-capital losses-and
only tax capital gains as ordinary income and kept the restrictions
on losses.

Dr. MINARIK. Mr. Chairman, if I may, just to add, if there is no
advantage for individuals to convert ordinary gain ordinary income
into capital gain, I doubt that there will be too much administra-
tive action in attempting to deal with that problem, whether the
distinction is in the Code or not.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I suppose there would be if you have a cap-
ital loss. You would want to show a capital gain to try to offset
that.

Dr. MINARIK. That is definitely the case.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. The Senators in the order of arrival

this morning are Baucus, Moynihan, Daschle, Chafee, Riegle, and
Bradley. Senator Baucus.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Gentlemen, I am
just interested in some facts here. What percent of charitable orga-
nizations or tax exempt organizations' budget is attributable to in-
vestment income?

I knew there are all kinds of tax exempt organizations. We have
churches and so forth; but I am wondering how much of the
budget, generally, is attributable to investment income?

Bishop Stewart, perhaps you can address that?
Bishop STEWART. Specifically speaking for the pension fund area,

most of the larger religious bodies have over 50 percent of the
income with which they pay pensions that comes from investment
sources.

The other comes from yearly contributions coming in each year
which help obviously in the outgo. WheQUIt.Comes to what you call
denominational headquarters budgets o a nationwide basis, they
range any where from approximately a minimum of 10 up to about
22 or 23 percent, I think, in that area where investment income is
part of a national headquarters office.

In the individual parishes, of course, that can vary throughout
the country from a parish that has no investment income to obvi-
ously Trinity Church Wall Street.

So, it is a little hard to give any definitive figure, but we are par-
ticularly concerned that so many of the programs we have under-
taken are financed through investment income sources.

Senator BAUCUS. Should there be any limit on the tax exempt
status of a tax exempt organization's investment income? Or say a
church's? Should there be any limit?
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What if, say, a tax exempt organization grew so that 80 to 85
percent of its receipts were tax exempt income, and virtually unre-
lated to the tax exempt organization?

Should there be any limit on the tax exempt status?
Bishop STEWART. Obviously, if it is unrelated to the original

intent and purpose, there would really be a question whether it
was a taxable income on a very different ground, as the House
Ways and Means Committee is exploring.

But even those institutions we have that have unusually large
investment income, you will discover, if you will analyze their
budgets, are using it in very creative community causes and ways.

I could say in New York such a place is Trinity Church New
York, with the incredible kind of social work and agencies that it
supports.

Senator BAucus. Thank you.
Mr. O'CONNELL. I wonder if I might comment, Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. Yes.
Mr. O'CONNELL. It is the unattainable dream of every voluntrary

organization to have an endowment that will fund its activities. In
the specific area of foundations, though, you have the ultimate of
your example where all of the income of most foundations is en-
dowment.

And this particular proposal would in essence cut the grant-
making capacity of foundations by 5 percent.

It is a real question whether it is the intent of this group-as I
have watched you in your admirable work-whether that is any-
thing like your intent, to cut the capacity of foundations by 5 per-
cent, as one small means of dealing with the very large problem of
the deficit.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. For a moment there, Mr. Chairman, I

thought that Senator Baucus was going to propose confiscating the
church lands and estate. [Laughther.]

Could I first welcome Bishop Stewart back? And Mr. Chairman, if
I might express the great appreciation which this committee
should feel for your help to us in the 1986 Tax Bill in working out,
I think, what in the end was a good solution to the 403(b) organiza-
tions, such as you represent.

And if you were to know the magnitude of the pensions which
most members of the clergy live on, you would recognize how im-
portant it was. I just want to thank you for that, Bishop Stewart.

And I would say to Mr. O'Connell and Mr. O'Neill there are con-
cerns that we are particularly interested in here.

If you will step back just a moment and look at this decade, it is
at once both a little chilling and a little fascinating. If Dr. Minarik
will agree, I think one of the great economic minds of this century
was that of Joseph Schumpeter, who absent the 1930s Depression
might be seen as a man larger in his understanding than Edison
Cane surely ever was.

And Schumpeter did forecast an end to the liberal economic ar-
rangements of the 19th and 20th centuries, but not as Marx had
forecast at all. He said the end of these arrangements will come by
the steady conquest of the private sector by the public sector.
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And if you are ever going to get a feeling of this proposition as
inexorable, you have to watch it taking place in Washington in the
year of Ronald Reagan.

In that last tax bill, we stripped universities of thier status as"exempt persons" for purposes of the exempt financing. Columbia,
Stanford, NYU, Southern Methodist University-they are now en-
gaged in "private activities."

And one heard the argument that there was no immediate, real
loss in becoming classified as a private activity; so what are you
worried about? But here one year later we say we will start taxing
your endowments.

And the tax bill took away from nonprofit institutions the capac-
ity to receive the benefits of gifts which were deductible at fair
market value.

The cost, Mr. O'Connell, the National Bureau of Economic Re-
search has estimated, one-seventh of your contributions. That is
called the conquest of the private sector by the public sector.

And now we want to tax your endowments. If we took away the
amount of money equal to your History Department, Mr. O'Neill,
and we got you to close down your History Department, then there
would be no record of what happened. Wouldn't that be right?
[Laughter.]

And isn't that the plan. Isn't that the plan, sir?
Mr. O'NEILL. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You are a distinguished jurist and an au-

thority on the First Amendment. What is going on here?
Mr. O'NEILL. Unless one were to rewrite it from scratch, that is

certainly true. There are various ways of measuring this loss. Sena-
tor, for us, it would, for example, in one year exceed the amount
that we now provide from all institutional sources for student fi-
nancial aid.

That is obviously much less than the total, the larger part
coming from Federal sources. But it would exceed the amount that
we provide from all institutional sources.

For an institution like Columbia, we have a reliable estimate
that the 1-year cost of this tax would be in the range of $16 million.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
Mr. O'NEILL. Even for a public institution like ours, it would be

in the neighborhood of 8 to 10 percent of our educational and gen-
eral costs, or even taking all the auxiliaries into account, 4 to 5
percent.

But it is more than just the cost of the proposition, it is the phi-
losophy of it.

Senator MOYNIHAN. What the philosophy turns to is dependence
on the State; is it not?

Mr. O'NEILL. Yes, and also to discourage certain ways in which
States like ours and eight or ten others have recently tried to en-
courage and to leverage private giving by matching through State
funds.

There is a curious sense in which this would represent one public
hand taking away that which another public hand at the State
level has tried to encourage.

76-782 0 - 88 - 5
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Senator MOYNIHAN. But I urge you to brush up on your Schum-
peter; it is all around you. We are out to destroy the independent
sectors of this economy.

Mr. O'CONNELL. Senator, may I comment very briefly?
Senator CHAFEE. I would just like to ask: We are out collective-

ly--
Senator MOYNIHAN. Collectively and unintentionally--
Senator CHAFEE. Don't have that "we" encompass anybody on

this side. [Laughter.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right, good. I am glad to hear that.
Mr. O'CONNELL. I wonder if I could comment just very briefly. I

spend about five percent of my time with visitors from other coun-
tries who are trying to figure out how they can develop in their
societies this third nonprofit--

Senator MOYNIHAN. And now it is too late.
Mr. O'CONNELL. No.
Senator MOYRiIHAN. We had it and lost it.
Mr. O'CONNELL. Yes, but very often they are looking to find what

are the symbols by which their governments can send the message
that having this third, buffer or nonprofit sector is a part of free-
dom of their society.

The tax factor is just one, but it is the messages that are not get-
ting through in those other countries and are decreasingly getting
through in our country that we, as a whole, believe that these
three sectors are a very much part of the uniqueness of the Ameri-
can experience.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I would just make one point. In the last tax
bill, we took institutions-the private institutions of higher educa-
tion in this country-and changed the status of their bonds from
that of exempt persons to that of private activities. A huge event.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator. Senator Daschle.
Senator DASCHLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think the mem-

bers of this panel have certainly made a compelling case; but I am
confused at least a little bit with regard to your opposition to the 5
percent, especially Mr. O'Neill's statement that this represents a
radical departure from precedent.

It is my understanding that the 2-percent tax is still in existence;
is it not?

Mr. O'NEILL. But only for foundations, and that has only the
most indirect effect on us.

Senator DASCHLE. What you are saying is that the expansion
itself is what represents this radical departure?

Mr. O'NEILL. And in terms of university endowments and income
from other presently tax exempt sources, it really does represent a
major change in philosophy of approach toward what tax exempt
status means.

Mr. O'CONNELL. Could I just comment very quickly on that?
Senator DASCHLE. Yes.
Mr. O'NEILL. The tax on foundations, as the record will show,

Senator, was designed only to cover the cost of the regulation and
monitoring of foundations. That is why the tax was reduced from
the 4 percent to the 2 percent and why now there is serious ques-
tion about even the 2 percent because it is producing six to seven
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times what is necessary for that intended regulation. It was a user
tax.

Senator DASCHLE. That was the only stated purpose? Revenue
was never indicated as--

Mr. O'CONNELL. That stated purpose. You can find it in the
record.

Senator DASCHLE. Let me ask a second question related to that.
There have been alleged accounts of substantial abuse in the utili-
zation of tax exempt status. Do you believe, given your experiences,
that there are accounting methods to be used either by the IRS or
by organizations themselves which could preclude the charges of
abuse that have been somewhat frequently reported?

Mr. O'CONNELL. Senator, with all great respect to the Bishop, I
have to say in my 30 years as a community organizer, almost all of
the worst of the abuses-the worst of the abuses-have come in the
name of religion.

And then you get into the questions of separation of church and
State. The National Charities Information Bureau is now redoing
their standards, and I think they will be even tighter. They are
good standards.

We have a responsibility with you, and I accept that responsibil-
ity, to do everything possible to weed out the charletons.

Senator DASCHLE. What would you suggest "everything possible"
should include, that we are not doing now?

Mr. O'CONNELL. I would suggest going after those who are clear-
ly guilty. You have the examples now that Congressman Pickle has
clearly uncovered, with out help, of those who have used their or-
ganizations to engage in gross political activity or to be used as a
conduit for the collection of money for the sale of arms when that
was illegal.

I say make examples of them.
Senator DASCHLE. Bishop Stewart.
Bishop STEWART. I would like to say we would say "amen" that

we would be the 28 religious bodies represented by Church Alliance
in the forefront of those who would say we want monies received to
be used responsibly for the exact tax exempt purpose for which we
secured the tax exemption.

And if it is for nonrelated business things that the groups are
doing, then by all means let us encourage the House Ways and
Means Committee to tax such kinds of activities; but we are talk-
ing primarily about the five percent )n programs that are clearly
integral to the operations of churches, such as a pension fund
which is operated by trustees who are elected by the National
Church Convention.

And we are under all kinds of accounting procedures with ac-
counting firms and open books. We would say "amen." Let us go
after those who are--

Senator DASCHLE. You are saying it is a matter of enforcement.
Is that it? There is nothing wrong with the regulations that are set
out, but it is simply a matter of enforcing the regulations a lot
more effectively?

Bishop STEWART. Yes.
Senator DASCHLE. And you don't disagree with that, Mr. O'Neill?
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Mr. O'NEILL. I think our experience is much more to the same
effect. Yes, we would concur.

Mr. O'CONNELL. I think there is merit in looking at Congressman
Dorgan's proposal, though, as a revenue raiser in the matters of
full disclosure and compliance.

Senator DASCHLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First, I want to wel-

come Bishop Stewart, who I had the privilege of knowing when he
was in our State. He did a wonderful job, and now he is going on to
higher things; and we congratulate him on that.

Bishop, getting right down to the nitty-gritty and to the practical
effect this would have-this five percent excise tax-on your orga-
nization, do I understand that it might indeed make it more diffi-
cult for you to honor the commitments you have already made to
retired clergy?

Bishop STEWART. Yes. Each succeeding year, we have tried to
keep up with the cost of living, and we have nearly succeeded.

We have made promises based on actuarial assumptions of
income that we will receive over the forthcoming years. We have
made those commitments to our retired clergy and their prospec-
tive widows.

If you take five percent of our investment income, which in our
instance is 58 percent of the money that goes to retirees, you have
appreciably cut out automatically 3 percent of our income at least;
and we would have to backtrack on those promises.

Senator CHAFEE. Fine. I just want to thank each of you who have
testified on this particular point. I must say I don't think it has
gathered much of a head of steam, but maybe it is just as well to
cut it off early, that is, the suggestion that this 5 percent excise tax
be levied.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you. Senator Bradley.
Senator Bradley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Minarik, I have

a question for you, but first let me ask Mr. Bloomfield a question.
Your sixth point in your summary was citing findings by Harvard
Professor Lindsey, based on five leading academic and Government
capital gains studies. And then, you summarize your results of
looking at Dr. Lindsey's work. Is that correct?

Senator BLOOMFIELD. That is the basis of it, but there is addition-
al support in the testimony.

Senator Bradley. All right. Now, as I understand, Dr. Minarik,
one of the studies invol40d..was your study., Is that correct?

Dr. MINARIK. That is correct, Senator.
Senator Bradley. So, the information that Mr. Bloomfield is at-

testing to is Professor Lindsey's look at five studies, one of which is
yours?

Dr. MINARIK. That is correct.
Senator Bradley. Now, in your testimony, you say rather star-

tling things about Dr. Lindsey's look at your study.
In fact, you say on page 8 that he changed the results.
Dr. MINARIK. That is correct, Senator.
Senator Bradley. Now, that is farily blunt. Could you explain

how?
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Dr. MINARIK. Well, in as plain a way as I can. I attempted to es-
timate the relationship between realizations of capital gains and
tax rates across the population of taxpayers in a fashion that al-
lowed for a great deal of variation from taxpayer to taxpayer and
individual circumstances, including the size of portfolio, the tax
rate, the amount of income from other sources, and so on.

What Professor Lindsey did was to pick out one particular type
of taxpayer and do, say, a simplified relationship between only the
tax rate in that particular taxpayer's realizations of capital gains
and then apply that relationship to all taxpayers.

I have made some computations across taxpayer characteristics
to try to find out how Professor Lindsey's interpretation of my
work differ from my own work; and the differences are fairly sub-
stantial.

I might add, however, that I did the same kinds of computations
with respect to Professor Feldstein's paper and found that the dif-
ferences there were even more substantial.

As a matter of fact, I think the net result of Professor Lindsey's,
I would say as thoughtfully as I can, oversimplification of the re-
search by the other economists that he cited, was to greatly com-
press the range of findings that those people had to induce an ap-
pearance that there was some kind of-a consensus with respect to
the outcomes here.

In fact, if those studies were used literally, if the findings were
applied directly, you would find a tremendous range of opinion on
the outcomes of revenue with respect to changes in capital gains
tax rates.

So, I think he paints a picture of a consensus that isn't there. I
think he also tends to push those figures in a direction that sug-
gests a large revenue increase, which I think the research does not
support.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD. Senator Bradley, at some point may I have the
opportunity to respond to that?

Senator Bradley. Yes. I want to ask you a couple of questions,
too. You asserted that from the lower capital gains rate the
wealthy would pay more tax; and by that I assume you mean that
the amount of tax coming from incomes above $150,000 or $200,000
would be greater with a lower capital gains tax than it would be
with a higher capital gains tax. Is that correct?

M-'. BLOOMFIELD. That is correct.
Senator Bradley. Now, is it not also true, though, that the after-

tax income distribution would be much worse?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD. No, sir. It is not. The numbers that I related to

in terms of where the additional money could come from-our sim-
ulation of the NBER model at Harvard-they also simulated the
after-tax burden on capital gains under the 1986 Act in a 50-per-
cent rate--

Senator BRADLEY. Not the after-tax burden-the after-tax
income. In other words, when we do tax policy and we pass laws,
we get distribution tables. How will this change affect this group?
How much better or worse will they be if we make this change?

It might very well be true that over $200,000 will pay more in
total dollars because they will have more transactions; but it
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doesn't necessarily follow from that that their after tax income will
be much lower.

Mr. BLOOMFIELD. In fact, Senator, I would like to refer-and I
can have it included in the record-the table done by the NBER
model which refers to percent distribution of individual capital
gains under the 50 percent by adjusted income group. And it refers
to the Tax Reform Act and the 15 percent; and it breaks it down by
decimal matter, and there is not much of a shift by adjusted
income group.

I understand that if you reduce the tax, they may have more
money; but in terms of what the Joint Committee will use in com-
paring current law with the 15 percent, the shifts are insignificant.
They vary a little bit, but the shift is very insignificant in terms of
the way the Joint Committee will use that.

Senator BRADLEY. Do you agree with that, Dr. Minarik?
Dr. MINARIK. Not really. One thing that Professor Lindsey's sim-

ulation does, in Mark's partial defense; it blows up everybody's cap-
ital gains, I think, by unrealistic amounts.

However, I think there is a concentration at the upper end of the
income scale; and if you look at the number of dollars of additional
after-tax income for a taxpayer because of this proposed change in
the capital gains tax rate, you would find that there is a tremen-
dous windfall to people with tremendous amounts of wealth.

Senator BRADLEY. And that is possibly because over 50 percent of
the capital gains taken are taken of people with more the $200,000
in income?

Dr. MINARIK. Capital gains income is highly concentrated at the
upper end of the income scale.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. Dr. Minarik and Mr. Bloomfield, listening to

each of you, I have this feeling that this is like the Irish question
or the Mideast question or the Pakistan/India question. I mean, it
is not factual; it is religious. [Laughter.]

Mr. BLOOMFIELD. Mr. Chairman, could I have the opportunity to
respond to Dr. Minarik's testimony very briefly?

Senator BAUCUS. Before you do, I would like to know frankly if
either of you agree on anything? [Laughter.]

That is, this committee is trying to determine, among other
things, whether we should reduce or raise capital gains rates.

One of you has one view; the other has a diametrically opposed
view. And each of you cites facts and figures and studies and au-
thority that makes it a bit difficult for this committee to conclude,
on a rational basis-as opposed to a religious basis-what to do.

I am wondering if each of you could point to some facts, some
studies, some something, that each of you agrees on to help us to
decide for ourselves which if you tends to be more accurate than
the other.

So, do either of you agree on anything that is constructive and
helpful here?

Mr. BLOOMFIELD. First of all, Dr. Minarik and I do agree-I guess
it was about six months ago we briefed some foreign tax experts
from around the world-and I guess we both briefed them, and we
will find out whether we agree or disagree in terms of what the
result would be.
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But in terms of a specific answer to your question--
Senator BAUCUS. Yes, my question. Can you suggest something

that we might look at that would help us determine?
Mr. BLOOMFIELD. I suggest one piece, and that is an article-a set

of arguments-which is the Journal of Economics-a quarterly
which I will have inserted in the record-which is essentially a
comment on Dr. Minarik on Dr. Feldstein, and then Dr. Feldstein
commenting on Dr. Minarik.

But I would also suggest--
Senator BAUCUS. Dr. Minarik, what do you have that we could

look at that the two of you could agree on because, obviously, it is
not going to help if each of you suggest something that is different?

Dr. MINARIK. Well, Senator, I can suggest an area where I agree
at least with the Administration. I would refer you to a Report to
the Congress on the Capital Gains Reductions of 1978 from the
Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis,
dated September 1985, in particular page 178, table 4.12, which is
the table which I lifted directly and put into my testimony.

It shows, after the fact, the Treasury Department estimate of the
revenue effects of the tax rate cuts on capital gains in 1978 and
1981.

And I would urge you to look at those numbers.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you both very much. I appreciate it.

Thank you.
[The Journal of Economics quarterly article follows:]
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THE EFFECTS OF TAXATION ON THE SELLING 0
CORPORATE STOCK AND THE REALIZATION OF

CAPITAL GAINS: COMMENT*

JOSEPH J. MINARIK

In a recent article in this Journal, Martin S. Feldstein, Joe! Slemrod, and SI
Yitzhaki [FSY find that marginal tax rates have'apowerful effect on the reali2
of long-term capital gains on corporate stock, and project that a tax cut similar tc
enacted in 1978 should triple realizations and increase tax revenues. This coni
finds that an econometric error caused FSY to overstate the elasticity of realiza-
to tax rates by a factor of 61. Corrected and refined estimates show that tax rate
will not increase realizations sufficiently to increase tax revenues.

INTRODUCTION

In their article, ';The Effects of Taxation on the Selling of C
porate Stock and the Realization of Capital Gains," Martin S. Fe
stein, Joel Slemrod, and Shlomo Yitzhaki (1980] provide a qu-
titative analysis of a vitally important subject. The continuing c
bate on capital gains tax policy has depended crucially on-but h
been conducted, in virtual ignorance of-the sensitivity of realiz
tions to marginal tax rates.

Unfortunately, Feldstein, Slemrod, and Yitzhakd commit a b;
sic econometric error that causes them to overstate the tax rat
elasticity of capital gains realizations by a factor of 51. As will b
demonstrated below, the correction of this error shows that reduce
tions in capital gains tax rates would stimulate realizations far les
than has been claimed and would reduce rather than increase ta;
revenues.

The first section of this commen-. ,riefly recaps Feldstein, Slem.
rod, and Yitzhaki's methodology and findings. The second section -
explains their econometric error and how it can be corrected. The
third section provides alternative econometric estimates and a sim-
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g'rarmed the regressions; Mimi Schade and Andy Hemstreet prepared the graphs;
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Brockman typed the manuscript. The support of the National Science Foundation is
gratefully acknowledged. Views expressed herein are the author's alone and should
not be attributed to the Congressional Budget Office or to the National Science
Foundation.
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ulation of the revenue effect of the capital gains tax cut of the
Revenue Act of 1978. A brief conclusion follows.

ESTIMATES OF THE EFFECTS OF TAXATION

Feldstein, Slemrod, and Yitzhaki (hereafter FSY) used the
U. S. Treasury's 1973 Capital Assets File (a stratified sample of tax
returns with realized capital gains) in conjunction with the 1973
Individual Tax Model File (a stratified sample of all tax returns) to
estimate the effects of marginal tax rates gn the realization of long-
term capital gains on corporate stock. They fitted a number of re-
gression equations, and found no tax rate effect for the entire popu-
lation of shareholders (identified through the receipts of dividends).
However, when the sample was truncated to those shareholders
with at least $3,000 of dividends (which translates, through the 1973
average dividend yield of 3.06 percent, to a portfolio of about
$100,000 of corporate stock), a very strong tax rate effect emerged.
Their key equation is presented as equation (1) in Table I. The age
dummy variable takes the value of 1 if the extra exemption for
taxpayers at least 65 years old is claimed on the return. The natural
logarithms of adjusted gross income (AGI) and dividends are also
included as independent variables. TAXFSY is an approximation of
the taxpayer's actual last dollar tax rate on long-term capital gains
(that is, the additional tax that would be due if the taxpayer realized
one additional dollar of long-term gains) estimated through an in-
strumental variables technique, using the taxpayer's first dollar
(that is, the additional tax due on the first dollar of realized long-
term gains) and predicted last dollar (based on an average amount
of capital gain for the taxpayer's income and dividend class) capital
gains tax rates as instruments. The first-stage equation is not re-
ported. No statistics on the goodness of fit of the main equation are
reported.

The equation shows a sizeable effect of tax rates on realizations.
The coefficient of the tax variable indicates that a ten-lercentage
point cut in the capital gains tax rate would increase the ratio of
gains to dividends by 4.97. Using this result, FSY claim that capital
gains tax cuts would generate so much additional trading and real-
ization of gains that they would increase tax revenues. A simulation
based on their estimated coefficient indicates that reducing the high-
est marginal tax rate on capital gains in 1973 to 25 percent would
have tripled realizations.
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ENDOGENOUS SAMPLING

The 1973 Capital Assets File, which FSY used in their study,
is based on a stratified sample of tax returns for income year 1973.
The sample was chosen on the basis of AGI, with a significant vari-
ation in sampling rates ranging from 100 percent for returns with
AGI either negative or greater than $200,000, to 1 in 10,000 for the
more prosaic returns with AGI positive but less than $10,000. Apart
from negative income returns, sampling rates rise sharply and
monotonically as AGI increases. Weights equal to the inverse of the
sampling rates are provided on the file.

The elasticity of realizations to the marginal tax rate, calculated
at the point of means from the summary statistics reported by FSY,
is -3.75.' However, independent tabulations of the same data file
show that those summary statistics are unweighted. An elasticity
based on weighted statistics would be far more appropriate, es-
pecially considering that FSY use their coefficients for a simulation
of the revenue effects of changes in capital gains tax rates using the
weighted data file. Using tabulations of the weighted file, the FSY
coefficients yield an estimated elasticity at the point of means of the
population with portfolios of $100,000 and over, as opposed to the
stratified sample of the same group, of -22.57!2

The average tax return with at least $50,000 in dividends (or a
portfolio of at least $1,500,000 of corporate stock) has a last dollar

.tax rate on capital gains of 20.6 percent and a ratio of long-term
stock gains to dividends of 0.265. Thus, if FSY's result is correct, an
increase in the marginal tax rate on gains of only 0.6 percent, from
20.6 to 21.2 percent, would be enough to cause the average share-
holder with at least $1,500,000 of stock to stop realizing gains com-
pletely!' Alternatively, a tax cut of only 0.6 percent would more than

1. Based on FSY's reported mean gains-dividends ratio of 3.60, the mean last
dollar tax rate of 26.4, and the tax coefficient of -0.497. FSY's standard error for the
-0.497 coefficient is -0.038, allowing for a two-standard-deviation range of elas-
ticities from -3.18 to -4.32.

2. Based on the weighted mean gains-dividends ratio of 0.295, the weighted
mean last dollar tax rate of 13.39, and FSY's -0.497 tax coefficient. The range of
elasticity estimates using two standard errors of the coefficient is from -19.11 to
-26.01.

3. The change in the tax rate, 0.6 percent, times the tax ratecoefficient -0 497
reduces the gains-dividends ratio by 0.2982, to a value less than zero. The two:
standard-error range of tax changes necessary to stop realizations is 0.46 percent to
0.63 percent. The open-ended high dividend class was chosen for this example be-
cause it realizes the most gains in absolute terms. However, this class has a gains-
dividends ratio only 0.03 less than the average of all returns with dividends of at least
$3,000 (0.265 compared to 0.295), and so the computation noted above is quite repre-
sentative of FSY's estimated sensitivity for all taxpayers.
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double his realizations! This truly remarkable result begs for exam-
ination.

FSY fit their equations using unweighted ordinary least
squares. This method is correct in the conventional setting in which
a sample is stratified according to an independent variable in a
regression, as is illustrated impressionistically in Figure I. In this
case, sampling rates (and thus the frequency of sampled, circled
points in the graph) vary systematically as the tax rate changes. (It
is immaterial, from an econometric point of view, whether the sam-
pling rates increase or decrease as the tax rate increases.) An un-
weighted least squares line fitted through the sampled and circled
points is an unbiased estimate of the relationship for the entire
population. However, FSY neglect to consider that their sample is
stratified according to the dependent variable, not the independent
variable, as is shown impressionistically in Figure II. All else equal,
tax returns with larger capital gains, and thus a greater AGJ, are
more likely to appear in the sample.4 In the general case of strati-
fication on the dependent variable, the direction of the bias on the
estimate of the slope is indeterminate. In this case, as Figure II
suggests, a negative relationship between the tax rates and realized
capital gains would be systematically overstated. Using weighted
least squares rather than ordinary least squares would eliminate the
bias, and that is the method used in this comment.'

4. In fact, this understates the case. An unknown number of tax returns were
sampled at even higher rates than would be justified on the basis of AGI alone because
they had capital gains greater than AG! (due to the presence of business losses). A
brief tabulation of sampling rates by long-term stock gain or loss (based on 1973
returns) will show that Figure II, simple as it is, accurately represents the problem
with FSY's analysis:

Long-term stock gain Average sampling
or loss class rate

Loss or $0 1 in 86.5
1-2,500 1 in 140.1

2,500-5,000 1 in 106.2
5,000-10,000 1 in 64.6

10,000-20,000 1 in 51.0
20,000-30,000 1 in 35.4
30,000-50,000 1 in 18.7
50,000-100,000 1 in 12.3

100,000-200,000 1 in 6.2
200,000-500,000 1 in 2.4
500,000-1,000,000 1 in 1.5

1,000,000 and over 1 in 1.0
ALL 1 in 72.6

5. See Appendix I.
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FIGURE I
Sampling Stratified by Tax Rate

(sampled points are circled)

ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATES

Tables I and II show the effects of a number of changes in the
FSY regression analysis made in a step-by-step fashion. The results
demonstrate that changing from ordinary to weighted least squares,
as was shown to be necessary by the analysis above, yields much
smaller estimates of the elasticity of capital gains realizations to tax
rates.

The population in all of the equations, like that in FSY, is all tax
returns with dividends greater than $3,000, and thus (at average
1973 yields) with portfolios of at least $100,000 worth of corporate
stock. The dependent variable, again as in FSY, is the ratio of stock
gains to dividends.

Equation (2) in Table I is my replication of the FSY equation
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TABLE I

UNWEIGHTED REGRESSION RESULTS ON REALIZATIONS
OF LONG-TERM STOCK GAINS, 1973

Dependent variables: long-term stock gains'

Independent (equation numbers)

variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 35.0 27.530 30.169 N.A.

Age dummy

Log (AGI)b

Log (Dividends)

TAXFSY'

TAXMC

Constant'

Age dummy'

Dividends'

Dividends"

Adjusted gross
income"

Adjusted gross
income'"

TAXM times
dividends"

TAXM times
AGI ac, d

(26.316)
0.176
(0.499)

-0.504
(4.308)

-1.23
(10.336)
-0.497
(13.113)
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

(12.192)
0.345
(1.008)

-0.006
(0.064)

- 1.626
(14.618)
-0.342
(20.333)
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

(24.434)
0.355

(1.041)
-0.796
(10.744)
-1.229
(10.849)
N.A.

-0.246
(17.018)

N. A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

81.110
(20.887)

5.108
(1.635)
4.057

(8.770)
-0.001
(1.609)

-0.024
(3.402)

-1.252(10-6)
(2.472)

-0.123
(6.816)
1.460 (10-')

(0.426)

Summary Statistics:
Corrected R'
Corrected standard

error
Elasticity at

point of means -2
Elasticity for

$3,000<
dividends
< $10,000 -1

Elasticity for
$10,000 .
dividends
< $20,000 -3

0.021

q.R.
27.262

0.029

27.149

2.57 -15.53 -11.35

9.05 -13.11 -9.49

1.89 -21.94 -16.14

98

0.036

27.056

-16.83

-26.85

-19.46
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TABLE I (continued)

Dependent variables: long-term stock gains'

Independent (equation numbers)

variables (1) (2) (3) (4)

Elasticity for
$20,000 I
dividends
< $50,000 -32.38 -22.28 -16.58 -11.81

Elasticity for
dividends

- $50,000 -38.63 -26.58 -20.05 -12.03

Sources. Equaon (1), Feldstein, Slemrud, and Yitzhaki [19W). Others, Intenial Revenue Service 1973
Ca,pital Assets File. ,

,. Divided by dividends.
b. AGI net of actual long-terrn knd eiwrt-ttrin .tuck gains plus predicted long.term gains.
c. 'l)ix rates in regrestions expressed as an integer number of percentage points.
d. AGI net of actual long.term %tck giiins.
N.A. - Not applied.
N.R. - Not reported.
t-tUtiCs in parentheses.

C
0

0

a

U

-3

true

Copitl Gains Tax Rate N sample

FiGuni II
Sampling Stratified by Income

(sampled points are circled)
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TABLE II

WEIGHTED REGRESSION RESULTS ON REALIZATIONS
OF LONG-TERM STOCK GAINS, 1973

Independent
variables

Constant

Age dummy

Log(AGI)b

Log(Dividends)

TAXFSYc

TAXMC

Constant'

Age dummy'

Dividends'

Dividends"'

Adjusted gross
income" d

Adjusted gross
income' "d

TAXM" '

TAXMz "

TAXM times
dividends"

TAXM times
AGIac

Summary Statistics:
Corrected R2

Corrected standard error
Elasticity at

point of means
Elasticity for $3,000 s

dividends < $10,000
Elasticity for $10,000 <

dividends < $20,000

(1)

-0.955
(2.157)

-0.303'
(4.999)
0.048

(4.278)
0.097

(2.425)
-0.039
(9.099)
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

0.003

5.100

-1.77

-1.49

-2.50 -1.44

100

Dependent variables:
long-term stock gains'

(equation numbers)

(2)

1.196
(3.003)

-0.323
(5.290)

-0.165
(4.723)
0.136

(3.290)
N.A.

-0.022
(5.040)
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

0.004

5.099

-1.01

-0.85

-0.31

(3)

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

2.925
(4.259)

-1.231
(3.686)
0.512
(4.157)
3.865 (10-4)
0.550
0.009

(1.184)
8.561 (10-7)
(1.470)

-0.525
8.284
0.029

(12.664)
-0.016
(2.352)

-0.005
(14.452)

0.017

5.065

-0.44
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TABLE II (continued)

Dependent variables:
long-term stock gains'

Independent (equation numbers)

variables (1) (2) (3)

Elasticity for $20,000 <
dividends < $50,000 -2.54 -1,4A - 0.42

Elasticity for
dividends a $50,000 -3.03 -1.79 - 1.49

Sources. Internal Revenue Service 1973 Capital Assets File,
a. Divided by dividends.
b. AGI net of actual long-term and short-term stock gains plus predicted lung-term and short-term gains.
c. Tux rates in regression expressed as an integer number of lercentuge points.
d. AGI net of actual long-term stock gains.
N.A. - Not applied.
1-dtatistics in p&renthese.

(presented as equation (1) in the same table).' The results of the two
equations are different in some respects due to differences between
the data files used by FSY and myself. FSY used the Internal
Revenue Service's first version of the data file; my file is a second
version, with some errors corrected. While my estimated elasticity
of capital gains realizations to tax rates is numerically smaller (in
absolute value) than thaf of FSY at -15.53, both estimates can be
fairly described as astronomical, and the differences between the
data files are probably sufficient to explain the modest shrinkage.

In equation (3) of Table 1, the tax rate variable is changed to a
preferred formulation that is computed directly rather than through
the instrumental variables technique. This direct formulation, like
the instrumental variables approach, avoids simultaneity between
an individual taxpayer's marginal tax rate and the amount of gains
he realizes; but unlike the instrumental variables approach, it cir-
cumvents some potential measurement problems due to current

6. The first-stage equation is (t-statistics in parentheses):

TAAXFSY = 8.566 + 0.494 Age Dummy
(10.221) (3.835)

- 0.121 log(AGI) + 0.210 log(Dividends)
(3.709) (5.011)

-- + 0.687TAXF - 0.004TAXL

(157.659) (3.305)

= 0.460; C.S.E.E. = 10.270,

where TAXF is the actual first dollar tax rate and TAXL is the last dollar tax rate
ba ed on a predicted amount of gain.
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transactions in assets other than corporate stock, or to loss carry-
overs.7 Changing from the FSY technique to the preferred formu-
lation of the tax variable reduces the absolute value of the tax rate
coefficient very slightly, with the measured elasticity also modestly
lower at -11.35.

The specification of the original FSY equation and the present
equations (2) and (3) is quite restrictive. A more general formulation
would allow for interactions among the tax, dividend, and AGI vari-
ables, and would allow for a nonlinear tax response. Equation (4) in
Table I so generalizes the relationship.' As can be seen from Table
I, this preferred generalization of the specification raises the esti-
mated elasticity to -16.83 when using ordinary least squares esti-
mation. Thus, all of the preferred changes in the FSY specification
cause minimal reductions or increases in the absolute value of the
FSY elasticity when estimation is done by ordinary least squares.

Table II duplicates Table I with the sole exception that
weighted least squares estimation is used. The results are substan-
tially changed in all of the alternative specifications. The FSY for-
mulation yields an average elasticity of - 1.77, about one-ninth of my
estimate using the same formulation with ordinary least squares,
and about one-thirteenth of the FSY published result (computed
with weighted summary statistics rather than the unweighted sta-
tistics presented by FSY).' The range of estimated elasticities ex-
tends from -1.49 in the smallest portfolio class to -3.03 for those
with at least $50,000 of dividends. Shifting to the preferred tax rate
variable in equation (2) reduces the elasticity to an average of - 1.01,

7. See Appendix II.
8. All variables in equation (4), rather than only the dependent variable as in

equations (1) through (3), are divided by dividends; thus the constant term becomes
1/Dividends, the Dividends term becomes a constant, and Dividends' becomes Divi-
dends. This normalization on both sides of the equation is a correction for hetero-
skedasticity. Absent the normalization, the estimated tax rate elasticities in the
unbiased weighted version increase with portfolio size until for those with the largest
portfolios they are counterintuitively positive.

9. The first stage equation is (t-statistics in parentheses):

TAXFSY = - 4.836 - 0.481 Age Dummy
(11.263) (8.151)

+ 0.119 log(AGI) + 0.567 log(Dividends)
(10.994) (14.748)

+ 0.823TAXF - 0.O01TAXL
(237.147) (1.493)

= 0.699; C.S.E.E. = 4.990,

where TAXF is the actual first dollar tax rate and TAXL is the last dollar tax rate
based on a predicted amount of gain.
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with a range of -0.85 for the smallest portfolio class to -1.79 for the
largest. The preferred specification is equation (3), which includes
the nonlinearities and the interaction terms. In that equation the
estimated average elasticity is -0.44, with a range from -0.21 (for
those with $3,000 to $10,000 of dividends) to -1.49 (for those with
over $50,000 of dividends).

The results from the preferred equation contrast sharply with
those of FSY. The effect of dividends (as a proxy for portfolio size
and net of the interaction with tax rates) on realizations is positive,
as is that of income.1" Both coefficients indicate that wealth and
financial sophistication are associated with more frequent trading.
The dummy variable for elderly taxpayers has a negative sign, indi-
cating that the death escape from capital gains taxation overrides
the need for cash among those at least 65 years old who own at least
$100,000 worth of corporate stock.1 All of these results are more
plausible a priori than those of FSY. Unlike the FSY elasticity of
-22.57, the average estimate here is plausible, and the pattern
logically suggests that those with the largest potential tax liabilities
aire most sensitive to tax rates. 12

Clearly, the much smaller estimated elasticity would have a
drastic effect on any simulation of a change in the tax code regarding
capital gains. Table III shows the effect (at 1973 income levels) of
introducing the capital gains tax reductions in the Revenue Act of
1978. " The results show that the reductions in capital gains tax rates

10. AGI is measured net of stock gains. Inclusion of actual stock gains in the
income variable would result in multicollinearit with any tax rate on gains. Inclusion
of an average amount of stock gains, as in FMSY, imparts a negative bias to the
coefficient, because such a variable underestimates true AGI for high-gain returns
and overestimates it for those with low gains. Omission of the insignificant squared
term does not change the results.

11. FSY argue that the elderly are more likely to sell stock to satisfy their need
for cash, but are less likely to realize gains because the basis of their shares will be
revalued at death and the capital gains tax avoided. This would suggest that FSY
might obtain a negative coefficient for the dummy in the gains equatmon, but not in
the sales equation (entirely consistent if the elderly with diversified portfolios, as
most with at least $100,000 of stock probably have, follow the age-old, or perhaps old
age, adage of "realize your losses and let your gains run"). in fact, FSY get precisely
the opposite signs (though the gains equation coefficient is insignificant), suggesting
again that their results are suspect. The dummy coefficients in Table II, in contrast,
are plausible a priori.

12. An expanded model1 partially accounting for the transitory fluctuations in
nm1arginal tax rates on capital gains, suggests that a longer run elasticity might be
SoMewhat smaller (in absolute value) for the most tax sensitive larger portfolio
groups, with an overall average of about -0.79 (Minarik, 1981].

!3. The Revenue Act provisions include the reduction of the portion of long-term
gains included in adjusted gross income from 50 to 40 percent, the abolition of the
alternative tax, and the removal of the excluded portion of long-term gains from tax
preferences in the minimum tax and the maximum tax.



TABLE III
CHANGES IN TAX LIABILITY RESULTING FROM THE CAPITAL GAINS TAX REDUCTIONS OF THE REVENUE ACT OF 1978, 1973 INCOME LEVELS

Tax liability
1973 tax under Change in Change in

Number of liability 1978 act tax liability Change in tax liability
Adjusted gross income returns' (millions (millions (millions tax liability (dollars

(dollars) (thousands) of dollars) of dollars) of dollars) (percent) per return)

Less than 0 15.1 11.6 1.9 -9.7 -83.9 -645.4
0-2,500 83.3 0.3 0.0 -0.3 -98.0 -3.6

2,500-5,000 98.8 9.5 8.6 -0.9 -9.1 -8.8
5,000-7,500 106.3 33.6 30.8 -2.8 -8.4 -26.5
7,500-10,000 119.8 85.1 83.7 -1.4 -1.7 -12.0

10,000-15,000 244.7 324.0 317.4 -6.6 -2.0 -27.1
15,000-20,000 310.6 666.6 652.4 -14.3 -2.1 -46.0
20,00-25,000 245.0 726.4 708.2 -18.1 -2.5 -74.0
25,000-30,000 171.4 666.6 657.6 -9.0 -1.4 -52.6
30,000-50,000 329.3 2,316.9. 2,241.8 -75.2 -3.2 -228.2

50,000-100,000 171.6 2,748.6 2,647.2 -101.5 -3.7 -591.5
100,000-200,000 48.0 1,964.6 1,843.8 -120.8 -6.1 -2,518.8
200,000-500,000 11.6 1,239.7 1,101.5 -138.2 -11.1 -11,880.3
500,000-1,000,000 1.7 495.1 413.6 -81.5 -16.5 -48,030.0

1,000,000 and over 0.6 546.2 434.6 -111.6 -20.4 -181,501.1

Total or average 1,957.6 11,834.9 11,143.0 -691.9 -5.8 -353.4

Sourves. Internal Revenue Service 1973 Sales of Capital Assets File and Individual Tax Model File.
I. With dividends of at least $3,000.

0-

I-A

0:

0
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would reduce tax revenues by approximately $700 million, and that
the amount of tax reduction would increase in both absolute and
percentage terms as income increases.

CONCLUSION

Because of a statistical problem, the estimate by Feldstein,
Slemrod, and Yitzhaki of the revenue effect of changes in capital
gains tax rates is wide of the mark. The 1973 Capital Assets File
data indicate that reductions in capital gains tax rates do not gener-
ate enough additional realizations to offset the static revenue loss.
Further, if the amount of realizations of.gains is an indicator of
efficient reallocation of financial resources, the efficiency gains of
such tax cuts will be far lower than FSY indicated.

In the more than three years since this comment was originally
submitted, several rounds of data on post-1978 capital gains real-
izations have been released. These data have been cited by several
analysts to argue that the 1978 capital gains tax cut was or wa.,. not
self-financing. It might be helpful to conclude this comment with al
analysis of the recent data as they pertain to this question. There are
no data specifically on corporate stock sales, however, and so the
discussion must be generalized to all capital gains.

The increase in the capital gains exclusion from 50 to 60 percent
became effective on November 1, 1978, reducing the highest tax rate
on capital gains from 49.125 percent to 34.9 percent. Excluded cap.
ital gains were dropped from the base of the minimum tax and the
offset against the preferential maximum tax rate, but only as of
January 1, 1979. This further reduced the highest rate on capital
gains to 28 percent, and probably led to the postponement of realiza-
tion of some gains from 1978 to 1979. The excess of net long-term
capital gains over net short-term capital losses realized by the same
taxpayers (that is, the amount of long-term capital gain, before the
exclusion, that is subject to federal income tax) increased from $48.6
billion in 1978 to $70.5 billion in 1979. Using the 1978 figure as a base
(a step that is discussed below) and taking the tax cut to be 20
percent (the percentage decrease in the included portion; in fact the
tax cut was greater for taxpayers subject to the minimum or maxi-
mum taxes, and less for those who lost the 25' percent alternative tax
on the first $50,000 of gain) implies an elasticity of -2.25. This is
somewhat greater in absolute value than the -0.44 estimated here,
but substantially less than FSY's -22.57.

Several factors suggest that this roughly calculated elasticity of
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-2.25 somewhat exaggerates the actual experience. The first is the
inclusion in 1979 realizations of a single sale-the Belridge oil merg-
er-on which the price of a 56 percent family-owned firm was $3.65
billion. Such a realization is clearly unlikely to be repeated, though
it was almost certainly encouraged by the capital gains tax cut. The
second is the likely postponement of some gains from 1978 to 1979
due to the nature of the law, thus reducing the base and increasing
the observed effect. The third is the use of the 20 percent tax cut for
the rough calculation, though it was in fact somewhat larger for
some taxpayers (the minimum and maximum tax effects likely out-
weigh the alternative tax repeal).

A fourth factor that must be considered is the counterfactual
question. The proper comparison for 1979 realizations is not really
with those for 1978, but rather those that would have occurred in
1979 in the absence of the tax cut. Realized capital gains have in-
creased even in periods with no favorable tax changes, driven by
increases in corporate dividends and fixed investment, aggregate
real economic growth, mere inflation, and any number of other fac-
tors. The general price level increased by 8.6 percent in 1979 (using
the gross national product deflator), and prices on the New York
Stock Exchange rose at the same rate (measured by the NYSE
composite index); both of these factors would independently in-
crease realizations. It would be misleading to assign causally all of
the increase in realizations in 1979 to the tax cut, with no allowance
for these independent forces.

A final factor is the temporary, as opposed to continuing, un-
locking effect of the 1978 tax cut. Economic theory predicts that
those owners of appreciated assets who were on the margin of real-
izing their gains under the prior law would decide to sell after a tax
cut. 1" The issue in this discussion, however, is how much realizations
would be increased after this transient rush of asset sales. A fair
interpretation of FSY's results would be that the 1978 tax cuts
would approximately triple the level of realizations that would have
occurred without the tax cut in every later year, and that there
would be an additional temporary increase in realizations for one or
perhaps several years following the cut. 15 Thus, again, the 1979 data

14. See Minarik (1981], footnote 28, page 256, and its references.
15. This interpretation is Feldstein s: "I think the right way to interpret these

estimates is not as a short-run unlocking, but as a permanent unlocking. After all,
what we are studying is differences among taxpayers that continue from year to year.
I think what we are estimating here is that there would continually be more turnover
in the market, more realizing of gains, and less postponement than there is today. I
think this is probably a slight overestimate of the permanent extra revenue that
would be produced but a substantial underestimate of the immediate effect of un-
locking" [1978, p. 334].
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are not indicative of the long-term effect on realizations and tax
revenues; they must be discounted for the transient unlocking pre-
dicted by economic theory before any permanent unlocking effect
can be measured.

The 1980 income tax data confirm that the long-term effect of
the tax cut is in fact smaller than the 1979 figures would suggest.
Net long-term gains in excess of net short-term losses in 1980 were
$69.9 billion, clown from the 1979 level, even though the stock mar-
ket was strong in 1980 (which almost invariably causes realizations
to go up, the sole exception in recent years being 1980), and inflation
proceeded at 9.3 percent. Thus, it seems likely that the sharp in-
crease in realizations in 1979 was in large part the result of the
temporary unlocking effect, and that realizations and tax revenues
will be lower in later years than the 1979 data suggest. The effect of
the tax cut was more in line with the estimates presented here, and
the FSY estimates, by the same token, appear even more unreason-
able.

To demonstrate this, discard the 1979 data because of the purely
temporary effects and compare the 1980 data directly with 1978.
Assuming as a very rough first approximation that realizations in
any event would have kept up with inflation, the remainder of the
realization growth that can be assigned to the capital gains tax cut
implies an elasticity of -1.05, not the -2.25 apparent from the 1979
data. Alternatively, it could be assumed that capital gains realiza-
tions would have increased at the same rate as corporate stock prices
(in every year save two in which stock prices have increased since
1960, realized capital gains have increased faster; one of the excep-
tions is 1980). Using this standard, the remaining increase in realiza-
tions to be explained by the 1978 tax cut yields an elasticity of -0.67.
Any discounting of these elasticities for the excess of the actual tax
cut over the 20 percent assumed in the calculation and the under-
statement of the 1978 base lue to tax incentives for postponement
of realizations to 1979 would push them still closer to the estimate in
this Comment.

The 1980 data, unfortunately, mark the end of our experiment
with the 1978 tax cut. Effective June 9, 1981 (as determined by the
conference committee on the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 on
August 1 of that year), the maximum tax rate on long-term capital
gains was further reduced from 28 to 20 percent. After this tax cut
of almost 29 percent for the highest income taxpayers, and with the
NYSE index up 8.7 percent and the GNP deflator increasing by 9.4
percent in 1981, the final IRS figures show net long-term capital
gain in excess of net short-term capital loss increasing to only $77.1
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billion, up just 10.3 percent from 1980 and 3.3 percent from 1979.
Assuming that realizations would just have kept pace with prices
since 1978 and completely ignoring the 1981 tax cut implies an elas-
ticity of realizations to tax rates of - 1.10; assuming that realizations
would have increased along with the stock market yields an elas-
ticity of -0.72.11 Any realizations stimulated by the 1981 tax cut
would make these figures overestimates of the true effect of the 1978
cut. Thus, it seems even clearer that the 1979 increase in realizations
was largely caused by the temporary unlocking, and that the re-
maining permanent effect of the tax cut is far smaller than claimed
by FSY.

APPENDIX I

Hausman and Wise [1981] algebraically derive the bias and
show that weighted least squares yields consistent estimates as
follows. (In fairness, it should be noted that the Hausman and Wise
analysis of this problem was published after FSY.)

Consider the two-variable example in Figure II where the
amount of the gain (Y) is a function of the tax rate (X). Assume that
for the population the density function f(YLX) is normally distrib-
uted around mean Xf3 with variance of e. For the sample and
because of the stratified sampling. (for simplicity, by two classes),
f(YIX) will be an irregular function that can be described by the
density function,

S pi.f(y)I P, -By)if y -L
h(y)=~ P 1 "Pr [Y '<L] + P2 "Pr.rY > L]'

P 2 "f(Y)P2 'BY)if y > L,
Pr.Pr[Y <L] + P2 "Pr[Y>L]'

where P and P 2 are the sampling rates for the two sampling strati-
fication classes, Pr indicates probability, and f(y) is the normal
density function N(X3,uY). Dividing through by P, so that
P2 /P1 = P, one can state this density unction as

f(Y) if y 5L
f(y) dy + P f f(y) dy

P "f(y)
f(y)idy + P (y)dy.

Integrating over this density function yields

16. This estimate is virtually identical to my alternative (Minarik, 1981] cited in
footnote 12 above,
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(1 - P)4[(L, - Xif3)/o']
E (YIX) = Xj6 - o,( a)[L jl1-

(1 - P)d![(Li- Xj P)/o'] + P'

where c is the normal density function and 4, is the normal distribu-
tion function. Not surprisingly, given that ordinary least squares
gives estimates for the sample rather than the population, the pa-
raneter p is measured with bias. Note that under random sampling
(that is, PI = P2 SO that P = 1) the bias term becomes 0, so ordinary
least squares is unbiased. Note also that if stratification in the exam-
ple were by tax rates rather than capital gains, E(YIX) would be
unaffected, and OLS would yield unbiased estimates. Measuring the
parameter 0 for the population rather than the sample would require
minimizing

N

where P, is the relevant sample rate for the ith observation. This is
the formulation of weighted least squares, which yields unbiased
estimates. However, the standard errors of coefficients as usually
computed are incorrect; computation of correct standard errors is
extremely complex and is not atteml)ted in this paper.

APPENDIX II

The choice of a tax rate variable that is representative of the
marginal rate at which taxpayers made their realization decisions,
yet not simultaneous with the amount of gains realized, is difficult.
Actual last dollar tax rates are simultaneous and thus cannot be
used. FSY use an instrumental variables technique wherein the
first-stage equation predicts the last dollar tax rate on long-term
gains, with the first dollar capital gains tax rate and a predicted last
dollar capital gains tax rate (based on average capital gains of re-
turns with approximately the same AGI and dividends) as instru-
ments. This choice of instruments is inappropriate for two reasons.
!1'irst, the last dollar tax rate is the relevant cost for the investor's
decision whether or not to realize additional gains; it is not the cost
of realizing the gains he in fact did realize. While the last dollar tax
rate is thus typical , too high, the first dollar tax rate is analogously
typically too low. Second, all three tax rates in FSY's first-stage
equation are actually computed on marginal amounts of gains equal
to $I00, and thus can be strongly misleading if there are small
amounts of carryover or other capital losses present. For example,
the tax on the first $100 of stock gan for a return with $1,100 of
short-term loss carryover is zero; however, if the carryover were
only $1,001), the gain would be taxed at the ordinary rate that could
be as high as 70 percent. Neither of these measures is an accurate
tax rate fbr a more reasonable amount of gain. Of the tax returns in
the file with dividends of at least $50,000, 26.7 percent (weighted;
29.0 unweighted) had zero first dollar tax rates, and 24.3 percent
(weighted; 23.A percent unweighted) had zero last dollar tax rates.
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This is in marked contrast to the 8.3 percent (weighted; 11.2 percent
unweighted) who had zero marginaltax rates on ordinary income.
Another potential pitfall, though less serious, would be a small in-
crement of gain falling within the 25 percent alternative tax on the
first $50,000 of gain that was in the law in 1973.

The variable used here is the effective rate on a predicted
amount of stock gain (the average stock gain of all ,'eturns with
similar amounts of dividends and adjusted gross income). This for-
mulation avoids the simultaneity of actual realizations with the tax
rate because the predicted amount of gain on which the tax rate is
calculated is not directly related to the taxpaver's actual gains (see
FSY [1980], p. 780). It also minimizes the di. ,ortion of the tax rate
due to small amounts of calTyover or losses, because the predicted
gain is large enough to swamp typical amounts of loss or carryover.
Thus, only 11.8 percent (weighted; 11.5 percent unweighted) of the
tax returns with dividends o at least $50,000 had zero tax rates by
this measure. Finally, because the predicted amount of gain is typ-
ical of similar tax returns, the effective tax ,ate on that amount of
gain is more representative of the tax rate at which marginal deci-
sions were actually made in 1973 (see FSY [1980], p. 781).
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Senator BAUCUS. Our next panel will be Mr. Phillip Chisholm,
Executive Vice President of the Petroleum Marketers Association;
Mr. Charles DiBona, President of the American Petroleum Insti-
tute; Mr. Joseph Ackell, Senior Vice President and Chief Legal Of-
ficer, Northville Industries Corporation, testifying on behalf of The
Independent Fuel Terminal Operators Association; and Mr. Rich-
ard Barnett, Chairman of the Alliance for Responsible CFC Policy.

Gentlemen, we are happy to have you here, and thank you for
being so patient, after waiting for the preceding panels. Mr. Chis-
holm, why don't you begin?

STATEMENT OF PHILLIP R. CHISHOLM, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, PETROLEUM MARKETERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. CHISHOLM. All right. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is

Phillip R. Chisholm. I am the Executive Vice President of the Pe-
troleum Marketers Association of America, PMAA.

PMAA is the largest national representative of independent pe-
troleum marketers in the country. Through the 41 State and re-
gional associations that belong to PMAA, there are some 11,000
marketers who sell roughly half the gasoline, 60 percent of the
diesel fuel, and three-quarters of the home heating oil that is con-
sumed in America today.

We very much appreciate the opportunity to appear before this
committee.

There are three essential points I would like to hit on out of the
prepared testimony that has been submitted for the record and just
try to summarize this morning.

The first one is that we recommend that when considering
sources of new revenue, this committee look first to collecting the
taxes that are now owed but are not being paid.

In the energy industry, for example, we have had extensive expe-
rience with the problem of excise tax evasion on both gasoline and
diesel fuel. In 1986, Congress addressed the gasoline question by
changing the collection procedure; and it was estimated that pro-
posal will raise $1 billion over the next 4 years.

That proposal is not scheduled to take effect until January 1,
1988, and our testimony recommends some minor modifications to
that, but basically, we are satisfied with that method of taxation or
collection of the tax.

Diesel fuel is another matter. In the Joint Committee package, it
is recommended that the diesel collection process be raised from
the retail level where it is now to the distribution level. We cer-
tainly support that change; and, depending on which set of Govern-
ment estimates you adhere to, that will raise anywhere from $100
million to $500 million a year.

We recognize that when redefining the collection point, some spe-
cial consideration be given to large trucks who often play the
eunuch role in the collection on tax paid diesel fuel.

But however you change the procedure, I think there needs to be
some recognition that, unless there is much stronger enforcement
by the IRS in both areas, evasion will continue to occur.
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And we think it would be money well spent to increase the en-
forcement budget of IRS in this area, and I think the return would
be well worth the expenditure there.

The second area of increased revenue we would recommend ex-
amination of would be the elimination of tax subsidies that have
outlived their usefulness. And specifically in our testimony, we rec-
ommend the elimination of the credit-6 percent a gallon credit-
and the 6 cents a gallon excise tax exemption granted gasohol.

We feet that that is a subsidy that is very, very expensive to the
Federal Government and that, if it is eliminated over the next 3
years, it could raise $1.5 to $1.7 billion.

If new taxes are needed after those new sources of revenue are
captured, we recommend that there be broad base taxes applicable
to the population in general and not zeroing in on any single indus-
try or any single group of individuals or companies.

The second major point we would like to make that leads into
that is to stress our opposition to any new energy taxes and specifi-
cally oil import taxes or gasoline excise tax increases.

Energy is not a luxury; it is an economic necessity. It drives the
economy, and higher energy prices will have ripple effects through
the entire economy, increasing unemployment and lowering gross
national product.

It will hit hardest those least able to pay because most energy
taxes are basically regressive and regionally discriminatory.

And we also oppose energy taxes because they tend to discrimi-
nate unfairly against certain regions of the country.

The final major point I would like to hit on this morning is that
in examining new revenue sources, whether they be new taxes or
the collecting of taxes owned or in eliminating subsidies, other
public policy considerations of those actions be carefully consid-
ered.

For example, there is a proposal in the Joint Committee on Tax-
ation pamphlet which recommends changing the gasoline excise
tax collection procedure to the refinery gate.

If that were done, it will not reduce the excise tax evasion,
beyond what was done in last year's Tax Reform Bill. It will give
some competitors in the marketplace a competitive advantage over
others. It will be a further disincentive for primary and secondary
storage of gasoline in this country and will impact most greatly
those areas furthest away from the domestic refining centers of
this country.

It would increase gasoline imports into the country and it will
lead to higher consumer prices. Clearly, the public policy conse-
quences of taking the excise tax collection to the refinery gate far
outweigh the minimum revenue that would be collected in that
procedure.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we hope that the primary source of
new income will be the collection of taxes owed and the elimina-
tion of subsidies. We again oppose all new energy taxes, and we
would urge that in all revenue considerations, the other public
policy considerations of your action be carefully considered. Thank
you very much.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you. Mr. DiBona.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Chisholm follows:]
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Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. My name is Phillip

R. Chisholm and I am the Executive Vice President of the Petroleum Marketers

Association of America. PMAA, through its 41 state and regional member

associations (see Attachment I), is the largest representative of independent

gasoline and home heating oil marketers in the country. Nearly 11,000

independent marketers are represented by PMAA in Washington.

I suspect I could rattle off the names of a few member companies in each of

your states and you would recognize them as outstanding small businessmen in

their local communities. Aside from their business interests, however, I

suspect you would also recognize them as being active in civic, social and

political activities within the community.

This local image of the independent marketer should not belie his or her

importance to the petroleum distribution network in this country. The 11,000

small business independent marketers-represented by PMAA sell more than half

the gasoline, 60 percent of the diesel fuel, and three quarters of the home

heating oil consumed in America today.

We are pleased to ha% the opportunity to appear before this committee

today to present our views on various revenue options to meet the targeted

revenue levels required by House Concurrent Resolution 93, the Concurrent

Resolution on the budget for fiscal year 1988. Before examining specific

revenue options, PPAA would first like to briefly offer an overview on its

perspective of deficit reduction in general. It would also like to offer its

concern about legislating tax policy based on revenue estimates. Then specific

revenue options PMAA opposes will be discussed, after which revenue options

which merit support will be detailed. In discussing revenue options, either

from a positive or negative perspective, PMAA will focus exclusively on areas

related to the petroleum industry and not address general tax issues. These

general tax issues have been and will continue to be addressed by other

witnesses before this committee.

Overview on Reducing Federal Budget Deficits

As small businessmen, independent marketers are very supportive of efforts

to reduce the federal budget deficits. They recognize the negative

consequences such deficits have on the general economy and thus on their

businesses.

In determining how the massive federal deficits currently being faced

should be reduced, independent marketers believe the first step is to reduce

federal spending and to eliminate waste in our federal budget. This is very

similar to the philosophy applied to the energy industry during the 1970's that

a barrel of oil saved through conservation is a barrel of oil that could be

used in the future. Likewise, a dollar in reduced spending in the federal
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budget is a dollar not raised through increased taxes. We believe additional
reductions in federal spending are possible, but we understand that is not the
subject of debate at this hearing.

After federal spending is reduced by the greatest extent possible and

additional revenue is still needed, PMAA recommends that a concerted effort be
made to enforce all existing tax laws to ensure that revenues the government is
currently entitled to are, in fact, being collected. As will be evidenced
later by our testimony on motor fuel excise tax collections, much more can be

done in this area.
Once federal spending has been reduced, all taxes owed are being collected

and additional revenue is still needed, PMAA believes such new taxes should
apply as broadly as possible, affecting everyone equally. Such new taxes
should not be regressive; they should not discriminate regionally; they should
not give one competing industry a competitive advantage over another, nor
should they give particular competitors in the same industry a competitive
advantage over others.

This test is a heavy burden for any new tax to meet, but we believe it is

one which is absolutely necessary in order to restore fairness, equity and
confidence in the federal tax system.

Tax Policy Through Revenue Enhancement

One disturbing trend that concerns PMAA greatly is Congress' willingness to
make major changes in tax policies without fully assessing other public policy

consequences of its action. It seems that Congress is so preoccupied with
raising new revenue that if a proposal raises a few dollars, it's damn the

other policy consequences, full speed ahead with new revenue. This "price tag"

tax policy philosophy not only has disastrous consequences for affected
industries, but also has long-run negative consequences for the entire country.

PMAA can speak first hand to this issue. During the early part of 1986

there was much concern over gasoline-xcise tax evasion. While there was some
difference of opinion over the true extent of the evasion, all parties - the
Administration, the Congress, and the industry - agreed the problem must be

addressed and were willing to cooperate on ways to stop evasion whereever it

occurred. The Administration's and the Congress' interest in this issue were
pretty clear. For the industry the desire to stop evasion was equally

compelling. If a particular competitor had a nine cents per gallon price
advantage over someone else by virtue of not paying the federal excise tax,
then that particular individual could destroy the profitability of other

competitors, thus driving them out of that market and in the case of

independent marketers, out of business.
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In fact, the industry was so concerned about the problem of excise tax

evasion that it brought it to the attention of government officials long before

a strong concern was being expressed by anyone else.

The process of the Administration, the Congress and the industry trying to

find a solution which ended evasion but which did not create distortions within

the industry had been underway for only a few months when suddenly a price tag

of $1 billion over four years was attached to a proposed change in the excise

t'ax collection process that was adopted by conferees on the massive Tax Reform

Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-514).

The new collection procedure was not in either the House or Senate tax bill

and had not been subject to any public hearings. It took away the right of

wholesale distributors to remit the tax to the federal government, a right

expressly given by the Congress in the late 1950's because Congress recognized

the competitive problems presented by requiring the wholesale distributor to

pay the tax directly to its supplier. This re-created the same enormous

problems for independent marketers that Congress had tried to correct in 1958.

Apparently, these problems were not considered once a revenue price tag had

been attached to the proposal.

The only consolation to marketers in the whole process was that the change

did not take effect until January 1, 1988. This was small consolation to one

marketer who noted: "It's nice to have a year's notice before someone takes a

considerable slice out of your business."

Let me reiterate that PMAA is firmly committed to supporting efforts to

eliminate excise tax evasion on not only gasoline but diesel fuel as well. We

believe, however, that can be accomplished in a way that makes marketers part

of the solution rather than the prime source of the problem. Later in this

testimony is a specific proposal by PMAA which will allow marketers to be part

of the total motor fuels collection process and which increases revenue to the

federal government.

Revenue Options PMAA Opposes

Below are a series of revenue options that PMAA specifically opposes as a

means of generating the additional revenue mandated by housee Concurrent

Resolution 93. Most of these relate to direct new taxes on energy. PMAA does

not believe that the energy industry can bear the brunt of additional taxes in

light of the devastating impact that falling oil prices had on the entire

energy industry in 1986. Moreover, we do not believe that consumers who saw

their energy conservation efforts finally pay off in 1986 with the fall in oil

prices should now be penalized for those conservation efforts by the imposition

of new taxes which more than make up the recent price declines.
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Energy is not a luxury. New taxes on energy can not be described as "sin
taxes". Energy is an economic necessity. It drives our economy; fuels our
homes; and transports our people and our goods nationwide. New energy taxes
are inappropriate ways to raise new revenue and the only manner which PMAA
could consider supporting new energy taxes is as part of a broad based tax
hitting all industries equally.

Now PMAA will address specific energy tax proposals.

Oil Import Taxes:
PMAA opposes oil import taxes for several reasons. First, oil import taxes

are inefficient ways of raising new revenue. A study by Exxon estimates that
an $8 per barrel tax would generate $60 billion in higher energy costs for
consumers. Only approximately one quarter of that amount or, $15 billion,
would find its way into the federal treasury.

Secondly, such a tax is regionally discriminatory. It would affect
disproportionately the northeastern section of our country where millions of
homes are heated by home heating oil. This is, of course, unfair not only to
those millions of consumers, but also to the thousands of home heating oil
dealers who have offered fast, high quality, dependable home heating service to
consumers for decades.

The third reason for opposing oil import taxes is that they will create
competitive imbalances in the petroleum industry. These imbalances result from
the fact that some refiners have greater access to lower cost, untaxed domestic
crude oil than other refiners which have a greater dependency on higher cost
imports.

Our fourth concern relates to ways in which the last two concerns might be

handled. Government's track record in dealing with competitive imbalances
resulting from different crude oil.prices has been to create an entitlement
program whereby refiners with access to lower cost crude oil pay entitlements

to refiners dependent on higher cost crude. The government proved conclusively

in the 1970's its inability to effectively regulate the oil industry. An oil
import fee would invite direct government involvement back into the industry.
Such involvement would only lead to greater industry problems and higher
consumer prices as our 1970's experience clearly demonstrated.

Moreover, some have suggested that home heating oil might be exempted from

any oil import tax. Since heating oil is a refined product derived from a
barrel of crude oil, there is virtually no way to exempt it without in fact
regulating its price and the price of other petroleum products as well.

Fifth, oil import taxes have a strong negative impact on the general
economy. They lead to lower GNP, higher inflation, and higher unemployment.
They also place domestic manufacturers at a competitive disadvantage with
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foreign manufacturers. These negative economic impacts result in greater

government outlays for social programs and unemployment benefits.

Sixth, oil import taxes, while perhaps benefitting some banks with high

domestic energy loan portfolios, will seriously hurt other banks that have

loans to foreign countries including Mexico and Venezuela from which we now

import considerable amounts of oil. Suggestions that these countries be exempt

from such a tax are naive and fail to recognize that such exemptions would be

counterproductive to the overall goals of the tax and would increase the level

of federal involvement in the administration of the tax.

Seventh, an oil import tax violates the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade (GATT). Already, the U.S. has been found in violation of the GATT treaty

for enacting a small tax differential between imported and domestic oil as part

of last year's Superfund legislation. PMAA would recommend that differential

be deleted and for the U.S. to maintain full compliance with its GATT

obligations.

Eighth, PMAA believes that while import taxes may stimulate increased

domestic oil production, it will not stimulate increased exploration.

Exploration incentives are needed, but an import tax that can be offered and

taken away at the whim of Congress is not an appropriate incentive.

In summary, PMAA opposes oil import taxes because we believe they are

inefficient means of raising federal revenue; they are bad for the economy;

and, they represent unsound energy and foreign policy. We recommend they not

be adopted as a revenue option. We recommend further that should an import tax

be adopted over these objections, it should be applied equally to crude oil

and all petroleum products. Providing a higher tariff on petroleum products

would be little more than an unneeded subsidy to the domestic refining industry

which lessens competition in the entire marketing segment.

Motor Fuel Excise Tax Increases:

PMAA opposes increases in the federal excise tax on gasoline and diesel

fuel for many of the same reasons it opposes oil import taxes. Motor fuel

excise taxes are regressive, impacting severely on lower income persons less

able to pay higher taxes. As a percentage of income by class in 1985 families

with incomes of less than $5,000 paid 1.62 percent of their income for gasoline

excise taxes as opposed to families making over $50,000 which pay only 0.22

percent of their income. This means families earning less than $5,000 pay 7

times as much of their income for gasoline excise taxes as do families making

over $50,000.

Motor fuel excise taxes are regionally discriminatory. They impact most

greatly on rural states with little or no mass transit and individuals who must

drive greater distances to get back and forth to work.
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Increases in motor fuel excise taxes also have ripple effects through the

entire economy. Higher gasoline and diesel fuel excise taxes mean higher

transportation costs which mean higher prices for all goods and services.

The use of higher excise taxes as a means of deficit reduction also

violates the basic tenet of excise taxes as a user fee which is deposited in

the Highway Trust Fund to upgrade our roads and highways. Using excise tax

revenue for purposes other than Highway Trust Funds is a dangerous precedent

which should be avoided.

Other grounds for opposition to excise tax increases are the negative

impact such taxes may have on the petroleum industry. A recent Congressional

Research Service (CRS) study, Gasoline Excise Tax: Economic Impacts of an

Increase, (May 13, 1987) shows that given the relative price and demand

elasticity for gasoline, a 10 cent per gallon tax increase would reduce annual

final sales by the industry by $9 billion. This will, of course, reduce

industry profits "extending the recent decline in profitability and probably

leading to the closing of more refineries and motor fuel outlets." according to

the CRS. For independent marketers, specifically, an increase of 10 cents per

gallon would also seriously affect the marketer's cash flow and reduce the

available credit lines from his barks and suppliers.

In summary, PMAA opposes excis, tax increases as a means of increasing

revenue because they are regressive, regionally discriminatory, and would

negatively affect the general economy. They would also set a precedent for

diverting such funds from the Highway Trust Fund. Given the competitive nature

of the petroleum marketplace, marketers and refiners would likely have to

absorb part of the increase, thus worsening an already beleaguered oil

industry.

Other Energy Taxes:

PMAA also opposes other proposed energy taxes including the broad based tax

on petroleum and the BTU tax. Many of the arguments already expressed are

equally applicable to these two taxes as well. However, if forced to choose a

single tax on energy to be the energy industry's contribution to reducing the

federal deficit, it would be the broad based BTU tax. Such a tax would apply

equally to all fuels based on BTU content. Its principal advantage is that it

would not provide, through new taxes, an incentive for one source of energy

over another. A tax on just petroleum, however, would give incentives to

purchase other fossil fuels, thus giving these fuels a competitive advantage in

the marketplace.

PMAA believes all fuels should compete on their relative economic merits

and government policy should not attempt to influence consumer choice in this

area.

76-782 0 - 88 - 6
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Collection of Excise Tax at Refinery Gate:
PMAA strongly opposes the revenue option listed by the Joint Committee on

Taxation (JCT) which would provide for collection of the gasoline excise tax at
the refinery gate. This is a prime example of what was described earlier as
"price tag" tax policy.

On the surface, the proposal looks attractive because it could raise $300
million in FY 1988 without any increase in taxes. However, other public policy
considerations would weigh heavily against this idea. Consider the following:

o Since refiners would be paying the tax on gasoline at the point of
manufacture, they would maintain gasoline inventories at bare bones
levels and operate their refineries to meet only their immediate
needs. This could lead to spot shortages of gasoline, even gasoline
lines, although there is no actual shortage of crude oil or refining

capacity;
o The change would encourage a shift in the manufacturing process for

gasoline from refineries to terminals as suppliers send unfinished
gasoline from the refinery to the terminal where it will be blended
with feedstocks to finish the manufacturing process. This could give
some companies a competitive advantage over others and may lead to
massive excise tax evasion;

o The incentive to import gasoline will become greater as refiners,
terminal operators and others seek to reduce primary inventories to
avoid payment of the excise tax until the last possible point in the
distribution channel;

o Thousands of independent gasoline wholesalers and retailers would have
their cash flow slashed as their major suppliers try to recover their
lost cash flow by reducing credit terms to these marketers. This in
turn will decrease the incentive for these marketers to maintain any
measurable level of secondary storage;

o Regional refiners who operate retail service stations in close
proximity to their refineries will have a clear competitive advantage
because they will be able to collect the tax from their customers
before it is due. This competitive advantage will have ripple effects

throughout all surrounding markets.
For all of these public policy reasons, PMAA opposes moving the gasoline

excise tax collection to the refinery gate.
Other Oil Industry Proposals:

While PMAA represents petroleum product marketers, we are also vitally
concerned about the future viability of the entire petroleum industry,
particularly in light of the devastating impact that last year's price decline
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had on the industry. In reality, however, not just the industry was impacted.

The entire country will feel the impacts if the erosion of the domestic

petroleum industry is not soon halted and reversed. Therefore, PMAA cannot

support any proposals designed to raise revenue which negatively impacts the

production and exploration industry.

Included in the package provided by the OCT were several such proposals

including the elimination of the oil and gas passive interest provisions in

last year's tax bill, repeal of the existing depletion allowance, and repeal of

the provision relating to intangible drilling costs.

We do, however, support the Administration's recommendation that the

Windfall Profit Tax be repealed. This is viewed as being revenue neutral in

the OCT pamphlet and would remove a tremendous paperwork burden from many oil
producers.

Revenue Proposals PMAA Supports

Gasohol Tax Exemption:

PMAA strongly supports the repeal of both the ethanol tax credit and excise

tax exemption provided under current law. We believe, however, the actual loss

to the federal government to be much higher than that included in the OCT

pamphlet.

In 1985 more than 6.5 billion gallons of gasohol was consumed. The federal

tax subsidy for this consumption was more than $400 million either through the

excise tax exemption or the 60 cents per gallon production credit.

Perhaps more frightening than the actual revenue loss is the growth in the

use of gasohol. What was 6.5 billion gallons in 1985 began as 850 million

gallons in 1981. If the same rate of growth occurs in the next three years as

occurred between 1981 and 1985, the loss to the federal government over those

three years will approach $1.7 billion.

This rate of growth is not unreasonable given the impact gasohol has had on

the gasoline marketplace. Today gasohol is generally the lowest price unleaded

fuel and marketers who sell that fuel have a competitive advantage over

competitors who do not. Therefore, to remain competitive, more and more

marketers are being forced to gasohol. This will increase both the demand and

thus the tax loss to the federal government. PMAA does not believe federal tax

subsidies should be used to give one competing fuel a price advantage over

another.

The original intent of the excise tax exemption was a noble one which PMAA

supported - get a fledgling industry off the ground and help the agricultural

industry. It has been 10 years. The industry, if it is ever to survive, must

do so without further subsidy. Independent studies have also shown this to be

a costly, inefficient way of assisting farmers. A Department of Agriculture
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study showed it would be cheaper to provide direct subsidies to farmers than to

continue these exemptions.
If this tax subsidy is eliminated the federal government would Just be

following a trend started by state governments. In 1986, approximately 11
states eliminated their excise tax exemptions for ethanol. Currently only 19

states still offer any form of tax subsidy.

Collection of Motor Fuels Excise Taxes:

PMAA believes significant sources of revenue still exist for the collection
of federal motor fuel excise taxes. We also believe those collections can be
made with independent marketers being part of the solution rather than part of

the problem.
Specifically, PMAA urges that the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-514) be

amended in two ways. First, independent marketers who purchase product at the
terminal and who meet specified financial responsibility requirements should be
allowed to remit the federal excise tax to the federal government. This would

correct the competitive imbalances created by the 1986 Act by allowing
marketers the same terms and conditions as their refiner and terminal operator

supplier/competitors. It would also allow the Treasury to collect the revenue
in the same time frame as under the new law, thus resulting in no revenue

loss. By maintaining the prohibition on tax exempt sales embodied in the Tax

Reform Act, a relatively simple audit and enforcement trail is created. A

marketer pays taxes on every gallon purchased so it is a relatively simple
procedure to match up marketer excise tax remittances with sales and remittance

reports which will have to be filed by refiners and terminal operators under

the new law.
The Internal Revenue Service argument that they can't successfully audit

4,000 - 5,000 independent marketers who might take advantage of this proposal
must be considered in light of the fact that they already must audit these same

marketers for their diesel excise tax collections and remittances.

In fact, not only must they keep track of these few thousand marketers, but

also tens of thousands of other marketers as well who are authorized to remit

diesel fuel taxes. PMAA believes the number of diesel tax remittors is too
great and would be supportive of ways to reduce that number.

One of the revenue options in the JCT pamphlet and a proposal supported by

the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is to make mandatory an optional
procedure included in last year's tax act. Under the new law, if wholesalers

and retailers agreed, the wholesaler would be allowed to collect-and remit the

diesel fuel tax. PMAA supports the proposal making it mandatory that the

marketer collect the tax from the retailer. This, in effect, reduces the

number of taxpayers from approximately 100,000 to fewer than 10,000.
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The JCT estimates a revenue gain of approximately $400 million over the
next three years if this proposal were adopted. The Federal Highway

Administration believes the revenue gain to be much higher. They estimate

conservatively the income loss to be $270 million per year and believe

realistically as high as $500 million per year. If the FHWA is correct, the

revenue gain from this proposal would range from $800 million to $1.5 billion

over the next three years.
PMAA therefore supports making independent marketers the prime focus of all

motor fuels excise taxes and believes anywhere from $400 million to $1.5

billion in new revenues could flow to the Treasury in the next three years.

Stronger Internal Revenue Service Enforcement:

The truth is that no system of excise tax collection or any tax collection

system for that matter will be effective without at least some visible means of

enforcement. It has been, and remains, the contention of PMAA that much of the

motor fuel excise tax evasion is a direct result of the lack of any measurable

enforcement actions by IRS. Many of the marketers PMAA represents say they

have never been audited for excise tax collections. Many others say it has

been 10 or more years.

The blame for this lack of enforcement must, of course, lie in part with

IRS. But there are plenty of other reasons why evasion was such a problem.

Previously, the system of collections made audit and enforcement extremely

difficult. This was not as a result of there being too many taxpayers, as some

would lead you to believe, but rather, that there were too many tax exempt

transactions throughout the distribution process. Because of such numerous

transactions an IRS auditor may have to track a load of gasoline through

several hands before determining whether the correct level of tax was actually

paid.

The Tax Reform Act corrected part of this problem by redefining the point

of taxation for gasoline as when the product breaks bulk at the terminal rack

and disallowing tax exempt sales to end users downstream and by creating the

option of allowing marketers to collect diesel fuel excise taxes from dealers.

But, Congress overreacted on gasoline and did not go far enough on diesel

fuel. As PMAA has earlier recommended, qualified independent wholesalers

should continue to be allowed to remit gasoline excise taxes for their product

purchases at the rack to the Treasury and the optional wholesaler collection

procedure for diesel fuel should be made mandatory.

We reiterate, however, that no system is going to be effective without a

commitment by Congress to provide the enforcement tools necessary and a

commitment by the Internal Revenue Service to use those tools. Even the new

system of gasoline excise tax collection set to take effect on January 1, 1988
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is subject to widespread abuse if not monitored and audited properly. Through
all of our conversations with Treasury and IRS officials, PMAA does not sense
any stronger commitment to enforcement than there was before the levels of
widespread evasion were publicized.

Certainly increased enforcement would cost money. But we believe it would
pay for itself. PMAA was shocked to learn, for instance, that the excise ta.
collection monitoring system is still done manually. Can the government afford
not to automate the collection of more than $10 billion in revenues each year?

One basis for concluding that stronger enforcement would pay for itself
comes from the Cooperative Federal/State Exchange Project For Excise Taxes On
Refined Petroleum Products issued last year. This project was done to
determine the feasibility and effectiveness of materially increasing the
cooperation between IRS and state personnel in assessing compliance and
non-compliance with the payment of excise taxes on certain refined petroleum
products.

The results of the diesel fuel phase of this project are astounding.
Diesel fuel excise tax returns were audited for 25 remittors in seven different
jurisdictions. The program recovered $1.8 million in tax and penalties owed
the IRS on diesel fuel taxes alone. This is a return, according to the study,

of almost $3,000 per audit hour.
Interestingly, the program also audited related federal tax returns and

collected an additional $1.5 million for a return of $6,877 per audit hour.
Several conclusions can be drawn from this analysis.
First, stronger enforcement would, in fact, pay for itself. Secondly, such

enforcement cannot come merely through changing the collection procedure, since
the results show that those individuals not paying the diesel fuel excise tax
are also cheating the government in the payment of other taxes.

Another interesting conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is the
returns received by the states that participated in this cooperative effort.
They collected only an additional $294,000 on diesel tax collections, 16
percent of the federal collections, and $152,000 on related returns, less than
10 percent of what the IRS found. Clearly, the states are doing a better job
at excise tax collection and clearly those individuals who decide to cheat
believe they can get away with it easier at a federal than at a state level.

PMAA would therefore make several recommendations:
(1) There should be a greater funding for IRS enforcement in the excise

tax collection process. If this cannot be done through general

revenues, then we urge acceptance of a recommendation made by the
Chief Counsel of the Federal Highway Administration that would permit

an interagency agreement between FHWA and the IRS under which
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disbursement could be made to the IRS from the Highway Trust Fund for

administration of the collection of user fees for the trust fund.

Either through general revenues or through the interagency agreement

proposed by FHWA, the return would be well worth the cost.

(2) We urge vigorous oversight by the Congress for the excise tax

collection procedure to insure that IRS is utilizing all available
resources to reduce or eliminate excise tax evasion.

(3) We support the recommendations embodied in the Cooperative

Federal/State Exchange Project Study: Diesel Fuel Phase on ways the

states and the federal government can cooperate more fully in excise

tax collection.

(4) We support the recommendation of FHWA Administrator Ray Barnhardt to

create a trial program whereby some states would collect the federal

excise tax at the same time they collect their own.

Implementation of these four steps should provide significantly new levels

of revenue to the federal government.

SUMMARY

PMAA again appreciates the opportunity to testify today and we wish to urge

again that in debating revenue options to meet the requirements of House
Concurrent Resolution 93, that the committee keep five basic principles in

mind. These include:

(1) The full public policy implications of specific revenue options must

be debated and realized before adoption.

(2) The first source of new revenue be collection of taxes already owed

but not paid. This would include modification of the gasoline and

diesel fuel excise tax collection procedure, as recommended, as well

as funding for stronger enforcement efforts by IRS.

(3) Any new revenue options be as broad based as possible in order to

insure fairness and equity to everyone.

(4) Current government subsidy programs which are costly to the government

and no longer serving a public purpose, such as the excise tax

exemption for gasohol, should be eliminated.

(5) Regressive or regionally discriminatory taxes such as excise tax

increases, oil import taxes, or broad based energy taxes be rejected.

I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES DI BONA, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
PETROLEUM INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. DIBONA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Charles J. DiBona,
President of the American Petroleum Institute. The API is a trade
association representing all segments of the petroleum industry.

API's longstanding policy favors slowing the growth of spending
as the means of reducing Federal deficits. However, we recognize
that the Congress has already made its decision on that issue, and
the Finance Committee is faced with the extremely difficult task of
providing a specific amount of new revenues.

The requirement for large tax increases has generated a variety
of energy tax proposals, many of them aimed at the petroleum in-
dustry and its products.

My written statement addresses the specific proposals. In my
oral comments, I will focus on general concerns which we would
urge the committee to consider as you review the many tax in-
crease options.

First, in the interest of economic efficiency and of basic fairness
to workers and investors, heavy new taxes should not be imposed
on one industry or on just a few industries and their products in
order to address what is clearly a national problem.

Economists have demonstrated that imposing large taxes on a
few products distorts economic decisionmaking and resource alloca-
tion.

Furthermore, it is unfair to those who have committed their
labor or their capital to those endeavors. In this regard, I am
pleased to see that the Senate two nights ago voted to remove the
so-called "windfall profits tax," a tax that is unique in burdening a
single industry and which has cost the American people almost 1
million barrels a day in domestic production.

Second, we are concerned about the negative impacts that new
energy taxes would have on the economy. These should not be ig-
nored. All taxes including energy taxes will have a negative short-
run economic impact.

In addition, any energy taxes would worsen the competitive posi-
tion of U.S. manufacturers, particularly those in energy intensive
industries competing with foreign manufacturers, tend to reduce
overall efficiency in the economy, adversely affect indviduals di-
rectly by higher energy costs and indirectly by higher costs of
goods, and disproportionately burden low income people.

For example, some have suggested increasing the gasoline tax as
a means to raise new revenues. No doubt, some monies would be
raised in this way, but this would come at the cost of imposing rel-
atively greater burdens on low income persons and on consumers
themselves.

It would also aggravate inflation, reduce economic growth, and
would further reduce jobs and income in the domestic petroleum
industry.

That brings me to our third concern-the current state of the pe-
troleum industry.

Last year, the price of oil dropped by about one-half from previ-
ous levels. The impact on the petroleum related support industries
has been dramatic.
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Even before 1986, profitability, capital expenditures, and explora-
tion and production, drilling activity, well completions, and indus-
try employment had all been heading downward.

Last year, these trends greatly accelerated. Capital investment
was slashed. Drilling and other oilfield activity plummeted, with
some indicators hitting all-time lows.

Employment declined by 170,000 people, not even counting indi-
rect impacts on support industries such as banking and real estate.

Rates of return on investment-the signal of the attractiveness
of an industry to new infusions of capital-fell to less than two-
thirds the level of other industries. -

The situation in 1987 is only slightly better. The recent stabilza-
tion of crude oil prices has at least stemmed the downward trends;
but drilling activity has not much increased, employment is still
way down, and while earnings may increase over the low levels of
a year ago, rates of return are still well below those elsewhere.

All of this suggests that new taxes on the petroleum industry
would be inappropriate in the extreme. They would further weaken
cash flows, employment, investment, and general activity. We see
no justification for such policy actions.

While the API is not advocating the option of any specific new
taxes, we do suggest that, if Congress in addressing the deficit in-
tends to raise revenues, a broad-based tax meeting the following
minimum standards would have the least adverse impact on the
economy.

One, it should avoid penalizing U.S. manufacturing in domestic
and foreign markets by uniformly increasing the cost of goods sold
in the United States, regardless of where produced, while not in-
creasing the cost of goods exported from the United States.

Two, it should be neutral in impact on individual competitors
and industries with regard to choice of investment or consumption
expenditures or form of organization.

Three, it should not sharply affect the distribution of the overall
tax burden by being overly regressive or progressive.

And it should avoid negative impact on incentives to save and
invest.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify today. I would be happy to
answer any of your questions; but before I terminate, let me simply
say that I would support what has been said about the proposal to
change the point of collections of the gasoline excise tax.

It would have all of the bad effects that the previous speaker
mentioned. It would be a subsidy to a very small number of large
importers of foreign products. It would be paid by consumers far
distant from refineries, and you should not force those consumers
to subsidize a few large importers of foreign product.

Senator BAUcUS. Thank you very much, Mr. DiBona. Next, we
have Mr. Joseph Ackell.

[The prepared statement of Mr. DiBona follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE

AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE

INTRODUCTION

This written statement is intended to accompany the oral

statement of Charles J. DiBona, President of the American

Petroleum Institute before the Senate Finance Committee regarding

revenue increase options. The API is a trade association

representing all segments of the petroleum industry.

The Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1988 calls for legislation

to raise revenues of some $64 billion over the next three fiscal

years. API's long-standing policy favors slowing the growth of

spending as the means of reducing federal deficits. However, we

recognize that the Congress has already made its decision on that

issue and the Finance Committee is faced with the extremely

Difficult task of providing a specified amount of new revenues.

The requirement for large tax increases--$19.3 billion in FY 1988

alone--has generated a variety of energy tax proposals, many of

them aimed at the petroleum industry and its products. This

statement will address certain of those proposals, and will also

set out some general concerns which we would urge the Committee

to consider in its review of the many tax increase options.

First, in the interest of economic efficiency and of basic

fairness to workers and investors, heavy new taxes should not be

imposed on one industry and its products, or on just a few
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industries and their products in order to address what is clearly

a national problem. Economists have demonstrated that imposing

large taxes on a few products distorts economic decision making

and resource allocation, and thus reduces national wealth.

Furthermore, burdening one or a handful of industries is unfair

to those who have committed their labor or their capital to those

endeavors. The Federal budget deficit is a problem that impacts

every sector of our economy and affects all of our citizens. The

task of addressing it should be spread as widely as possible

through our society.

Second, new taxes on the petroleum industry would be

inappropriate in the extreme. Last year, the price of oil

dropped by about one half from previous levels. The impact on

the petroleum and related support industries has been dramatic.

Even before 1986, profitability, capital expenditures on

exploration and production, drilling activity, well completions

and industry employment had all been heading downward. Last

year, these trends greatly accelerated.

--Capital investment was slashed.

--Drilling and other oil field activity plummeted, with some

indicators hitting all-time lows.
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-- Employment declined by 170,000 people, not even counting

indirect impacts on support Industries such as banking and real

estate.

--Rates of return on investment, a signal of the

attractiveness of an industry to new infusions of capital, fell

to less than two thirds the level of other industries.

The situation in 1987 is only slightly better. The recent

stabilization of crude oil prices has at least stemmed the

downward trends. But drilling activity has not much increased,

employment still is way down, and while earnings may increase

over the very low levels of a year ago, rates of return still are

well below those elsewhere.

New taxes on the petroleum industry would further weaken cash

flows, employment, investment and general activity. We see no

justification for such policy actions.

ENERGY TAXES

A. General

All taxes -- including energy taxes -- will have a negative

short-run economic impact. The Consumer Price Index (one measure

of inflation), Gross National Product growth (output) and

employment will all be adversely impacted by enactment of an

V
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energy tax. The short-run "feedback-effects" due to lower

economic activity would tend to offset, to some degree, the

anticipated federal deficit reduction amounts. Moreover, the

accompanying higher energy prices could very well reverse the

deficit-improving stimulus of recent lower oil prices.

Imposing an energy tax would also create a competitive

disadvantage for U.S. manufacturers both domestically and

internationally. Unlike the 1970's oil price shocks, a

unilateral energy tax will hurt only U.S. industries. U.S.

manufacturers would be disadvantaged compared to foreign

competitors who could send their products into the U.S. free of

the cost of the tax. Exported U.S. goods would be similarly

disadvantaged in world markets. Traditional heavy consumers of

energy such as agriculture and "smokestack" industries are likely

to be harmed more by an energy tax than by other forms of taxes.

There would also be a disproportionate negative impact on

domestic auto sales and auto industry suppliers. Other

energy-dependent industries such as steel, petrochemical, and

aluminum would have higher production costs, lower capacity

utilization, and more unemployment.

Individuals would also be adversely affected by the imposition of

an energy tax--both directly and indirectly. Such a tax would

raise the price to consumers of energy with no corresponding

offset to their disposable incomes. Thus, an energy tax would

tend to have the same effect as increasing personal income taxes.
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Individuals would also be indirectly affected by higher product

prices due to businesses' increased production costs. These

higher prices would also contribute to a general increase in the

inflation rate.

Additionally, the assumption that energy taxes involve only a

relatively small number of taxpayers is faulty. Thus, it must be

recognized that energy taxes will result in high administrative

and compliance costs.

Finally, as noted earlier, the situation in the petroleum

industry today is dramatically different from that of just a few

years ago. A new energy tax would tend to shrink the market for

petroleum products, causing further losses of facilities and jobs

in all sectors of the industry, and would lead to increased

reliance on imported petroleum in the future.

For each of these reasons, any tax increase which singles out

energy will have a discriminatory impact on a number of key

sectors of the U.S. economy. This is neither equitable nor

efficient.

B. Broad-based Energy Taxes

1. BTU Tax

Under this proposal, a broad-based excise tax would be

imposed on most fuels (domestic and imported oil, natural gas,
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coal, nuclear energy and electric power) based on energy content

(BTU's). One of the major drawbacks to this proposal, in

addition to the general negative features discussed earlier, is

its tendency to exacerbate market distortion among the various

fuels because it would be based on energy content rather than

price. For example, low-price natural gas would bear a

disproportionately large amount of tax relative to its price. As

another example, there would be price distortions due to the tax

among anthracite, bituminous and lignite coal or between high and

low-sulfur crude oil. Substantial pyramiding of the tax would

also occur unless some sort of credit mechanisms for energy

consumed in producing other energy were devised.

2. Ad Valorem Energy Tax

This mechanism is sometimes suggested as the alternative to

the BTU tax because this method addresses the inherent

differences in value attributable to the variations in BTU

content and quality or location differences. As with the BTU

tax, a broadly based excise tax would be imposed on most fuels.

The value approach would avoid creation of new market

distortions. However, the same risk of pyramiding (i.e.,

imposing a tax on energy used to produce other energy) which

occurs with the BTU tax is inherent in this method, and some

credit or refund mechanism to avoid the build-up of taxes is

critical. The same general adverse effects of an energy tax

noted in the first section -- reduced GNP, increased inflation,
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harm to U.S. industries' competitive position in foreign and

domestic markets, increased costs to consumers, etc. -- apply to

this tax proposal as well as all the others discussed herein.

C. Broad-based petroleum tax

In general, because an "oil only" tax would be imposed on a

narrower base than an all energy tax, the rate of tax would be

higher and the effects on oil using consumers--both individuals

and industries--correspondingly more severe. An oil-only tax

would be particularly damaging to industries that use relatively

large amounts of oil as inputs, such as the petrochemical and

agricultural industries. Such a tax would also reduce the demand

for products such as automobiles that use oil products

intensively. In addition, an oil only tax would create regional

inequities in the per capita cost of energy. Those sections'of

the country most heavily dependent on crude oil and its products

for heating and transportation would bear more of the tax burden

than other areas. It can be expected that political pressures

would mount to exempt certain products (e.g., heating oil) from

an oil-only tax. Such exemptions would increase the burden on

non-exempt users in order to raise a given amount of revenue, and

also would increase the administrative complexity-of the tax.

D. Motor fuels tax increases

Some have suggested increasing the gasoline tax as a means to

raise new revenues. No doubt some monies could be raised in this

-7-
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way, but it would come at the cost of imposing relatively greater

burdens on low income persons and on consumers in the West and

South. Just as with a tax on all oil, it would aggravate

inflation and reduce economic growth, and would further reduce

jobs and income in the domestic petroleum industry.

E. Gasoline Tax Collection at Refinery Gate

One of the options listed by the Joint Committee on Taxation

would provide for collection of the gasoline excise tax at the

refinery gate. API opposes this proposal.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 included a major change in the method

of collection of the federal gasoline tax to go into effect

January 1, 1988. All segments of the industry worked with the

tax writing committees and the Treasury to devise a system which

all agreed would address the problem of tax evasion and still

maintain relative competitive neutrality of the gasoline

marketing system.

Moving the point of collection to the refinery gate would cause

major changes in the gasoline manufacturing and distribution

systems which could lead to competitive distortions and to spot

shortages of gasoline.
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INTANGIBLE DRILLING COSTS AND PERCENTAGE DEPLETION

A. General

Several revenue raising options involve modifying the tax

treatment of intangible drilling costs and depletion. These

proposals include repealing expensing of IDCs, repealing the

remaining percentage depletion for independents, increasing the

percentage of Sec. 291 cutbacks, and across-the-board reductions

in the value of certain preferences including IDC and excess

percentage depletion. API opposes such proposals because they

would have the effect of making oil exploration and production

activities less profitable and thereby cause a reduction in

investment.

B. Intangible Drilling Costs

Intangible'drilling and development costs (IDCs) are costs

incurred-for items which, in themselves, have no salvage value

and are "incidental to and necessary for the drilling of wells

and the preparation of wells for the production of oil or gas."

Treas. Reg. 1.612-4(a). Such costs expressly include wages,

fuel, repairs, hauling, supplies, etc., which are incurred in the

drilling of wells, in the clearing of ground, and in the

construction of derricks, tanks and other physical structures

that are necessary for the drilling of wells and the preparation

of wells for the production of oil or gas.
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Under Sec. 263(c) of the Internal Revenue Code and Treasury

Regulations promulgated thereunder, taxpayers are permitted to

deduct currently IDCs for oil and gas wells and wells drilled for

geothermal deposits in the United States. Only the holder of a

"working" or an "operating" interest (i.e., the interest which is

burdened with the risks and costs of developing and operating the

property) may currently deduct IDCs. Moreover, the election to

deduct IDCs must be made by the taxpayer for the first taxable

year in which such costs are incurred and is binding for all

subsequent years. Sec. 291(b) requires that in the case of an

integrated oil company, 30 percent of the IDCs on productive

wells must be capitalized and amortized over a 60-month period.

Current deduction of IDC expenditures has been a part of oil and

gas tax law since the inception of the income tax. The tax

treatment of IDCs was an outgrowth of the fact that many

taxpayers considered the expensing of such costs to be an

acceptable accounting practice. The treatment was also justified

as a means of encouraging the exploration and development of our

nation's oil and gas resources. Its importance is widely

recognized as it helps to attract investment into oil and gas

development despite the high financial risks and costs. The

development of domestic oil and gas resources still can be aided

by the rapid recovery of IDCs for tax purposes. Indeed,

financial risks have escalated as the industry must more

frequently drill in high-cost, hostile offshore and frontier
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environments. Many members of the industry, both large and

small, do not readily have the cash resources or borrowing

ability to carry the additional costs imposed by deferring

deduction of drilling expenditures. For many taxpayers, the

immediate cash flow generated by the IDC deduction can be an

absolute prerequisite to participation in the industry.

C. Depletion

The Tax Reduction Act of 1975 added Sec. 613A of the Internal

Revenue Code to eliminate percentage depletion on oil and gas

production. Certain exemptions were provided, however, including

a limited exemption for independent producers and royalty owners.

API believes that percentage depletion was and remains an

effective replacement cost recovery mechanism which encourages

exploration and production of oil and gas by recognizing the high

risks and the enormous capital outlays required to replace

reserves today in the industry.

Congress first adopted percentage depletion in 1926 as a

replacement for "discovery value depletion". Percentage

depletion is designed to encourage drilling activity and to

approximate the cost of replacing reserves currently produced.

Depletion calculated on the percentage method allows the owner of

the oil or other wasting natural resource to recover a percentage

of gross income subject to certain limitations. In the case of
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oil and gas, the current rate of percentage depletion for those

eligible is 15 percent.

Many of the underlying reasons for enacting percentage depletion

initially, i.e. high risk and high cost for replacing a depleting

asset, justify its continuation today. Risks remain high; the

industry experienced dry holes on over 80% of all wildcat wells

drilled. Furthermore, domestic production has begun to decline

again so that efforts to encourage domestic production are needed

to stem the decline.

Rising prices through 1980 encouraged the oil and gas driller in

finding oil and gas. Undoubtedly, however, some wells were not

drilled and some production was forfeited by the removal of

percentage depletion for integrated oil companies. Last year the

price of oil dropped by about one half from previous levels, and

the situation in 1987 is only slightly better. Percentage

depletion ameliorates the effect of the price decline to some

extent for independent producers. API believes that percentage

depletion was and remains an effective replacement cost recovery

mechanism which encourages the production of oil and gas.

CONCLUSION

New or increased taxes on the petroleum industry would further

reduce returns on investment and sources of funds to an industry

already devastated by declining prices. Furthermore, new taxes
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on energy, depending on their form, will either jeopardize the

energy or the economic well-being of this country, or will do

both.

While the API is not advocating the adoption of any specific new

taxes, we do suggest that if Congress, in addressing the deficit,

intends to raise revenues, a broad-based tax meeting the

following minimum standards would have the least adverse impact

on the economy:

1. It should avoid penalizing U.S. manufacturing in

domestic and foreign markets by uniformly increasing the cost of

,goods sold in the U.S. regardless of where produced, while not

increasing the cost of goods exported from the U.S.

2. It should be neutral in impact on individual competitors

and inJustries with regard to choice of investments or

consumption expenditures or form of organization.

3. It should not sharply affect the distribution of the

overall tax burden by being overly regressive or progressive.

4. And, it should avoid negative impact on incentives to

save and invest.
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH J. ACKELL, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF LEGAL OFFICER, NORTHVILLE INDUSTRIES CORP.,
TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF THE INDEPENDENT FUEL TERMI-
NAL OPERATORS ASSOCIATION, MELVILLE, NY
Mr. ACKELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am here on behalf of

ITOA, the Independent Fuel Terminal Operators Association. We
operate petroleum distribution terminals up and down the east
coast of the United States.

We distribute petroleum products that arrive at our terminals by
pipelines from domestic refineries and from ocean-going tankers, in
the case of imports, and of course, barge traffic and tanker traffic
in domestic waters.

I am here for the limited purpose of endorsing the change that is
proposed in the Joint Committee's Options Report that the gasoline
excise tax point of collection be moved to what we call the refinery
gate, in the case of domestic gasoline, and to the point of import in
the case of imports; and by that we mean the United States Cus-
toms Service as the collector of the tax.

In addition, we support the proposal that remissions of those
taxes that now occur twice a month be changed so that electronic
transfers occur once a week to eliminate the advantage that results
from any particular segment of the market, receiving by the collec-
tion of taxes amounts of money that are not remitted until later
dates.

My personal experience and that of my company involves New
York. New York went through a very difficult experience in recent
years on evasion of gasoline taxes.

The evasion magnitude at one point in New York reached $200
million a year of evaded taxes, and it affected every aspect of the
petroleum industry that is involved in gasoline.

In our case, it affected our retail gasoline sales. It affected our
wholesale gasoline sales. And it affected the amount of gasoline
that the major oil companies and independents would move
through our terminal and pipeline and rack delivery system.

New York finaly changed the point of collection to the point of
first sale or first import. I was involved in my company with the
Governors's task force formulating that legislation and as well
with the Organized Crime Strike Force formed in the Eastern Dis-
trict of New York, which ended up indicating many people in orga-
nized crime that participated in the massive tax evasion.

That evasion remains today in New York and elsewhere Federal
excise taxes on gasoline. It has been estimated to amount to close
to $1 billion a year of evasion.

It is our belief that the change proposed in the Tax Reform Act
of 1986 and to become effective January 1, 1988, has a substantial
chance to not accomplishing the purpose for which it was enacted.

And that purpose was to eliminate evasion.
Mr. Chisholm, in his testimony, said that moving the point of col-

lection to the refinery gate will not, in his judgement, lessen the
amount of evasion.

If you think about it, was we are saying is: Simplify the point of
collection. Reduce the number of collectors and be able to audit it
more efficiently.
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It does not adversely affect the competition. It does not increase
the amount of import, and it and not increase consumer prices. It
simply levels out the payment of taxes and causes that occurrence
to be at the earliest possible point and therefore avoid to the great-
est extent evasion that is now occurring and may even be increased
in its extent if the point of collection is midstream rather than all
the way upstream at the refinery gate.

Thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. Is that it?
Mr. ACKELL. That is it.
Senator BAUCus. Next is Mr. Richard Barnett.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ackell follows:]
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STATEMENT

of the

INDEPENDENT FUEL TERMINAL OPERATORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman:

I am Joseph J. Ackell, a Senior Vice President and

Chief Legal Officer of Northville Industries Corp. of Melville,

New York. Northville is an independent marketer and trader of

refined petroleum products principally 
in the Mid-Atlantic

states; we operate several deepwater terminals in New York and

New Jersey with approximately 11 million barrels of storage capa-

city.

I am appearing today on behalf of the Independent Fuel

Terminal Operators Association ("IFTOA"). IFTOA strongly sup-

ports the Joint Committee proposal to move the collection point

for federal gasoline excise taxes to the top of the petroleum

distribution system. This revenue option appeared in the "Des-

cription of Possible Options to Increase Revenues prepared for

the Committee on Ways and Means" by the staffs of the Joint Com-

mittee on Taxation and the Committee on Ways and Means.!/ It

simply builds on the efforts of the Congress in the last session

to eliminate gasoline tax evasion.

IFTOA is composed of 19 companies which operate 57

deepwater and 42 barge oil terminals along the East Coast from

Maine to Flcrida.- None is affiliated with a major oil company.

Members are primarily marketers of residual fuel oils (Nos. 4, 5

and 6 fuels) and home heating oil (No. 2 fuel); several companies

U.S. Government Printing Office, "Description of Possible
Options to Increase Revenues Prepared for the Committee on
Ways and Means" at 66 (June 25, 1987).

V A list of members and a description of the Association is
attached. (Attachment A).
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also market significant volumes of gasoline at wholesale and

retail levels. Members i.andle nearly 50% of the non-utility

residual fuel oil shipped to the East Coast, nearly 60% of the

non-utility residual fuel oil shipped to New England, 25% of the

No. 2 heating oil shipped to the East Coast, and nearly 50% of

the No. 2 heating oil shipped to New England.

I. Current Law

Current federal law provides for a tax of 9.1 cents per

gallon on motor gasoline. Section 4081 of the Internal Revenue

Code. The tax is designed to be imposed at the manufacturer's

level; however, in many situations the tax may be deferred to the

end of the distribution chain through tax-exempt transfers.

Thus, the tax is generally collected and remitted to the Internal

Revenue Service by either the distributor selling gasoline to the

retail marketer or the retail marketer.

Unfortunately, this system of deferral has resulted in

substantial tax evasion. Firms have engaged in complex trans-

actions to obscure recognition of the taxable entity, including

but not limited to "daisy chain" operations; in these transac-

tions companies operating with invalid tax exempt certificates

purchase gasoline and resell the product many times in paper

transactions.

Numerous bogus or "shell" corporations have been able to
obtain tax exempt certificates. In other cases, otherwise
legitimate firms hold forged or cancelled certificates. Be-
cause the Federal Government does not maintain a centralized

(footnote continued)
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Last July, the Subcommittee on Oversight of the House

Committee on Ways and Means held a hearing to determine the mag-

nitude of the problem. Treasury officials estimated the loss of

revenue to the Federal Government from such evasion to be about

$200 million annually. A private consulting firm, National Econ-

omic Research Associates, Inc., published a report this January

placing the loss at more than $500 million; the Federal Bureau of

Investigation testified last summer and more recently stated its

conclusion that gasoline tax evasion costs the government as much

as $800 million per year.4 Finally, a gasoline marketer, who

had been involved in elaborate tax evasion schemes in New York,

testified that the loss was closer to $1 billion annually. These

amounts represent significant losses to the Federal Government.5-

(footnote continued from previous page)
list of tax exempt certificates, it is not possible for dis-
tributors who deal with such firms to verify the validity of
a certificate presented to them.

Pasztor, Andy and Gutfeld, Rose The Wall Street Journal,
"Fuel Fraud," p. 1 (February 6, 1987).

Tax evasion not only deprives Federal and state governments
of taxes owed; it also places legitimate businessmen at a
substantial competitive disadvantage. For example, in the
State of New York federal and state gasoline taxes total
about 30 cents per gallon. If a company is able to avoid
paying that tax liability, it can undersell honest business-
men by a substantial amount and greatly diminish their mar-
ket share. The consumer may benefit from this initial dis-
honesty through lower gasoline prices; however, the consumer
will ultimately pay higher taxes in other contexts to com-
pensate for the loss of gasoline tax revenues.
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II. Tax Reform Act

To address this problem, the Tax Reform Act of 1986

(P.L. 99-514) moved the point of collection of the tax, effective

January 1, 1988, "up stream" to the refiner, importer or terminal

operator. Specifically, the law provides:

1. if a refiner or an importer (a non-terminal opera-

tor) removes oil from a facility or sells it, without transfer-

ring the oil in bulk to a terminal operator, the refiner or im-

porter will collect the tax;

2. a bulk transfer of gasoline from a refiner or

importer to a terminal operator is not considered a removal or

sale; and

3. if a terminal operator receives gasoline, it col-

lects the tax on the earlier of (a) the removal or (b) the sale

of the gasoline.-/

The Treasury Department plans to issue proposed regula-

tions to implement this provision in the near future. It appears

that those regulations will, in most instances, make removal from

the terminal the taxable event.

III. Proposed revenue Option

IFTOA believes that deferring tax collection to the

point of removal from the terminal does not satisfactorily

The law does not address the issue of how to handle ship-
ments between terminals or exchanges.
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correct collection abuses because it continues to provide market-

ers with significant opportunities to avoid the payment of the

tax, and it may even have the unintended result of actually in-

creasing the evasion. For example, once gasoline enters a termi-

nal, particularly oil not owned by the terminal operator, it can

be bought and sold many times over.?/ Such turnover makes it

difficult to trace the ownership of the oil leaving the terminal

and increases the likelihood that the tax will remain unpaid.

To implement Congressional intent and avoid tax evasion,

IFTOA recommends that Congress adopt the collection amendment

proposed in the Description of Options. 2rhe amendment should

include the following elements:

1. Domestic Gasoline

Tax is imposed upon the removal of gasoline from the

refinery; it is paid and collected by the refiner.

2. Imported Gasoline

Tax is imposed at the port of entry when it enters the

United States; it is paid by the importer of record and collected

by the U.S. Customs Service.

21 In many instances importers of refined petroleum products do
not own their own terminal and storage facilities. Thus,
they retain the services of a terminal operator to perform
the function of unloading the vessel and placing the oil in
storage for subsequent distribution. For these services
they pay a terminalling fee. In these instances the im-
porter, not the terminal operator, holds title to the pro-
duct.
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3. Remittance

To prevent any refiner or terminal operator from ob-

taining a competitive advantage by holding the collected taxes,

remittance to the Federal Government would be required every

week. However, the filing requirement of a quarterly tax return

would not be changed.

IV. The Float

Gasoline distributors who purchase product from refin-

ers or terminal operators have been advocating that they serve as

collectors of the tax. Their objective is to hold the money for

a limited time prior to remittance. During this time, these

distributors would have use of the funds; they could either de-

posit the money in an interest-bearing account or use the funds

to reduce working capital requirements. The "float", the term

used to describe the holding of the collected tax revenues, is

beneficial because it provides a marketer with extra working

capital. Currently, these distributors oppose the move of the

tax collection point to the refiner or terminal operator because

they would like to retain the float which they believe to be

significant.

In 1985, the National Economic Research Associates,

Inc., a private economic consulting firm, analyzed and quantified

the float earned by New York distributors on collection of state
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taxes.8-/ NERA determined that the float was far less significant

than originally thought and ranged from $100 to about $500 per

month for each distributor. Thus, it was not an essential source

of income for such distributors. An analysis of the value of the

float based on the collection of federal taxes is likely to pro-

duce a similar conclusion.

Moreover, placing the point of collection further down

the distribution chain to provide certain marketers with the

"float" undermines the purpose of the law -- to eliminate or at

least substantially reduce tax evasion. Any benefits from the

float are far outweighted by the threat of greater fraud and tax

evasion.9-/

V Evasion of gasoline excise taxes has been a significant
problem in New york during the prior five years.

Prior to 1982, New York collected its state and local gaso-
line taxes from gasoline retailers. This method proved to
be burdensome; the large number of retailers (about 10,000)
and their rapid turnover made administration and enforcement
difficult. In an attempt to deal with this problem,
New York State passed legislation in 1982 to collect these
taxes from distributors, rather than retailers (as is now
being proposed by the distributors), because there are only
about 400 distributors statewide; it was thought that col-
lecting taxes at this level would be easier to administer
and enforce.

Unfortunatley, the legislation had the unintended effect of
increasing significantly the financial incentives for gaso-
line tax evasion. Because the volume of gasoline handled by
the average distributor was much greater than that handled
by the average retailer, the amount of taxes to be paid by
individual distributors was correspondingly larger. To
evade these taxes, a variety of schemes was invented to sell
gasoline without reporting the taxes to the State. Begin-
ning in the last quarter of 1982, there was an upsurge in

(footnote continued)
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V. Increased Taxes

At present there is much discussion in Congress about

increasing the federal gasoline excise tax. For example, a reve-

nue proposal to increase the tax by 5 or 10 cents per gallon

appears in the Revenue Options booklet.L-' Assuming such a pro-

posal is enacted, there will be substantially greater monetary

incentive for tax evasion.

VI. Conclusion

Accordingly, the Independent Fuel Terminal Operators

Association urges that Section 4081 of the Internal Revenue Code

be amended to permit the imposition and collection of the federal

gasoline excise tax at the earliest point of distribution. Such

a measure would minimize tax evasion and bring substantial addi-

tional revenue annually to the Federal Government even at current

tax rates. This proposed method of collection would more

efficiently implement the objectives of the section originally

adopted by the Congress as part of the Tax Reform Act last fall.

Thank you very much.

(footnote continued from previous page)
bootleg and other unreported gasoline sales; these sales
resulted in lost tax revenues for the State and its local-
ities and injured legitimate distributors who competed
against dealers selling illegally low-priced gasoline. To
correct the problem, in late 1985 New York moved the point
of collection to the first import or sale. This change
proved successful; in the first year following its implemen-
tation, the State of New York collected more than $160 mil-
lion of additional revenue.

L U.S. Government Printing Office, "Description of Possible
Options to Increase Revenues prepared for the Committee on
Ways and Means" at 63 (June 25, 1987).
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STATEMENT OF RICHARD BARNETT, CHAIRMAN, ALLIANCE FOR
RESPONSIBLE CFC POLICY, YORK, PA

Mr. BARNETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. You are Chairman of the Alliance for Responsi-

ble CFC Policy.
Mr. BARNEmr. Yes, sir, and we have talked before.
Senator BAUCUS. Yes, we have.
Mr. BARNETT. The Alliance is here today to express concern for

the proposed tax on CFCs being considered as a revenue raising
option. We believe this, in fact, is trying to solve and address an
environmental issue with a tax policy.

This policy could interfere with the delicate international negoti-
ations on CFC controls and would further disadvantage U.S. indus-
try in its attempts to maintain industry competitiveness in world
markets.

Most disturbing is the signal that this action would send to the
world competitors with whom we are now negotiating an interna-
tional agreement for the protection of the ozone layer.

These rigorous negotiations under the auspices of the United Na-
tions environmental programs are expected to produce an interna-
tional agreement on the control of CFCs by the end of 1987.

In 1978, the U.S. banned the use of CFCs in aerosol spray cans.
Very few countries followed this action. Today, aerosol sprays are
still the single largest use of CFCs outside the United States.

The lesson is clear. Unilateral action served only to penalize U.S.
economy and produce little environmental benefit.

During 1986 and 1987, Government, industry, and environmental
organizations in the United States have cooperated amazingly in
assessing the scientific bases and the economic feasibility of pro-
posed control measures on CFCs.

And they have had a significant impact on negotiations under
UNEP. The UNEP negotiations are expected to produce an agree-
ment by the end of this year that is both environmentally protec-
tive and economically feasible.

Now is not the time to alter the balahce of these negotiations by
pursuing a unilateral program such as a tax of CFCs.

A tax on these compounds is likely to siphon off money needed
by U.S. industry to pursue the research and development necessary
to find new CFC compounds and to develop products utilizing these
compounds.

Although the use of current compounds such as CFC-22 can be
extended and are considered to be part of the solution-and I want
to repeat that-are considered to be part of the solution, not part
of the problem.

Some proposals, such as House bill 2854, include a tax on CFC-
22. This is a dramatic mistake and must be corrected.

The search for substitute compounds is well under way. In our
view, no additional incentive is necessary to spur this development.
The tax could, in fact, slow down the development of substitutes by
taking money away from industries research and development pro-
grams.

76-782 0 - 88 - 7
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A freeze on the production of these compounds, as anticipated
within the UNEP negotiations, is likely to cause signficant immedi-
ate price increase of CFCs.

The cost to the U.S. economy of a freeze alone is estimated to be
greater than $1 billion.

A CFC tax would only worsen the economic penalty on the U.S.
users and consumers with no similar effect on our world competi-
tors.

This precisely is the type of penalty that we have tried to avoid
by pursuing an international negotiation under UNEP. This tax
proposal is ill-advised and ill-timed.

The U.S. industry has urged the Government to support policies
on CFCs that protect the environment and U.S. jobs.

An international agreement to accomplish these two objectives is
within our grasp. To disrupt the international agreement would be
a tragedy for both world environmental progress and for United
States industry.

Thank you very much.
Senator BAUCus. Thank you very much, Mr. Barnett.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Barnett follows:]
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us tabliJIsh a f ramewrork [or Interratiornal cooperate ion and Intomn'ationi

exchange on thp need for control merasures to protect the ozone

layer.

During 19P6 and 1907, vvovrnrenlt. industry, and .rrvirurenti L

organize t.ions int UnIted States have exhibitpd a remnarkahtle

level, of cooperation in assessiri, tiLe scierrtitic basif and ( ':olOmr'c

feacstblity of possible control mesures on (Frs . '[his process

has aIsrO hAd a [gil ltiClTIt berletIcial impact onf the le,o tinttons

sit lJhILP'i which restumed last December. Our goverrlment., industry,

and er1virormdrct at organic zatio11 reprenqrtrtive" ha've exhl1iLed

ubt ft.ia lerdernhip In the development o the (Fc proto,col

,3vr eeTfTnt .

'7he I.NP negr)t iattrr rs are expee.t. " to pro rlice ar agrtU Wels' t

by the end of rhia y-ar. 1he agr-Tnement Is likely to Incl-ude all,

Mnsjor producer natlrons as well as many sign t Itcarot consumer nat ior.n

The negottattons are att.mptlrrg to obtain an agreement that i
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both environmentally protective and economically feasible. Now

is not the tims Cu alter the balance in these negotiations by

pursuing a unilateral program such as a tax on OFts.

As a policy in the United States, a tax on these compounds is

likely to siphon oft money needed by U.S indJustries to pursue the

research and development necessary to find new IJFC compounds, and

to develop products utiliziig the.e compounds. Currently, GF~s

are widely utilized because of their desirable properties. They

are non-toxic, non-ilammable, non-corrosive, non-carcin0tgeinic,

and very enery efficient in their applications. They are used in

many essential industries including air conditioining anid

relrigerationa, automotive, electronics, food processing, pistic-

foams and rigid irisulation Foam , ald many others. We have

et imated the annual vi I iu of gtodat arid services in th" 1,.8

directly related t-o CFer to b: greater tlen $2K bi I ie. Direct

ecsployrnEnt is more thsTi 7 15 , 0 job.-;

A it. iouPIi the 1 se otf cur ren t 'f)f 1l9UtI diS S ti U .Cf1-22 car c,"

expandr ,d to replace ful ly-ialo otaPedr I (C lee seem ' appfIiCn on),

befti] industry and gv,,rceeent agkree Ot the rlc-d to e L' lOri rl W

"eOmepoirlds to replace, mrany Wc the current (.8 i.ne. EPA ti

expert panel IraiciJdid thaft lie protesa chiese taIke 4-I yearn.

lb is d&-"] opffeeet procc ns lint; al r-iady itegrli . le) ri vI I ' t ceo

ad;]] tiorIa] inc entiv e is nee:enar7 t.m, spIIr this ,I rjv_ lopT!,tit. A t.iz

a t tli t i ;le will ),p ct-'rous tit t,,eity whi c-h present tly e h t''

a Ltertait lives t o cri t. ir-l IneedFs iin r"r rigkerat iont, PIet r r ic ,

energy conserv tlctr and cther applicaf itnts. At its 'Port , the"

tax qt'dci] l a w down tlie df,v- It)pennt. prore s by t',k]nv, fi Iu awnt
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from the industries' research and development programs.

Furthermore, it should also be pointed out that a policy

that taxes compounds that are considered to be part of the

solution and not part of the problem, such as CFC-22, could be

counterproductive and actually discourage pursuit of some of

potential CFC alternatives.

Analysts performed by the economic consulting f Irm of

Putnam, Ifayes and Bartlett, of Washington, D.C., has projected

that a freeze on the production of these compounds is likely

to cause significant immediate price increases in GFs. The

cost to the U.S. economy from a freeze alone is estimated to

be greater than $1 billion by the year 2000. In actuality,

the UIJEP agreement is likely to go much further than a freeze,

e.g., as oiuch as 20 cedujction in CFC emissions has been

reported to be possible, therefore, it is not unreasonable to

cornclde that the costs wil I be mich higher than $1 hi)lion.

A CbE tas would only worsen thi; economic penalty or, th

U.S usors ond 4consumere with no simiar effect' on our ,#nrl 

onpet itor . This is precisely the type of penalty that wc have

tried to avoid by pursuit g the internatornal negot-iotions at

W;tI' .

Firna ]17, as turin f-" norm" ir ntn th" artacher chart orn the

es t I mated vallie of imports arid ezpor-ts opt roroir: u5 0 " or Toaie

with ifC'r r, ti 'o t rade impacts ct,nid be stgnla I j-nt t r NJ.t,.

irnelqtrin's. It would be diificult rn lmposible to develop i

fair mrnruitortrng systr, n to try to impose a tat on 'norsme of the

nported prodmiit a corntaining or made with CF( .
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The U.S. Industry has urged the government to support a

policy on CFCs that protects the environment and U.S. jobs. An

Inter rational agreement to accomplish these two objectives is

within our grasp. To revert now to old policies that can only

hurt U.S. consumers and our competitiveness worldwide would be a

tragedy for world environmental progress and for the United

States.

Thank you.
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Source: Putnam, Hayes & Bu-tlett, May 19U7
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RM" OF r/C TED IRORTS/EXP19!9

Adlust e Tmuorts From ($ Milll

Total
Adjusted

All Countrit
Billion $

1. Fluoarbons (Part of SIZ 'U9)

Fluorocarbons (DOC 1986
Import Statistics)

2. Erducts Containins FCA

AtC, Refrig., Heatinq
Equipment (use 90% of
SIC 3585 to Eliminate
"Heatingw Part. 90% is
Du Pont Estimates.)

Household Appliances
(Use l0% of SIC 363, i.e.,
Small Regrigerators. 10t is
Du Pont Estimates.)

20.9 6.3 3.8 1.0 1.2 3.6

3.0 1.9 21.1 58.3 60.2 457.4

ZJ 2.,_ 12.2 §_ 8. 95.

SUBTOTAL 2 5.3 5.2 32.0 66.7 69.0 552.5

3. Products Made with FC$

Furniture + Fixtures
(Assume 20% of SIC 25
Contain Foam; of which 65%
is Blown with FCs.)

Rubber & Plastic Products
(Assume 1% of SIC 30 are
Foamed Products, Blown with
FCs.)

Electric Computing Equip.
(Use 80% of SIC 3573.)

11.7 7.1 22.3 43.4 114.6 15.2

2.0 2.0 3-3 1.6 9.5 10.1

134.2 54.1 102.9 72.6 282.6 1081.7

1.08.73

A0Z
.99

.46

.05

.07

.03

3.36

TotalXXR!=



AsA2 tionD
3. (cont'd)

Senicon. Electronic Comp.
(Use 80% of SIC 3674+79.)

Office Machine, Radio, &
T.V., Radio Transm.,
Telephone & Telegraph
(Use 10% of SIC 3579, 3651,
3661, 3662.)

Motor Vehicles & Car Bodies
(Use 50% of SIC 3711.)

Motor Vehicle Parts & Access
(Use 10% of SIC 3714.)

Total
ImRQrts Adjusted

Adiustied Imports From (S Mil all CounDries
-GE Billign S

142.2 129.7 188.9 38.9 365.7 2531.0

33.1 13.9 31.1 35.5 114.9 1343.0

323.5 301.6 3333.6 85.5 7902.1 11275.6

zli~ 24-0 ii_ IL-- 647.0 15S.0

SLWTY'T.L 3 675.8 532.4 3755.3 289.1 9452.4 16414.6

8.27

2.26

24.50

.83

40.031

W~JWS/RJ.S/rtp
6/25/87
a: recap.trt (j us)

3

Total

Billllon $

16.8

.51

4.45
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Senator IAUCUH. (entlemen, Senator Moynihan is unable to be
here, but he hmm a question that he would like, asked; and I will ask
it of Mr. Ackell and Mr.-'Chisholm.

'That, is: There hns been f fairly si nificant, loss of reveri e rsult-
ig from eVasion of' gasoline taxeH. 'I he question is: Why is the new
co (.'.ction systwrn created by the 'l'Tax Reform Act inidequt,,K,

Mr. A(KI[,:I,. The reason that the new Tax Reform Act proposal is
ina(lqua te is that it, places the point, of collect ion at. removal from
lerminauls of the sort. tat. inrmbers of" my as.ociation operatec.

Thal, is midstreatr in the, distribute ion process, obviously, sirice it,
has let t1he refinery arid his, gone by pip jline or by water. It has
been r!ce!ived( tat a termnil FriaI lci 1ity arid, once recvved at, the facil i-
ty, stored in tnk.ge

Whil' th g,,solilwi isIn w thetnks st. th, terminal, it, may chrnge
owliwrsh ip riot, alt, aill, several ti rnes, or ia ny titrnei.

()ur experie n( in New York i, that. without, ilie knowl(dg (if
the te, ininal owner a nd thiere is ti pa irl.ic ilair re ,ison lh. . i
naol ownrivr shoidlr have kwli(dgv thlat "D~aisy ( liin,' as, it, Is
ca,'ll(e.d, oc:curred within ouir t,r i na where oI of thw owners in
he[ course of the, Dihisy ( lhain, re!preseriterld that, thOwxe had been

pasi d.
And the belief wams, fromr tilit, point, oun, thFiat. smcllh'taxes1had ben

p"Id, anrld it, went oit. in he totl dist.rihi ti on mtwork.
;ormie tit lyE'Inter, wherthe Ow i tor-cf-I HE Yi t ait , nI wou ld rnatcli

iip t hrogl-i auiditing rid tHut, was lin New York at. listsx
motiths later millions of' doll rs lId bfe- ( .- i d',d by ti t. ldist, ribu

The distrib tor hafd hsen colliapsd, coidnli't, t .efourirld, ;a iOw he
irioniey cotildn't hiE. cElkecfe(I.

Now, tlE risk,, here in thie l"F.der;l syt rE left ting t t gap
e!xist. betwern Owth very fi rst, po int It could( hfr t -a Mel iEd, f.m ihIy,
Orly l.r point, op'rs 11p ojiport limii,, for '(m,tivE people 114 IwP

fonrd in ri riny rIif fPment. tae her', atE or It be-ga ri i New Yoruk
to ftirmd waiys, to Ev'1de'.

Seni it,Er lIW : s. Mr. Chi,holmi, wily i; tlt( syst m I i ;at was pout
in) inr 1986 Iifnade-quate

Mr.. ( msfnrmv Mr. ( hiuiirrmiii11, we dlnt hiel e-vE' it i: idema;
arld le, m. first s;ly that, ;any s, ey-i,. wetl tiher it b I1 i retimiery

i te, wlh.tler it. he thE' old sytmIl, whet i.r it bo, Ow li e,.ytm11, 3 tit iS
schr'l l iil to ake -fe *c(-t banuary 1 i.: 1; oii; v t o b, y I ' f'' t ivr
N inst the creative! rriimmds, who wanrt to tryv to, Evvurl E'xcI,E' toxfe!,
iJ Li r's therE' iS, rmiih Oxmtrog r i tE,-rini'L by t0tie I I h 11; tho'e
has- beenl I hw past,

But, ill rsoetOwtt rE'mm-aL nias'l by Mrl Aclf-11, let r :*;iy
IAt , lie resoli I1, h rol le , 0N at l i t('ret i nio 0l ' er' t o ;0,

or
'That, is where gasoline I', aTwys aindii whlnIl It V,:,(d, aInd 'it
is taxable at that polinl..
At, the refinery g trriore I han aI pingl'rodumct rries out. ofl a

barrel of" 'rile oil; and hre e arf! many, triay t',dst',ck, tnt, h.can
1we usled to blenIld with gasoline.

And you can tax those at, the refinery g I, .th full nine (:E,nt,s,
a1 gallon, but thE; plrochirrnicl users of rny of' those feRldit,ockH



would then be paying taxeH that are riot owed and would be subject
to a refund.

If you don't tax them at the refinery gate, and you let the petro-
chemical feedstocks come to the terminal, they could at that point,
or any other point in the stem, be blended into gasoline; lnl that
would have escaped taxation.

And the people who decided to (o that would have a very clear
coin petitive advantage in the process.

So, we believe the method that was created in the Taix Reform
Act of' I986 will be effective, and we think it should be given a
chance to work before you go to a more draconiin measure just as
Mr. Ackell has suggested.

let me ailso point out that, frorn our rneinbers' standpoint,
whether it is that refinerry gazte or whether the new law tikes

f'cft. as d ra fted, we p[ly the l.tax to the so tnie people. It, won't.
rmat ter.'

Senait.or BAUCU:S. Mr. l)ilBoin, did you wont, to get iri here?
Mr. l)IBONA. Yes. We are very i nt erested iri tiis quest-ior of' tax

vas.ion because we represent. mfany of'tOe large! oil corn nii, and]
we do pay ttaxes ; ail the r [fre, we (1o riot. watit to haw other
people sellingg gasoline it) crnpetition with us Who do inot. pay

W', threfore, got involv-d very early in the prob]er!is up in New
York through our State l'etroletin (otinil up there arid have
worked ve!ry cl),s(ely with the N(ew York authorities to' iris.i,1t,
changes that. would mini ize evasion.

With regard to this plarticular tax problem, lIst, year we worked
very closely with the Joint Taxation ( ornititte.' s t af' "Arol the IRS
in developing a system to ensure that, evasion would not occur.

Senator BA I CUS-. There are a, lot, of stories .,i)011t. ('vasioil .2Forbes
Magfizirne, 'The Wall Street. .iourma art icleM.

Mr. )IBONA. Ye,.
Senator BA UC;rUs. I m .On, it is widespread.
Mr. I )nBorNA. It. was a prohl(m in, New York. Now, here ;ar( radi-

cllly chiged procedures uip th(re.
Wit i re!gardl to the' Fedvrail systevri of coll-ction, Ott has riot, yet

chfirig ,(l. It. wo 't, c l. a nge il the ew ,nl of' t fi year. So, it, is riot. yet.
iil O1aewh chan11ge tha t. wais made lastA. yea r it ii - 198t6 hill1.

Sen it-or I AU[i( : 1141s't, this reut I ly 'I0a , : Iq ii stiOr,?
Mr-. I)IBONA. Pa"rdon?

Sei Or I AUC:r~ s. Isn't, this i"sue r-Ia I ly aI float, que~st on? iri't I hat
wh t, this retIlly cotri(s down do?

Mr. I)IlloNA. Yes. What we' (re rea, lly talking ;iout. heref- is this:
What. yol w nt. to (1(o is put the pit colle('tion, of' thef tax in fur'
firstO few hidos, rat h('r thanl aI bIrgf' ronirls'r- of' 11hiri(I

Jri the ci rr(!n. law thait will pgo inlto 'fff-'0 i111:, h .i ;r, it (lm('s do
Oi t. Ht, cmrrs down from t-housands of' taxpayers tro humalre''ds of'
t x payers, s-o thiat.,~r (Ow1 cttrol o~f' ('asiori is n 11(110 eaOsier.

I Bit, the mriost irnportfint. thing is it, nina k,, roughly (qu!al the
a moniit of' ti re from the Iayileat of, the tax until the sale of , he
product.

What Mr. Ackell is proposing is to ensure that, his members pay
the tax very close to the point of firical Pale to (:onsuumers while
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others atre forced to pay at great distance and therefore a great
time lapse.

Therefore, his competitors would be required to fund this tax
during the period of time between the payment of the tax afnd the
sale to the consumer.

That means the price will have to rise for the competitors.
Now, some of that will be borne by the large refiner who have

this long distance of transit and this long perid of funding the
payment of this tax; but some of it will be borne by the consumer.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, gentlemen, very much. I am afraid
we are going to have to conclude the hearing at this point. Thank
you very much. We appreciate your testimony.

The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:32 p.m., the hearing wns concrl udefd.

1By direction of the chairrrwn the Followirg cornrnu n ication, w.,re
made a part of the hea jring record:]
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AIRCRAFT OWN & PILOTS ASSOCIATIONf l 41 A -on W KIy lrc~r ki A irp'ni I Vr fr "k, MI) /l/())Il r1kwir Z(jI/ /lrf (ri0 Wi 14f

STAF_MFNT OF JOHN 1. BAK[P

PRE SILENT

AIRCRAFT OWNERS ANT) PILOrS ASSOCIATION

On Federal tax Revenue Option; for 19fl/

CMMITT[ ON FINANCE

UNITE) STATES SENAT,

.)lily 16, Im91l

Mr. Chairman, orn behalf of the 260.000 pilot embers of the Aircraft Owners
and Pilots Association, I appreciate this opportunity to submit a statement
regarding the aviation tax proposals contained in the Joint Comittee on
Taxation report. Oescripton of Possible Options to Increase Revenues.

While we understand and appreciate the tough job this committee has in
developing new revenues, Increasing the federal tax burden on aviation at
this time would be counterproductive to congressional revenue efforts and
possibly lethal to ANerican general aviation.

I would like to address three proposals of great concern to pilots: 1)
Imposition of a ten percent "luxury" sales tax on new general aviation
aircraft; 2) addition of a ten-cent per gallon excise tax to aviation fuel;
3) Increasing trust fund excise taxes by 33 percent. Each proposal
individually has a negative Impact on aviation, particularly the "luxury"
tax. Taken together, the excise fuel tax proposals alone would increase
general aviation's federal tax burden by a crushing 133 percentl

Aviation users are already paying twelve and fourteen cents per gallon Into
the federal Airport and Airway Trust Fund to support the capital
development and modernization of the national airspace system. This totally
user-supported fund consistently runs at a surplus with over $5 billion in
unobligated funds anticipated at the end of this year. Increasing the
excise tax levels in face of these massive trust fund surpluses is simply
unfair and unconscionable.

The net effect of these revenue actions is to penalize both the aircraft
ownership and operation of general aviation. The sales tax proposal will
severely damage a uniquely American Industry which I- far from robust.
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Once the world leader, the domestic general aviation industry has fallen on
hard times, with only 1,495 new aircraft delivered in 1986, the fewest
since World War If. In contrast, foreign manufacturers Including France,
Brazil, Great Britain, and Italy threats to take over the American general
aviation market.

The Joint Committee must recognize the basic contributions made by general
aviation aircraft to national productivity and balance of trade. Only by (
maximizing the ability of American commerce to compete, both at home and
abroad, will substantial progress be made to resolve the twin nationaldilemmas of the trade imbalance and federal deficit.

to the vast majority of aviation operators, an airplane is essential to
business activities in much the same manner as the truck and autowbile.
these vehicles enable businesses to transport goods and personnel
efficiently and conveniently to areas not covered by scheduled air
transportation. Business uses of general aviation Include air ambulance,
reconnaissance, mapping and energy exploration, agricultural application%,
mail and parcel delivery service, as well as flight training. Cla%sifyin
general avistiron aircraft as "luxury* items totally misrepresents the use
and purpose of these airplanes.

TNer thn past seven-year period, gpneral aviation flight activity ha,
dcrlned more than twenty perrent. The number of pilots in thls iat Inn has
been reduced by alrrost lO,O00 pilots over the same period. Under today's
deregulated aviation Industry, the demand for trained pilots has explod'-d.
The Future Airline Professionals of meerica (FAPA) predicts that the
r.grvnmrcial airline industry will need an additional 4?,0TO0 new alrilne,
pilots to meet the demand. the United States military, a traditional source
of trained pilot% for commercial airlines, is supplying fewer pilots to the
civilian marketplace. Trday ore and mre pilots are trained and gain
experience through general aviation.

the additional burden Imposfd by more federal ful tare penal l/es the use
of general aviation, Including necessary training operations. The fuel tax
would add more eapPnse to the already skyroketLing operations and aviation
liability costs. This will ultimately result in depressing general
aviation activity further, limiting the amount of federal revenues
generated.

We respctfully rerluet this, crmelttreP to block the-se ill-r.oncepived and
counterprJodur.tive general aviation tax proposals.

of
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TESTIMONY SUBMITTED

by the

AMERICAN ARTS ALLIANCE

The American Arts Alliance is pleased to sbmit testimony to
the Senate Finance Committee in connection with the Committee's
hearings on possible revenue-raising options.

The Alliance, established in 1977, is a consortium of over
350 member nonprofit arts institutions that are active in the
fields of theater, dance, opera, symphony orchestras, and the
visual arts. Central to the Alliance's purpose is the establish-
ment of a national public policy for the arts.

The Alliance welcomes the opportunity to participate in these
hearings and supports the Committee's efforts to examine a wide-
variety of revenue-raising options. While the Alliance is well
aware of the need to lower the federal deficit, it is concerned
that several of the revenue-raising proposals, following as they
do on the heels of last year's tax reform, would further impair
its members' important cultural missions. The proposals that
chiefly concern the Alliance are (1) the five percent excise tax
on net investment income of all tax-exempt organizations, and (2)
those affecting the itemized deductions and the alternative
minimum tax rate that would diminish the tax incentives for
charitable contributions.

The proposal that a five percent excise tax be imposed on the
net investment income, including the endowment, pension, and
investment monies, of all tax-exempt organizations is particularly
troublesome. Such a change in federal tax law would reduce the
funds available for the conduct of tax-exempt arts and other
cultural activities. This suggested means of raising revenue runs
directly contrary to the premises upon which the long-standing
federal policy of exempting certain organizations from taxation is
based. This policy reflects a very early recognition on the part
of. our federal government that certain activities and services,
many of which are carried out by volunteers, are so beneficial to
the general public that they should be encouraged. The members of
the Alliance, for example, enrich the lives of our citizens,
including those who sight not otherwise be abl* to avail
themselves of the arts, by providing exhibitions and performances
in local communities.

Further, to tax endowments would be counter to policies being
advanced by the National Endowment for the Arts, which, through
its challenge grant program, encourages the development of endow-
ments as a means of developing long-term stability for arts
organizations. Tax policy ought not to clash with these arts
programs' policy objectives.

Endowments, which generate investment income, are a way of
providing financial security for arts organizations the financial
base of which is otherwise often precarious at best. Not only do
they help to fund institutional operations, but they also permit
an organization to undertake additional educational programs which
otherwise would not be possible from any other source of financ-
ing. As just one example, the Boston Ballet has an educational
endowment that helps to support its South End Community Dance
Project. This project t involves working with minority youth to
teach jazz, African, modern, and Spanish dance. The existence of
an investment income generating endowment also allows such
organizations to plan projects for the future or to fund long-term
cultural activities with the comfort that the funds will be there.
Amounts raised annually from contributions and grants cannot be a
substitute for an arts organization being able to plan a budget
that allows it full utilization of its investment income.
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To enact a measure that would reduce the available funds from
what is often the most viable way of financing such worthwhile
arts projects would risk substantially a reduction of the develop-
ment and scope of the projects themselves. This .esult would be
particularly unfortunate, as this particular revenue-raising
proposal is not associated with any form of perceived abuse by
tax-exempt organizations.

The Alliance understands the need for all organizations to
participate in the process of reducing the federal budget
deficits. However, reductions in federal spending and law changes
wrought by the 1986 tax reforms have already caused arts organiza-
tions to participate in that process far beyond its equitable
share. The proposed revenue-raising options would nerve to
unfairly increase this unwarranted burden.

Equally threatening to nonprofit arts organizations are the
varied suggestions that would erode the incentive of Individuals
to continue making charitable contributions, including property
that has appreciated in value. Specifically, these suggestions
include:

o allowing itemized deductions for Individuals only
against the 15 percent tax rate, rather than the 28
percent tax rate.

o creating a new floor equal to 10 percent of an
Individual's adjusted 7ross income in excess of $100,000
($50,000 for a single individual) under the total amount
of a taxpayer's allowed itemized deductions.

o increasing the alternative minimum tax rate from 21
percent to 25 percent.

Each of these proposals would act as a disincentive for
individual taxpayers to make the contributions that fuel consider-
ably our country's nonprofit public-service sector. Combined with
provisions in the Tax Reform Act of 1986, they would further
undermine the ability of nonprofit arts institutions to continue
to provide services to the public. These proposal would also run
contrary to certain long-standing federal tax policies and
practices. The creation of the floor for itemized deductions, for
example, is contrary to the tradition of tax comity with state and
local governments, and would surely cause a meaningful shrinkage
in charitable giving.

The Alliance recognizes that people do not contrJbute to
nonprofit organizations solely, because of tax incentives.
However, it is undeniable that iuch incentives affect the amount
of contributions. After last year's loss of the nonitemizer's
deduction and the Inclusion of appreciated property in the
alternative minimum tax, nonprofit arts institutions are
particularly vulnerable. It is certainly disheartening that, in a
climate that is currently scrutinizing the Income-raising
activities of the nonprofit sector, there would also be
consideration of measures that would reduce substantially the most
traditional and well-accepted means for charities to raise funds
to support these exempt activities.

In summary, the Alliance believes that the five percent
excise tax and the disincentives for charitable giving should be
eliminated from the list of revenue-enhancing proposal that the
Senate Finance Committee is considering. The invaluable societal
objectives that gave rise to the incentives for engaging in and
contributing to certain prescribed activities, such as the promo-
tion of the arts, continue to be compelling for the development of
our citizens. Many of the organizations engaged in these
activities may not be able to withstand further attacks on their
financial base.
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TESTIMONY OP

JOHN ARCHER

MANAGING DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, members of the clalmittee, I am pleased to be here
today. I am John Archer, managing director of Goverroment Affairs for
the American Automobile Association.

AAA is a federation of automobile clubs serving more than 27.7
million dues-paying members. AAA's eeiebers purchase nearly 20 percent
of the 100 billion gallons of gasoline sold annually. For this and
other reasons, AAA is strongly opposed to proposals to impose a new
federal tax on gasoline or oil to reduce the federal deficit. Singling
out the motorist to balance the budget at the gas pump is not only
unfair but unwise.

The American Peo2ke_ n _Oqppose A Gasoline Tnx Increase

The American people oppose a federal g s tax Increase for deficit
reduction, as Indicated by the latest Warhington Post-ABC Newo Poll,
conducted June 25 to June 29. The nntonwide telephone poill of 1,506
people found that 73 percent of those polled dj1p.rove of raising taxes
on gasoline to balance the federal budget (27 percent approved).

Negative Economic rTkac.

Because of the coTitinuing legislative Interest In further taxing
gasoline, AMA recently comivolssioned Wharton Econometric Forecanting
Associates to study the economic Impacts of major excise tax propnPals.

The study concluded that the near-term costs of Ruch a gasoline tax
are exceedingly negative. Thousands of people would be put out of work,
consumer prices in general would rise, and the poor would be hurt
disproportionately. People who come from the South and West--many of
whom have already suffered fror the recent downturn In oil prlces--on
average must travel greater distances by personal vehicles and therefore
pay even more of this tax.

Specifically, the study found that adding 10 cents to the cost of A
gallon of gasoline would produce the following negative economic ''n-
pRc t:

-- The Gross National Product would be reduced by nearly $10
hIllIton in the first year alone;

-- Automobile production would fall by 1.3 percent;
Housing construction would drop 0.9 percent;

-- 80,000 persons would be out of work next year;
-- 180,000 would be out of work by 1990;
-- Petroleum refinery output would decline by 1.2 percent;
-- Income tax revenues would decline by nearly $1 billion

annually;
-- Personal savings would decline by nearly 3 percent;
-- The Consumer Price Index would rise 1,y 0.3 percent.

Adding 30 cents more to the cost of gasollne--as would one legisla-
tive proposal--would virtually triple these consequences. Most impcr-
tant is the study's finding that 225,000 persons would be put out of
work next year and 525,000 would be out of work by 1990.

The study found the following secondary Impacts worthy of note:

-- Welfare payments by government agencies for unemployment
and food stamps would Increase;
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-- Payments of U.S. Industries for wagem and salarien would
fall, multiplying the Impact on national Income.

The study if Included with thin testimony, along with a letter to
Representative Glenn Anderson, Chairman ci the House Surface Transporta-
tion Subcormmittee, wherein Dr. Mnr French, the author of the etudy,
further disusesm the contluiont of his study, alony with other prtl-
ble rptions he chose to examine.

The h[hy ne&tv Pronmic effect of a new federal excise tax on
tneo Inclm~n were emplinsized In thcer epartment P ecentio Yrgy

Ser-urJ tL_ r !rt_. That report Ptnten that a new gnamol ne tax woold Le
inflationary, diRcriminate against low Income group-, reduce tax reve-
nuem In other cateorties, and increase turmploymerit It conr luderi that
a gnpilinc tax "Ist nt A cost effective way to Incrreaec energy ge('irl-
ty," nd that the "macroeonom( Io Pn In et I mated to (he) ove r jI Ofl

timP it hilh an the c-.t oriitpd energy 'tertirity beneflta."

r, on Dtletortlono

A F,;..;,i I I ri u t a x Iri r rca . fo r 't I I t r Pritic t on wo uI d nt? I I jn
h rt tn lo e (- rm f Ili I ' -At-r-coT Irig-,- tof; tt- U7- - -- t- -; tr 4h

neuirly p rrf- p r t (i Amer ican, earrltg I p n thrn $[i ,i0i) dr I/t, tr, wr,r .
Farnillet: that earr In-.er than $',(i.00 anrni lIy pay nearly , linen; mor, ,f
tti s r av a nlf, lI I rorme Iri g;tol I n tnepr. t b-n tl t't fIn l II ,,: .;irrIg, Ii r
tX(f, n '; o I 5f),' O fO ( t; p : l l ,It I ). A rtr rrl p. t o the n,,,tgre..Ior ;I
lung., tii Ire the l power Ir' ime group p ayt; mere tahn I., p rie rt o f
tiel r Iri ,P p g t be tp p. r;P tnxet: , wilie the hi h rIrY I r rite rrr ,;, y.r:i,
only 0 2./ , -j rt r i thit r ltIrimp.

lII a 1 are v . In t x a bl , orrlen, t nlemnTn .t rAt eP th 'c ry % vr-i .t A r,-
tal hur(le' gunor., o Iri taxef, htve fri thte poor. An Inrr ;P.-nt In thI, t ti

would er if,Ily p.xn rl te t .tI; regrenc.I - effort.

f ( oqnr.e, trad It tWini I anol )INe taxes; to futjni i hIgway noit;trur t Ii,
are alto regre.,ive (ain have differing rep,ionnal I mpnct), hu ,t they nrep

Iuvt If IAbIe ot a u]-eer fee ba i . Teli mote yoj drIve ari thereforer
derive hene It from the nation' road atru toire, the more yot pay--whit
triulId lie fairer than that? however , thI e. Iuat I fIcat In e co lapsneP
.omripletely for a pt,,ol ripc tax not enrmarked for r¢,nomi r(tl ly bere tl 11
road corirt rut i i on tr reha.1 I tat irin.

Moireorver. even i nltnrtr ln, ren-- n It, e rtipn taxPe Wo/ ilic o't1rinte-ra t
the tnx tipnef lt'. derivedd by the work trig poor f rm the Tax Rpform A( t fit
19 P, 6. CnlrtIlAt Irn ,y Peat Marwlik Main I, Co. uir ate that te ltp9P, f,
Tax Reform Art provti den $41 mill I Ion In tax redi(n t I Ont f0 r I corme grolpt

";

enr;i rig I et;; t1n $10,000 nrtnun I 1 y. However r , A I -( e1 t gn o I 1tIn t It
lnacrenp would rr. s, tul P hbef It by $99 mll Iton, tntd A 4-cent Ir riat.o
wrntilrI lnrgely negate tht1l1en.fit, while A T7-rent giPtolIne taw, wrtol l
triple the harm to thl low-incrme group.

We cannot lelleve that many memberFs of Congress want to lilt the
workIng poor with a huge tax burden less than a year after apprvItng the
tax reforr law tiant wit' touted A r emovIng them eit itreily I rn th-
fede rl t ax rtol I a . So h it; n rupt tt irnaround wou Id lie un, A I r.

;er)yr aph I c i I P t r; r tl onr;

;o nmtmera I; s It e part of tie nnt Ion wouIld bear a d1 ijpr jitIon iate
brunt of any lrcremje Inr tjanrtl Inc tax pjymentFa. For example, Irt the
eastern United Staten, contsumers use much lens gasoline than must their
counterparts In western and many Southern States. A comparison of the
average Annual fuel consumption per licensed driver In the District of
Columbia (394 gallons), New York (Sf6R gallons), and Rhode I land (574
gallons) wIth tha t Wn yomIing (R82 gallons), Tennessee (7 Ph gallon ), or
OkAlahm,. (754 gallon ), provide an Indicat Ion of the vast dIfferenre
In distances traveled and gasoline purchased from region to region (See
Exhibit 11).
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_y should a reaident of Wyoming pay more than twice as much as a
resident of the 61strict (if Columbia to cut- the federal deficit sroely
because the..peren frrm jynnLn, must drive lortytr dintnanea? In bath
cases, the money raised would be diverted to non-highw y purposes. So
drherr In all of these areas would gain no direct benefit from the new
tax. The table attached to thi testimony (ExbiHt Ill) show- how the
various tax prceponnls would affect rotorintr. in each of the stAtee.

'Tbe Imposition ref a federal gasoline tax for dIpflrf releu tfri re lo
thrPaternst the future ability of state; te, raise iser fuel taxe.r, frr r!i-I
r onstrctirn and repair.

Al I bjt one oent of the c urrer t 9- :ent federal eIx I , tar or
gaol Ine Is dedicated toi builder, nrid Irrprovtnrg the ,at , ion's fereral/
state highway Aystelit. Thi a cys~ts If, the eIvy ' (f the rIid, as I: the
merhanrilsm that hafs been used to f friartre It.

To tax gasol Ins, for norn-hl ,wny ipejrTpor;ea i r I III PlouIu'. eronei" th.
puhl (I '. ,pport for the sur estril peay-a-ycr,-gu fedeIrl/ctnt' 1 IgIway
prfovram. It would severely hamper the abilIJty of states te rafeg their
ciwn fluttr fuel taxes to rtitch federal] dollnrs ,iei well as I etrparP l I
pub;I I support f or r trltly Icical prolee t,.

7o meet hurerr hlghiwny needs, eight ir t; hatve raked fuel
taz. thI yPar , arl I A rar v are r onIneder I ti d Ing , o. t; I . il stat'
l gVslntor; wiuld li hard ipesIed ir Pustify furthe-r Ier s-,.;,. t,, hi hIr
tranispertat Ior-relnterl taxes; If theIr federal rc, nrrI..r t. ,';eirp Iti,.
role. If that happens, the federal greernrr r nt ,riel ] le kly,] find Ic f
obl Igat PO to bear ti)e (otst of ; future trrripportat e r, er H T e F; d. e

etaten w ould he unable or rwl II Inv to, dr, ;o.

A Low Plerw to 'loerisrr

It Is paIinfuly IrolIc( that raIy week ci, Dte thg ' eoent r PI cplebrate.d
NkLsIeria I Titer Itrn Wee-k, (etigreSs I F ; reey e rI( (O rlrIiti. a mca I r) r ) ew
gnsoel I ng Iax wh Ic h crol I d in ve sever, rr n ne que ricPr; frI the t rir I ;m
Ietlrr;t. After all, approxInately P0 percent of Var AIffrr travel iT the,
v I . ron,ct sel by private vehIfli'; which wciulId have to ;,I y cueh a
tax .

f 'coal Tletr I crm Week 's; F1.1 e arn--Tctrlrm W,,r k fuor Amer Ia - -- , a
clesa r s4tatemrrnt abou t It; enormouF; ctntr but In te0 the" .T . ' icYT fl,,

Tirianm Ii orce crf te I p three- empl oyer'ie Itn i Ii'j ro -rt of t ie ,
trer:. Alt o travel , Inrlidirig, by car, tru( 1 * V, arid mirt ry( Ic,

repreocnt, tho, primary moode of trans portstIn jeer al I tr al ri';wy frr,
r, Pitn i' AcercrdInv, tee ThoIe 19Pfi-PeIF hItceInornle eVle w of 'r ave e-

Ace r I , iull i.hpd by the lIe.- iravel- Data - Cir ,tPr, h(ni r r,riraI m,I,r
web i r I e t rave I I s par tic u 1 7 Y nF1 P it I t e IV .t .. , t 'I d pr t e lee f I .r"I I ."

WIde f Ir thie n! for,s: in gtn f tri e c ,riep , w hther e -,eo.d 1( re rMci 1 IcT the-

leers; l t ru If tr by fedv ral tax 1erj Icy, would ,eave- a maror Itj.e, 1 r,r
'vP, I r I e t ravel and t rur I s rea I geri r a

Ir T Wiiarrton r; nsterMy ojr cIc e t Pget, , l IcT C . , I !iFecW,l t ie?
., r/ reP p tr cnt Iir reaseP in reail gas r i l rr pci drr'e-. I di,'gor

slirrcl2. ..e rr travel by ore-h; I f Of a pPrcent . Inc ald inr, ehirei g,; .r,
real In(ome al:o affect si mulnter mllen traveled. TIogether, these prife
ard Ire or,e' effeCts; reduced ItrIlated 19P MI lier traveled per vpl ]e by
just render 3 percent with a ' IO-cent tAx Iencrease . '0I fall was c loser
to Fi percrt with a 30-cent tax rise."

Unfortunately, a 30-cent tax hike may be a real possibiity over
the next tbree-year budget cycle if a gasoline tax Increase is ennted
this year. The budget committees have concluded that they need more
than 60 billion dollars In new taxes in the next three years. Thus the
lU-cent gan tax Increase nov being considered could even become only a

Jil
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first installment on future increases, if the precedent in established
to use gasoline taxes to fund the deficit.

With another risRl$ trend in the cost of oil, the last thing the
American public needs is a federal gasoline tax increase, let alone
several such tax increases over the text few years.

Revenue Increase Options

Of course, there are other ways to raise revenues instead of
raising the excise tax on gasoline. We believe that at least two
revenue enhancers In the motor fuels area should be seriously examined.

The first is the possible elimination of the gasohol exemption from
the federal gasoline tax. A vehicle using gasohol is presently exempted
from 6-cents of the 9-cents-per-gallon federal gasoline tax. The
Federal Highway Administration estimates that the federal gasohol tax
exemption will result in a loss to the federal government of some $450
million in 1987 and in four years will represent a loss of more then

$500 million annually. This exemption violateR the basic tenet of
highway finance; namely that If you use the roads, you should pay your
fair share of road construction and repair.

If the committee feels ethanol should continue to he subsidized,
that objective could be accomplished by eliminating the exemption but
retaining the blender tax credit of 60-rents-per-gallon of alcohol. The
tax credit to subsidize ethanol producers could be limited to a maximum
amount per producer. Termination of the exemption and modification if
the credit would reduce the cost of alcohol subsidies, end current
subsidies to foreign production, reduce the size of the sub.idies now
given to a few large domestic producers, but at the same time continue a
60-cent-per-gallon subsidy for small ethanol blenders. Large domestic
producer, and alcohol importers, which are the principal (although
indirect) recipients of the tax benefits of the gasohol exemption,
hardly fall into the category of struggling U.S. 'mall businesses
attempting to gain U.S. energy independence.

Presently, according to FliWA, government subsidies for gasohol
exceed the selling price of the product by approximately 15 percent.
Under the current subsidy structure this Industry no longer maker
economic senFse. Encouraging ineffici- producers by overrubaidizing
their product only ensures greater tax revenue lossen In the
future.

Another area that should be considered IA dieAel fuel tax evasion.
The Federal Highway Administration estimates that the loss to the
federal government could be in the neighborhood of $500 million annusl-
ly. According to FHWA, "there is ample evidence that widespread evasion
of payment of the diesel motor fuel taxes is continuing..."

It is time that this callous disregard for paying necessary federal
exci e taxes be stopped. This money is owed to the federal government
and it should he paid and collected. Simply by moving the point of tax
incidence nnd collection from the fuel pump to the jobber or distributor
level could reduce the number of tax collection points by ters of
thousands. This remedy could help pinpoint tax responsibility and
reduce the number of tax audits needed to verify tax collection.

Evasion of diesel tax Is not a new issue. The Ways and Means
hearing on "Alternatives to the heavy Vehicle Use Tax" on February 23,
1984, "...identified two major areas in which evasion can.. .occur."
First "...substitution of home heating oil for diesel fuel, thereby
avoiding the tax increase." Second, "=... exemptions for agricultural
uses of diesel...offers another major potential for evasion."

That 1984 hearing [p. 134 "Alternatives to the heavy Vehicle Use
Tax" Hearing before the Cnmlttee on Ways and Means, louse of Represen-
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tatives, Serial 98-65, Feb. 1984.1 also cites the significant enhance-
ment of revenue collections in Canada by "...adding color to fuel in
order to demonstrate the difference between fuel which was eligible for
diesel over-the-road trucks, as distinct from other kinds of dtesel fuel
uses." In fact, in that hearing a state official testified of personal
knowledge of a comon practice of substituting No. 2 diesel (home
heating oil) for No. 1 diesel fuel during the warm weather months.

Before even considering an increase in federal fuel taxea, the
government should ensure that all taxes imposed are collected. Simply
raising taxes makes illegal activities even more profitable.

Thank you again for listening to our concerns.

JA/lb
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STATEMENT

Or

THiE AMERICAN BANKERtS AUSPOCIATIQOl

TRtUST DIVISION
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been drafted in an overly broad fashion. We concur in -he

proposals to clarify this provision as embodied In 11.P4. 1311

and S. 591.

On the other hand A3A finds it particularly troijbi ng

that the concept of a capital goins tax at death has been

resurrected. Elimination of the step-up in basis wan

adopted in 1976. At that time imposition of a capital gains

tar it death wan considered and rejected in favor of a

carryover basis. Carryover basis quickly proved to be

disastrously unworkable and was repealed in 1900 without

ever having taker effect. The fatal flaw involved In

repealing the step-up in basis is the difficulty of proving

original basis for the purpose of determining gain. It is a

common human failing not to keep records. As a result an

erxc'ctlt r oftt-n cannot ovpm rcotiermin when, murch lp-n for how

mu(ih, an agnot was acquired. Th burr rin of provii r b,'ari

are excessive, and apply to taxable estates of all sizes.

A5 was made abundantly clear during tho legislative debate

to repeal carryover in the late 1970's, modest-sized estates

comprised largely of a small family business or farm ace

most adversely impacted. Nothing has occurred in the

interim to make repeal of the step-up in basis any more

feasible or dosirnble today and, therefore, it should b'.

avoided.

if Congress finds it necessary to raise even more

revenue fr6m"'the transfer tax area, continuation of the 19B1

rates would not be seen as detrimental to the structure of

the tax. Further changes at this time are undesirable.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide our views at

this time and would be pleased to provide additional

information on request.

I [I 111
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Statement of the
American Bankers.,Association

Submitted to the
Conwittee on Finance
United States Senate

On Revenue Increas. Options
August 17, 1987

The American 1iarkerm Asnoclation (ABA) sutxnite its
vlewn on the possible options to increase revenues under
consideration by the Committee on Finance In connection with
the Fiscal Year 1988 Budojet Resolution. The AiA is the
national trade arid professional asnociatlon for America' s
commercial bank of all sizes and typeu. Abse- of ABA
memberr bankn compriFe about 95 percent of the industry
total.

In reviewirvj the revenue increan option containfio, in
the Joint, Committee on Taxation (JCT) nta[f optional booklet,
,ICS-14 -87, the ABA han two overall concerns, that recur in
our analysis of the specific proposals.

First, pronxal, which rair;, only minimal revenue arid
which charnjs Ionrj-0,t nd inrj [iindamnerital provinioni of ths.Cor1f, ,ir', nejt a[JIr(q) r i it- r, for a hudrj f- t r s(;orr: i n i iot n)r

!;econd , ir fa i rr!Fn'; to taxpays;r!i, any new pr opina I
d Whoul ) ot appl y to t r arnact io; cori, uma te pr 1 o r to th,

da te of enactment of the buojJet k-conc i I a t ion Act , or at
the ear i jnt. , the day the F Inance Comm i t te report tn out the

i I1 I roporal, which have a ret reactive effect unfairly
p+nalize! taxpayers 6y alterinrj the taxation of exipitinoj
invo.t ment s and on-,joinrj trannact ionn,

We believe there two njeneral principle. are important
elf;msrhts in maintaininj nound tax policy an the Committto#
approach; the t-ask of reportinrq out legjinlation which
r, ineg, revenuevi ill rerquired in the PY )988 fludrjr' t
(Hnol ution. If revenue.n must be raised, the objct ive

should ho to ro .o whJle avoidinj to the: maximum pou ibte
de(jree un(lue complexity, and retroactivity,

The AlIA rubm itn it, vlown on five npqcciflc revenueW
option described In the JCT booklet of ,June 21, 19117.

Amnotizaorf, Intanaiblon

The ABA atrorlgly opposes the proponial to deny or
nevrely limit the amortization of "curtomer-baried"
intan(jible aninets purchased In a taxable merger or
acqui ition. In general, the tax law should not
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d iscriminate in t h is way between unin;;ennr which hv's
mostly tany Ible assets and thon;e industries; like banking,
which have a s ignifIcant amount of intang ible anset.
Moreover it appears that thce revenue tincrea,;i., proposalI
would retroa-tivelj_ cut-oft hundreds of bank tax cane in
varioun-tA- 6f' I=S audit or [pro-trial litigation

ioncerninj the arorntizat ion of costs ansociatg'd wi th the

acquis it ion of a bank "coro deposit ban"'." 'Ihies" bank
meryrru or acquisition:; were n''jotiated, priced and
COn;rrOriated under exit Ing tax law which p:ri.n an
anortizatior (ed1uct ion of the cost of intrj ibl ass.tets if ,
and only if, the taxpayer can prove that the asnr't han a
determinable value e and rraourohl e useful life. We oppose,
this option not only because it in retroact iv, In its
effect, but al no be:auser it const; it utes; a cmpl ex change in
a lonU- starndin' and I uridam;ntal tax rule1' wh iclh ,jenrrate; an
inuirjn it i cant amount of re ve'nur' with in tlh, threeo year biid'et
per iod.

The di .tin t i on iW thit exi.-; tinj tax law b, t wo ':n

amortizablo intanqr1bl,, ainfetq and thou"' which arc non.-
deuclt.' jble like goodwill Inas been developers over a Ionq
period of ti;ne and in adaptable to a var iety of unirj u
ni tuiat ion';. Barnk; of ter own int an; ihle ar.-ot; .nru;h a!;
"i dli

t  
ra dn r'ciom' 'r ri;t;, iriitI.'1- uOct'/' 1inj rtjh!t', lor

r:ornr act u, , ''1 c' . , t h'- a:,r t z zit i on of Wh i i hmi" W 'rn an,pl ,j

in court cane!, and IRN ru]Inj';!. In Rev. [ul. 74--4 6 th- it, )';
tindersconeod the unr'fuloriot-'; of IWri' bas;.i: rule, on amor t izat ion
of i tan' i b les; in th" h ortt'x t of no-cal lcr "us ttier--
an;.' It . '.Tiu r A ] nj p' i [ nt out I 4t sct h ato,'t;[ a i e
renJr ll / an iridivigibl, partI of t who];' u ro inb'';., with or
fir erm in -i i f arid, th'r efor. noL o hitij ,nt W

arnrtizntion. The ri) inqnjo ot 'in to stat", hrowev"r , that, if
3%' t ax[iayer can ,r'mor't IraL that the asset is rt q r:eptibli!

to valuation and int of ,"n"', i ni t trad;' or bi; ne f or ,a
mr.u;iur,-bl, limited per iod of t. ime, an anortizat ion ,dedrJucr:t i on
in al lowat l,. 'Ihur; , the% de'ducr t ihi i ty of th" oot:
a;.;rnr: iat'rd with any ir tan'gibl , ';r;t turn: on fIactuao l j I rito¢';
bent determirnerd on a 'aq by rby asp ha in., by t he IVr or t ho
;ourtsn, us I ri'j the l rint ar in pr in ipl 'n of t ho Cod'.

in the banking J iJndijst ry crr , depon;-its are int aragjit);l
at;',t; re'ornjzrre by the frdmra a bank req iat or" ,arid thr'
ar:ount ing pjrof'ession. S'e OWC Fanking Cir cular 164, July
1, 8ltn . The depoi t rplatirnship in an oxtrumt l ', val'alb]
component i ri th., profitability of any bank. DepoSit
provide a ready source of furd; from whi chi a bank can
ijenerate a future income stream and a repo it relationship
becomes an avenue for nell i rij the bank' a income producinq
serv icen. Compe. ition for Uepo;tn by money brokers, non-
banks and banks operattnj from outside the jeographic market
have forced banks to devote more resources to maintain their
mark;tn. Thus, core d;,por;itr; ar * dimiini rhin; a"mut with a
limited useful life. Banks can dr' Urmine the value and

AM-(8 0 - 88 -8-'
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expected life of an established deposit base acquired by a
new entrant into a banking market. A pucchsirvj barik would
normally pay a premium for the acquisition of these deposit
relationships and upon rhowing value and useful life, should
be entitled to an amortization deduction. In acquisitions
of failing or failed banks where FDIC assistance is
provided, the payment of a premium for the deposit liability
is required. Since the purchaser would be recording the
assets and liabilities at fair market value, it should have
the opportunity to prove that it has acquired an amortizable
asset separate and apart from goodwill. If legislation is
adopted which precludes any amortization deduction,
purchasers will be reluctant to pay the current level of
FDIC premiums.

The IRS has raised the core deposit issue in many bank
audit situations around the country. A few have already
been litigated, but three key cases, with clear facts, are
going to trial this Fall. Any legislative action now would
pre-judge the application of long-standing tax rul]s to
these already existing bank core deposit cases. if the
proposal were made applicable to future amortization of
these existing bank assets, it would, In effect,
retroactively increase the cost of those assets to the
.qcrpiirng bank. In ]11Jht of the, nijnlfic ant. norrnhbr of hank
rnfir,jor and aqui sitione whi(h hay,- r',! te-] fr omn th
breakdown of state law barriers and the decreased
profit tabllity of banking, Congress should not t.2kc ac:tiona
which would Increase the cost of these acquisitions ex poi~t.
f ac to.

Cutitoner IJnterost Exes Deducti on on ..... ~ e t'u it [an

The ABA is seriously concerned about the proposed
change to the deductibility of qualified residence interest
expense. The experience with the new tax law, an applied to
a developing market of home equity loan products, is not
sufficient to undo decisions made just last year.
Information on which the decision should be made regarding
who is taking out home equity loans and for what purpose in
rnot yet available, although speculation about abuses is
running high.

Specifically, ABA is concerned that limiting interest
deductions to acquisition indebtedness will erode the
ability of middle income homeowners to borrow against their
one valuable asset for appropriate uses such as educational
or medical expenses. Limiting interest expense with a
specific cap (such as $10,000) will create problems in a
rising rate environment, with variable interest rate loans a
taxpayer's interest expense could rise above tho cap even
while the taxpayer was paying down the debt. And denying
deductibility of interest on home equity loans without a
fixed term would merely force consumers to forego the
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convenience of today'n credit lines for yrt.erday' r loan,
without prov id inj add it iona I rrvenui, for the Trreanur y.

llome equity |o nn are not new loan pror]ductn , but r a ther
a derivation of the traditional second mortrja(je, rede i,jned
to reflect change in the credit mar ket and to better rneet
the need of curtometi. 'The necond mortjagje exintim now aFn a
home equity inritallmnint loan, oi as, a home 'ruilty ]in( of
crerilt. The rovolvinrj credit line' permits a connurner to
borrow and repay arn need r, quiren, usually for a specif ifd
peir d which may ranije from five to ten yearns. Dur irvj tt in
period the borrower payn interest only, or a portiorn of the
principal plus inter,nt. The intern,t r.-t0 in ofln a
variable rate which in indexed to a nhort-term market rate,
a though conuumer rel urctancr re ard ir,,J var iablr, rat-ee hanl
led nome hank,, to offer fixedJ rat.e. credit line. After the
revolv inj crodi t period, the bal nr:e may convert to a fully
amortizJng loan, or may be required to hr? paid in full, a
haI lon payment

lfornr e(juity r,3nn ar; i ,] po[ iilar riot only heca .n;f, o f h
tax deducti biilLty but a.no hrcaune the revol'vinq [in",
leatur e arid the higher c:r:dit limit, available on home iojri it y
loana j ie coniuem,,ri the abi l i t o r accesn a non- I iqui d
a';'It arid or:'emrnr)dot o motot of th, i r I end i nj ne,der on the, i r
O wrl , W i tl ol lt I ,'p C 1 ',l ' 1 '1 1 '-. I ; t r) t f'1 ,jlk . Tiw'] ' ('1 t r il, f"1 n

accet;Em the ri rin'y (wi ,, ro h' :k, a ()o,)( t'' Ii hJrrit ,e I ] or
credit card) and mak e ; paymenfrt . without interactiriq with
tte bankr, allain. friteri,.;t, ins paid only wnern t her, in-, a
loan halanrce, and only on t he amount. of credit needed at any
[JiVerI time. flome equi ty loant; may al!,o off ,r ior rowm t intire
(ompet it lve r at "; tnhar other r'r-niumer loan;, anrd a lonrnrjtr
repayment trerm.

[rn r)rdir tr rnakc: .w r t: that- r:o~r.jrrtr Inl I I y urndcrtnt_,nd
both t h,- oppur ti n it it and coipl l-xI t. ix-n of horln: -1tiJu I'/
loan , the AIA ha, *urnldertriken a hrroad iihl it' owor ene';
campa irn urg ing that bank i ex' rie qooId j udrjemc!nt in t. h-i r
advert I ci nej , ard [ r ov id f coni.rr .r ; with the I nf orriat ion
necessary to make a wine borrowirij decision. The ARIA ha;
al nFo urjed connumeri to aVoJi debt over] oad, tempt-ation
toward frivoloun npendinq and horrowinj nol ly motivated by
tax advantarj eu.

ABA fur other urrje. Corr r irinn not to requ ire f inanc ia I
institutions to report additional information on qualified
residence interest. f,ender a are alreo ady re (I r .rJ by DEFFA
1984 to report. to the IRS and to the payorn, Interest paid
on debt secured by real estate. Banks do riot have the
information necessary to further insert themselves into the
process of determininU whether or not that interest. is tax
deductible. The structure of a typical home equity loan
does not lend itself to any requirement that the bank track
the use of tho proceeds. In dotermining whether or not a
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line of credit is to be approved, the bank is concerned
about the fair market value of the property securing the
loan, the amount of other debt for which the property in
secure ty, and the gni income and catch flow of the
borrower. In [act, the pnk has no control over the actual
expenditure of the fun(rg*-, ft is not even possible for a
bank to track the use of the loan based on the checks drawn,
as it would not insure that the payments were mnde for
qualified tax expense.

The information necessary to compute deductible
mortgage interest expense can only be provided by the
individual using the loan proceeds. The bank does not need
this information to make its credit decision and cannot
reasonably be expected to accept either the responsibility
or the underlying liability for determining the deductible
portion of a customer's interest expense payments.

Securities Transfer Excise Tax

The securities transfer excise tax (STET) is a new
revenue option growing out of the stock transfer tax
proposed by the Speaker of the [louse earlier this year.
While the proposal has not been presented in legislative
form, it appears that the sTET would have major economic
giqnificance, apart from its revenue potential. The STET

I 1 ohoc Id he $.kib jt.ect to corlm irli.r .,hl (- art. t yu i F. ml
debate in a public forum instead of being iricorporat-.d into
budget reconciliation legislation which is designed for
expedited action In the Congress.

The ADA comments on this proposal are designed to
raise, on a preliminary basis, the concerns which we believe
ought to be examined in depth if the Committee on Finance
decides to pursue the option.

Although the details of the proposal are not available,
certain elements of the macro economic impact of a STET are
clear at least ic direction. A STET is a tax on the
saving/investment process. To the extent that the tax
reduces savings, the growth and productivity of the U.S.
economy will suffer. A lower savings rate also has
implications for the International competitiveness of U.S.
producers. If capital formation is retarded, U.S. firms
will be less productive than foreign firms, making U.S.
goods less attractive in both domestic and foreign markets.

By most measures, the current U.S. savings rate is low
relative to the overall post war period. And while cross-
country comparisons are difficult, there is general
agreement that the U.S. savings rate is significantly lower
than the savings rates of other industrialized countries.
For example, a recent study published by the Federal Reserve
Bank of Kansas City Indicated that in 1985, the U.S.
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personal savings rate was 5.1 percent compared to 22.5
percent in Japan, 11.9 percent in the U.K., and 13 percent
in West Germany.

Beyond these bruad economic .,rons iderations the AiA is
concerned that the 3sTk:T would have some very serious impacts
on financial institutions,, their productg, their liquidity
through the federal f ,ndn market and their asset and
liability management. The 3TET, as briefly described, may
apply to both equity and debt instruments, whether or not
publicly traded. While the Documentary Stamp Tax which was
repealed in 1965 exempted all certificates of deposit (see
then existing regulations sections 43.4311-2(b) (5)), it
appears that the STET could apply not only to negotiable
CD's but also passbook savings accounts, credit card charges
and other routine transactions between the bank and the
consumer. Extending the tax to these consumer transactions
of millions of accountholders would have a significant
impact on the average citizen.

The impact of the STET on consumers would be ever)
greater if it applied to bont the original issuance and
secondary market trarn"fers of debt instruments. It would
oreem to be a curious message about government px)licy on

savings to tell a customer that there is a tax when he opens
a p, ircbook av uont, oht din. , (J), or make- additional

The application of the tax to the issiuance arid resale
of government debt obligations al"so raines; orious
questions. Would the U. S. Government pay a tax on the
issuance of T-bill and Trea ;ury obligations and notes?
These debt obliUation, are marketed by the commercial bank,
serving in the role as dealers, both in the U.S. and
worldwide. Would the banks also have to pay the tax on the
secondary transfer from the dealer bank to the investor?
The name considerations apply in the case of s.ate arid local
obligations marketed by banks, plus the added concern about
the constitutionality of taxing transfers of such debt.

Another concern about the tucope of the tax Involves the
possible application to overnight federal funds transactions
by commercial banks. Federal funds are bank balanrcers on the
books of the Federal Reserve banks. Commercial banks that
have excess reserves lend those reserves, usually overnight,
to other banks with deficiencies in their reiserve positions.
This represents an alternative and more productive use of
funds that banks may have Idle [or short periods. Applying
the tax on these transfers would put a premium on precisely
determining reserve balances, a goal that is difficult if
not Impossible to obtain. Banks could find themselves in
the position of paying a tax for the liquidity that is
available through the federal funds market.
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The possible application of the STET to futures,
forwards and options raises a number of concerns about its
impact on bank asset/liability management. Commercial banks
participate in futures markets subject to federal bank
regulations. Futures instruments are crucial for banks
which hedge positions to protect themselves against the risk
of interest rate or currency exchange rate fluctuations.
For example, an asset such as an investment portfolio would
decline in value as interest rates rise. A bank can protect
itself against this asset depreciation by taking a short
position in the futures market so that as prices fall the
loss in the cash market is offset by profits in the futures
market. On the other hand assets such as loans are at risk
when interest rates fall.

These same principles apply in trading account
activities, debt issuance, trust management and mortgage
banking. Application of a tax on these hedging actions
designed to reduce bank risks will not only increase bank
costs, but also make the futures market less efficient and
likely reduce its correlation with the cash market. At a
time of significant fluctuations in interest rates and
currency exchange rates, any proposal to tax the actions
necessary to reduce risk of loss would be contrary to
maintaining a safe and sound banking system.

It ;shoJ Id ho t vird.riL Oiat totte '1'I it; a cfoml, x
proposal, something more than just an additional charge a
the end of a customer's monthly bank state-ment. Full review
of the impact to 'the STET on finanrcial ! ,Stisutionshould
include consultation with the Treasury Department and the
federal regulatory agencies responsible for supervising the
nation's commercial banks.

W ithholding Tax on Interest Paid to Forei gnets

The ADA urges the Committee to reject any proposal to
impose a low rate of tax on interest paid to foreigners
which is presently exempt from the 30% withholding tax.
Sections 87] & 881 of the Code now specifically exempt
interest on non-resident alien bank deposits, portfolio
interest, and short-term original issue discount (on
obligations with maturities ot 183 days or less), while
certain other interest payments are exempt by means of
bilateral tax treaties. These provisions are designed to
attract foreign capital investment to meet the credit needs
in the U.S. As a result, botn corporate borrowers and the
U.S. Treasury have been able to raise substantial funds from
foreign investors at lower interest rates. The imposition
of even a low rate tax on these interest payments to foreign
investors would create a disincentive to acquire obligations
Issued by U.S. borrowers and place unnecessary pressure on
the U.S. debt markets. The possible benefit from increased
revenue collected under such a tax would be outweighed by
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the substantial economic cost of higher interest rates and
would be off-set in a revenue sense by increased interest
deductions.

Congress has historically endorsed a policy to allow
certain U.S. borrowers to compete for foreign capital on a
tax-free basis. Most notably, since 1921 foreign person
have been exempt from U.S. tax on interest on deposits ftom
U.S. banks, saving and loan institutions, and similar
financial institutions. According to 1984 Treasury
Department testimony, this exemption for bank deposit
interest reflect, the need to keep the international
competitiveness of U.S. financial institutions. To impose a
U.S. tax on interest paid to foreign persons by U.S. banks
would reduce the ability of U.S. financial institutions to
compete for foreign funds and would seriously erode the
efficiency of international capital markets. In the 1986
TRA Congress revised the form of the exemption for interest
on bank deposits, changing -om a source rule provision to a
statutory exemption, but no consideration was given to
eliminating the exemption for interest on bank deposits.

The portfolio interet exemption adopted in 1984 is
equally important. Under that provision all borrowers
(Treasury, Government agencies and corporations of all
qjxzis) can now issue debt obli~jationn directly out of the
U. S. f or i;, le to I ort -i~jn ijn' o J'o-I. S. hon nowc'n
can benefit trom a heithy compeLition between the U.S.
domestic and Eurobond capital markets which results in
overall lower interest rates, greater liquidity, and a
broader market for their obligations. The Treasury
Department testimony before this Committee in 1984 in strong
support of the portfolio interest exemption was based on its
view "that efficient capital markets are an important
element in achieving both increased capital formation and
sustained economic growth in the United States. Access to
foreign capital in !ouch markets requires that interest on
borrowed funds be available free of source-country
taxation."

At a time when there is a tremendous capital deficit in
the U.S. and when the declining value of the dollar
discourages some foreign investors from taking the dollar-
denominated debt, no additional barriers to foreign capital
should be considered. The recent flap over the notice of
termination of the U.S.-Netherlands Antilles Tax Treaty,
which may result in application of the 30% withholding tax
on pre-DEFRA Eurobonds, should be clear evidence that the
present exemption from the tax is crucial to encouraging
foreign portfolio investment in the U.S.
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Taxation of Credit Unions

The President's 1985 Tax Reform proposal included a
recommendation that credit unions having assets of $5
million or more should be taxed like other thrift
institutions. This proposal is included in the JCT booklet
on revenue options, with a revenue estimate of $1 billion
over three years. The t:x-exemption for credit unions was
adopted in 1951, when credit unions were small Institouions
with limited powers serving limited markets which did not
compete with other types of financial institutions. Over
the years, credit unions have grown enormously in size and
diversity. This growth has blurred the historical
differences in activities between the tax exempt credit
unions and taxable financial institutions so that the tax
exemption is no longer warranted. The changes that have
eroded the uniqueness of credit onionss have occurred in
three key areas: erosion of the financial stake,
deterioration of the common bond, and the growth of new
products and services.

Introduction of Federal share insurance in 1971
significantly altered the nature of credit unions, so that
members no longer have the same financial stake in the
success of the organization. In the early history of credit
unions, emphasis was placed on the fact that depositors
stood to lose nome of their own funds if some borrowers did
not r'pay their Iodrikr . Risk!; of 1ouj !; one' own fund!
provided strong incentive for repayment of loans and close
supervision of the lending function, creating an important
link between the lending side and the deposit side. Share
insurance has severed the link, because credit union members
can now look to federal insurance to protect them against
risk of loss.

Changes in the common bond requirement for credit union
membership by the national Credit. Union Administration
(NCUA) and state regulators allow credit unions to compete
with banks and savings and loans for customers among the
general public. The NCUA stated that deregulation of the
field of membership policy began in April 1982, but the
common bond requirement had been loosely interpreted for
many years before that date. For example, in 1968,
authorities ruled that a person could continue to be a
credit union member even after the common bond was severed.

their r chan(jen; which have eroded the traditional common
bond characteristic include deregulation of the immediate
family definition, elimination of the requirement for
similar common bonds in multiple groups charters, and
expansion of the geographic area that may be served by a
multiple group charter. According to NCUA, "the essential
basis for all the changes in the field of membership policy
since April 1982 is to provide credit union service to
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people who do not presently have credit union service
available to them." This is, in effect, an admission that
there really is no field of membership limitation.

Credit unions have also evolved beyond their
traditional mutuAl benefit savings and loan product
offerings into full service financial organizations. An
August 30, 1985 Wall Street Journal article concluded that:
".... while consumer lending is still their bread-and-butter
business, some of the larger credit unions have recently
been offering such gourmet fare as credit cards, individual
retirement accounts, discount-brokerage services, automated
teller machine networks and computer-authorized loans."

A provision of the 1987 Competitive Equality Bdnking
Bill, recently enacted into law will make credit unions
competitive in the quest to attract public unit deposits.
Prior restrictions on credit union pledges made government
bodies reluctant to deposit more than $100,000 but credit
unions sought and obtained legislation that permits them to
pledge assets other than loans to secure public deposits.

The competitiui is substantial, especially for
community banks. Because of their tax exemption, credit
unions enjoy a competitive advantage over other financial
institutions such as commercial banks and savings and loans.
The changes in the operation and customer bane of crelt
unions caused the Administration to recommend repeal of the
tix exemptLon for la rjr credit on i on' v, part of "'N i
President'3 Propo.oal tor Fairn,5;s , Growth arid i-n] I icty
The proposal noted that, "in an economy based on free market
principles, the tax system should not provide a competitive
advantge for particular commercial enterprises. Credit
unions should generally be subject to tax on the same basis
as other financial institutions."

The American Bankers Association recominends that the
Committee consider and repeal the tax exemption provided for
credit unions.

Our Association appreciates the opportunity to submit a
statement on the revenue increase options. Additional
information can be obtained from Henry Ruempler, Tax
Counsel, American Bankers Association, 1120 Connecticut
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, (202) 663-5317.
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STATEMENT OF
THE AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURANCE

AND
THE HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

ON OPTIONS TO RAISE REVENUES
AUGUST 17, 1987

INTRODUCTION

This statement is submitted on behalf of the American Council of Life
Insurance and the Health Insurance Association of America to express our
opposition to proposed revenue options which relate to the tax treatment of
insurance and employee benefits. We believe the current tax rules in these
areas reflect a balancing of important social policy, tax policy and revenue
considerations. Moreover, the rules in these areas have been intensively and
continuously examined over the past six years and extensively revised by the
last three tax Acts. The resulting rules and the delicate balance they
reflect should not be dismantled solely out of a concern for revenue.

Individuals should be encouraged to provide for their long-term financial
security. Insurance'and employee benefit plans are two of the principal means
to achieve this. Life insurance provides a means for taxpayers to protect
against untimely death; annuity contracts are important means to save for
retirement needs; and health insurance protects against financial disaster
caused by illness or disability. Employee health and life insurance programs
allow the provision of such protection through the work-place. Tax
disincentives to providing these valuable protections should not be enacted,
particularly at a time when the need'for private sector programs is increasing
because of cutbacks in social programs and increases in health costs.

The Congress has consistently recognized the importance of encouraging
provision for .iong.term financial security, both through individual Insurance
and through employee benefit plans. Moreover, comprehensive tax rules have
been carefully designed to ensure that life insurance and annuity products
qualify fnr the current tax rules only if they provide such long-term security
and that employee benef its, such as group health ond group life, so qual ify
only if they are available for low- and middle-income taxpayers. lhis policy
and its implementation have been constantly reviewed and updated. For
example:

1. The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 extensively revised
the tax treatment of annuities and certain life insurance contracts, and
began the process of revising the life insurance company tax rules.

2. The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 included a thorough revision of the tax
treatment of life insurance companies and their products. These changes
followed over two years of careful study. Moreover, the 1984 Act provides
for studies of the operation of the 1984 Act on the taxation of insurance
companies and their products. Thus, the tax treatment of insurance will
continue to be studied, as reflected in the Subcommittee on Select Revenue
Measures recent announcement of hearings.

3. During the debate leading to the Tax Reform Act of 1986, basic tax
fundamentals for life and health insurance were again reviewed, including
the tax treatment of inside build-up, employee benefits, and life
insurance company reserves. Significant changes were made in the
nondiscrimination rules for employee benefit plans, in the tax treatment
of certain insurance products, and in repealing the special life insurance
company deduction.

In view of these very recent Congressional reviews and the scheduled
re-examination of the insurance tax rules, it does not make sense to
re-examine these provisions in the hurried context of budget reconciliation.
To a very large degree, the revenue options in these areas were thoroughly
examined and debated and acted on in one way or another during consideration
of these recent Acts.
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For these reasons, we urge that the life and health insurance and
employee benefit issues raised in the options be removed from the Committee's
agenda. They generally involve small amounts of revenue, but entail
cemplicated, broad and already considered implications for our business and
the American public.

There follows a more detailed discussion of some of the possible revenue
options relating to the life and health insurance business.

DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC REVENUE C.TIONS

TAXATION OF INSURANCE PRODUCTS -- (Item iD)( 3Aa))

1. Life Insurance

Several revenue options involve significan.'y revising the tjx treatment
of life insurance policies. Three different approaches are suggested: taxing
the inside build-up of values in a life insurance policy, redefining what
constitutes a life inr-urance policy for t.,x purposes, and chn.r,;inq the current
frariework for taxing distributions ,-d lorjns from life insurace policies. We
strorvjly believe that current law represents sound tax polic,, in all these
respects and should not be charged.

We understand that some of these proposals may have been suggested in
response to recent advertising and marke ing of single premium life insurance
policies. In this regard, marketing emph ris sho, A-not be permitted to blur
reality. In fact, single prcrmium life insuiha policies conform to the
definition of life insurance which was carefully designed in 19P4. As such,
they do riot provide for the accumulation of funds beyond the amount which was
deered appropriate to provide life insurance protection for the whole of lifr.
Moreovr, the taxation of distributions and loans under single premium life
insurance policies is no different than the tax treatment applicable to all
other types of policies, which we believe to be reasonable and to cornform to
widely applicable tax principles.

A. Cu-i i r rIi.t To /, t n n Cj ri,, i 1 JI

-- The p l icy of the Urii ted ;tates tax law has been to encourage Ameeri en
families to protect themselves through the private insurance system.
This policy was reaffirmed In the Tax Reform Act of 1986 despite
Admnirmistratiin efforts to currently tax the insid, build-up. The
necessary effect of increasing the tax burden associated with life
insurance would be, to increase its cost and discourage its utilization
by those least able to assure their financial security by other means.
This would leave a gap in family protection which inevitably must be
filled by public programs.

-- Taxing a policyholder currently on the increase in the value of his
life insurance policy would be inconsistent with the historical and
fundamriental concept of tax law that persons are not taxed on unrealized
amounts which they cannot receive without giving up important rights
and benefits.

-- The reduction in the sale of permanent life insurance stetiing from an
inside build-up tax would Impair private capital formation and economic
growth. Life insurance company funds are invested until they are paid
in the form of benefits. Life insurance companies have long been a
majo. source of long-term investment capital.

B. Revision of Definition of Life Insurance

To qualify for tax treatment as life insurance, a contract must meet
the definition set out in Internal Revenue Code Section 7702. This
definition was carefully designed in 1984 as part of an overall reform
of the tax treatment of life insurance companies, their products, and
their policyholders, anq was again reviewed during the 1986 Tax Reform
debate. Few sections of the Internal Revenue Code have received as
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mirih scrutiny a% ',t tion 710. It draw , ip 1 Inn that. drfi'I ifp
insuranrce, rcontrarts at. a proper plar.e, in dlstinrjusint,,n botw'nr,
coritrar ts that servo primarily as vohirlf-s for lift- insiranrin
irr)to r it on as oppris r to Invv';trr t. return.

In rnr.ocjtirnr of the farO that irisrrri, costs incrra, with arje --
and may ber.ome prohitilt Ivs' at, olldir aijo -- pirorulum payrnprot plans unler
whole; lifiT poll(, ; insar rango oirross the not ir, ,pot trim from levol
jaymoort, for life to a ,iritrjlo payrr.rit. t tho irlrminq -- 0, there may
tip no presr rd i r-seht du In , 't-Alon 11M? ar.orrridat; all of thps,
varlatlon;, arid this is, rientirly proper brcaus .It onourarqcss tho
important ;rir lal pol i.y of purrhasnq wholt, life insurance. Soc tIrm
1/0? or h0loves this by fo.usneg, not on partir.ular prodri, t do. i qJ
fea turns , btii t on dh rp lat I onshi p bot wmon the Ivirl; ar.ciimu 1 a teer and th'

benefi tr prov dor. %tatod ,imply, tho ,ntion 110? to;ot.,, Ilimi t, tO,
funr(s, that may bo accumi I a td urtdrr a life inr5u ranror, trior rrat. to thofs
amour, ts riencriod appropr lItr, to prov ido th' ftj tJrn bonf, ts prrni sfd
urdor the cootra t,

Soct ion 110? has had a sub toit, t 1 impimit . I ol owl nrj It e vnr. trnnt
sovoral Irsn4-tanrdin'i prodli, t ds ji jn wprn totally o Imintdr -- n,.q.
Prdowrpnt arid ro, I rmornt i or irrir' r.on tr ,r.t whoro any Inourori.v, f, emont
may rI l pp r lrrI il thr, Ins-,rrd'c, 1 f , tt irn,'. fitfior prrrii I t, hc tri he'

rcrlor, iqniroJ to put In a rr,,ter death ti, aiif it (r.r. ., iric.reao lniq farr,
arrournt insuran o).

rh, f;rV. in a life in-,uronr~p e. rit rv t ornro t
t product, ir ivrnieit

rn'suit.s for th prillIcyholdor coi prlbr .to thor, whirh can oP rra i, adl
under on Invoreict vriht inl. This s, lie,.ou;e. theo is, a rnrrtoal ty rist
assr. Iat'ci wittl t leo poyrrmort rif tho d-atht, tinrfIt rit a rott o to 1 ;,
ii surarrv' rir-mpan y of arrim i Istr- r rt I Its ni.urari(r, u -,itip ,; those' r.r;, t;
rrAst - ti rri t f r om t h r I i ir s' pr mu er l rTI r ,1 a r or frr:ri thc, rrri i ,
Sriiv , t trint r e t urr. i ,

Ir this rn tar d , r r' th , revopriije ot nori ms,, %'; that r, rni ron (

high yiv'ld is In rio; Is;,rt with li fe' irii ranrco trra tiriet . Thi s , I'.a
In rn r rt prcet I r. Ihti, u ,o of a current Iriv , trren t r ltin ci under
I fe intironir0 pfIl i in Is I t rindr, to prove Idp I I ftirrts, protr t inn atn
t i' I riws , L vaI I atoI ri , cr, 1 MorPO, rr . a , a y aly rJi , usts,"ed , htIq h
Siv , tmpnit r trri far r i ti uoorl te m i Id prop l _Ij ae unu l t o,- , iris hovi'
that po rrnIlt, ten hi theo t, tet fem /t I forrmulas.

f;. s,'vi i on )if It ax Irt fnonit rf 01 r ;t o th lrn and I o ni', lnrIchir I Ifs
Tosurir e' n PeAl I ; '

)%tr Ithutr,(in, . If a pr IIr.'yholdc'r fii 1 y si ur r ree'r his II fis, I r ance
pol fr.y , i-ny qa fri the pr,1 ,.y is toxri at that tii ft,. Ac rionts rfr 'ived
pur*,uant to a partia I witbrlrawl or surr eri dc- r are' taxd u;od t r a hyjriel
%ys tor,. ier I ricj th, f rst 't, 1 'a, r rif thr' p I cr,, h iy ar, taxrd rrlkr th
rule, of "C',r tien /1If(f)( )(Fr) . Tir-rna fttfr , thr,y art r(ilctorne.d to
.or,,t I tubjI fIrst , a wI thd rav ,1 rf th, poi I r.yowrer, r , irvo stmnto n t h,
rontrrt arid( the vn, a w Ithdfrawal of any ra Irl (ndr the poli, y.

Ihoss" tat / rl rlrI rulr', ore r ePn. Itt-rit with s oun( ta / prli.y
prIr, I Ipl,,; a i;miv,,rsa 1 I nr.omri, fIrst, re Ic' ;hou Irl not lo admpterl.

As ptart o f Its tIa rpfrn efforts in 198fG, CornqrP- roi. ewod fhe
c.uvrront rules arid pro's.rIt',d a very detailerl rriohonIsrn for detormIilnIorl
whn, and to what, ottert taxatl e Inromn sbhorld he rerbopnlod heforo
basis Is rcovored. Ibis, mc'chanlm (".cr~tiorr llt?(f)(I)(Pi)) t axesr -
distrIbution; In the' first 15 years of" a po Ir.y whon th,-r, I (I ln in
the po IIr.y and ca ,h va lueI or' at or near the max Imurms pey rmitted ty the
dvfoinitlon of IIfo Insuran e. rhus, It addresse, in the distribution
context, the problem area that thas concernerl Conjre,; that Is, the
use of life Instuance as Invpst.mort, rather than protection vehirles.
Clearly, this rroblem-slpecIflc approach is far preferable to an
lndlsrrmlnate approach that would advnrse-ly affect all typos of
police . held by Individuals at all Incom Ieve Itl.
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Altering the Income rerogrnition rules as proposed would t e extremely
harsh on policyholders. for example, if a policyholder needs to
withdraw some funds frori h s I f ins urance policy to reet emergency
expenses or to pay teavy expenses, such as college tultions, such a
rfeordering rule could iincrea e his financial burden; by triggering a
tax on gal In in the pol icy up to the amount of hi iflthdrawal.

loans. In addition to with'rawas and surrender;, the owner of a
permanent life insurance policy is able to use the values in his policy a,
collateraI for a loan. Such a loan can be made directly from the life
Insurance company or frm a third party. In either case, the loan
require! interest payment; and must e repair!. The Congress and the IRS
have historically recognized that typical life insurance policy loans are
loans for tax purpcrses . Thus, as with loan% generally, loan; secured by
life insurance policy values rio not currently result in a taxable event.
This result 0,hould not be changed.

-- A loan sEcured by the valte of a life jnurance policy is like any
other loan secured by property. Interest accrue- on the lon and must
bei paid. Moreover, the creation of the debt does not extinguish the
policyholder'% ownership rights in his policy.

The situation Is very ara1 ogous to that of a homeowner who tares out
a horne loan, The homeowner retain,. the rights and duties of owner-ihlip.
Similarly, a life insurance policyholr'er who take; out a policy loan
does, not surrender any part of his life Insurance coverage but remains
protected by the polriy, If he repays hi loan. he Is entitled to
payrrent of the full amount of the death benefit without any rFquIre.men t
to re-etablLbh hi', insurability or to pay higher premiurri, based on his
their attained age'. In either case, the only possible rationale for
crati ng a t axal le event in the case, of a I oan Is to equa tr the 1 oan
with a sale or ditribution of the value of part or all of the
underlying collateral. Ihis is sImply not what ocr.urs.

ri the paL, proposals have often t,een madeI with regard to life
insurance policy loans in response to a prreiverd tax advantage flowing
from the fact that the policy loan interest was deducti ble while the
policy's Inside build-ip was not taxable unless, It is withdrawn. This
si station was e,,ssentially v Irminatod fur Fill crrisumer Iroanis and mrot
busi ness policy loon; rby the 19I6 Tax r form Art. Thus,, thi, is sue can
rn Ir',jfr justify adverse tax treat.ment for policy loan-,.

Ihe" fa., that loirs ide-ir nrn-rquailfled rl, fern rr! annity prrlicr, es ar,
treated a,, dlstritotion, for tax, pirprse s nsri, not ju'tify similar
trevatrnent fror 1ii fe lr.iiran r., po Icy Ioan s. rorrirr'- has speir fiscallyy
lfinfld in Se!tirin /17(? the, .haract,r 1stic;, whirh di tingouIh a lif(-
Insirantc prl icy from an investment motivatent ve-hici. There is in
.orriparable drfinrition for annmuiti,s; Ins-lr-ad, Congres has taken an
rr tirely dliffir,rnit apprroir, h for annuitie, by crafting sp'cl tax lrg
rul,; tro draw lh, linio , it rlr'sir's.

?. Arnir t I t. ,

Two rs'v;n, re opt urn', wool ru Irstarntlal ly altr tire tax treotrnnnt of
nrio-rlual i field dr'frrred annii Ity rontrart'. . I inder one o ptIon. an ariri I t.y
i rI Icyhi(lmer would be ?axed currrnnt.l, y n the annual increased in rash valur'

cT r lI t;.nd to hIi or her annu i ty con trar, t (the "I ri Iifi' lI I d-up") . The second
option would limit the amount that a policyholder could Iinvest in a newly
issued amninty on a tax-deferred basis. These issues have finen thoroughly
reviewed in the past, and for the reasons dls.cussed below, Conre,; ,hould,
one again, reject the proproals.

A. Taatron of In, 1!e B-_!iilld-I 4

-- In 198?, 1984, and 1986, Con(res,, made substartiaI chanrje, to the
treatm(,nt of dre ferred annuitle, In order to ensure that annu ity
contract, are used for retireerdnt purposes and not as short-term
investments. As a result of thes-e changes, if a policyhrlder makes a
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premature withdrawal from an annuity, the amount withdrawn is
onsidered to rome first from currently taxable income. Furthermore, a
' .lty tax of ten percent generally is imposed on withdrawal- that
crcur i.efore the annuity owner has reached age 59 1/. Thus, an inside
build-up tax Is not warranted on the grounds that annuities are, In
reality, investments.

-- The deferred annuity contract Is riot a tax-avoidance device that need;
"reform". Premium; paid for annuities are riot deductible from gros.
Income. Moreover, present-law rules do not forgive taxs on the'
investment earnlrg is, they only provide for a deferral of tax. All
income credit tr.d to the contract is taxed at ordinary rates when
distributed to the contract owner.

- As In the case of life insurance contracts, tax lng the, insid, build-up
on annuity rontra(.ts would mean that poliryholder; would he taxed on
arr)unts they have not received arid cannot receive without giving up
basic benefits.

B. Limit the Amount that a Poll tyhold ,r Ma, rnvet on a Ta-(ieferr$!d

I imiting the amount of premlums that an individual may pay for an
annuity contract and not be taxesd current.sy on the inbrowe crer Ited to
the contract fails to recognize the different retirement reed; for
individuals. 'uch a proposal doe; not take into con si ration
Individuals who live in high cot area& or who may have obligation;
that extend beyond their workiij years. Arbitrarily Imposing a limit
would force these individuals to either restrict their contrIbution',
and thus far'e the possibility of riot providirig ad(lquately for their
retirement years, or pay tax or) incorne they hav' not rec.veld

The sta tement r.oritalnfd in the options pamphlet suggjs*tlny that
rior-ciual I fled annuities "cIrcumvent important rules appIi able to
qualified plan," droe, not take, into con%ideration the ciangje;- Practre.d
by Congress Jus t last ye.ar. The Tax P',fofm Act of if8f,6 provided that,
the Inside build-up on corporate owned annu ities would h siubjec t to
taxation, thus, rinsuring that dferred annuity contract ts .ouIld riot br
ijed, on a tax-deferred basils, to fund deferred comcI'r'nation of
employees outside the' restr Ic t loris generally app1 icable to cl iif fed
parts.

Mo;, ImportrI ntly, n-ther proposal r,rogr ri,,; the urlrue rharartrilLc
of a deferred annuity r.ointract that rrake,. It oni of the mo; t. sultahlp. means, of
provirling! for an id iv idita I'; , l rem-nit ,o, ir I ty. Unli , other vehir.,
referred arnuitle, provide protection iairainst the, posihiIlity of oull iinr
one's finarn Ial resource. For sojrld sociall and tax polity reasons, .onress,
holdd r.ortinui to or o IAr,)g, a pol icy whi h assurs, fi rar, c I I 1 i r ity arnd
Independeri .e a ftor r, t. I remernt

fMioy. [;0 td I iTS

. rop ice 1 th insurance - I (I,' 11(b)(,)(a)I() and (r,)

Among the revere opt lori are prop,,als tno limit the ,xclusion rif
employer-provider heav 1th rov' rage by (1) incliudl rig In an Piplo ree '-, Inromn
eprrloyer rontributlons to a health plan to the ex tent that they rxreed a
spetifled cap; (?) including in an employee's Income employer crntributlro,,
to a health plan up to a specified floor; ( 3) Including all or a portion of
employer contributions to a health plan In an employee's warje, but only for
FICA and FUTA tax purposes; and (4) including all employer contributors tr a
health plan In the income of employee; earning at least $60,000 annually.

We are unalterably opposed tro any form of taxation of employer r
contribution, to health benefit plan; for the following reason,:
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-- At the very time when ways are being explored to expand the availability of
health coverage for those currently uninsured, It would be counter
productive to impose new taxes which would discourage the provi-iorm of
health coverage. The Issue of taxing group health insurance was
ertensIvely r.onsidererd and rejector! less than a year ago dIurinq the, tax
re form effort.

-- The burden of a tax rap would fall urirliuaIiy on wrjrke(rs depending upor
where they work, their agsr., arid their rcrupation;. JaxIn rj group he'a lth
Insurance this way would discriminate arjait workers in ilrh health carr
cost areas, -- California arid New York for Pxrnple. A tax cap would also
hays, a heavy impact on groups r.omposed primarily of oider workers or
worker, employed in hlrjh-r1k or hatordol occJpations, sirict' higlhesr health
preril um must be paitId for suc.h group,. A cap would also place e ,srirItal
prf,ventive hea I th care Ir ri e opardy n ifrve mpioyFrrs wou Id be, dl ciur ar'd by
the cap from mia k i nrj corltr but oris for o her thoin r.( ta' troph It rovr'ra a'.

-- The tb rder ref a tax. floor would hit million, of Iowrr arid l rr, Ir( I -rj,- ri '
faml 1 irs, It wou d introdurr , a rl ,m rr(nt, ive foir rmpIeyre'r,,. to corern'I s
their heal th insurance r overarje.

-- I Iuttlnr the proprosal toi only the FKI?. arid FilTA taxs would r ot avroid th
tas Ir, probli es out. IInr,d ibrv'. Also, t, iis ipproarh 'vwmit pl, (, the' ful I
burden of the, tax orn thos"o low and rfrodirti,;,t i( ri, fimnilies, w h o are' i ri
rrPea tet ri',ert of the! covs'r rrlrj'.

2. ,roup- ler, ife -- (Ie , II(ii) (,) (, )( r( (i',)

Amonrg reveni, optrri uridr, r rris ;rrr, lir u 're. ',eeleest afior',. frr r-p-,'ilirel1
the etc lu'i,.-3 for the, first $)0,or of e.rmplriyrr-prrrd I rfii t errs lif'
ineurarice,- for inrorier ared/er payroll t / fiij o'.r'',. (ire' O rotrr,',, w u ll re ',01
the exclii. irn only for i rilividuiIl'. wit h Irif rrfwe', I r r,r.',', of ;r,.,1i r pir r e ' ye .
We' ripp 'sr, rr' 1r'al of the' $'1fifi f r) ir ',ion free el thier ircrr re' fir Iern le t,1 f
pirerpne,e frr the foll nwinr q r'a,'fr',

The tax exr ls irn fror e'rplreyo 'r pori vIthd irri, -t 'r m i ife' I i',rririr e, has tee'e'r,
Invaluable' Ir 'ifr s lrei rrfil flyer '. fr 'o . ni',.(r ri lmre'. frl tor r/''. tre
partic ipate' in boee'ptileri% , At thr, rect i f l( f lC *'j. ' rf I I full- t i re'
workerrs r'm1eloyr ly t b i"is ari lYrflr ,i ( I'i f I iri' .r. ' r ' rr, vs, rred
group- trm life I r, ur arr,- . [ h r% ovr'ra q;- I irIrOi ie t s l( r o 4 '7. rf the' 1 i fe
in'erarr ire forr, In th i, rn i f e d t.a ts' '.

- ri r, 1 i l rei t I r/ f hr' e, *), r0 e/r, le, i n f fr r j p -eri i fe' i r',eera irfr,
fr')ir fr., wo lri I ri lie' re'rov I rrlrI a tIre,'m, fit C) f i to r tor , iai ' I I o ,r - ,irl

n in I I iri fi , ffiff mp I ye s-. It wfeil l h ' r $'rll i r i req t e fIr 0 t, 1 r1 it,! r) i
ANr , r i re r wrnrkr, r'. tri pi/ o reew t e'/ ire orr i' r t 0 ke f,p te' i r ,jr ee Iif
I riso, rarir.fe, prof.e' t i rn ire frrr.e'. Ihi '. r, eru Itr hdve' e v,r ri;. tr imre? l I ,ff4, te
on kr(, r, pi n te s1", va I hl, eir fn r. i lal fi r ote ;, ire n pI i '.

-Groem- terre life, I n.eiranrie' r(,iay r rfre'.nret tire' re I y f ro ir. i ili pr it rl r fin
aval I ca' for a seer vivor Ire the' evr'rr of t'L, trtir f'ly rlei t'h rf ir i'fifi , r .
For example', in many ca's, worrk-ers r.srrJt terlinally riualify for I

t
rl vi erea I

lifp inernr.e or rarnot qual fy hre aui-,e' ref the'i r r rrupat ltre, Th'
proporrtIor of workrr who are' uniri% iralele' feor idIydoimdl lIfe, Inre' has
bee'n ire stIma,ted to be a% mormeh a' ]l per r.t Ift I; onl y throufih fjrreip
uride rwrl tirig that pr l va eo i rr sor nr.r' r an pro i r J fi- , rot J irn fror he',,

persons.

L imit ing the proposal to only the F I CA arid il)A txfe; would not avoid the
ha, Ic problems outl Irreri alhove. AIsrIo, ,, hI -pproarh woulrt pIla .e' ti e fuI1
burden of the tax ore those low and moderate Irnr.rrie' fami tic's who are Ir
greatest need of the coverage.

3. CafeteriaPlan; -- (Item II(D)(SJ(a)(,))

The proposed revenue options would cut back the Income' tax exclusion frer
cafeteria plan benefits; in several possible ways, Ie., by: (1) limlttnrj the
cafeteria plan exception to the constructive receipt principle to $SM, for
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Income, FICA and FUTA tax purposes; (?) completely repealing the raft.teria
plan exception to the constructive receipt rules for FICA and FUTA purposes;
or (3) effectively preventing defr!'rrent care assistant, accourits, from being
offered in cafeteria plans. W, oppose these proposed limitatiori, on cafeteria
plan benefits for the following reaonns:

-- The $1)0(l limit, If adopted, would dramatically reduce, the appc',al and this,
ultimately, the, availability of cafeterla plans. This would bp
unfortunate'. Cafeteria plans art' desirable from a social and policy
standpoilt br,causfe they enable rmpiloyee,, to tailor benefit', In a fashion
that best sult, their personal needs. Thus, duplicative or tinntj'dered
croverar is, r l innerated, ard errmpl oyees are en(.ouraqed to berrm rn more prudrefnt
benefit buyrrs.. The availability of meaningjful choice 1. espt'cially
important rjiven T.he changing makeup rf the furfrican work forr,e, which i

compose'd incrt-ariqly rf single parents, sinrjle! (rnplttyr-e, and two-inriromr,
faint 1 ifs.

Laf tt.eria plans, ar, stablr tr the, retiIremels of i')ertI.io 1l and, a'. of
Jaru ary 1 ,19 919, the riond i 1r.ri r, ati on refq irern, snt, of new ( t ion 9.
to; Pt kj1, these rr , e esure tht r, ovtraje is uniformly available ari tha
therev is not a disproportionate optirig out by the low paid. Thus, if there
I, a corncern that low-patd workers, take, (ash instead rf benefits, ind-r
rcafeteria plans, this concern is more- than adequately addrrsed ritinder
current, law. urt.her restri.tions are innfr, .%arj.

Imitinrj th! propoa 1 to ornl y the FIRCA and IIJTA taxs,. would not avoid the
bosir, problirris oj ui- rir atirivr', Also, this apprroar.h wouit] plar " th, full
burlen of the- tat Or those low- a rrode-rd , tf' t-I iIcIrrtt- familI', who ar' in
rjre'at-', t need rif the- r ovr,ranrji'.

I ii lh'l PtNr. C.fMPAIY TAY!'

I. I f,. ],, urin r. Pe!,'rc"s -- (1 tern IT(t)( 13)(a))

Four diiffrrert ap.rroar it, art' sogrje' , e for 1 imitinqr the, 'ti-duri tion
prf-',ertt I y all ow,rl a lift, ir es rarirr- 'nOrrpany for .r itiin', t lift' itnirrnn ;,
rt'1t-rvt'. The'y inon.hide dl sal lowirtgI any res-rvr dfrdt, iJo, qearing the-
deduct, lor to inrr re n'' In cash valtr, r,q iririgi ht.i' u', (f a IF 'd-ra ly
manlateI interf',t rate, ani d i salr Iw wI any re--,r-vs' r, IiotrI tir nt I h
alter, native minirimum tax.

Noner of thesr- or.hanrts, in thr rtj r'rt r,',rrvi- riIt's ar- warrarito ,d

,ol't , f 't he 's prpor as tt, t it', ly art- ti-nt-ri rin the pr(-rin e f h t Ihi, r r rint
I,v' Is oi 1Ift, iriur,nr , r at r -servei', rt, - ri r 1 y orrr'. '-rvativs, (trI hi'jh
rhi' ', wrring. It 1984, (ingei'",' areftullj rt-ii'wir ars] ',i t,', ,ri tiat all,
ri'v ,, 'r t s ta/ rtle', rJOvt-rrjirrr , r r-rvf-,. (if life, irisijrrin'rr, .rarfi '. I h
iPw r ti I r' , f ar rnore .o t r irtof-lrti tar f hr, pr irrr firt-'. .d -rirl a rt trl-. t F-tI

r v.',,ri' wi 1 t r,an.

Ilniri- r thi- rw lrw, toi b ' rr-r ril /rd fior tat p lr rtri' ", r-',-Y rf-. r-ir',t r1t

i 's- i-u-t thli uIiriirnium lt- , rt'q ir r t-r v rs the law', tf a il )ori / it 0'i ;(, ?' I f,'.-
Mo r p-ov,', r , t i- rra ri, tif- rwr vir t I ol l prr riij," - . r i-sirvt-', I ri ts r 1 y ,O r'.
', i1',, tan? o I y I wrV I han thr- rit' t I t-, I rr tlid wtir t hrrd i,-irt r o itrt - r 'i r

pir or I aw,. The ritw trie'. adopt i'w iritr- ,,t r-tr -, 0i, V0 i -, I t'. r , i' r t '1 1I /
st .nrirlaer't i' r 0 (-'ri ity tlt - ttr, r lt,11 r',, wh(irnl tfrIer f 1. cr1"I o' r,, 'I I ,

of I ril'. I ivi''. tI- ri tl j I lift- i r',tr ar i' jorilt.r r t - Orni- f f t inn r .- , n t t irr't
Stit-'. , t atti a Is do.ri', lly pro-'.r- i n- inturt''. rait. ',to rOi i J' i r i 

t hrr t Insr;
thr rate prt-va iltrig in ther- Stat'_ The rit Irale given i lb, th t rh a fe-'ral
riiti' i' rcurr'rtly pir'srr ird for rii srountintfn proltt'rty a't r. ,sta I rl -, 1 11r Wn P
rt'('rv('s, Whi lIe In thit i 3R8 6 AmA it was nt'ntssary tI trsrir a %tor.1, 1aI
Federal Interest rate for these restrvts ber.aue regulatory rresens; art' mit
eldiscounted, tht isI r t n, r.essary for life insirarce res',rves,. An appropriate
rate already exists under Statf law and is adopted in exstingl tat law.

-- The result of eot allowing any life insurance reserve drdu.tion, or
providing a deduction that is trio low, would be irrationally harsh. It
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would place a life insurance company wholly or partially on the equivalent
of a cash basis of accounting and, thus, would grossly mismatch Income and
expenses in the case of long-term liabilitil assumed by life insuranrse
companies. The result would be a current tax on gross prrmiums, rather
than on net income like all other taxpayers.

The reserves and th, cash values for a policy are not equivalents and they
should not be interchanged for tax purpose's. The reserve for a policy is
the monetary measure of all of the life insurance company's, obliations
under the policy. The cash valur' is one of the ber,neflts under the policy;
i.e., it Is the amount that will he paid to the policyholder as an
equitable settlement if he or she surrerders the policy before the insur'd
event. Some policies contain no cash value and the company ner-d reserve
only for the Insurance obligation. On the other hand, even for polilorIs
with cash values, there are alwayss benefits which are not reflrcte.d in the
cash value but which must be reflected in reserves.

2. C(aitali1ze-jents. Corenissio)ns-. Ie [)l)r)

This revenue option would require the cap it xlitation of iruranr, sr11irig
agents' coinI ssion,.

-- Arerit,,' commlssions are expenes,, that fall within the main stream ordinary
Incme ar.tlvity of a life or health I nsurancr company. They cirearly
represent. every day recurrent expense,, directly related to the marketing
and ,!rvIclnU of 'the products of that busIness -- insurance and annuity
contracts. For crany sound rea,,ons, such epenses have historically ber-n
trea tpd for tax purposes as period costs , I .e,, r.osts whi cb are currently
eh-ductIble, even though they relate to t hr acquisition of a property
interest. iml larly, for example, current drductibility I. al lowr'r for
irarkr'ting expenses Incurred by hank, and s'cur ties firm- although thr
relationship with the custom-r may extend over a number of years.

Moreov:r, the didu(ctibIlty of ,qents' (oi'sions,, aloogq with rather
fir!st-ye.ar a(,Iulsitlon exprse-, has already brr'n icr.outted for in the
reservirIr process for tax purpo.e,,. lerirr thr' res,irvirigi rOlthod riqegirrel b'y
the tax coer (fPVM), practically no reserve Is estabished fur th' first
year of a contract. This refle-,t, the fa(I that the first year', premium
is essentially use'd to satIsfy the first year's xperes,, Inr. Iudingj arrit,

conwii s i oni . To also require, capitalization of rorririissiion', would c.rrat ,
rather than correct a mlsmatch when combined with the re;rv; m.t.hod
requuirrer by thr' current law. At the very minimum, any r', rlc irri-ren t of
rapi ta lit. t tro must be a(compariied by a chanqr' to allow r ,,sirvit c irnn', th
nert ifv(' p ripium t iuhod.

h-h prrprsed capIt allUation of agents eonii ss,1,ems is not nr'r essar" tni
nr. rimpliish ceonsisJtnr.y with the! treatm-rit of preiprty arid r,},siiIty

s ur n r i)rrv companies. Thr r'd .r cryi c, e re vr J ur t Ion r'eju i rr' ri 'fI th t ,
cmrpAnir , by the Tax Reform Ac.t of 198f, rr'Iates to urieirn-d r% fi, p r Tindurn

r(-,- rv', whi.h ronta in a r'lr('mr'nt of expinr loading. In ti cas'- of 1ifr,
Iris ,ri ri e rr,-sr rv r-s iindrr the 1 1V0 m ,th d, tie m i he n ri sr',,rv(' a 11i'iw, iri Ihr
first y'ar i, oa on thi' ri't, pr,,rniurn or Iuir' r ,,t of i ,rcsiriric '. t rl rrr'',
pr;iii urni I nr or, rl'fr'err a I or,r r..

- h , r r r in t. I aw rerqui rr'rr, 'i t. thi t a I i no, 1 rc'uar, n( f- r y 'S y 1 
1 n'.it iil

spi',i',i', rn ,t Ls' amort Ii'd iri r onipu I i c j ri off t . pirofi'r,'ri' r, i tr-''. du M'r
t h' alt , r'ec i lvr , m n Iriimli tax , wit hr)l t 0 ir i oft '' t i r c h,1rcfl' iii n tc' r (-,r vr
icr-'ttcc d , I , -iui1 I y wr rin . Thi'-. rn i, t ,ki'f di'i ' Ift rcr It t i l, r rt, cJrU rlr ',l icr i f h'
regular tax rompjtatiin.

OTHitR IN',iIRQcl, Pit ATF I'PfOV 1, bS

Pedu(t ion in Tax Preferenc's or Add! tion, to the Al ternative Minirim Ta,

Several revenue options involve specifying "preferences" that would
receive less than full tax effect. tnder one approach, they would be added to

0f
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the minimum tax base. Under another, their tax effect for regular tax
purposes would te reduced by a specified percentage.

-- These approaches, whether by way of the regular tax or the alternative
minimum tax, cut across the existing income tax system avoiding and
upsetting policy decision,, established after exhaustive consideration%.
These policy derisions should be directly addressed; the need for revnues
should not be used as an excuse for not doinq so. Such "minimum tax" typo
of approaches represeirnt arbitrary and uneven ways to raise revenue.

-- Increasing the preference percentage of the seriously flawed AMr hook
income adjustment item as proposed would, as only one example, clearly
compound the damage to any equltablie Or ration,)l tax system.

2. Taxatirn of Life Insuirarice for [st.(ate lax Furjjoe,. - I.3 tem I I( ()

Thls revenue option provides for inr iuding, in the gross estate of a
deceased Indilvidual, thr: procpeds of any life insurance policy payable
directly or Indirectly to a relative of such Indlvidual, even though the,
decedent doe, not own tht: policy.

(]) A major impact of this re-venue option would fall on arranjerwrnts
which have long been used to enable familis to pass on a family busi',es or
farm from generation to geerat.iio despite' haivinq to pay substantial r,t ate
tax liabilities.

What exactly would happen? For an owrrr of a small to mid-'i P it. ri %s or
farm, the husins, often constitutes miost, if not all, of his (estate.. When
the owner rli, an ,tate tax may be due, or debts may be owing rio the
bus mss. If cash fijnd- are nof ava ilue , the is"tate may then he ford
to sri-I the business or farm to raise the funds to pay the tax or other
arrounts,. ",Incs- a business, or fariri i a highly i ll uid a s',(t, the sale, may
be ure r dlis tress r. rI r rns tarr, , r, rket ond I ton, are not r I (1ht
Morover , no matter what the. markle t onrdit1r)in,, the rsr-sult will fr' thIt the
family will hav, I st the bij% nes or farm.

Th- pr ioblI of fore rd salesw of fidly ts ,i resses aiii farms is, al Iu i,i tFd i r
many situa t. lor, by t h purr h,,e of Ills' in sir r , to prov id( F hr, rash f urir
rer eary to pay thew e,tate t ax or other amount,, The prrrcr r ds are
available to lend4 to the. i'sFat i' or to buy thr, b, ,Inss, fr m the s, wt.s ,at a
fa Ir market pr ir', itrau',re of It,. quarnitrit death frerief it, I fs. in;isirorir .
itthe only vehi , lr wh iii r.ai insure, that adeu.i te furid', will hr, on hand at
the time of da ti

T 1r propostd rsivsrui p irrl wOr li impose r' an r ,t t- ta on the I f(,
insuranr.e pro(c ;,Is in thi ' , i t t.aF o ri , r'vir t1irir i the' i ri',irir s do's riot
ir rras, r, th i.; 'i of thr -,e t.a tr' lb new ta/ would m,ake, thi crist rf

rats nir 1 iqid funds, nearly prrhibitlvi, arid frjrri' many 'stati', liark Intri'
the sI tu tion of havi nj to ,t-,II the fain ly business% or farm. I rir i.'ampl,,
in th mass of a family hu' Icesr, va IuPd at aitrl. $31. mill inr, if the. nw
tax I c s' ar, tr I, twir r hr. Oiramrunt of ifts insuranr e $2 T 11 inr , insmr of
$1 mril 11 on) wou 1( hovr tit pir(.hasnnd to provide enourjh 1 iqui Id furisl, to
pay the' es tat'' tY.

I 'he rs'v r reiu, opt i on rul aI so s.(everely impart F ro iO)n y - .1feI o rrar ) rifj rtt s
where, fami 1 y rr1sf':frs ,joi ntly owri a bus iress and I ife insurancr is purr hss'i
to prov dr' fund to surviving owrirrs with whir h to buy ths irtvrest rIf the-
d ,cs ',1%d owner.

It is also porsible that t.h' revenu' option r.ould impost' new s's.at laxr',
on proreeds under key-man llfe insurance' arranernients s.et up iy
family-owned business to provide a transition on the death of one of the
family owner,.

(2) The revenue option is inconsistent with the concept of the estate tax
by imposing a tax on property which the decedent des not own, and may never
have owned, and thus cannot in any sense be considereil to have transferred at
his death.
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(3) Finally, the revenue option would discriminate against life insurance
since it would become the only type of property on which an estate tax would
be imposed, even though the decedent transferred it to another person more
than three years before his death.

3. Current Accrual of Market Discount Bonds -- (Item I(D

This revenue option would require that market discount on bonds be
accrued currently for tax purposes rather than at the time the bond is sold or
redeemed,

-- The tax treatment of market discount bonds was extensively examined during
the considerations leading to the Tax Reform Act of 1984. A comprehensive
revision was enacted. At that time, the current accrual of market discount
in income was considered and rejected. There is no good reason for
reversing this decision. Achieving synmetry with the treatment of original
Issue discount on this relatively minor timing issue would require adding
substantial complexity and cost to already overburdened business taxpayers
and the IRS.

4. WthhoId~ _Tax on Interest Paid to foreisncrs -- (lte..I(D(._jc))

This proposal would impose a 5% withholding tax on United Statres source
interest income due a fori;qner not otherwise subject to the income tax of
this country.

-- The taxation of such portfolioo interest" was (extensively examined during
the consideration of the Tax Reforn Act of 19,4. For good and sound pol icy
reasons, the existing 30% withholding! tax was repealed.

Most other countries do not impose similar withholding taxes. This fact
has encouraged the free flow of Investment, dollars on an international
basis and helped to stabilize marketplaces, surh as the urobond market.
United States borrowe.rs need free and equal access to such markets to raise
required capital. The reimposition of a United States withholding tax
would upset present balances and would generate, very substantial pressure
to provide new escape avenues% by way of new treaties or other exceptions.
Foreign investment dollars would tend to qo elsewhere escalating the
balance of payment problem, and the tax would tend to he self-defeatingj.

International financial markets need assurances of continued stability. The
current serious problem involving Eurobonds acquired through International
finance subsidiaries formed in the Netherlaid Antilles attests to the
sersitivity and interdependent nature of such markets. Any revenue( raised
by this clearly inadvisable proposal could be expected to be at substantial
economic cost.

5. I fled Plan_ I n.an', T!reatoed as distribution -- (Ite,:m 1 l)(0)()(b) (

This revenue option proposal would treat loans from a qualified plan as a
distribution of plan benefits. Thus, all or part of any loan amount would he
includible In income, arid, to the extent the loan represents a prc-mature
distribution of plan benefits, it would be subject to a 10% penalty tax.

The rules regarding loans from qualifi,!d plans were significantly tiqhte,red
under TFFPA and further narrowed only a few months ago in the Tax Re form
Act of 1916. The effect of these rules I, to sijbjcr.t plan loans to
string ent restrictions both as to amount and time of repayment. Thus
current law substantially restri(cts the ability to us" loans to divert
funds from retirement purposes. A complete prohibition is unnecessary.

The practical result of the revenue option will be to discourage many lower
paid employees from contribut nq to pension plans. lower income employees,
who have limited discretionar, funds, will be reluctant to commit funds to
a qualified retirement plan i access to those funds is available only at
the price of extremely adverse tax consequences.
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-- While we agree that funds designated for retirement purposes should --

whenever possible -- be maintained inta(,t, this is not always feasible when

an employee faces an unanticipatrd finaric.al need. While higher income

employees are liely to have alternative borrowing options to meet such

needs, for many of the lower paid a retirement plan Is their only

siqnificant source of available funds.

TAX PARITY PROPOSALS _--(ITFMII()(c-)

In looking for new sources of revenue, the corrnnrcial life arid health

insurance industry would encourage the Committee to consider the revenue

options that would eliminate preferential tax subsidies to businesses which

compete for the same markets as our companies which do not receive such

subsidies. These revenue options particularly address the tax treatment of

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans and the current tay exemption granted many

health maintenance organizations (HMOs).
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David Benter
National Director

American Agriculture Movement, Inc.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is David Senter and I an national director of the
American Agricultural Movement, AAM. We represent family farmers
In 34 states. In the ton years of our existence, we have
provided a voice in Washington and around the country for one of
America's most precious -- and dwindling -- resources: the
American family farmer.

I want to discuss the impact of raising excise taxes on our
members. It Is no news to anyone that the family farm is in
grave danger -- while our plight 1p not as fashionable In terms
of news media coverage as it was a fw years back, our situation
ham not improved. The combination 6 depressed prices for our
products and high prices for the good and service, we need to
purchase is continuing to drive the small farmer out of business.
Foreclosures remain high; land prices 'l0wyv and the continued
importing of foreign commodities at prices below our cost of
production is compounding the economic disaster.

It is with. these factors in mind that I ask you to consider the
effect of raising excise taxes on a segment of the population
that is barely holding on to its economic lifeline. That effect
in clear if you stop and think a moment about just what it is you
are proposing to tax.

Cigarettes and cigars and smokeless tobacco are not manufactured
in test-tubes. Tobacco is g!wn, grown in the moil by American
farmers who, on average, own lees than 500 acres of land.
Raising excise taxes will indeed reduce consumption of tobacco
products, and who will that hurt? The small farmer who is
usually making just enough to keep his farm going and his family
fed. A higher excise tax on tobacco Is a lower income for
America's tobacco farmers.

It's the same for alcohol. Barley, hops and grapes aren't made
out of silicon chips -- they're grown, too, by farmers all over
the country. And despite efforts by giant agribusiness concerns
to centralize and control the crops, there are still plenty of
small to medium-sized farms producing grain and fruit for use in
alcoholic, beverages. Raise excise taxes and you'll hurt them
too.... and eventually create a situation where every beer
consumed in this country comes from Germany and every glass of
wine from France, Italy or other wine producing nations.

Even farmers who aren't growing these crops are hurt by excise
taxes. Every farmer in the U.S. uses gasoline in far greater
amounts than urban or suburban Americans. Every farmer purchases
car and tractor tires; every farmer is dependent on telephone
services as the lifeline to the outside world. Every farmer is a
consumer... and the ones we represent are not consuming hundred
dollar dinners and thousand dollar wardrobes. That also holds
true for the thousands of small rural shopkeepers who are
especially vulnerable to the loss of revenue entailed by raising
excise taxes.

As a representative of one of the most depressed sectors of the
economy I can tell you that raising a tax which takes the same
amount of money out of everybody's pocket -- no matter how rich
or poor they are -- is un-American and unfair.

Don't console yourselves by thinking an increase in excise taxes
is hidden and not felt by those who bear the greatest burden.
You will be kicking people who are being kicked around enough.
On behalf of what farmers there are left, we ask you to leave
excise taxes out of this year's tax bill.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT

SUBMITTED BY THE

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF MUSEUMS

Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Finance Committee,
we appreciate the opportunity to submit a statement for the
record. This submission is made on behalf of the American
Association of Museiims (AAM), and on behalf of this country's
museum community. The AAM is an organization of over 10,000
members, including approximately 8,000 museum professionals and
2,000 art, history and science museums, historic houses, science
and technology centers, acquariums, botanical gardens,
arboretums, nature centers, zoos, children's museums, , park
museums and visitor centers.

On June 25, 1987, the staffs of the Joint Committee on
Taxation and the House Ways and Means Committee released a set of
options in connection with the responsibilities of the Congcess
under the 1988 Congressional budget resolution. You have
announced, Mr. Chairman, that the Senate Finance Committee will
use this options pamphlet as the starting point for considering
various revenue raising alternatives.

The museum community understands the enormous
difficulty of balancing budgets in the face of limited revenues
and unlimited responsibilities. Museum directors and officers
are continually confronted with very hard choices about what must
be done and how must it be financed. For that reason, we are
sympathetic with the task before you and your colleagues on the
Committee and in the Congress, Mr. Chairman.

Our statement to the Committee focuses on four of the
proposals contained in theqkstaff option paper. We hope to
demonstrate to you why these four options will cause such
significant problems for the museums of thin country and their
visitors that the options should be rejected. We are, of course,
fully aware that other businesses, organizations and individuals
will point to different options, and argue forcefully that they
ought to be rejected. Nevertheless, we are confident that the
unique role of museums in this country and the very substantial
impact of the four options on their short and long term financial
health will persuade you to adopt other options for purposes of
meeting your FY88 budget responsibilities.

Three of the four proposals that we believe will cause
significant hardships for museums deal with reducing the current
modest incentives for making contributions to section 501(c) (3)
organizations, and are described in section lID of the staff
options. The fourth proposal Is contained in section IIF and
suggests imposing an excise tax upon the investment income of
exempt organizations. The three proposals dealing with the tax
treatment of contributions presumably are directed towards
individual taxpayers, but they have a serious economic effect
upon nonprofit Institutions. The fourth proposal, we believe,
goes to the heart of the principle of tax-exempt status. In our
statement we will first discuss the three proposals relating to
tax deductions for charitable contributions, and then discuss the
excise tax proposal.

The three proposals dealing with the deductibility of
charitable contributions include the following:

1. reducing individual tax preferences such as the
itemized deductions by 10% across-the-board;
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2. setting a floor under aggregate itemized
deductions equal to 10% of adjusted gross income in excess
of $100,000 tor married taxpayers filing jointly; and

3. limiting the computation of itemized deductions to
the 15% tax bracket.

The staff options do not indicate what impact the three
proposals will have upon charitable contributions to tax-exempt
organizations in general, let alone what impact they will have
upon museums. We do know, however, that charitable contributions
make up about 14.5% of all itemized deductions. We also know
that approximately 85% of all the items in museum collections
throughout this country (as measured by value) were the result of
gifts. Thus, we believe it is a reasonable assumption to
conclude that revising the tax code to reduce the incentives to
make charitable contributions has, at the very least, the
potential to affect museums very adversely.

These adverse impacts have very real costs to the
nation. To the extent charitable contributions of tangible
personal property--the objects that make up the museum's
collection--are discouraged, items of cultural, historical and
artistic importance remain in private hands rather than public
hands. To the extent charitable contributions of cash and
Investment property are discouraged, the care and safekeeping of
our cultural and historical heritage, irreplaceable art and
vanishing species of plant and animal life is Jeopardized.

We believe very stro ngly that any increase in revenue
that might occur because of the proposed restrictions and
limitations on charitable contributions is more than outweighed
by the losses to the public that such changes will provoke. More
than one-half billion visits per year are made to our nation's
museums. These visits are eloquent testimony to the vast
benefits that accrue directly to the American people by
encouraging gifts to museums. The value of these benefits may
not be as easy to quantity as the additional tax revenue to be
raised by the enactment of the staff proposals. Nevertheless,
Mr. Chairman, we ask you to consider what the Museum of Fine Arts
of Houston, the Bronx Zoo of New York or the Oregon Art Institute
in Portland would be like if even a modest number of the objects
in their collections were eliminated. Surely, depriving the
American people of the pleasure, beauty and knowledge represented
by those objects and encouraging their private ownership is an
inequity at least equal- to any perceived inequities in tax policy
that the current law may cause.

The proposal to impose a 5% excise tax on the
investment income of section 501(c) (3) organizations is worthy of
consideration, according to the staff option paper, because all
organizations that benefit from government expenditures should
participate in the effort to reduce the federal deficit. The
option paper points out, however, that the beneficiaries of tax-
exempt organizations will be hurt as a result of the reduction in
funds available for programs. We believe, Mr. Chairman, that
these dry statements of arguments pro-and-con do not capture
adequately the real impact of the proposal upon tax-exempt
organizations nor the role of such organizations in serving
public needs.

The AAM recently conducted a survey of a sample of its
members to determine the relative importance of various sources
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of financial support for museums. Approximately 60 museums
responded to the survey. Of those that responded, endowment
income (which is essentially equivalent to Investment income)
represented between 10 and 20% of annual financial support. In
the main, this income is used to fund museum operations. It is
critical to the fulfillment of the tax-exempt purpose of the
museum. Any reduction in investment or endowment income will
reduce on a dollar for dollar basis the programs of the museums.
This means shorter hours of operation, fewer exhibits, and
reduced outreach programs for the members of the community with
the least access to museums.

The basis for conferring tax-exempt status Is to
encourage non-governmental organizations to undertake activities
in the public interest, Museums support vigorous enforcement of
the tax-exempt rules and loss of tax-exempt status for any
organization that fails to act in the public interest. We
believe strongly, however, that to impose a tax--whether income
or excise--upon organizations that are acting in the public
Interest is to establish a precedent that will cause long term
harm to our country. A tax will create permanent uncertainty in
the minds of employees, beneficiaries and benefactors about the
ability of tax-exempt organizations to commit all their resources
to accomplishing the goals for which the organizations were
established. Inevitably, the human and financial resources
necessary to accomplish these goals will shrink. The result will
be, in the case of museums, a society that knows less about its
past and thinks less about its future. We suggest that such a
society is ill-equipped to meet the responsibilities of freedom
and democracy.

Museums, as well as other section 501(c) (3)
organizations, have been buffeted by many changes in the tax law
in recent years. Change in the tax rate structure and the new
appraisal standards have created substantial uncertainty in the
museum community. The inclusion of gifts of appreciated property
in the minimum tax and the elimination of the deduction for non-
itemizers have already begun to reduce museum support. While the
full impact of any one of these, let alone all of them, is not
yet known, the potential for harm to museums is clear. Another
set of rule changes will increase the likelihood of undermining
the financial health of museums, as well as all other nonprofit
organizations.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe the staff
option proposals that we have highlighted in our statement will,
if adopted by you and your colleagues, create a society that is
less enlightened and less educated. in the long run, this will
make it more difficult for the Congress to carry out its duties
and responsibilities. We hope that we have persuaded you.
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STATEMENT

FOR THE RECORD

BY

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS

The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP),
represents the interests of 26 million persons aged 50 and
over. AARP applauds Congress for adopting the FY 1988 budget
resolution and offers the following comments on revenue
raising options before Congresc to reduce the federal
deficit.

In the face of unsustainable federal deficits, the
Association has maintained that any responsible deficit
reduction strategy should include restoration of the federal
revenue base to a fiscally prudent leveL, and this year is no
exception. AARP believes that any overall deficit reduction
program Congress adopts -- one in which revenue is an
essential but not the sole component - must recognize the
past sacrifices made by various groups as well as equitably
distribute the pain of any further deficit reduction efforts.

Finding the revenue sources to me tt the revenue target
in the FY 88 budget resolution represents a formidable
challenge, but the revenue must be raised unless we are
prepared to live with the consequences of unacceptably high
deficits. The Association believes that any revenue package
Congress adopts must be

" equitable arid perceived as fair;
" conducive to economic growth; and
* easy to administer.

I. RAISING REVENUE THROUGH INCREASED COMPLIANCE

The Association believes that increasing compliance is a
priority method of raising revenue; one to be fully explored
before turning to other alternatives that raise the
taxpayers' burden. Approximately $100 billion in revenue
still escapes taxation annually Through noncompliance
resulting from the underreporting of income, the
overstatement of deductible expenses, t e failure to file, or
the failure to pay tax liabilities even when reported
correctly. Improving compliance requires minimal federal
outlays; few, if any, changes in current law; and it is
especially appealing to the bulk of honest taxpayers. Given
the enormity of uncollected taxes and the need to reduce the
deficit, the Association recommends that the committee
address the noncompliance gap as the first step in any
deficit reduction strategy.

Congress previously enacted legislation in 1982-. 1984,
and 1986 to combat noncompliance. These laws, which provided
for improved information reporting and stiffer penalties,
enhanced IRS' arsenal of weapons against noncompliance.
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IRS informalron flnrrvce lines were not answered on the first
attempt. Mote significantly, 15 percent of thr calle0rsF
received corrwt. bit- Incomplete answer, arid 22 percent of
the time the responses were Incorrect.

Taxpayers tend to Ilos- confidence In our t ax n,st .rn If
they cannot g4ot a t. imely or accurate reply to a question
about tax law from the very agency responsible for enforcing
that law. AARP's presidential award winning Tax Aide Program
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for the Rlderly illustrates clearly the benefits of providing
taxpayers with information and assistance in preparing tax
returns.

One final point on noncompliance relates to the
extensive tax code revisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1986
(TRA). Given the extent of these changes, IRS must quickly
develop a comprehensive plan for educating the ,, lic about
the new law. If this is not done in a timely nner, some
taxpayers will face significant 1987 tax preparation
problems, and, even worse, unforeseen revenue could be lost.
(Some taxpayers may even be hard preo-ed financially to meet
an unanticipated tax bill.)

1I. LROADENtNG TIE TAX BASE

The Association supported the Tax Reform Act of 1986
because on balance it benefits the majority of taxpayers and
promotes greater equity. However, passage of the Act has
restricted the potential use of the tax code for further
deficit reduction efforts. Now, fewer preferences and
"loopholes" remain as candidates for elimination. 'oveover,
reduced rates devalue the intact preferences. Additionally,
some in Congress believe' that further tax code revisions
should be avoided until the ramifications of the TPA can be
evaluated.

AARP has consistently supported efforts to broaden the
tax base to eliminate or restrict tax subsidies of more
limited value, The Association urges the committee to re-
examine the code with an eye towards further refining
existing preferences after TRA. Potential changes in
corporate tax provisions include restricting the current tax
treatment of advertising expenses and the tax advantages of
limited partnerships. On the individual side, Congress may
want to tighten up the law on home equity loans so as to
eliminate perceived Ine4ualities as well as to protect
persons against unscrupulous lenders taking advantage of this
provision.

III. EXCISE TAXES

A lively debate has emerged regarding increased excise
taxes. Many people object to them as a major revenue raiser
because of their regressive nature. While excise taxes
generally tend to affect low income persons more than too
rest of the population, the consumption of cigarettes, bder
and wine varies within income classes. The.s, the increase
will hit heavy consumers harder than moderate users, and non-
consumers will be spared entirely. Also, the so-called "sin
taxes" are essentially discretionary purchases, and taxpayers
can reduce consumption to avoid a heavier financial burden.

Historically, the United States has relied on excise
taxes as a significant revenue source. During the 1950's
excise taxes raised about 14 percent of all federal revenues.
After the enactment the Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965,
revenue from excise taxes began declining. By 1984 the
revenue raised amounted to only 5.6 percent of all federal
receipts. Not only did Congress eliminate many federal
excise taxes over the past 20 years, but it also failed to
adjust the existing ones for inflation.
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Because these taxes have not been raised sufficiently
since 1951 to keep pace with inflation, consumers of alcohol,
beer, wine and cigarettes have paid less tax on these
products in real dollars. Meanwhile, the hrtalth related
costs associated with their consumption have placed a strain
on the federal treasury.

A. ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

Under present law, federal excise taxes are levied at a
non-indexed, flat rate on the production or importation of
alcoholic beverages: distilled spirits, wine and beer. With
one exception the federal tax on alcoholic beverages has
remained cons.tant since 1951. As a result, after adjusting
for inf nation, these taxes generate 40 percent less revenue
today than in 19b1.

Like many other Americans, older peron,: would prefer
that "sin taxes" be increased before Income t-ax rates are
raised. AARP recommends that the distilled spirits tax be
doubled to compensate for inflation; that the excise tax
rates on wine and beer be based on alcohol content like the
present distilled spirit tax; and then equalized with
distilled spirits. Finally, we also suggest that an'y newly-
established alcohol tax rates be indexed for inflation.

.tudies show that higher alcoholic beverage prices
discourage consumption, especially among ,the young. Alcohol
abuse causes automobile accidents, cirrhosis of the liver,
increased crime, increased domestic violence and increased
family and p rsonal stress. it a1srr drains government
revenue by raising federal medical costs, and It affects the
economy through lost productivity.

). (IGAPHKT'FE TAX

The prostent tobacco product excise taxes are imposed an
a flat, rnon-tnf nation adjusted rate (in cigars, cigarette';,
papers and tubes, snuff and chewing tobacco maniutfact urged in
or imported to the 11nited ,5Staten. The t ax on "nimall.
ciqaret tfs" generates sFubst-ant I ally a I r of te ,dera I
Revenue from excise taxer; on thin product class

Like alcoholic Leverage taxes, tho,, taxes have been
increased only once since 1951. As a result, the offf;!rA ve
tax rate today is lower than in 1951. If t.ho tax rate had
been: adjusted for inflation, then the cigarette excise tax
would be 34 cents per pack instead of the current 1.6 cents.

AARP supports a doubling of the current tax on small
cigarettes and the subsequent indexing to Inflation of the
new rate. Our members consistently have supported a
cigarette tax rate increase for very much the same reasons
that they endorse one for alcoholic boveiages. Thny
recognize that the product's price Influences the level of
consumption; higher prices deter ,moki.ng among the young
especially and, to a lesser degree, among adults.

Over and above any increases, the Association urges
Congress to permanently Index new cigarettes tax rates. This
change would eliminate the need for future ad hoc
adjustments.
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Cigarette smoking has been linked to, numerous illnesses
such as lung and related cancers, chronic' lung diseases, and
even premature births. Given those sori6us health problems
and their related medical costs, smokers should help
underwrite a greater share of the taxpayers' burden.
Moreover, passive smoking poses health risks to nonsmokers.
Finally, cigarette smokers have higher absentee rates than
nonsmokers, which means a loss in productivity.

The Association recognizes that an increase in the
cigarette tax rate, like one for alcoholic beverages, could
be attacked as regressive. While a tax increase of this
nature exacts a greater percentage of the disposable income
of lower income taxpayers, the tax is placed on a
discretionary Item. Furthermore, the consequences of
foregone consumption are beneficial to the taxpayer and to
society.

C. TELEPliONE TAX

The present I percent excise tax on local and long
distance telephone service will expire on December 31, 1987.
AARP recognizes that Congress may well need to extend the
current tax. However, the Association would oppose any
further increases in the individual rate regardless of how
small.

In today's world, the telephone has become a necessary
expenditure -- an essential for day-to-day living. The
infirmed and homebound, usually the poorest among older
Americans, especially rely on the telephone as their link
with the ovitside world. Frequently, they forego other items
in order to afford a telephone. These people and other low-
income persons of any age would be hard hit by a telephone
tax increase. If Congress decides to seek additional
telephone tax revenue beyond an extension, we suggest
increasing business rates above those for individuals and
specifically targeting mobile phones for a stiffer rate
increase.

D. AIRPORT AND AIRWAY TRUST FUND EXCISE TAXES

The Association believes the committee should adopt the
Administration proposal to extend the current taxes deposited
in the Airport and Airway Trust Fund for two ylars. These
taxes include an 8-percent tax on passenger transportation; a
5-percent tax on the domestic air transportation of property;
a $3-per-porson international departure tax; a 12-cents-per-
gallon tax on gasoline used in noncommercial aviation; and a
14-cents-per-gallon tax on non-gasoline fuels used in
noncommercial aviation.

The Administration proposal to impose a $1 tax on inter-
national air and sea travel could be substantially expanded
and the revenue deposited in the general fund. While this
does represent a departure from the trust fund earmarking
principle, the Congressiohal Budget Office study on excise
taxes indicates that an increase in the airline excise tax is
mildly progressive as a percentage of family expenditures.
This option would avoid unduly burdening low income tax-
payers.
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E. SECURITIES TRANSFER EXCISE TAX (STET)

An excise tax on securities transactions has been
auggented as a potential source of revenues. A transfer tax
of this type was LJn place from 1918 until 1965, and is common
in other industrialized democracies. The STET, which could
he a simple one-half of one purcrit tax on the value of
.vcurities tranactions, has the ability to raise significant
revenues, up ro $22.5 billion over a three year period.
Moreover, the !T'EPFT appear" at first gl arce t o he a
progr:ssive means., of raising revenue, art; the ahb i I ity of
id iv i1a In o enr (age in e;teeir it If! n t ranidct- ion; de tridr;
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I V. F-liFIG( Taxes' ;

T'a igq crierqy product ;; may ,ecoi! rie'.:(.i r i Tri tr o to
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A. 0 r L IM PORPT FEE

In 192 the Unite "d 1ta;te.an' oil import; d:,liried to 28
perc nt, the i I owst point in i mnny yearn. For the iext few
yeaI ", oil Import; rema ind around 10 percent. ilowever,
Amer Ican consumer s began usIng snore energy when -the per
barrel oil price dropped markedly In 1986. The sharp price
decline not only spurred oil Imports but also wreaked havoc
in oil producing states.

Supporters of an oil import fee argue it would lesson
our foreign oil dependence, encourage domestic production and
exploration, and promote conservation. Presumably Increased
domestic production would revive the sagging economies of the
oi producing staten:.
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Opponents of an oil import fee, on the other hand, point
out that it is regressive and inflationary. Increased prices
for petroleum (and even alternate energy forms) and the
probable higher costs of petroleum-based products resulting
from the tax hurt all consumers, especially low income
persons. Furthermore, the increased production costs for
energy intensive industries throughout the nation could raise
the price of manufactured goods with substantial petroleum or
petroleum-based contents, and presumably reduce our economic
competitiveness.

An oil import fee would place a larger burden on the
eighteen oil dependent states (mainly located in the
Northeast and North Central regions) which are non-oil
producers and which ajso lack energy resources. These states
rely on petroleum for 60 percent of their energy needs. An
oil import fee would saddle these states' residents with
substantially higher heating bills.

Finally, critics contend that the net revenue potential
of an oil import fee has been exaggerated. They note, for
example, that the cost of some discretionary spending
programs and, more importantly, inflation sensitive federal
welfare and entitlement programs would rise to reflect
increasing prices. Also, potentially smaller industrial
profits from those energy dependent sectors of the economy,
in turn, reduce federal income tax receipts.

The impact of an oil airport fee upon the elderly is
especially acute. While studies show that older persons
consume less energy per capita than other Americans, they pay
a larger proportion of their income for energy expenses than
do younger persons. Conservation of energy is often an
impractical solution because it endangers the more fragile
health of many older persons who are uniquely affected by
lowered temperatures in the winter or raised thermostats in
the summer.

In the event Congress adopts an imported oil fee, it Is
imperative that safeguards be provided to protect the
vulnerable elderly. Possible options include a rebate for
home heating oil or some other targeted relief for the
elderly poor, possibly through tha Low Income Home Energy
Assistance Program.

B. GASOLINE TAX

Since a gallon of gasoline costs considerably lens than
it did several years ago, some believe the effecti' of an
increased gasoline tax would be relatively painless. They
point oUt that the federal gasoline tax has remained well
below rates levied outside the United States. Additionally,
a gasoline tax tends to treat different sectors of the
economy more evenhandedly and would have relatively little
effect on our international competitiveness. Also, the tax
can be collected more easily than an oil import fee because a
mechanism is already in place. Furthermore, the
discretionary nature of some driving, especially for non-work
related purposes, permits persons to control their tax burden
somewhat. Finally, to the extent that some low income
households do not own automobiles, the impact of the tax
would be avoided.

/
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However, like ao oil import fee this option is
inflationary, and regres ive. Also, its impact Is regionally
disparate, disproporti ately affecting those residing in the
West and Southwest. Moreover, it infringes on a tax base
traditionally used by states, which currently face the need
for added revenue in order to provide programs and services
curtailed by the federal government. In fact, 10 states
already have raised their gasoline tax rates this year, and 2
oLhers are considering it.

V. INCOME 'TAX RATES

A. DIRECT TAX RATE CIIANGES

Despite the consider r able and formidable announced
opponit ion to su(:h a move, nome advocate raisnig revenue by
adjusting the tax rates adopted in 1980. Thi,; change could
be f efecfted by rLt-her freezing temporarily the 1981 tax flate!;
or possibly by increasing the now top ratr,.

At t his t irne, the Associat ion opposes,; any upward
adjustment in the individual tax rates or hangede, . In the
current schedule of rates urider TRA, especially for the
bottom rate. A generalized rate hike would be mos t
burdensome to the lower income taxpayer. Also, this charge
would contribute to taxpayer urncertainty and cynicism about
the stability of the new tax rates.

While it may be possible t,) implement a rate hike in a
manner that would protect those e least able to pay, this
option should not be considered r xcept at; a last resort. if
tax rate changes are considered seriously, we would prefer
increasing the top corporate rate or subj ect ing more
individual income to the top tax rate as a more equitable
means of raising revenue.

VI. ADMINI.1I RATION' S1 REVENUE PROPOSAL.;

The aIdmninistrat ion's, Fiscal fear 88 iDudget propona I
(:ontains a number of revenue provi, iont; which would raise
around $39 billion over 3 years. AARP believes that r,orne of
thee recomrmendations should be included in the cormittee',
package.

A. MANDATORY MEDICARE COVERAGE FOR STATE AND LOCAL
EMPLOYEES

President Reagan proposes to extend Medicare coverage on
a mandatory basis to all employees of state and local
governments not otherwise covered under current law without
regard to date of hire. As a result, effective January 1,
1988, employees and employers would become liable for the
hospital insurance (HI) portion of the Federal Insurance
Contributory Act (FICA) tax.

AARP has previously endorsed mandatory coverage of
current state and local government employees under the HI
program. Mandatory Medicare coverage of these employees
would increase fairness in the program and improve health
coverage.
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Despite the fact that Medicare coverage is currently
optional for state and local employees, over 90 percent of
these employees eventually become eligible for Medicare even
though they may'have contributed very little to the system.
Consequently, these employees who receive full Medicare
coverage but do not pay the HI tax for their entire working
careers are unfairly subsidized by other retirees who have
worked under Social Security and paid the HII tax for their
entire working careers. Imposing the III tax on state and
local employees would redress this inequity.

Extending the HI tax to state and local employees would
likely improve health coverage for those 10 to 15 percent of
state and local employees who never gain Medicare coverage
and for those retired state and local employees who receive
health insurance coverage from state and local plans.
Evidence exists that Medicare provides more comprehensive
health insurance coverage than state and loca. plan. can
afford for their retirees. Moreover, Medicare coverage in,
portable. State and local employees who change jobhn! and
would lose eligibility for benefits under ;tate and local
plans would find Medicare coverage advantageous.

For the above reasons, AARP favors the proposal for
mandatory Mediacare coverage for state ard local employees .

13. FICA TAXES FOR CERTAIN EMPLOYEES

he administration I suggests repealing various cur(,r-it
law FICA tax exemption. These proposals have been approved
by the House Committee on Ways and Means. if the;e changes
become law, effective January 1, 1988, wages received by
Armed Forces reservists on active duty, certain earnings from
family employment, and wages for spec if ic ty)es of
agr lcuLtural employment will no longer be exempt frota the,
F[CA tax. Affected employe-es would be covered by So !-aI
Security and could earn coverage credit.

AARP ;upports universal ';oc ia I Se(,crity coverage not.
only because it protects non-covered employees bit a],;o
because it increases equity for covered wage earners. We
hope the Commttee will explore repeal i ng( other exis;ting F ICA
tax exclusions that cou Id be integrat-ed into the, revr-riuec
package.

C. PENSION BENEFIT GUARAN'TY CORPORATION (PBGC)

The Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation (PBGC) plays a
valuable role in safeguarding the defined benefit plan
promise for pension participants. Under current law, if a
defined benefit plan is terminated by an employer with
insufficient assets, then the PBGC guarantees payment of
certain benefits. Part of PBGC's revenue comes from per-
participant anrual premiums, currently set at $8.50.

Due to a recent wave of terminations of plans with large
unfunded liabilities, particularly in the steel industry,
PBGC is operating at a deficit. Currerit minimum funding
rules need to be tightened to help prevent a similar
situation in the future. In addition, terminations for
reversions need to be restricted, and any such terminations
should include a higher excise tax and enhanced benefits for
plan participants.

(- H8F" - r)
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The current PBGC deficit requires more than funding
reforms for the future. Therefore, a package of funding
reforms should also be accompanied by an increase ih the
premium. A flat premium, reflecting the social insurance
nature of PBGC, is preferred to a variable rate premium. In
addition, a variable rate may be too burdensome in that it
will require currently distressed plans and employers, unable
to meet the higher payment obligations, into prematurely
terminating a pension plan. A flat increase in the premium
is recommended to help PBGC meet its benefit obligations.

VII. ADDITIONAL SOURCES OF TAX REVENUE

A. ESTATE TAX

The estate tax has become a decreasing source of reverLue
since the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. Estate tax
revenues fell from around two to less than one percent of
federal revenues from 1980 to 1986. The 1981 changes
included lowering the estate tax rate from 70 to 50 percent
(the rate decrease was frozen at 55 percent until 1988 by the
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984) and increasing the unified
estate tax credit so that estates valued ac up to $600,000
could escape taxation entirely. These changes are estimated
to cost the government an estimated $46.4 billion in revenues
from 1986 to 1991. The number of estates paying any estate
tax at all has fallen from 35,148 in 1983 to 30,518 in 1985.

The committee may wish to consider modifying the estate
tax system as part of a larger revenue package. An option
which should be considered is to retain the present 55
percent top rate, rather than allowing the scheduled drop to
a 50 percent top rate to occur.

Another revenue measure that should be included is a
correction of a TRA-created employee stock ownership plan
(ESOP) loophole. Originally intended as a provision to
encourage sales of stock to employee stock ownership plans,
the current loophole allows tax planners to assist their
clients in avoiding payment of estate taxes. Current law,
already tightened by IRS rules early this year, still permits
estates owning stock in companies with ESOP's to sell the
stock to the plans and exempt part of the proceeds from the
estate tax.

The loosely drafted provision, never intended to have
such broad application, or to result in large revenue losses,
is expected to cost about $7 billion over five years. The
ESOP provision should be amended to reflect its limited
intent.

B. LUXURY TAX -M

In the past, the United States has made limited use of
the luxury tax as a revenue source, and also has levied
excise taxes on a wide range of goods considered luxury
items. A luxury tax could be reinstated on the purchases or
resales of selected items above a certain price: boats,
airplanes, automobiles, furs, jewelry, electronic equipment
and entertainment devices. The tax could be a flat percent
or apply to the cost in excess of specified thresholds; the
rate of taxation would be determined by the revenue to be
raised.

/
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Some find a luxury tax attractive tax because it
primarily affects upper income consumers and is levied on
discretionary purchases. The Xssociation recognizes the
limited revenue such a tax could raise, but we recommend that
Congress examine it as a way of shielding lower income
taxpayers from additional tax burdens, arid because it would
enhance the progressivity of a total package of revenue
Increases.

C. CONSUMPTION TAX/VALUE ADDED TAX

Various people advocate a consumption tax on goods and
services rather than income. A value added tax (VAT), ono
type of a consumption tax has been widely recommended. A
substantial revenue raiser, this tax has various drawbacks
that counterbalance it.,; tremendous revenue potential. 'Ihese
include its regressivity, itFn hidden nature, the impact on
those with a fixed income, and, finally its inflationary
nature. A consumption tax seriously departs from current tax
policy and also would be ext remely difficult to implement.
The Association strongly rej,2cts efforts to reduce the
deficit through a consumption tax.

VI1. CONCLUS;ION

The Associat ion has in the past supported responsible
revenue raising packages such as the Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act and the Deficit Reduction Act., as well as
the bare broadening provisions of TRA. These bills have
helped restore lo't revenue in an equitable and efficient
manner. Continued deficit reduction is essential.

The options cited in the testimony which the Association
supports exceed the revenue target mandated by the FY 8
budget resolution. We believe they are equitable, pro-growth
and manageable alternatives.

AARP looks forward to working with this Committee as it
develops a revenue raising package that we hope represents
both sound tax policy and social policy goals.
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REVENUE-RAISING OPTIONS

BY

NORMAN SHERLOCK
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

AMERICAN BUS ASSOCIATION

AUGUST 11, 1987

I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the
Administration's revenue increase proposals contained in the
President's Budget for Fiscal Year 1988 and the revenue options
presented for consideration in *ne Joint Tax Committee's staff
pamphlet published on June 25, 1987. The American Bus
Association ("ABA" or "the Association") represents more than
3,500 companies involved with bus regular route, tour and
charter, airport and commuter services and in businesses which
are related to travel and tourism.

I. Administration and Join Tax Committee Prqpfosals

In its fiscal 1988 budget proposal, the Reagan
Administration has outlined a number of revenue raising
proposals, including the repeal of all existing Highway Trust
Fund excise tax exemptions. Exemptions from e Ise taxes,
particularly the 12 cent per gallon diesel fuel'excise tax
exemption, are essential to maintaining a financially healthy and
viable intercity bus industry as part of the national
transportation network.

The amount that would be raised by eliminating this
exemption - $30 million - is not enough even to warrant an
asterisk in the national budget, but it is important to thousands
of small, struggling bus companies. For many, the savings
represent their profit. A quick look at the newspaper over the
last six months illustrates the fragile economic condition of the
bus industry. The recent buy-out of the financially distressed
Trailways Lines, Inc. is further indication of the precarious
economic condition of the bus industry.

According to the Interstate Cpaymerce Commission, operating
revenue and ridership of 10 of the largest bus companies
substantially declined in 1986 compared to 1985. Operating
revenues fell 10.5 percent and passengers carried fell 17.7
percent. Net income dropped by $10.2 million to $35.1 million.

The American Bus Association urges that Congress again
reject any proposal to repeal the Intercity bus industry's
exemptions from excise taxes.

In addition, included among the revenue raising options
formulated by the Joint Tax Committee is a proposal to increase
excise tax rates. Specifically, possible proposals include: (1)
increasing by 5 to 10 cents per gallon the excise taxes on all
motor fuels used in highway usesa and (2) indexing the taxes for
inflation using the Consumer Price Index after the tax increase
is implemented. The options also include a proposal that diesel
fuel continue to be taxed at current rates.
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The revenue raising options also include a proposal that
would require that wholesale dealers collect the diesel fuel
excise tax. Under current law, the tax is collected and paid at
the retail level, and bus operators are required to pay the full
15.1 cents per gallon tax and then file for a credit or refund of
12 cents of the tax or for the full amount of tax. ABA urges
that the efficiency of administration could be improved by
requiring bus companies to pay only the tax that is lawfully due,
thereby eliminating the necessity of filing for a refund or
credit.

As an initial matter, ABA objects to an increase in highway
user taxes for non-transportation purposes. It should be noted
that the highway program has not contributed to the deficit. The
American Bus Association opposes any increase in the diesel fuel
excise tax. Dedicated Highway Trust Fund money should not be
diverted, as these monies are needed for road and bridge repair
and construction.

II. The Intercity Bus Industry Plays a Vital Role in Our

As outlined below, the intercity bus industry can ill afford
an increase in taxes. ABA maintains that an increase in the
diesel fuel excise tax is regressive, as an increase in the cost
of intercity bus transportation will disproportionately impact
passenger service which is characteristically provided to lower
income and rural area travelers.

Congress has repeatedly expressed its support for the
transportation policy goals embodied in the excise tax exemptions
as evidenced by the rejection of last year's proposal to repeal
the excise tax exemptions made by the Administration. For these
and the following reasons, the American Bus Asso'biation urges
that Congress again reject the proposal to repeal bihese
exemptions and to reject the proposal to increase the diesel fuel
excise tax.

Historically, Congress has urged the use of private
intercity bus transportation. The Energy Tax Act of 1978, the
Highway Revenue Act of 1982, and the Tax Reform Act of 1984 all
contain provisions exempting intercity buses from all or part of
the diesel fuel excise tax and from other highway user taxes.

Most recently, Congress acted to extend these exemptions as
part of P. G. 100-17, the Surface Transportation and Uniform
Relocation Assistance Act. During consideration of this
Reauthorization Act, the House and Senate tax writing committees
considered the question of repealing or reducing these exemptions
in order to raise revenue for highway and transportation
programs. They decided that there was no need to take this step
for either revenue raising or for tax equity reasons.

This national policy stems from Congressional recognition
that the intercity bus industry plays a unique and vital role in
our nation's transportation system. Private intercity bus
operators must compete with subsidized mass transit operations
and other subsidized forms of transportation for tour and
commuter passengers.

The Offkce of Management and Budget estimates that the
repeal of all existing highway excise tax exemptions would yield
$800 million in increased receipts to the Highway TrUst Fund in
fiscal 1988. In regard to exemptions extended only to the bus
industry, the Congressional Budget Office estimates that repeal
would yield actual additional revenues of only $100 million in
fiscal year 1988, the bulk of which is attributable to public
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transit. CBO estimated last year that the elimination of
exemptiong for the private intercity bus industry would provide
only a very small portion of that figure -- approximately $30
million. Clearly, the excise tax exemptions extended to the
Intercity bus industry are not large revenue losers when measured
in'terms of the federal budget.

More than 375 million passengers ride intercity buses
annually. In comparison with other modes of transportation,
intercity buses carry far greater proportions of senior citizens,
students, military personnel, and women. An income profile of
intercity bus passengers reveals that 58 percent of them have
annual family incomes of less than $15,000.

Of the approximately 12,000 points in the United States
served by Intercity bus service, an estimated 11,000 are not
served by any other form of intercity transportation. Based on
this information, it is clear that an increase in the diesel fuel
excise tax would disproportionately impact rural communities and
low income socio-economic groups.

We also wish to point out the energy conservation incentive
provided by the diesel fuel excise tax exemptions. Intercity
buses are the most fuel efficient from of intercity travel baued
on passenger miles per gallon of fuel consumed. To the extent
that people can be encouraged to utilize intercity bus
transportation rather than to drive personal automobiles, energy
conservation is achieved. The excise tax exemption allows
intercity bus operators to offer low fares which give an
alternative to more energy intensive forms of transportation.
Any increase in the diesel fuel tax would similarly impair the
bus industry's ability to provide low cost transportation. it
should be noted that the intercity bus is roughly three times
more fuel efficient than Amtrak and six times more fuel efficient
than commercial air transport.

Travel and tourism businesses rely heavily on intercity bus
industry to bring them business, and for many of those businesses
it is a critical lifeline. .0. ten percent decrease in bus
ridership would cost these businesses close to $1 billion in
revenue annually. As a further result, unemployment would
Increase dramatically, particularly among the minorities, women
and youth who are heavily employed in the travel and tourism
industry.

III. Private Bus Companies Receive No Direct Federal Subsidy But
Mu st Compete Rout i --- wbt-6FE a S- Entitles .

The exemptions are the only subsidies which the intercity
bus industry receives from the federal government. However, the
Intercity bus industry must compete with other modes of
transportation which are the beneficiaries of huge federal
subsidies. Specifically, intercity bus operations must compete
for passengers with Amtrak and the airlines. Amtrak is directly
subsidized at a rate of approximately $35 per passenger. The
airlines are subsidized at a rate of approximately $9 per
passenger, according to government studies, and have enjoyed
large subsidies and favorable tax treatment in past years. Last
year, the Administration estimated that the current 12 cent per
gallon diesel fuel tax exemption amounted to an indirect subsidy
of only 8 cents per passenger for the intercity bus industry.

Additionally, repeal of the bus-industry exemptions or an
increase in the excise tax rate would further harm the
competitive position of the private intercity bus industry vis a
via public transit authorities if it were not applied to them
also. Public tranait authorities are increasingly competing with
private bus companies on commuter routes and in charters and
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tours. They enjoy tax exemptions due to their status as
governmental entities and also receive large sub idies from the
Federal government. A new subsidy, enacted as rt of the
Surface Transportation Assistance Act of 1982, as provided
public mass transit authorities with revenues equal to 1 cent of
the per gallon tax on motor fuels; this amounts to more than $1
billion from taxes imposed on private highway users, incuding
private intercity bus companies. Thte proposed repeal of these
exemptions or an increase in the tag rate would place our
industry at a greater disadvantage than ever before.

IV. Proposal to Change Collection of Diesel Fuel Excise Tax.

Under current law, the diesel fuel excise tax is generally
imposed on the sale of fuel by a retail dealer to the bus owner
or operator. Under an exception created by the 1986 Tax Act,
retail dealers may elect to have wholesale distributors collect
and pay the tax when the diesel fuel is sold to the
retailer. The Joint Tax Committee options include a proposal
that would make the election to collect the diesel fuel excise
tax on sales by wholesale dealer mandatory for all sales.

Under current law, ABA members must pay the full 15.1 cents
per gallon tax upon purchase r use of the fuel, and must later
file for a refund or obtain redit. Many ABA members
experience extensive delays in obtaining their refunds.

ABA supports efforts to improve the efficiency of the
collection and administration of the diesel fuel tax. However,
ABA urges that increased savings and efficiency could 'be achieved
by requiring bus owners and operators to initially pay only the
tax which is lawfully due on the purchase of the fuel and not
impose on the bus owner or operator the added burden of a claim
for refund. These procedures would eliminate the extensive and
unjustifiable delay experienced by bus owners and operators in
receiving their refunds. Such a move would also eliminate the
IRS' administrative burden of processing the claims for refund
and tax credits.

V. Conclusion

The repeal of the intercity bus industry's exemptions or an
increase in the diesel fuel excise tax, in conjunction with the
effects of deregulation in the industry, and continuing liability
insurance problems, would have a serious financial impact on the
private intercity bus industry. Many intercity bus operators are
small business people and their businesses would suffer from the
financial burden of an increase in excise taxes.

The American Bus Association urges the Committee and the
Congress to reject the Administration's proposal to repeal these
excise tax exemptions and the Joint Committee proposal to
increase the diesel fuel excuse tax. The ABA supports the
alternative proposal that diesel fuel continue to be taxed at
current rates.
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ideas on the specifics of style and pricing before going shopping. Grocery,

drug store and many other newspaper advrtlesetut are aimed at comparisor

shoppers. The benefits derived from such advertising clearly are realized Ir

the short term.
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rio eiddi Li onial tax ia, Mint .!; Ioh I ,,r i I f it l vd ,for) -ef ,lairita-ry I., 1987.
Irndeec,d, th i !; woOI l,, he r iif ,vv'n i f rihad charunjd her wi- I after r
';('pt ornnlb r 25, 1 9 8 ), th, rli ' t hat t be, iririctc'rl arnerlrn!ne t n
t o -I ru+,lIIri, t ) at t hi g C. nI ,lrr I y l ady , itll (I have- hocrife awar, that
(Cf mt rq'!; t; ; w f)it Irri p ,tt i Y i q nac t errrnt (if ai rt, w ( , r i,rat i, rt-,, i pp i rig
tax. MIoevefr , the, eff-ct iV, a (-" 1)rov i iin whic(-h iL it!. noW pro-
[pcicc-+l be' ('htnq ,l r'rn,air; ed ur(:chanfjld fourr thv iiat,, 11.11. 18 1; wan
inrit mioredd ot o f,,ermbr 1, 98 , mirt I i I hr,-cm , law on Oct obir 2
1 9116.

We respect fl I y n'ubmit. t at it. i+; ext r.ne!,ly unfair for
tie Corirjrenn., 1o irnpon+e t rantr; f r !_ax,.t 1i hat hlave anX ret ronct ive
ef f( c., arI that it I: won 1d b, [iar t i ii Iar I y t rut I f tor;e taxen
wr-re impocied with resprrt te t.ranrnferr under very (,ld w i I; of
elderly indIviduals who proi) to th tffct ive dal v of the new law
bhrnrne mental l y iri:a pabl o of c'hanigng tho) ;( wi I If;. Irideed , it is
bad e rtoujh to a.;ninrie that. f;,ch i ]ivi(lila I. we!re or nhiotlid have
been aware of corngre,,;3j ental committee taf f lropct;;als which m i
re. u 1L in the double , taxation of their eistateF, but- it wou]d&-T)e
especial.y egregious Lo impose a i'econd tax reLroactivel y, after
those individuals were iinable to change their wills and avoid tilted
Lax, except by dying before January 1-, 1987, particularly when the
effective date language ef tho e new law rema i ned unchanged from the
time it was f irFut introduced, ihun leandi.ng anyone txaniniinj that
.angiuagoe to conclude that the new tax would only be impo.led

prospect i vely.

For the re ,.foncs s t tated, we renipectfully u rge the
Committee to kclete the language which appear on linen 14, 159,
c aii !6 of page 440 of S. 1350 an introduced in the Senate on
June 10, 1987, and to report that bill to the Senate without
that language.
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SThe American Society of
Mechanical Engineers

Suile 216
IM25 K StreI N W

Wshing 1on OC 20006 1202
20? 8S 3 56

Aaxjkt 14, 1987

The Horcrable Lloyd Bmritse
GCMirman
Ocuittee on Finance
Unites States Senate
Wahoirqton, D.C. 20510

DV "r. Choairan:

As the Cmsittee on Fiaw:e cxxwiders the FY 1900 k"drjet roccri liatrn
bill, the American Society of ?Whanical Frnj1rwr e (K".E) urrjes your
consideration of Seator Monihan's propxsal, S. 39, whicb would avkn-
perwarwt the currwit law, Se tion 127, excluslon fram totirn for
u'ployer-paid tuition assistance. Section 127 is due to mgp[re on
[Irer 31, 1987, and we respectfully ask that you incorporate the
larpage of S. 39 into the recxaxiliation bill. We also re~wmt that Utils
letter be =via part of the record of hearirp hold V/ thn Comumittee rx3
rwveAr-raiainq options on July 15, 16 and 17.

At a tim when Ctrqres in exa anirg alternative policies foWm rIrj
the notion's xVetitiveness, we believe that government polWty should
provide equate incertives for octirouinq education ard rtrainirorj. Asn a
national organization with aver 117,000 members, AE is particularly
oinaerred about the ability of enrjinemr to stay abreast of rpidly
chanqinq tactrvlogy. our mebars are vitally cxarned about xdatiry,
their tadh ical knowledge to maintain their jots or to deal with job
displaemerat dx to a changing exonoy. therefore, expiration of SeLtion
127 will restrict the ability of workers to modrnize and update their job
skill.

If this nation is to procpr ecoiuically arr] autxte effetively In the
international emdetplac, CovIrea should actively prtmsve individual
employee initiative and efforts to improve tlir job skills. EDployce
adk.rtional assistanoo benefits are epecially effective irvxntive for
Mrdirtq the abilities of U.S. workers at a very low cost in term of tax

We hupe ycaa agree that by incorporatinq a. .39 in the PY 1988 budget
zwxulliation bill, ounfusion and ouwr a qong ployers an wmployeas
over tax liability for worker education will be diWelled, and permmwicy
can be socsxd3 to this popalar trai 1 q inowitive.

olnoor~ly,
Ay

Richard PwejArg, P.E.
Preset

I
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STATEMENT OF ILISSA MATULIS MYRUS, CAE

DIRECTOR O MEDER SERVICES

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVES

weRI I I FR THE RWORClD TO TAE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEs HEARINS Ow sDGLT RESOLtrrION

JULY 15, 1987

Mr. Chairman and Distinguished Members of the Committee:

I om 9lsesa Matulis Myers, CAE, Director of Member Services for the
American Society of Association Executives, located in Washington,
D.C. ASAE Is a not-for-profit tax-exempt society representing the
professional interests of 15,000 wn and women who serve as key
executives of the major trade and professional associations in the
United States. ASAE serves three primary purposes. We seek to
enhance the professionalism of our association executive members to
improve the performance of the voluntary membership organizations they
represent; mnd' to assist these executives end their organizations in
dealing effectively vith public policy Issues thet serve the broad
needs of society.

It Is with the latter tvo missions that I am concerned today.

Mr. Chairman, ASAE recognizes the important mandate you have to raise
additional revenue in order to meet the fiscal de~iends of our society.
We hove the greatest respect for the fine and Innovative thinking that
produced the document describing revenue'raising options that you are
considering here today.

We are concerned in particular with two of the three options you have
proposed that seek to raise funds from exempt nrganizations. In one
provision, it has been suggested that trade association investment
income and non-exempt function income including interest, dividends,
royalties, rents and other investment income that is currently tax-
exempt become taxable as unrelated business income. Second, it hat
been proposed that investment income of all exempt organizations under
Section 501(a) be subject to a 5% excise tax.

We are particularly Interested in the Impact of those provisions on
trade associations, professional societies, and similar organization,
represented in the ASAE membership.

We recognize that, on first analysis, It would appear that both of
these measures might serve to generate additional federal income. Our
research indicates that the 7,500 associations represented by ASAE
generate on average 6.4% of-their annual income fro investments, an
average of just over $150,000. That average investment earning,
spread over the 7,500 associations represented by ASAE would indicate
a potential taxable pool of $1,125,000,000.

A 5% excise tax on that sum would appear to generate an additional
$56,250,000 in federal revenue.

However, that income gain is on illusion.

The proposals I have mentioned are likely to have one of two equally
undesirable effects.

First, and perhaps of paramount importance, associations will be
forced to scale back their activities In order to meet the demands f6
the new tax burden. The trade and professional aessocitions
represented within the ASAE membership are engaged in a wide variety
of Important activities working to solve both the problems of the
notion and the problems of the industries and professions they
represent.

They are Joining private sector Initiative to your outstanding efforts
to foster the well being not only of their members but also of
society at large. 0
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The American Association of Advertising Agencies, for example, In
addition to helping to educe,- and ,,plif' Itt -. b-- al-, sponsors
The Media Advertising Partnership for a Drug Free America -- a 3
thatenlists at'leit $500 llTion annually of free media time and
space to help fundamenstally reshape social attitudes about illegal
drug use -- to uMell illegal drugs.

The American Bar Association has a wide ranging educational program
designed to educate all segments of the American public about the
Constitution and Its unique role In the nation's history, including an
outstanding PBS series that vill air this fall, a national mock trial
program, and much more.

After a member of the Florida Independent Automobile Dealers
Association noticed a full, unsafe looking school bus being driven In
Tellahasee, the association decided to raise funds to purchase a safer
school bus for the battered and abused children of the Lighthouse
Childrens HOme. The initial program launched an annual effort that in
1986 marshalled $80,000 in donations for a dovn payment on a nev
Education and Recreation Building.

A National Association of Broadcasters program, The Vork Resource and
Petraining Initiative, is an effort by the NAB anrfsoci6-o -teis
to mob Iize oimunity resources to meet the challenge of assisting
displaced workers from declining industries to obtain work skills and
meet the needs of the technological workplace.

These are just a few examples of the literally tens of thousands of
ways that associations end societies are working with you to solve
our problems.

To the extent that they are fiscally hampered from carrying on that
important work, the nation will suffer. It is even possible that
increased government funding will be sought to fill the breach. Or,
to put it more simply, an additional tax on the nation's trade and
professional associations is likely to result In a shift In burden
from associations to the federal government, and represents therefore
a false economy. In some cases, those Important public services may
not be filled at all. In all cases, there will be a time leg, as
society restructures to fill the void.

Second, as Gilbert Grosvenor from the National Geographic Society
stated at the Unrelated Business Income Tax Hearings last week,
recognizing the critical importance of their mandate, associations
will ttrtiucture themselves in order to find a way to fund !hpir
activities. It is highly unlikely that they will peruanently
eliminate one or more Important activities as a result of reduced
funding.

Rather, In response to the significant increase in the cost of
conducting their good works, the average association will increase
dues and or fees to members.

Since funding for the important work of trade and professional
associations coas from Americas' for-profit companies and individual
professionals, the cost of participating In the associations to these
members will increase.

Vhile dues paid to a purely social or recreational club may be
discretionary and is often a non-deductible expense to the taxpayer
member, membership in trade associations and professional societies
generally represents a necessary business expense or a charitable
contribution, and In fact, dues and fees ire generally deductible.

0
The net effect of the two proposed provisions, then, will be to
transfer the source of federal revenue dollars from individual and
corporate returns to associations rather then generating additional
federal dollars.

What we imagine you will also want to consider is that the revenue
generated at either the average tax rate under which the association
investment income, will be taxed or at the proposed 5% excise tax Is
generally considerably lower than the normal corporate or Individual
rate.

II
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It is probable that the net revenue effect of the two provisions may
in fact have the unexpected and unintended effect of an eventual
decline in federal revenue.

It should be noted, too, that a subcommittee of the House Ways and
Means Committee just conc.luded its extensive hearings this past week
looking into the tax treatment of exempt otganizations in general. It
vould seem more timely to await the overall recommendations of this
important group before making adjustments in this area at this time.

We recognize the importance, however, of your effort, and believe we
can be helpful.

Associations stand ready and able to atntst the federal government to
more efficiently accomplish many of it3 programs by bringing to beat
the extensive and effective collective membership power they have
available. Associations are represented in considerable number among,
those organizations cited by the current Administration for excellence,
in private sector Initiatives.

Many more are actively engaged in such worthy endeavors; to r;erve the
jr broad needs of society, and 'till mre will volunteer to itep in whore

a need can be identified.

America has long sou gh t ;olut ion!. to Itr; critIcal [pr oblems atid
emerging opporttunrtie.; through the collective effort'; of it, rtizi.n',
organized Into effective a5sociation unit,. We urgently appeal to You
to consider once again sItrenthening this, mot vaItiable )f nat i oral
resources, rather than further taxing it, strerg th. Please ; loni'?
diminish the abilIty of assoc lat ion!; to work with you as, an impor taut
ally by taxing their paq,,ive Income.

Thank you for your great coirtersy in allowing me time to !rhae my
view with you today, nrd for your oit,-andirog efforts to addr ens the
complex nat ional agsrilda
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STATEMENT OF

THE AMERICANS FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PVENTION AND TREATMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, in 19'i, federal

excise taxes on all alcoholic beverages were raised to help

finance the Korean War effort. Taxen on distilled spirits were

Increased In 1985 -- 34 years later -- but the excine taxen on

beer and wine remain unchanpred.

The Americans for .>*ubstanre Abune Prevention and Tr-atment

(A.APT) believe it is time to equalize taxen on all alcoholic

beverage. to fInance another war. The war on alcohol and drug

abune in America. L. isted are some- Important f I pi ren for the:

Committee' r cyns iderat i on:

Alcohol Toll on Human Lives and th _Economy

0 Approxim;at.fely Ib m ll ion Amricann, ineludrin 3 mtlii on

adoIe :cent,3 nuffe'r from alcohol ism or problem drrinkinr.

r) I rn a Gal I up Poll , 81% of thone askerd ;aid alrohrnl Ibusre ina

;a m,-jor national health prrb lem.

n Near I y thr;e L im t, ho nijmbe, r of Amer I fi tna; k I I s-r i n

V it nam d io ea ch yea r of a I Cho abus orI a bIIr.ol F! o

Al co ol Il 1am hortrn J f ' sxp 'ton-y by a ne;t im;it l 10- 1

o More th n -j0 rli n1.eIn'r-., ; ' a r r:.,iir-rl ror aii r'.iv;itre1 hy a I r:ohbol

,lnine ; 1Jre1lu ir i op: rnr,t . i a t , ophav.a l r,an(rer p,,pt i

nil rr, r: I rrho. i n o f] h i ver, tuberr: !]I or; i n endo rrI nr

i:ir)rr,!r':; and b i rth cle, r .

o More I.in )r -h;a I f o f a I I mot, o r V 0err i . I v r at .aI t t I e.n ;in d

death, Irom fail, or Fire; involve alcohol abuso.

o Alcohol abusre co:L the nat ion, drinkers and ahaiti nera

alike, a total of $120 billion annually In lost

productivity, health and medical care, crime and violence,

sick leave and social welfare.

):

i
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o Alcohol abusers utilize a disproportionately high share or

health insurance and Medicare benefits, thus driving up

cost for all persons.

The presenfr need to generate additional funds for alcohol

and drug abuse and other health-related program In particularly

acute. The enactment of the Balanced Budget and Emergency

Deficit Control Act of 1985 and other budgetary constraints Is

expected to result in substantial cutback; in appropriations for

national health programs, Including Medicare and the National

Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA).

To offset the effects of such cuthac-ks, the Amer ans for

';ub;tance Abuse Pre-et. ion and Treatment sjpports, a tax Increase

on beer and wine as- a means of maintaining adequate finding

levels for NIAAA, state, hIoc'k grants, alcohol pr-evrent. irn program,

in s;Chools., alcoholi om and drug ;hsue treatment, and othr health

cart? prravr-:m,, stuch ts Med i care and Medi cai d.

"he . j cr;im ,; w;y' t, orle;a ,' 'on hif'r" irtd wino' wroi'li

ht to equaI i/If' tho Lax ra tes for. ai] IaI c b l b, 'vefr, Igoer;.

Ad( j ist"; i f a ] coho I corntrit. , beer if; c'r'rert I y taxed ,It.

7rr - r 0r't.i h ho ralt' r)f . 'Is i]le d :;pir I tr] , ard win- J; tis Lx-] at.

r,' :''v'ri 1 ' 'm. I 1 . I r,' ra t . Th- re rc " reril, d fd , ,1 i-. r, t, Ix

i t). ':; to) 1 ''2:';: theib i o .t ye ''rnt:; or; a r;r r)f bee'r" krid 1- ,'r; I.hirl

a [ erjny r; .i g 1,i::; (it Wi o ' .

T '' l1. i ri, I I A l (c ho TI x ilr); I i L i cri ' . i M, Letr ; t. I. ,in

i n ' r r' f' i ic f 'rli'r' ,I C Xe: i "; ' - t 'K' l 'I ' rrd W'n'r'a te. a , d] i t i or.i I
',' v Js,; rof be- t,w'in $11. b i I 1 i icg ir d $2 0.5 ilI I i i n i] Iy.

Currently, $5.1; billion is, generated in federal excise tirs, or

lessi than one percent of all federal revenue's. In 191, when

beer and wine taxes were I', it raised, a 1 oho taxes accounted

for approximately five percent of all federal rsvenires.
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Increased alcohol taxes would, of course, be user taxes,

and wAlId have no impact whatsoever on the estimated 36 percent

of the population that abstains from alcohol use. Also, It

would have minimal effect on light and moderate drinkers. The

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services estimates that 10

percent of all drinker:s account for 50 percent of the alcohol

consumed in the United States.

rhe majority of Amer I cains rlv o r i1irreas i ng tinr, ta x on

alcohol i tieVfrg'. Mo'r than halif" of tho -),e)pl, nurveypd In a

19 3 Gal l p ol sr)] a irl they favored doiublirig the, fidern I tax on

alcoholic bevrrag/es. Many prominent nrganizationsn including the

Americ;an Ass-ociatiorn rof (fet.irf.(J r 'd r.ons,, the National] Co1rrin1 i on

Alcoholih;m, the Amr-i ca;n ColIege of Preventiv Medicine, and the

C ri t r for sciinre1 in t' Puh] i c Interesrt support the taIx

n r-ret ::; .

Al;o, several dozen l-ading economistn, Including Stanford's

Vi stor Fuchs a n (1r i n nce't or n' s Allan Bl Indr, have pe(-t i t loner

Co ngres to inrca'tire Ierlr, ral exci:e tax on a I c)h iiec brveraget;.

They "be Iieve, tha t the pub Ii c h-a 1 t h costf and Iot her ext irna

eos.t; as;ociate-d with the con:sJmptiorn of alcohol ir, hevera gi'; arf'

sr) ; i Vr n fi cant as tr) justify .ubstantial n 'txc aI taxer on those

brc Vo' 'I Fri, .

Alcohol -i ,a s in Am"rica costs t he nat Iorn more, than $ 120

bill I on tnriua lIy -- approximately P5 times th amrnoint generated

in ,'xc:i ;e 1.axes, -- ar(I Vio o unt; frjr ahrout 10 p"r e nt .if the

riation's i dt-th toll. And alc ohol cons-umption Is ri srig. Per

capital conr sumpt ion ros-e ;ipproxima tely one -th ird from 1960 to

1182, with beer and wine I e!,l i op the way. Advertisi n

expenrl I tires, for alcoholo lic hr-v'r-gr.'ri have i nr'reanr-( to

approx imate:l y $1 bill ion a y ear r, including more than $500

mill ion by the beer industry alone,.
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Duke University researchers estimate that if alcohol taxes

doubled and then equalized, consumption of alcoholic beverage

could be expected to drop by approximately III percent.

The American3 for Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment

joins with other organizations in urging an Increase in beer and

wine taxes and earmarking the revenue for:

-- Alcohol re.,:earrb

-- Prevention

-- Treatmnt

- Arid :; ipport of ir'alth care! program, :;ueh as Mediea rr'

Medicaid and publ icly funding avenue , nuch a3 NIAAA,

NIDA and the National In:titute on Meital Halth.

Thank you for the opportunity t.) pree;,nt (jijr" vi(,w!;,
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Statement of
Association for Advanced Life Underwriting

Presented on
Revenue Increase Options

Cowmittee on Finance
United States Senate

August 17, 1987

The Association for Advanced Life Underwriting (AALU) is a nationwide
organization of life insurance agents and others engaged in the use of life
insurance and related products in the fields of buriiness continuation plan-
ning, estate planning. retirement plans and employee benefits. This statement
is submitted on behalf of our members and, more significantly, on behalf of
our millions of policyholders who rely upon the protection they receive from
billions of dollars of life insurance coverage. We believe we can accurately
convey to the Committee the response that can be expected from our policy-
holders once the Eull impact of the Joint Committee's options is understood by
the country.

We support and adopt the statements of the National Association of Life
Underwriters and the American Council of Life Insurance and look specifically
to the latter organization for leadership in matters that affect life insur-
ance company taxation.

A. General Corments.

This statement will set forth AALU's comments on those of the Joint
Committee's possible options to increased revenues which will have particular
impact on the life insurance industry and the people it serves. We are most
concerned with the fact that implementation of one or more of these options is
part of a process which, no matter how important in terms of Federal budgetary
considerations, is simply ill suited to the implementation of complex, techni-
cal tax proposals requiring intense and often lengthy review. Furthermore,
the tolerance of the public is, we fear, wearing exceedingly thin for
constant and often chaotic changes in our Revenue laws.

1. We Are Enmeshed In An Unacceptable Continuum of Detrimentally
Fepieiti-ve -Tax-- Leg isalat ion.

The current proposals appear to be part of an ongoing system of
enactments and reenactments of major tax legislation on virtually an annual
basis throughout the last half decade or so. Major tax reform legislation has
been enacted in 1981, 1982, 1984 and 1986. It appears that 1987 is to be
next. Thus, if we do have a major change in the tax code this year, it will
constitute the fifth such change in the past seven years.

This sequence of excessive and sometimes contradictory tax legisla-
tion cannot help but cause public disrespect for the taxing system and the
legislative process which produces that system. Outrage ic not too strong a
word to use to describe the expected<-Vblic response to revenue law changes
that come at a rate that overwhelms the taxpayer's ability to absorb them.
Our government is one of laws and not of men; however, this government of laws
is designed for men who, if they cannot understand those laws, cannot be
expected effectively to interpret or use them.

It is difficult enough for tax professionals to maintain a semblance
of understanding of this continually changing Revenue Code; it is literally
impossible for the public to do so. The Revenue Service, itself, falls prey
to this problem, being well behind In the promulgation of regulations for
Revenue Code sections whose lifetimes often barely exceed infancy. It is
simply unreasonable for the Congress to anticipate that the country will be
able to conform its conduct to confusing, changing rules before the Revenue
Service, the ultimate expert in these matters, can finally decide what, it
thinks these new rules mean.
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This constant process of tax change breeds public confusion and
antipathy to the entire legislative process. It also prevents business from
planning meaningful and responsible future courses of action. Further, as we
have noted, it causes an inability on the part of the Revenue Service to
administer the system in an equitable and efficient fashion. We do not
overstate the case when we suggest that the Congress is now running the risk
of generating an anarchic and total unmanageable public response to our tax
legislative process.

2. The Budset Reconciliation Process Is An Inappropriate__.Means_, Of
Effecting a ChaDges In Iechnical Tax _Matters.

The budget reconciliation process, as it is now structured, is
inconsistent with the development of a rational approach to tax legislation.
That process produces unnecessarily rigid time limitations and provides
inadequate opportunity for review of technical issues. A substantially longer
lead time for that review should be provided. It is clearly inadequate to
commence the tax portion of the process early in the surrier and to conclude
this initial phase of public opportunity for input less than two months later,
particularly in light of the recently-enacted 1986 Tax Reform Act and the
statements of leading Congressional spokesmen that additional substantive tax
reform would not be addressed in 1987.

We are mindful that Federal budgetary matters are of extreme
importance and should be addressed promptly by the Congress. However, the
budgetary process is a blunt macroeconomic tool designed not only to regulate
the Federal governmental process, but also to assist in managing our national
economy. It is ill suited to the intricate and often minute analysis which is
necessary as a precondition to meaningful tax legislation. This is particu-
larly true of tax system potential changes which are of a relatively minor
budgetary impact considering the large dollar numbers with which we are
working. It is vastly preferable to make one or two or three major tax system
changes (e.g., tax rate changes, new or expanded excise taxes) which on a
cumulative basis will attain the dollar goal--in this case apparently $65
billion--than to accumulate a series of smaller changes which by their very
nature require significant and time-consuming analyses.

The proposed changes we are addressing in this statement are of the
smaller variety in budget number terms and should not be pressured to passage
by the budget reconciliation process. If we permit that process to overrun
the tax process, we will only feed the public outrage thal is being generated
by the unacceptable speed of tax legislative change referenced above.

While we would object to many of the proposed options, we will focus
in this statement on three general categories which are of particular concern
to the life insurance industry--life insurance and annuity policyholder
issues, estate and gift issues and retirement benefit issues.

B. Life Insurance and Annuities.

Among the suggestions appearing primarily on pages 221 through 227 of the
Joint Committee Option Paper are the following, all of which would have
unacceptable, adverse impact on our private life insurance system:

a. Tax the so-called inside buildup.
b. Include the inside buildup as a preference in the alternative

minimum tax base.
c. Tax policy distributions on a LIFO basis.
d. Treat life insurance policy loans as LIFO distributions.
e. Narrow the definition oi life insurance, ostensibly for the

purpose of excluding allegedly investment heavy products.
f. Apply imputed income rules to life insurance loans on a net basis.
g. Tax annuities in the hands of individuals on the accrual basis

applicable to corporations.

Sice many of the reasons why the above proposals are inappropriate apply
to all' of them, we will set forth our discussion as generally applicable to
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policyholder end is not a form of income return. Where there is o direct

reduction in death benefit as the result of a distribution, there will

inevitably be increases in future policy premiums either directly, am is

typical of universal life policies, or throujqh future dividend adjustments,

the approach which is more typical of traditional pArticipatinq policies.

Thus, in either event a policy distribution involves trarle-offs, the

presenr:e of which make it inequitable to impose a tax prior to the receipt of

that distribution (i.e., on the cash value accumulation) or on the receipt of

that distribution until after all basis recovery has ber. effectel.

That inequity is no less present where the tax on the inside buildup

takes the form of a so-called preference tax, whether throoq~h an alternative

minimunm ta approach or throurq a specific imrpot on a defined class of

preferences. The principles that lead t.o rejection of the option" that would

impose a direct tax on life insurance policyholders are equally applicable to

those indirect forms of taxat ion.

3. Loane Are N.t And Shoiuld Pot lit Trated Like Policy Diitributions.

Borrowing against the security of insurance cah values e talI, avet.r
sior. so than policy distributions, major cos

t
's to the policyholder ir that a

policy encutmbered with a loan has a lower net death benefit. In addition, the
polic:yholder im forced to vy an interest cost as in the cam of any arm';;
len'jth loan, an1d mit, on or before tarminat ion or mAtkir ty of the poli y,
repay that lo.an afl r orntrve th! =rtr:nbr r's.

Ttht i interest is norelduct ibli put tiarit to sta nd0a r 0- p r sona I of
investmerit interest riula,. The nieitii lit of thfat ir, tr est ir sp;c ally
limited in rari/ bin .irtes sit oat inns by Art armenrlmrtn t @piartrl in 19P,f, to
sectioII g6I of the (ode which nirfairly tlicrrirnantpi.: a'ja tist life, initr)nre.
vs r sum all ot her bus i rness proper t. That spe:ia I bus i iTe t edutr t ion
rlisal IrwanreP is prediar:ated upon tthe riotit a xabi it 7 of thet iritdie t,'.i Idrip.

Imw,.sinq a ta.x on oel icyV loan proceeds woljld lo iriror.iitearit with the I 'JP,

amrindment to sect iori 24 ari would corit itut e a pn it ive at t.ar:k on l i
i risurerifce

F'urrthrrrt P. the rie'ree of re liaio ;,ai li cyho1tderP "ave planed (Irt

Ac(:eMs t o o I i r:y rcastt ye tI te ith otijh I oAn r;arirot )e river mpha i ze r1. Arty

efftirt, to rutt off tha t. At: eaa for pxist rrvj poI i cies wotld riot only be
irtnitatle,. hut woull surely be met with out ra, from ouir tot)l ir'h,)ldea rs.
That rps)rme crnrt ti expected pa r:tIlnrly fIr'm older people who t redi t Ional ly

rely on loans ajiinat their policies to r:ov.r a mull iplirity rif le 1 it imate
ieerq. Insurance bporrowprs are bijriarit with a meantirvrtJi intprest ost; art

rinnicensnry tax cortpsOuml d nrot be added to tot burlen.

4, COrijres fas Repeatedlly Re9jerctel (;"niJes In Life tnetrirner Taxat inor
ldert iaal or Similar To Those Proporsed1 To The (,t4ir Papr.

Startirq in '1813, with th so called Stark Mo ore heaririq ir then W y
and Meanp (rXnittee anrl follw inq through other similar hearin'ji in that

ortrvittee ard in the Senate Pinarc (kssnitteei, the taxation of life insuranre
at the company and policy levels ham been reetaminedo by tei Congress in aln.)ut
excruciatirvj repet ition arid detail. Propoals to tax the inside buildup.
policy distribut ions and policy loanrm were cons idered and rejected.

Substantially lese than a year ha; pseod since enactment of the 1986
Tax Reform Mt and we have not had even one full taxable year of experience
under the provisiona of that enactment. Some reasonable time to asses the
success of that Act Is surely warranted. Furthermore, to make any chenq/e in
the treatment of polir'y taxation in the short period available with no men-
inqrful opportunity for examination of the uhubsant i ve iesumq would te unjust,-

fiable In light of the rejection of any such chance after reexamination of
the sem areas over the prior four year peritd.
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5. The Lifo Insurance Def ignition Ie Operatinrj As- Intended And ShouldNot

The proposal to charge the definition of a life insurance policy ie
inappropriate for many of the reason stated above.

Revenue Code section 7102, which sekt; forth a rather detailed
definition of life insurance arid whjtch was enacted initially in 1984 as an

expansion of the then two year old svi:tion 101(ff, is the result of a careful
process of Study (culminating in the Adoption of pcifA qtanlards; respecting

the investment conporient of a lifo n orance poxicy. .Iha 9 section cool Alli

intricate rulpm which maetire t lie pirmsqq i l o frrcmis aridw cash ,vwlut a:crsi',

lattons in a policy relativo to death benefit, Those standarfrl were orae d

porifi:cally to mlaqsure tie derlrpo t', which advari e f"irirlinej is rieosl;vr , Anrd

approprialp ini ordepr to a P lit OP IWerit if Ion( levels of whoe l I fea deatII

benefit t s.

Thior a has looon on. sqihow Irigj t hal k hoseo starpd0.-filletafC i rienr r ct

Fj t tiprrwli ep the sic Ijc:I I a of suich lol l 0lo9ity tht it IW c i tcir be i ,o .i lie tc

Pnqage ir a review of I tiroe t tar 111rl-C wI tt1ri t tie t t a f IamD riTrlolt or] by thp

hudl I r icoric .It Ii A l I re' .e

6,. C'orpolrAtp Artrn, 1, Taf-it l li Pr inci los; ,;hoiuIrl Neil lic, Et eri,lel To

Infri idi 11 I(yownrd Airi h tie5c4
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,ornoi,il t hat I r rhl her rrie~w app iq t ht t [[i rca ch t o ivurl i*, vt+i Il" rwrice

Aliruril t P 5q

[hp ret irpro t b rpipfit f irnrt ion of rho aImll ly ,icl ",/, wi w ti i holr

fl r,:tly by an illc 'J irlual orr o r'ii'j as : t he fallrl icj inrlIlcl fr A cerPOIrately

liir] rot iromient hraollil . 1t wrilrllrl ieed by th arcmpesit i(if if tie tt I [cr o t o
the ree iP.,t orf lerieFIt t; rl l r It jrIliy.

C:. ltlP TAx Im ,,,e I i ,r r.,r l f Inrit i riw e,

-~The Joint teri Optit ioini Fajeel prcileesoP a ewJrr f, cf Oe~tiles hey whirh

l*Jorlli ~oeilel pa escicaly bie Pxrretad r1onm 9test pato anwi ejut Itt vsyspt err.

We a rl appr c -teIa I Iat ih i A a rcev'zimi ci 1r I ro a rlllil iV0 el 1li'jto 1l eee' lpr

the off iler y of rrorliol ly appil c'ttlo .'alrjc s , twli as rnate 'tearvl,- Ii t o Isi'.
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pircop or ty- m rfiot nel lie [ asIonl(l to4r farri Ily rf-nceIers a t eln.-atth fl;o of .all estatev

t ax . Thial is pracisiely what I tie, opiton paper sui~jejets whicri 1t Ilripes (ItI

. e I ih-l a ItI life inisr ll t. pol i p yahlt e , .
t  

rel.-It i'o of t ho i csiic; 1

wI t ho i rliIelel ill te ll il rl'5 Prs estateo I irr tpor:t &-n eif toi aiicr1'

enaciple- Ali inilavl1aa nan tiny a share eif steicW on lcrcjirir 9 ra6isfer that ttr'l.'I
ek a l rP,' *11]r 1 f ll| + I l fA l 107 un. i alr o ir.+ rt 0 r, ock o r n tllI [rar f ', r 't tiO c i--i r'L

t o IIt c i hi c Ih I t h)pd sc tie 1 i ho tie mr jin r cici-r- it andicl orit 11111 per leilic'al ly Ice pay-

aaeoiijnta% that, wi1 he applied aja ost h i+ rtgin ar-rceitr . The P p 7,rr11 c cIf hi

per todir t al lmerit, of th purrihase pr IceP would cont It uto 'gift transfer s

subject to the amposit rin of ,ift tax if wa rrnte, under gnerietal 9Ift tax

rIles Hower , at the tire rif loath the then value of the share of gtw-:k
would not be included in the decedent's estate. This is aralojour to what
happen curtgrntly wirh respect to lift in.uzar,'e. If tho insured transferm

thn policy by gift., the ,lift tax rules apply at tho timo of each premium

pa rln
t 

. The I n ansfer t -)x sq e1tm , having ext ract ad sueh tax ."s may ho rlito

durIg ! if e . doe" II tI iMpIsc; a tAX at rdoa th.

The reamorn qivicin in the Joi niot (r owitto pamtinhl t ill ,l pciort of tii se

rpt ion of nr:rpa:ire lthe3 estate tae ix on life ianiararwie fall far short of a

sat jifart ory explariat ion for the proi nia I . The parephl t tats v hat,

"an i rid i vi diiav I may I ake olit a i fe i nfuralr'Co j IIcy, i r roveicably

des ignate benreficiaries of the policy, and transf Pr ill incideittn of
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ownership to another person. In that situation, the _proceedsof the

life insurance __o-licy are not includible in the dec':dent's gross
estate oven if the decedent pays all plicy premiums. Such an

arrangement effectively transfers the property at death while avoid-
ing estate tax." (Emphauis supplied.)

Let us suggest the redrafting of that quote, substituting a share of stock
for life insurance policy.

"An individual may pyrchaee a share of stock, irrevocably designate

new beneficial owners of that stock, and transfer all incidents of
ownership to another person. In that. situation the ,value of the
share of stoc;k is not includible in the decedent's gross estate, even
if decedent pays the.entire purchase price of the share. Such an
arrangement effectively transfers property at death while avoidrvj
estate tax." (Emphasis supplied.)

Clearly life insurance should not be treated differently from the share of
stock for estate tax purposes.

The second reason given in the Joint Committee pamphlet is that, "life
insurance is inherently a death time tranttir. Ado , ion of the proposal would
ensure that all transfers at death Airt auhjeot to esntna tax."

Life insurance is inherently a death time transfer if it is owned at the

time of death. If it is cashed in prior to death, it is no more inherently a
death time transfer than any other property. Furthermore, at the time of such
cashirg in income tax would be paid to the extent that the cash value exceeds
basis. Likewise the ownership of a share of stock is inherently a death time
transfer if that share of stocl: iq owned at death. Adoption of this proposal
for shares of stock would ensure that all transfers at death of such shares of
stock are subject to estate tax.

The drafters of this option may feel that life insurance is not now
appropriately thxed under the estate tax system as compared to other for"Mg of
property. However, they simply have not provide(] a satisfactory reason to
support that feeling. Furthermore, they have not taken into account that.
unlike many other forms of property, a life insurance policy (or premium in
connection therewith) which is transferred within three years of death, does
not escape inclusion, in whole or in part, in the gross estate. The option

paper's insinuation that life insurance currently;,r for the most part beyond
the scope of the estate tax system is simply unwarranted.

This seeming animus towards life insurance is also reflected in the
limitations proposed on page 269 of the Option Paper to utilization of gift
tax present. inte,4st generting Crummey powers by permitting validation of
only so called "hanging" Crumrfrey w)wers. This prope)o.l, if adopted, virtually

guaranlcee; additional limitations on the use of lif- insurance trusts. It is
very difficult, if not impossible for a trustee to coxmit monies to a contin-

Uyran investment in a life insurance policy where he will be subject, year
hfter year, to Crturvney power invasion and terminatior of the policy.

Investment in a life insurance policy requires reasonable assurances of
permanency and continuity. Those assurances will nrit be posible if the
Congress mandates that the Cruwmey powar must he prPe/nt indefinitely. This
proposal, in corn with the opt.wi. directly respectinq the estate tax
treatment of life insurance policies, should be rejected.

Loatly, we strongly challenge the wisdom and the public policy support for
proposals which would tend to deprive small businesses and family farms of the
major source of the liquidity necessary to ensure family ownership continuity.
Thege is something intrinsically wrong with proposals that have such an effect.

D. Pension and Employee Benefit Provisions.

In recent years Congress has raised substantial revenue from pensions and
employee benefits--particularly tempting targets because of the substantial
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assets held for the retirement security of employees and other taxpayers. We
urge Congress to avoid the tendency to raise further revenue from this "easy
target." Valuable protections would he lost and the retirement security of
millions of Americans would be jeopardized.

Considerable sentiment was exhibited in Congress at the t ime of the
passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 for avoiding further changes in pensions
and employee benefits. Many Congrensmen voiced concern that Congress was too
frequently amending the rules and causing disruptions in long-term plarining.
This sentiment was reflected in provisions that delayed for several years the
need to make plan amendments. Again. Congress is facing reventue concer;ns Ard
may be seduced to make change. that will (isrupt long -term planning. ft
should, however, resist that temptat ion and avoid further changes so that the
area can stabilize and employers can once again develop long-ttrn plans . In
fact , we would urge Congqiq.5 to put aside arn7 [erstcion changes; perilnrg tire
development of a rat ion. I, fair, efficient, arid badl7 nedod national person
poolicy by which we canrjut tably enr a iron taxpayers, a .rt efert ory dgree of
ret.iempnt security.

Five of the pensionnrripiloyee beri fit pro xA I.r in the .Jo nt rtrni t 1 a
staff options regr ire cial comment.

I Five Perre .r Exciie Tax on Net Iri,estm nit Ircomp.

One of the proposal, would impose a five percent excise tax on the
net investment income of l ,l' I tax exempt organic rat itorts, inrc: I uri n
.sect ion 401(a) quIalified pension or profit . hring 'laine. Clea( ly t he
proposal will raise revenue. However, it will do so b7 di rertly dimiunishiri';
the assets available for employees' ret irement , Th is cont radicts our
establishedd national goal of providing ret iremeant i nrome security through
pension and profit sharing plans.

Further, it seems hi$i1y unlikely that employe+rs would offset this
new tax through increased contr &ltion., Employers rjrtirelly est All uh their
rates of contr ibut ion with respect to how much they ran effort to put into the
plan riril it would lie unreasonable to assume err increa sd contribution from
employers to offset this tax. To the extend that. employers do incrpeatse their
cot r i trout ion, however , there would be, tirougjh increased cortributior derlur'-
t ions, a reduction iii the revenue gains; to be achieved from the proposal.

Iri add it ion, e employee pr ovide for the i r re t i remont t thiroujh three
sourrces: (I) per ona I savings: (2) periio(n Arl prof it she r i nr p ani a ri
(3) social security. None of the reverne opt iors; is des if.pied to or would]
enhance personal savings. In fact , the opt ionm a. e desigried to taise repverot'
and reduce personal savinis. Cronrequently, sinrice the fundq valla thromrgh
the pension arid profit. sier ing plans wr)ilil tie rerlierl. either the inrlividtrals
will suffer lower income ir rt ii emerit nr sorrlaI set:or itj will Ihe irievI t ab)l-y
forced to pick up the burden of replacing these lost funds;. Enarctng An
exisRe tax that eventually lads( to increased funding for Qoc ial secrur ity
appears inadvisa]ie.

Finally, imwnnsing this excir.e ta- on plans would Inc reaset a lreAdy
substantial administrative arid filirg btrrn which should, if anything, be
reduced.

2. Repeal of Exclus.ion for Group Terml, lrInuranc-e.

The staff options include two proposals dealing with the income tax
exclusion for the first $50,000 of group term life insurance coverage. The
first proposal suggests a repeal of the exclusion for all employees, and the
second proposal suggests that only hih''income individuals would lose the
incocnne tax exclusion.

1, )
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The exclusion from income (and social security wages) of the first
$50,000 of group term life insurance' Provided by an employer has been a
mainstay of the tax law for many years. The exclusion has not been increased
with inflation and has in fact diminished greatly (in terms of purchasing
value). Further, explicit nondiscrimination rules, similar to those 'required
for qualified plans, are imposed so that a group term life insurance plan must
provide coverage to both low and moderate income employees. Repeal of the
income tax exclusion would doubtless result in a substantial decline in the
amount of group term life insurance provided to those employees.

In many cases, the only life insurance protection maintained for an
employee is through the group term life insurance plan of the employer.
Provision of life insurance protection to employees is a worthwhile social
goal that is well justified by the revenue required to maintain this incentive.

3. Taxationsof Qualified Plan Loans.

One of the proposals would treat all loans from qualified plans as
taxable distributions (to the extent that any distribution would be taxable).
Since this proposed change does not, according to the estimates, gain much
revenue, its inclusion must be justified primarily on policy grounds. Those
grounds, the Joint Committee staff suggests, are that it may enhance retire-
ment savings to make all plan loans taxable and that it is appropriate to
treat plan loans in the same way that loans from individual retirement
accounts are treated.

Neither of these propositions is correct.

Taxation of plan loans would, as a practical (( Itsr, mean that plan
would no longer make loans to participants. As a result, any revenue gain
from this proposal is unlikely.

Taxing or preventing loans to an employee from a plan (loans from
other sources, such as a bank, are not taxable) is discriminatory sinp
retirement savings may be the principal financial asset of a lower income
employee. Since these retirement savings cannot be assigned as security for a
loan from a third party, the only potential source of tborrowing for that
individual may be the plan itself. In contrast, ashigher income employee will
likely be able to borrow elsewhere.

The Joint Committee staff suggests that qualified plan loans will
reduce the income available to an employee at retirement. This statement is
wrong on two counts. First, it overlooks the explicit provisions of current
law, which require that loans be repaid within five years (except for home
loans). Therefore the funds will be repaid and will be available to the
individual at retirement, Second, loans enhance the attractiveness of
qualified plane for employees. This elimination will further reduce the
incentive to provide retirement plans.

Finally, comparison with an YRA appears unjustified. IRAs are
maintained by an individual for himself. Qualified plans are maintained by
third-party administrators for employees generally. As such, the third-party
administrators are ensuring that tht plan complies with all repayment require-
mnts. Substantial differences between IRAs and qualified retirement plans
justify a difference in the tax treatment of loans.
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4. Reduction in Full Funding Limitation.

Under current law, employers make deductible contributions within
limits to fund defined benefit retirement plans. One of those limitations is
referred to as the f*14--Ltding limitation, i.e.. the amount of assets
necessary to fully fund the plan based on the projected benefits that will be
provided by it. Projected benefits are used because pension plans are ongoing
plans. In fact, the plans are required to be "permanent" as a necessary
condition of their qualified status.

One of the staff proposals in that the full funding limitation be
reduced by recalculating the limitation based on a plan's termination
liability, rather than its projected benefits. The assumption is* that the
plan is likely to be terminated in the near future and that a lower amount of
assets will be required to meet the full funding limitation.

This proposal should be rejected because it undermines one of the_
important mainstays of defined benefit pension plans. The Administration and
members of Congress have offered many legislative proposals designed to
improve the funding of defined benefit plans to ensure that adequate benefits
will be available to employees on retirement. The proposal to restrict the
full funding limitation is contrary to that goal.

The short-term tax needs for revenue should not unulonnnun the rt ir_-
ment security of employees. This option would, unfortunately, ( do just that.

/
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Association of Amrlcan Vintneas
and

Wine Institute

aa xy of Opposition to Wine Excise Tax InreAGM
Cxmuittee CM Finance
United states Senate

July 16, 1987

1. Even at the present tax leel of $.17 per gallon, frM 1984 to 1986, the
Soonm7 option of table wina - the wine most nsu in America -- has

droped 50 allicn gallons, from 401.3 .million to 350.6 million gallons.
U.8. produced table wine has delin 6%, front 283 million to 267 million
gallcr. The overall decline in U.S. pro*Axucl table wine sales can be
traced to the fall of in the large, popularly priced -Ju wine market,
which has easod an estimated 10 million gallons a year.

Wine ooler sales ut4idh have incromad from 34.2 million to 120.4 million
gallons in the last 3 years, have obscured the pligjht of Amrican vintners
and growers. If the nin-iwine portion of wine colers is factorW out, total
per capita wine onismption in America has decline fron 2.27 gallons in
1984, to 2.25 gallons in 1985, to 2.18 gallons in 1986.

2. Pegressive wln6 and beer tax proposals that call for a change in the
traditional methx, based on a specific tax per gallon, to revolutionary and
ur reoedentedrow formulas tied to alcohol content and "proof gallon," if
enacted, will produce a shattering blow to the wine oornorzy and invalidate
all tax projecting and revenue estpmtes.

For example, one of the Joint 0onmittes on Taxation draft options to raise
wine and beer taxes to the "proof gallon* equivalent of spirits would result
in a 1,6 tax rate increase from $.17 per gallon to $3.00 per gallon, for
12% table wine, the most representative American wine. For a typical $3.00
bottle of wine, using wholesale and retail markup of 25% and 50%, the price
would increase aboAt $1.10 per 750 ml bottle, and about $2.20 per 1.5 ml
bottle. For a $7 jug wire of 4 liters, usirg the sam markup, wurh a tax
would ad another $6.00 to the price of wine. While other revru.s options
are lss extx ur they are still cripllingi and oam whict calls for a 3,330%
inrease would be tantamokaet to confiscation.

3. Theie huge tax increases on table wine would fall especially hard on lower
and riddle iroxme consmes. Abut 60% of all American wine (exclxKnrj
ooolxrs) is mold as jug wine in bottles of 1.5 liters or larger.
Araxldmataly 80% of all American table wines are sold at $3.00 or loe per
750 ml ($18.00 or les per cae f.o.b.). Reliable mzrve rs report that 74% of
wine is ouoamed in the hom; a"d 66% is onwzw with food, verifying the
knowledge that wine is essentially a mealtime beverage for most wine
houeholds. Many of these oonsuumer, aoording to a recent strdy by Peat,
Marwick Main & o., ocuisaimld by the Ooalitfon Against Pegressive
Taxation, would pay more in livreaned sowise taxes than uhat they wold save
in irxoa taxes as a reult of last year's Tax Reform Act.

4. In 1985, federal exvise taxes on all wines, American and foreign, generated
$274.5 million. In 1986, with falling sales in several categories, that
rwvare fell to $270.3 million. (leupeg and sparkling wine constituted
55% of that total, declining ftxa $159.8 million in 1984 to $157.1 million
in 3985 to $150.3 million in 1986. The champagne tax at $3.40 a gallon,
omverts to $14.11 per proof ,allon (for 12% alootol by volme), making It
higtjr than spirits bich Is t ad at $12.50 per proof gallon. Y*t, tax

)
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writing staffs are contalating formulas a- rates, that an paper could
generate as much as $1 billion more In FY 1988, and $3 billion more over the
next three fiscal years. The unreality of squoozirg oxtmney out of a
faltering industry ard hard pressed ocramrs should be readily appare t and
immediately dropped.

5. While the timing of increased taxes is never good, this period is an
especially vulnerable am for the American wine industry which Is still in
its infancy. In addition to the major producing regions, wire grapes are
being grown and naw wineries ire emerging in 34 states. This fledgling
davalcpmrmnt has reoived positive oomr support, has offered the prospect
of rw agricultural alternatives, and has assisted local tourism ary]
hospitAlity venture. Federal wine excise tax increases would be contrary
to roemnt state farm bills desiagd to enoxuraqo local wine and winojrape
davelo omt.

- This infant indstry faces the upx|al hirden of vireyard farmirrj wtvxie
charactristic in that it tal'es four years to produce a (ovnercial crW aryl
eight yeaxs for the vineyard to roach full production. VIrnyardLej generally
do not. show a positive cash flow before their fifth year; wineries often rnt
until their tenth year. (30% of American wineries are less than 6 years
old). A large federal exciski tax increase oaiud be the single strorrjest
element that snuffs out any ability for infant wine state ecxnmles to
survive.

(. Given the dramatically regressive nature of the Trproof gallon" formulas,
entlmates of a precipitcxs 30% loss in sales volunes must be viewed an
credible. 'Ihe populaily priced, a"d already trtoubled, "jug" wine catrqory
oruld pummrwt even further. 1he lors of wine sales will rkecult In an
cver Iply of grapes, an'] d%)ress prices for the entire gra[Jerow|ifj
oruitnity, which includes growers of raisin, table, ard juice grapou.

A (rxiservative analysis of a 30% drop in American wine sales would caune a
]3r, million gallon lons, worth about $810 million f.o.b., or $1.5 billion
retail. The resaltirg decrease of 870,000 txs of grapes would force the
ooon mic abardonent of over 100,000 acxes or 800 vineyards, art] an
estimtxl 51,000 jokbs. Thus, projrtox] federal rurveue ganir must txo
recalculated and put in the ontext of offsetting losses in Inciime taxes.
At the state level, uhere 47 states tax table wine higher than the $.17 per
gallon fdternl mxcine rate, we car expect a loss of over $50 million in
state excise taxes ard license fees. MW ot-crvers are unaware Ut ti-I
federal excie tax is in addition to ntate excise taxes, state IrKrxr taxes,
prtiperty taxes ani, in many intatnre, sales taXes which generate hundrei.
of millions of dollars and which make our owsumrw amrwzj the oset taxed
citizens in America.

7. Separate and apart from the analysis of future lonses, trirjgpred by masnive
rew excie increases, many winegrape gruweru face bankruptcy right now. 7ho
price of grapes in many areas is at a level that is well below the farmers'
ost of production. 7he value of San Joaquin vineyards, where most
California winegrapes are grown, has declined from 50% to as much as 80%
between 1982 and 1986. In 1986, 79,000 acres of California vineyards were
either abandoned or not harvested.

Across the oummtry, vineyard oczditicrs are truly stark. Thorxh American
wines receive world class reougniti 1 , they are imactnd negatively by oxh

I'
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factors as international subsidies and governmental restrictions. About
1,000 of the 1,200 wineries in America are small businesses primarily owned
and operated by families, ulho raise their an grapes and make their own
wine. These families ytoduos less than 15,000 gallcr a year. About 80%
are losing morsy; 86% of their graps growing partner are losing money. All
this prevails at existing wine ,xcise tax rates.

8. our competitive position with foreign wineries a'd wineqmrape growers can be
further eroded. Mainly as a result of foreign aIeTental subsidies and
curray fluctuations, foreign wines until 1986, enjoyed an uninte-ptod
decade of market expansion, especially in the lower price rans. In 1975,
their sthamr of the table wine market was 17%. In 1985, that share had grown
to '30%. In 1986, the "x inatIon of Eurupean wine scandals, ohich
underscored America's high quality health standards, and a mr realistic
'dollar, caused a shift to 24%. But the American balance of trade deficit
for all wine categories deteriorated further as foreign wine values rose $20
million from $1.01 billion in 1985 to $1.03 billion in 1986.

While an Increase in the federal excise tax on wine applies to both American
and foreign wine in the U.S. market, we can anticipate that many foreign
governnts will absorb any excise tax increase through additional
subsidies. This would make the Imuact m obre m sve" on the American
producer. (Overall, the value of the various subsidies is estimated at 29%
of the value of French wine, 19% of Italian wine, aid 17% of West German
wine). Moreover, on the other side of the trade ledger, the American wine
industry continues to be seriously impeded by discriminatory tariff and non-
tariff trade barriers in its export drive to open overseas markets.

9. A significant flaw in the "proof gallon" approach ooncrr champagne and
sparkling wine tidch pomes the samm alcohol content as table wino.

'.Charpagn and sparkling wine is presently taxed at $3.40 per gallon, which
on a "proof igllor basis is higher than spirits. If the revenue options to
increase the wine tax to $12.50 a proof gallon wre enacted the tax on
champagne at LA would be re cked from $3.40 to $3.00 a gallon, while the
tax cn 12% table wine wuld rise dramatically from $.17 to $3.00 a gallon.
This inequity results from the attempt to impose artificial formulas and
mathmatical equations on divergent prodkxcts.

10. The "proof gallon" approach would create new adminitrative oots. The
present simple emcise tax rates of $.17 a gallon for still 4irh with an
alcohol content not over 14% and $.67 a gallon for a still wine over 14% and
less than 21%, would be rsplaood by a complex formula for every single
percentage. (See attached chart.) BATF most likely would have to add
additional pervm l to administer the new taxing code which would, also
trigger now regulatory btutikms regarding wine production percentage
variances and labeling rvquiramwsnts.
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ASSOCIATED TOBACCO MANUFACTURERS
Post Office Box 126

Klng of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

August 10, 1987

honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Senate Finance Comittee
Suite 103, Hart Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Associated Tobacco Manufacturers represents six companies that manufacture
tobacco products other than cigarettes. Our member firms, their employees,
families and the consumers who buy their products are opposed to excise taxes as
a method of raising revenue. The purpose of this letter is to go on record to
that effect.

First, this hidden tax is regressive with its adverse impact disproportion-
ately affecting lower income Consumers. It also burdens only a segment of the
population base. The effect of such a tax would be to lower the conlurrption of
products made by our member firms. This not only puts in jeopardy the jobs of
the employees of our members, but will also reduce the yield anticipated by such
a tax. While some legislatoes may approve of a drop in the consumption of tobacco
products, behavior modification should not he a consideration as the options for
revenue raising are debated.

Morg specifically as to the products of our members:

Smgiing Tobacco - In the past 10 years consumption of rnckin tobacco has
(fcc'inecf 1,A6._A.' It has been off every year since 1984 by more than 10, per year
and riqht now is running at 20.4Z behind last year's first quarter results. W4he.n
the federal excise tax on smoking tobacco was repealed in 1966, the tax was 104 a
pound. If that tax rate were to be reinstated, the revenue derived would be $2
million dollars a year. Even at the extraordinary rate of 48t per pound, an option
of the House Ways & Means Committee, the revenue would be less than $10 million.
Smokeless Tobacco - On July Ist of last year an excise tax on this product was
x selnet~/cf aT t-e rate of 84 a pound on chewing and 244 a pound on snuff. It
seems hardly fair to increase the excise tax on smokeless tobacco just over a
year after Its reimpo itlon, especially when the revenues derived would be
insignificant.
Cigars- - Cigars have been on the decline for many years. Last year's consump-
tion was only 60 of what it was 10 years ago. Cigars are highly price sensitive.
An increase in the excise tax would deal a major blow.

0
In view of the fact that the aforementioned products do not raise sinificant reve-

ntws, Associated Tobacco Manufacturers urges the committee not to consider excise taxes
on these products in their effort to reduce the deficit.

Very truly yours,

President

HIIM/ ph

r
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TESTIMONY SUBMITTED BY

JAMES C. SANDERS

PRESIDENT, THE BEER INSTITUTE*

EXCISE TAXES -- AN UNWISE WAY
TO REDUCE THE FEDERAL DEFICIT

Touring the 1986 debate over tax reform, the Senat6 Finance Committee qave
serious consideration to a de facto 54% increase in federal excise taxes.
After extensive hearings on the unfairness, regressivity and inefficiency
of excise taxes, the Finance Committee -bandoned that approach in favor of
more equitable tax policies.

Now, one year later, excise taxes are again receiving serious
consideration as a means of meeting all or part of anticipated revenue
needs.

However, since excise taxes are based on consumption patterns rather than
on the taxpayer's ability, to pay, they are no more acceptable today than'
in 1986. [or it is wroni to think that excise taxes are levied on
individual industries or specific products. They are levied on people --
predominantly on middle- and low-income consumers who devote agreater
portion of their income to the taxed items. As such, excise taxes are
highly regressive.

Earlier this year, the Congressional Budget Office studied the
distributional impact of higher excise taxes on beer, wine, liquor,
tobacco, gasoline, air fare and telephone service. It found that the
impact of an increase in such taxes would be:

noticeably regressive. The average increase in taxes as a
percentage of total income would be about twice as large (more than
three times as larg9 in the case of the tax on beer or tobacco) for
families with Incomes between $10,000 and $20,000 compared to
families with incomes of $50,000 or more" (Congressional Budget-
Office, 1h sritr jgLna_ fects of an Increase in Selected
Fv deraL Lxr _Taxgs, January, 1987).

INCREASED RELIANCE ON EXCISE TAXES
WILL ELIMINATE TAX REFORM FOR MOST AMERICANS

In fact, reliance on higher excise taxes is little more than a form of
reverse Robin Hood-ism, taking the benefits of tax reform away from
middle- and low-income groups, while preserving them for the wealthy.

It has been estimated that an $18 billion increase in federal excise taxes
would constitute an approximately $285 across-the-board tax hike for all
American households (Quick, Finan & Associates, Federal Excise Jaxgi.
(5_Lvq_ the AveraciAmerjcan Housch Id, July, 1987). Such a regressive
tax increase will effectively eliminate the benefits of last year's tax
reform law for any household_LjeaL_raj11ed less than that amount in
reduced tax payments.

And that includes most middle- aid lower-income Americans.
As noted in a study released earlier this year:

the excise'tx increase for low income taxpayers greatly
exceeds the ta* reduction these same taxpayers received fr9m the

*The Beer Institute represents 35 United States brewers and 65
associate members. A list of members is appended to this testimony.

',-yBJ C) - 88 - 10



-Tax Reform Act of 1986. For families with incomes of less than
$10,000, the excise tax increase is nearly 5 times as great as the
income tax reduction. In direct contrast, for taxpayers with
incomes in excess of $100,000, the excise tax increase is only 6
percent of the enacted income tax reduction" (Peat,,Marwick Main &
Co., An Analysis of the Recressivitv of Excise Taxes, May, 1981).

Throughout the debate over tax reform, Congress emphasized "leveling the
playing field" ... building a tax system that treats citizens fairly,
based on their ability to pay. But "preserving" tax reform by raising
excise taxes is an illusion that would, in many respects, represent the
antithesis of reform.

The 99th Congress worked hard to make the tax system more equitable for
all Americt s. It is to be hoped that the gains made will survive efforts
by the 100th Congress to meet deficit reduction targets.

BEER TAXES -- A REGRESSIVE AND INEFFICIENT
WAY TO GENERATE ADDITIONAL REVENUE

All excise taxes are regressive ... but few are as regressive as the
excise tax on beer.

The Congressional Budget Office study compiled earlier this year
identified beer taxes as one of the two most regressive forms of excise
tax. That is because beer consumer,,are overwhelmingly working men and
women, with two-thirds of American beer sales accounted for by families
with annual incomes of $30,000 or less.

Looked at another way, households with incomes in the $20,000 to $25,000
range spend more than 50% of their alcohol beverage budget on beer.
Conversely, those with family incomes of more than $50,000 spend only
about 25% of their alcohol beverage budgets on beer (Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Consumer Exenditure Survey, 1980-81). Since beer is most
popular anbng American working men and women, tax policies that raise the
price of beer are highly regressive and place an unfair burden on people
who are already paying their fair share.

In fact, raising the excise taxes on beer is one of the most regressive
Staff Options presented to the Committee. It is also one of the mostinefficient, since it would end up costing consumers from $2 to $3 at the
cash register for every dollar in added tax revenue realized by the
government.

This extreme inefficiency results from the fact that federal excise taxes
are levied at the brewer level, and thus become an intrinsic part of the
wholesale and retaiL price of beer. Any additional tax levied on the
brewer will be subject to normal markup as the product moves toward the
marketplace. By the time'it reaches the consumer, it will have been
marked up twice -- and typically will be more than twice as large as it
was at the brewer level. As a result, the total consumer ;ost of any
federal excise tax increase is more than double the amount of revenue
collected by the government.

And beer consumers are already paying a disproportionately high tax rate.
Every time one of America's 80 million beer drinkers buys a six-pack, he
or she pays about three times more tax than when purchasing other goods
which have no excise taxes. Beer drinkers pay $1.6 billion a year in
fsr vrl excise taxes, plus $1.3 billion annually in 1lafl excise taxes and
license fees, plus another $1.5 billion in state and local sales taxes.

In fact, the price or beer includes more for taxes than for all
agricultural raw'materlals (including the hops, barley and'grains) plus
the total payroll of the brewers who produced it -- combined.
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To put the current tax burden on beer into full perspective, it should
also be remembered that in the past 35 years federal excise taxes have
been completely rmoved from such items as stock transactions, furs,
jewelry, perfume, silver bullion and slot machines. During that same
period, federal and state excise tax collections on beer have grown by
almost 600 percent. Given these facts, one must wonder why excise taxes
are sometimes described as "luxury" taxes.

EXCISE TAXES ON BEER SHOULD NOT BE RAISED
TO RECOUP "EXTERNAL SOCIAL COSTS"

Some observers have maintained the federal excise tax on beer should be
raised to recover the "social cost" of alcoholism and alcohol abuse.
While the~brewing industry agrees that these problems are important
societal issues, they cannot be used as a legitimate justificition for
higher taxes:

0 Many consumer goods carry "social costs," but are not subjected lo
discriminatory taxation. Coffee, candy, soft drinks, fast foods,
eggs, autos and even prescription drugs can cause problems if
misused or abused. But no one has urged that they be taxed.

0 Moderate consumption of alcohol has been shown by scientific
research to provide health benefits ... a fact totally igr.-2d by
the "external social cost" theory. To site just one example, a 10-
year study by the Kaiser-Permanente Health Plan found that moderate
drinkers have a lower death rate than either heavy drinkers pE •
abstainers. Thus, even abstinence can be. said to create "social
cost."

0 Manipulating the tax code to increase the price of alcohol
beverages will penalize the responsible drinker but leave the
abusive drinker's behavior unchanged. Higher taxes may cause
abusive drinkers to switch to cheaper products, but will not solve
abuse. That is why Stanton Peele, of Organization Health Systems,
recently wrote that:

"The evidence is ... that control of supply policies will never
reduce 'substance abuse significantly and that suc holicles may
backfire by propagating images of substances as be ng inherently
overpowering." ("The Limitation of Control-of-Supply Models for
Explaining and Preventing Alcoholism an Drug Addiction,"
Journal of Studies on Alcohol, Vol. 48, No. 1, 1981).

Increases in the excise tax on beer cannot be justified on the theory that
alcohol abusers -- or their families -- will somehow be helped by
increasing the cost of beer, wine or liquor.

THE EXCISE TAX RATE ON BEER
SHOULD NOT BE -EQUALIZED" WITH THAT OF LIQUOR

The proposal to "equalize" the federal excise tax rate on beer with that
of liquor amounts to nothing more than a, 300% tax increase on the 80
million working Americans who drink beer. It would do nothing to make the
tax code more "equal".

In fact, such an increase is so drastic that it would completely disrupt
existing consumption patterns, raising the federal taxes paid by beer
drinkers from the current level of $1.6 billion to approximately $6
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billion a year. This would encourage consumers to shift from beer to hard
liquor, the most concentrated form of alcoholic beverage.

Creating a tax structure that makes a bottle of other types of higher
alcohol content beverages less expensive than a 6-pack of beer is very
troubling from a public policy perspective. And there is also solid
evidence that causing consumers to switch from a domestic product -- beer --
to other alcohol beverages, many of which are imported, will have a
significant impact on our nation's trade balance. About 2% of the nation's
current trade deficit is due to the importation of foreign wines and
liquors ... and "equalization" will just worsen this situation.

Ultimately, policy makers should be concerned about who is being taxed --
not what is being taxed. Beer is purchased primarily by moderate-income
wage earners, while a higher proportion of other alcoholic beverages are
purchased by higher income groups. Raising beer taxes relative to spirits
would simply make the tax system more regressive. Where is the "equality"
in a 300% tax increase on "Joe Six-Pak" ... While the higher alcohol content
product is left untouched? In very real terms, that would be the effect of
"alcohol equalization."

HIGHER BEER TAXES WILL HURT THE BREWING INDUSTRY

In addition to unfairly singling out 80 million beer drinkers, the Staff
Options to increase beer taxes would damage an overwhelmingly American
industry:

0 Approximately 95% of all beer consumed in this country is produced
by U.S. brewers who generate about 200,000 Jobs in beer production,
distributon and support industries (Weinberg & Associates, 1985).
During the current decade, beer sales have at best grown at a very
slow rate. Any excise tax increase large enough to help reduceythe
federal deficit would inevitablydrive down sales and throw
thousands of industry employees out of work.

CONCLUSION

The Committee on Finance is faced with difficult deliberations in the
weeks ahead. The members of the Beer Institute supported the Committee's
efforts last year regarding Tax Reform.

And likewise this year, if higher taxes are needed, America's beer
drinkers and America's brewers are prepared to do their part. Not as a
separate group, singled out for discriminatory treatment. But rather, as
a part of the total fabric of American society ... subject to the same
fair and equitable treatment as all other citizens and corporations.

We fully support the spirit of Tax Reform ... of the fundamental
principles which Tax Reform embodies. And we urge that these principles
be carried forward in the Committee's decision-making on new taxes.
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STATEMENT

OF THE

BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD ASSOCIATION

The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association is pleased to submit

the following statement on behalf of the Association and its 77

member Plans to the Senate Committee on Finance to be included

in the official record of hearings on possible 1987 revenue

options.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans provide protection against the

high cost of medical care to nearly 80 million Americans.

Plans operate in each state and are locally-controlled

non-profit health care service organizations. For the fifty

years preceeding the Tax Reform Act (TRA) of 1986 these Plans

were exempt from federal tax under the provisions of Section

501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code. Section 1012 of the

TRA provided Chat Plans would become taxable as of January 1,

1987, but would have the benefit of certain tax provisions as

detailed in the statute. The rules applicable to Blue Cross

and Blue Shield Plans were established on the basis that Plans

perform valuable community services that should be preserved.

Repeal of the treatment afforded Blue Cross and Blue Shield

Plans involving the way additions to reserves are taxed is one

of several items recently discussed in a document prepared by

the Joint Committee on Taxation listing options to raise

revenue. While we understand that hundreds of options are

being considered and that the Committee faces many difficult

choices in developing an equitable package of revenue

decisions, we would urge the Committee not to change the tax

treatment of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan Practices

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans have a strong obligation to

their communities, as well as their subscribers, and discharge
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those obligations in ways that benefit those they serve. The

business practices of Plans clearly demonstrate the corporate

philosophy embodied in these organizations.

Plans return a higher percentage of premium 2avments to

subscriberp in the form of benefits than do our competitors.

The most vulnerable purchaser in the health insurance market is

the individual who must purchase coverage for themselves and

his/her family without the benefit of being part of an

organized group. Plans perform a major community service for

these consumers by returning, on average, 89 cents of every

dollar collected in individual premiums as payment for health

care services. By way of comparison, commercial companies

return only 54 cents on the dollar in benefit payments. With

respect to Medicare supplemental coverage, Plans pay out 90

percent, on average, of all premium dollars collected,

dramatically exceeding the federally mandated minimum of only

60 percent.

All Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans offer individual

coverage. Eleven million of our nearly 80 million subscribers

are individuals who do not belong to groups and who represent,

by definition, much higher risks than group members. It is

precisely because of the higher risks involved in covering

individuals that in recent years has caused a number of major

insurance companies to simply stop offering individual

coverage. This segment of the market is extremely volatile and

suffers from a high degree of adverse selection, the phenomenum

that occurs when only those who have a need for health care

services choose to purchase coverage rather than a mix of

healthy and sick individuals.

In addition to the fact that many commercial insurers are

reducing their stake in the individual market, it is important

to note that newer forms of health coverage such as health
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maintenance organizations (HMOs) and preferred provider

organizations (PPOs) often offer very little individual

coverage, and that the rapidly growing number of employer

self-funded health benefit programs are not in the business of

offering individual (nongroup) coverage.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans guarantee individuals who

leave a uroup for any reason -- and their family members -- the

right to convert to individual coverage without waiting periods

and without exclusions for pre-existing medical conditions.

This benefit helps protect laid-off workers and their families

from major financial losses. Importantly, the right to

automatic conversion applies to divorced spouses, widows,

widowers and families of covered members. Congress recognized

the value of such a benefit when under COBRA it mandated that

employers allow terminated workers to continue in their group

benefits, and many states have required commercial insurers to

offer coversion benefits. Blue Cross and Blue Shield

conversion benefits will continue to be available even as the

continuation coverage offered by employers expires. Blue Cross

and Blue Shield Plans have always offered this guarantee

voluntarily despite the fact that most Plans lose money on

conversion policies because of the extremely high benefit

payouts, about 97 cents of every dollar, in these policies.

Plans do not base the Price of individual coverage on a

person's medical condition. This is of significant value for

those who -- because of a pre-existing medical problem -- could

not obtain affordable health care coverage from another company.

Even in today's highly competitive market, our practices with

respect to individual coveraue remain substantially more

liberal than commercial insurers. For example. Plans

representing over one half of our subscribers offer coverage

regardless of medical condition. In those Plans, subscribers
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continue to be accepted regardless of their medical history.

This means that these Plans cover individuals such as those

diagnosed with AIDS whom they know, in advance, will incur

inordinately high medical expenses. Further, all Plans accept

subscribers regardless of their income. A common practice in

the commercial industry is to require that all applicants be

employed.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans continue to provide small

croup coverage that many commercial insurers have concluded is

an undesirable high cost/high risk business that they will no

longer provide. Plans have always remained in the small group

market despite economic downturns that have caused other

companies to leave this market, perhaps to return in better

times. Further, nearly all Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans

offer group coverage to small businesses with as few as ten

employees with no restrictions because of medical problems.

Our commitment to the small group market is strong and we

continue to seek ways to make it possible for more small

businesses to offer coverage to their employees.

The bottom line of all these practices is that Blue Cross and

Blue Shield Plans accept individuals and small groups who are

not accepted by or who could not afford quality coverage from

any other provider of health care protection, and they provide

that coverage in good times and bad. As an inevitable result,

Plans end up with a disproportionate share of high risk, high

cost subscribers.

That we can survive at all in the highly competitive health

insurance marketplace while covering so many high risks is a

tribute to a very delicate balance developed over 50 years of

operation. Our aggressive pursuit of cost containment is one

key to the Plans' ability to compete while carrying the costs

of high risk subscribers. We negotiate rates with doctors,

hospitals and other providers to establish the lowest possible
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costs for our subscribers. Until last year, the exemption from

federal taxation was a major part of that delicate balance

between income and expenses.

Tax Reform Act of 1986

When Congress reviewed the tax status of many non-profit

organizations as part of last year's major overhaul of the

federal tax code, Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan practices

were studied extensively. Congress was persuaded that some

competitive advantage might exist for tax-exempt Plans in

today's market where they compete with commercial for-profit

companies, but determined that some recognition should be given

for the valuable, community-based practices of Blue Cross and

Blue Shield Plans. The provisions of Section 1012 of the Tax

Reform Act of 1986 were the resulting compromise.

The tax treatment of reserves of Blue Cross and Blue Shield

Plans is the cornerstone of the agreement reached in the tax

reform debate. This special deduction provides tax relief, but

applies only when Plan reserve levels fall below that which is

considered adequate to protect against unexpected events,

generally an amount sufficient to pay claims for three months.

Any additions to reserves that exceed the three month level

will be taxed at the regular corporate income tax rate. It is

important to note that Plans under the three month reserve

level are subject to the alternative minimum tax. Therefore,

while the tax liability faced by a Plan can be reduced by this

special provision, it cannot be eliminated.

A key element of the reserve treatment was the decision by the

Congress to make the special treatment contingent on each Plan

continuing to provide the same level of community services they

provided on August 16, 1986. Any Plan that makes a "material

change in operations" loses the ability to rebuild reserves to
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a fully stable level before it must begin to pay regular

corporate income tax. This means that the availability of

small group and individual coverage, and the special programs

such as continuation of coverage through conversion privileges

will continue to be available in each community. Congress, in

effect, created an incentive to preserve the valuable practices

of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans in the midst of an

increasingly competitive marketplace.

1987 Revenue OQption

The provision agreed to in last year's tax reform bill for the

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans was a significant effort by

all parties involved to preserve the beneficial practices of

Plans. The special deduction is valuable to Plans, but we

submit that it is equally valuable to government and society.

As the insurance market becomes more and more competitive --

and that competition is largely based on the ability to reduce

premiums by avoiding enrollment of high risk/high cost

individuals and groups -- Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans will

have to continue their more liberal practices in order to take

advantage of the special tax rules.

Importantly, repeal of the newly crafted provisions would come

at the high price of the loss of the incentive for continuation

of Plans' community-based services and would generate only a

modest amount of new federal revenues. According to estimates

of the Joint Committee on Taxation, last year's provisions will

result in an estimated $800 million in revenues over 5 years;

repeal of the compromise provision would yield only about an

additional $100 million over the next 3 years.

With respect to the effect on Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans,

we are barely halfway through our first taxable year after

nearly 50 years of being tax exempt organizations. Plans have
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put enormous efforts into assessing the impact of taxation and

adjusting their financial planning so as to continue their

services for high risk subscribers. A change in the rules,

even before their first taxable year is completed would be

extremely disruptive.

Conclusion

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 has had a profound effect on the

Blue Cross and Blue Shield system. Plans came away from last

year's debate with an understanding that while not willing to

continue the complete tax exemption, Congress did agree to a

measure of financial support for valuable business practices.

That result was carefully thought through by the tax conferees

and will yield an estimated $800 million in federal revenues

over five years while establishing an incentive for Blme Cross

and Blue Shield Plans to continue their community-based

services for the high risk segment of the market.

We respectfully ask that no changes be made to the provisions

of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield provisions in the Tax Reform

Act of 1986.
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WRITTEN STATEMENT FOR TBE RECORD OF V. BEN CRAIN

ON BEHALF OF TE BURLEY AUCTION WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATION

The Burley Auction Warehouse Associatiun appreciates the

opportunity to submit this written statement in opposition to any

increase in the federal excise tax on tobacco products.

The members of this association have a unique position from which

to view the effects of this excise tax. We operate the

warehouses in which burley tobacco farmers market their tobacco.

We are acutely aware of the level of purchases by tobacco

manufacturers and how well a farmer is doing by his level of

sales.

In 1982, when Congress temporarily doubled the excise tax from 8

cents to 16 cents, our association watched the subsequent sale of

leaf tobacco immediately decrease. In 1983, the sale of

cigarettes declined by 6%. Unfortunately, this reduction

coincided with the 1983 drought year for burley tobacco farmers.

The resulting economic depression was felt throughout Kentucky

and other major burley markets.

Fortunately, steps have been taken to place the American burley

farmer in a position where he can, once again, legitimately

expect to make a profit from the sale of tobacco. In addition,
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the prospects of further openings in the international markets

are excellent. Burley farmers, although far from being wealthy,

are optimistic about being able to service their loan

obligations, their quotas being increased and being able to

subsidize the balance of their farm operations with the profits

from tobacco.

An increase in the tobacco excise tax from 16 cents to 32 cents

will immediately put an end to the f~mer's optimism. Within the

next two years, it is anticipated that the greater percentage of

American cigarettes will be made from American tobacco. The

decreased dependence on imported tobacco will accrue direct

benefit to the American tobacco farmer.

An increase in the tax will cause similar, if not greater,

reductions in the need for American tobacco than accured in 1982.

We realize several proponents of an increase appreciate, if not

encourage, that fact. Nevertheless, the members of our

Association are a prime example of the ripple effect of tobacco

in the southeastern economy. Although many of our members do not

actually produce tobacco, we depend directly on its production

and marketing for our livelihoods. There are many other

industries similarly situated and this committee must address the

adverse economic harm which inevitably will occur if the tobacco

tax is increased.

We thank the committee for its consideration of our views and

urge its members to oppose any increase in the tobacco excise

tax.
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by

G. Bernard Midden, Jr.
Council for Burley Tobacco, Inc.

My name is G. Bernard Midden, Jr., representing the Council for Burley

Tobacco, Inc. I am a tobacco/livestock farmer from Harrison County, Kentucky.

We are all aware of the many problems facing the tobacco industry today,

particularly the excessive taxes placed on tobacco products.

There are those who advocate further increases in taxes on tobacco

products.

I believe excise taxes are unfair taxes. When the excise tax was increased

in 1982 the 55 million people who choose to smoke were singled out and a tax

imposed on them. I think this is unequal and unfair taxation.

Farmers, particularly tobacco farmers, are in the worst econoic crisis

since the depression and excessive taxation is a major cause of the problem.

In 1982, Congress added an additional 8¢ per pack excise tax on cigarettes

with the provision for this additional tax to expire October, 1985. As you

know the tax was continued and now we have a 16c federal excise tax a pack

on cigarettes.

Following the imposition of this tax cigarette consumption dropped by

6%. While other factors contributed to the decline in cigarette consumption

I am convinced that the additional excise tax was the major factor causing

the decline.

The large decline in cigarette consumption impacted directly on farm

income from tobacco. It is estimated that the value of the tobacco crop

declined by 1 billion dollars in 1983. Part of this decline was due to

adverse weather but a large part of the decline in farm income can be

I
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attributed to lower consumption of tobacco products iiaTsed by increased

excise taxes.

During 1984 and 1985 all segments of the tobacco industry worked together

to develop a tobacco program designed to cope with declining demand for

tobacco products, excess supplies of tobacco in storage and a declining U.S.

share of the world market for tobacco.

If excise taxes on tobacco products are increased again I believe that

the demand for tobacco products will decrease, the amount of tobacco in

storage will increase, our share of the world market for tobacco will decrease,

and farm income to the tobacco growers will decrease significantly. I

therefore strongly recommend that you do not impose additional excise taxes

on tobacco products.

According to Dr. Milton Shuffett, Professor of Agricultural Economics

at the University of Kentucky, if excise taxes on cigarettes were increased

by 16 cents for example the results would be as follows:

1. Average U.S. price of cigarettes is about $1.00

per pack. The 16 cent tax increase being

discussed in Congress would be an increase

of 16 percent.

2. Cigarettes consumed would decline by

11.2 percent.

3. Federal revenue from cigarette taxes would

increase from $4,331 million collected in

1985-86 to $7,692 million.

4. State tax collections on cigarettes would

decline from $4,540 million collected in

1985-86 to $4,032 million or a decline of

$508 million.

5. - Local excise taxes collected would decline

from $199 million to $177 million or a loss

of $22 million.
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6. State sales tax on cigarettes would average

about five percent or about five cents per

pack. For the U.S. these taxes total about

$1,350 million. Reduction in these collections

would amount to about $150 million.

7. Domestic use of burley usually runs about

425 million pounds and most burley is used in

cigarettes. Eighty-two percent of cigarettes

are tax-paid withdrawals. Consequently, the

need for domestic burley would be expected to

decline by about 9.2 percent or about 39 million

pounds. The average price support level for

the 1987 burley crop is $148.80 per 100 pounds.

Therefore, this would mean a $58 million

reduction in farm income from burley tobacco.

Total farm income from all tobacco is estimated at 2.2 billion dollars and

total tax revenues are about 9.5 billion . Tax revenues are more than four times

greater than farm income from tobacco. Farm income from burley tobacco dropped

by 48 percent from 1984-86. Any further increase in excise taxes will reduce

farm income from tobacco.

I appreciate the opportunity to express the position of the Council for

Burley Tobacco, Inc. on this important issue.

Thank you.

K.
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Written Statement of Chuck Hassebrook

on Behalf of the Center for Rural Affa':s

to the Senate Finance Committee

on the Budget Reconciliation Tax Bill

July 1987

We support four of the revenue raising options offered by the Joint
Committee on Taxation including denial of cash accounting to large
corporate farms, a longer depreciation term for single purpose agricultural
structures, increased taxation on large estates and stricter limits on
deduction of farm losses.

These proposals strike at the heart of some of the deepest contradic-
tions in U.S. farm policy; contradictions unfair to both the American
taxpayer and the family farmer. While the federal government spent
$30 billion last year on farm credit and commodity programs to support farm
income, reduce surpluses and help family farmers survive; it was also losing
billions of dollars of revenue to corporate farm tax shelters which work in
direct contradiction to the stated goals of U.S. farm policy. By granting a
disproportionate benefit to high bracket corporate farms, these provisions
place low and moderate income family farmers at a competitive disadvantage.
They act as magnets for investment in agriculture, with the result that more
is produced, lower prices are paid to farmers for their products and
Congress is asked to spend more on farm programs to counter the effects.

Corporate Cash Accounting

The provision that best illustrates these contradictions is the special
exclusion for so called "family farms" from the rule denying use of cash
accounting to corporations with sales of more than $5 million. Cash
accounting grants a powerful competitive advantage to high bracket taxpayers
and offers irresistible subsidies to expand production. Any income
reinvested in expanding inventories, breeding herds or flocks is fully
sheltered from taxation as long as the operation stays at that size or
continues to grow. For example, while the federal government paid farmers
to slaughter their milk cows through the dairy herd buy out program last
year, tax wise corporations used cash accounting to reap tax savings of as
much as $400 for each cow added to the herd; like a dairy buy out in
reverse. The benefit would be less than half that amount for a family sized
farmer in the 15 percent bracket. Unless we want to add to the milk surplus
and replace family farms with corporate farms, this is bad public policy and
a waste of scarce federal dollars.

The companies which would be weaned of cash accounting by this proposal
are fully capable of using accrual accounting. These are not small family
farmers. They are large agribusinesses with their own accounting
departments. They want cash accounting not for its simplicity, but for a
tax shelter. For example, Tyson Foods Inc., one of these so called family
farms, received a net tax refund of $1 million on profits of $69 million and
annual sales approaching $1.5 billion, from 1981 through 1984. Hudson
Foods, with sales of $185 million deferred $7.6 million of taxation in 1985,
"playing the loophole with the skill of Stephane Grapelli on jazz violin",
according to Forbes Magazine (attached). I am reminded of Justice Stewart s
statement in a 1964 pornography ruling, to the effect that he knew
pornography when he saw it, and the movie in question was not that. I know
a family farm when I see one, and these are not family farms. I urge the
committee to treat farm corporations like other corporations and deny them
the use of cash accounting if their sales exceed $5 million.

Single Purpose Agricultural Structures

Single purpose agricultural structures are livestock, dairy and poultry
buildings. They are defined as equipment in the tax code, to make them
eligible for seven year 200 percent depreciation. The original argument for
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placing these buildings in the equipment category was that they are an
integral part of the equipment they house and therefore their lives end with
the equipment. The fact is, however, that the equipment is clearly
separable from the structure and routinely replaced. -The structure in
almost every case has a longer life than the equipment. Attached are copies
of letters from Iowa State University Extension Livestock Specialist Earl
Mobley and Robert Fritschen, Director of the University of Nebraska
Panhandle Extension Station testifying to that point regarding hog
production facilities. As regards poultry facilities, land grant
universities generally assume a 20 year life for facilities. University of
Arkansas Agricultural Economist W. A. Holbrook said in a November 12, 1985
phone conversation that poultry buildings have lives of from 15 to 20 years.
He expects their lives to increase as the industry matures and technological
obsolescence becomes less of a factor. University of Georgia Extension
Poultry Specialist Paul Aho indicated in a July 2, 1987 telephone
conversation that poultry equipment has a life of approximately 15 years and
poultry structures of approximately 30 years.

Like cash accounting, this inconsistency in the tax code has attracted
excess investment to agriculture and changed the rules of competition by
granting a competitive advantage to large, high bracket and capital
intensive corporate farming operations. For example, Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company, in conjunction with Tyson Foods, recently invested $14
million in 200 poultry houses to take advantage of the special tax treatment
of these facilities. I The facilities are leased to farmers who will use them
to raise broilers owredby Tyson Foods, on contract. While this is
advantageous to Metropolitan Life, it may not be so beneficial to most
broiler growers. The mass introduction of tax subsidized poultry facilities
reduces demand for the services and facilities of existing growers. As a
result, they will be paid less for them than would otherwise be the case.
To make matters worse, the fast write off is worth nothing to many growers.
Dr. Holbrodk says that most Arkansas growers don't have enough income to use
the entire depreciation writeoff on a building in a few years.

The impact is much the same in the hog industry. We used present value
analysis to compare the yalue of speeding up depreciation on these
structures to three hog producers; a small beginning farmer with a modest
income and low cost facilities; a larger and better established family
operation with new facilities and more income; and a large corporate hog
operation. The break is worth nothing to the beginning farmer because he
has insufficient income to make full use of his depreciation deduction over
seven years. To the more established farmer, the break is worth $26.18 per
sow in the herd and for the large corporate farm the break is worth $98.91
per sow in the herd. Unless we desire to replace family farms with
corporate farms and to block entry into agriculture by young beginning
farmers, this is bad public policy and a waste of scarce federal resources.
It should be noted that the Farmers Home Administration is spending millions
of dollars on programs to help young people enter agriculture, I think
justifiably. What is not justified are tax policies which put people with
limited financial resources at a competitive disadvantage. I urge that you
adopt the proposal to place single purpose agricultural structures in the 15
year depreciation category.

Combined Effect

Together, cash accounting and the special treatment of single purpose
structures have a profound effect on the meat and milk sectors. They create
barriers to entry, lower profitability, increase the cost of government farm
programs and shift control out of the hands of family farmers into corporate
hands. One immediate example is the announcement by National Farms, Inc. of
plans to build a 300,000 head hog operation in South Dakota. National Farms
is undoubtedly a family farmer under current tax policy, because it is
family owned by the Bass Brothers of Forth Worth Texas, one of the nation's
wealthiest families. Cash accounting could subsidize that expansion by as
much as $3 million and the special treatment of single purpose structures by
approximately $1.5 million. The additional production is sufficient to
displace 300 family sized farms. The additional hogs will reduce by 23
cents to 35 cents per hundred pounds the price paid to family farmers for
their hogs across the entire nation.
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Death and Estate Taxes

It has been forgotten in recent years that estate taxes were created to
foster the broad distribution of property ownership by preventing excessive
concentration of wealth. Progressive and effective estate taxation would
strengthen family farming. We do not have an effective estate tax today.
Well planned gifting and estate programs which make effective use of tax
exempt gifts, tenancyin common, special use valuation and the estate tax
credit allow families to pass on land approaching $10 million in value, tax
free. This is not a policy to save the family farm, but rather the landed
gentry. This policy creates stiff competition for family farmers seeking to
buy land with the income they earn by farming it. For example, the heirs
of a $6 million tax free inheritance could use the unearned rental income
from that land to purchase an additional $570,000 of land each year (see the
attached analysis). Farmers who must purchase land with what they earn by
the sweat of their brow cannot compete with that kind of inherited wealth
unfettered by estate taxation, regardless of how efficient and productive
they may be. I would suggest that the committee examine a $1 million limit
on the amount of wealth which can be excluded from taxation by one family
through any combination of these provisions.

As regards taxation of capital gains of estates, I would favor a tax on
gains at death rather than reinstatement of the carryover basis. After
several generations of accumulated gains, the latter could become a strong
disincentive for sale of land and other property. Much farm land would
remain in the hands of families long removed from agriculture, rather than
being sold to the people who work on it. If a tax on capital gains at death
is enacted, I would favor exclusion of the gain on a modest amount of
property.

Application of the Rental Real Estate Rules to Farm Losses

I support this proposal, but offer a compromise which addresses the
concern that it might discourage needed investment and force sale of land to
avoid nondeductable losses. I would apply the rental real estate rules only
to farm investments involving cash basis accounting. Accrual basis
taxpayers would be unaffected. No profit motivated investment would be
discouraged and no one would be forced to sell assets. Yet, many tax
motivated investments would be eliminated and competition would be fairer.
No longer would tax motivated investors enjoy the advantage over farmers of
being able to make money through tax savings without showing an economic
profit.
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)CENTER FOR RURAL AFFAIRS
Post Office Box 405 Walthill, Nebraska 68067
Phone (402)846-5428 Population 900

CORPORATE CASH ACCOUNTING MEANS CORPORATE FARM EXPANSION

When is a corporation with sales of over $1 billion a family farm? The
answer: when corporate farmers and high paid lobbyists go to work on Congress.

Congress warped the definition of family farm to allow corporate
giants such as Tyson Foods, Inc., with annual sales of over $1 billion, and
Perdue Farms, with sales of over $700 million, to use cash accounting. This
tax break is generally denied to corporations with over $5 million sales,
except for "family farms". Most corporations are required to use accrual
accounting, which means that increases in inventory are counted when
computing income for tax purposes. Under cash accounting growth in
inventory is ignored. This creates lucrative opportunities for tax
avoidance and powerful incentives for expansion. Income reinvested in
expanding the inventory is deductable, but the increased value of the
inventory is not taxed. That means that each dollar invested in expanding
the inventory is sheltered from taxation indefinitely.

Corporate cash accounting is is an invitation to corporate farm
expansion at the expense of family farmers. In some cases this makes a
mockery of federal farm policy. While the government is paying farmers to
slaughter their dairy herds, cash accounting provides tax savings of over
$400 for each cow added to the corporate dairy herd. This includes the tax
savings from adding a $600 raised heifer to the herd, rather than selling
her and realizing taxable income; and the deduction for prepaid feed
purchased for the heifer in years prior to its consumption. (Prepaid expense
deductions are limited to 1/3 of total farm deductions). In the hog
industry, cash accounting subsidizes the expansion of the herd by $215
dollars per gilt added to the herd.

SUBSIDIES FOR ADDING ONE DAIRY HEIFER AND ONE GILT TO THE CORPORATE HERD

Swine Dairy
A. Value of Raised Heifer/Gilt Not $120 $600
Subject To Taxation

B. Deduction For P~epaid Feed $513 $60C
For One Heifer/Gilt Added to Herd

C. Total Reduction in Taxable Income (A plus B) $633 $1,200

D. Tax Savings Per Heifer/Gilt Added To Herd $215 $408
(Reduction in Taxable Income x 34% Tax Bracket)

Also, cash accounting shelters the value of the calf and pigs produced
by the additional heifer/gilt and not sold before year end. This provides an
additional $163 (swine) and $75 (dairy) of tax savings. ALSO SEE BACK PAGE
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When is a $1 billion agri-industrial com-
plex afamily farm? When it comes time to
pay the income taxes.

Fun and games
with chicken feed

Byl at* aMos

M os tSONASLE observers
would not call Hudson Foods
a family farm. Based in Rog-

ers, Ark., Hudson is now the coun-
try's 17th-largest poultry producer. In
the fiscal year that ended last Sept. 28,
Hudson earned $8.5 million on sales
of $185 million, It went public in Feb-
ruay, raising $21.3 million.

Your basic family farm? The Inter-
nal Revenue Service, not always a rea-
sonable observer, thinks so. As a re-
sult, Hudson was able to defer $7.6
million, its entire federal tax bill, last
year under long-standing IRS rules.
This deferral can be rolled over more
or less indefinitely.

Hudson is not a fluke. Other agri-
industrial complexes, including $I.1
billion Isales) Tyson Foods and pri-
vately held Perdue Farms {estimated
sales, $740 million), also routinely re-
ceive tax breaks originally intended
for family farms. How? By qualifying
under some rather arcane rules that
!allow "family farms" to use cash ac-
'counting instead of the accrual ac-
counting the IRS requires most corn-
panies to use when computing tax-
able income. The rules date from
1919, when the Treasury concluded
farmers weren't sophisticated enough
to use accrual accounting and said
they could use cash accounting in.
stead. Big farmers didn't abuse the
provision, because taxes were low. Be-
sides, there weren't many big farms.

The choice of cash or accrual is
especially important for livestock
farmers because such production
costs as feed are incurred well before
the livestock is sold.

Consider a chicken farmer. Accrual
accounting would require him to re-
port a portion of his feed inventories
at the end of each year, while not
permitting him to expense the feed
until the bird was actually sold. The
theory is that the feed is an integral
pat of the cost of producing the bird.
Accrual accounting says income and
expenses should be matched, so feed
costs should not be deducted until
revenue is received.

Cash accounting, in contrast, al-
lows the farmer to report cash ex-
penses and receipts when they actual-
lyoccur. That means the farmer can
immediately deduct the feed as an
expense, but he doesn't have to report
the chickens as income until they are
sold. Expensing in the current period
while deferrin income to a later peri-
od amounts to a tax-free loan to the
farmer from the Treasury. The bigger
and more profitable the farm the fkg-
er that tax-free loan tends to be.

In 1976 the Treasury argued that
rbusinemen were equipped for
e rigor, of accrual accounting. Trea-

sury tried to limit cash accounting to
farmers grossing less than $1 million
annually. That sent the big livestock
producers squawking to their con-
r esamen, who chickened out. Even a
farm posing $1 billion or more could

be a "family farm," Congreas said, if
at least 50% of its stock was con.
trolled by a single family. It also
carved out exceptions for individuals,
partnerships and Subchapter S corpo-
rations and for farm corporations con-
trolled by two or three families.

Hudson Foods Chairman James
Hudson played those loopholes with
the skill of Stephane Grapelli on iaz

8.

FO Ic Ua\ing Mmle rs
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lowu State Universita of &ience and

June 4, 1984

Cooperative Extension Service

Sioux Ciry Area Office

323 West Seventh Street *
* SiouxCiIy, IowaS51103 rq

Telephone: 712 28-051 

Bruce Davies
House, Ways and Means Committee
1136 Longworth HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Davies:

I recently had a conversation with Mr. Chuck Hassebrook in regard to tax laws
for agriculture. Specifically we addressed the issue of single purpose build-
ings and their related tax depreciation schedules. He asked me if I would
review with you what most of my pork producers who are on an enterprise record
program do with their depreciation schedules.

Normally the people I work with use ten year depreciation schedules for their
swine buildings. In most instances, the equipment on the interior of the
building is on a five to seven year schedule. We don't expect the panels
separating pens, feeders and other equipment to last much longer than five
to seven years. The building would normally be expected to last for fifteen
to twenty years.

In my opinion, the new tax laws allowing a five year depreciation write off
definitely favors non-agricultural capital investment. I personally believe
the tax depreciation laws should be realistic and somewhat close to the nor-
mal expected lifetime of a given building or equipment.

Hope this information may be of some value to you.
service, please feel free to contact me.

Respectfully yours,

Earl D. Mobley /1
Extension Lives tdck Production Specialist

EOM/cs

cc: Chuck Hassebrook

$

If I can be of any more -

... AND JUSTICE FOR ALL

0. h4pp 0M*~w" 1 ~ Coso ft.6"V A'pu"C m&" *
arc~~~~" "an 10 a00* aI an'

S
8
'WSW fla Cf Io"* Siat University and U.S. Depantrnn of Ancgulturw cooperoti,

I
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Panhandle StatonL I peav Extension Service S 4tlAbluff NE 69361Cooperative 4502~u. ANE.6

Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources 308-632-1230

University of Nebraska-Lincoln

June 5, 1984

TO: Chuck Hassebrock
Center for Rural Affairs
Walthill, NE 68067

RE: Buildings versus Equipment

There is a distinct difference between buildings and equipment
as related to swine facilities, or nearly any other structure
involved in agriculture.

Specifically in swine production, the building is simply a phy-
sical boundry referred to as a structure, that allows us to ar-
range the equipment in such a way to enhance production. A
building is the frame that surrounds the equipment.

In this case the equipment would be farrowing crates, pens, feed-
ers, or pen dividers.

The building may be used for other than the original purposes,
but the equipment is useful, almost exclusively, only for the
original designed purpose.

Again, in the case of swine facilities, much of the equipment
is worn out in five to eight years, while the building that
houses the equipment, with on-going maintenance, lasts for more
than twice this period.

Sincerely,

Robert D. Fritschen
Director

RDF:bj

UNIVERSIrf OF NEOAS.KA-v.1COL, COOPERATING WITH THE COUNTIES AND THE U S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

University of Nebraska--Lrnoln University ol Nebraska Medical CenterUniversity of Nebraska at Omaha
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CENTER FOR RURAL AFFAIRS
• Post Of tice Box 405 Walthill, Nebraska 68067

Phone (402)846-5428 Population 900

TAX' BREAK ON LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY BUILDINGS HURTS FAMILY FARMERS

When the House and Senate each completed their versions of the tax
reform bill in 1985 and 1986, they both agreed that one widely abused tax
shelter should end. Livestock, dairy and poultry buildings had been defined
as equipment for tax purpose to qualify them for an unrealistically short
depreciation term. The irrational provision encouraged more expansion in an
industry already burdened by overproduction and placed family farmers at an
unfair competitive disadvantage with large corporate farmers who could
better exploit the break. Nonetheless, when the conference committee
revealed its version the corporate farmers had won. The tax shelter survived.

The following example compares the benefit of this break to three
different hog producers: a 151 bracket beginning - mer with 40 sows and
$15,000 invested in remodling old barns; a 15% br -et, 100 sow established
farmer with $60,000 and some of his own labor inv ,ted in new farrowing,
finishing and nursery buildings; and a 34% bracket 10,000 sow corporate
operation with $10 million invested in new buildings*. We,measure the value
of the break by comparing the present value of th. tax savings under the
seven year equipment depreciation schedule with tl present value of the tax
savings under the 15 year depreciation schedule, %ich is more reflective of
the buildings' useful lives.* This the interest dLlue of having the savings
sooner under a faster writeoff. The break is wor .nothing to the beginning
farm couple, making $18,000 per year. Acceleratii,,; the depreciation creates
more writeoffs than they have taxable income, causing them to forfeit part
of the standard deduction and personal exemptions for their family of five.
The established family farmer gets only one fourth the break as the large
corporate farm. The break is worth more the hiRhe the tax bracket and the
more invested in facilities (capital) to replace ,bor.

VALUE OF ACCELERATING DEPRECIATION ON HOG BUILDINGS

Beginning Farmer Estab shed Farmer Corporate Farm
15% Bracket 15 Bracket 34% Bracket

Benefit Per Sow In Herd 00.00 $26.18 $98.91

Hog Price Increase O) 00.00 $.08 $.31
Equal Value To The Bjeak***

The Long Term Cost - Because this break enco,ages more building and
productionTt-lower-shog prices. The established farmer's $.08 per 100
lbs. tax benefit will be more than lost by the price impact of just 100,000
additional corporate hogs. The 7,000 sow expansic" by Murphy Farms, Inc.
(of North Carolina) in 1986 will cost more in low, hog prices than the
average farmer gains from rapid dereciation of h, buildings.

*Building costs include structures only; not equl ont.
**We use a 10 percent discount rate.

. Per 100 lbs produced over 15 years, discounte to present value at 10%

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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CENTERR FOR RURAL AFFAIRS
Post Office Box 405 Walthill, Nebraska 68067
Phone (402846-5428 Population 900

STATE TAX LOOPHOLES PAVE THE WAY TOWARD A LANDED GENTRY

The estate tax could contribute to the survival of family farm
agriculture by discouraging the concentration of land in a few wealthy
han4s. Wealth begets more wealth in a capitalist economy. Without measures
such as estate taxes to offset the resulting concentration, wealthy people

can pyramid ever greater amounts of wealth upon their initial advantage,

until economic control rests in a few hands and opportunity is lost to all

but those born to wealth.

Unfortunately, current estate and gift tax laws are so full of

loopholes as to be largely ineffective. In the foLlowing example, a wealthy

couple passes on 10,000 acres of land tax free, worth $6 million. After

retirement, the parents make tax free gifts of $20,000 worth of land each

year to each of their 12 heirs (four children and eight grandchildren).

After fifteen years they have distributed $3,600,COO worth of land. When

they die, the remaining $2,400,000 worth of land uill be reduced to $1.2 for

estate tax purposes through the use of special use valuation. The remaining
$1.2 million will be entirely free from taxation tnder the estate tax
credit, which exempts $600,000 per person.

Through their $6 million inheritance, the heLrs gain an advantage over

smaller farmers and use that advantage to buy an additional 950 acres each

year. They form four family corporations and farn the land. After expenses

and paying salaries to family members, the corporations receive a six percent

return on the $6 million of inherited land, for a total of $360,000 per
year; $284,600 after income taxes. This is the "unearned" portion of their

income. It is what they could earn by cash renting the inherited land to

other farmers. The unearned income is sufficient to make a 50 percent down

payment on 950 acres of $600 per acre land each year. With the down payment
and a 10 percent interest rate insurance company loan, the land cash flows.

Can efficient smaller farmers who must buy land with income they earn

by farming, rather than returns on large inheritances, compete with this
family for land? Is this fair competition? Will opportunity to own land
be limited to high income investors and people b3rn into wealthy families?

Six Million Dollars Worth of Land Inherited Tax Free

Tax Free Gifts $3,600,C00

Reduction of the Estate $1,200,00
Through Special Use Valuation

Estate Tax Credit ($600,000 $1,200,000
Each for the Mother and Father)

Total Tax Free Inheritance $6.000,000
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STATEN NOF THE CEO TAX GROUP

The CEO Tax Group is a group of chief executive officers of major

corporations that strongly supported -- and still strongly sup-

ports -- the income tax reforms enacted last year -- and espe-

cially the lower tax rates under that law.

The CEO Tax Group believes that the Congress and the Administra-

tion made a compact with U.S. taxpayers -- both individuals and

corporations -- that if taxpayers were to lose many of their tax

preferences, they would receive lower tax rates in return. Indi-

viduals and corporations have given up a substantial number of

their tax preferences, even though the low rates that were traded

for are not yet fully effective.

If Congress decides to raise the Individual and corporate rate

structures, it will be repudiating its compact and breaking its

word with the American people. In addition, enormous pressures

would be applied to restore preferences repealed or curtailed in

last year's Act.

Since the enactment of TRA '86, a major goal of the legislation

has been achieved: investment decisions are being made based on

economic, rather than on tax consequences.

The CEO Tax Group urges Congress to leave the phased-in rate

structure in place, so that its beneficial economic effects may

be felt and individuals and the business community can assess its

impact. Many corporations -- because of the way their fiscal

years are set up -- have yet to feel the first reduction in the

top marginal rate for corporations. Individuals across the na-

tion have yet to feel the full effect of their substantially

reduced rates, although they have lost many of their preferences.
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Tax reform would not have been possible without a substantial re-

duction in the tax rates on individuals and corporations. In-

deed, the economic benefits that would flow from low rates were

the primary driving force behind the tax revision effort.

Low rates led some members of Congress to craft tax reform pro-

posals, and led President Reagan to instruct the Treasury Depart-

ment in his 1984 State of the Union message to develop a tax

reform package for fairness, growth, and simplification.

The promise of low rates successfully helped the Committee on

Ways and Means to take the lead in writing tax reform legislation

in 1985.

Low rates revitalized tax reform in the Finance Committee in

1986, and low rates helped the conferees withstand enormous pres-

sures and subsequently achieve the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

The CEO Tax Group views the current budget deficit as an extreme-

ly serious problem. As difficult as the task before you is, we

urge this committee not to fashion a deficit reduction proposal

that changes or delays the fundamental cornerstone of tax reform

-- the income tax rate reductions.

Allied-Signal, Inc. J. C. Penney Company, Inc.
Beneficial Corporation Kraft, Inc.
Dayton Hudson Corporation Levi Strauss & Co.
Emerson Electric Co. Merck & Co., Inc.
Federated Department Stores, Inc. 3M Company
General Foods Corporation Pepsico, Inc.
General Motors Corporation Pillsbury Company
Hallmark Cards, Inc. Primerica Corporation
Hewlett-Packard Company Procter & Gamble Company
IBM Corporation Sara Lee Corporation
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Statement of Robert S. McIntyre
Director, Citizens for Tax Justice

Before the Senate Committee on Finance
Concerning Ways to Increase Revenues

To Meet the 1988 Budget Targets
Submitted July 16,1987

Less than a year ago, Congress enacted the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
It was a monumental achievement, restoring a measure of fairness to an
income tax system that was sadly in need of repair. The tax reform act
went a long way toward assuring that those with the greatest ability to
pay taxes would no longer be able to escape their responsibilities entirely,
while giving relief to those less able to pay. Now Congress and this Com-
mittee face a new challenge: to raise the revenues needed to meet the
fiscal 1988 budget targets without undermining the fairness gains instituted
last year.

Raising taxes, or, for that matter, cutting spending, is never a happy
task. But we believe that this year's revenue bill should be seen not simp-
ly as a burdensome chore, but also as an opportunity-an opportunity to
continue the progress toward a fairer tax system beguii in 1986.

The staff of the Joint Committee on Taxalion has compiled a long list
of potential revenue-raising measures for the Committee's consideration. In
choosing among them, we hope that the Committee WI!.keep the following
principles in mind:

1. Congress should avoid regressive tax Increases that undermine the
benefits middle- and low-Income families gained from last year's tax
reform act

2. Further loophole-closing measures that preserve and extend the tax
reforms enacted last year should be given the highest priority.

3. At a time when tat increases are necessary, further tax cuts that
would benefit the wealthiest segments of our society should be es-
chewed.
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1. The Trouble With Regressive Excise Taxes
The biggest threat to tax reform is that Congress may attempt to meet its

1988 budget targets through stiff increases in federal excise taxes.

One set of options outlined in the staff pamphlet is to increase excise taxes
on gasoline, alcohol, tobacco and telephone services. For example, adding 12 cents
a gallon to the gasoline tax, 49 cents to the tax on a six-pack of beer and 52
cents to the tax on a bottle of wine, doubling the 16-cents per pack cigarette tax
and extending the scheduled-to-expire three-percent telephone tax would raise just
about the amount Congress needs to meet its three-year revenue target. More than
half of that money would come from the increase in the gasoline tax, which raises
almost $1 billion for every penny added to the tax.

What's wrong with higher excise taxes? What's the big deal about asking
people to pay an extra half a buck for beer or wine, and an extra dollar and a
half to fill their gas tanks? The answer, in a nutshell, is that these taxes are an
extremely regressive way to pay for government.

According to a January 1987 Congressional Budget Office study, the just-de-
scribed package of excise tax increases would cost families earning less than
$10,000 a year more than 21/2 percent of their incomes. That's more than double the
tax cut the poor gained from last year's tax reform act. Middle-income families
would pay about one percent of their earnings in increased excise taxes-again,
more than they will save in income taxes from the 1986 reform act. But the rich-
est families, those making more than $200,000 a year, would pay a mere 1/10th of
a percent of their incomes in higher excise taxes, meaning that they'd keep most
of their 1986-enacted tax cuts.

Sources: CBO, Consumer E.p. Survey, It. Comm. on Taxation.

Effects as Shares of Family Income
Of Meeting the Budget Targets With Excise Taxes

(Raise Gasoline Tax by 12e/Gallon; Beer Tax by 49t/Six-Pack; and
Wine Tax by 52e/Bottle. Double Tobacco Tax & Extend Telephone Tax)

Family Inc. Gasoline Beer Wine Tobacco Tele. TOTAL 86 Tax Cut

Below $10,000 1.1% 0.5% 0.2% 0.6% 0.3% 2.7% -1.1%
$10-20,000 0.7% 0.3% 0.1% 0.3% 0.1% 1.5% -1.3%
$20-30,000 0.5% 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 1.2% -0.8%
$30-40,000 0.5% 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 1.0% -0.8%
$40-50,000 0.4% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.8% -1.0%
$50-200,000 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.6% -0.3%
Over $200,000 * * * * * 0.1% -0.5%

*Less than 0.05%
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Such a package of excise tax increases would take 21 times as big a share of
income from the poor as fron, the richest people. And a similarly skewed distribu,
tion of tax increases would occur no matter which combination of excise tax hikes
might be concocted.

Excise taxes don't take a larger share of income from poor and middle-income
families because these families drive more, smoke more, talk on the phone more or
buy more alcohol than the rick To the contrary, the less a family makes, the less
it typically spends on all these items. The problem is that the amounts spent by
poorer families are a much larger share of their limited earnings. For example, the
$900 that a family earning between $10,000 and $20,000 typically spends on gasoline
amounts to about 6 percent of the family's earnings. In contrast, the $1,800 that a
very rich family (making more than $200,000) spends for gasoline is less than 0.3
percent of its income.

Raising Revenues With Excise Taxes
Effects on Family Income of a $20 Billion/Year Package

Affecting Gasoline, Beer, Wine, Tobacco & Telephones
2.8 1

2.4

V
2.0

1.6

0
S1.2

.8

0~

Tele.

Toba.

Wilke

Beer

Gas.

Below 310 $10-20 $20-30 130-40 640-50 $50-200 Over 6200

Family Income (1-000)
'Ga. 8.12/gal.; Beer 8.49/.iz-pack; Vine $ 52/bot. double Tob.; keep Tele.

The prospect of higher federal excise taxes looks even worse when the situa-
tion in the states is taken into account. Most states and some local governments
also tax gasoline, tobacco, alcohol and telephone service, and these taxes have
been going up dramatically in recent years. As a rLsult, higher federal excise taxes
would come on top of an increasingly regressive total national excise tax stn~cture.
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For example, at present, the average feders] and state tax on gasoline is 211/2 cents
per gallon and the average federal and state tax on cigarettes is 33.9 cents per
pack. This year, eleven states already have increased their gasoline taxes and four
have raised their cigarette taxes. Last year, there were ten state gasoline tax
hikes and thirteen state cigarette tax increases.

Moreover, higher gasoline taxes, in particular, would create significant re-
gional disparities. Washington, D.C., with its extensive system of public
transportation, has the lowest gasoline consumption per capita in the United
States, but the situation is quite different in less densely populated places. Geo-
graphically, the big potential losers from a gasoline tax live in the south and the
west. According to a 1986 study by the Social Welfare Research Institute, South
Carolina, Wyoming, Montana, South Dakota, Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama, Ten-
nessee, New Mexico and Utah would be the ten hardest hit states when it comes
to a gasoline tax hike as a share of personal income.

Increased excise taxes, proposed tariffs on imported oil or suggestions for
some kind of new national sales tax, all share a common defect: they would put
almost all the burden of deficit reduction on those least able to afford it. And, by
doing so, these kinds of tax increases threaten to sabotage the fairness gains of
last year's tax reform act. Fortunately, higher excise taxes are not the only alter-
native before the Committee.

2. Continuing in the Spirit of the 1986 Reform Act.
Last year's reform act did a great deal to restore fairness to the federal in-

come tax code, by cracking down on many tax freeloaders and by making it more
likely that people with similar incomes will pay about the same amount in taxes.
But the task of tax reform is not over. In fact, only by continuing in the spirit of
the 1986 act can Congress preserve the victories that were won last year.

Even the President, in the budget he sent to Congress, was able to find one
"loophole" in the revised tax code that he thought cried out to be closed: the tax
exemption for black lung benefits received by disabled coal miners. While this item
is not high on our list, its inclusion in the President's budget does suggest that
loophole-closing is one avenue of deficit reduction that may be negotiable with the
administration.

And as the staff pamphlet illustrates, there are, in fact, numerous loopholes
left over after tax reform-loopholes that, we believe, ought to be narrowed or
closed as ways to meet the budget targets. Without repeating all of the details in
the pamphlet, we'd like to highlight several items here:

a. Preserving the corporate tax:

O.er the past several years, and increasingly in recent months, large, cor-
porate-like entities have been formed or restructured as publicly-traded partner-
ships-so-called "Master Limited Partnerships." These entities have been established
in a wide and growing range of activities, including elderly care, energy, real es-
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tate, portions of Burger King, leasing, gambling casinos, industrial-parts dis-
tributors, and even the Boston Celtics. The purpose of using the partnership form
is simple: to avoid the payment of the corporate income tax.

Indeed, master limited partnerships (or "MLPs") are nothing but publicly-
traded corporations masquerading as a partnerships. Partnership units in MLPs are
sold on the stock exchange just like shares of stock. Limited partners in an MLP
do not participate directly in the management of the company and are not liable
for the debts of the company, just as shareholders don't manage and are not liable
for the debts of a corporation whose stock they own.

The big difference between a corporation and a master limited partnership
involves taxes:

" As a corporation, a company pays income taxes on its taxable profits each
year. When profits are distributed to shareholders as dividends, the dividends
are included in the taxable income of shareholders (except those that are tax-
exempt, such as pension funds, foundations, or (mainly) other corporations).

" If a company is set up as a master limited partnership, there is no corporate
income tax. Owners of partnership units are taxable on their share of the
company's earnings each year (whether or not the profits are paid out to the
owners).

The Treasury Department has recommended taxing so-callcd "Master Limited
Partnerships" as corporations. We support this recommendation. Like the Treasury
Department, we are deeply concerned about the growth in master limited partner-
ships. In the long run, these devices threaten to undermine the just-revitalized
corporate income tax.1 In addition, MLPs have the potential to sabotage the new
individual alternative minimum tax (by generating "passive income" to soak up tax-
shelter losses), and they create mind-boggling audit and collection problems for the
Internal Revenue Service.

tThose who defend MLPs have argued that they serve to mitigate the so-called "double" taxa-
tion of corporate profits. In fact, however, "double" taxation is largely a myth, even after tax
reform.

In 1985, approximately 39 percent of corporate profits were subject to corporate income tax.
Dividends reported on personal tax returns (representing just over 40 percent of total dividends paid,
excluding intercorporate dividends) amounted to 15 percent of corporate profits, and net capital
gains on corporate stock reported on personal tax returns totaled 5 percent of corporate profits.
Thus, less than 60 percent of corporate profits were subject to tax-notwithstanding the so-called
"double tax." [The total effective tax rate (both corporate and personal) on corporate profits totalled
about 25% in 1985.] In comparison, essentially all cash wages were reported on personal tax returns.

The under-taxation of corporate profits is lessened under tax reform. In 1988, approximately
two-thirds of corporate profits will be subject to corporate income tax. When dividends and capital
g;ins reported on personal tax returns are added in, a total of almost 90 percent of corporate
profits will be subject to tax. [In 1988, when rate reductions are factored in, the effective corporate
and personal tax rate on corporate profits will total about 28%-an increase of about 13 percent com-
pared to 1985.] But the share of corporate profits that are taxable is still below the share of cash
wages that are reported on personal tax returns.

76-782 0 - 88 - 11
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We recommend that master limited partnerships be treated as corporations
(with only a short transition period for existing MIPs to restructure their affairs).

In addition, we believe that the Committee should go further in examining
partnership issues and in curbing the growth in other avoidance devices that also
threaten the integrity of the corporate income tax. For example, the trend in re-
cent years of companies substituting debt instruments for stock raises serious con-
cerns. We recommend that the Committee consider denying interest deductions for
over-leveraged corporations, and also consider treating profit-contingent "interest"
payments as non-deductible dividends rather than as deductible payments.

b. Depreciation reform:

According to the Joint Committee on Taxation's most recent tax expenditure
analysis, by far the biggest tax break left for corporations in the reformed tax
code is the still excessive system of write-offs for depreciation, which is expected
to cost a staggering $227 billion over the next five years. Slowing down the rate
of acceleration-by using 150-percent declining balance where double-declining
balance is now allowed, and substituting 125-percent where 150-percent is now
prescribed-would stanch this revenue hemorrhage. Or, at least, the Committee could
make some sense out of the depreciation rules for leased equipment. Right now, to
qualify as a "true lease" for tax purposes, taxpayers have to aver that the
machinery being leased has a useful life of no less than 125 percent of the lease
term. (Otherwise, the deal wouldn't be a lease; it would be an instalment sale.) So
why not take the lessors and lessees at their word, and make the write-off period
for leased property be, at minimum, 125 percent of the lease term?

c. Tax-benefit transfers:

One the tax scandals of the early 1980s was the practice (briefly sanctioned
by the 1981 tax act) of companies buying and selling excess tax benefits. This
practice continues to some extent, and we believe it should be curbed. In par-
ticular, we recommend that the committee examine some of the problems outlined
in the staff pamphlet involving tax-benefit mergers, sales of losses using preferred
stock and abuses of consolidated returns (notably involving corporate ownership of
property and casualty insurance subsidiaries).

d. Accounting Issues:

The staff pamphlet points to a number of problems in tax accounting that we
believe the Committee should address. In particular, the continued use of "com-
pleted-contract accounting," most notably by defense contractors, should be elimi-
nated.

e. Foreign Issues:

The staff pamphlet also points to several problems in the foreign area that
we believe should be corrected. Notable among these are: the source rules for al-
locating profits between domestic and foreign sources and the allowance of tax
deferral on runaway plants, both of which can provide incentives for companies to
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divert resources and jobs to overseas operations, and the lack of a withholding tax
on foreign investors, which encourages international tax evasion and hurts our
trade balance by artificially supporting the value of the dollar.

f. Business meals:

Newspaper reports make clear that the posh restaurant business is not suffer-
ing from the tax reform act's restriction on business meal deductions to 80 percent
of what's spent. So why not lower to the deduction to 50 percent-and raise $6.6
billion over the next three years? Why should American taxpayers still be subsidiz-
ing the eating habits of the well off?

g. Corporate and tax-shelter farming:

There was a lot of talk last year about getting rid of tax-shelter farming, but
the restrictions on deductions for so-called farm "losses" could use some more
teeth. Right now, all a tax-shelter farmer has to do to avoid the "passive loss"
restrictions is make sure he or she plays a minimal "management" role in the farm
operation. Abuses in this area could be curbed by treating farm "losses" the same
as real-estate "losses"-by definition, not allowed to shelter non-farm income once
"losses" exceed a certain amount. At the same time, if Congress really is con-
cerned about bona fide family farms, corporate farm losses ought to be subject to
the passive-loss limits and large farms should no longer be allowed to use the
"cash accounting" system designed to simplify bookkeeping for small farmers.

h. Capital gains on inherited assets:

Taxing capital gains when people die, instead of letting heirs inherit property
and stocks with the taxes on built-up capital gains totally forgiven, could raise
more than $10 billion over the next three years, and reduce the current disincen-
tive for people to sell things while they're alive. (Special rules for farms and small
businesses could be drafted to deal with particular problems in these areas.)

i. Ilome-equity loans:

People who are worried (rather than ecstatic) about the boom in home-equity
loans probably have a point. The limits on consumer interest deductions were not
sufficiently thought through last year. If Congress is serious about those limits,
mortgage interest deductions should be limited to loans taken out to purchase or
improve a home (with refinancing still allowed up to the amount owed on an ac-
quisition-connected loan). This approach would retain the tax break for home pur-
chases, but avoid the revenue losses and enforcement problems associated with the
current rules.

J. Alternative minimumn tax:

Strengthening the alternative minimum tax for individuals and corporations-by
broadening the base or increasing the rates--should also be considered by the Com-
mittee. Insofar as the minimum tax base is brought closer to actual profits or
earnings, and insofar as the rates are brought closer to the rates in the "regular"
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personal and corporate taxes, the minimum tax will do a better job of assuring
that those with the greatest ability to pay taxes are actually paying their fair
share of the tax burden.

3. Will Congress raise taxes to pay for tax cuts for the
wealthy?
The debate over raising taxes to meet the fiscal 1988 budget targets comes at

a time when, under previously enacted tax legislation, tax cuts are scheduled to go
into effect starting on January 1, 1988 that mainly will benefit the very wealthiest
Americans. We believe that the Committee should consider deferring or repealing
these scheduled tax cuts, rather than raising taxes on middle- and low-income
families.

Next year, unless Congress acts, the top estate tax rate is scheduled to drop
from 55 percent to 50 percent. Freezing the top estate tax rate at 55 percent
would avoid $500 million in revenue losses over the next three years-and stop the
ongoing decline in the estate tax. Only the very largest estates (those worth well
over $2 million) would be affected by this freeze.

Finally, Congress should take another look at income tax rates. On January 1
of next year, the rate on the highest income people is scheduled to drop from 381/2
percent to 28 percent. If that occurs, half of the richest people in the country will
end up with tax cuts averaging more than $50,000 each. Freezing the top income
tax rate at its 1987 level of 381A percent for people making more than $200,000
would be consistent with the House-passed version of the 1986 tax reform act, and
could avert as much as $20 billion in 1988 tax cuts for the very wealthy (depend-
ing upon the treatment of capital gains). Indeed, merely extending the 33 percent
top rate, which is currently scheduled to apply to taxable income between $71,000
and $192,000, to taxable income above $192,000 would raise close to $9 billion per
year-all of it from the richest one percent of the population.

Some have argued that the scheduled income tax cuts for the rich are sacro-
sanct, that they are part of a pact with the American people that must not be
broken. But the public does not agree with that position. Indeed, a recent poll
found that, by a three-to-one margin, the public supported freezing the top tax
rate instead of increasing excise taxes.

Conclusion:
Last year, this Committee played a key role in the most sweeping reform of

the income tax in memory. This year, the Committee faces the job of increasing
taxes. We hope the Committee will treat its task as an opportunity to further the
goals of tax reform-and not undermine reform with regressive tax hikes that re-
verse the progress of last year.
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STATEMENT OF

THE COMMITTEE OF ANNUITY INSURERS

ON

PROPOSALS CONTAINED IN THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION'S
"DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE OPTIONS TO INCREASE REVENUES"

FOR HEARINGS HELD BY THE FINANCE COMMITTEE
ON JULY 15 - 17, 1987

The Committee of Annuity Insurers appreciates this
opportunity to advise the Committee on Finance of our
concerns with proposals contained in the Joint Committee on
Taxation's "Description of Possible Options to Increase
Revenues" that would adversely affect nonqualified deferred
annuity contracts. The Committee of Annuity Insurers, a
coalition of 26 of the leading annuity writers in the United
States, was formed in 1981 for the purpose of monitoring
legislative and regulatory issues affecting the annuity
issuer and the annuity policyholder. A list of our member
companies is attached.

The options list presented for the Committee's
consideration includes proposals that would change
dramatically the tax treatment of the inside build-up on
nonqualified deferred annuity contracts. The Committee of
Annuity Insurers strongly opposes such changes and urges
Congress to reject once again these proposals, as it did just
as recently as last year. Before turning to the merits of
the proposals being advanced, it is essential to fully
understand the unique characteristics of a nonqualified
deferred annuity contract, and to review the present tax laws
governing deferred annuities and the policy behind such tax
laws.

Deferred annuities are a well-suited means of
providing income security during an individual's retirement
years. The purchase of an annuity confers on the
policyholder a guarantee that, at retirement, these savings,
plus interest, will be returned in the form of a stream of
payments that will continue for the remainder of the
policyholder's life. An annuity is therefore the most
convenient and complete method available today for providing
for supplemental retirement income and for ensuring against
the risk that the individual may outlive the means of his or
her support.

Most importantly, it must be reiterated that the
annuity contract is not a tax avoidance device. The premiums
for a nonqualified annuity are paid in after-tax dollars,
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that is, such premiums are not deductible from gross income.
Furthermore, current law does not allow interest on annuities'
to escape tax. All income credited to the contract is taxed
at ordinary income tax rates when the money actually is
received by the policyholder.

In 1982, 1984, and 1986, Congress, after exhaustive
review, made substantial changes to the tax treatment of
annuities to ensure that such contracts are utilized for
long-term investment and retirement purposes. As a result of
these changes, and as is pointed out in the options pamphlet,
if a policyholder makes a premature withdrawal from an
annuity contract, the amount withdrawn is considered to come
from the gain that has accrued under the contract (the
inside build-up) and is thus currently taxable to the
policyholder. In addition, with limited exceptions, a
penalty tax of ten percent is imposed on withdrawals from a
deferred annuity that occur before the owner has reached age
59-1/2. For these purposes, a loan against, or pledge of,
the annuity contract is treated as a taxable distribution.
Furthermore, to curb any potential for continuing deferral
after the death of the annuity policyholder, present law
requires (except in the case of a surviving spouse) that
distributions be commenced at the time of a policyholder's
death.

These rules collectively have established a
framework which assures that favorable tax treatment is
available only to those products that fulfill their
historical purpose -- to provide retirement income. At the
same time, they preserve the tax treatment which, for sound
reasons of national policy, Congress has extended to these
contracts since 1913.

Now, the Committee on Finance has been presented
with two proposals affecting the tax treatment of annuity
contracts that specifically were considered by Congress just
last year. One option suggested for the Committee's
consideration would tax an annuity policyholder currently on
the interest credited to his or her annuity contract (the
inside build-up). An alternative proposal would limit the
amount that a policyholder could invest in a newly-issued
annuity contract on a tax-deferred basis. These issues have
been thoroughly examined and rejected by Congress in the
past, and for the reasons discussed below, we believe this
Congress should do likewise.

Under the first option, the owner of an annuity
contract would be treated as being in receipt of the
contract's cash surrender value, even though the policyholder
has not received these amounts either directly or
constructively. Thus, the policyholder would be placed in
the position of paying a tax on income he or she cannot
effectively receive if the policyholder wishes to retain the

- 2 -
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basic benefits that were acquired with the purchase of the
annuity. As a result, the policyholder would incur ongoing
negative cash flow (because of the tax paid) for the
privilege of purchasing the annuity.

Under existing law, as discussed above, the owner
of an annuity contract is taxed only when certain contract
distributions occur. This follows the time-honored doctrine
of "constructive receipt," which holds in part that
potentially taxable gains that are "locked up" in property,
and therefore not reducible to cash without surrender of
valuable rights in that property, do not properly constitute
income currently subject to tax. The options proposal, if
adopted, would override the doctrine of constructive receipt
in the case of annuity contracts, and would tax inside
build-up as it arises. By so doing, the proposal would
depart from well-established tax principles that generally
continue to be accepted. There has been a long-standing and
understandable hesitation to levy a tax on income that exists
only theoretically in a taxpayer's hands, since the tax must
be paid with cash rather than with theories. To force the
owner to pay tax currently on gains locked up inside an
annuity contract would present very real problems to the
owner. Not only would such treatment represent a
funadamental change in the taxation of annuity products, it
is contrary to both sound tax policy and sound retirement
policy.

Similar arguments can be advanced against the
second option which would limit the amount of premiums that
an individual may pay for an annuity contract and not be
taxed currently on the income credited to the contract. It
is not possible to determine a "perfect" annuity premium
amount that would account for the retirement needs of every
individual and his or her family. Individuals who live in
high cost areas, or who have obligations that extend beyond
their working years might find it necessary to set aside
larger amounts of monies for their retirement. If Congress
arbitrarily imposes a premium limit, these individuals would
be forced to restrict their contributions or be placed in the
position of paying taxes on income they have not actually
received.

In addition, it has been suggested that a limit may
be appropriate in light of the fact that present law places
certain restrictions, such as nondiscrimination rules or
contribution limits, on other types of retirement devices.
However, such an argument fails to take into account that
these "qualified" retirement vehicles are funded with
tax-free dollars, while no special tax deduction is allowed
through the payment of a nonqualified annuity premium.
Furthermore, the present law nondiscrimination rules for
qualifed pension plans primarily are designed to limit
tax-deductible employer contributions to those plans which do

- 3 -
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not discriminate in favor~of the highly-paid. A rule
addressing such a concern has no application to the
individual that purchases a nonqualified deferred annuity
contract with his or her own after-tax dollars.

Most importantly, this concern that nonqualified
annuities "circumvent important rules applicable to qualified
plans" was specifically addressed in the Tax Reform Act of
1986 wheir- Congress revised the tax treatment of nonqualified
annuities to provide that the inside build-up on corporate
owned annuities would be subject to current taxation. These
changes were made for the express purpose of ensuring that
deferred annuity contracts could not be used to fund, on a
tax-favored basis, deferred compensation of employees outside
of the restrictions generally applicable to a qualified plan.
The concern has been addressed. Nothing more is needed.

Imposing a limit on the amount that an annuity
policyholder can invest on a tax-deferred basis also fails to
recognize the flexibility that such a contract can offer.
While vehicles such as Individual Retirement Accounts, which
do have contribution limitations, offer an important
supplement to personal savings for retirement, they do not,
nor can they, meet every individual's needs. For example,
many middle-income individuals are not able financially to
set aside $2,000 each year early in their careers. As a
result, the funds that they ultimately could contribute to an
IRA beginning at age 45 or 50, will not provide sufficient
retirement income. That person could, however, purchase an
annuity contract and still be assured that he or she will
have an adequate retirement income. However, a limitation
placed on the amount that an individual can contribute on a
tax-deferred basis would unfairly penalize the annuity
purchaser vis-a-vis the individual who was able to make
annual contributions to an IRA, receive a deduction for such
contributions, and defer taxes on the interest earned on each
dollar set aside.

Such a proposal also fails to take into
consideration the case of a participant in an employer-
sponsored pension plan, who leaves his or her place of
employment prior to retirement. In many instances, the
individual chooses to rollover these monies, in one single
payment, into a nonqualified deferred annuity. Imposition of
a dollar cap would serve only to discourage the individual
from continuing to save for his or her retirement,
particularly when the amount rolled over exceeded the
limitation. Surely, this is not what Congress intends.

More fundamentally, if limiting the tax deferral is
the reason behind the proposal, the suggested remedy is
misplaced. The amount of tax-deferred income is as much (or
more) a function of the rate of interest credited, and the
period of time over which it is credited, a3 the aggregate

- 4 -
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premiums paid. Thus, limiting the premiums will leave
different contractholders in different situations as to their
tax deferral, depending on when they purchase their
contracts, from whom, and what the prevailing interest rates
have been and will be.

Finally, if a premium limit was imposed, the
annuity value that it supposedly would allow to be purchased
would be subject to erosion over time -- by the affects of
inflation.

Americans have become increasingly concerned over
their future financial security and the means by which they
can provide for it. Although the Social Security system may
provide a floor of protection, it never was intended to, and
does not, provide for an individual's total retirement needs.
The recent press coverage of the inability of our Nation's
qualified pension plans to meet even the minimal retirement
needs of a changing technological workforce is evidence
enough of the important role which nonqualified annuities can
and must play. Obviously if individuals are to provide for
financial security in their later years, they must supplement
their Social Security and their pension plans with personal
savings. The annuity p- duct is uniquely suitable for
providing such supplemental income. Congress should continue
to encourage savings through such socially desirable
products.

The Joint Committee on Taxation's "Description of
Possible Options to Increase Revenues," also offers a
discussion of the alternative minimum tax ("ANT") and
suggests that additional preference items could be added for
AMT purposes. The inside build-up on annuity contracts is
mentioned as a possible addition.

The theory behind the AMT is that all taxpayers who
have current economic income should pay some tax currently on
that income. Present law contains certain provisions that
operate, for regular-tax purposes, as incentives by
permitting acceleration of deductions or exclusions from
income. Under the alternative minimum tax, individuals who
use these so-called "preference items" for regular tax
purposes are required to add them back to income for purposes
of determining whether the individual has AMT liability. In
other words, the AMT is intended to ensure that no taxpayer
with substantial economic income can avoid tax liability by
using exclusions, deductions, and credits.

While the perception that high-income taxpayers may
be able to avoid taxes because of the number of preference
items in present law may justify the inclusion of such
benefits in the alternative minimum tax, such a justification
does not exist in the case of the inside build-up on an
annuity contract. First of all, the purchase of an annuity

- 5 -
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contract does not permit a taxpayer to decrease the amount of
taxes on his or her current economic income. No favorable
benefit is derived because taxes already have been paid on
the dollars used to purchase the contract. Nor is it
reasonable to consider the limited deferral on such annuities
as a method by which individuals can avoid paying their fair
share of taxes. As discussed previously, the owners of
annuity contracts have not constructively received the
increase in the value of -heir contracts, and their rights to
receive these amounts are subject to substantial
restrictions. Moreover, when annuity payments commence the
investment income is taxed at ordinary income rates.

Furthermore, such a proposal adds substantial
complexity to the law. We submit that the minimal amount of
revenue -- if any -- that might be raised by including the
inside build-up on annuity contracts as a preference item
under the AMT does not outweigh the additional burdens and
complications that such a provision would add to the tax
laws.

The Committee of Annuity Insurers urges the
Committee on Finance to reject any proposals that would alter
the tax treatment of the inside build-up on annuity
contracts. The current tax treatment of deferred annuity
contracts is grounded in sound tax and social policy. A
policyholder should not be taxed currently on income he or
she has not received. As a matter of social policy, the
reasons for the traditional taxation of annuities have not
diminished. In fact, today more than ever, we as a nation
need to encourage individuals to provide for their own
security in their retirement years. For many, the annuity
provides the only source of retirement income outside of
social security. The proposals on nonqualified annuities put
forth in the option pamphlet are unsound tax policy and even
more importantly unsound retirement policy. As such, we
respectfully request that they not be included in any
reconciliation legislation reported from your Committee.

- 6 -
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COMMITTEE OF ANNUITY INSURERS MEMBER COMPANIES

Aetna Life & Casualty Insurance Company

Allstate Life Insurance Company

American Express Company

American General Life Insurance

American International Group

Anchor National Life Insurance

Capital Holding Corporation

Church Life Insurance Corporation

CIGNA Insurance Companies

Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States

Family Life Insurance Company

Guardian Life Insurance Company of America

Hartford Life Insurance Company

IDS Life Insurance Company

Integrated Resources Life Companies

Kemper Investors Life Insurance Company

Life Insurance Company of the Southwest

Metropolitan Life Security Insurance Companies

Nationwide Life Inslirance Companies

New England Mutual Life Insurance Company

New York Life Insurance Company

Reliance Life Companies

Sun Life of Canada

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company

The Travelers Insurance Companies

August, 1987
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COMMENTS BY

RICHARD B. DIXON

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

The possible options to increase revenues now being

considered by the Committee on Finance of the United States

Senate represent difficult choices to be made in what is an

extremely difficult decade for government financing. It takes

political courage even to suggest revenue increases to help

cure the federal deficit problem. However, in considering

options to raise additional revenues, the Committee must be

mindful of the consequences to state and local governments.

We in state and local government have a historic

partnership with the federal government in financing and

providing a multitude of services. Revenue-raising options

which impose indirect and direct taxes on us jeopardize this

partnership and, more importantly, the provision of these

services.

The County of Los Angeles faces severe budget cutbacks

because of our open-ended, caseload-driven services (often

mandated by the federal and state government) coupled with an

inadequate financing base, including the recent loss of General

Revenue Sharing monies. Several of the revenue-raising options

under consideration would exacerbate our budget problems. They

also would violate a long-standing principle of intergovern-

mental fiscal comity.

We would like to present the following comments on the

revenue-raising options which will have an adverse effect on

Los Angeles County.
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1. Mandatory Medicare Coverage for All Public Emoloyees

Under current law all public employees hired after March 1,

1986 are covered by Medicare. The current Medicare cost

for Los Angeles County is $2.2 million (with an equal

amount paid by covered employees). Medicare coverage for

all current County employees would cost us an additional

$27.3 million per year (with the same cost increase borne

by our employees).

This proposal is contrary to the compromise agreed upon by

Congress last year to phase in Medicare through new hires.

It would result in immediate budget cuts for the County

because we have no alternative means of financing an

expenditure of this magnitude.

2. Tax Exemot Bond Interest as a Preference Item in the

Alternative Minimum Ta;

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 made interest on certain

"private activity" municipal bonds subject to the

alternative mirimum tax. This has increased the County's

cost of short-term borrowing for "private activity"

purposes by about 35 basis points. The County expects to

borrow approximately $785 million in the short-term market

this year If all tax-exempt interest were to be treated

as a preference item in the alternative minimum tax, the

County's cost of short-term borrowing alone would increase

by $2.7 million per year.

Simply put, this proposal will increase our interest costs

in borrowing for legitimate government purposes for what

will probably result in a negligible increase in federal

tax revenues. This proposal is another taxon state and

local governments which is in violation of

intergovernmental fiscal comity.
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3. Repeal of Highway Excise Tax Exemption for State and Local

Governments

This proposal would increase Los Angeles County's costs by

approximately $1 million per year (assuming no increase in

the excise tax rate). This will have an immediate and

direct adverse impact on our ability to finance services.

Most of our County fleet consists of law enforcement

vehicles, fire engines, and other specialized vehicles

which provide important governmental services. We fail to

see why these essential governmental functions should be

taxed by the federal government. This proposal represents

a direct and inequitable tax on state and local governments.

4. Employee Benefits

Several of the options will increase the tax liability of

the employee benefit components paid by the County of Los

Angeles. The specific options involve limiting the

exclusion from taxation of employer-provided health

coverage, group life insurance, flexible benefit plans, and

dependent care reimbursement accounts. Our concern is

twofold: (1) the recruitment and retention of skilled

employees; and (2) the future cost of these benefits to

maintain the employees' current compensation package.

In response to cost shifts and limited available financing,

Los Angeles County has reduced the cost of our employee

compensation packages and increased employees' take-home

pay by utilizing federal tax law. We do not have the

financial capability to deliver equivalent compensation

packages under these proposed tax law changes. Further

limitations on the design of our compensation packages

would result either in service reductions (because of cost

increases) or in a reduced capacity to recruit and retain

employees because of inadequate total compensation. An

example of the latter is the value of having a cadre of
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highly qualified District Attorney prosecution staff who

can take on major felony cases, such as drug dealing, where

the dollars available for the defense are virtually

unlimited. Over the past decade, we have been able to

retain this experienced group of attorneys due in large

part to our overall compensation package. A change in

federal tax law regarding the taxability of employee

benefits could result in a substantial reduction in

services, including the loss of these attorneys.

5. Disallowance of Deduction for Nonbusiness Personal Property

Taxes

Personal property taxes are aln important local revenue

source for counties in California. In the past, Los

Angeles County has supported state legislation to revise

vehicle depreciation schedules to increase the personal

property taxes associated with this tax base. We believe

that further depreciation revisions can be justified based

upon market values of used vehicles. A change in federal

tax policy to disallow deductions for personal property

taxes would disrupt such efforts and, in effect, would

impose federal control over a local tax base. Federal

vehicles, of course, are exempted from this tax -base.

Background on Los Anaeles County

In California, counties are a multiservice form of

government. The 58 counties in California are responsible for

a wide range of local, regional, and human services. For

example, counties in California are the local agencies

responsible under State law for providing health, welfare,

justice, and other key regional services to all the residents

of the county. Counties also provide municipal services to

unincorporated areas. In Los Angeles County, this includes

over one million people in rural, wilderness, suburban, and

urban areas of the County. Our County also provides a wide
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range of municipal services, including police, fire, and

library services, to many of the 84 cities in the County.

In Los Angeles County, all of these functions are performed

on a giant scale. Los Angeles County has a total population of

eight million residents, which is about 31 percent of

California's population, spread over more than 4,000 square

miles. We are the most populous County in the nation -- in

fact, our population is larger than 42 of the 50 States.

Here are just some of the programs that Los Angeles County

operates:

-- seven hospitals, 45 health centers, three

comprehensive health centers, and two alcoholic

rehabilitation centers;

-- the largest system of local jail facilities in the

United States, with currently about 23,000 inmates;

-- twenty-four municipal courts, 21 superior court

locations, and one justice court. Our superior court

is the largest court of original jurisdiction in the

United States, and our District Attorney is the

largest prosecutorial agency, with over 2,000

employees.

We also conduct elections and operate libraries, small

craft harbors, the Los Angeles Music Center, the Hollywood

Bowl, almost 100 parks, ten beaches, two museums, and three

botanical gardens.

In other words, County government has a major impact on the

health, safety, and well-being of everyone in the County.

By many measures, the Los Angeles area is in good economic

shape in comparison with other areas in the nation. Many of

the nation's leading manufacturing and financial institutions

are centered in Los Angeles, and there is an increasing flow of

international investment and trade.
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But there is also a downside to the Los Angeles economic

picture. With 30.7 percent of the State's population, the

County also has:

-- thirty-eight percent of the State's Aid to Families

with Dependent Children (AFDC) population (620,000

recipients);

-- fifty-two percent of the State's General Relief

Population (over 40,000 recipients);

-- forty-five percent of the State's violent crime;

-- forty-six percent of the State's drug arrests;

-- forty percent of the State's felony arrests;

-- the largest homeless population in the country; and

-- according to the 1980 census, our County has 32

percent of the illegal aliens in the nation.

We are in serious and chronic fiscal trouble in Los Angeles

County. The basic problem is that County government does not

benefit from the upside of the economy -- the increased sales

and income tax revenue derived from economic prosperity -- but

County government is mandated to pay for the downside -- the

indigent health, human services, general relief, jails, and

justice system costs. These programs are caseload-driven,

rapidly growing, and must be funded.

The open-ended costs include health care and general relief

to the indigent, AFDC, courts and related programs such as

prosecution and indigent defense, and jails and juvenile

detention.

In Los Angeles County, the costs for responding to these

needs now consume 56 percent of our County's so-called

discretionary revenues -- such as property and sales tax

revenues. Only 44 percent of our discretionary revenues are

available today to funJ critical local programs, such as the

sheriff's department, fire protection, and recreation, culture,

and other government services.
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Moreover, health, welfare, and justice costs are growing at

a faster rate than the revenues available to the County to pay

for them. In Los Angeles County, local costs for welfare have

increased by 158 percent since 1980. Health and mental health

costs have increased by 83 percent. Jail and detention costs

have increased by 157 percent. However, the local revenues

available to fund these mandates have increased by only 78

percent.

Why doesn't the County's revenue keep up with its costs?

There are three reasons.

The first reason is that the County's principal revenue

source, the property tax, is limited by the State constitution

in both its base and growth, and has been eroded by Community

Redevelopment Agencies which now siphon off $100 million per

year in property taxes from the County General Fund and special

districts. The second reason is that other major revenue

sources, such as the sales tax, are only minimally available in

Los Angeles County because most areas in the County that

generate sales tax are incorporated or are quickly annexed.

Among California counties, Los Angeles County has the second

lowest per capita sales tax revenue in the State. The third

reason is that counties have no independent revenue source.

Unlike cities, counties cannot impose taxes or charges in

excess of costs. Essentially, counties have a fixed revenue

base and must trim property-related services to fit whatever

revenue is left after State-mandated services have been

provided.

In January 1987, we projected a potential $170 million

deficit in our 1987-88 budget. (Continuation of General

Revenue Sharing would have eliminated almost one-half of this

deficit.) Because the County is required by State law to have

a balanced budget, this potential deficit had to be
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eliminated. We were able to erase some of the potential

deficit through productivity savings, contracting out of

services, fee increases, additional state assistance, and other

initiatives, but it was still necessary to cut programs by

$33.7 million to live within our resources. In addition, our

adopted budget does not include an urgently needed $20 million

for maintaining the Los Angeles County Trauma Center Network.

conclusion

Certain problems are beyond the capacity of local

government to solve. International unrest and third world

conditions can result in a county government being inundated

with needy refugees and immigrants who need health, welfare and

housing. National and global economic factors can result in

the elimination of a local area's economic base, leaving its

residents both in need of services and unable to contribute to

the tax base. In urbanized counties such as Los Angeles, there

has been an influx of the homeless and the mentally ill from

throughout the country, which has placed special strains on our

limited resources. These kinds of problems are national in

character and beyond the fiscal scope of local communities.

We firmly believe that the fiscal integrity of state and

local governments must be respected in whatever final mix of

revenue-raising options you adopt. We cannot continue to

provide services absent bth direct federal subventions and a

federal tax policy which is neutral towards our current

finances.

Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments.
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Statement on Behalf of
CDALITZOM an Human NURDS

Susan Ree
Executive Director

Coalition on Human Needs

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Susan Ress and I am executive director of the
Coalition on Human Needs, a non-profit organization which
represents the poor, minorities, women, children and the
disabled. We stand for the idea that ultimately the federal
government is responsible for seeing that basic human needs are
mot.

A major component of the Coalition's approach to solving social
problems is its support for a fair, progressive tax system. This
does not mean that we favor a system of minimal taxation, because
only by raising sufficient revenues can we ensure that we provide
for the basic needs of our society. Rather, we favor a system
that exempts the poor and taxes according to ability to pay. No
flat tax, including excise taxes unless they are on luxury goods,
can meet this standard.

That is why we wholeheartedly oppose the proposed increases in
consumption taxes on ordinary consumer goods. If there is any
tax that is more unfair to the poor than an excise tax, I would
hope that Congress never discovers it.

Let's assume that Congress raises the excise tax by the following
amounts: 12% a gallon on gasoline; 49% a sixpack for beer; 32%
on a pack of cigarettes; and by maintaining the current 3% tax on
local telephone services. According to the Congressional Budget
Office study released in January, this package would cost
families earning less than $10,000 a year more than 2 1/2% of
their incomes -- more than twice the tax cut the poor received
from last year's reform act.

The less a family makes, the less they spend on items like
gasoline, beer, cigarettes, and telephone. But the percentage of
a poor family's income spent on these items is many times what it
is for an upper-middle class or wealthy family. When a poor
family spends $900 a year on gasoline, that's 6% of its earnings.
When a wealthy family spends $1,800 a year on gas, that's less
than three-tenths of a percent of its income. And the disparate
percentages are even greater for tobacco, alcohol and telephone
services.
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The Coalition is wholeheartedly in favor of increasing tax
revenue by the $19 billion needed -- or even more. What we do
support is further progress toward making the tax system more
equitable, by eliminating the loopholes and percentages favoring
the rich which were left in last year's tax bill.

For example, the tax bracket for the nation's weafthiest families
-- those earning over $200,000 a year -- is scheduled to fall
from 38.5% to 28%. Left at the higher rate, this change would
bring in $3 billion more than the minimum needed to meet this
year's revenue goals. Expensive restaurants are not suffering
from the new restriction on business meals to 80%; lowering the
deduction to 50% would raise more than $6 billion in revenue
while making progress on a basic fairness issue. Both these
measures stem from the same moral notion, that you don't raise
taxes on those who can barely afford to eat so that the wealthy
can enjoy more on their table.

But even more to the point is eliminating the corporate loopholes
that were-lobbied into last year's tax act. The rush to Master
Limited Partnerships and substituting debt instruments for stock
by dozens of corporations demonstrates that all doors to tax
avoidance must be closed to ensure that America's wealthiest
entities pay their fair share of tax. Defense contractors are
still using "completed-contract" accounting; wealthy investors
who wouldn't know a longhorn from a buffalo are still profiting
from tax-shelter farming. And the provisions which allow foreign
investors to avoid withholding on investments, and which permit
tax deferrals on runaway plants, are costing us billions in
revenue and hurting working people as well. The coalition
recently completed a study where we found a new class of poor
people created by tax-subsidized bankruptcies and plant shutdowns
by profitable companies.

We are not naive. We know that closing these loopholes which
benefit only the richest will subject this Committee's members to
the same frantic lobbying from well-financed special interest
groups as you experienced last year. We know the Reagan
Administration has not yet gained fame as a proponent of
progressive taxation. But we also know that last year this
Committee set a standard for fairness and for attention to the
general public's welfare that influenced the House, the Senate
And the Administration to make great progress towards more
equitable taxation. We ask you to recommit yourselves to that
standard, and to deny any proposed increases in excise taxes.

Thank you.

Submitted Auguot 14, 1987
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STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE OF LIFE INSURERS
TO THE COMIiTTEE ON FINANCE OF THE

UNITED STATES SENATE
CONCERNING OPTIONS TO RAISE REVENUES

The Committee of Life Insurers appreciates the opportunity to
submit this statement to the Committee on Finance on the possible
options to raise revenues with respect to life insurance contracts
presented in the Description of Possible Options to Increase Revenues
(JCS-17-87), June 25, 1987 (the "Description of Possible Options").

The Committee of Life Insurers is an ad hoc group of 23 life
insurance companies which sell a wide variety of life and health
insurance products, including single premium life insurance policies.
The Committee was organized to monitor tax legislative developments
affecting life insurance contracts, and single premium life insurance
contracts in particular, and to convey the views of the member
companies to the Congress. A list of the companies which comprise the
Committee of Life Insurers is appended to this statement.

I. Introduction

The Description of Possible Options lists (at pages 223 -
224) the following possible changes with respect to the Federal income
tax treatment of life insurance contracts:

I. Include the inside buildup of newly-issued life
insurance policies in the income of the
policyholder.

Alternatively, include the inside buildup of
newly-issued life insurance policies in income only
in the case of policies held by persons other than
natural persons, e.g., corporations.

2. Modify the definition of life insurance "to provide
that significantly investment-oriented life
insurance policies such as single-premium life
insurance policies would not be treated as life
insurance policies for Federal income tax purposes

For example, if the amount of the premium in
any year substantially exceeds the amount needed for
level premium funding of the death benefit, or the
income earned on the contract is from high-risk or
high-return investments, then the contract would not
be treated as life insurance."

"Alternatively, only the excess investment income
could be taxed currently with respect to newly
issued policies."

3. In the case of newly issued life insurance policies,
distributions prior to the death of the insured
would be treated as coming first from the inside
buildup of the policy, i.e., taxed on an income
first basis.

4. In the case of new loans under life insurance
policies, the loans would be treated as
distributions under the policy.

5. "Low or no net interest policyholder loans could be
treated as below-market loans and the foregone
interest on the loans could be treated as a
distribution of income on the contract to the
policyholder."

The American Council of Life Insurance and the Health
Insurance Association of America have submitted a joint statement (the
"ACLI Statement") urging the Committee on Ways and Means not to adopt
any of these possible options. We agree with the ACLI Statement and
endorse the view that adoption of any of these changes in the treatment
of life insurance contracts would be unsound. As the ACLI Statement
points out, in the last several years Congress has thoroughly
considered the Federal income tax treatment of life insurance
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contracts. This extensive review resulted in the enactment in 1984 of
a Federal tax definition of a life insurance contract and an amendment
in 1986 to that definition which altered the traditional treatment of
distributions under life insurance contracts. Furthermore, just last
year Congress expressly rejected the President's proposal to tax the
inside buildup of life insurance contracts.

Taken together, these decisions reflect a considered judgment
of Congress that the current income tax treatment of life insurance
policyholders is correct. There is no reason to re-examine these
carefully crafted congressional decisions in the hurried context of
budget reconciliation, especially when very little revenue would be
raised by any of the life insurance contract options.

The Description of Possible Options includes, in addition to
the proposals with respect to life Insurance contracts in general,
options with respect to single premium life insurance policies in
particular. The ACLI Statement asks that the options with respect to
single premium life insurance policies be rejected. Given the many
issues which the ACLI must address in its statement, however, its
discussion of single premium life insurance policies is necessarily
brief.

We believe that the inclusion in the Description of Possible
options of options involving single premium life insurance policies may
well have been caused by a misunderstanding of the nature and uses of
single premium life insurance. We think it important that these
misunderstandings be corrected. Moreover, we respectfully submit that
if the true nature and uses of single premium life insurance policies
were understood, the Committee would readily conclude that the
treatment of such policies under the Internal Revenue Code is correct
and that no changes should be made in that treatment. Accordingly, the
remainder of our statement will be devoted to single premium life
insurance contracts.

II. What is Single Premium Life Insurance?

Some people seem to think that a single premium life
insurance policy is a recently developed investment vehicle, the income
tax treatment of which Congress has not adequately considered. They
are wrong. The fact is that single premium life insurance is a
traditional and important form of life insurance, the income tax
treatment of which was thoroughly considered by Congress in 1984.

Single premium life insurance policies have been available in
the United States since approximately 1900. Like all other life
insurance policies, a single premium life insurance policy provides a
death benefit substantially greater than the premium paid for the
policy, thereby protecting the insured's beneficiary against financial
loss from premature death. In addition, the death benefit relative to
the policy's premium or cash value is regulated by section 7702 of the
Internal Revenue Code, the provision which Congress enacted in 1984 to
set forth the tax definition of life insurance.

As its name suggests, the feature which distinguishes a
single premium life insurance policy from any other type of permanent
life insurance policy is that it is purchased with one premium payment,
rather than a series of premium payments extending over a period of
years. Aside from the mode of premium payment, however, a single
premium life insurance policy is essentially identical to any other
form of permanent life insurance contract. Thus, first and foremost, a
single premium life insurance policy guarantees that the insured's
beneficiary will receive a substantial death benefit whenever the
insured dies.

In addition, like all other permanent life insurance
contracts, a single premium life insurance policy has a cash surrender
value which is mandated by a uniform law, known as the Standard
Nonforfeiture Law, which is in effect in all states. In addition to
requiring that permanent life insurance policies provide a cash
surrender value, the Standard Nonforfeiture Law requires that a
policyholder who discontinues making premium payments have the option
to use the contract's cash value as a single premium to purchase a
paid-up life insurance policy in a lower amount. That is to say,
pursuant to uniform state law all permanent life insurance policies may
be converted at the policyholde-r-s option into a single premium life
insurance policy.
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This is not surprising. If the expenses associated with the
sale and administration (the "loading*) of a life insurance policy are
set aside, all forms of permanent life insurance policies are
essentially tre equivalent on a present value basis of a single premium
life insurance policy. Whether an individual purchases a limited pay
life insurance contract with level annual premiums payable for a fixed
number of years, an ordinary life insurance contract with level annual
premiums payable for life, or a universal life insurance contract with
flexible premium payments, the present value of the net premium
payments (the premiums without loading) for a given amount of death
benefit is equal to the net single premium (the single premium without
loading) under a single premium life insurance policy providing the
same amount of death benefit.

Single premium life insurance policies, like all other
permanent life insurance policies, also have a policy loan provision
mandated by state law. The policy loan provision usually provides that
the life insurance company will lend the policyowner an amount up to
the cash surrender value of the policy, that the company can charge
interest on that loan at a specified rate (which is limited by state
law but may vary in accordance with a formula or an index), and that
the policyowner may repay the loan in whole or in part at any time.
If, however, the policyowner has not repaid the loan at the time the
insured dies, the amount of the death benefit proceeds payable to the
insured's beneficiary will be reduced by the amount of the outstanding
loan and any unpaid interest.

In sum, single premium life insurance policies generally
differ from other forms of permanent life insurance only in that they
are purchased with one premium payment. As discussed in the next
section of our statement, this difference can be quite beneficial to a
purchaser.

III. For What Purposes are Single Premium
Life Insurance Policies Purchased?

Single premium life insurance policies are purchased for the
same reasons as other forms of permanent life insurance, including the
guarantee of lifetime insurance protection combined with long term
savings. These reasons have traditionally been recognized as worthy
goals deserving of encouragement, not abuses to be discouraged.
Indeed, the Descrietion of Possible Options acknowledges this and
states (at page 226) both that encouragingig people with disposable
income to provide financially for their dependents in the event of
death is an important social policy that should be encouraged . . ."
and that wholeoe life insurance . . . provides] a vehicle by which
individuals who do not participate in a qualified pension plan may fund
adequate amounts of future retirement income and security for their
dependents on a tax-favored basis."

The single premium payment method offers particular
advantages to purchasers. For example, if an individual aged 45 were
to purchase a single premium life insurance policy with a death benefit
of $100,000, the single premium paid for the policy would be
substantially less than the sum of the 50 annual premiums the same
individual would pay for a whole life insurance contract also with a
death benefit of $100,000. Indeed, for any given amount of death
benefit, the total cost of a permanent life insurance policy will
increase as the number of required premiums increases and as the
duration over which the premiums are paid lengthens.

Obviously, much of this increased cost is attributable to the
fact that in the case of the whole life insurance contract the
individual has the benefit of the use of his money prior to each
premium payment. The fact remains, however, that purchase of a single
premium policy rather than a policy with annual premiums payable for a
lengthy period is analogous to making a cash purchase rather than an
installment purchase -- the purchaser pays a smaller amount for his or
her purchase.

Another advantage of purchasing a permanent life insurance
policy with a single premium is that the owner obtains guaranteed
permanent (or whole) life insurance protection in a fixed amount
without the necessity of any further premium payments. In contrast, if
a permanent life insurance policy is purchased on other than a single
premium basis, the policy will lapse if future premiums are not paid.
(In that event, if the policy has any cash value, the cash value will
be applied either to purchase a single premium paid-up policy in a
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lower amount or to purchase a single premium term policy for a period
shorter then the whole of life.)

Like all other forms of permanent life insurance, a single
premium life insurance policy provides a savings element through the
annual increments to the policy's cash surrender value. The presence
of this mandatory savings feature has traditionally been one of the
reasons that individuals purchase permanent life insurance rather than
term life insurance, and historically it is one of the reasons that
some persons have purchased single premium life insurance policies.
For example, older individuals are often purchasers of single premium
life insurance policies. For such individuals, a single premium life
insurance policy offers substantial income protection and estate
liquidity from a single purchase payment. In addition, an older person
seeking life insurance protection will find level premium or increasing
premium coverage to be much more expensive in the long run -- perhaps
prohibitively so -- whereas single premium based coverage will present
itself as affordably priced.

Nevertheless, the purchaser of a single premium life
insurance contract, like the purchaser of any -her life insurance
contract, obtains a substantial death benefit And must incur mortality
charges for this insurance benefit. As a consequence, the earnings on
the savings element of a permanent life insurance contract are
necessarily reduced by the mortality costs assessed by the insurance
company. In addition, an applicant for a single premium life insurance
policy must establish that he or she is insurable. No life insurance
company will issue a single premium life insurance policy without
requiring the applicant to furnish medical information (either by
answering a medical questionnaire or by taking a medical examination)
and without establishing that the beneficiary has an insurable interest
in the insured. Virtually all life insurance companies then verify the
applicant's medical history with the Medical Information Bureau.

The consequence of the interrelationship of the death benefit
and the savings element of a single premium life insurance policy is
that, however beneficial the savings element might appear to an
applicant, it is unlikely that a single premium life insurance policy
will be purchased by an individual who does not find worthwhile the
substantial costs of a large amount of life insurance protection.

IV. Is Single Premium Life Insurance
Too Investment Oriented?'

The Description of Possible Options raises the question
whether single premium life insuran-e policies are too "investment
oriented." Congress answered this question with a "no" just three
years ago and in effect reaffirmed that answer last year. A review of
that experience is nevertheless worthwhile. In 1983 and 1984, Congress
intensively studied the Federal income tax treatment of life insurance
contracts. That study arose from concerns that some life insurance
products were overly investment oriented -- in that they contained
large cash values relative to the amount of insurance protection -- and
that the traditional use of life insurance as financial protection
against premature death was being overshadowed by its use as a
tax-favored investment. The congressional stury culminated in the
enactment of section 7702, the Federal tax det.nition of a life
insurance contract.

A. Section 7702

Section 7702 contains two alternative tests by means of which
a contract can qualify as a life insurance contract for Federal tax
purposes: (i) a cash value accumulation test, and (2) a test consisting
of a guideline premium requirement and a cash value corridor
requirement. The cash value accumulation test was designed to allow
traditional whole life insurance contracts "with cash values that
accumulate at reasonable interest rates" to qualify as life insurance
contracts. Joint Committee on Taxation, General Explanation of the
Revenue Provisions of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, p. 647 (1984)
(the "General Explanation").

The guideline premium requirement of the second test
"distinguishes between contracts where the policyholder makes
traditional levels of investment through premiums and those which
involve greater investments by the policyholder," while the cash value
corridor requirement "disqualifies contracts which allow excessive
amounts of cash value to build up . . . relative to the life insurance
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risk." General Explanation, pp. 649-50. The cash value corridor
requirement thus assures that if a life insurance contract develops a
higher cash value than the life insurance company guaranteed at the
time the contract was issued (because of higher interest being credited
to the policy's cash value, for example), the policy's death benefit
will increase. The General Explanation concludes that together "these
requirements are intended o limit the definition of life insurance to
contracts which require only relatively modest investment and permit
relatively modest investment returns." Id.

In developing these definitional tests, Congress specifically
reviewed the investment orientation of a number of life insurance
products. Some products which traditionally had been sold by life
insurance companies, such as endowment contracts, were determined to be
too investment oriented and thus were excluded from the tax definition
of a life insurance contract. Single premium life insurance contracts
were carefully considered in this review.

Given that a permanent life insurance policy's cash value is
a byproduct of the advance payment of the cost of insurance, a life
insurance policy which is purchased with a single premium will havP a
highe. cash value than one which is purchased with premiums payable for
the whole of life. That is not to say, however, that such a policy is
too "investment oriented." To the contrary, after extensive
consideration, the Select Revenue Measures Subcommittee of the ways and
Means Committee, which was developing the definition of life insurance,
determined that the fact that a life insurance policy is purchased with
a single premium does not in and of itself mean that the policy is too
investment oriented. Thus, the Subcommittee, and ultimately the
Congress, specifically concluded that single premium life insurance
policies should continue to be treated as life insurance contracts for
Federal tax purposes.

Although section 7702 therefore allows single premium life
insurance policies to qualify as life insurance contracts, that section
imposes strong constraints against the use of such policies as
investments rather than to provide life insurance protection. One
example of this is that the guideline premium test imposes a stricter
assumption with respect to the interest rate used to calculate the
guideline single premium (6 percent) than it does for the calculation
of the guideline level premium (4 percent). The effect of this
stricter interest assumption is to reduce the amount of the premium
which could otherwise be paid for a given amount of death benefit.
Another example is that, in making the single premium determinations
under either of the two definitional tests, it must be assumed that the
policy's death benefit does not increase; in contrast, certain
increasing benefit patterns may be reflected in determining level
premiums. This rule was specifically intended to limit the investment
orientation of a single premium life insurance policy, and its effect
also is to reduce the amount of the allowable single premium payment.

B. Surrenders and Loans

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 amended section 7702 to limit
further the possible use of life insurance contracts in general, and
single premium life insurance contracts in particular, as investments.
Traditionally, amounts received under a life insurance contract as a
result of partial withdrawals or surrenders of the contract have been
taxed only after the policyowner has recovered his investment in the
contract. That is, such amounts constitute first a withdrawal of the
policyowner's investment in the contract, and then a withdrawal of any
gain in the contract.

As part of the 1986 tax reform process, Congress reviewed the
distribution rules for life insurance contracts. Some members of
Congress and representatives of the Treasury believed that application
of the traditional rule was inappropriate in circumstances where a life
insurance contract had a cash value that was the maximum, or close to
the maximum, allowed by section 7702. As a result, section 7702 has
been amended to provide that if, during the first fifteen years after a
life insurance contract is issued, there is a reduction in the death
benefit and amounts are withdrawn from the policy, then in specified
circumstances "a portion of the cash distributed to the policyholder
. . will be treated as being paid first out of income in the contract,
rather than as a return of the policyholder's investment in the
contract . . ." Joint Committee on Taxation, Exelanation of
Technical Corrections to the Tax Reform Act of 1984 and Other Recent
Tax Legislation, p. 107 (1987).
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This rule affects single premium life insurance policies in
particular and generally prevents a policyowner from making a
substantial partial withdrawal of cash values free of tax during the
first 15 years after the policy is purchased. For example, consider an
individual aged 45 who purchases a single premium life insurance
contract with a death benefit of $75,000 and pays a premium of $18,480,
which is the maximum premium section 7702 allows for that particular
contract. If two years later, when the policy's cash value is $21,356,
the individual partially surrenders his contract and reduces the death
benefit to $65,000, while receiving $2,680 of the policy's cash
surrender value, all of that amount will be included in the
individual's income under the 1986 amendment to section 7702.

The ability of a policyowner to withdraw the cash value of
his single premium life insurance policy is constrained not only by the
1986 amendment of section 7702, but also by the design features of such
policies. Single premium life insurance policies (like other non-term
life insurance policies) are intended by insurers to be permanent life
insurance contracts. In order for the insurer to make a profit on such
contracts, the contracts must remain in force and the cash value of the
contacts must remain with the insurer for a substantial period of time.
Thus, almost all single premium life insurance contracts impose a
substantial surrender charge if the policyowner surrenders the contract
within seven years of purchase, and many impose such charges if the
surrender occurs within ten years.

Policyowners do, of course, have a state law mandated right
to borrow some or all of the cash value of a life insurance contract.
Nevertheless, like most other permanent life insurance contracts,
single premium life insurance policies contain disincentives to
borrowing. For example, if a policyowner borrows amounts from the
policy's cash value, the rate of interest being credited to the cash
value is frequently reduced. In addition, interest paid on policy
loans under single premium life insurance policies has not been
deductible for many decades. most importantly, if a policyholder does
not repay a loari- the death benefit proceeds payable to the insured's
beneficiary dill be reduced by the outstanding amount of the loan and
any unpaid interest on the loan.

In sum, not only are single premium life insurance policies
not too "investment oriented," but Congress itself recently has made
this determination.

V. Conclusion

We recognize that the Committee on Finance has a very
difficult task to perform in a very short time. Under the terms of the
fiscal year 1988 Budget Resolution the Committee must meet a revenue
reconciliation target of $19.3 billion for the fiscal year 1988 and
$64.3 billion for the fiscal years 1988 through 1990. In addition, the
Committee must report a bill which reaches these goals by September 29.
Moreover, all this must be accomplished less than one year after
Congress enacted the Tax Reform Act of 1986, a comprehensive act which
closed many obvious "loopholes" and potential sources of tax revenue.

These goals and the short time frame within which they must
be met nevertheless suggest additional reasons why the Finance
Committee should not consider any changes in the Federal income tax
treatment of life insurance contracts, including single premium life
insurance policies. The Federal tax definition of a life insurance
contract set forth in section 7702 is extremely complex. The statute
was carefully crafted and embodies a number of interrelated provisions
intended to accommodate both the policy concerns of Congress and the
design of various types of permanent life insurance contracts,
including both traditional fixed premium contracts and universal life
insurance contracts. Development of this statute took place over a
three year period and required extensive participation by the Treasury
Department, the congressional tax committees and their professional
staffs, and many actuaries and other representatives of the life
insurance industry.

In view of the complexity of the tax definition of a life
insurance contract, and the importance to so many policyholders that
the definition work properly, it would seem ill advised to attempt to
modify section 7702 in the midst of the necessarily rushed budget
reconciliation process unless there was some pressing need to do so.
The facts are, however, that no such need exists.
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When it enacted section 7702, Congress anticipated that it
would wish to review the operation of that provision. Congress
therefore directed the Treasury Department to conduct an analysis of
life insurance contracts and their taxation. That report is due to be
submitted to the Committee on Finance on January 1, 1989, approximately
eighteen months from now. We respectfully submit that that will be the
appropriate time, when the relevant facts have been assembled and all
concerned have had an opportunity to analyze those facts, to consider
whether any changes in the income tax treatment of life insurance
contracts should be made.

In addition, it seems highly unlikely that changes in section
7702 would raise any revenue; if the definition of a life insurance
contract were to be modified to tax the inside buildup of a certain
type of contract, that type of contract would no longer be sold. In
any event, even if the estimated revenue effect of such an option were
to prove correct, the revenue thus gained is small relative to the
potential disruption in the treatment of a product providing valuable
benefits to many people. Such a change seems especially unwarranted
when, as discussed above, there is no tax policy reason to make any
changes -- let alone any immediate changes -- in the tax treatment of
single premium life insurance policies.

In conclusion, single premium life insurance policies,
despite the impressions to the contrary that some may have had, are
traditional life insurance policies and should continue to be treated
in the same manner as all other life insurance contracts for tax
purposes. Certainly, no changes should be considered during the budget
reconciliation process.

Committee of Life Insurers
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STATEMENT

OF

GEORGE HAEFNER

PRESIDENT, CONAGRA POULTRY COMPANY

AND

ELBERT L. THOMAS, JR.

VICE PRESIDENT, TIE FEDERAL COMPANY

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

My name is George Haefner. I am President of ConAgra Poultry
Company. Joining me today, and available to answer any questions
you may have, is Mr. Eb Thomas, Vice President of'The Federal
Company.

We are here to express our support for proposal 7(a) on
page 154 of the hearing pamphlet which would raise hundreds of
millions of dollars by requiring a few large food processors that
currently use the cash method of accounting to use the accrual
method. Under the cash method, these food processors deduct ex-
penses in advance of the time the income attributable to the ex-
penses is earned or received. This difference in the timing of
Income and expense enables these companies to save hundreds of
millions of dollars a year in taxes.

Under a provision added to the Code by the -76 Reform Act,
farming corporations are required to use the accrual method if
their annual revenues exceed $1 million. An exception to this
rule is provided for family farms that generally are.too small
and too remote to have access to the sophisticated assistance re-
quired to use the accrual method. The large food processors that
would be affected by the proposals being considered by you today
are currently being treated -_-family farms under this exception.
They are the only large co, porations in any industry that are
still permitted to use the cash method.

Two brief excerpts from the House Report to the 76 Reform
Act provide insight into the origins of the family farm excep-
tion.

The opportunity for farmers generally to use
the cash method of accounting . . . was granted
over 50 years ago by administrative rulings.
These rulings were issued at a time when most ag-
ricultural operations were small operations car-
ried on by Individuals. The primary justification
for the cash method of accounting for farm opera-
tions was its relative simplicity.

Two paragraphs later, after noting that in recent years "many
corporations [had) entered farming," the House Report stated:

[ilt is appropriate to require corporations
engaged in farming to use an accrual method

of accounting . . . Your committee, however, has
excepted from this requirement small or family
corporations in order to continue the cash basis
method essentially for all but the larger corpora-
tions engaged in farmi-ng. (Emphasis added)
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The intent of the Congress was clear and, we believe, reasonable;
require accrual accounting for farming corporations that, based
on their size, could be expected to have the sophistication and
resources required to use accrual accounting.

The problem arises with the definition of the term *family
farming corporation.0 The term is defined solely by reference to
the ownership of the entity and without regard to its size.
Under this definition very large food processors, including pub-
licly traded corporations with hundreds of millions of dollars of
revenues each year, are permitted to use the cash method.

Mr. Chairman, under the proposals being considered today,
small food processors and farming corporations would be permitted
to continue using the cash method. However, the larger food pro-
cessors would be denied the benefits of the family farm classifi-
cation. For example, one of the proposals would deny these bene-
fits only to food processors with annual revenues over
$100 million. Clearly, no true family farms would be affected.

Mr. Chairman, we urge the Committee to act favorably on the
proposals being considered today because it is unfair to all
other taxpayers to allow these corporations to use special rules
to reduce the amount of tax they must pay on the income they
earn; it is unfair to other food processors, like ConAgra and The
Federal Company, that compete with these corporations for capi-
tal, for research and development successes, and for market
share.

Moreover, there is absolutely no social or economic reason
for permitting large food processors to use the cash method. The
only argument these corporations make in support of cash account-
ing is that they need the tax advantages to insulate themselves,
and certain small farms that contract with them, from adverse
market conditions. In other words, they argue that if they are
required to pay their fair share, they will have less cash on
hand to deal with hard times.

The response to this argument is clear. First, if ConAgra
and The Federal Company can operate in the same environment with-
out these tax benefits, the cash method food processors can also
operate without these tax benefits. Second, any corporation in
any business could make the same argument. If many did, and if
the Congress listened, we would all be in a great deal of
trouble.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, the cash method food processors do
not need the tax benefits afforded by this loophole to protect
the small farmers with whom they contract. The method of ac-
counting employed by a billion dollar corporation simply does not
have any effect on the persons that it may contract with or
otherwise employ. The growers that contract with ConAgra and The
Federal Company are not affected in any way by the methods of ac-
counting used by our companies. I should also point out that
under the proposals being considered by you today, all of these
small farmers would themselves be permitted to remain on the cash
method.-

Last year the Congress enacted a true tax reform bill. That
bill repealed tax subsidy provisions and closed loopholes left
and right, including some that benefited large groups of busi-
nesses or consumers, or that supported positive social or eco-
nomic objectives. In this light we urge the Committee to respond
to this issue of fairness and close a loophole that has no social
or economic justification, that benefits only a very narrow group
of taxpayers, and, most importantly, that costs the federal gov-
ernment hundreds of millions of dollars every single year.

Thank you very much.
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A WRITTEN STATEMENT

BY ELLEN F. COOKE

TREASURER OF

THE DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOCIETY OF THE

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

I am Ellen F. Cooke, the Chief Financial Officer of The Domestic

and Foreign Missionary Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church

in the United States of America, The General Convention of the

Episcopal Church, and The Executive Council. The Episcopal

Church is comprised of 117 autonomous dioceses, 98 of which are

domestic and 19 foreign. Each Episcopal Congregation is in

canonical union with a specific diocese. The church's governing

body is the General Convention which convenes every three years

to determine the course of ongoing mission operations. These

operations are carried out primarily by The Domestic and Foreign

Missionary Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the

U.S.A., Inc., (hereafter called 'The Society'.) The Society's

Board of Directors is the Executive Council, members of which are

elected by the General Convention and the Nine Provinces of the

church. It is recognized by the Treasury Department as a

501(c)(3) tax-exempt religious organization.

This statement is prepared for submission to the Senate Finance

Committee in connection with Committee hearings scheduled for

July 15, 16 and 17, 1987 regarding the description of possible

options to increase revenues prepared for the Senate Finance

Committee by the staff of the Joint Committee'on Taxation and the

Ways and Means Committee in connection with Fiscal Year 1988

Budget Resolution. My comments deal with two of the possible

options for increasing tax revenues in connection with the Fiscal

Year 1988 Budget Resolution now being considered by the Ways and

Means Committee:
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(1) An excise tax on net investment income of churches;

(2) Repeal of the exclusion (from an individual's taxable

income) of the employers' cost of providing health care

coverage to employees.

Both of these revenue options would diminish the ability of our

churches to fulfill their mission. To the extent that the

mission of a Church can be perceived as divisible, its two major

components are:

(1) Worship of God

(2) Service of humanity

The Congress would undoubtedly find it constitutionally

Impossible to interfere with the former and financially counter-

productive to interfere with the latter. The Committee Staff

Report clearly and fairly points out that the existing exemption

recognizes that:

(a) '...many exempt organizations perform functions that

lessen the burdens of government that otherwise would

have to be financed out of tax revenues...'

(b) '...promote the general welfare of the public at

large...'

(c) '...contribute to the economic well-being of the

country through promotion of business and labor.'

(d) 'The imposition of the tax would reduce the funds

available to and needed by charities, social welfare

organizations, and other exempt organizations in

carrying out their nonprofit activities. The tax thus

would adversely affect the beneficiaries of these

programs, Including the poor, -the elderly, students,

hospital patients, the environment, etc.'

Of overriding importance to the churches with regard to each of

these additional tax options is the fact that the resources of

the churches would be diverted from its mission. It is of utmost

importance that the Committee be informed of the extent to which

these negative economic factors in (a) (b) (c) and (d) above have
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been reflected in the 'Estimated Revenue Effects' appearing in

the pertinent sections of the Committee document now under

consideration.

The facts are presented below and in Exhibit A, attached.

Section II. F. 2.

Excise Tax on Churches

Before the Committee votes to impose an excise tax on the net

investment income of all tax exempt organizations, specifically

including churches and church pension plans exempted from ERISA,

it should consider these two facts:

(1) Many taxable organizations are not now paying income

taxes on all of their net investment income. Please

see Exhibit A for examples.

(2) Most tax-exempt organizations make no profits and

therefore would pay no tax on their investment income

even if they were subject to income taxes. On the

other hand, the excise tax option under consideration

would tax a church or other tax-exempt organizat ion but

would not tax a taxable business organization with

identical investment income under identical

circumstances, i.e. no net profit for the year.

Section II D. 5. a. (1)

Income Tax on Employee Benefits

This option would limit the excludability from an employee's

taxable income of the cost of employer provided health care

coverages. Unless amended to incorporate a 'church plan'

exemption similar to that provided for church benefit plan by

ERISA, this would have a chilling effect on existing and future

health care programs. For example, The Church Pension Fund, the

pension fund of The Protestant Episcopal Church in the United

States of America has developed a new plan to protect retired

clergy and their spouses against catastrophic health care costs

which are not covered by medicare or other government programs.

76-782 0 - 88 - 12
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They have announced to the Church that the protection will be

implemented on January 1, 1988. The Dioceses and the parishes

will soon be preparing their 1988 budgets anticipating that the

new coverages will be In place by that date. Now, if enacted,

the new tax burden that option would place on the clergy will

make it necessary for churches to reevaluate and possibly revise

the extent of health coverage.

Respectfully submitted,

Ellen F. Cooke

Treasurer

EFC:hmf

EXHIBIT A

Examples. of 'Taxable Organizations Not required
Net Investment Income

to Pay Taxes on

* Regulated investment companies pay no income tax
if they distribute all investment income to their
shareholders.

* Corporations pay taxes on only 15Z of investment
income derived from dividends they receive from
holdings of preferred stock.

* Corporations pay no Income tax (hence no tax on
investment income) for years in which they have
no net income.

* Banks, insurance companies and other financial
institutions pay no income tax on substantial
amounts of investment income derived from 1f-
vestments in muncipal bonds.

" Depreciation, depletion, and other permissible
tax accounting techniques enable businesses in
many industries to eliminate or continually
defer taxable income to future years, frequently
offsettin investment Income which otherwise
would be part of the corporations' net taxable
income.
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COUNCIL OF JEWELRY APPRAISER ORGANIZATIONS
OFFICE OF SECRETARY-TREASURER

P.O. BOX 6558 ANNAPOLIS, DD 21401-0558

4 August 1987

Ms. Laura Wilcox
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Boom SD-205
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

I am writing this letter on behalf of the Council of Jewelry Appraisal
Organizations and the approximate twenty-five hundred persons it represents
through its member organizations; the American Society of Appraisers, the
Accredited Gemologist Association, the Gemological Appraisal Association,
and the National Association of Jewelry Appraisers.

We are greatly concerned about the Joint Committee on Taxation and the
Com ttee on Ways and Means option which would place a luxury excise tax
on watches and jewelry items. We believe that such a tax should be rejected
because:

a) An excise tax on jewelry would raise a relatively small amount of
revenue. If fact, the 1987 Joint Committee Staff Report estimates
that a 10 percent tax on jewelry over $100 in value would raise
only $200 million in 1988. This would meet only one percent of
the Ways and Means Comittee's 1988 revenue target.

b) A retail tax on jewelry sales would be costly to administer, both
to the IRS and the industry. The burden of collecting, recording
and transmitting the tax on literally millions of transactions would
fall on hundreds of thousands of retail establishments, many of
which are "mom-and-pop" stories.

c) An excise tax placed only on jewelry, rather than all consumer
products, would be unfair and discriminatory. A $150 watch or a
$500 engagement ring cannot fairly be called a luxury item. In
today's world, most people find watches and jewelry to be a necessity.
Certainly, everyone purchases jewelry, not just the wealthy. Items
like caviar, silk scarves, English shoes, desiguur dresses and the
like seem to be more representative of luxury Items than moderately
priced jewelry.

d) Unless all consumer products are taxed equally, an excise tax on
jewelry will cause consumers to switch to the purchasing of other
items that are not subject to the tax. Any tax which causes a decline
in the U.S. market for jewelry to the benefit of other markets will
inevitably result in a further decline in employment in an industry
which has lost 7,500 jobs over the past 10 years.

e) It was precisely because of the burden, inefficiency and
discriminatory nature of the jewelry excise tax that Congress repealed
it in 1965. Congress should not take two steps backward and
reinstitute it at the expense of particular industries.

We strongly urge the Joint Committees to reject the concept of a luxury tax
on watches and jewelry because of the above mentioned considerations.

Sincerely,

ames V. Joiff/
Secretaryreasurv{
Council of Jewelry AppraisallOrganizations
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Summary Statement
of

Mikel M. Rollyson

Submitted August 14, 1987 to
the Senate Finance Committee

I am a member of the firm of Davis Polk & Wardwell

and formerly held the position of Tax Legislative Counsel in

the Treasury Department's office of Tax Policy. Our firm

represents numerous corporate clients, and I submit this

statement in the hope that it will lead to a better under-

standing of the significance of some of the suggestions for

raising revenues from corporate taxpayers that this Committee

will be considering during the budget reconciliation process.

In summary, I recommend that most of the suggested

options be rejected because they would make fundamental

changes in the structure of our corporate tax system. As

part of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Congress directed the

Treasury to study that system and by January 1988, report to

the Congress its recommendations for change (the "Subchapter

C study"). Action should not be taken on major corporate tax

issues without the benefit of Treasury's report.
I do recommend that the Committee instruct the

Treasury to change the consolidated return regulations to

resolve what has come to be known as the Woods Investment

problem. The solutions to this problem proposed by the

staffs, however, are overreaching. They would result in

(i) overtaxing corporate taxpayers, (ii) inappropriately

denying corporate taxpayers the accelerated depreciation

benefits Congress has conferred, and (iii) unnecessarily

altering the fundamental structure of the consolidated return

regulations, again without benefit of the Treasury's Subchap-

ter C study. I suggest that the Committee direct Treasury to

adopt a more moderate approach; one that should raise sig-

nificant revenues, end the Woods Investment abuses, and yet
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not alter the fundamental structure of the consolidated

return regulations.

Finally, I will comment on several other of the

staff options that merit current consideration by the Commit-

tee.

Options that Should be Rejected

The staffs of the Joint Committee on Taxation, and

the Committee on Ways and Means have compiled numerous sug-

gestions for raising revenues.* This statement relates to

options listed in section II.D.9. of the Staff Report.

Several of these options are of such structural significance

that they should be rejected summarily. While it may be

appropriate to consider them as part of an overall review of

Subchapter C, changes of this significance should not be made

without the benefit of hearings directed specifically at

these proposals. In this category are the following options:

9(a) Intercorporate dividends received deduction

9(d) Debt financing and corporate acquisitions

9(e) Stock redemptions

9(f) Tax benefit mergers

Several other of the options seem to be inap-

propriate for consideration at this time because they relate

to issues that were supposedly resolved in the 1986 Tax

Reform Act. The Committee Chairman has indicated hisunwil-

lingness to reopen the 1986 Act, and it is inappropriate to

revisit these areas at this time. I place the following

options in this category:

9(g) Limit sales of losses using preferred stock

9(1) Conversion of C corporation to S status

* See Joint Committee on Taxation, Description of Possible
Options to Increase Revenues Prepared for the Committee on
Ways and Means (JCS-17-87), June 25, 1987. (Hereinafter
cited as "Staff Report").
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The Woods Investment Problem

The other options merit serious consideration.

Particular attention should be given to the Woods Investment

problem.

Under the consolidated return regulations, a parent

corporation's basis in the stock of its subsidiary is

increased by the subsidiary's undistributed earnings and

profits. The purposes behind the earning and profits adjust-

ment are to measure the equity investment the parent has in

its subsidiary, prevent the parent from being taxed again on

the income previously taxed to the subsidiary, and prevent

the parent from taking a loss on account of items that were

non-deductible by the subsidiary. Earnings and profits are

adjusted downward as a result of depreciation deductions, but

in 1969, Congress added Section 312(k) to require the earn-

ings and profits adjustment to be made by reference to

straight line depreciation over a longer useful life even

though the taxpayer used accelerated depreciation for pur-

poses of computing taxable income.

The current consolidated return regulations reflect

the rule of Section 312(k), but are flawed in that the

deferred tax liability on the difference between the

accelerated and straight line depreciation amounts is not

reflected in the earnings and profits calculation. The

result in the consolidated return context is an overstatement

of basis, and, accordingly, an understatement of gain or

overstatement of loss when a subsidiary is sold. The Tax

Court in Woods Investment Co. v. Commissioner, 85 T.C. 274

(1985), rejected the Internal Revenue Service's attempt to

alter this result without amending the consolidated return

regulations.

The Staff Report contains two suggestions for
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dealing with the problem.* In effect, both suggestions

require that the parent's basis in the stock of the sub-

sidiary be adjusted only to the same extent as the basis of

depreciable assets held by the subsidiary.

Although the consolidated return regulations should

be amended to cure the Woods Investment problem, the staff

proposals go too far and would result-in overtaxation. They

would overtax the built-in gains attributable to the use of

accelerated depreciation, and thus inappropriately deny the

benefits Congress has specifically legislated. In addition,

adoption of the staff proposals would require Congress to

change a fundamental decision made over 20 years ago when the

1966 consolidated return regulations were adopted. Finally,

the staff proposals would constitute a significant step

toward mandating that stock sales be taxed as if they were

asset sales. Congress should not take such a drastic step

without benefit of Treasury's forthcoming Subchapter C study.

I recommend that Congress direct Treasury to adopt

a more moderate solution. My proposal is explained in more

detail in the attached Supplemental Statement. Simply

stated, it requires that the earnings and profits calculation

reflect the deferred tax liability that arises when a tax-

payer claims accelerated depreciation deductions. My

proposal will end the abuses available under current law

while allowing Congress to defer until the completion of the

Subchapter C study the decision of whether to fundamentally

change the structure of the consolidated return basis adjust-

ment rules. I urge the Congress to adopt it.

Other Options the Committee Should Consider

It may also be profitable for the Committee to

examine options 9(c), (h), (i), (j) and (k). These sugges-

* The Staff Report addresses not only the Woods Investment
problem, but perceived problems that might arise under Sec-
tion 312(n). For ease of presentation the Section 312(n)
problems are not addressed here.
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tions are relatively narrow in scope, and address provisions

of current law thft may be susceptible of abuse. Implement-

ing changes along the lines suggested would not require that

the fundamental structure of Subchapter C be reexamined. I

will describe these proposals briefly.

Option 9(c) addresses the amount of income or loss

that passes through from a subsidiary corporation to the

consolidated group. Currently, the consolidated group

includes 100 percent of the subsidiary's income or loss even

if the parent owns less than 100 percent of the stock of the

subsidiary. This system may not accurately reflect the

economic gain or loss the parent has sustained as a result of

its investment in its subsidiary. Option 9(h) addresses a

concern arising out of the rules governing losses claimed by

parent and subsidiary corporations that do not file con-

solidated returns. The proposal would extinguish a sub-

sidiary's net operating losses to the extent its parent

corporation has taken a worthless stock deduction for the

subsidiary stock it holds. It may be appropriate to deny

those losses when the parent corporation has already claimed

a loss for the same economic events.

Option 9(1) would prevent a corporate shareholder

from obtaining a better tax result by using the deemed

dividend rules of Section 304 than it would have received had

an actual dividend been paid. As there is no policy reason

to allow more favorable treatment for a deemed dividend than

an actual dividend, these suggestions warrant consideration.

However, Section 304 is an enormously complex provision and

any changes should be carefully considered.

Option 9(j) would reduce the special relief granted

to Alaska Native Corporations in the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
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While it is Congress's prerogative to scale back such

benefits, any such change should provide transition relief

for those corporations that reasonably relied on the 1986

legislation.

Finally, option 9(k) would subject personal service

corporations to the highest corporate tax, and therefore deny

these corporations the benefit of the graduated rate system.

It may be appropriate to view the individual shareholder of a

personal service corporation as the alter ego of his cor-

poration. Because the individual obtains the benefit of the

graduated individual rate system for his income from the

corporation, it may not be unreasonable to deny him an

additional corporate graduated rate benefit. Such a rule

would necessarily require some rather arbitrary line drawing,

however, since its supporting rationale is equally applicable

to closely held corporations.

0 0 0
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF MR. RICHARD D. MENDELSON
ON BEHALF OF THE ESOP ASSOCIATION

ON REVENUE INCREASE OPTIONS

July 17, 1987

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Senate Finance
Committees my name is Richard D. Mendelson, and I testify
today on behalf of the ESOP Association of America, of which
I am the president. I an also President of Katz
Communications in New York City.

The ESOP Association is a national, non-profit
organization with over 1,000 members, of which nearly 700
represent operating corporations with Employee Stock
Ownership Plans, or ESOPs. The other members are teachers,
students, companies considering ESOPs, and professional men
and women who are interested in employee ownership.

The ESOP Association opposes vigorously the revenue
option proposal on pages 124 through 127 of the revenue
options booklet, published June 25, that would eliminate
all leveraged ESOP companies.

What are leveraged ESOPs?

Well, my company, Katz Communications, is a leveraged
ESOP, and it is 1000 employee owned.

There are approximately 1,500 leveraged ESOP companies
in the United States. Many of these companies belong to the
ESOP Association, and hold leadership positions in the
Association. These companies, their managers and employees
are in the forefront of the growing movement toward
meaningful employee ownership of capital.

Allow me to list a few examples

o ConSonics, Inc. Harrisonburg, Virginia
o Dalton Foundries, Inc., Warsaw, Indiana
o Denteply International, York, Pennsylvania
o Kerotest Manufacturing, Pittsburg, PA
o National Refractories, Oakland, California
o The Mad Butcher, Pine Bluff, Arkansas
o The Peoria Star Journal, Peoria, Ilinois
o Weirton Steel, Weirton, West Virginia;

and I could go on.
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But, Mr. Chairman, permit me to tell about the
leveraged ESOP company that I know best, Katz
Communications.

Katz is a 100-year old company, founded in 1887. Today
Katz represents radio and TV stations in nearly every market
in the U.S. by selling spot advertising time for our client
stations. We are the largest representative firm in the
industry. In 1986, we sold over $1 billion in radio and TV
time, and had well over 1,000 employees.

We began our employee ownership program in 1972. We
were the eighth ESOP company qualified under section 401 of
the Internal Revenue Code. Our IRS determination letter is
dated December 27, 1971, or over 2 years before Congress
enacted ERISA. The employee ownership share has grown
through the leveraged ESOP until Katz became 100% employee
owned in 1986. Since 1978, the value of Katz stock ownad by
the employees has grown from $4.00 per share to $18.50 by
year-end.

As a service company to the communications and
advertising industries, our most important resource is our
employees. We believe our ESOP gives us the edge because
our energy creates our equity. As owners, the employees'
capital increases as Katz succeeds. We say at Katz that
when someone retires from our company, he or she does not
receive a gold watch; instead they receive enough money from
their ESOP account to buy the jewelry store.

Mr. Chairman, every leveraged ESOP company is unique,
but there is a growing body of evidence that ESOPs in a
healthy company bring about new heights of productivity. We
cite and call to your attention the White House Conference
on Productivity, the President's Commission on Industrial
Competitiveness, a New York Stock Exchange study, a study by
the Atlanta Federal Reserve Board, the report of the
Presidential Task Force on Project Economic Justice, Corey
Rosen's book, Employee Ownership in America - The Equit
Solution, and I could go on and on. A list of such studies
is attached.

Mr. Chairman, we cannot understand why any one would
consider snuffing out significant employee ownership as
proposed in the revenue options booklet.
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First, Mr. Chairman, we notice that during the'tax
reform deliberations, neither Treasury I or II would have
repealed leveraged ESOPs. It was never even considered.

The proposal to eliminate ESOPs as in the revenue
options booklet is not only unreasonable, it would not even
raise significant revenues, because bluntly, and we believe
unfortunately, there are not many employee owned
corporations in America.

The proposal (many people may not realize this), would
repeal legal positions recognizing leveraged ESOPs. These
date back to the late 1950's, when the IRS sanctioned the
first leveraged ESOP, although it was not called an ESOP
back then. Please keep in mind, our ESOP was deemed
tax-qualified prior to BRISA. To adopt this proposal is not
to "modify" ESOP rules, but to "repeal" leveraged ESOPs.

And, Mr. Chairman, it is also a myth that leveraged
ESOPs are used only to ward off hostile takeovers. The
truth is that recent court decisions and informal positions
by the Department of Labor, may make the employees' stock
the most vulnerable to a tender offer, controlled neither by
management nor the employees, but by the price offered by
the corporate raider. We, the ESOP Association, are working
with the Senate Labor Committee, and the Senate Banking
Committee, to clarify the current confused situation, and to
give employees a voice in the face of a tender offer.

Mr. Chairman, it is a myth that leveraged ESOPs are
used only to dump "sick" companies on innocent employees.
Of the approximately 1,500 leveraged ESOPs, around 100 were
so-called "distressed" buyouts, according to the National
Center for Employee Ownership. These ESOPs saved over
75,000 jobs that would have been otherwise eliminated. In
nearly all of these buyouts, representatives of a bargaining
unit initiated the buyout, not management.

Your Joint Committee revenue estimates prove leveraged
ESOPs are not being created willy-nilly, Mr. Chairman.
Setting up an ESOP is complex, and those involved must do it
carefully. Anytime the ESOP is not treated fairly, the
Department of Labor is likely to stop the transaction dead
in its tracks, or if it slips through, bring legal action
against the erring fiduciaries.
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In fact, we are presently working with Secretary
Brock's ERISA Advisory Comuittee's Work Group on ESOPs to
improve DOL's enforcement of ESOP laws. The work group has
tentatively decided to encourage ESOPs in buyouts - just the
opposite of what is now proposed to your committee. It does
so because it feels the Department may have,
unintentionally, stopped nearly all leveraged ESOPs in
multiple investor situations.

In short, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee,
there is no evidence that leveraged ESOPs, and the
significant ownership they provide, compared to stock bonus
plans, or the so-called non-leveraged ESOP, are draining the
U.S. Treasury, or are set up without any oversight by
Federal regulators.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we recognize that you have a
difficult task - to pass a $19 billion tax bill for 1988,
and $65 billion for three years. The revenue options
booklet proposes to obtain less than one half of one percent
of that money by eliminating leveraged ESOPs.

We of the ESOP Association have always asserted that we
speak for the "skinny" cats, and not the "fat" cats.

We recommend you give strong consideration to the ESOP
Association's traditional position that tax increases should
be progressive and from a broad base. We believe in the
income tax system, but also know broad based consumption
taxes may be fair. And, as the President of a successful
firm based on selling radio and TV advertising, I cannot
ignore the proposal to limit the deductibility of
advertising costs on page 138 of the pamphlet. We at Katz
strongly oppose this proposal, and cite it as an example of
a narrowly-focused tax raising idea, instead of a
broad-based approach. Also, my view on the advertising
proposal illustrates that leveraged ESOPs are found in all
areas of the economy, representing main-stream American
business endeavors. From the ESOP Association vantage
point, all businesses and their employees are intertwined
with our economic well-being, and no one segment of the
economy deserves to be singled out for punitive taxation.

But whatever you do, please do not go after the
employees and take away their ESOP incentives.
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I ISSUE BRIEF
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EMPLOYEE OWNERSHIP AND CORPORATE PERFORMANCE

The stes listed below are only some of tws showing that employee ownership has
significant an4 V"~ positive Impicatons for corporate performance.

1. 1M NaloviWCordafor Epoye Ownership (NCEO) atudy established the first
definitive causal Knk between employee ownership and improved corporate performance. The
ESOP companies had sales growth .40% faster than their competitors after their plans versus
1.89% per year before. The ESOP companies had employment growth 5.05% per year faster
than theiropetior after establishing their ESOP, versus 1.21% before their ESOPs. Both
statistics have at least a 95% cori dence level (1.e., there Is only a 5% probabilty that the dif
ferencecould be due to chance). Because the study analyzed ESOP companies performance
vis-a-vls their cornptit os for several years both before and after their ESOPs were installed, it
Is certain that most of the sperior performance of ESOP companies is due to ESOPs, not due to
the fat that bett pefornng companies are more ikly to set up ESOPs (although that seems
to be tre also).

The study also found that companies which combined ownership with job-level participation
= rams did even betterthan companies which smply started an ownership plan. The most

e companies Improved their performance by about 8-11% on various measures of
growth as compared to their pre-ESOP performance, versus about 3.5% for the least
participative.

2.Effioyu Owership in Amedc: The Equity Solution, resuIts of a four-year study by
thNCEO of 37 ESOP companies found that the most important factor associated with positive
employee attitudes toward ownership was a large annual contribution to the ESOP plan. Other
Importantl factorse Included managemes atttude toward employee ownership and job-level
participation opportunities. This study measured employee attitudes, but did not measure
corporate performance drectly.

3. 1NS E OP AsuocaUon survey of 239 member companies found that 16% of the
companies believed ESOPs had "strongly improved" their productivity, while 56% believed that
employee motivation and prdudity had 'somewhat Improved'.

4. 194 UniveItyof WchigW study of 115 employee owned companies found that these
companies performed at roughly the same level as similar conventional companies during the
1976-1982 period, but were 10% more likely to stay in business.
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5. 1984 NCEO study for the New York Stock Exchangeof thirteen companies that were
10% or more employee owned found that these firms outperformed 62-75% of their competitors,
depending on the measure used (net operating marin. return to equity, sales growth and book
vabue per share).

6. The 1W Best Conpwal to Work For 1984, found that sharing ownership was one of
the characteistics of desirable employers, and isted eight subsdantlally employee owned
companies among the top 100.

7. 1984 Saviy megadne suveyof the best companies for women to work for added nine
companies to their Ist, five of which were substany employee owned.

8. 1984 UcKinsey and Company study. The Winning Performance of Md-Sized Growth
Companies found that these successful firms tended to share ownership with employees to a
greater degree than larger firms.

9. 1984 Adanta Federal Rere studyof 22 premier companies in the South--employee
ownership a common thread.

10. 1983 NCEO study found that employee owned companies with a majority of their stock
owned by employees generated 3 times as many net new jobs per year as non-ESOP firms.

11. lMOstudy report In the Journal of Corporaton Law found tat companies with
ESOPs had twice the annual productivity growth rate of comparable conventional firms during
the 1975-79 study period

12. 1978 UniverWty of Wothigan Survey Reseach Center study found that in a sample of
30 employee ownership companies, profits were 1.5 times as high as those in comparable
conventional firms.

2
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STATEMENT OF

THE EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE

DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE OPTIONS

TO INCREASE REVENUES

JULY 16, 1987

The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) is pleased to comment on
the possible options to increase revenues prepared for the Commit-
tee on Ways and Means in order to meet the reconciliation instruc-
tions contained in H.Con.Res. 93, the Concurrent Resolution on the
Budget for Fiscal Year 1988. EEI is the association of the
investor-owned electric utilities whose members generate and
distribute approximately 75% of the nation's electricity.

The electric utility industry is opposed to the following
possible options to increase revenues: 1) broad-based energy taxes
such as a Btu tax or ad valorem energy tax; 2) the proposed pollu-
tion excise tax on sulfur and nitrogen emissions; and 3) any sub-
stantive changes to the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

Of major concern to the investor-owned electric utility
industry are the proposals in the hearing pamphlet that seek to
impose broad-based energy taxes. Particularly onerous is the
proposed Btu tax on domestic energy consumption and the proposed
ad valorem energy tax. Electric utilities have consistently
opposed broad-based energy taxes such as these because of the
adverse effect on U.S. residential and industrial customers.
Historically, there has been a direct correlation between electric
power use and GNP. Therefore, it would be counterproductive to
impose energy taxes which would increase the cost of electricity.

Broad-based energy taxes are regressive because they have a
disproportionately negative impact on our low-income customers.
In addition, we are concerned about the inflationary and harmful
effects such taxes on energy would have on the Nation's economy.
We strongly urge the Committee on Ways and Means to reject
broad-based taxes on energy consumption as a means of raising
revenues.

Also of concern to our industry is the proposed pollution
excise tax on sulfur and nitrogen emissions put forth by Rep. Judd
Gregg (R-NH). This proposal, which appears on p. 50 of the hear-
ing pamphlet, would establish a sulfur and nitrogen emission
excise tax for the purpose of encouraging nationwide emissions
reductions from fossil-fueled steam boilers. The Joint Committee
on Taxation estimates the revenue effect of the proposal to be $19
billion over the three-year period of 1988-1990.
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While this proposal would result in sharply higher electric
rates, it would not achieve the short-term goal of emissions reduc-
tions. Utilities could not possibly build and install new pollu-
tion control equipment in this time period in addition to that
already planned. Long-term coal supply contracts and the "local
coal" provisions of the Clean Air Act also would constrain the
industry's short-term ability to switch fuel supply based on
sulfur content.

Furthermore, since 1973, electric utility sulfur emissions
have decreased 17% while coal use has increased 80%. This could
not have occurred without an aggressive utility industry control
strategy. In addition, the industry is pursuing technologies
which will burn coal cleanly, achieving both sulfur and nitrogen
emissions reductions. These clean coal technologies are already
in the demonstration stage and will provide a more economic and
efficient method of producing electricity. We urge the Committee
not to consider this pollution excise tax.

The electric utility industry actively supported tax reform,
despite the loss of many capital formation incentives, because of
the overall favorable impact on our customers. Therefore, we
believe that the Tax Reform Act of 1986 should be given a chance
to work and, thus, strongly oppose any changes to the Act that
would negatively affect this carefully-crafted compromise enacted
less than one year ago. Many of the proposed revenue options will
have negative effects on our customers by increasing the cost of
electricity (corporate tax rate increases/surcharges), increasing
the cost of capital (the dividends received deduction) and de-
creasing cash flow (broadening the alternative minimum tax).

We appreciate the opportunity to provide our comments on this
important work of the Committee.
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TESTIMONY PRESENTED TO THE SENATE FINANCE COWITTEE REGARDING EXCISE TAXES
-JULY, 1987

BY FRED G. BOND, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
FLUE-CURED TOBACCO COOPERATIVE STABILIZATION CORPORATION

I am Fred G. Bond, Chief Executive Officer of the Flue-Cured Tobacco Cooperative
Stabilization Corporation in Raleigh, NC. Our association, under contract with the US
Department of Agriculture, administers the price support component of the federal tobacco
program for flue-cured tobacco growers in the six states of Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Alabama. Some 60,000 active farmers depend upon
tobacco for their livelihood.

Through loans from the USDA's Commodity Credit Corporation, we make loans to growers
for their tobacco which does not receive auction bids by coemercial buyers above price
support levels. As you may know, Congress has mandated that the tobacco program must
operate at no net cost to the government.

Last year, Congress passed legislation which significantly altered the tobacco
program and made it possible for our Cooperative to substantially reduce excess
inventories. Therefore, we are very concerned about the factors which reduce demand for
US grown flue-cured tobacco, one of the major ingredients in cigarettes.

We know from past experience that increases in cigarette excise taxes inevitably
result in decreases in cigae-tte consumption. This, in turn, has a negative impact on the
amount of leaf tobacco purchased at auction. Thus, growers sell less tobacco and the
Cooperative receives more leaf, thus raising the amount of money we must borrow from the
federal treasury and increasing the financial burden on our growers. Not only do growers
receive less money, but their financial obligation for tobacco placed under loan goes up.
Hence, they are required to pay more to underwrite the cost of the tobacco program from
reduced incomes.

We have operated for one year under the revamped tobacco program. At this point, we
feel changes that were made have been successful. For example, in 1986 our Cooperative
received only 7 percent of total marketing. About 15 percent of total marketings was
placed under loan the previous year. I think you will agree that to reduce by 50% the
amount of tobacco going to the Cooperative is a significant improvement.

In addition, the 1986 legislation authorized the purchase of our 1976 through 1984
inventory by domestic cigarette manufacturers. On July 2, 1986, we signed contracts
exceeding $1 billion with four domestic companies to purchase approximately 584 million
pounds of tobacco over an eight-year period. The companies were required to purchase at
least one-eighth, or 12.5 percent, of their share of the inventory each year. In only one
year, however, approximately 51 percent of the inventory has either been delivered or
placed upon purchase agreements.

Consequently, we are very concerned about anything that could disrupt the delicate
balance of our new program and the buy-out agreement. A major rise in cigarette excise
taxes could jeopardize the progress we have made to restore stability to our program and
profitability to our growers.

We are especially concerned at this time. Flue-cured tobacco growers will begin
selling their 1987 crop later this month. If Congress raises the cigarette excise tax
now, then we foresee disruption of our markets. Taxes on tobacco products represent 40%
for sales and excise taxes, excluding local taxes, or 35% for excise taxes only of total
expenditures by consumers. This is already a big burden on one industry. Let me simply
illustrate: one tobacco plant averages 18-22 leaves. In 1986, a grower received an
average of 50-cents for one tobacco plant. The federal excise tax generated from that one
tobacco plant amounted to 86.4-cents based upon the current federal tax of 16-cents oer
pack, plus 91.8-cents per plant for the average state tax of 17-cents per pak for a total
of $1.78 per plant for state and federal excise taxes, excluding local taxes. One acre of
tobacco then generates $5,184 in federal excise taxes alone or $10,680 for state and
federal excise taxes, excluding local taxes, while the grower receives $3,040 for one acre
of tobacco before his expenditures are deducted. The US government receives more than 3.5
times the revenue per acre of tobacco than the farmer. We feel we are taking more than
our share of the tax burden.

Therefore, we are opposed to any increases in cigarette excise taxes.
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TO: Cooirettee on Finance

FROM: Jeffrey R. Gates, Of Counsel

DATE: July 21, 1987

RE: Why encourage expanded capital ownership?

why encourage employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs)?

" Promotes a wider sharing in the capital ownership benefits
of capitalism.

Note: According to a 1987 GAO Report, 89.9% of corporate
stock (88% of bonds end 90.9% of business assets) are
owned by just 10% of households. The top 1% of hoUsehlds
own 58.4% of corporate stock. The top 0.5% own 45.6%.
Figures include stock owned directly through mutual funds
and exclude holdings of pension trusts (which hold 21.7%
of corporate stock). (See Exhibit A.)

" Ensures that more taxpayers benefit from capital financing
taz policies.

Note: From 1975-1982, corporate savings from the two
primary capital financing tax benefits (i.e., depreciation
arnd the investment tax credit) totalled $1,208,000,000,000.
Given today's capital ownership pattern, roughly half of
those tax benefits were utilized to finance additional
income-producing assets for just 1% of U.S. households.
(See Exhibit B.)

" Offers the only feasible approach to fostering widespread
sharing in the ownership benefits of free enterprise
(i.e., utilizing corporate earnings to finance equity
acquisitions for employees).
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Note: Practically all corporate funds are provided
through three sources: (1) earnings and profits, (2) tax
benefits and (3) debt -- none of which create any new
owners. This "closed system" of finance is why the
economy's capital base expands while its capital ownership
base remains virtually unchanged. (See Exhibit C.)

Provides a non-redistributive way to expand capital
ownership; not taking one person's capital to give it to
another but instead encouraging our economic future to be
financed so that more people have an ownership stake and
encouraging transfers in ownership to be financed to
create a wider base of capital-owning households.

Note: Annual capital expenditures nationwide nontotal
approximately $400 billion per year -- roughly $6 trillion
in new and replacement capital to be financed by the year
2000. If nothing is done, the existing "closed system" of
finance will ensure that half of that $6 trillion will be
owned by just 1% of households. (See Exhibit D.)

Offers an economic policy that can be embraced by both
conservatives ("every man a capitalist") and liberals
("cutting the working man in on a piece of the action4.

Provides a financing technique to broaden the ownership
benefits attributable to mergers, acquisitions and
leveraged buyouts.

Note: Such transactions totalled $35 billion in 1980,
skyrocketing to $175 billion in 1985 -- consuming enormous
amounts of tax benefits and utilizing a significant
portion of the economy's credit capacity while
transferring phenomenal quantities of income-producing
assets to a few managers, investment bankers and
already-wealthy investors.

Provides a forward-lroking populist program - versus the
"rearview mirror populism" represented, for example, by
the estate tax or steeply regressive income taxes.

Enhances motivation, dedication, quality, creativity 3nd
competitiveness.

Improves productivity -- from both people and physical
assets.

Lowers absenteeism, turnover and grievances.
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Promotes a better understanding by all employees of
company's goals and what is needed to achieve those goals.

Improves the quality of working life (e.g., The 100 Best
Companies to Work For in America found a close correlation
between employee ownership and job satisfaction).

Facilitates a new styl8 of management (e.g., by
encouraging the shift from a Ocontrol" management model
toward a "commitment" model).

More manager time can be spent planning and less
implementing.

Can save time and costs by flattening the organizational
pyramid.

Improves the workplace feedback gathered by those

"managing by walking about."

* Promotes better labor/management relations.

' Enhances cooperation and teamwork.

' Provides a workplace context from which employee
involvement programs are more likely to emerge (e.g.,
quality circles, participative management, etc.).

Blurs lines between manager and managed and helps insure
that traditional labor/management issues (working
conditions, pay, benefits, etc.) are resolved within a
climate in which both parties share a commitment to
maintaining their employer's long-term viability.

Promotes a sense of shared values, the most powerful
factor underlying the superior performance of the most
excellent firms (as documented in In Search of Excellence).

Promotes mutual trust and better corxmunications -- as
employees begin to be treated as co-owners.

Encourages a wider sharing of information within the
company.

Managing (and being managed) becomes more humane, more
personal and more gratifying.

Reduces workplace sTress.
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Fosters a workplace context better able to access the
untapped potential reservoir of human energies, resources
and commitment -- the root source of quality, creativity
and productivity in any enterprise.

Helps avoid management mistakes (management is too
important to be left solely to management).

Encourages a focus on the needs of customers.

* Provides a way for employees to "harvest" the increased
value created through superior performance (via equity
sharing) without additional company cost.

By providing a way to weave past and future into each
day's work, promotes a long-term perspective among the
workforce.

* Provides a fairer distribution of rewards.

* Offers a method of gain sharing that provides employees a
real stake in their employer (versus the "industrial
sharecropping" of profit-related pay advocated in
Weitzman's The Share Economy).

Builds ownership into a company's natural shareholders
-- its employees, rather than into absentee investors and
speculators.

Promotes widespread economic autonomy (providing an
opportunity not just to be an economic input but also to
own economic inputs).

Updates government's role in promoting economic

opportunity (not just jobs but also ownership).

a Enhances personal dignity ("working for ourselves").

a Empowers people.

* Promotes "patient" capital, allowing managers to manage
for the long term -- rather than managing
quarter-to-quarter in constant fear of a takeover.

a Provides a way to "anchor" domestic capital rather than
have it flee overseas in search of lower labor costs.
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Provides a way to preserve a community's job-creating
capital base (and its tax base) and to promote a company's
loyalty to the community.

Offers a more equitable way to respond to competitive
realities (e.g., employees working for the same or less
pay in exchange for capital accumulation and dividend
income).

Provides a way to avert plant closings (e.g., via
ESOP-financed buyouts of viable operations).

Recognizes that employees calculate "hurdle rates"
differently than traditional absentee owners: for
employees, maintaining their homes and their lifestyles,
as well as their current jobs, are values that lead
employee-owners to be more flexible -- both in terms of
expected enterprise profitability and in terms of
compensation.

Enhances companies' flexibility and strength: the wider
the choice of possible responses to a situation, the
greater a company's chance of success (e.g., temporarily
trading off cash compensation for capital accumulation).

a Promotes job security.

Offers a new approach to "two tier" labor contracts (e.g.,
with older employees taking more cash out of the company
and younger employees accumulating more equity in the
company).

Can operate as the quid pro quo that overcomes the
"downward stickiness" of labor costs --- the oft-lamented
reality that frustrates the academic elegance of free
market theorists.

Promotes respect for private property (80% of those in
U.S. prisons are there for crimes against property).

a Fosters community cohesiveness.

t Enhances business continuity -- with companies sold to
local employees rather than to absentee investors.

Fosters widespread demand stimulation - with a capital
source of income (dividends) supplementing labor income.
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Improves investment, climate by creating a broader base of
investors (the largest minority in this "capitalist'
economy is comprised of those who own no significant
amount of capital).

Provides a process that enables people to gain an
opportunity to. participate - to give of themselves - and
to feel that they are a part of something larger than
themselves.

a Promotes economic and social justice.

a Increases social harmony -- by consciously creating more
haves and fewer have-nots.

Offers a new economic model for the U.S. to advocate in
its foreign relations (concentrated ownership continues to
be capitalism's geopolitical Achilles heel).

Provides an exportable model of capitalism (something this
nation has yet to offer) -- demonstrating how capitalism
can be structured to build capital for working people.

Demonstrates how governments can implement free enterprise
principles abroad.

Attacks the cause of poverty and dependence (i.e., a lack
of *economic connectedness*) rather than addressing only
the effects (i.e., a lack of adequate income); a primary
cause of poverty is the lack of ownership of a viable
holding of productive capital in a world where the vast
bulk of goods and services are produced by capital rather
than by labor and where technological change relentlessly
sharpens that disparity.

Helps relieve the fiscal strain of transfer payments, tax

incentives for retirement benefits and Social Security --
by promoting widespread economic self sufficiency via
capital accumulation.

Addresses the relevant economic needs of the dominant age
group.

Note: In 1988, 61.5% of the voting-age population will be
under 45 years of age. Are they more interested in
retirement security (e.g., pension annuities and Social
Security) or economic opportunity (i.e., capital
accumulation)?
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Educates people about the advantages of a free enterprise
private property system by the most effective means
possible -- insuring that they have a stake in it.

Recognizes that, in a market economy, outtake (i.e.,
income) is based on input and that, as technology moves
through time, households need to be connected to their
economy's increasingly dominant inputs (i.e., productive
capital and the labor-saving, job-eliminating,
income-producing technology embodied t erein.)

Note: The symptoms indicating the need for a more
complete method of 'economic connectedness' are rapidly
becoming more obvious. For example, from 1979 to 1984,
white adult males experienced a 53% lo-s in jobs paying
twice the median income while experiencing a 97% increase
in jobs paying one-half the median incme. The middle
class is rapidly shrinking and, for the first time in
history, the U.S. has a rising generation assured of
having a lower standard of living than that their parents.

Embodies an economic policy that reflects the
technological reality of economic participation in a
post-industrial economy.

Promotes market-based, self-sustaining economic flows;
production and consumption are two sides of the same coin
-- producers need consumers with purchasing power adequate
to buy their goods and services -- ESOP financing links
income-needy households to consumer-needy markets.

By humanely financing the future, ensures that this
nation's technology is designed to support a broad base of
those whose culture gave rise to that technology.

By enhancing economic security, makes it possible for more
people to participate in cultural activities (leisure,
music, religion, politics, education, child-rearing, etc.)

Promotes environmental responsibility without increased
government regulation by encouraging local versus absentee
ownership or, as economists phrase it, *localizing control
over the externalities'.

Recognizes (as a Federal system should) that the States
(19 to date) are actively promoting e iloyee ownership but
there is a limit to their capacity to effectively advance
an idea so dependent on the national agenda.
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Recognizes that finance is itself a type of techonology --
e.g., its practitioners use technological terms to
describe its workings, such as "leverage" (from the
technology of mechanics) ard cash "flow" (from hydraulic
technology); thus, that financial technology can be
adapted so that it operates to economically empower many
households rather than just a few.

Recognizes that social institutions (including the
institutions and conventions of finance) are a bit like
evolution -- they change in bursts, experiencing long
periods with very little change interspersed with periods
of rapid, often intense change: our institutions badly
need an evolutionary change - a change totally dependent
on political will.

Establishes not a firm destination but a better defined

and a more hopeful sense of economic direction.

' Provides a vision that serves as a challenge.

* Provides a national strategy that focuses less on the
symbols of national unity and more on a strategy that can
foster a true national unity - a unity that can command
respect, nationally and internationally, over a long
period of time.

0101r
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Statement of
Edward W. Stimpson

President
General Aviation Manufacturers Association

The General Aviation Manufacturers Association (GAMA) represents

companies that collectively account for 95 percent of our

nation's general aviation manufacturing activity. We represent

builders of airframes, engines, avionics and other component

parts of aircraft. We welcome the opportunity to comment on

specific revenue options contained in the Joint Tax Committee's

(JCT) staff pamphlet published on June 25, 1987.

The JCT proposes the possible reimposition of excise taxes on

articles previously taxed. In addition, the JCT suggests a 10

percent luxury tax on a number of new articles, including boats

and yachts, china and crystal, and others -- such as business

airplanes.

Business airplanes are not a luxury item. They contribute to a

company's business objectives just like new plants, machine tools

and other capital equipment. They provide essential

transportation support, usually with meaningful economies of

time, money and responsiveness. They must not be compared with

yachts and other glamorous, widely-perceived luxury items. In

fact, the Tax Code provides for the collection of personal income

taxes for any personal use of business airplanes. Indeed they

are strictly business assets, not luxury items.

Following airline deregulation in 1978, airports serviced by

commercial airlines have been reduced significantly. The hub and

spoke system has further changed patterns of airline travel.

2
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During the same period, we have seen considerable dispersal of

operating locations throughout America. These factors, along

with delays inherent in airline travel, have increased the

relative demand for business aircraft, and frankly, have managed

to sustain our industry.

Business aircraft are operated by both large and small

businesses. Many individually-owned companies in addition to

larger corporations utilize business aircraft. I am enclosing

two publications which portray typical operations of business

airplanes.

The price of new aircraft has been a major factor in depressed

industry sales. Factors such as product liability costs have

drastically increased the price of aircraft, particularly the

smaller piston plane. The JCT proposal would further increase

costs for the consumer.

The JCT estimates the revenue effects to be $200-300 million in

each of the next three years. That assumes sales of $2-3 billion

per year. U.S. manufacturers' sales in 1986 totaled $1.2 billion

on 1,495 units. Unit sales in 1987 should approximate 1,000

units. Foreign sales in the U.S. are typically less than

domestic sales. Add the proposed 10 percent luxury tax and there

would be some additional reduction in sales which would further

reduce the level and accuracy of revenue estimates.

3
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Notwithstanding the revenue levels anticipated, what are the

estimated costs of collection and enforcement? How many more

jobs would these taxes wrest from an industry struggling to stay

alive? And how could the Congress justify the imposition of a

luxury tax on something so necessary as business transportation?

These are questions that inevitably lead to a rejection of the

general aviation luxury tax proposal. It simply is not

justified.

For the last several years, business aviation has been

overwhelmed with proposed tax changes. While some of these have

been modified, others have been enacted and are having a

negative impact on aircraft sales. Among these are:

* Repeal of the Investment Tax Credit.

* Changes in the Investment Tax Credit while it was still

applicable (le. percent of business use to qualify for ITC.)

* Change in depreciation schedules.

* Fringe Benefit and Empty Seat Rules.

* Increases in fuel taxes.

* Previous proposals for luxury taxes.

Actions by the Congress should be taken to stabilize and assist

industry, not penalize them as this luxury tax would. Industry

unemployment is currently down nearly 70 percent from 1981

levels. Imposition of this tax would make the situation even

worse.
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Statement of

Lester P. Lam

President

Highways Users Federationr

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Finance, I

am Lester Lamm, President of the Highway Users Federation.

The Federation is a national coalition of businesses,

industries, and associations, working cooperatively t6 make

America's highway transportation system safer and more

efficient. Our membership, composed of more than 400

companies and industry associations, 62 affiliated state and

local highway user conferences, and more than 2,000

individual business men and women, represent the chief users

of highways and the main providers of highway transportation

products and services.

We welcome this opportunity to present our views on

revenue options for inclusion in the July 15-17, 1987

hearing record of the Committee on Finance.

The Federation has reviewed the Joint Committee Print

which describes possible options to increase revenues, with

particular attention to motor fuel excise taxes.

There are a number of compelling reasons why a motor

fuel tax for deficit reduction is a bad idea:

* Gasoline is already heavily taxed: based on

national averages, total taxes on a 98.7 cent

gallon of gasoline range from 27 cents to 37 cents.

* There are geographic inequities: rural and small

town Americans drive about 40 percent more miles

daily than urban dwellers, and hence must shoulder

nearly half again more of the deficit reduction

burden if gasoline taxes are hiked for this

purpose.

* Automobile use is not a luxury: nearly 70 percent

of all trips are either work-related or are for

family business.

76-782 0 - 88 - 13
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" The poor are hardest hit by such a tax: low income

families would be required to pay more than three

times as much for deficit reduction relative to

their income as their more affluent neighbors.

" Highways pay their way: highway transportation has

not contributed to the national deficit, and the

Federal Highway Trust Fund is required by Congress

to always have enough funds to cover expenditures.

" The tax could preempt the states' highway revenue

resource: states traditionally have looked to

motor fuel taxes to fund essential highway

programs. A Federal motor fuel tax hike for deficit

reduction would substantially deter states from

raising their fuel taxes, notwithstanding

identified highway needs.

Motor fuel is already one of the most heavily taxed

essential commodities in the United States: the 9 cent

Federal motor fuel excise tax, state and local excise taxes

averaging 14.1 cents per gallon (in some states they are as

high as 20 cents per gallon), and state severance taxes that

range from a nickel to 15 cents a gallon (See Exhibit I).

Indirect taxes on the production of gasoline are also passed

along to the consumer.

By any standard, gasoline pays its share. Moreover,

should gasoline prices drop, the taxes become a larger and

larger part of consumer cost. And unlike other taxes which

are hidden, or only cause anguish when annual payment is

due, motor fuel taxpayers are reminded every time they go to

the pump. At this time of year, family vacations are high

on the agendas of millions of Americans, and auto travel

represets the largest percentage of all travel in the U.S.

The constant reminder to motorists that a substantial part

of their fuel tax is going for deficit reduction instead of

fixing up the roads they are using and are willing to pay
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for, may indeed be a good political reason to reject the

proposed tax hike.

The amounts of money involved are not trivial.

According to the National Association of State Budget

Officers, increasing motor fuel taxes by 12 cents for non-

transportation spending would create a $3.4 billion

shortfall in the Highway Trust Fund over the next five

years -- the life of the current law. Diminished fuel

consumption would cause an additional $4 billion to be

irrevocably lost to state treasuries over the same period.

The recently released 1987 STATUS OF THE NATION'S

HIGHWAYS: CONDITIONS AND PERFORMANCE, submitted to Congress

by the U.S. Department of Transportation pursuant to Section

307 of Title 23, United States Code, highlights some

problems of very serious concern to highway users:

" "..future travel demand is anticipated to increase

an average of 2.85 percent annually through the

year 2000, reaching 2.7 trillion miles by the turn

of the century;"

" "..congestion has worsened since 1983, with the

percent of peak hour travel on urban interstates

under congested conditions increasing from 54

percent to almost 61 percent;"

" "..bridge conditions generally deteriorated over

the two-year period 1984-1986, when the propor-

tion of Interstate bridges classified as being

deficient rose from 10.6 percent in 1982 to

13.1 percent in 1984, and 14.3 percent in

1986."

The true irony of the current Federal tax hike

proposals is that none of the revenues would build or fix a

single highway or bridge, or ease congestion on vital urban

arteries, at a time when needs are rapidly outpacing

available funds, and when other Congressional budget
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constraints are already cutting back on revenues which

should be made available to the states from the Highway

Trust Fund.

We support repealing the six cents gasohol exemption

from the Federal motor fuel excise tax. The current subsidy

had some justification when it was assisting a fledgling

alcohol industry get under way. That rationale no longer

holds. The Department of Agriculture estimates, based on

the 1986 production cost of corn-based ethanol at $1.60 per

gallon, that increasing the annual fuel ethanol production

from the current 600 plus million gallons to two billion

gallons -- with present tax exemptions -- would cost Federal

and state governments more than $6.1 billion by 1995, and

eliminating the exemption would save more than $6.5

billion by 1995.

Finally, the Highway Users Federation strongly supports

measures which would curb evasion of lawfully imposed motor

fuel taxes. According to the Federal Highway

Administration, and estimated $1 billion may not now be

collected for deposit in the Highway Trust Fund at today's

excise tax level, and of course higher rates would provide

added incentive to evade. In the final analysis, highway

users are the ultimate victims when motor fuel taxes,

intended to improve the nation's highway transportation

facilities, are evaded.

We are at the threshhold of the post-Interstate era,

but there is no national highway policy beyond Fiscal Year

1991 when current authorizations expire. It will be up to

the Congress to craft a national highway program that will

effectively serve America's needs into the 21st century. It

is then that the question of increased motor fuel taxes,

specifically to pay for road needs, should be debated, not

now, and not for general revenue enhancement purposes.
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The proposed hike of the Federal motor fuel tax for

deficit reduction purposes sets a dangerous precedent which

could adversely affect the future Federal-state highway

partnership. The present strength and solidarity of that

partnership has already been severely tested during the many

months of delayed reauthorizations, delayed Interstate Cost

Estimate approvals, and cut backs in funding levels

preceding enactment of the 1987 Surface Transportation and

Uniform Relocation Assistance Act.

We believe these are compelling reasons why a motor

fuel tax hike for deficit reduction is a bad idea, and we

would urge the Committee on Finance to dismiss it once and

for all.

Thank you.
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Statement of Lester P. Lamm, Highway
Users Federation EXHIBIT I

STATE MOTOR FUEL TAX RATES

STATE STARE

ALABAKA 13 14 9 L N{ A 20 20 20
&WK 8 9 0 KM 17.5 17.6 14,6
ARIZONA 16 16 16 NEVADA 16 17 16
A1W4S 15 ias 13.5 EYHAIGWSHIR 14 14 14
.ALIFRIA 9 9 9 6 NEW JERm 9 11 0

18 20.5 1 NEV NEI1 14 16 6 L
WNI1.CTICIJT 18 19 17 2NE YORK 0 9 6.75 L
I.AVAR 13 13 13 WNORTH C, RINA 1575 15.75 15.75
D.C. 15 15.5 155 ORTH DAKOTA 17 17 13
FLORIDA 9.7 14.7 5.7 1 '0 14.7 14.7 14.7

'C-O1IA 7.5 7.5 7.5 3 OK.ADIA 16 13 16
IIVAII I 11 11 4 L o 12 12 12 L
IDO 14.5 14.5 10.5 PDSVANIA 12 12 12 6
ILLINOIS 13 15.5 13 6 1 #R HfOE AlWh D 15 15 15
INIANA 14 15 14 5 ORUTH AR IRA 15 15 9

IINA 16 185 15 SUJ 1A1WTA 13 13 11
NSAS I 13 II TiESSEE 17 16 13

9NEN Y 15 12 15 TEA 15 15 11
LCUISIANA 16 16 16 1 UTAH 19 19 19
AINE 14 14 11 VEWdT 13 14 13

1ARYLi 1&5 185 185 VIRGINIA 17.5 16 17.5
SSAD*TTS 11 11 11 VASIINITO 18 19 1&2

.NICHIAN 15 15 15 4 'NST VIRGINIA 1535 15.35 1535
MINNESOTA 17 17 15 /hVISCONSIN 20 20 20
N SS1SSIPPI 15 16 15 1 VYIN 9 8
KISS(IRI II 11 !1

* Yriae tax expressed in cents jer p1oo /W Itesince lost diart
See rtes m revuee side for aitiial infarwtion. hiaj Users Federation

k~zt 1. 1987
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NOTES

Alabama - Includes 2 cent "inspection fee" - Gasohol exemp. is off
tax without inspection fee added.

Arizona - Motor fuel tax increases I cent on 7/1/90
Connecticut - Another I cent/gal to be added each July I

through 1991
Florida - Variable: 4 cents + 5Z retail average (5.7 cent floor on

sales tax portion)
Delaware - 3 cent/gal. increase to Gasoline & Diesel 9/1/87.
Georgia - Plus 3% on retail price excluding state taxes
Hawaii - Diesel tax includes I cent/gal tax for highway use;

gasohol is exempt from sales tax
Illinois - 4% sales tax on gasohol
Indiana - Plus 8 cents special fuels surcharge on commercial

vehicles paid quarterly
Kansas - Variable: 10.5% of unwtd. average retail
Kentucky - Variable: 9% wholesale average + increase of I cent for

each 2 cent decrease in wholesale price;surtax on trucks
5.2 cents/gal, paid via report

Louisiana - Motor fuel subject to 1Z sales tax 7/1/86 - 6/30188,
(one year extension passed in 1986).

Massachusetts - Variable: 10% wholesale average
Michigan - Variable: Federal Operations & Maintenance Cost

(FOMC) + consumption (2 cent max. per year)
Mississippi - Effective 7/1/87 removal of 6% sales tax on motor

fuels as well as gasoline & Diesel tax increases:
7/1/87 6 cents/gal, 1/1/88 2 cents/gal,
1/1/89 1 cent/gal, thereafter, taxes revert to:
Gasoline - 14.4 cents/gal,Diesel - 14.75 cents/gal

Nebraska - Variable: 12.5 cent base plus excise tax
Nevada - Gasoline tax increase 2 cents, diesel 3 cents 7/1/88.
New York - 4% sales tax; 2.75% gross earnings tax on oil co.
North Carolina - Includes 0.25 cent inspection fee.

Variable: Effective 7/15/86 increase of 2 cents plus 3%
of wholesale average

Chio - Variable: Effective 7/1/87 to be adjusted March 1 each year
1988 thru 1993. Ceiling on increase is .8 of one cent/gal.
Calc. using maint. index factor & consumption of motor fuel.

Oklahoma - Includes 0.08 cent inspection fee
Oregon - Diesel taxed through ton-mile structure.Each January,

1988.- 1990, increase motor fuel tax by 2 cents/gal.
Pennsylvania - 6% is wholesale franchise tax; varies between

5.4 cents and 7.5 cents
Rhode Island - Variable: 11% wholesale average + excise tax equal

to 2% of wholesale price
South Carolina - Motor fuel tax increases I cent 1/1/89.
South Dakota - Dealers blndg ethanol w/ gas recv. I cent/gal credit
Tennessee - Incl. 1 cent special petroleum tax for gas and diesel
Texas - Make temporary motor fuel tax increase enacted in 1986

permanent as of 9/1/87.
West Virginia - Variable: 10.5 cents + 5% wholesale average
Wisconsin - Variable: Federal Operations & Maintenance Cost plus

consumption
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Draft Testlmony of Alain Carrama, Executive Dlrecto
Hiqanic Fedteation of Mlnols Chambers of Commerce
Subm o r the prited record to
the U.S Senate Finance Committee
August 14, 1987

Mr. Chairman and members of the cotaml±±ee, I am Alain Carranza, Executive
Director of the Hlqanic Federation of Illinois Chambers of Comerce, which
comprises some 11,000 Hispanic bunees through the the state. linois has
some 800,000 HIspanic residents, the fifth largest Hispanic population in the
country.

I apreciate the opportunity to be here today repreeenting the Federation on an
isue of great concern to our members. That is, congressional ;oxsa3s to
raise excise taxes.

We realize the huge task facing the members of this committee as you seek to
cut federal deficit. However, we urge you to focus on means other than
regressive taxation to solve ocx budget problems.

Excise taxes fall hardest on those least able to bear the b4xden- the poor and
minorities. Numbered among those who will be disproportionately affected are
Hispanics, who suffer from high rates of poverty and unemployment.

Currently, one in three Hispanics lives on poverty. While Hispanics make up
only 10 percent of this nations cdlen, they comprise 20 percent of the poor
chflle..

As I am sure the committee is aware, according to a recent Congresional Budget
Office study, excise tax rates as a percentage of income are as much as 15
times higher for low-income families than for wealthier householft For these
families, who live in tight budgets, increases in the prices of everyday goods,
such as gasoline, beer and cigarettes, can pose atrue hardship.

Hispanic busineses are especially hard hit by excise taxes. Most Hispanic
Ve are small and operate on a slim margin. Excise taxes must be passed

on to cqnsumers in the form of higher priced goods. The resulting loss in
sales and profits can cause a ripple effect in the surrounding community as
bucanees close, workers are laid off and have less income to spend in other
local establishments. At very least, budnessm wind up with less capital
available to invest in wages and service improvements.

In a broader sense, excise taxes constitute unwarranted meddling in the
marketplace, arbitrarily discriminating against consumers and producers of
selected goods and services.

Perharps the damage done by excise taxes would not be so striking if the
benefits were not so limited by comparison. In exchange for the harm to
consumers, businesses and the communities they support, excise taxes yield only
a drop in the bucket toward eraBing the bafloning crisis of federal debt.

Mr. Chairman, the Hispanic Federation of Ilinois Chambers of Commerce supports
efforts to reduce the federal deficit. But this worthy goal should not be
accomplished on the backs of the working poor, Hispanics and other minority
groups.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT

of the

INDEPENDENT FUEL TERMINAL OPERATORS ASSOCIATION

on the

COLLECTION OF FEDERAL GASOLINE EXCISE TAXES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Independent Fuel Terminal Operators Association
("IFTOA") strongly supports the revenue proposal to move the
collection point for Federal gasoline excise taxes up to the top
of the petroleum distribution system.

during the past several years, there has been substan-
tial gasoline tax evasion. Last July, the Subcommittee on Over-
sight of the House Committee on Ways and Means held a hearing to
determine the magnitude of the problem. Estimates of lost reve-
nue to the Federal Government ranged from about $200 million to
$1 billion annually.

To address this problem, the Tax Reform Act of 1986
(P.L. 99-514) moved the point of collection of the tax, effective
January 1, 1988, "up stream" to the refiner, importer or terminal
operator. The Treasury Department plans to issue proposed regu-
lations to implement this provision in the near future. It ap-
pears that those regulations will, in most instances, make
removal from the terminal the taxable event.

IFTOA believes that deferring tax collection to the
point of removal from the terminal does not satisfactorily cor-
rect collection abuses; rather, it continues to provide marketers
with significant opportunities to avoid the payment of the tax,
and may even have the unintended result of actually increasing
the evasion. To implement Congressional intent and avoid tax
evasion, IFTOA recommends that Congress adopt the collection
amendment proposed in the Description of Options. It should
include the following elements:

1. Tax is imposed upon the removal of gasoline from
the refinery; it is paid and collected by the refiner.

2. Tax is imposed at the port of entry when it enters
the United States; it is paid by the importer of record and col-
lected by the U.S. Customs Service.

3. To prevent any refiner or terminal operator from
obtaining a competitive advantage by holding the collected taxes,
remittance to the Federal Government would be required every
week. However, the filing requirement of a quarterly tax return
would not be changed.

Accordingly, the Independent Fuel Terminal Operators
Association urges that Section 4081 of the Internal Revenue Code
be amended to permit the imposition and collection of the federal
gasoline excise tax at the earliest point of distribution. Such
a measure would minimize tax evasion and bring substantial addi-
tional revenue annually to the Federal Government even at the
current tax rates. This proposed method of collection would more
efficiently implement the objectives of the section originally
adopted by the Congress as part of the Tax Reform Act last fall.
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Mr. Chairman:

I am Joseph J. Ackell, a Senior Vice President and

Chief Legal Officer of Northville Industries Corp. of Melville,

New York. Northville is an independent marketer and trader of

refined petroleum products principally in the Mid-Atlantic

states; we operate several deepwater terminals in New Ydrk and

New Jersey with approximately 11 million barrels of storage capa-

city.

I am appearing today on behalf of the Independent Fuel

.erminal Operators Association ("IFTOA"). IFTOA strongly sup-

ports the Joint Committee proposal to move the collection point

for federal gasoline excise taxes to the top of the petroleum

distribution system. This revenue option appeared in the "Des-

cription of Possible Options to Increase Revenues prepared for

the Committee on Ways and Means" by the staffs of the Joint Com-

mittee on Taxation and the Committee on Ways and Means.-/ It

simply builds on the efforts of the Congress in the last session

to eliminate gasoline tax evasion.

IFTOA is composed of 19 companies which operate 57

deepwater and 42 barge oil terminals along the East Coast from

Maine to Florida.?/ None is affiliated with a major oil company.

Members are primarily marketers of residual fuel oils (Nos. 4, 5

and 6 fuels) and home heating oil (No. 2 fuel); several companies

Y U.S. Government Printing Office, "Description of Possible
Options to Increase Revenues Prepared for the Committee on
Ways and Means" at 66 (June 25, 1987).

A list .of members and a description of the Association is
attached. (Attachment A).
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also market significant volumes of gasoline at wholesale and

retail levels. Members handle nearly 50% of the non-utility

residual fuel oil shipped to the East Coast, nearly 60% of the

non-utility residual fuel oil shipped to New England, 25% of the

No. 2 heating oil shipped to the East Coast, and nearly 50% of

the No. 2 heating oil shipped to New England.

I. Current Law

Current federal law provides for a tax of 9.1 cents per

gallon on motor gasoline. Section 4081 of the Internal Revenue

Code. The tax is designed to be imposed at the manufacturer's

level; however, in many situations the tax may be deferred to the

end of the distribution chain through tax-exempt transfers.

Thus, the tax is generally collected and remitted to the Internal

Revenue Service by either the distributor selling gasoline to the

retail marketer or the retail marketer.

Unfortunately, this system of deferral has resulted in

substantial tax evasion. Firms have engaged in complex trans-

actions to obscure recognition of the taxable entity, including

but not limited to "daisy chain" operations; in these transac-

tions companies operating with invalid tax exempt certificates

purchase gasoline and resell the product many times in paper

transactions.

Numerous bogus or "shell" corporations have been able to
obtain tax exempt certificates. In other cases, otherwise
legitimate firms hold forged or cancelled certificates. Be-
cause the Federal Government does not maintain a centralized

(footnote continued)
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Last July, the Subcommittee on Oversight of the House

Committee on Ways and Means held a hearing to determine the mag-

nitude of the problem. Treasury officials estimated the loss of

revenue to the Federal Government from such evasion to be about

$200 million annually. A private consulting firm, National Econ-

omic Research Associates, Inc., published a report this January

placing the loss at more than $500 million; the Federal Bureau of

Investigation testified last summer and more recently stated its

conclusion that gasoline tax evasion costs the government as much

as $800 million per year.4 Finally, a gasoline marketer, who

had been involved in elaborate tax evasion schemes in New York,

testified that the loss was closer to $1 billion annually. These

amounts represent significant losses to the Federal Government.5-

(footnote continued from previous page)
libt of tax exempt certificates, it is not possible for dis-
tributors who deal with such firms to verify the validity of
a certificate presented to them.

Pasztor, Andy and Gutfeld, Rose The Wall Street Journal,
"Fuel Fraud," p. 1 (February 6, 1987).

Tax evasion not only deprives Federal and state governments
of taxes owed; it also places legitimate businessmen at a
substantial competitive disadvantage. For example, in the
State of New York federal and state gasoline taxes total
about 30 cents per gallon. If a company is able to avoid
paying that tax liability, it can undersell honest business-
'men by a substantial amount and greatly diminish their mar-
ket share. The consumer may benefit from this initial dis-
honesty through lower gasoline prices; however, the consumer
will ultimately pay higher taxes in other contexts to com-
pensate for the loss of gasoline tax revenues.
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II. Tax Reform Act

To address this problem, the Tax Reform Act of 1986

(P.L. 99-514) moved the point of collection of the tax, effective

January 1, 1988, "up stream" to the refiner, importer or terminal

operator. Specifically, the law provides:

1. if a refiner or an importer (a non-terminal opera-

tor) removes oil from a facility or sells it, without transfer-

ring the oil in bulk to a terminal operator, the refiner or im-

porter will collect the tax;

2. a bulk transfer of gasoline from a refiner or

importer to a terminal operator is not considered a removal or

sale; and

3. if a terminal operator receives gasoline, it col-

lects the tax on the earlier of (a) the removal or (b) the sale

of the gasoline.6-

The Treasury Department plans to issue proposed regula-

tions to implement this provision in the near future. It appears

that those regulations will, in most instances, -make removal from

the terminal the taxable event.

III. Proposed Revenue Option

IFTOA believes that deferring tax collection to the

point of removal from the terminal does not satisfactorily

V The law does not address the issue of how to handle ship-
ments between terminals or exchanges.
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correct collection abuses because it continues to provide market-

ers with significant opportunities to avoid the payment of the

tax, and it may even have the unintended result of actually in-

creasing the evasion. For example, once gasoline entersa termi-

nal, particularly oil not owned by the terminal operator, it can

be bought and sold many times over./ Such turnover makes it

difficult to trace the ownership of the oil leaving the terminal

and increases the likelihood that the tax will remain unpaid.

To implement Congressional intent and avoid tax evasion,

IFTOA recommends that Congress adopt the collection amendment

proposed in the Description of Options. The amendment should

include the following elements:

1. Domestic Gasoline

Tax is imposed upon the removal of gasoline from the

refinery; it is paid and collected by the refiner.

2. Imported Gasoline

Tax is imposed at the port of entry when it enters the

United States; it is paid by the importer of record and collected

by the U.S. Customs Service.

In many instances importers of refined petroleum products do
not own their own terminal and storage facilities. Thus,
they retain the services of a terminal operator to perform
the function of unloading the vessel and placing the oil in
storage for subsequent distribution. For these services
they pay a terminalling fee. In these instances the im-
porter, not the terminal operator, holds title to the pro-
duct.
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3. Remittance

To prevent any refiner or terminal operator from ob-

taining a competitive advantage by holding the collected taxes,

remittance to the Federal Government would be required every

week. However, the filing requirement of a quarterly tax return

would not be changed.

IV. The Float

Gasoline distributors who purchase product from refin-

ers or terminal operators have been advocating that they serve as

collectors of the tax. Their objective is to hold the money for

a limited time prior to remittance. During this time, these

distributors would have use of the funds; they could either de-

posit the money in an interest-bearing account or use the funds

to reduce working capital requirements. The "float", the term

used to describe the holding of the collected tax revenues, is

beneficial because it provides a marketer with extra working

capital. Currently, these distributors oppose the move of the

tax collection point to the refiner or terminal operator because

they would like to retain the float which they believe to be

significant.

In 1985, the National Economic Research Associates,

Inc., a private economic consulting firm, analyzed and quantified

the float earned by New York distributors on collection of state
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taxes.8-/ NERA determined that the float was far less significant

than originally thought and ranged from $100 to about $500 per

month for each distributor. Thus, it was not an essential source

of income for such distributors. An analysis of the value of the

float based on the collection of federal taxes is likely to pro-

duce a similar conclusion.

Moreover, placing the point of collection further down

the distribution chain to provide certain marketers with the

"float" undermines the purpose of the law -- to eliminate or at

least substantially reduce tax evasion. Any benefits from the

float are far outweighted by the threat of greater fraud and tax

evasion.9/

Evasion of gasoline excise taxes has been a significant
problem in New york during the prior five years.

2/ Prior to 1982, New York collected its state and local gaso-
line taxes from gasoline retailers. This method proved to
be burdensome; the large number of retailers (about 10,000)
and their rapid turnover made admini tration and enforcement
difficult. In an attempt to deal with this problem,
New York State passed legislation in 1982 to collect these
taxes from distributors, rather than retailers (as is now
being proposed by the distributors), because there are only
about 400 distributors statewide; it was thought that col-
lecting taxes at this level would be easier to administer
and enforce.

Unfortunatley, the legislation had the unintended effect of
increasing significantly the financial incentives for gaso-
line tax evasion. Because the volume of gasoline handled by
the average distributor was much greater than that handled
by the average retailer, the amount of taxes to be paid by
individual distributors was correspondingly larger. To
evade these taxes, a variety of schemes was invented to sell
gasoline without reporting the taxes to the State. Begin-
ning in the last quarter of 1982, there was an upsurge in

(footnote continued)
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V. Increased Taxes

At present there-is much discussion in Congress about

increasing the federal gasoline excise tax. For example, a reve-

nue proposal to increase the tax by 5 or 10 cents per gallon

appears in the Revenue Options booklet.L-J Assuming such a pro-

posal is enacted, there will be substantially greater monetary

incentive for tax evasion.

VI. Conclusion

Accordingly, the Independent Fuel Terminal Operators

Association urges that Section 4081 of the Internal Revenue Code

be amended to permit the imposition and collection of the federal

gasoline excise tax at the earliest point of distribution. Such

a measure would minimize tax evasion and bring substantial addi-

tional revenue annually to the Federal Government even at current

tax rates. This proposed method of collection would more

efficiently implement the objectives of the section originally

adopted by the Congress as part of the Tax Reform Act last fall.

Thank you very much.

(footnote continued from previous page)
bootleg and other unreported gasoline sales; these sales
res Ilted in lost tax revenues for the State and its local-
ities and injured legitimate distributors who competed
against dealers selling illegally low-priced gasoline. To
correct the problem, in late 1985 New York moved the point
of collection to the first import or sale. This change
proved successful; in the first year following its implemen-
tation, the State of New York collected more than $160 mil-
lion of additional revenue.

iJ U.S. Government Printing Office, "Description of Possible
options to Increase Revenues prepared for the Committee on
Ways and Means" at 63 (June 25, 1987).
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ATTACHMENT A

MEMBERS

INDEPENDENT FUEL TERMINAL OPERATORS ASSOCIATION

Astroline Corporation
Saugus, Massachusetts

Atlantic Fuels Marketing Corp.
Montvale, New Jersey

Belcher Oil Company
Miami, Floridd

Bray Terminals, Inc.
Albany, New York

Castle Coal & Oil Co., Inc.
Bronx, New York

Catamount Petroleum Corporation
Chelsea, Massachusetts

Colonial Oil Industries, Inc.
Savannah, Georgia

Global Petroleum Corp.
Waltham, Massachusetts

Gulf Oil-Cumberland Farms
Canton, Massachusetts

.Meenan Oil Co., Inc.
Syosset, New York

Northeast Petroleum Division
of Cargill, Incorporated

Chelsea, Massachusetts

Northville Industries Corp.
Melville, New York

Quinoil Industries, Inc.
Quincy, Massachusetts

C.H. Sprague & Son Company
Boston, Massachusetts

Steuart Petroleum Company
Piney Point, Maryland

Swann Oil, Inc.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Webber Tanks, Inc.
Bucksport, Maine

Whaleco
Brooklyn, New York

Wyatt, Inc.
New Haven, Connecticut

The 19 companies listed above own and control terminals
capable of receiving ocean-going tankers. None is affiliated
with a major integrated oil company. Members of the Association
are independent marketers of home heating oil (No. 2 fuel), re-
sidual fuel oils (Nos. 4, 5 and 6 fuels), gasoline and other
petroleum products.

They distribute more than 50% of the No. 2 fuel oil consumed
in New England and nearly 25% of the No. 2 fuel oil consumed
along the East Coast. They distribute nearly 60% of the residual
fuel oil burned by non-utility consumers in New England and near-
ly 50% on the East Coast.

The 19 companies own and control 57 deepwater terminals and
42 barge terminals, with a total storage capacity of over 58
million barrels. Of the total, about 26 million barrels are for
No. 2 fuel oil, about 24 million barrels are for residual fuel
oil, and about 7.4 million barrels are for gasoline and other
products.
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE COUNCIL
750 TWteerth SVeet SE, Wasion, D.C. 20003 USA
Telephone: 02) 547-1727

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

HEARINGS ON BUDGET RESOLUTION

JULY 18, 1987

Hr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I am Dr. Peter T.

Nelsen. I am an economist and President of the International

Trade Council. ITC is a trade Association that represents pro-

ducers of U.S. products, commodities and services In 49 of the

50 states.

The budget resolution passed by Congress instructs the Fi-

nance Committee to report legislation raising $19.3 billion

in new revenue for fiscal year 1988.

Any type or form of tax increase at this time might very

probably drive our fragile economy Into a recession which

would cause thousands of Americans to lose their Jobs and In

turn reduce tax revenue to the government.

ITC herewith presents a positive alternative which will

eliminate the need for additional taxes and enable us to

spend within the limits of the Gramm-Rudman At.
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Federal Debt Reduction Proposal

The International Trade Council and the International De-

velopment Institute have jointly conducted a thorough economic

policy study on the possible solutions to the three major

interrelated problems that face the United States economy and

which have a profound effect on the free world economy.

These problems are:

(1) the growing national debt;

(2) the growing annual budget deficit; and

(3) the foreign trade deficit.

The Federal Debt Reduction Proposal is designed to effec-

tively address 6hese problems.

The national debt has accumulated to a figure of about $2

trillion. Interest on this debt has risen to almost $150 bil-

lion in 1986, while the annual federal budget deficit has been

running in excess of $200 billion. Continuation of these cur-

rent deficits and interest rates for another five years would

lead to a $3 trillion debt and interest payments of nearly $200

billion. (See Appendix A.)

The federal government has attempted to deal with this

deficit by financing the federal budget deficit in two ways:

(1) by increasing the money supply; and

(2) by borrowing in credit markets.

-1-
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The increases in the money supply, ranging from 9% to 12%

have not been adequate to avoid the latter practice of borrowing

heavily in credit markets, both home and abroad.

This heavy borrowing has until recently created higher and

higher real interest rates which attracts foreign investors to

the U.S. dollar and thereby strengthens the dollar. (The I0I

proposal would largely substitute new U.S. money for foreign

investment.) The recent drop in the dollar has not yet caused a

decline in the foreign investment. Therefore, the price of U.S.

products have been more expensive and the 1986 trade deficit

rose to $170 billion, and the current account deficit to $140

billion.

Clearly there is a need for prompt and effective action.

The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act has mandated a reduction in gov-

ernment spending and reflects the intent of Congress and the

electorate to address the three major problems.

The reduction in government spending by itself could have

an adverse side effect in that it will serve to dampen the level

of nominal growth in the Gross National Product (GNP) that oc-

curred in 1986 and that is projected to continue through 1987.

The present rate of growth is 2.3 percentum; this matches the

rate of growth in the other industrialized countries and could

be sustained if there are no adverse regulatory changes.

Some sectors of the public have demanded regulatory change

in the form of increased taxes. This is seen as an alternative

-2-
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to further cutting social programs. However, this would com-

pound the shock to the economy that decreased government spend-

ing would impose and the likely result, coupled with the infla-

tionary effect on the falling dollar, wou"d cause a recession in

1987 or 1988.

Any reduction in the growth of GNP would also increase

unemployment which would trigger a downturn by perception

regardless of the economic reality and thus push the country

further toward a recession.

These alternatives are unacceptable; therefore, IDI has

formulated a proposal that will allow the federal debt to be

retired over 10 to 15 years with minima) risk of inflation or

recession.

Proposal

It is proposed herewith that a change in monetary policy

to be adopted, to-wit: the Treasury and the United States Fed-

eral Reserve Board (FRB) would change its method of increasing

the money supply. The FRB will infuse new money into the econo-

my to payoff debt notes (Government Bonds) as they become due in

an amount of not less than the planned increase in the annual

money supply (growth in GNP plus inflation plus FRB planned in-

crease, recently totaling approximately 10%), and not more than

the amount of the foreign trade deficit, i.e., between $100 and

$170 billion for 1986, to be applied in 1987. This will enable

the federal government to reduce borrowing money from major Wall

Street lenders for this purpose.

-3-
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This method would be substituted for the way the money

supply is presently increased by foreign investment and by the

FRB through discount loans to banks, etc. By placing the new

funds into circulation in payment of bonds due, or by using the

funds to pay other government expenses, the funds will in turn

go into the private sector economy and into the banks.

The present system of borrowing on Wall Street by selling

federal notes and bonds is highly inflationary. When federal

notes and bonds are sold at 5-8% yield with no risk to the pur-

chaser, they are equal in value to private sector financial in-

struments yielding 10-12%. This sets an artificial floor for

private sector investment and capital expansion since it is dif-

ficult for private investors to justify investments that would

not yield more than that of government paper.

In order to make the proposal politically acceptable, the

following three conditions would have to be imposed:

(1) the amount of new money to be issued would be up

to but not above the current year's foreign trade def-

icit; i.e., the amount that has left the domestic

economy in overseas pa)nent of imports;

(2) the funds could only be used to payoff current or

existing principal debts;

(3) the laws and regulations implementing this pro-

posal would expire when the national debt is

eliminated.

This proposal does not suggest increasing the money supply

in M1 or M2. Rather the FRB will issue new money credits to pay

-4-
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off federal notes, bonds and approved budget expenditures when

they become due, and curtail the increasing money supply by

giving less credits to lending institutions at the federal dis-

count rate and thus avoiding the artificial flour for interest

rate; in the private sector. Past purchasers of government

bonds would reinvest their proceeds in industry bonds and com-

mercial investments thus funding productivity and employment.

They would not be inclined to leave their money in M1 or M2.

Historical Background

In recent years the United States has had a loose fiscal

policy with increasing deficits and a tight monetary policy.

There now exists a unique accord between the President, both

parties in Congress and a recognition by the voting public that

the federal debt, current budget debt and the trade deficit must

be corrected. We are, therefore, with Gramm-Rudman-Hollings

changing 180 degrees, moving toward a tight fiscal policy and a

relaxed monetary policy; thus, keeping the present interest

rates in order to expand the economy.

Issuing new money has always been one of the tools with

which the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board has controlled

the economy. Other methods have included adjusting the discount

rate and changing reserve requirement for banks.

Foreign investment has substantially increased the money

supply. The lack of control by the U.S. of the possible sudden

withdrawal of large amounts of those funds have become an item

of concern to the U.S.

-5-
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There have been times when the national budget deficits

were covered by the printing of new money. More recently, defi-

cits have been covered by selling government bonds on Wall

Street. Both methods are characteristically inflationary to the

same extent, i.e., both methods have traditionally caused the

same risk of inflation.

The amount paid to Interest on the national debt has been

the fastest growing item in recent federal budgets (presently

15.5%). These interest payments have increasingly been paid to

people and institutions outside of the United States.

The unprecedented rise in the trade deficit since the

beginning of 1983, together with the rise in the world price of

the United States money, has created an unprecedented scenario

caused primarily by the perception around the world that the

United States is a "safe haven" for investment in a sea of in-

stability on other parts of the world.

While the influx of foreign investment has been of some

benefit to the U.S. economy in the short run, it cannot be

relied upon to assure a healthy, stable economy in the long run.

Monies invested here from other countries would bring greater

benefit to our economy if those funds were invested in their

home economies thus strengthening and stabilizing those nations

and creating strong partners with which to trade.

If "all" investment capital would come to the United

States in the form of investment, there would be a scenario like

a monopoly game where one player wins all of the resources and

-6-
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all the other players lose. The objective in international

economics must be to keep the 'game" going with as many liquid

players as possible.

Analysis of Proposal

The Debt Reduction Proposal would have the following

beneficial effects:

(1) the market demand for the U.S. dollar would de-

crease; therefore, would the price of the U.S. dollar.

This will make it easier for U.S. producers to compete

in the world market and the trend of the trade deficit

will be reversed;

(2) foreign capital would more likely be invested in

its domestic economy which would create market oppor-

tunities for U.S. producers, both for export of capi-

tal equipment and for consumer goods sought by the

workers employed there;

(3) geopolitical stability would be enhanced in ap-

proximately 100 "non-aligned" countries which are

teetering between Communist rule and democracy. The

success of the free enterprise opportunities would

prove to be the best antidote to the spread of con-

trolled, maxists-inspired economies;

(4) decreased demand for investment in government

securities will free up capital for other investment

and thus eliminate the artificial floor and drive down

the "real interest rate;"

(5) the Debt Reduction Proposal is "inflation- neutral"

-7-
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because when IX" dollars worth of goods are purchased

abroad, the dollars that are paid are credited to for-

eign accounts in payment thereof; therefore, an infu-

sion in M3 and M4 will not change the amount of money

in circulation. Those dollars stay or return to the

U.S. as investment capital or to purchase U.S. exports

and thereby benefit the U.S. economy;

(6) the Debt Reduction Proposal is "revenue positive"

in that if the demand for government bonds and notes

is reduced, that capital will flow to private sector

investment which will create increased productivity

and greater taxable earnings to the investor and jobs;

(7) the Federal Reserve Board would retain numerous

methods of controlling the money supply, i.e., adjust-

ing the discount rate, changing reserve requirements

of the banks, etc.;

(8) the U.S. free enterprise system depends on expand-

ing markets to attract investment capital. It is,

therefore, essential that trading partners are devel-

oped overseas and that there is investment In expanded

productivity at home so that the U.S. can more effec-

tively compete in the world market place and develop a

comparative advantage in the world wide economy;

(9) the Debt Reduction Proposal would have no effect

upon the net worth of American resources since we sub-

stantially owe the money to ourselves (the same analy-

sis does not apply to countries who owe the U.S.

economy debt payable in dollars);

-8-
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(10) the Debt Reduction Proposal will make the U.S.

economy healthier thereby reducing pressure from sec-

tors demanding protectionist measures. Such measures

are not in the U.S. consumers' interest and would make

it more difficult for U.S. producers to export.

(11) At this time it is important to give the economy

time to adjust to the lower valued dollar which should

bring about an increase in exports of 3% and a reduc-

tion in imports of about 1%, thus narrowing the trade

gap and Justifying a postponement of any thought of

protectionist legislation. Any further effort to drop

the value of the dollar would be highly inflationary

and should be opposed for the rest of 1987. The im-

mediate task should be to help U.S. producers become

more competitive in the world market by regulatory

reform and inducement for thousands of U.S. producers

to enter the export market through cooperative world

marketing and distribution efforts, such as the U.S.

International TradeCenter system sponsored by ITC and

IDI.

(12) The substitution of U.S. treasury funds for for-

eign capital will reduce the U.S. foreign debt which

last year made the U.S. the largest debtor nation in

the world.

-9-
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Conclusion

The Debt Reduction Proposal will assist the future Im-

plementatlon of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act with minimized

risk of undue shock to the U.S. economy and eliminate the need

for new taxes.

The implementation of the Debt Reduction Proposal will

free up investment capital that can be invested in productive

enterprise, thereby permitting U.S. producers to compete more

effectively in the world market and over time increases U.S.

exports to match our imports.

The proposal is no cure or excuse for deficit spending, but

the temporary implementation of the proposed change, together with

a concurrent provision to avoid increases in the size of the annual

Federal budget, until federal revenue receipts, increased by

inflation and growth in G.N.P., equals the annual budget expenditures

-- will balance the budget within eight to ten years.

- 10 -
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STATEMENT OF

THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SHOPPING CENTERS

My name is Wallace R. Woodbury. I am Chairman of the
Board of Woodbury Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah, a long-
established real estate development, brokerage, management and
consulting firm. I am also Chairman of the Tax Subcommittee of
the Government Affairs Committee of the International Council of
Shopping Centers (ICSC), and I submit this testimony today on
behalf of the members of ICSC.

The International Council of Shopping Centers is the
trade association for the shopping center industry with over
21,000 members. Membership includes developers, owners,
retailers, lenders and all others having a professional interest
in the shopping center industry. ICSC members represent most of
the 28,500 shopping centers in the United States. In 1986 these
centers generated $20.3 billion in sales tax revenues and
employed 6.9 million people.

The "Description of Possible Options to Increase
Revenues* prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on
Taxation contains numerous provisions that concern the members of
ICSC. The real estate and shopping center industries are
concerned that many of the proposals would inappropriately reduce
investment in real estate and decrease the ability of shopping
centers and retailers to adequately serve the needs of consumers.
It is important that the consequences to the shopping center
industry of future tax policy changes contained in the proposals
be carefully considered.

(1) VALUE ADDED TAX

Proposal

Present law does not provide for a federal sales tax.
The proposal imposes a new value added tax (VAT) which is the
economic equivalent of a tax at each stage of production. A
value added tax is a sales tax imposed on the value added to
goods and services by each business.

Two types of VATs are proposed. The first is modeled
after the VAT used in Europe whereby each business calculates the
tax based on its sales and is permitted a credit for the VAT
already imposed on its purchases. The second type is referred to
as a business alternative minimum tax (BAMT). This tax is
imposed on the difference between a business' receipts and

expenses. Under the BAMT, deductions are granted for the
employer-paid portion of the social security tax (FICA), one-half
of a self-employed individual's social security tax (SECA) and a
business' net operating losses.
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ICSC Position

ICSC opposes the imposition of a value added tax.
Shopping centers account for more than o;ie-half of the retail
sales in the U.S. (excluding automobile sales). As the proposal
states, a VAT is the "economic equivalent of a retail sales tax,"
and a 5% VAT would approximately double the sales tax imposed by
most states. This would reduce retail sales, adversely affecting
employment and the economy generally and shopping centers in
particular, and ultimately reducing the federal tax revenues.

Another defect of a VAT is that, like all sales taxes,
it is regressive. It also would establish a completely new
system of federal taxation, and would impinge on a source of
revenue that has traditionally been reserved to the states.

(2) REDUCTION IN INDIVIDUAL AND CORPORATE TAX PREFERENCES

Proposal

Exclusions, credits, deductions, and deferrals of tax
liability provide economic incentives to the private sector, tax
relief to certain taxpayers, and are necessary to measure the
Unet" income to which the federal tax applies. The pamphlet
proposes to reduce certain of these "preferences* by either 10%
or 20% for purposes of both the regular income tax and the
alternative minimum tax 'AMT." Items of deferral (e.g.,
accelerated depreciation) would be permitted only to the extent
of a certain percentage of the item involved. Among the
preference items cited for possible percentage reduction are
"accelerated" depreciation, itemized deductions for individuals,
ITC, business and travel expenses. The description also proposes
to increase the AMT rate.

ICSC Position

ICSC opposes the proposed reductions in certain tax
preferences. Congress has eschewed a gross income tax for the
reason that gross income does not realistically measure real
income. The production of income necessarily involves
expenditures on the part of taxpayers, and these expenditures
should be fully accounted for in measuring taxable income.

Reducing depreciation deductions by 10% further
exacerbates the insufficient 31.5 year straight-line recovery
period for non-residential real property. Denying taxpayers 10%
of their depreciation deduction effectively extends the recovery
period for non-residential real property to 35 years while a 1973
study of actual'depreciation rates of shopping centers showed an
average life of 25 years with a range of 22 to 29 years. Other
legitimate expenses that are incurred for the production of
income, such as travel costs, also would be inappropriately
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limited. The current AMT already prevents taxpayers from taking

full advantage of certain tax preferences.

(3) LIMITATIONS ON THE DEDUCTIBILITY OF ADVERTISING COSTS

Proposal

The proposal would treat advertising expenses not as
ordinary and necessary business expenses that are currently
deductible, but rather as capital expenditures that must be
amortized, at least in part, over a peciod of years. The
proposal would require 4-year amortization of 20% of advertising
expenditures or, for firms with over $5 million in gross
receipts, permanently deny a deduction for 20% of the
expenditures and require the remaining 80% to be amortized over 2
years.

ICSC Position

ICSC opposes any limitations on the deductibility of
advertising expenses. Such limitations will discourage
advertising, resulting in a reduction in sales and a consequent
ultimate diminution of federal and state tax revenues.

Shopping centers have been economic successes primarily
because many businesses compete to provide the best and least
expensive goods and services, in close proximity to one another,
strongly facilitating the benefits of a free market economy to
consumers. Businesses advertise to inform customers of the way
they compete in providing their goods and services. A reduction
in advertising will result in a reduction of competition.

In addition, shopping centers are major locations for
new and small businesses due to the availability and relative
affordability of retail space. These businesses rely heavily on
advertising to establish themselves as viable entitites in the
market. New businesses necessarily advertise heavily in their
first year need to deduct this expense in that year in order to
avoid financial hardships. This proposal would be particularly
unfair to small business because it would act as an impediment to
the success of smaller, lesser-known enterprises.

Congress should also be aware that all advertising
expenditures o.re not for the same purpose and do not produce the
same benefits. Price advertisements that announce short-term
sales or product availability attempt to match buyers wi4-h
sellers and establish supply-demand adjustments in the short-run.
Such advertisements are heavily used by retailers in shopping
centers, have short-term impact, and should be currently
deductible.
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(4) INSTALLMENT SALES

Proposal

Under present law, enacted last year by the Tax Reform
Act, dealer sales of real property and sales of real property for
over $150,000 (which includes virtually all shopping centers)
used in the taxpayer's trade or business or held for the
production income are subject to the "proportionate disallowance
rule." This rule requires the taxpayer to treat a portion of the
installment obligation calculated by a complicated formula (the
amount of the obligation multiplied by his total debt to asset
ratio) as a payment on the installment obligation.

The proposal would completely repeal installment sales
treatment for taxpayers subject to the proportionate disallowance
rule as well as for all sales by dealers.

ICSC Position

ICSC opposes the installment sales proposal and urges
Congress instead to repeal the installment sales provisions of
the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA '86).

The installment sales rules were originally enacted to
ensure that sellers pay tax on sales proceeds only as the
proceeds were received. Congress recognized that taxpayers
engaging in installment sales may lack the liquidity to pay the
tax on the entire gain from the sale. TRA '86 essentially
repealed the tax benefits from the installment sales rules for
many taxpayers. The proportionate disallowance rule is a
significant restriction on installment sales and fails to
accurately measure income for tax purposes or any other financial
purpose.

Non-dealers in commercial real estate and business
property should be subject to the installment sales rules of
prior law which would allow them to treat installment sales
payments as income only when those payments are received. It is
unreasonable to create a situation where the tax liability in the
year of a sale may exceed the cash received by the seller in the
transaction. This change would reestablish seller financing as
an available method of selling business and investment property,
a method that often is the only means available, particularly in
periods of high interest rates. Installment sales are
traditionally used by new entrants in the shopping center
business that find it difficult or impossible to obtain
commercial financing. Since businesses involving substantial
real estate operations traditionally have large amounts of debt
in relation to assets, individuals involved in the sale of
shopping centers are unfairly burdened by the proportionate
disallowance rule, penalizing taxpayers because of extrinsic debt
totally unrelated to the transaction.

76-782 0 - 88 - 14
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Because installment sales treatment does not eliminate
ultimate tax liability, neither the TRA '86 changes nor the
reinstatement of pre-TRA '86 law affect the total amount of tax
paid. The timing of the payment of that tax is important,
however, and it is unfair to require the payment on a tax in
excess of the cash received on a sale. Inability to pay the tax
in many cases will prevent the sale and reduce federal revenues.

(5) PARTNERSHIP PROVISIONS

Proposals

Master limited partnerships (OMLPs") are limited
partnerships the interests of which are publicly traded or
offered. MLPs are classified as partnerships pursuant to the
characteristics set forth in the Treasury regulations
distinguishing partnerships from corporations. One proposal
would treat MLPs as corporations for federal tax purposes.
Another proposal would treat MLPs and all limited partnerships as
corporations for AMT purposes but not for regular income tax
purposes. In addition, net income from MLPs would be deemed
portfolio income rather than passive income, and MLPs would be
prevented from passing through tax losses, deductions or credits
to limited partners.

Another proposal would prevent the pass-through of tax
losses, deductions or credits to limited partners in all limited
partnerships. Net income would be taxed only at the partner
level, and would be classified as portfolio rather than passive
income in the hands of the partners.

ICSC Position

ICSC opposes these proposals to radically alter the
taxation of partnerships and has submitted more detailed
testimony explaining the reasons for it's opposition to the
Committee in regard to the hearings on MLPs.

However, in summary, ICSC believes the master limited
partnership and limited partnership provisions would inhibit new
shopping center development and investment in risky development,
misstate a partner's real income by disregarding certain losses,
and discourage small business start-up. Taxing real estate MLPs
as corporations will cause double taxation and significantly
reduce yields to investors causing an outflow of capital from
such investments. Rental real estate losses should not be deemed
passive while income from such properties will be classified as
protfolio income.
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(6) RECOVERY PERIOD DETERMINED BY REFERENCE TO 125% OF LEASE

TERM

Proposal

The present tax law assigns recovery periods to
property for depreciation purposes. The proposal would provide
special recovery periods for leased property, equal to the longer
of 125% of the lease term (including renewal options) or the
recovery period otherwise applicable.

ICSC Position

ICSC opposes establishing recovery periods for leased
property by reference to the term of the lease. The proposal
ignores the fact that the true economic life of an asset remains
the same whether it is owned or leased. This will result in
substantially different recovery periods for identical
properties. The negotiated duration and price of shopping center
leases considers not only the use of the structure but also the
long-term acquisition of an attractive commercial location and
the long-term business relationship among shopping center
tenants.

Long-term shopping center leases involving major
retailers confer residual value to both the tenant and the
lessor. Inducing a major retailer to join a shopping center
enables the lessor to more readily attract commercial financing
as well as smaller tenants.

The major retailer, on the other hand, seeks to secure
an attractive business location for an extended period. Any
renewal options included in the lease represent a retailer's
desire to preserve its location and participation in the
successful "tenant mix" created by the developer to attract
shoppers to the center. The lease also gives the major retailer
the option to abandon unsuccessful sites at a minimum cost.

An option to renew is by nature unilateral. If by
hindsight a tenant determines the option to have economic value,
whether due to increased land value or interim remodeling and
capital expenditures or otherwise, optionee will exercise without
regard to whether the original improvement has any substantial
residual value. Consequently, renewal options are not reflective
of the economic life of improvements.

All long-term tenants in shopping centers expect that
their facility will be substantially remodeled at least every 10
years. This remodeling is necessary in order for the retailer to
compete effectively with businesses located in new, modern
facilities and with others who remodel to remain competitive in
attracting customers. Both parties envision that substantial
reinvestment will be required on the roof, air conditioning, and
elevator systems as they wear out, and in both the interior and
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the shell of the building in order to maintain the shopping
center's commercial attractiveness. Thus, the renewal option is
not a judgment by the tenant that the original structure will
retain its value over that period, but an effort by the tenant to
secure a desirable business location and commercial relationships
over the long term. The lease term and options for renewal,
therefore, do not bear any correlation to the commercially
economic useful life of the structure.

Studies conducted for ICSC by Touche Ross indicate that
the average useful life of a shopping center structure is 25
years with a range from 22 to 29 years. Therefore, the current
recovery period of 31.5 straight-line years for nonresidential
real estate is inadequate to allow the full recovery of the
capital invested during the economic life of the improvements and
imposes a tax on capital rather than income. These impacts would
be exacerbated by establishing the recovery period by reference
to a lease term and renewal options which bear no correlation to
the structure's useful life and which could produce a
depreciation period which far exceeds the real economic life of
the property.

(7) LIKE-KIND EXCHANGES

Proposal

Present law provides that no gain or loss is recognized
if property held for use in the taxpayer's trade or business (or
property held for investment purposes) is exchanged solely for
property of a like-kind that will also be held for business (or
investment) purposes. Deferred exchanges may occur, subject to
limitations, provided the exchange property be designated within
45 days and the exchange be completed within 180 days following
the date of the original transfer.

The proposal would deny like-kind exchange treatment
for real estate. Alternatively, the proposal would narrow the
types of property that would qualify as like-kind for tax-
deferred exchange by considering similar use of property rather
than ownership classification. Another alternative proposal
would require that all like-kind exchanges must be made
simultaneously.

ICSC Position

ICSC opposes the like-kind exchange proposals because
they are inconsistent with basic tax policy considerations, are
unfair to the real estate industry, would lock-in properties, and
would substantially inhibit the flow of real estate capital.

Like-kind exchange nonrecognition treatment is
justified because taxpayers remain in the same economic position
after the exchange. The taxpayer has not changed the form of his
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investment or received cash. The ron-taxable exchange of
appreciated property for like-kind property also encourages the
mobility of capital investment and has facilitated the
development of real property.

The elimination of like-kind nonrecognition treatment
for real estate will adversely impact a dynamic industry where
successful developers and owners frequently enter into new real
estate ventures via like-kind exchanges. The proposal would
encourage taxpayers to refrain from disposing of appreciated real
property in order to postpone taxation. Inhibiting the flow of
real estate capital will result in fewer taxable transactions.

Real estate that is used in a taxpayer's trade or
business or held for investment takes many different forms. For
instance, shopping centers, industrial parks, office buildings,
residential rental units, and undeveloped land may be involved
with the same investment motivations. The ability to engage in a
like-kind exchange with such properties often facilitates new
economic development.

Another proposal would narrow the class of real
property qualifying for nonrecognition under like-kind exchange
provisions by extending the "similar or related in service or
use" standard to such exchanges. This standard, for example,
could be interpreted to prevent a nontaxable exchange of a
shopping center for a mixed-use shopping center/office building,
or to preclude the exchange of a small "strip" shopping center
for a regional mall. Economically equivalent real estate is held
in many different forms and the similar or related in service or
use standard is too narrow for such property. This proposal
would reinstate narrow criteria similar to those formerly, but no
longer, applicable to reinvestment of condemnation proceeds.

(8) INDIVIDUAL CAPITAL GAINS

Proposal

The proposal would provide a maximum tax of 15% on net
capital gains.

ICSC Position

ICSC supports the proposal to reduce the capital gains
tax rate for all taxpayers. This proposal would promote economic
growth and essentially restore the capital gains tax to the
effective rate that existed before TRA '86.

Prior to TRA '86, taxpayers paid a capital gains tax
that in many cases ranged from 12% to 18%. This resulted from
the fact that most taxpayers were not in the 50% tax bracket.
Thus, for example, the 60% exclusion for long-term capital gains
allowed taxpayers in the 40% tax bracket to pay a capital gains
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tax of approximately 16%. This proposal would effectively
restore the capital gains tax rate to pre-1987 levels.

A lower tax rate for capital gains would encourage the
sale of assets so that capital can flow to new enterprises and
industry. Taxable transactions and, therefore, tax revenues also
would increase as taxpayers would seek to realize the gain on
their investments in light of the lower level of taxation. While
some argue otherwise, the historical record seems to endorse
ICSC's position that lowering the capital gains rate would, in
fact, increase revenues by motivating substantially increased
taxable transactions.

(10) ALTERNATIVE MINIMUM TAX

Proposal

The proposal would increase the alternative minimum tax
(AMT) rate from 21% to 25%. In addition to the rate increase,
the proposal would add a number of new preferences to the minimum
tax.

ICSC Position

ICSC opposes both an AMT rate increase and an expansion
of the AMT preference items.

The AMT is an attempt to insure that taxpayers do not
take undue advantage of deductions, credits, and losses permitted
in the tax code in order to totally avoid paying income taxes.
It is important to bear in mind, however, that the federal income
tax does not tax "gross" income but rather permits deductions so
that there is a tax on "net" income only. Expanding the number
of tax "preferences" for purposes of the AMT serves to create a
system that imposes a tax on gross rather than net income.

The proposal takes another large step in the direction
of replacing the regular income tax with the AMT because of the
proximity of the proposed 25 percent AMT rate and the 28 percent
top regular tax rate. These changes will result in fewer
taxpayers paying taxes under the regular tax system, and further
distort the impact of regular tax deductions on taxpayer's basis
in property.

Tax preferences are enacted by Congress to promote
certain useful economic or social purposes. The incentives
provided by these preferences will be undermined by an AMT rate
increase.
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(11) REPEAL OF THE "STEPPED-UP BASIS- RULE

Proposal

The basis of property acquired from a decedent is the
fair market value of such property at the date of death. This is
referred to as the "stepped-up basis" rule because survivors
increase the basis of property by the amount of appreciation of
the property while held by the decedent. Appreciated values are
used in determining estate tax liability.

The proposal would impose an income tax on the net
appreciation of a decedent's property passing upon his death.
Property that passes to a spouse or charity, however, would not
be subject to the appreciation tax but rather would receive a
carryover basis equal to the decedent's basis.

ICSC Position

ICSC opposes both the imposition of income tax on
appreciation at death and repeal of the existing stepped-up basis
rule.

The unit of taxation in this context should be the
family and not the individual, and the death of the named owner
should not trigger taxation. An income tax at death measured by
appreciation would not only require unavailable liquidity in the
estate, but would substantially increase the total taxes on
assets passing from one generation to another, and preclude the
continuation of many small businesses, including many family-run
shopping center development and operation firms.

This proposal also would require taxpayers to maintain
detailed and complicated records over long periods of time in
order to accurately determine the bases of assets. Not only will
taxpayers find this difficult and burdensome in the years ahead,
but taxpayers do not have these records for property they
currently own since there was no need to keep such records under
existing law.
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IWCORPORATEO

A I1ANUFACTURWP5 OF" FINE TOEACCOS SINCE 1856

KING OF PRUSSIA ° PENNSYLVANIA ° 19406

...... August 6, 1987

Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Senate Finance Committee
Suite 703, Hart Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:- -

While we strongly oppose all the various options to increase the excise taxes
on all tobacco products, we are most especially disturbed that a reinstatement of
the federal excise tax on smoking tobacco might be considered among the options to
reduce the deficit.

In 1918 the total domestic consumption of pipe tobacco in this country was
257,893,000 pounds. It had dropped to 205,101,000 by 1940 and to 95,366,000 pounds
by 1950. To provide relief, Congress reduced the tax from 18t to 10t.

Despite that, by 1965 the annual consumption of pipe tobacco in this country
had dropped to 61,804,000 pounds. Congress then eliminated the tax entirely.

As documented by the attached chart, in the past ten years consumption of
smoking tobacco has declined 56.9%. It has been off every year since 1984 by more
than 10% per year and right now is running at 20.4% behind last year's first quarter
results. Last year's total consumption of pipe tobacco for the United States fell
to 20,576,000 pounds. Revenue that could be derived by the imposition of an excise
tax at any rate imposed would be miniscule. For example, an option being considered
by the House Ways and Means Committee would be an excise tax on smoking tobacco at
the rate of 48t a pound. At the present rate of consumption, the annual tax yield
based on that rate would be less than $10 million.

An excise tax on pipe tobacco could be the death knoll of an industry that
would seem to be vanishing all by itself without any help from Congress.

Further, this regressive tax would impact adversely on people of lower income.
A preponderance of pipe smokers are older people, many of whom are on pension.

Since the revenue that could be derived from an excise tax on smoking tobacco
would be meaningless, a recommendation to reinstate such a tax could only be con-
strued as punitive to a distressed industry and the consumers of its products. We
trust the Committee in its wisdom will not recommend an excise tax on smoking tobacco.

Very truly yours,

Heet .Middleton.
President

HHM/ph
Enc.
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DOMESTIC AND IMPORT PIPE TOBACCO CONSUMPTION IN
S151, 1966 to 1986

(in R Pounds)

Year

1950

4 1951

1965

2) 1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

*, First

ImportDomestic
M Lbs. %Chg

93,302

88,834 - 6.8

59,314 -15.8

57,668 - 2.8

55,295 - -- 4.1

56,727 + 2.6

55,616 - 2.0

54,699 - 1.6

49,005 -10.4

45,548 - 7.1

43,369 - 4.8

41,661 - 3.9

38,869 - 6.7

37,906 - 2.5

35,216 -- 7.1

31,400 -10.8

28,820 - 8.2

27,319 - 5.2

26,774 - 2.0

24,527 - 8.4

22,975 - 6.3

20,567 -10.5

18,091 -12.0

15,623 -13.6

quarter 1987 shows

64

54

2,490

3,268

3,681

5,609

5,737

8,227

8,170

11,680

7,841

9,945

8,499

9,881

6,888

8,877

6,946

6,768

6,580

6,065

6,700

5,926

5,378

4,953

total' pounds

-15.6

-16.8

+31.2

+12.6

+52.4

+ 2.3

+43.4

- 0.7

+43.0

-32.9

+26.8

-14.5

+16.3

-30.3

+28.9

-21.8

- 2.6

- 2.8

- 7.8

+10.5

-11.6

- 6.4

- 7.9

- 20.4% from

Federal excise tax reduced: 1) 184/Lb. to 104 2) 104/Lb. to 0.

Total
M Lbs. % Chg

95,366

88,888 - 6.8

61,804 -15.8

60,936 - 1.4

58,976 - 3.2

62,336 + 5.7

61,353 - 1.6

62,926 + 2.6

57,175 - 9.1

57,223 + 0.1

51<210 -10.5

51 ,606 + 0.8

47,368 - 8.2

47,787 + 0.9

42,104 -11.9

40,277 - 5.9

35,766 -11.2

34,OR7 - 4.7

33,354 - 2.2

30,592 - 8.3

29,675 - 3.0

26,493 -10.7

23,469 -10.8

20,576 -12.3

first quarter 1986.

Import %
Share of Mkt.

0.001

4.03

5.36

6.66

9.00

9.35

13.07

14.29

20.41

15.31

19.27

17.94

20.68

16.36

22.04

19.40

19.90

19.70

19.80

22.60

22.40

22.9?

24,07
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STATEMENT OF

JOHN M. RICHMAN
CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

KRAFT, INC.

I am submitting this statement as chairman of the board and chief

executive officer of Kraft, Inc. In addition, I am submitting a

statement for the record on behalf of the CEO Tax Group, a group

of corporations that very strongly supported and still supports

the income tax reforms enacted last year -- and especially the

lower tax rates under that law,

Over the course of the tax reform debate in 1985 and 1986, we

were strong supporters of the tax reform effort. As I testified

before the Senate Committee on Finance in 1985, "Only by removing

numerous special interest provisions can we approach a more neu-

tral, fairer, and simpler tax system. This would permit lower

tax rates for individuals and corporations without a revenue

loss."

We have our fairer, more neutral system and we have achieved sim-

plification in some areas. Now, it's being suggested that defi-

cit reduction should be achieved in part by attacking the corner-

stone of that system -- the phased-in rate structure. Various

options have been suggested. Among them:

1) Corporate and/or individual rate freezes.

2) . Imposition of corporate and/or individual surtaxes.

3) Creation of a third rate bracket for high income individ-

uals.

For the same basic reasons we vigorously supported tax reform, we

strongly oppose any of these proposals. We believe that opening
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up the rate structure for deficit reduction will set a precedent

for those who lost tax benefits during the creation of the Tax

Reform Act of 1986 to come in and ask that their tax breaks be

restored. Reform of our nation's tax system has been achieved.

It should not now be lost before the nation can enjoy its full

benefits.

The same valid arguments that we made in support of tax reform

are just as strong today. Reducing rates, coupled with eliminat-

ing tax preference items, has produced a more level playing

field. Before the enactment of the tax reform law, some very

profitable corporations were paying little or no taxes, while

other less profitable corporations were paying very close to the

top corporate rate.

With the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, that disparity

has been reduced so that more corporations with the same income

pay about the same amount of tax.

Before the enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, corporate and

individual investment decisions often were based primarily on tax

consequences, rather than on economic merit.

Since the enactment of TRA '86, businessmen and individuals are

rediscovering the art of making business decisions for business

reasons, rather than for tax reasons.

The, CEO Tax Group was an early and consistent supporter of tax

reform. One primary attraction of tax reform for the CEO Tax

Group was Treasury I's proposed deduction for 50-percent of div-

idends paid. This proposal was later modified to a 10-percent

deduction for dividends paid. The CEO Tax Group, nonetheless,

continued their support for tax reform. The proposal for divi-

dend deductibility was finally dropped. Still, the CEO Tax Group.

supported tax reform, as we do today.
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The CEO Tax Group also supported tax reform while faced with the

specter of higher taxes in the short term for some members. The

CEO Tax Group supported tax reform despite the inevitability of a

large shift of the tax burden from individuals to corporations.

And when the final product was hammered out -- and $120 billion

in tax burden was shifted from individuals to corporations -- the

CEO Tax Group supported tax reform.

The CEO Tax Group believes that the Congress and the Administra-

tion made a compact with U.S. taxpayers -- both individuals and

corporations -- that if taxpayers would give up many of their tax

preferences, they would receive lower tax rates in return. We

have given up most of our preferences, but the low rates that we

traded for them are not effective yet.

Tax reform would not have been possible without a substantial re-

duction in the tax rates on individuals and corporations. In-

deed, the attraction of low rates was the primary driving force

behind the tax revision effort.

The CEO Tax Group urges this committee to leave the phased-in

rate structure alone, so that its economic effects may be felt

and individuals and the business community can assess its impact.

Many corporations -- because of the way their fiscal years are

set up -- have yet to feel the first reduction in the top margin-

al rate for corporations. And individuals across the nation have

yet to feel the full effect of their substantially reduced rates,

although they have already given up many of their preferences.

On the other side of the coin, the tax reform debate led to an

examination of almost all of the preference items in the income

tax code. Some preference items -- such as the 'home mortgage

interest deduction -- were ruled "off the table" early in the

process for political reasons.
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We believe preference items considered during the debate -- both

those that were dropped and those that were included in the final

conference agreement --- should not be reconsidered in the cur-

rent debate over deficit reduction. Such proposals underwent

lengthy scrutiny over the past two years, and sound reasons for

their inclusion -- or exclusion -- in current law became apparent

during the course of that debate.

In addition, there have been four major tax bills over the last

six years, and several other bills that would be counted as major

were it not for the great breadth of the Economic Recovery Tax

Act of 1981, the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of

1982, the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, and the landmark Tax

Reform Act of 1986.

The reforms enacted in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 are etched in

concrete, but the concrete needs more time to set, so that the

effects of the reforms may be fully assessed and so that taxpay-

ers -- businesses and individuals alike -- can feel that the tax

code is a relatively stable part of the federal laws.

Without this sense of stability, taxpayers may decide to hedge

their investments, betting on the return of tax preference items

rather than making major commitments to long-term investments

based on economic soundness.

The CEO Tax Group views the current budget deficits as one of the

most serious problems facing the country today. We believe that

tough choices must be made in order to reduce the deficit.

We further believe that spending cuts are more appropriate than

revenue increases, and that Congress has not done all it can to

control federal spending. As a chief executive officer, I have

been faced over the past several years with a number of unappeal-

ing choices necessary to keep our companies vital and competi-
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tive. Other CEOs have faced the same choices at virtually every

business in this country. And those choices have led to the

elimination or substantial reduction of programs and departments

within our companies that were considered necessary when they

were established.

We appreciate, however, the fact that the Committee on Finance

and the Committee on Ways and Means have been given binding in-

structions by Congress to raise $19.3 billion in new revenues for

FY '88 and almost $65 billion in new revenues over three fiscal

years. I personally believe that the amount is far too high,

particularly because that amount falls so soon after large tax

increases in 1982 and 1984 and, for much of America, as a result

of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

Let me note that after the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 corpo-

rate America found itself barely in a better tax situation than

it was prior to enactment of the Economic Recovery Tax Act in

1981. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 shifted at least another $120

billion from individuals on to corporate America. That may be

the best argument I can make at this time for your committee to

resist any further increases in corporate taxation.

As far as revenues are concerned, I personally believe that the

time has come for a strong, concerted effort to crack down on

noncompliance. The fact is that the previous tax structure of

high rates and special preferences created an environment that

encouraged both tax avoidance and noncompliance. The new struc-

ture of low rates and fewer preferences creates an unusual oppor-

tunity to bring about a new climate for compliance -- and, in all

likelihood, to raise substantial new revenue in the process.
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One proposal that addresses this problem would attack the under-

ground economy and the "tax gap" problems. The proposal would

raise new revenues and, at the same time, improve the administra-

tion of the tax code.

We hope this committee will not consider a rate increase as a

means of deficit reduction. Such an increase would reopen the

Pandora's box that members of this committee managed to nail shut

last year: the Pandora's box of special tax preferences for

special interests, to be paid for by higher rates. As your panel

considers its reconciliation instructions, I hope you will pro-

tect the high standards of tax reform.
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Testimony

on behalf of the
Joint Commission on Federal Relations,

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges,
and the Association of Community College Trustees

by

Frank Mensel
Director of Federal Relations, ACCT;

Vice President for Federal Relations, AACJC and
national Cochair of the Coalition for Employee Educational Assistance

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Joint Commission on Federal Relations of the

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges, and the Association of

Community College Trustees, we are pleased to have this opportunity to submit

testimony on the FY '88 Budget Reconciliation. These two associations

represent more than 1,000 community, technical, and junior colleges across the

nation, and their governing boards, comprising more than 5,000 trustees.

My name is Frank Mensel. I am Director of Federal Relations for ACCT and Vice

President for Federal Relations of AACJC. I also cochair the national

Coalition for Employee Educational Assistance, along with Piia Aarma of the

National Association of Manufacturers and Greg Humphrey of the American

-Federation of Teachers. The following members of the Coalition have

specifically asked to be associated with this testimony: the American Society

for Training and Development, the National Association of Manufacturers, the

American Council on Education, the National Association of State Universities

and Land-Grant Colleges, the American Association of State Colleges and

Universities, the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, and the

Midwestern Universities Alliance.

As the largest branch of higher education, the nation's community colleges

provide a variety of low cost, high-quality postsecondary education and train-

ing opportunities to more than 51 million Americans, in close proximity to

their homes and their jobs. Community colleges also excel in partnershipping

arrangements to deliver specialized training programs meeting specific employer

needs.

Today, we urge your positive consideration of Senator Daniel P. Moynihan's

bill, S. 39, which would make permanent the current law, Section 127, exclusion
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for employer-paid tuition assistance. Section 127 is due to expire on

December 31, 1987, and we respectfully ask that you incorporate the language of

S. 39 into the language of the reconciliation bill.

As you know, the employee educational assistance provisions of Section 127,

have been a part of the Internal Revenue Code since 1978 (PL 95-600). Section

127 was enacted to eliminate the confusion created by a prior Treasury regula-

tion (162-5) which required employees to demonstrate that the educational

assistance provided to them by employers was strictly job-related. Otherwise

it would be considered taxable income. This regulation, in effect, discrim-

inated against lower-level employees, who had more narrowly defined job des-

criptions. Management personnel could justify almost any course content --

English, psychology, computers, etc., as related to their performance as

managers. However, submanagerial employees, such as clerical workers and

factory workers, were much more limited in the type of courses they could take,

and still not have their tuition assistance taxed as income. The obvious irony

was that the lower-level employees could less afford taxes on employer-paid

tuition assistance than could management personnel!

Fortunately, Congress acted in 1978 to eliminate the inequities of Treasury

regulation 162-5, by enacting Section 127. Over the past nine years, more than

seven million workers have used employer-paid educational assistance to upgrade

their skills to stay current with new competitive, technological and industrial

developments. In addition, Section 127 has created incentives for upward

mobility within the workforce.

Permanency for Section 127 is endorsed by a coalition (membership list

attached) of more than 100 organizations including employers, employees, educa-

tion institutions, unions, and business and trade associations, who recognize

the value of Section 127 as a competitiveness policy that is already in place

and working effectively to help reskill the nation's workforce. In preparation

for Congressional testimony during the massive tax reform efforts of the 99th

Congress, the chair of this coalition, the American Society for Training and

Development, conducted a survey in 1985 on employee educational assistance

programs--who pays for them, who benefits. The survey sample selected was

1,000 public and private employers with a range of 43 to more than 100,000

employees. From an approximate 30 percent response rate (319 responded), the

5
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survey revealed some very useful facts about Section 127 educational assistance

programs:

**97% of all respondents have educational assistance plans

**91X of the respondents cited their local community college as a provider of

educational assistance courses

**96% of respondents said educational assistance was used for improving skills

and performance on-the-Job

**54.8% of respondents said educational assistance helps employees learn basic

skills like reading and writing

**72% of employees taking education and training courses earn less than $30,000

a year

Mr. Chairman, Section 127 is a small, but critical tax incentive that promotes

training and retraining in the workplace. Much of this training could be lost

The expiration of Section 127 could also have a potentially devastating impact

on graduate work and the nation's supply of scientists and engineers. Tradi-

tionally most colleges and universities have allowed graduate students to

matriculate for classes at no cost to these students. The tuition reduction

is, on the one hand, recognition for scholarly achievement, and on the other,

compensation for time spent in teaching and research. Federal law until last

year allowed graduate assistants to exclude the value of tuition reductions

from their gross incomes. The"Tax Reform Act of 1986, however, restricted the

exclusion. The Act requires that graduate assistants pay tax on tuition reduc-

tions, granted as compensation for services. Scholarship payments in the

amount of tuition and course-related materials are excludable, but

reimbursements are not. Since the passage of the Tax Reform Act, many colleges

and universities, those that pay graduate assistants vwolly or in part with

tuition reductions, have relied on Section 127 to make tuition reductions

excludable. If Section 127 dies, graduate assistants will be required to pay

tax on their tuition reductions, with the net effect that many very promising

scholars would have to abandon their doctoral studies.
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Graduate assistants are selected to teach and to conduct research because of

their scholarly potential. Many in their number vill be future college faculty

members, and many vill become leaders of science, business and government.

Regrettably, without Section 127, the tax code would become a disincentive for

graduate study.

hr. Chairman, twice during its nine-year life, in 1983 and 1985, Section 127

has expired, causing confusion and concern among employers on their withholding

and reporting liability for employees using their educational assistance pro-

grams. In both these instances, however, Congress acted retroactively (in 1984

and 1986) to extend Section 127 and to forgiveC-' ployer withholding and report-

ing liability for the expired year. We are fast approaching another expiration

date--December 31, 1987. By incorporating S. 39 in the FY '88 Reconciliation

bill, confusion and concern among employers and employees over tax liability

will be dispelled, and permanency can be accorded to this popular training

incentive.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we ask that the attached summary from the

University of Alabama, illustrating its involvement in serving Section 127

workers, be included in the hearing record. Also attached is the current list

of members of the Coalition for Employee Educational Assistance. Thank you

again for this opportunity to share our views and concerns with members of the

Finance Committee. 1

EMPLOYEE EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE ACT

(Section 127 of the Internal Revenue Code)

This provision of the Internal Revenue Code permits an
employee to exclude educational assistance, such as
tuition aid, provided by the employer from gross income.

This provision makes a significant contribution to
improving U.S. productivity and competitiveness in the
world marketplace by encouraging employees to acquire new
knowledge and skills for coping with the changing
workplace.

This provih;on is particularly important to employees
in the 5th Distriit of Alabama including those in the
traditional manufa ,turing industries, the areospace
complex and the conouter-electronics industries.
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The University of Alabama in Huntsville is particularly
sensitive to the interests of working students. Many UAH
students utilize EEA and some employers ask the University
to report students' grades to them. While the University
does not know the total number of students who utilize EEA
nor all the companies, the University sent 2,044 reports
during 1986-1987 fiscal year to 15 organizations including
the following:

Alabama Department of Education
Huntsville Hospital
Marshall Space Flight Center
Saginaw
TRW
US Army Engineering Division
US Army Missile Command
USBI.

I estimate these UAH students would loose
approximately $1 million per year in employee benefits.

C. David Billings, Dean
College of Administrative Science
University of Alabama Huntsville

ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORTING EMPLOYEE EDUCATION ASSISTANCE

AFL-CIO
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
American Association of State Colleges and Universities
American Bankers Association
American Council on Education
American Electronics Association
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
American Federation of Teachers
American Hospital Association
American Retail Federation
American Society for Personnel Administration
American Society for Training and Development
American Society of Association Executives
American Society of Engineering Educators
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Ameritech
Association for Counseling and Development
Association of American Medical Colleges
Association of American Universities
Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities
Association of Community College Trustees
Association of Data Processing Service Organizations
Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities
Association of Urban Universities
AT&T
Baltimore Gas and Electric
Bell Atlantic
Bell Communications Research, Inc.
Bell South
Brunsvick Corporation
Communications Workers of America
Control Data Corporation
Council of Independent Colleges
Council of Graduate Schools in the United States
Data General
Deere & Company
Digital Equipment
Eaton Corporation
Edison Electric Company
Electronics Industries Association
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FMS Corporation
Ford Motor Company
General Motors Corporation
General Telephone & Electronics Corporation
Hazeltine Corporation
Institute of Electrical Electronics Engineers
Intel Corporation
International Business Machines
International City Management Association

ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORTING EMPLOYEE EDUCATION ASSISTANCE

AFL-CIO
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
American Association of State Colleges and Universities
American Bankers Association
American Council on Education
American Electronics Association
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
American Federation of Teachers
American Hospital Association
American Retail Federation
American Society for Personnel Administration
American Society for Training and Development
American Society of Association Executives
American Society of Engineering Educators
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Ameritech
Association for Counseling and Development
Association of American Medical Colleges
Association of American Universities
Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities
Association of Community College Trustees
Association of Data Processing Service Organizations
Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities
Association of Urban Universities
AT&T
Baltimore Gas and Electric
Bell Atlantic
Bell Communications Research, Inc.
Bell South
Brunswick Corporation
Communications Vorkers of America
Control Data Corporation
Council of Independent Colleges
Council of Graduate Schools in the United States
Data General
Deere & Company
Digital Equipment
Eaton Corporation
Edison Electric Company
Electronics Industries Association
FMS Corporation
Ford Motor Company
General Motors Corporation
General Telephone & Electronics Corporation
Hazeltine Corporation
Institute of Electrical Electronics Engineers
Intel Corporation
International Business Machines
International City Management Association
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LARUS & BROTHER COMPANY, INC.

5721 SOUTH LASURNUM AVENUE, RICHMOND. VA 23231

TELEPHONE AREA CODE 804-222-3990

August 3, 1987

Senator Lloyd Bentsen
Senate Finance Committee
Suite 703, Hart Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman.

Smoking Tobacco - In the past 10 years consumption of
smoking tobacco has declined 56.9%. It has been off
every year since 1984 by more than 10% per year and
right now is running 20.4% behind last year's first
quarter results. When the Federal excise tax on smok-
ing tobacco was repealed in 1966, the tax was 10$ a
pound. If that tax rate were to be reinstated, the
revenue derived would be $2 million dollars a year.
Even at the extraordinary rate of 48$ a pound, an
option of the House Ways and Means Committee, the
revenue would be less than $10 million.

In view of the fact that the aforementioned products
do not raise significant revenues, I urge the committee
not to consider excise taxes on these products in their
effort to reduce the deficit.

Very truly yours,

W. Brooks George
Chairman of the Board
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Testimony of Joseph Trevino
League of United Latin American Citizens

Submitted to the
Committee on Finance

U.S. Senate
July 15, 1987

My name is Joseph 3. Trevino, and I am Executive

Director of the League of United Latin American Citizens

(LULAC). We are the nation's oldest and largest Hispanic

organization, with over 110,000 members in 45 states.

I appreciate the opportunity to address the committee

on a subject which has serious implications for Hispanics:

proposed increases in federal excise taxes on everyday items

such as gasoline, alcohol, tobacco and telephone service.

These taxes have an adverse and disproportionate effect on

Hispanics and other minorities.

Mr. Chairman, last year Congress took an important step

toward tax equity when it passed the historic Tax Reform

Act. That measure succeeded in linking tax responsibility

more closely with ability to pay. Low-income citizens won

fairer treatment under the new law, including a large

proportion of Hispanics, blacks, women and blue-collar

workers.

This year you are engaged in the unenviable task of

taming the federal deficit. And in meeting that challenge,

many of us are concerned that Congress will retreat from the

progress made last year. Increases in excise taxes

represent such a threat.

Excise taxes are regressive. They stand the concept

of tax equity on its head, placing the greatest burden on

those least able to pay. I've heard them called "reverse

Robin HoodismO -- taking from the poor to give to the

rich.
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Increases in these taxes would constitute a giant step

backward for low- and middle-income people. I am sure you

are aware of the recent report by the Citizens for Tax

Justice which shows that, as a percentage of family income,

the impact of excise taxes on low-income families is 27

times the impact on wealthy families. That report followed

an earlier study confirming the eregressivity of excise

taxes, issued by your own Congressional Budget Office.

The CTJ report also eound that raising the necessary

new revenues through excise taxes would wipe out the tax

benefits given to low- and middle-income citizens by ldst

year's tax reform, while wealthy taxpayers would keep most

of their 1986-enacted tax cuts. Similar conclusions were

reached in a report issued by the Coalition Against

Regressive Taxation.

Unfortunately, Hispanics as a group are among those

least able to bear this regressive tax burden.

Hispanics have made, and continue to make, economic and

political advances in this country. They have become

integral contributors to our multiracial society. The

percentage of Hispanic-Americans who have finished college

has climbed over the last 12 years from 6 percent to nearly

11 percent, and this rise continues. The number and success

of Hispanic-owned businesses is also increasing.

Hispanics are a fast-growing population. One out of

every 14 people in America claims to be of Hispanic origin.

The Hispanic population of the United States in 1985 reached

17 million, or 7.2 percent of all Americans, and is expected

to surpass 25 million by the year 2000.
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At the same time, however, Hispanics as a group

continue to have among the highest levels of poverty and

unemployment in the nation.

One in three Hispanics in the U.S. lives in poverty.

Forty percent of Hispanic children -- 2.5 million in all --

live below the poverty line. The median Hispanic family

income was $19,027 in 1985, a drop of 10 percent from 1973,

and more than $10,000 less than the median for white

families. The Census Bureau estimates that if current

trends continue, Hispanics will surpass blacks in the next

few years as the ethnic group with the highest poverty rate

in the nation.

Let me add that the large number of these Hispanic

families are working poor. For many of them, work is

seasonal at best. And the income of a person working full

time at minimum wage now falls about $2,100 below the

federal poverty line.

An excise tax increase may be an inconvenience to a

family with a comfortable income -- but to families who have

to watch every penny, it is more than an inconvenience, it

is a tangible burden.

It also is significant that several of -he everyday

goods subject to excise taxes are used by gr eater

proportions of low-income Americans than by the

higher-income population. And a taxable item like gasoline

is a particularly important commodity to the large

proportion of Hispanics, who are not concentrated in urban

areas and do not have access to mass transit.
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Excise taxes also unfairly affect Hispanic-owned

businesses, most of which are small businesses. These

establishments form the backbone of many Hispanic

communities. They are much more vulnerable to price

increases than are their larger competitors. When these

businesses are forced to pass increased excise taxes along

to consumers in the form of higher priced goods, the result

can be lost business and lost jobs.

In closing let me reiterate that LULAC appreciates the

difficult challenge facing Congress as it seeks to reduce

the federal deficit. A healthy economy benefits all

A" Americans.

But let us eliminate the deficit fairly and equitably,

not by singling out one segment of society -- a segment

which can least afford it -- to bear a heavier burden.

Thank you very much.
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STATEMENT BY
WILLIAM F. GOROG, PRESIDENT

MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE
JULY 16, 1987

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I am Bill

Gorog, President of the Magazine Publishers Association, a

national trade association made up of 200 publishing firms which

publish about 800 magazines generally devoted to subjects of

consumer interests. While we have not previously appeared before

your Committee, I am sure that you and members of the Committee

are familiar with many of our member publications -- both the

national publications and the city and regional magazines which

serve many of your districts.

We requested the opportunity to testify on an issue of

tremendous importance to our members and to our industry -- the

proposed limits on the deductibility of advertising costs which

is included in the "Description of Possible Options to Increase

Revenues Prepared for the Committee on Ways and Means."

As President of the Magazine Publishers Association, and as

a former in the White House under President Gerald

Ford, I believe I understand the difficulty of the task ahead of

your Committee and the Congress. No one wants to raise taxes --

neither the Congress nor the taxpayers who have to pay them. Yet

most Americans recognize the need to lower our budget deficits

and applaud your efforts to address that goal. While I do not

believe it is appropriate for me to suggest how someone else's

tax burden should be increased in order to reduce the deficit, I

believe I can add to what you already know about the function of

advertising aand its importance to the magazine publishing

business, as sell as why it should be a fully deductible cost of

doing business.

Receipts from advertising represent approximately one-half

of the total revenues of America's magazines. Because adver-

- tisers increasingly have more options available to them to send

out their messages, the actual portion of magazine advertising

revenues as a percentage of total revenues, has declined from 52
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percent to 48 percent over the past eight years, and the

percentage of advertising pages to total pages has dropped one

percent. We are very concerned that any broad-based limit

imposed on the deductibility of advertising expenses would

accelerate this trend and further shrink a vital source of income

on which magazines depend for their survival and their success.

Advertisers could reasonably be expected to reduce total

expenditures for advertising, including magazine advertising, if

the same dollars no longer go as far after taxes, and they also

are likely to seek out alternative, fully deductible promotional

or sales expenditures.

Magazines are particularly vulnerable to shifts in adver-

tising revenues. The ability of magazines to continue to provide

valuable editorial material to their readers is directly related

to continued support from advertisers. Magazines are businesses,

and like other businesses, they try to produce a profit for their

shareholders. Most magazines must operate in highly competitive

markets. Entry into the magazine publishing business can be very

difficult. For every 10 magazine startups, eight can be expected

to fail, yet the startup of new magazines over the years has

offered American readers a rich diversity of new information on

subjects ranging from psychology to personal financial management

to personal computing. These startups would not have been

possible if early support had not come from advertisers willing

to try to reach a new market. -New magazines are bound to suffer

disproportionately when the risk of reaching a new market is

increased by the added cost of advertising attributed to its de-

creased deductibility.

I would hope that your Committee will be guided by the

arguments prepared by your staff against limiting the

deductibility of advertising because I believe they are far more

persuasive than the arguments which may be made for such a

limitation. I would like to review those arguments and to offer

some additional observations about them.

1. Advertising costs represent the costs of selling a

product in the current taxable year. They do not create a

separate and distinct asset.
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To treat advertising costs otherwise would be contrary to

good financial and tax accounting. No element of advertising is

viewed as a tax expenditure by any Treasury- or Congressional

staff report.

2. Even if some portion of advertising costs theoretically

benefits future taxable years, it is only a de minimus amount.

Moreoften, it is the nature of the product being sold,

rather than the advertisement, that gives rise to the theory that

there is a lingering value beyond the appearance of an ad. For

example, how long do you remember the price of brocolli

advertised in a Giant or Safeway ad. But you may see an IBM or

Apple computer in ycur office daily and observe a variety of

automobile models evezy day which remind you of a particular

product and may jog your memory about an advertisement.

3. The staff report wisely notes that it would begin to

produce severe definitional and administrative problems to to

distinguish between advertising or promotional expenses on the

one hand and fully deductible selling expenses on the other.

Your Committee would be presented with a wide range of appeals

for exceptions attempting to draw the line in the law between

advertising and selling expenses. For example, is the free copy

of a magazine or newspaper an advertising or a production

expense? Is the salary of a marketing director to be divided by

some formula between advertising and non-advertising? In support

of such a proposal, the staff report suggests that because

benefits from the amounts paid for some advertising may extend

beyond the year of the expenditure, deferral of the deduction for

a portion of these costs would produce more proper matching of

the costs with the income generated by them. But, no Treasury or

congressional study makes this assertion, nor is there any

empirical data which we have found which supports this thesis.

The staff concludes that advertising cost do not lead to

increased competitiveness; they merely shift consumer buying

priorities. Nothing in the Internal Revenue Code requires that

an expenditure contribute to competitiveness before it may be

currently deducted.
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There is another feature to the staff proposals which I

want to discuss separately because of its own particularly

serious connotations. That is, the proposal to disallow alto-

gether the deduction of advertising costs for alcohol and tobacco

products. We believe this proposal raises serious public policy

and constitutional questions.

I would imagine, however, that raising the caution flag of

censorship in the area of tax policy may be met with some

skepticism. After all, it was Mr. Justice Douglas, in the 1958

Case of Commissioner v. Sullivan, who said that "Deductions are a

matter of grace and Congress can, of course, disallow them as it

chooses." That opinion was handed down years before the Court

had recognized that commercial speech also enjoys a measure of

protection under the First Amendment.

In 1983, the Court in Regan v. Taxation with Representation

(TWR) upheld the denial of tax-exempt charitable status to non-

profit organizations that lobby, while-allowing veterans organi-

zations an exception to that rule. Some advocates of tobacco

advertising restrictions argue that this case stands for the

principle that Congress need not subsidize a First Amendment

activity for it to be realized, and that statutory classifica-

tions are valid if they bear a rational relationship to a

legitimate government purpose.

However, in a critical part of the majority opinion, the

Court said, "The case would have been different if Congress were

to discriminate invidiously in its subsidies in such a way as to

"'aim at the suppression of dangerous ideas.'" Mr. Justice

Blackmun reiterated this point in his concurring opinion stating

that ". . . a statute designed to discourage the expression of

particular views would present a very different question."

The key distinction between the cases in which the Supreme

Court has upheld the denial of tax deductions potentially affect-

ing the exercise of constitutional rights is over whether the

speech that would be affected is viewpoint neutral or whether the

legislation is aimed at the suppression of ideas. In the case of

the proposed revenue options affecting alcohol and tobacco

advertising it appears to be the latter.
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Proponents of legislation to prohibit the deduction of

tobacco advertising costs have described the purpose as requiring

the Government to speak with one voice. They want the government

to send its message by limiting the rights of others to present

their message. I would like to include in the record a memoran-

dum prepared for MPA concerning "The First Amendment and Alcohol

and Tobacco Advertising Tax Deductions."

Surveys of the actual sale of tobacco products in other

open market countries that have banned all tobacco product

advertising indicate that sales remain constant or even increase.

Thus, it would seem fair to assume that any reduction in adver-

tising because of the limits on deductible costs could have

little or no effect on consumption. Ironically, if it did, it

could actually reduce federal tax revenues.

While we respect fully the goals of those who have intro-

duced legislation designed to discourage consumption of alcohol

and tobacco products, we believe that the Congress can achieve

its goals by promoting more education for the American public

without diminishing the principles of a free press and of free

speech.
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Statement of Honorable James G. Martin
Governor

State of North Carolina
for the

Committee on Finance
United States Senate

July, 1987

The doubling of the cigarette excise tax in 1983 has had an adverse
effect on the economy of North Carolina. Its effects have been
well documented as to the loss in sales, jobs, and income of our
historically number one commodity--tobacco. The proposed doubling, again,
in 1987 of the excise tax from 16 cents to 32 cents would have a devastating
economic effect. It is anticipated, based on previous experience,
that North Carolina would lose 3,614 jobs and over $95.6 million in
income and benefits in the tobacco industry. In addition, North Carolina
would lose some $7.1 million in state and local tax revenues. North
Carolina cannot afford to lose these jobs as the source of income
during these days of severe economic stress in agriculture.

North Carolina last year produced over two-thirds of the flue-
cured tobacco grown in the United States--over 430 million pounds.
Thousands of North Carolinians depend on tobacco directly or indirectly
for their livelihood.

The state grows flue-cured tobacco leaf in the Piedmont and coastal
regions and also grows burley tobacco in the western mountain counties.
The golden leaf is grown on approximately 21,000 farms in North Carolina
and Jn 91 of North Carolina's 100 counties. Cash receipts from tobacco
amounted to over $681 million in 1986. Slightly over twenty percent
of cash receipts from all crops and all farm commodities came from
tobacco.

At the other end of the spectrum, cigarette manufacturers in
North Carolina produced over 18.872 billion packs of cigarettes in
1986. That's about 57.4 percent of all the cigarettes manufactured
in the United States. North Carolina is the largest tobacco manufacturing
state in the nation.

Other sectors of the North Carolina economy also benefit from
the strength of the state's tobacco industry. There are tobacco auction
markets in more than 30 counties in the state. Tobacco offers a variety
of other support industries: The largest cigarette paper factory
in the nation; chemical and plastic suppliers; packaging and container
suppliers; cigarette filter producers; fertilizer and farm equipment
suppliers; transportation industries; commercial printing; and advertising
in the media.

All these industries produce important revenues for North Carolina
and other states. Every business must earn a profit if it is to grow
or even survive. If North Carolina's tobacco agriculture is successful,
it not only benefits the farmer, but everyone. It carries its part
of the tax load, it provides more and better jobs. If North Carolina's
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tobacco agriculture is unsuccessful, it provides fewer and fewer jobs
and less opportunities for all.

The tobacco farmer has not shared in the economic recovery that
most of the nation has experienced in the past few years. Not only
has he faced increased foreign competition, but also a decline in
domestic consumption due, in part, to the doubling of the excise tax
in 1982. The entire tobacco program was in jeopardy of collapse prior
to the approval, by Congress,of the Tobacco Reform Act of 1985.
These changes, as explained to you by Mr. Fred Bond, managing director
of the Flue-Cured Cooperative Stabilization Corporation earlier in
the hearings, brought some degree of stability to the program and
allowed many of our tobacco farmers to realize a profit for the first
time in several years. Doubling the excise tax, with the resulting
reduction in consumption, could very well cause many of our tobacco
farmers to go our of business.

A staff working paper published by the Congressional Budget Office
in January 1987, stated that "an increase in the excise tax on tobacco
would be the most regressive of all the tax measures considered."
As a percent of income, the tobacco excise tax is 27 times higher
for lowest-income (under $10,000) families than for highest-income (over
$200,000) families.

The tobacco grower would be unfairly disadvantaged by congressional
action to raise the discriminatory tax on the product on which the
grower depends for his livelihood.

In 1984, the Tobacco Institute reported that cigarette taxes
collected at federal, state, and local levels of government amounted
to $9.3 billion, while U.S. tobacco farmers who produced the domestic
leaf for these cigarettes received only $1.45 billion. In other words,
cigarette excise taxes are already more than six times the farm value
of domestic tobacco used in cigarettes. This makes cigarettes the
most heavily taxed consumer commodity in the United States today.

I hope that the tobacco grower will not be forgotten by my former
colleagues when they deal with the future of the cigarette excise
tax. To increase the cigarette excise tax above the current 16 cents
per pack would be unfair, unreasonable, and unjustified.

76-782 0 - 88 - 15
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BY

PETER STRAUSS
PRESIDENT AND CEO

METROPOLITAN DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

Presented to The Senate Finance Committee
July 16, 1987

Mr. Chairman and members or the committee, my name is Peter

Strauss, President and CEO of Metropolitan Distribution Services,

Inc., Flushing, New York. I am also a Vice President and Chair-

man of the Legislation and Tax Committee of the National Associa-

tion of Tobacco Distributors.

Our Association represents over 570 corporate wholesaler-

distributor members with over 740 distribution outlets in every

state and represents 230 manufacturer and supplier associates.

Their 12,000 salesmen together with our own canvass and supply

almost 1.5 million retail outlets selling tobacco and candy pro-

ducts across the United States. It is estimated that our members

market goods with an annual wholesale value of over $16.0 billion

dollars.

NATD is also a member of CART, the Coalition Against Regres-

sive Taxation.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to present the

views of the association with respect to increasing excise taxes.

As a CEO of a corporation and as an individual taxpayer, I

certainly applaud you and your colleagues for the enactment of

last year's Tax Reform Act. The legislation brought a measure of

fairness to the federal tax code ny placing a Qreater share f

the tax burden on those most able to pay and, in what I believe

to be the most equitable part of the bill, reduced or eliminated

the tax burden on those least able to pay.

The issue we would like to address today is fairness --

fairness to individual taxpayers and fairness to small business

people. It is inconceivable that before the new elements of tax

reform are even implemented, one of its cornerstones -- fairness

-- threatens to be the first-casualty in the budget process.
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Let me state for the record that we are not opposed to

measures intended to reduce the deficit; but we are adamently

opposed to placing the burden on the very people last year's tax

bill was intended to help.

In the past few months a number of studies, most notably by

the Congressional Budget Office, the accounting firm of Peat

Marwick Main and Company, and Citizens for Tax Justice, have been

released. These studies analyzed the effect of additional excise

taxes on different income categories and all confirmed the fact

that excise taxes are clearly regressive. indeed, the CBO study

found cigarette taxes to be the most regressive of all excise

taxes.

More imortantly, these studies found that an increase in

excise taxes of the magnitude currently being discussed would

effectively eliminate the income tax reduction low and moderate

income-tax payers expect to receive from the Tax Reform Act of

1986.

Accord1n:7 t ? , tne a',era E ncrE .7, e, , F as a perce-~

tage of total income would me between twc amo tnrt- tImes as

large for families with incomes Jetween S1C,000 an 72(,000 as

compared to families with incomes of VSC,COO or mcre, dependinc

upon the product being taxed. In the case of cigarettes it is a

multiple of three.

Mr. Chairman, the issue of fairness is not new. I need not

remind this body, on the 200th anniversary of our Constitution,

of the part it played in our earliest origins as a nation, and in

the drafting of that document. However, it never hurts to repeat

what Alexander Hamilton wrote in The Federalist Papers:

"There is no part of the administration of
government that requires extensive information and a
thorough knowledge of the principles of political
economy so much as the business of taxation. The man
who understands those principles best will be least
likely to resort to oppressive expedients, or to sacri-
fice any particular class of citizens to the procure-
ment of revenue. It might be demonstrated that the
most productive system of finance will always be the
least burdensome."
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Mr. Chairman, the studies I referred to earlier and the

lessons of our history clearly illuminate the fact that raising

excise taxes is not the least burdensome system.

It is often said that facts speak for themselves, but only

if they are facts, and not myths such as those surrounding the

tobacco industry in general and the wholesale distribution indus-

try in particular.

MYTH: Cigarette excise taxes have not kept pace with infla-

tion.

FACT The increase in the CPI from 1952-1985 was 421t. The
aggregate federal, state and local cigarette tax colections in
the same period increased 6011

MYTH: Cigarette excise taxes have not been raised for over
five years.

FACT: Excise taxes on cigarettes were "technically" raised
last year. In 1982 the excise tax on cigarettes was doubled from
8 cents per pack to 16 cents per pack by the Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA) with the provision that the
increase would "sunset" on October 1, 1986. The sunset date was
postponed no less than five times by the Congress.

Original Date New Date

P.L. 99-107 Oct. 1, 1985 Nov. 15, 1985
P.L. 99-155 Nov. 15, 1985 Dec. 15, 1985
P.L. 99-181 Dec. 15, 1985 Dec. 18, 1985
P.L. 99-189 Dec. 18, 1985 Dec. 19, 1985
P.L. 99-201 Dec. 19, 1985 Mar. 15, 1986

March 15, 1986 came and went without an extension of the
"sunset" date. However, on March 20, 1986 the Congress abolished
the "sunset" date making the 8 cent increase permanent retroac-
tive to March 15, 1986.

Thus, although the rate of the federal cigarette excise tax
remained the same, it was technically an increase over the amount
it would have been if the "sunset" was allowed to take place as
Congress intended it when it adopted TEFRA in 1982.

MYTH: The tobacco industry is "big business" and will not
be adversely affected by an increase in excise taxes.

FACT: The average tobacco distributor is a small family
owned and operated business with limited capital. A 16-cent
increase on every pack of cigarettes will force most distributors
to go to the commercial market to finance the additional cost of
inventory.

MYTH: Wholesalers can simply pass any additional costs on
to the retailer.

FACT: The wholesale distribution system is highly competi-
tive. The wholesaler who passes on all costs, including the
financing of loans to pay for inventory, would not remain compe-
titive and is likely to lose customers.
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Mr. Chairman, the overriding fact is that the cigarette

industry already pays its fair share of taxes. Over S9.0 million

was paid in cigarette excise taxes last year to federal, state

and local governments.

Finally, on the subject of the excise tax itself, it must be

remembered that federal excise taxes impinge upon traditional

sources of state and local revenue, such as sales taxes. Any

actions to increase the federal excise tax on cigarettes will be

magnified in their effects on the ultimate consumer by virtue of

the increases automatically generated at the state and local

levels -- thereby only multiplying the regressive factors

inherent in this kind of taxation.

The specific industry I represent, the wholesale tobacco and

candy distributors of this country, ask that you strike from your

list a revenue options any consideration of increasing cigarette

excise taxes.

However, since we recognize that among all the competing

interests which you must consider some will lose the battle, we

must also take this opportunity to be heard about the implementa-

tion of a cigarette excise tax increase should our basic plea go

unheeded.

I again refer to the issue of fairness -- this time with

respect to the imposition of a floor-stocks tax on wholesalers.

To repeat the unjustice of 1983 would add insult to the injury of

a tax itself.

You are aware that the federal excise tax on cigarettes is

imposed at the manufacturing level. lo impose a f'zor-stocks tax

on the wholesalers -- the man in the middle -- and at the same

time exempt the retailer as was done in 1983 cannot be justified

on any grounds other than the most arbitrary -- particularly in

light of the fact that the incremental, one-time gain in revenue,

net of expenses, is minuscule. On the other hand, there is

palpable and serious hardship imposed on the distributor by a

floor-stocks tax. Indeed, the "options papers" prepared by the
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Joint Committee staff state, "Floor stocks taxes impose admini-

strative burdens on retail and wholesale dealers in taxable

articles."

We have prepared a very thorough report on this issue which

I am submitting to the Committee rather than taking your time

now. However, I would like to conclude my testimony with a brief

executive summary of the most important points made in that

report:

* Direct-buying retailers, many of whom are larger than many

wholesalers, have been exempt from floor-stocks tax, which puts

the wholesaler at a severe competitive disadvantage.

* Penalizing the wholesaler by not allowing him the same

inventory gain opportunities as the retailer is not fair, parti-

cularly. in light of the distributor's extra costs associated with

financing'the higher inventory costs imposed by an increased

excise tax.

* An excise tax increase will exacerbate the decline in

cigarette consumption -- as it did after 1983 -- and in doino so

will also exacerbate the deterioratory economic status 
of this

country's wholesale tobacco and candy distributors. 
A floor-

stocks tax adds insult to this injury.

We recognize that it is virtually impossible for a floor-

stocks tax to be implemented at the retail level. Therefore it

is our contention that in the interests of fairness, common

sense, and the economic stability of the wholesale distribution

industry, no floor-stocks tax should be imposed at wholesale in

the event the excise tax on cigarettes is increased. By law the

federal excise tax on cigarettes is a liability placed upon the

manufacturers. The government should not use the event of an

excise tax increase to penalize the thousands of small businesses

that are represented by the wholesalers of this country.

Thank you very much for providing us the opportunity for

presenting our views.
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Statement For the Record
By

Robert A. Hess

Chairman

National*Association of Federal Credit Unions

The National Association of Federal Credit Unions (NAFCU)
appreciates this opportunity to comment for the record as part of the
Finance Committee hearings on Revenue Increase Options. My name is
Robert A. Hess, I am the Chairman of the Board of Directors. NAFCU is
the only national organization exclusively representing the interests
of credit unions chartered by the federal government. There are
approximately 9,600 federal credit unions nationwide with over 31
million members. The entire universe of credit unions, both state and
federally chartered, is approximately 15,000, with 54 million members.

NAFCU is deeply concerned by the proposal to repeal the
tax-exempt status of credit unions made in the Description of Possible
Options To Increase Reveskues Prepared For the Committee on Ways and
Means issued by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation. This
proposal was thoroughly considered and dismissed last Congress during
the debate on the Tax Reform Act of 1986. The decision not to tax
credit unions despite the fact that the President's tax reform propo-
sal of 1985 had recommended a contrary course, was the product of a
deliberate reflection on the part of Congress that as member-owned,
volunteer-oriented, nonprofit cooperatives, the taxation of federal
credit unions would inure to the detriment of the millions of hard-
working mcn and women who comprise credit union membership. Contrary
to the rationale given by the Treasury Department in 1985 supporting
the elimination of the credit union tax exemption, Congress saw that
federal credit union operations are so circumscribed by statutory
restrictions that there was no credibility to the contention that
credit unions compete with other financial institutions. The federal
statute under which federal credit unions operate does not allow these
cooperative institutions to serve the general public or to offer the
extensive array of loan and investment opportunities available to com-
mercial financial institutions, making competition with these institu-
tions an impossibility. After carefully considering the issue,
Congress recognized that financial institution competitiveness would
not be enhanced through credit union taxation. This conclusion was
urged by the Chairman and the ranking minority member of the Senate
Banking Committee. Last August they wrote:

As you know, credit unions are unique
financial entities in that they are non-profit
member-owned cooperatives. The credit union move-
ment has always supported the American consumer.
In particular, credit unions have acted with the
special purpose of providing convenient and low-
cost financial services to low and moderate income
individuals. This special purpose would be
substantially undermined if credit unions were
taxed, even if the tax applied only to large credit
unions, because of the fragmentation it would cause
in the credit union community.

In the less than twelve months that have elapsed since Congress
last considered the matter of repealing the tax exemption granted
credit unions, nothing in the financial marketplace has changed to
warrant a different outcome on this issue. For this reason, as the
Finance Committee considers the list of revenue options for 1988 NAFCU
urges you to reject the proposal to tax credit unions.

An examination of the rationale underlying the proposal to repeal
the credit union tax exemption, as contained in the document prepared
by the Joint Taxation Committee, reveals its specious nature. As an
association which represents federal credit unions we make this analy-
sis in the context of the authorities provided federal credit unions
under the Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. (1751). Statutes
governing the operations of credit unions chartered at the state level
may offer some variation.
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The option offered by the staff of the Joint Tax Committee is the
same as that made as part of the President's tai reform proposal in
1985: a repeal of the tax exemption for credit unions with $5 million
or more in assets. These credit unions would be taxed on retained
earnings.

By taking a divide and conquer approach, proponents of this
proposal seek to chip away at the tax exemption that has historically
been provided to federal credit unions. Admittedly only a min-rity of
credit unions would be affected by this proposal; yct 80 percent of
all credit union retained earnings, including statutory reserves,
would be subject to tax. The number of credit unions that would be
affected is not the basis upon which we criticize this proposal. It
is the implicit assumption that underlies the proposal that once a
credit union grows beyond a certain asset size, it is no longer a
Credit union* in the true sense of the word. Nothing could be
further from the truth

Credit union asset size is in the vast majority of cases directly
attributable to the number of members who belong to the credit union.
By law, federal credit unions are only allowed to serve individuals
who fall within a defined field of membership (12 U.S.C. (1759).
While credit union members must share a common bond (based upon occu-
pation, association or residence) credit unions which serve a field of
membership encompassing a large group of people will naturally be
larger in asset size than those which do not serve similarly large
groups. For this reason, credit unions which serve the employees of
large corporations or those enlisted in the military will frequently
be larger in asset size than, for example, smaller church affiliated
credit unions.

Size alone, however, is the only factor which distinguishes these
credit unions from others. They continue to adhere to the philosophy
of mutual self help and the non-profit ideals that have been the tra-
ditional lynchpin of the credit union community. As non-profit
cooperatives, large credit unions as well as small extend credit to
many individuals who are not able to qualify for loans from commercial
institutions. They offer savings opportunities for small savers
without the fees and minimum balance requirements that diminish the
value of savings at some commercial institutions. Predicating a
credit union tax on the basis of size fails to recognize the fun-
damental character of credit unions and effectively penalizes a credit
union merely for serving a larger membership field than another insti-
tution. Frankly, the historical basis upon which credit unions have
been exempt from tax is as valid today for credit unions with assets
greater than $5 million as it is for all credit unions.

After proposing a tax on credit unions with assets of $5 million
or more, the Joint Taxation Committee further suggests that the credit
union tax be applied to retained earnings. Although the Joint
Taxation Committee document indicates that a specified amount of
credit union ,income could be exempt from tax, it offers no analysis
of the ramifications of a tax on credit union retained earnings.

Under the Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. {1762) federal
credit unions are required to retain a portion of their income in
reserves. The statute specifies appropriate reserve levels according
to the asset size of the credit union and the length of time it has
been in operation. According to figures annually collected by the
National Credit Union Administration, the regulatory agency with
responsibility for regulating federal and federally insured credit
unions, 56 percent of federal credit unions do not have reserves which
meet the statutorily prescribed levels. By taxing retained earnings,
Congress will further prolong the time before credit unions will
attain their required reserve levels.

Reserves are the safety net which enable financial institutions
to weather fluctuations in the financial marketplace. Appropriate
reserves are not only critical to the safety and soundness of par-
ticular institutions, but they also provide an essential source of
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needed liquidity and ultimately protect the assets of the federal
deposit insurance funds.

A tax on credit union retained earnings is inconsistent policy
on two bases. First, such a tax is a deterrent to the establishment
of sufficient reserves, the foundation of economic stability.
Secondly, it seems blatantly inconsonant for one law (the Federal
Credit Union Act) to require credit unions to retain earnings for the
purposes of building reserves while another (the Internal Revenue
Code) threatens to impose a tax on that very activity. Furthermore,
given the vicissitudes of the financial marketplace and the record
failures of banks and savings and loan associations over the pist two
years, it would seem particularly inappropriate for this Commi tee to
consider an arguably capricious tax which would only weaken th!
healthy financial structure of our nation's credit unions.

In support of their proposal to tax credit unions, the Joint
Committee on Taxation points to the similarity of credit union ser-
vices to some of those offered by other financial institutions. We
urge the Committee to reflect momentarily on this recommendation. The
suggestion is that credit unions be taxed like banks because they
offer certain similar services. While the Joint Committee accepts the
similarity between credit union services and those of banks and
savings and loan associations, it fails to take similar cognizance of
the dissimilarities in the manner in which credit unions offer those
services in relation to other providers.

The Committee should recall that the genesis of credit unions
was the frustration of individuals who could not find credit oppor-
tunities and a favorable return on savings at commercial financial
institutions. Typically, these individuals were farmers or factory
workers, or small business people who were left with little alter-
native by the commercial financial institutions but to pool their
resources to meet the borrowing and savings needs of their community.
Today the minimal financial services necessary to exist in modern
society are far more extensive than the basic loans and savings
accounts that were once the staple of credit union members. Indeed,
anyone who receives a regular check from the government is encouraged
to receive that payment by direct deposit -- making transaction
accounts a necessity for access to those funds. Credit cards are also
fundamental vehicles for consumer transactions and money cards respond
to tne needs of those whose work schedules do not allow them to visit
the credit union during business hours.

The increased level of services that credit unions have provided
their members over the years reflects the increased needs of their
membership in a growingly complex marketplace. The similarity of
these services to those provided by banks and savings and loan asso-
ciations is not a basis upon which the credit union tax exemption
should be repealed. If you believe the rationale of the Joint
Taxation Committee, credit unions should be taxed for being responsive
to the needs of their members.

Another argument that the staff of the Joint Taxation Committee
puts forward in favor of credit union taxation is that credit unions
have an unfair competitive advantage over other financial institu-
tions. Again, this rationale for taxing credit unions fails to
accurately portray credit union services.

Credit unions do not "compete" with other financial institutions.
As stated earlier, credit unions are nonprofit, volunteer-oriented,
cooperative institutions which serve a limited field of membership.
Federal credit unions are prevented from offering their services to
the general public by the Federal Credit Union Act. Not being in the
business to make a profit eliminates credit unions from competition.
Credit unions do not seek to capture an increasingly large share of
the market to satisfy an anonymous group of shareholders. Instead
their activities are defined by the needs of their members who share
an equal voice in determining the course their credit union will
follow.

3
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An assumption that underlies the Joint Taxation Committee's
proposal is that credit unions are able to outprice other financial
institutions because credit unions pay no taxes. This assumption
fails to acknowledge however, how the pricing structure of other
financial institutions would change if they were to operate on a non-
profit basis. Additionally, 240,000 volunteers are the back bone of
the credit union community. By statute, (12 U.S.C. (1761) only one
credit union board member can be compensated for his or her services.
Nationwide more than one-third of all credit union operations are
entirely dependent upon volunteer support. The average bank director,
on the other hand, receives a directors fee of approximately $13,000
annually. If credit unions enjoy a pricing advantage in terms of
services, that advantage is the direct result of the strong volunteer
support credit unions receive and their non-profit orientation.
Credit union volunteers should not be rewarded for their dedicated
service by repealing the tax exemption accorded credit unions.

As mentioned earlier, competitive parity will not come to the
financial marketplace by taxing credit unions. Although some will
mischaracterize the nature of credit unions, credit unions do not
serve the general public or have the same lending and investment
opportunities that other institutions can offer. Credit unions are
limited to serving a well defined field of membership and only make
loans that have an overriding consumer orientation. Since credit
unions are prohibited from making a profit, from serving the
general public and from making anything other than consumer-oriented
loans, it is difficult to appreciate how some can contend that credit
unions can effectively "compete" with banks. On the contrary, a tax
on retained earnings would weaken the financial stability of credit
unions and work to the detriment of credit union members.

The credit union presence in the financial marketplace is
oriented to services in areas that have been neglected by commercial
financial institutions. If credit unions were to be taxed, this
Committee would be validating a gross distortion of the credit union
role in the financial marketplace.

Although credit unions do not pay taxes, they do make a signifi-
cant contribution to deficit reduction. In January, as a result of a
provision included in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, all federally
insured credit unions which experience a growth in shares will be
required to make a deposit with the National Credit Union Share
Insurance Fund (NCUSIF), the federally administered insurance fund
that insures accounts at federal credit unions up to $100,000. Since
the 1984 law, to maintain the capitalization of the NCUSIF all
federally insured credit unions have been required to maintain a depo-
sit equivalent to one percent of their insured shares with the NCUSIF.
These funds are held in the Treasury and as a result have a beneficial
impact on deficit reduction, according to the Office of Management and
Budget. For 1988, the annual federally insured credit unions contri-
bution is expected to be $250 million, effectuating a dollar for
dollar reduction in the deficit. Interestingly, this is $50 million
more than the Joint Taxation Committee estimates will be generated by
taxing the earnings of all credit unions in 1988. Since 1985,
federally insured credit unions have contributed in excess of $1.2
billion to deficit reduction.

NAFCU urges the Finance Committee to reject the proposal to
repeal the credit union tax exemption. This proposal is no more valid
today than it was last year when after due consideration, Congress
summarily rejected the same proposal.
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STATEMENT OF

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOMEBUILDERS

before the

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

on

REVENUE INCREASE OPTIONS

AUGUST 17, 1987

The National Association of Home Builders (NAHB), a trade
association representing more than 147,000 members, is pleased to
have this opportunity to submit a statement for the hearing
before the Senate Committee on Finance on revenue increase
options.

The 99th Congress spent a substantial amount of time and
effort in enacting a tax reform bill that many people did not
want and that many more people do not understand. NAHB was
vocal in its opposition to the tax reform effort, beginning with
the release of the Treasury's first set of proposals in November
of 1984, and continuing through October 22, 1986, the day
President Reagan signed the bill. The housing and real estate
industry has paid its dues both in budget cuts since 1980 and
through tax reform. Revenue options should now be directed
elsewhere.

NAHB continues to be concerned about certain aspects of the
Tax Reform Act of 1986. The jury is still out on the Tax Reform
Act of 1986. Certainly, there are some positive aspects in the
1986 Tax Act, such as substantial tax rate reduction for
individuals and corporations and the removal of several million
taxpayers from the tax rolls. However, we feel that the negative
.aspects may still outweigh the positive aspects. Many of the
negative aspects of tax reform will not even be known to a
substantial number of taxpayers until next year when they begin
filing their 1987 tax returns.

Like many sectors of the economy, housing won some battles
and lost some battles in the quest for tax reform. With regard
to single-family housing, NAHB was pleased, of course, that the
law retained deductions for mortgage interest on up to two
residences of a taxpayer and deductions for real property taxes.
We were encouraged by the retention of the mortgage revenue bond
program, even though it was cut back significantly in terms of
volume. However, NAHB was quite discouraged with the large
number of adverse changes affecting multifamily housing. These
changes included repeal of the long-term capital gains exclusion,
substantial lengthening of real property depreciable lives,
imposition of the passive activity loss limitation, and a
significantly more inclusive minimum tax.

Current NAHB policy strongly endorses the use of tax
incentives to promote home ownership and construction and
rehabilitation of affordable rental housing. Because tax
incentives for rental housing have been eliminated or sharply
curtailed and tax-exempt financing for housing has been
restricted under the new tax law, NAHB believes there will be
higher rents and less low-and moderate-income housing available.
We will monitor the impacts of tax reform on various segments of
the housing market and, when necessary, suggest corrective
legislation. While it is too early to know the full impact of
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tax reform on multifamily housing, it is already clear that
-multifamily housing has been affected adversely. Multifamily
housing starts during April, 1987, fell to an annual rate of
449,000, down 14 percent from March. For the-t-rst four months
of 1987, multifamily construction was off 28 percent from the
building rate of a year ago. Multifamily starts in May increased
by 10.8 percent, to an annual rate of 491,000 units. However, an
ongoing decline in multifamily building permits, which dropped to
a rate of 472,000 in May, suggests that multifamily housing
starts will drop further this year as the result of high vacancy
rates and the new tax law.

NAHB surveyed its members on the impact of tax reform at its
1987 Annual Convention and Exposition in January. 92 percent of
our multifamily builders felt tax reform would be negative.
Specifically, the effect of tax reform on multifamily for sale
and multifamily for rent will be "very negative" to "somewhat
negative" according to 40 percent and 52 percent of builders,
respectively. In contrast, about 20 percent of builders felt
that the effect of tax reform on single-family housing will be
"somewhat negative" to "very negative."

In its testimony before the Finance Committee in 1985, NAHB
stated that tax reform should facilitate tax compliance with an
eye towards fairness and deficit reduction. Tax reform largely
has failed on both grounds. There was no deficit reduction,
because the increased revenues achieved from base broadening was
used to reduce the tax rates rather than-being applied to deficit
reduction. Had some of the revenues generated from base
broadening been applied to deficit reduction, our members might
have understood the need for sacrifice. Having contributed
substantially to the rate reductions in the 1986 Tax Act, we
oppose efforts that would delay or postpone the implementation of
these rate reductions. Tax reform also failed on the count of
fairness because of the disproportionate burden that was borne by
the real estate industry. One needs only to examine the passive
activity loss rules and the way they deem rental real estate (and
no other activity) to be a passive activity, without regard to
material participation, to see how unfair the 1986 Tax Act is.
The passive activity loss rules, alone, amount to a tax increase
of $36 billion over the next five years, a large part of which
will be borne by the real estate industry.

Because the housing sector of the economy bore such a large
share of the base-broadening changes that funded last year's tax
reduction, NAHB submits that it would be inequitable to again
single out housing to bear the burden of deficit reduction.
Housing also has paid a disproportionate share in budget cuts,
where over 70 percent of budget cuts have been made in housing
since 1980. NAHB believes that the deficit should be reduced
through an appropriate mix of fiscal and monetary policies. If
the tax system is going to be revised in order to reduce the
deficit, the revisiofi should be done in such a way to spread the
pain among all individuals and businesses. Furthermore, the
Committee should remain cognizant of the significant tax
increases that were imposed upon the real estate industry both by
the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984.

The "Description of Possible Options to Increase Revenues"
(JCS-17-87), prepared for the Committee on Ways and Means by the
staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation with the staff of the
Committee on Ways and Means, contains several revenue increase
options that concern NAHB because of their potential adverse
impacts upon home owners and the housing industry.

Among the options that would affect home owners are:

o Across-the-board reductions in the benefit of itemized
deductions;
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0 Repealing, or otherwise restricting, interest deductions
on home equity loans;

o Limiting the benefit of itemized deductions to the lowest
tax rate bracket;

o Disallowance of deductions for nonbusiness personal
property taxes;

o Imposition of a floor under aggregate itemized deductions
of higher-income taxpayers; and

o Income taxation of net appreciation in property passing at
death.

Among the options that would affect the housing industry
are:

o Imposition of a value added tax or a business alternative
minimum tax;

o Reduction in corporate tax preferences;
o Repeal of the completed contract method of accounting for

large contractors;
o Limitations on deductibility of advertising costs;
o Repeal of the installment sales method for dealers and

certain nondealers;
o Taxation of master limited partnerships as corporations;
o Several proposed changes regarding limited partnerships,

including treatment of limited partnership income as portfolio
(rather than passive) income under the passive activity loss
rules;

o Repeal of like-kind exchange treatment for real estate;
o Increases in individual and corporate minimum tax rates;

and
o Withholding on payments to independent contractors.

Revenue Options Affecting Home Owners

The Internal Revenue Code historically has provided several
tax incentives to encourage homeownership. The major tax
incentive for homeownership is the mortgage interest deduction.
Without the mortgage interest deduction, the cost of home-
ownership would be significantly higher.

For the first time in 40 years, the homeownership rate in
the United States is declining. This trend, which started in
1980, is most pronounced among young Americans considering the
purchase of their first home. The homeownership rate among all
households peaked in 1980 at 65.6 percent. Since then, it has
fallen to 63.8 percent. Among married couples in the 25 to 29
age group, homeownership fell from a rate of 59 percent in 1978
to 52 percent in the first quarter of 1987. For married couples
in the 30 to 34 age group, the homeownership rate fell from 75
percent in 1978 to 70 percent in 1985. Given this downward trend
in the homeownership rate, NAHB urges that the Tax Code not be
tampered with in such a way to make homeownership less
affordable. In fact, in a different budgetary climate, we would
be urging new tax incentives designed to make homeownership more
affordable, particularly for young American families. For
example, for years, we have supported the concept of providing a
housing savings account, similar to an individual retirement
account, to assist first-time home buyers in accumulating a
downpayment.

While the Tax Reform Act of 1986 largely preserved the tax
deduction for mortgage interest, it did cut back on the mortgage
interest deduction in two significant ways. First, the deduction
for mortgage interest was limited to debt on no more than two
personal residences of a taxpayer. Second, the amount of debt
against which mortgage interest deductions may be taken generally
was limited to the purchase price of the home plus the cost of
improvements. However, an exception was provided for qualified
educational loans and loans for medical expenses, to the extent
that the debt is secured by a personal residence and does not
exceed its fair market value.
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On the one hand, we understand why Congress restricted the
mortgage interest deduction in this manner. The concern was that
homeowners could largely avoid the new limits on deductibility of
interest on personal loans merely by using their homes as
collateral for consumer debt. On the other hand, it should be
noted that for many Americans their homes represent
the bulk of their accumulated wealth. We do not believe that
home owners should be forced to sell their homes in order to make
use of that wealth. Thus, while there may have been some
rationale to the restrictions imposed by the 1986 Tax Act, we
urge that no further changes be made in this area.

We oppose other revenue options that would cut back on the
benefits of the mortgage interest deduction. These include an
across-the-board reduction of 10 percent for itemized deductions,
the imposition of a floor under the aggregate itemized deductions
of higher-income taxpayers, and limiting the benefit of itemized
deductions to the lowest tax rate. Each of these proposals would
diminish the tax incentives for homeownership and, thus, would
make homeownership less affordable. Furthermore, each of the
proposals would make an already complex tax system even more
complicated, and, thus, could foster wide-spread disrespect for
the tax system among middle-and higher-income taxpayers.

Finally, we oppose the income taxation of the net
appreciation in property passing at death because of the
increased record keeping burdens that would be imposed, the tax
compliance problems that would be caused, and the increase in
taxes on assets passing from one generation to another.

Revenue Options Affecting the Housing Industry

There is no question that home builders were adversely
affected by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Single-family home
builders were hurt by the taxation of contributions in aid of
construction (which has added significantly to the cost of
construction), the proportionate disallowance rule applicable to
installment sales, and the new volume limitation on mortgage
revenue bonds. The taxation of contributions in aid of
construction, which many Members of Congress understood merely to
be a tax increase for utility companies, has been a tremendous
burden for many single-family home builders. This is because the
utility companies basically have been "grossing-up" the tax cost
to builders. Assuming a 40-percent Federal corporate tax rate,
this gross-up to the builder amounts to a 67 percent increase in
the cost of utility infrastructure.

Multifamily home builders were adversely affected by, among
other provisions, the repeal of the capital gains exclusion, the
substantial lengthening of depreciation lives, the passive
activity loss restrictions, the volume limits on multifamily
industrial development bonds, and the broader minimum tax. Since
home builders, in effect, paid for a large part of last year's
tax rate reductions, NAHB does not think that it would be
equitable to now ask that home builders bear the burden of
deficit reduction.

The benefit of the installment sales method of accounting
was reduced significantly both for dealers and nondealers by the
imposition of the incredibly complex proportionate disallowance
rule. Furthermore, for home builders who are subject to the
minimum tax, the installment sale method was repealed. NAHB
supports S.719, whicb would restore prior law for non-dealer
installment sales. With regard to dealer installment sales,
rather than repealing the installment sale method entirely, NAHB
would urge you to look at a simpler alternative to the
proportionate disallowance rule. One possibility might be to
impose a flat-percentage disallowance on deferral of profits from
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dealer installment sales. For example, one-third of the profit
could be included in income in the year of sale, thereby allowing
deferral of only two-thirds of profit. This would be far simpler
than the proportionate disallowance rule of present law, and
would be much more fair than repeal of the installment method
because it would recognize the liquidity problem inherent in
installment sales.

Another accounting proposal that concerns NAHB is the
proposed repeal of the completed contract method of accounting.
Under the percentage of completion-capitalized cost method that
was implemented by the 1986 Tax Act, large contractors must take
into account 40 percent of the items with respect to a contract
under the percentage of completion method. The remaining 60
percent of the items under the contract must be taken into
account under the taxpayer's normal method of accounting (for
example, the completed contract method). NAHB opposes
implementation of the percentage of completion method for long-
term contracts because builders who engage in the performance of
long-term contracts are not certain of the amount, if any, of the
profit they will realize on the contract; builders earn profits
on long-term contracts only at the time they are completed
(rather than on a proportionate basis over the term of the
oontract); and, in the absence of substantial progress payments
in excess of out-of-pocket expenses, builders may not have
sufficient funds to pay tax prior to the completion of the
contract.

NAHB opposes repeal of like-kind exchange treatment for real
estate because like-kind exchanges merely involve a change in the
form of investment and, thus, should not immediately give rise to
tax liability. Furthermore, the present law provision which
allows nonrecognition of gain on like-kind exchanges of real
estate facilitates the mobility of capital. Limiting like-kind
exchange treatment to simultaneous transfers of real estate would
impose serious hardships on transferors who cannot immediately
locate suitable replacement property. Moreover, it should be
noted that the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 already has limited
the flexibility of like-kind exchange treatment generally by
providing that transactions ca-i qualify for nonrecognition
treatment only if replacement property is identified within 45
days and transferred within 180 days of the original transfer.

Several of the revenue increase options presented for the
Committee's consideration deal with limited partnerships,
including master limited partnerships. Notwithstanding the
adverse tax changes contained in the Tax Reform .%cz of 1986,
limited partnerships remain a popular investment .ool because
they allow individuals to invest in more and larger projects than
they could individually. The average investor has neither the
time nor expertise required to identify desirable projects;
conduct feasibility studies; or arrange for acquisition,
financing, construction, or rehabilitation or ultimate management
of the project. With a limited partnership syndication, these
tasks are entrusted to professionals.

Master limited partnerships (MLPs) are a comparatively new
form of ownership for real estate, especially for existing
properties. MLPs are limited partnerships in which the
partnership interests are traded on a national stock exchange.
Investor interest in MLPs is high because, in contrast to most
limited partnerships and other real estate investments, the
ownership shares are liquid, thus allowing investors who need
cash to easily sell their shares. Despite this liquidity,
investors are able to avoid the double taxation inherent to
corporations.
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Limited partnerships are a valuable financing tool for
raising the capital needed to construct new housing. Because the
1986 Tax Act severely limited the tax advantages from limited
partnership investments in real estate, investors are now forced
to consider the economics of an investment, largely without
regard to any tax benefits. Due to this fact, we urge you not to
adopt further changes that would have an adverse effect on
limited partnerships, and, thus impede the flow of money needed
for new construction.

We are particularly concerned with the proposals that would
tax MLPs as corporations and treat net income of a limited
partnership as portfolio (rather than passive) income. With
regard to MLPs, there is little evidence that real estate MLPs
are causing an erosion of the corporate income tax base. For
example, limited partnerships have been traditionally used for
holding real property. Using the MLP format to improve
liquidity is a valuable tool for attracting investment capital.

To arbitrarily deem net limited partnership income to be
portfolio income, while net limited partnership losses are
treated as passive losses, would basically negate the viability
of the limited partnership form as a tool for real estate
investment. It would mean that losses could not be deducted
against income generated from another partnership. This would be
almost tantamount to disallowing limited partnerships as a tool
for real estate investment. To further restrict the viability of
limited partnerships, before the ink has even dried on the Tax
Reform Act of 1986, would be patently unfair.

Several other proposed revenue increase options concern NAHB
because they would mean increased taxes for home builders, which,
ultimately, would mean increased prices for new homes. These
options include limitation on the deductibility of advertising
costs, increases in corporate and minimum tax rates, and
withholding on payments to independent contractors.

Taxes for many builders will increase substantially this
year due to last year's tax reform. NAHB feels it would be
unfair to again raise the taxes of these builders before the full
impacts of the 1986 Tax Act are even fully felt. Furthermore, we
question the utility of requiring withholding on payments to
independent contractors when those payments are already required
to be reported to the Internal Revenue Service. Rather than
increasing tax compliance, requiring withholding on payments to
independent contractors would only add complexity and additional
administrative costs and burdens for builders who use independent
contractors in their construction business.

One bright point in the revenue options deals with the
reinstitution of a capital gains tax differential. NAHB, of
course, would support favorable tax treatment for capital gains,
but not at the expense of other options that would increase taxes
for home owners and home builders. A reduced capital gains tax
rate would likely increase Federal tax revenues Lecause it would
promote economic growth.

Finally, we would like to note the discussion of a value
added tax (VAT) and a business alternative minimum tax (BAMT).
These are ideas that merit serious attention in the context of
deficit reduction, however, if they are going to be given serious
attention, they deserve at least as much time as was devoted to
consideration of the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Any consideration
of a VAT should, of course, be done in such a way as to minimize
any increases in housing costs. A BAMT, that affects all
businesses in an equal way, might not be objectionable to NAHB if
it returns some revenue to tax incentives such as capital gains
and shorter depreciation lives for real property.
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STATEMENT

BY

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS

Submitted by: Danea Kehoe Martin
Counsel, Government Affairs

National Association of Life Underwriters

The National Association of Life Underwriters (NALU) thanks the Committee
for the opportunity to comment on the revenue increase options presented by the
staffs of the Joint Committee on Taxation and the Committee on Ways and Means.
NALU is a federation of state and local life underwriter associations represen-
ting almost 135,000 professional insurance agents who sell and service life and
health insurance and employee benefit plans in virtually every community in the
United States.

These hearings represent the first step in the process of raising $19.3
billion in new federal revenue in FY 1988, 522 billion in FY 1989, and $23
billion in 1990, as mandated by the 1988 Budget Resolution. A number of the
some 200 committee staff pamphlet (JCS-17-87) options that are the focus of
these hearings raise deep-seated concerns among life underwriters. These con-
cerns are expressed on behalf of the 70% of American adults who own life
insurance as well as those who sell it.

LIFE INSURANCE TAX LAW JUST CHANGED; SHOULD NOT BE ALTERED NOW

The 12 proposals and subproposals that would change life insurance product
and company tax law should all be rejected because they were debated during
enactment of both the 1984 Deficit Reduction Act, (Title I, the "Stark/Moore
Life Insurance Tax Law") which completely revised life insurance taxation and/or
last year's tax reform legislation. Both debates focused not only on the policy
underlying the various tax law provisions, but also on the appropriate level of
revenue to be generated from life insurance products and companies. Further.
the revenue questions were settled in the context of actual and projected
Federal deficits even larger than those we currently face. The provisions are
designed to produce triple the level of tax paid by the industry prior to 1984,
and as yet there is no evidence to suggest a significant shortfall. The various
provisions of the "Stark/Moore" life insurance tax law are scheduled for review
by 1989. Preliminary studies, by the Treasury Department and the General
Accounting Office, are expected this fall. As with tax Reform itself, it is too
soon to tinker with a radically new tax system because there simply has not been
enough time to gather the data that will prove whether the new system is working
as intended or needs adjustment. Thus, changes to life insurance tax law--if
appropriate at all--are certainly unwarranted until the studies indicating how
the law is working are complete. The soonest such changes should be contemplated
is after Congress and the industry receive and have the opportunity to e"aluate
the preliminary data promised by the Treasury Department and GAO this fall.

LIFE INSURANCE OANER'HIP 100 AIDESPRL'Ai TO BE TERMED "LOOPHOLE"

OR "SPECIAL INTEREST"

The premise that revenue should be raised via closing "loopholes" enjoyed
by "special interests" should not be applied to life insurance products. Some
70% of all adults in the U.S. own an average of $63,400 of coverage per family.
It is hard to characterize tax provisions affecting such a large group as
serving only a "special interest." A benefit this broad-based--not to mention

as justified by ioth tax principles and social policy-cannot seriously be
termed a "loophole." Rather, any set of tax rules that affects such a huge
segment of the American public would be more properly classified in the same
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category as "the public interest," such as the tax rates themselves, the per-
sonal exemptions and exclusions, etc. "Loophole" and "special interest" are
terms that suggest that a few taxpayers, taking advantage of specialized and
specific transactions, benefit at the expense of the majority. This is simply
not the case with respect to life insurance products.

NALU wishes to comment specifically on proposals that can be divided into
three general areas: life Insurance products, employee benefits and estate tax
issues.

LIFE INSURANCE PRODUCTS

There are eight proposals in the life insurance product area about which
we are concerned-

LIFE INSURANCE CASH VALUES SHOULD ACCUMULATE INCOME-TAX FREE,
AS UNDER CURRENT LAW

Among the revenue proposals are two suggestions to make life insurance
policy cash values (the "inside buildup") subject to tax on a current basis.
The first proposal suggests current tax liability for annual increases in cash
values for all newly-issued life insurance policies. The second would limit the
proposal to life insurance policies owned by corporations or trusts. Both wou'd
be bad tax policy, bad social policy, and ineffective as revenue-raisers.

Life insurance cash values are not "income" actually or constructively
received. Rather, they are a function of the level payment method of funding
the death benefit. Policyholders pay a higher premium in the eally years of the
policy's life, to make up for premiums that are less than necessary to fund the
death benefit during the policy's later years. If death occurs prior to the
policy's maturity, the cash values become part of the death benefit. If the
policy is surrendered or annuitizes or if its cash values are withdrawn prior to
death., the cash values are taxable to the extent they exceed basis. Thus, under
current law, cash values are taxable at the time they are actually or construc-
tively received. The only exception to this rule is the situation involving the
transmutation of cash value into death benefit.

Further, the rule that allows cash values to accumulate tax-free until
death or distribution is wise social policy. Life insurance is an excellent
source of capital formation. It is an important foundation of millions of
retirement income plans. Cash value life insurance allows its owners to guaran-
tee that their beneficiaries will receive the death benefit even if death occurs
"later"--when term insurance premiums become prohibitively expensive-rather
than comparatively early in life. Finally, estimates that a current tax on
accumulating cash values would raise $700 million in new federal revenue over
the next three years are highly suspect. NALU believes few if any people would
buy permanent insurance if they faced tax liability on its cash values--and no
"real" money with which to pay that liability-.-in ever-increasing amounts as the
policy, and policyholder, ages. Thus, the $700 million revenue projection is
largely illusory.

Confining the proposal to tax currently the life insurance cash values in
corporate-owned policies does not remedy the basic defects of the proposal. The
same basic tax principle, i.e., that "income" is taxable when received, is
violated. The same mischief with respect to capital formation occurs.
To tax currently corporate-owned life insurance cash values runs the risk of
similar social harm. Rather than inadequately-protected spouses and children,
the result would be inadequately-protected businesses and employees. In some
ways, this is even worse in that a business without sufficient capital (provided
by death benefits) after the death(s) of its owner(s) andtor key employees can
devastate the livelihoods of all those employed by the business. Life insurance
protection for businesses, especially small businesses, is a key part of the
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financial security not only of the business itself, but of the people it
employs. Many thousands of small businesses have remained productive enter-
prises after the deaths of their founders because of the financial cushion for
the transition period provided by life insurance death benefits. As with
individually-owned permanent life insurance, current tax on policy cash values
acts as a powerful disincentive to acquire adequate amounts of death protection,
creating the same illusory, but near-certain false, estimates of additional
Federal revenue.

For all the reasons cited above, life insurance cash values should not
become a preference item for purposes of the alternative minimum tax. Because
cash values are not properly characterized as income received, they should not
be taxed (until and unless they are received) under tax policy measurement-of
income-principles. Further, the social good provided by life insurance warrants
its current law tax treatment, just as the potential drain on government welfare
programs that would result from the inadequate protection level that would
likely occur should cash values become subject to current taxation justifies a
continuation of current law tax treatment of permanent life insurance.

LOANS AND DISTRIBUTIONS PRIOR TO DEATH SHOULD BE TAXED AS UNDER
CURRENT LAW

The options list includes three suggestions that would-result in acceler-
leated or new tax liability as a result of policy loans or withdrawals. Two of
these suggestions propose taxing life insurance as annuities are taxed; one
would apply lower or no interest loan rules to life insurance loans. All three
are misguided, both in terms of policy and in terms of the revenue they are
estimated to raise.

A life insurance loan operates in all respects in the same way any loan
operates. Market conditions dictate the interest charged on the loan, and the
terms of repayment. (Since "collateral" for the loan is the death benefit or
surrender value-both ol which always exceed the loan value-and since both are
payable in cash, a company has no need to force repayment within a specified
time period. Death benefits or surrender value are sufficient guarantee of
repayment.) All assets can be collateralized for their market value, rather
than for their cost basis. No other loan (except annuity loans) triggers
taxable gain when its proceeds exceed the asset's acquisition cost. Further, a
fundamental principle of income tax law requires that a taxpayer receive his or
her investment back prior to taxation of any gain upon liquidation of an asset.
Thus, it is annuity law (at least with respect to the tax consequences of
borrowing or taking an "early" withdrawal) that is the departure from the norm.
It is bad enough that annuities are taxed on an unfair-in-principle basis. To
extend that unfairness to life insurance would only exacerbate an unfortunate
anor;ialy in the tax code.

Beyond the basic questions of fairness and soundness of the tax principles
underlying life insurance product tax law there is the question of the harm to
the financial security afforded to society by life insurance. Permanent life
insurance is a long-term commitment that is made possible, in most cases, by the
peace of mind that comes with knowing that loans or withdrawals, should they
become necessary due to unforeseen or extraordinary financial events, are
available on a tax basis that compares with the tax consequences of any other
situation. Most frequently, the loans and/or withdrawals are either not taken
or they are repaid, but their availability is a critical element in the decision
to acquire a sufficient amount of life insurance protection in the first
instance. Where loans or withdrawals are taken and not repaid, most often it is
to keep the insurance in force. Loan and withdrawal values typically represent
only a small fraction of the typical policy's death benefit.

Not on;y would adverse, unfair tax consequences imposed on policy loans
and withdrawals depress the level of life insurance in force to potentially
harmful levels (the decrease in capital formation and the increase in government
subsidies to inadequately protected beneficiaries would both have long-term
negative effects on our overall economy), but such a move would almost cer-
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tainly fail utterly at raising the revenue the proposals estimate. It Is
unlikely that borrowing and withdrawing would continue at present-day levels,
just as it is unlikely that the same level of life insurance (and thus
borrowable and withdrawable cash values) would continue at current levels. In
fact, it would not be unreasonable to anticipate a revenue loss due to the
lowered tax liability of the people whose livelihoods would be diminshed as a
result of any such changes, and to the increase in Federal expenditures necessi-
tated by an increase in inadequately protected survivors, sm3ll businesses and
retirees.

INVESTMENT-ORIENTED (SINGLE PREMIUM) POLICIES NEED FURTHER STUDY

The options list proposes redefining life insurance to exclude
"significantly investment-oriented life insurance policies such as single pre-
mium life insurance policies." The proposal's authors generally define a
"significantly investment-oriented policy" as one whose premiums are substan-
tially in excess of the amount needed for level premium funding of the death
benefit, or one whose investment income is derived from high-risk or high-return
investments. NALU opposes this proposal as one that is dangerously overbroad,
badly-defined and ill-conceived. NALU concedes that there may be some single
premium contracts-in a class which does not include all single premium
contracts-that are marketed as tax-sheltered investments. NALU is willing to
work with the Ways and Means Committee to define properly the scope of any
problems these policies may create, and to devise an appropriate response.
However, the proposal described above is both too vague and too broad to respond
to with anything but stiff opposition. It has been less than three years since
Congress, after thorough study and intense debate, determined that for tax pur-
poses life insurance should be allowed to be-funded with a single payment. It
is not the sinf-,e payment which created the tax-sheltered investment to which
some Congressional members now object. Nor is it appropriate to define life
insurance by eAamining the investments into which a life insurance company puts
its premiums dollars. In addition, such terms as "high-risk" or "high-return"
investments are imprecise at best, subject to revision based on cyclical changes
in the marketplace. For example, a 12% return would be considered quite high
today, but 3 years ago investments yielding 12% or more were common. So, too,
is the term "level funding of the death benefit" imprecise. What is "level
funding?" Yearly premiums until the policy's maturity date? Yearly premiums
for at least 5, 10, 15, 20 or 25 years? Yearly premiums until a certain age?
Or something entirely different?

Aside from the issues presented by an overly vague proposal, the concept
of redefining life insurance to exclude the single premium product would elimi-
nate the historical, eminently justifiable use of the contract as an estate
creation device. Single premium products are especially suitable to fund the
cost of future education for a young child being protected by an older parent or
grandparent. Thus while further study of the product as it is currently
constructed, marketed and taxed is appropriate, a sweeping, destructive change
of the nature proposed in the options list must be opposed. The General
Accounting Office is currently conducting a study of the single premium policy,
with results anticipated this fall. Also in the fall, GAO and the Treasury
Department are scheduled to present to Congress preliminary data on the working
of the "Stark/Moore" life insurance tax law. That is the appropriate time and
context for a review of "significantly investment-oriented" policies. NALU has
been working with GAO and the Ways and Means Committee on this problem, and will
continue to do so. In the interim, we must oppose the proposal presented in the
options list.

ANNUITIES SHOULD NOT BE TAXED MORE HARSHLY THAN AT PRESENT

As noted above, annuities are currently taxed in the harshest of ways.
After-tax investment dollars must accumulate until retirement age, on pain of
taxation of the investment yields before return of investment--a reversal of the
usual rule-and a penalty tax. Still, annuities remain an important tool of
retirement income planning. The options list suggests either making all annuity
investment yields subject to tax in the year they are earned, or limiting tax-
deferred accumulation of investment yields to amounts earned on investments of
$50,000 or less.
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This is yet another unfortunate idea. Demographic Jata indicate that
Americans are living longer, and the fastest-growing segment of our population
is the post-retirement group. This trend will increase as the "Baby Boom"
generation ages into retirement. With such a trend clearly forecast, how can
the government afford to undercut incentives to put away money to provide
retirement income? Rather, we should be investigating additional incentives.
Not only do retirement savings pump much-needed capital into the economy, they
cushion the need for public support of older people after they complete their
working years.

There is little or ro roo n left for "abuse" of the annuity product. Only
annuities owned by natural persons (actually or beneficially) enjoy the tax-
deferred accumulation of investment earnings. Pay-out cannot be delayed beyond
age 70f; pay-outs are fully taxable on a "blended" basis whereby only a portion
(directly related to the ratio between investment and investment earnings) of
the after-tax investment is returned prior to taxable investment income. Pre-
retirement loans and withdrawals are taxed, on an investment interest first
basis, and subject to a penalty tax. There is simply no justification for
imposing even more restrictions on this retirement income vehicle, just as there
is no wisdom in eliminating the annuity as a retirement planning tool. And
again, estimates of increased revenue as a result of these proposals are largely
illusory. There would be little or no market for a currently-taxable annuity,
thus eliminating the possibility of generating tax dollars from its investment
income. And even the revenue estimators concede only a tiny amount of revenue
to be gained from limiting the size of a tax-deferred annuity to $50,000.

COMPANY RESERVE DEDUCTION IS APPROPRIATE

NALU is admittedly no source of expertise on the appropriateness of the
companies' reserve deductions. However, those deductions are directly related
to the value of the products themselves. In the best interest of the policy-
holders represented by NALU, we support the companies' opposition to any change
in the curren: law method by which the reserve deduction is calculated.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

EMPLOYER-PAID LIFE AND HEALTH INSURANCE SHOULD BE EXCLUDED FROM
INCOME

Enormous amounts of revenue--anywhere from $3 to $40 billion (over three
years)--are contemplated from a range of proposals that would impose tax liabi-
lity on employer-paid life and health insurance. The very size of the revenue
estimates suggests an integral contradiction in terming tax-free employee bene-
fits a "loophole." The great majority of working Americans (and thus an even
greater majority of taxpayers!) benefit from the tax code provisions that allow
them to receive life and health insurance tax-free from their employers.
Elimination or restriction of this benefit is tantamount to an increase in tax
rates. At a minimum such a change would kill any tax cut the average taxpayer
might have gotten as a result of tax reform, and perhaps transform it into a tax
increase. But beyond that, taxable insurance benefits could lead to pernicious
results that would put the Federal government in the position of having to pro-
vide the protection that used to be provided by insurance. This is because
employees, faced with having to pay income tax on the value of life and health
insurance, would likely pressure their employers into letting them decline those
benefits. Of course, the younger and healthier employees--and the lowest paid--
would be most likely to reject them. Not only does this leave the government at
risk for death protection in the case of life insurance and health care costs in
the case of health insurance for these employees (some, albeit only a relative
few, of whom will die or become expensively ill or injured), but it will also
drive up the cost of insurance for tiose who continue to accept the coverage.
This is because those remaining in tie insurance pool will be the (relatively)
sicker and/or older employees. As :herr claims continue to drive up the cost of
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insurance, more relatively young and healthy employees will opt out, spiking
another round of adverse selection.

Further, there is basic unfairness in tr)ing to tax these benefits. The
unfairness comes from valuation problems (for example, how do you calculate the
"income" attributable to a beneficiary of a self-insured plan?); from wildly
varying regional costs of health care and therefore of health insurance; from
differences in rates attributable to the nature of the insured group (small vs.
large, high-risk vs. low-risk occupations, etc.); and from the "act that many
employees would be paying tax on duplicative coverage because both spouses must
accept employer-provided health insurance.

A "cap" approach discourages cost-effective preventive care protection; a
"floor" approach is regressive and hits lower-paid employees the hardest.
Inclusion of these benefits in the Social Security wage basis is also regressive
and discriminatory against those earning less than the wage base. The proposal
to tax only those who earn $50,000-60,000 or more is just plain unfair and is
especially hard on the two-income couple with dupl:cative coverage.

The proposals to limit cafeteria plan tax-free benefits, either by amount
($500) or by forcing benefits provided under a cafeteria plan into the Social
Security wage base are more limited in their potential for damage, but for cafe-
teria plan beneficiaries the damage is just as real. And it is unfair to single
out one form for providing employee benefits as a. candidate fur adverse tax
treatment.

PENSION LOANS SHOULD NOT BE FURTHER RESTRICTED

NALU joi.ns in the comments submitted by our conference, the As~ociation
for Advanced Life Underwriting (AALU) with respec tu the range o! proposed pen-

--- sion changes, including the proposal to disallow (without tax penalty) any 1.oans
from a pension plan. Here, suffice it to say that wu oppose these changes on
the ground that it is becoming increasingly important to encourage .deqiate
retirement planning, and these changes would disrourage such pining. Furtmcr,
pension law has been changed so repeatedly over the last decade that many'
employers are terminating or considering terminatinp their plars bcausc of the
expense of amending, administering and keeping up xith continual changes.

TAXATION OF LIFE INSURANCE UNDER THE ESTATE TAX

Under a proposed revenue option, the proceeds of an individual's life
insurance policy would be included in his estate if they are payable to a rela-
tive (directly or indirectly) regardless of whether he owned the policy at the
time of death. Under present law, life insurance is treated like all other
assets for estate tax purposes and the proceeds are included in the individual's
estate only if he owned the policy at the tim, of his diiath or within the Drior
three years. NALU opposes this revenue optic r for the following reasons:

THE REVENUE OPTION FORCES 3REAK-UP OF SMALL TO MID-SIZE BUSINESSES
AND FAMILY FARMS

* For an owner of a small to mid-size business or farm, the business
often constitutes most, if not all, of his estate. When the owner dies, an
estate tax may be due, and, unless cash funds are available, the only alter-
native will be for the estate to sell the business to raise the funds-to pay the
tax.

* To avoid the need to sell the business, life insurance is commonly
purchased to provide the cash to pay the estate tax. Because of its guaranteed
death benefit, life insurance is the only vehicle which can insure that adequate
funds will be on hand at the time of death.
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* The proposed revenue option would impose an estate tax on these life
Insurance proceeds, even though the insurance does not increase the size of the
estate. The new tax would make the cost of raising liquid funds virtually pro-
hibitive and force many estates to sell the family business.

* The revenue option would also severely impact common buy-sell arrange-
ments where life insurance is purchased to provide funds to surviving owners
with which to buy the interest of the deceased owner.

* This revenue option-is a direct attack on arrangements which are
uniquely designed to keep small businesses and farms intact on the death of the
owner. It should be rejected.

THE RE'vF ,JL OPTION IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE CONCEPT OF ESTATE TAX

The estate tax is imposed on the "transfer of the [property of the]
taxable estate of every decedent." The revenue option would impose the tax on
property which the decedent does not own, and may never have owned, and thus
cannot be considered to have transferred at his death. The ownership rights in
a life insurance policy are well established and should control for estate tax
purposes. The suggestion that an estate could be liable for a tax on assets
never owned by the decedent raises serious constitutional issue-.

THE REVENUE OPTION DISCRIMINATES AGAINST LIFE INSURANCE

@ Under this revenue option, life insurance would be the only type of
property on which an estate tax would be imposed, even though the decedent
transferred to another person more than three years before his death.

* Current law does not result in special estate tax benefits for trans-
ferred life insurance; it is treated exactly like other property interests. If
the policy is transferred by gift, or the original owner continues to pay the
premiums after the transfer, they will be subject to gift tax. There is no good
reason for increasing the tax disparity for life insurance.

SUMMARY

In summary, NALU opposes the life insurance, employee benefits and estate
tax proposals described above. The extent to which changes in life insurance
tax law may be appropriate, for policy or revenue reasons, cannot be determined
rationally until the preliminary data on how the recently-revised life insurance
tax law is working has been received and evaluated. This data is expected this
fall. Life insurance and employee benefits are enjoyed by such a widespread
cross-section of taxpayers that - y change in the law governing them would be
tantamount to a tax increase. Further, the economic foundation of literally
millions of Americans could be seriously weakened were any of these proposals to
Become law. In addition, life insurance (and pensions) provide an important
source of capital to the U.S. economy. To undercut either would risk harm to
the economy itself. Finally, most of these proposals would operate on an uneven
basis, resulting in discrimination against older, less healthy and lower-paid
individuals.

NALU thanks the committee for this opportunity to express our concerns.
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Statement of the

National Association of
Photographic Manufacturers, Inc.

The National Association of Photographic Manufacturers, Inc. wishes to
go on record in opposition to the proposal to place luxury excise taxes
on photographic cameras, lenses, film, film projectors, video cameras and
recording tape. The proposal was contained in the pamphlet entitled
"Description of Possible Options to Increase Revenues Prepared for the
Committee on Ways and Means," dated June 25, 1987 prepared by the staffs
of the Joint Committee on Taxation and the Committee on Ways and Means.

NAPH is a voluntary trade association composed of companies which manufacture
photographic and image technology equipment and supplies. On the equipment
side they manufacture cameras, lenses and projectors; on the supply side they
make photographic film, video and audio tape, photographic paper and photo-
graphic chemicals. Members include such companies as Agfa, Eastman Kodak,
Du Pont, Fuji, Ilford, Konica, 3M, Peerless, PoJaroid, Powers and others.
Our members account for over 90 percent of the photographic products shipped
to the United States market.

NAPM is opposed to the imposition of a luxury excise tax when the defined
products include cameras, lenses, film, projectors, video cameras and
recording tape. It appears from the pamphlet prepared by the staffs of the
Joint Committee on Taxation and the Committee on Ways and Means that the
above products were included as possible proposals for ad valorem excise
taxes because such a tax had been imposed before. The Excise Tax Reduction
Act of 1965 repealed these taxes.

NAPM was very active in working for that repeal. Our arguments then and our
arguments now are the same. Photographic goods are not luxury items and
should not be subjected to excise taxes. The definition of luxury includes
the following: "An elegant appointment or material aid to the achievement
of luxury; a nonessential item or service that contributes to luxurious
living." We have some data on when United States households take photographs.

During the holiday season of Christr.3s and Chanukah, 88% of U. S. households
take pictures to record the festivities. At birthdays approximately 79.2%
of American homes take snapshots. We believe that picture taking at the
above occasions in this day and age are not luxuries, but are necessaries to
record the memories and enhance family life.

We also have demographic studies that indicate that people of very modest
means purchase cameras and film. 1 The information indicates that the percent-
age of total U. S. households owning still cameras in the following income
brackets are: annual income under $10,000 - 21%; $1o,000-$19,999 - 24%;
$20,000-$29,999 - 20%; $30,000 and up - 35%. The percentage of families
owning any type of camera is 86.2%.

Photographic cameras, especially 35mm single lens reflex cameras commonly
referred to as SLRs, are used not only by amateurs but by professional
photographers, medical photographer:, dentists, orthodontists, forensic and
law enforcement experts, photojourndlists, governmental photographers and in
education and training situations. These cameras have traveled to the ocean's
depths and to the far reaches of outer space with side trips to the moon.

Similarly, nonluxury uses for video cameras in many of the above situations
and in production quality control and surveillance activities are common
everyday occurrences. The film and tape used by the above equipment should
also fall into a nonluxury category.

There also is a crossover in the use of film projectors by both professionals
and consumers. In the field of education and training, for example, 16mm
film projectors account for over 90 percent of sales made to industrial,
educational and governmental agencies. In the photographic industry approxi-
mately one third of total sales are made to amateur consumers.
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It is very difficult to distinguish at times whether in amateur or a profe-
atonal user is buying the product. 35mm cameras, vit :o cameras, tape, film
and projectors can be used by both. Excise taxes, especially levied at the
manufacturer's level, are bidden and discriminate against the users and
producers of these products. They are inflationary and are basically unfair
and a bad idea for raising revenue.

Excise taxes in the photographic industry may well r tuce sales and therefore
jobs in our industry. The Department of Commerce data in the 1987 Industrial
Outlook indicate that the number of jobs in the photcG raphic industry
declined two percent in 1986 to 100,000. 2 The number of production workers,
about half the total, dropped four percent. Employee it has declined for four
consecutive years and has reached its lowest level siace 1975. We predict
that if a ten percent ad valorem tax is imposed on p1 tographic -products, this
trend will accelerate. None of us would like to see that outcome.

We see a large administrative burden in collecting si-h a tax, be it at the
manufacturers or retail level. In the photographic ustry our products
can be sold at any of the following outlets: drugst, ±, supermarket, dis-
count store, department store, camera store, electronics store, chain store,
mmn-lab (drive-in), mail order, and catalog showrooms. 3 As mentioned earlier,
it is often difficult to distinguish between a consu r and a professional
purchaser.

In summary, photographic products should not be consl iered a luxury item.
People of relatively modest means purchase and use t, products of our
industry. Excise taxes at the manufacturers level ate hidden taxes, are
discriminatory, unfair and inflationary. The imposition of the excise tax
will adversely affect sales and eventually reduce employment, which is
already trending down in the photographic industry.

The administrative burden of collecting such a tax is large, especially if
you ate dealing in a situation where the amateur and consumer use-is very
difficult to distinguish from the professional and commercial use.

Excise taxes in this area were recognized by CongresL over twenty-two years
ago as not such a good idea and were abolished. The passage of time has not
invalidated that action. We urge you not to reimpose "luxury excise taxes"
on the products of the photographic industry.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment upon this proposal and look forward
to an outcome favorable to U. S. consumers. We stand ready to answer any
questions that might be raised by our statement.
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Statement of the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS'

THE WORLD'S LARGEST TRADE ASSOCIATION

On behalf of the more than 130,000 members of the National Association of
Realtors, we are pleased to have the opportunity to present our views on the
various proposals to increase revenue for purposes of deficit reduction.

We have for several years urged the Congress to address this nation's federal
budget deficit. Last year we urged that some of the revenue derived from the
tax code restructuring be applied to reduce the deficit. Instead, all the
revenue, a large portion of which was from the real estate industry, went to a
significant reduction in individual and corporate tax rates.

Deficit reduction continues to be a goal of our Association. We are not
unwilling to share in the sacrifice necessary to achieve a gradual narrowing
of the deficit. However, housing and real estate investment have already
participated to a very great degree in recent spending and taxation changes
designed to achieve this, and other, goals. For example, budget authority for
the Department of Housing and Urban Development which accounted for over 7% of
the Federal Budget at the beginning of this decade is now estimated to be less
than 1% of total spending. Moreover, the 1984 tax legislation enacted changes
in investment real estate taxation which were, up to that point, very
significant tax increases. And, finally, massive new real estate tax
increases were imposed as a part of last year's Tax Reform legislation.

Certainly, we were pleased that the mortgage interest deduction for first and
second homes was left largely intact last year, as was the property tax
deduction. Even so, in our view, the 1986 Tax Reform Act was an unwarranted
frontal attack on virtually all of the tax laws affecting real estate
investment. Specifically, the Tax Reform Act increased taxes on housing and
real estate investment nearly $50 billion. These new taxes included:
significantly stre ched out depreciation, limitations on the deductibility of
"passive losses" Y'om existing and future investments (including all losses
from rental real estate even if rental real estate is the principal business
of the owner/operator and including all losses even those relating to actual
out-of-pocket cash expenses), elimination of_capital gains, a virtual repeal
of the installment method of reporting the sale of real estate, subjecting
real estate to the "at risk" rules, severe limitations on interest deductions,
and more.

These tax increases provided a significant portion, and we believe a
disproportionate amount, of the revenue required last year to reduce overall
individual and corporate tax rates. The magnitude of these new taxes has
forced new investment and tax planning strategies for all transactions, not
only real estate development, acquisition, operation and disposition but also
regarding whether or not to purchase a home.

Those of us interested in providing affordable housing and competitive real
estate investment opportunities for Americans are struggling to come to grips
with these new rules. In the long run, we are optimistic that our industry
can adapt to these changes. However, at this point, new construction for both
residential and commercial development is at a virtual standstill and rents
for existing housing are steadily increasing. For the typical renter, we
estimate that the 1986 Jax Reform law represents an additional rent burden of
between 3 and 5 percent of income. This will likely more than offset the
benefit a typical renter could have expected from lower tax rates.

Additionally, the rate of homeownership in America is in the midst of the only
sustained decline since the 1930'w. All income and age groups are affected by
this homeownership decline. Among married couples in the 25 to 29 age group,
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iaseomership fell from'a rate of 59 percent in 1978 to 52 percent in the
first quarter of 1987. For married couples age 30 to 34, the homeownership
rate dropped over the same period from 75 percent to 70 percent.

Certainly, the new tax laws are a very real source of unrest in rental housing
and commercial real estate markets and they have not helped to stem the
continued homeownership rate decline. Mew taxes on this sector of the economy
will disrupt activity even more, leading to further decreases in housing
affordability, greater unemployment,'additional real estate foreclosures and
further strain the nation's already severely weakened financial institutions.
Therefore, we feel obligated to inform the Committee as strongly as we can
that we do not believe that housing or real estate investment can reasonably
b asked to bear another tax increase so soon after tax reform.

The following are our observations regarding specific revenue proposals now
before the Committee.

HOKNOWYERSHIP PROVISIONS

The Joint Taxation Committee presents a variety of revenue raising options in
its pamphlet which could increase the after-tax cost of homeownership and/or
reduce the value of homes in the hands of existing homeowners. These
proposals range from various caps on the amount of debt treated as "qualified
residence interest" (including limits on equity lines of credit not only
against appreciated home value, but against the equity created by pay down of
the purchase note as well) to schemes which would limit all deductions to only
the lowest marginal tax bracket.

While the 1986 Tax Reform Act largely preserved the interest deduction for
first and second homes, it is important to remember that deductibility was cut
back to some extent. Essentially, homeowners may deduct interest on all debt
up to an amount equal to the home's purchase price plus the cost of
improvesonts. A taxpayer may also deduct interest on debt secured by the
apreciated value of the home if the debt proceeds are used for education or
medical purposes. We reco-gnize the policy goal of precluding avoidance of the
disallowance of personal interest deductibility. Even so, we feel obligated
to remind the Committee that a person's home is generally the largest single
asset the homeowner possesses. Therefore, while we understand the reasons for
last year's limits, we do not believe that further cutbacks are now
desirable.

Regarding proposals to ,imit individual deductions to the 15% tax rate or to
place a floor under all itemized deductions, these would diminish the
attractiveness and incentive to homaownership and reduce the value of many
homes. Moreover, in addition to decreasing homeownership incentives and
arbitrarily reducing the value of many homes, these proposals should be
rejected because they would further increase tax complexity for a great many
taxpayers.

WITHHOLDING ON INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS

The Joint Committee on Taxation pamphlet on revenue options proposes that a
new withholding system be instituted whereby persons making payments to
independent contractors would be required to withhold 10% of the payment as
tax on the independent contractor's income.

Independent contractors perform services in nearly all sectors of the Aerican
economy and they operate in all industries, from law and medicine to trucking
and logging, from direct sales and insurance to home improvement and
construction, from gasoline marketing to entertainment. Inasmuch as there are
over 200,000 real, estate brokers throughout the country whose salesforce of
500,000 is predominately independent contractors, we know that this proposal
would be administratively unworkable and we strongly ge that it be rejected
on several grounds.
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o REAL ESTATE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS COMPLY WITH THE TAX LAWS.
This proposal is not a new one. It was last seriously debated by Congress in
1979 when a Treasury U partment study purported to show that a large
percentage of independent contractors do not pay their fair share of taxes. A
review of the record shows that this study was totally refuted because it did
not accurately define the universe of independent contractors, the sample size
was statistically much too small, and those sampled were not randomly
selected. Even so, a detailed analysis of the IRS study revealed that
compliance with the tax laws was better than 96% among independent contractor
real estate salespeople. In other words, according to IRS's own data, which
was skewed to show low tax compliance, at least 96% of the compensation
received by independent contractors in the real estate sales profession was
reported on their tax returns. We did not see then how tax compliance could
be increased through withholding and, as we are unaware of any new compliance
study by Treasury, we continue to question the value of imposing withholding
on independent contractors. Additionally, over the past several years we have
worked with Congress to ensure the this high degree of tax compliance does not
diminish. For example, we supported revisions, ultimately enacted, to the
information reporting system to require brokers to file IRS Form 1099
(detailing payments made to independent contractors in the ordinary course of
business) not only with the IRS but with the independent contractor
salesperson as well. We believe that giving the independent contractor
information showing the total renumeration received increases tax complilnce
in all sectors.

o INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR WITHHOLDING WILL BE AN ADMINISTRATIVE
NIGHTMARE FOR SMALL BUSINESSES IN TERMS OF COST AND PAPERWORK. The heavy
administrative burden and substantial cost of an independent contractor
withholding system would fall to a very large extent, on small businesses that
do ntot already maintain employee withholding systems. This is especially true
in the real estate sales industry which is dominated by firms of less than 5
salespeople. Many of these firms do not have any employees, not even a
secretary or receptionist, and therefore are unfamiliar with any office
withholding system. Forcing these firms to hire an accountant or bookkeeper
and incur the additional expenses for paperwork, office space, etc., would
obviously impose a new, unfamiliar and costly burden on those least able to
survive and compete. In short, it would place yet another bureaucratic
paperwork burden, and a costly one, on the small businessperson.

o WITHHOLDING ON INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS WOULD RESULT IN A TAX ON
GROSS--NOT NET INCOME. An independent contractor's income is neither fixed
nor guaranteed. An independent contractor has no assurance that his income
will bear any relation to the amount of time he devotes to performing his
services. He may make several sales presentations and yet not make a single
sale; in such a case, he would have nothing to show for all the efforts except
substantial expenses. An employee's Income, in contrast, is "guaranteed" in
the sense that as long as the hours are worked, a specified amount of
compensation will be paid. This distinction is very important to real estate
salespeople who incur significant expenses in the pursuit of their
livelihood. Withholding of tax on payments to independent contractors would
thus be a tax on "gross" income not "net", after expenses, income and would
create problems of overwithholdlng of income taxes. While an employee may
claim additional personal exemptions on his employee withholding statement to
reduce the amount withheld from his gross income, it would be very difficult,
if not impossible, for a real estate salesperson to estimate the amount of
future business expenses and, thus, the proper number of additional exemptions
to claim.

The National Association of Realtors does not condone non-compliance by
independent contractors. We believe every person should pay his or her fair
share of taxes. However, we urge you to reject this withholding Proposal
civen the high degree of tax compliance by real estate salespeople and the
lack of credible non-compliance statistics for others, the heavy cost to small
business operations. nd the potential cash flow distortions which would
likely reult.
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ADVERTISING EXPENSES

Among the options listed as revenue raisins possibilities by the Joint
Committee on Taxation is a proposal to disallow a current business expense
deduction for 20% of the costs incurred during a taxable year for advertising
costs. Advertising coSts are costs of doing business and we urge maintaining
the full current business expense deductibility of them.

The tax laws have historically recognized that taxpayers may deduct costs
which are ordinary and necessary expenses in carrying on a trade, business or
profession. Advertising, whether print or broadcast, is an indispensable part
of the real estate sales business. In many cases, it represents the marketing
function most responsible for a property sale. It enhances competition for
lower, more affordable, real estate prices, as well as providing essential
comparative information for potential property buyers. It enables new
competing real estate sales businesses to enter markets and existing firms to
present properties in new, innovative ways.

The advocates of the "advertising tax" proposals apparently rest their case on
the belief that the benefits derived from advertising extend beyond the year
of the expenditure and therefore the deduction for such a cost should be
deferred to a later year. This belief is mistaken.

First, there is no objective way of establishing the future value of current
advertising costs and therefore, any deferral of current deductibility is
arbitrary. Second, many costs, (other than those for advertising) which are
currently expenses annually by businesses have the potential for providing
benefits beyond the year of expenditure. Examples of these expenditures
include the cost of training employees, research and development
expenditures, the staff and operation costs for corporate public relations
departments and legal departments and the salaries and costs of long term
planning departments. These expenses are simply different ways of marketing
the firms products.

Firms, such as real estate, that rely heavily on advertising, rather than
other marketing expenses, would unfairly have their taxes increased due to
this proposal simply because of their necessary marketing techniques.
Inevitably this proposal would lead to reduced real estate property sales.
lost lobs, lower incomes and reduced tax Payments by these firms. For the
above reasons we urge You to reject any limitation on the full current
deductibility of advertising costs.

FURTHER LIMITATIONS ON INSTALLMENT SALES

One of the least rational amendments made to the tax code by last year's Tax
Reform Act was the evisceration of the installment sales method for reporting
gain on the sale of business or rental real estate. Prior to the 1986 Tax
Reform Act, sellers paid tax on the gain as payments were received. This was
changed basically through an elaborate allocation process (known as the
proportionate disallowance rule) which treats a part of a seller's existing
outstanding indebtedness as if it were an installment payment received on the
note. In effect, sellers are taxed in a manner unrelated to actual payments
by buyers under a formula which is tilted in favor of wealthy sellers who have
few debts and many assets.

Senators David Pryor, Zohn Heinz and David Boren have introduced legislation
which will correct this inequitable result. Their legislation, S. 719, would
return non-dealers to pro-Tax Reform Act installment sales rules. Gain on
installment sales would continue to be taxed. However, taxation would occur,
as under the old rules, when payment by the buyer occurred. This would
generally stop the taxation of "phantom" income which will result under the
Reform act's proportionate disallowance rule. Further, gain from an
installment sale would not, under these bills, be subject to the mini-um tax.
Thus, sellers engaging in a single installment sale would not fear being
thrust, solely because of one sale, into the complex minimum tax rules.
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Despite the burdensome nature of the proportionate disallowance rule en the
efforts to return to pre-Tax Reform Act rules, the Joint Taxation Committee
proposes two additional revenue increase options affecting installment sales
of real property. First, it is proposed that the installment sales method be
repealed directly, rather than indirectly, as occurs now through the
proportionate disallowance rule. Alternatively, it is proposed that
non-dealers be allowed to defer tax liability until payment is received if
interest is paid by the seller on the deferred tax liability.

Approximately 95% of all small business sales and about 25% of all investment
property sales involve seller financed installment sales. Installment sales
are even more important in rural areas where there are fewer bank financing
Options and in high cost areas where seller financing has become an essential
affordability technique.

While we believe revisions are necessary in the installment sales area, we
strongly urge that you reject the options listed in the Joint Taxation
pamphlet and instead urge you to support the Pryor-Heinz-Boren bill, S. 719,
which would return non-dealers to the rules that existed before the 1986 Tax
Reform Act. Many transactions are currently unable to close because sellers
are unable to pay the initial tax liability caused by the proportionate
disallowance rule. S. 719 would remove this "phantom income" problem thus
enabling transactions to go forward. Gain under S. 719 would continue to be
taxed. However, taxation would occur when payment by the buyer occurred.

The proposal to allow a deferral of income tax liability if interest is paid
to the IRS is a modest improvement over the proportionate disallowance rule.
However, taxation should not occur until payment has been received from the
buyer. Therefore, a deferral is not inappropriate and interest assessments
against the seller are unwarranted. The truly rational system for taxing
installment sales is the system which was in effect prior to the Tax Reform
Act.

RASTER LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS

The pamphlet contains a number of proposals to tax as a corporation either
publicly-traded limited partnerships or certain publicly-registered limited
partnerships. The National Association of Realtors strongly opposes these
proposals for reasons discussed in detail in a statement submitted to the Ways
and Means Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures at a hearing held on Master
Limited Partnerships July 1, 1987.

To briefly surmsarize, the position of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORSO is
that the tax treatment of limited partnerships, including Master Limited
Partnerships (KLPs), s4ould be maintained.

PARTNERSHIP ALLOCATIONS

Another set of proposals contained in the Joint Tax pamphlet would place a
variety of additional restrictions on the validity for Federal income tax
purposes of special partnership allocations of income, deductions, gain, loss,
or credits. One proposal would disallow allocations of income, loss, gain,
deductions, or credits that vary during the conduct of the partnership's
business. The proposal would require that allocations for tax purposes be in
accordance with the partner's interests in the partnership even if the
economic substance of the agreement between the partners were entirely
different. Other proposals would restrict the use of special partnership
allocations for tax purposes where th3 partne-ship includes both taxable and
tax-exempt partners. One such proposal would require taxable partners to
report as income the amount determined by their percentage interest in the
partnership even if the amount actually received were loss. Another proposal
would permit allocations of losses to taxable partners to be respected up to a
threshold percentage (Ex. 35%) if the general percentage interest between the
taxable and tax-exempt were followed with respect to other partnership tax -
items. A variation on this last proposal would require that payments to
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either tax-xempt organizations or taxable entities on debt or for the
performance of services would be taken into account in determining whether
partnership allocations had substantial economic effect.

The various Proposals regarding Partnership allocations that are described
above should be rejected for several reasons.

First, a proposal that did not respect an allocation of income, deduction,
etc... which varied from the general percentage interest held by each partner

would distort the economic terms of the partnership agreement entered into by
the parties. For example, if the general percentage interests in a
partnership are 90% - A and 10% - B, but A and B split the net proceeds from a

sale of partnership property, it would be a distortion of the financial
agreement between the parties and would produce an inequitable result if A,
who received 50% of the proceeds, were required to recognize 90% of the gain
on the transaction, while B recognized only 10% of the gain, but received 50%
of the proceeds. On the other hand, if the proposal contained in the pamphlet
implicitly is suggesting that a "weighted" percentage be determined for each
partner based upon their varying interests in each Item of partnership income,
loss, etc..., then such an approach would inject considerable uncertainty into
the planning of partnership business activities and the tax consequences
arising from such activities.

Secondly, because of the prevalent use in real estate partnerships of special
allocations to meet the diverse, economic needs of various partners in a real
estate transaction, any of the proposed revisions to the partnership
allocation rules contained in Section 704(b) of the Code would represent a
new, tax increase on investment real estate in addition to the $50 to $60
billion of tax increases imposed on the real estate industry in the Tax Reform
Act of 1986. Since it ks quite unusual for the development and ownership of
rental real estate owned by a partnership not to involve a special allocation
of various items of partnership income, loss, etc..., a proposal that caused
one or more partners to treat an allocation for tax purposes differently than
the economics of the allocation dictates would work a hardship on some
partners while creating a windfall for other partners.

Thirdly, the purported justification for the proposals provides that revisions
to the special allocation rules would prevent the "selling of tax benefits"
among partners. This reference is clearly mistaken. In light of the
enactment of the 1986 tax bill, which repealed tax incentives for investment
real estate, the ability to "sell tax benefits" by invoking the special
allocation partnership rules has been virtually negated. The'e simply are
few, if any remaining tax benefits associated with the ownership by a
partnership of rental real estate that can be "bought or sold" through
partnership allocations. In short, any perceived tax abuses have been
directly addressed in the 1986 tax bill and attempts to alter the tax rules
governing Partnership allocations would represent overkill.

And finally, the various proposals contained in the pamphlet should be
rejected as redundant and unnecessary in view of the revisions to the
partnership allocations rules contained in the 1976 Tax Reform Act and the
recently finalized regulations promulgated by the Treasury Department under
Section 704(b). These regulations, which were issued in proposed form and
have been the object of considerable input from tax practitioners, generally
require that a special allocation must have substantial economic effect if the
allocation is to be respected for tax purposes. Moreover, practitioners have
given these regulations favorable reviews from the standpoint of workability
and for realizing the legislative intent behind the provision. Accordingly,
there simply is no need to revisit an area of taxation, such as partnership
allocations, that has only recently been the subject of a thorough and intense
study spanning more than three years.

UNRELATED BUSINESS INCOME TAX-EQUITY
KICKERS ON LOANS TO BUSINESS VENTURES

Another proposal contained in the pamphlet would characterize the income
received by tax-exempt organizations as unrelated business taxable income
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(UM3T) in those cases where a tax-exempt partner receives an equity-iicker in
the net profits of the venture.

Current law treats the business income of a tax-exempt organization as
unrelated business taxable income (UBIT) if the income is attributable to an
equity investment in a partnership. However, an exemption exists from U!IT
characterization for passive investment income, including interest and
dividends. The proposal in the pamphlet would reverse this result to
characterize as UBIT all income received by a tax-exempt organization if the
tax-exempt entity has made a loan to the venture and will receive an
equity-kicker from the sale or disposition of the partnership or venture
property.

This proposal should be rejected for a number of reasons. First, the proposal
would deal the real estate industry another serious setback in addition to the
Tax Reform Act of 1986, which raised taxes on real estate investment by
roughly $50 billion, The practical effect of the proposal would be to deny
real estate construction access to tax-exempt lenders, such as pension funds,
which make loans to real estate ventures, including multi-family housing
projects, shopping centers, and office buildings, but only on the condition
that the tax-exempt organization, like most permanent lenders, can receive a
percentage of the profits or an equity-kicker on the sale of the property.
Because the use of "equity-kickers" is a customary practice presently only in
the case of real estate loans, the proposal to tax as UBIT all net income of a
tax-exempt lender where an equity-kicker is involved is unfairly aimed at real
estate.

Secondly, by causing the tax-exempt entity to pay income tax on the net income
characterized as UBIT from a loan with an equity-kicker, the proposal would

.harm the net retirement for pension beneficiaries. Thus, the proposal runs
contrary to the longstanding Congressional policy of allowing retirement
income to accumulate tax-free to increase the amount of retirement income
available to beneficiaries.

And lastly, the proposal should be rejected as inequitably subjecting
tax-exempt organizations to a less favorable standard under the general
debt/equity rules of the law than is the case for other lenders who receive
equity-kickers. In most instances, a taxable lender with an equity-kicker is
treated as a lender for tax purposes and not as an equity holder. The
proposal would change this outcome for tax-exempt lenders only by treating all
of the net income as business/equity income and not passive investment income
exempt from the UBET.

TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN PARTNERS AND PARTNERSHIPS

The pamphlet also contains a proposal that would treat a partner who
contributes encumbered property to a partnership as if he sold the property to
the extent the debt is reduced or retired and cash is contributed to the
partnership by newly admitted partners.

This proposal should be opposed on the grounds that it runs contrary to one of
the primary objectives behind the 1986 Tax Reform Act, which was to discourage
debt-financed purchases of property and to reduce or retire the indebtedness
on existing property. By creating the legal fiction of a taxable exchange to
the partner contributing-property where equity capital contributed by another
partner is used to retire or reduce outstanding debt on contributed property,
the proposal would discourage the reduction or retirement of debt on existing
properties by treating the contributing partner as if he had sold the property
in an amount equal to the debt that is reduced or retired. The proposal also
departs from the treatment of a partnership as an entity in this area of
partnership and instead wrongly treats the partners as if they were dealing
directly with each othpr. Moreover, the proposal could create a liquidity
problem for the partner contributing the encumbered property by treating him
as if he sold the property without having the cash to pay the tax on the
imputed gain. Furthermore, the one situation where such a result may be
justified is adequately covered by the step-transaction doctrine of current
law - i.e. - where a property is encumbered immediately before its transfer to
a partnership.
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PARTNERSHIP-LEVEL INCOME COMPUTATION

A proposal in the pamphlet would revise the tax treatment of limited
partnerships to more closely resemble that of a REIT. Under the proposal,
income to the partners would be treated as portfolio income and not passive
income, while any deductions, losses, or credits generated by the partnership
would not pass through to the partners.

The National Association of Realtors submitted a detailed statement on July 1,
1987 in connection with a hearing on Master Limited Partnerships in which the
reasons for its strong opposition to this proposal are discussed. However, to
chiefly summarize, first the proposal should be rejected as a new, unwarranted
tax increase on investment real estate beyond the sizable tax increases
imposed on the real estate industry in the 1986 Tax Reform Act.

Secondly, if perceived abuses existed before passage of the 1986 tax bill,
adoption of the passive loss limitation prevents taxpayers from deducting tax
losses from rental real estate against income other than rental or other
passive income. By preva Lting the deduction of losses from one partnership
owning rental real estate against the income from another partnership, the
proposal distorts the economic, after-tax effects of a taxpayer who has
invested in a number of different partnerships, some of which are profitable
and others which are unprofitable.

Thirdly, the proposal to treat rental real estate income cwned by a
partnership as portfolio income moves in the wrong direction from a policy
standpoint. Instead of converting all partnership income from passive into
portfolio income, the proposal should treat REIT income as passive income,
which present law mandates for rental real estate. Otherwise, this proposal
represents a "heads I win, tails you lose" proposition for the Treasury
Department regarding the tax treatment of real estate investors, particularly
when viewed in conjunction with the aspect of the proposal that denies the
pass-through of tax losses to investors.

And finally, if this proposal is accepted, then the resulting entity must have
the flexibility that partnerships possess and that REITs currently lack. The
REIT attributes which must be avoided include the restrictions on REIT
qualification rules, the current asset investment restrictions imposed on the
operation of a REIT, and the inability to have different allocations of income
and loss to owners which the partnership rules presently allow.

LIKE-KIND EXCHANGES

One proposal in the pamphlet would prevent investment real estate from
receiving the benefit of nonrecognition tax treatment on a like-kind exchange
under Section 1031 of the Code. A variation on this proposal would revise the
requirements for a like-kind exchange of investment real estate to mandate
that nonrecognition treatment will apply only if the properties are similar or
related in service or use to each other.

Current law permits an exchange of real estate to be nontaxable if real estate
that is investment property or property used in a trade or business is
transferred for property of a like-kind. While the like-kind standard permits
the tax-free exchange of improved real estate for unimproved real estate, the
proposed test requiring that the two properties be similar in service of use
would reverse that result.

The proposed revisions to the like-kind exchange rules for real estate should
be rejected for a number of reasons.

First, taxation should not be imposed on a transaction in which the taxpayer
has not materially altered the form of his investment. A taxpayer who
transfers improved for unimproved real estate does not pay tax on this
exchange under the current rules (in *rne absence of cash or excess
liabilities). This result is reasonable in view of the fact that the taxpayer
has only slightly modified the nature of his investment. Should the fact that
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improveiente have been made on the property transform a nontaxable exchange
into one that is taxable? This result makes little sense and should be
rejected.

Secondly, the proposal would vitiate a vital technique for the acquisition of
investment real estate, especially in times when capital is in short supply
and interest rates are high. In many instances, like-kind exchanges are
utilized when the parties simply could not afford the costs of paying the tax
if a straight sale were made and could not arrange financing through
conventional sources. Thus, the effect of such a proposal would be to deter
*Any such transactions to the detriment of the real estate industry and the
economy in general.

Thirdly, subjecting a like-kind exchange of real estate to tax could cause a
severe liquidity problem for one or more parties to the exchange. Since
limited amounts of cash may be involved in a like-kind exchange, the proposal
could cause one or more parties to pay a tax on the exchange without the cash
to make the tax payment.

INDIVIDUAL CAPITAL GAINS

The pamphlet contains a proposal to tax net, long-term capital gains for
individuals at a maximum rate of 15 percent. The Tax Reform Act of 1986
repealed the capital gains exclusion, beginning in 1988. causing gain from the
sale of investment assets or income-producing property to be taxed at ordinary
income rates. The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS* offers strong support
(with a caveat noted below) for restoration of a lower tax on the sale of
investment assets or income-producing property for reasons discussed below.

First, a lower tax on the sale of investment assets or income-producing
property would promote economic growth by encouraging the sale of appreciated
assets. Evidence based on the effects of the lower capital gains tax rates
enacted in 1978 and 1981 suggest that lower taxes on the sale of so-called
capital gains assets will provoke a flurry of sales activity that could lead
to increased tax revenues for the U.S. Treasury.

Secondly, the current tax treatment of gain from the sale of capital gains
assets subjects "inflationary" gain to the ordinary income rates, which tends
to cause investors to hold onto their assets for a longer period than would
otherwise be the case. A tax on capital gains assets that is lower than the
ordinary income has always been justified in part by a recognition that gain
on the sale of an asset was partially a function of inflation during the years
that the asset was held. To tax inflated gain at ordinary income rates will
stem the flow of capital into investment properties and slow down economic
growth. Conversely, a lower tax on the sale of capital gains property would
provide an incentive to investors to engage in risk-taking ventures that
promote employment and financial activity.

However, the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS* is concerned that the rules
concerning recapture of depreciation on the sale of income-producing real
estate that were part of the law prior to the 1986 Tax Reform Act be
reinstated if a lower capital gains rate is adopted. Under prior law, gain on
the sale of income-producing real estate was taxed as a capital gain if the
seller had elected to depreciate the property using the straight-line
method. If an accelerated method of depreciation were elected, then the
seller was taxed at ordinary income rates up to the amount of gain on the
excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation. Since the
1986 tax bill allows only straight-line depreciation over a longer recovery
period than previously was the case, enactment of a lower capital gains rate,
such as a 15 percent maximum, should be coupled with a proposal to tax as
capital gain all appreciation on income-producing real estate in excess of the
property's basis.
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REPEAL OF THE "STEPPED-UP BASIS" RULE

The pamphlet contains a number of proposals that either repeal or severely
curtail the rule under present law concerning the basis of property passing to
the heirs from a decedent's estate. Current law provides that the basis of
inherited property is "stepped-up" to the fair market value on the date of the
decedent's death. The proposals would either tax the appreciation in
property at death or aklow the heirs to receive a carryover basis equal to the
basis that the decedent had in the property prior to his demise. One proposal
would tax the appreciationtat death in excess of the basis, while granting a
credit against the tax for any unused portion of the decedent's unified
estate and gift tax credit. A variation on this proposal would provide a
partial credit against any Federal estate tax owed by the estate for the basis
of the decedent's property includible in his gross estate- However, this
proposal would be coupled with an increase in the estate tax rates in order to
achieve revenue neutrality. Another proposal would provide a carryover basis
for property passing to the surviving spouse, while other appreciated property
would be fully taxed. The proposal requiring a carryover basis for inherited
property is presumably modeled after the carryover basis provision that was
adopted as part of the 1976 Tax Reform Act and repealed in 1980.

The proposals to either tax at death the appreciation in the value of property
in excess of basis or to require a carryover basis for inherited property
should be rejected for several reasons.

First, the proposals to tax appreciated property at death could cause a dire
liquidity problem for many estates which have properties possessing
substantial appreciation. A proposal, which causes estates that owe
significant estate tax liability to pay a further tax under the Federal income
tax laws for appreciated property, could lead to sales of property simply to
generate the cash to pay both taxes. Moreover, such a proposal could work a
severe hardship on family farms, which quite often are "land-poor" with
properties having values in excess of basis and little cash to pay either the
estate tax or any new tax on appreciation.

Secondly, the proposal to provide a carryover basis for inherited property
represents a feeble attempt to resurrect a thoroughly discredited proposal
that was briefly a part of the law in the late 1970s. The carryover basis
provision, which was adopted as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, required
an heir to use the basis, with certain adjustments, that the decedent had in
property before his death. The appreciation in value of the property would be
taxed upon a subsequent sale of the property by the heir. The carryover basis
provision was so unpopular that the effective date of the provision was
deferred by legislation in 1978 and then subsequently repealed by legislation
enacted in 1980.

There is no reason to believe that the carryover basis proposal has gaied any
wider acceptance since its repeal in 1980. In fact, the reasons for its short
life at that time are even more valid today. Foremost among those reasons is
the "lock-in" effect that the carryover basis creates. If property possesses
substantial appreciation, the carryover basis can cause an heir to hold on to
property beyond the normal holding period for an asset simply to avoid payment
of a substantial tax on the sale of appreciated property. This statement is
even more true after passage of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, which repealed the
capital gains exclusion and imposes an even higher tax on gain from the sale
of appreciated assets. Moreover, the "lock-in" effect caused by the carryover
basis provision distorts the investment decisions and marketing patterns of
investors and should be rejected.
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T" EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS

In addition to the proposal discussed on page 8 regarding tax exempt
organizations' loans to business ventures, the Joint Taxation Committee
pamphlet proposes to subject additional trade association revenue sources to
the unrelated business income tax (UBIT). A variation on this proposal is to
impose 5% excise tax on the net investment income of all tax-exempt
organizations including trade associations.

We do not support either of these proposals.

First, in order to raise income in order to carry out the tax exempt mission
of trade associations, groups have turned to many activities, in addition to
membership dues. Among the activities which trade associations now charge
fees for include: Meetings and seminars, trade shows, periodicals, etc. In
addition, many trade associations attempt to build a reserve of funds for
future growth, as well as for survival during economic downturns. Subjecting
this investment income to UBIT or imposing an excise tax will surely impede
the trade association's mission. _

Quite clearly, trade associations that derive income from activities unrelated
to their exempt purpose pay tax on that revenue. It is also clear, we
believe, that allegations of "unfair competition" by some in the small
business community do not pertain to trade associations. Therefore, we do not
believe changing the UBIT statute to subject to UBIT some types of income --
solely because of their source -- is warranted or desirable.
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Written Statement

of

The National Association of Truck Stop Operators

before

The Senate Finance Ccnmttee

on

Revenue Options

particularly

Collection of Federal Excise Tax

on

Diesel Fuel

The National Association of Truck Stop Operators (NATSC) appreciates

the opportunity to submit comments on the revenue options currently under

consideration by the Senate Finance Cmttee. NATS0 is the national trade

association of the truck stop industry representing some 1500 facilities loca-

ted on interstate and major highways across the continental Lnited States.

NATSO members -onstitute a majority of the full service truck stops providing

most of the highway fuel, food, lodging, repair and other related services

for the interstate trucking industry as well as for the motoring public.

Their role in the marketing of diesel fuel is quite important, since truck

stop operators sold approximately 12 billion gallons of diesel fuel for

highway use in 1986, cut of a national total of 18 billion gallons.

I. Background

Under the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-514), federal excise tax on

diesel fuel is collected either by the retailer at the point of sale or by

the wholesaler at the time the retail operator purchases, if the retailer so

elects. This optional collection procedure then, means that the federal

government collects in turn from either point in the marketing chain.

Before 1986, the collection and remittance had always been by the retailer.

In its "Description of Possible Options to Increase Revenues Prepared

for the Committee on Ways and Means", the staffs of the Joint Committee on

Taxation and House Ways a.- Means Camittee suggest that one option would be

to make mandatory the collection of the excise tax upon sale by the

wholesale dealer. It is this proposal which NATSO opposes.
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II. The Current System of Collection of Diesel Excise Taxes is Adequate if

Properly Enforced

NATSO recogizes the important need to collect all taxes due to the

federal government. Furthermore, it strongly agrees that collection of

current taxes is preferable to imposition of new or increased excise taxes

to help produce revenue. However, there currently exists a degree of

misunderstaiiing regarding the base of businesses from tdch diesel excise

taxes are being collected.

It has been estimated by some that the current system has created

100,000 points of collection for the diesel excise tax. In fact, the

Internal Revenue Service estimates this number to be closer to 70,000-

80,000, but even this number requires clarification. The majority of diesel

fuel for highway use is sold by full service truck stops along the

interstate and federal highway system. At the most liberal estimate, there

are only approximately 2700 sue. retail outlets, most of which sell over

100,000 gallons of diesel per month, totalling 2/3 of the 18 billion gallons

of diesel fuel sold annually. Thus, 12 billion gallons of diesel are sold

annually at retail by just 2700 truck stops. NATSO submits that this is

certainly a manageable number of taxpayers for the IRS to audit, and along

with approximately 8000 wholesalers, significantly reduces the number of

reporting entities who would need to be audited.

The truck stop industry encourages full enforcement of the tax laws,

and wants to see that there is accurate collection of diesel excise taxes.

To that end, representatives of NATSO have met with the staff of the

Internal Revenue Service and the Federal Highway Administration to express

their willingness to assist in the redesign of a Form 720 to achieve a more

accurate, verifiable form for remittance of the tax to the federal government.

Besides better audit records, improved enforcement would dramatically

increase the revenue raised by the existing diesel excise tax, eliminating

the need for a change in the point of collection of the tax. For example, a

limited project was conducted last year between the IRS and five participa-

ting states exploring the effectiveness of cooperative collection of excise

taxes. The results were dramatic. The joint audits led to recoveries of

$1.8 million in tax and penalties frm just 25 runittors of diesel fuel
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taxes. This represents some $3,000 per audit hour. NATSO believes thwe

joint audits should be undertaken across the board, and has encouraged other

state tax officials to participate in the future. Indeed, joint audits are

only one of the efficient ways in which enforcement could be enhanced.

Given the proper tools, the IRS should examine closely the adoption of

better enforcement methods covering diesel tax areas fraught with potential

abuse, such as diesel marketing on Indian reservations, diesel sales to

truckers by farn cooperatives and keylock and cardlock operations.

III. Where Evasion or Non-Remittance of Diesel Taxes Exists, it is Primarily

from Small Retail Sellers

Accepting the IRS's estimate of 70,000-80,000 reporting entities selling

diesel fuel, NATSO recognizes that there may be some 70,000 outlets other

than major truck stops selling diesel fuel. Each of these outlets are

currently responsible for the sale of a very small portion of the taxable

highway fuel sold, totalling only 1/3 of the annual total. NATSO contends

that. where non-remittance of diesel taxes exists, it is largely from these

outlets. Some of them, wIo primarily sell gasoline or home heating oil, may

not be aware of the necessity to remit the tax on diesel sold for highway

use. Others are participating in schemes to evade paying these taxes.

Therefore, NATSO would support the mandatory collection of diesel taxes

by the wholesaler from those retailers selling less than 100,000 gallons of

diesel fuel per month as a way of decreasing the number of points of

collection. This would leave approximately 2,700 retailers across the.

nation from which to collect the tax, who would account for the majority of

diesel fuel sales. NATSO also recognizes that under this collection there

would be other entities, such as major trucking companies and fleet operators

who would potentially meet the threshold of 100,000 gallons sold per month.

The number of these non-truck stop businesses however, is probably not above

100. Additionally, another 8,000 wholesale distributors would account for

the remainder. Thus, the entire diesel tax collection system would be

reduced from 83,O0 points of collection to approximately 10,800. Most of

those businesses, who are represented by NATSO and the Petroleum Marketers

Association of America, are committed to improved enforcement in order to

protect a fair and competitive environment in their industry.
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IV. The Current System of Tax Collection vns Designed as a Fair and Reliable

System, and Should be Allowed to Work

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 was intended to provide a more equitable

system of tax collection. 1hhere options were provided, such as in the

collection of diesel taxes, they Were done so with the intention of

providing flexibility within the system. The current system provides truck

stop operators the option of taking advantage of collecting the tax from

their customers and remitting it to the government or paying it to the

wholesaler so that they do not bear the burden of reporting. This option is

of great importance to these small businesses, particulary because of the

cash flow that is created.

It was a clear intent of the Congress to enact a s-ystem on which

taxpayers could rely and depend. While estimates have been put forth that

the proposed change in diesel tax\ collection might produce sere $400

million dollars in increased revenue, it is impossible to support that

figure with concrete data regarding the specific source of the revenue. In

fact, it has been shown that much of that increased revenue can be generated

by better enforcement procedures. To change the point of collection of all

diesel taxes now, absent any demonstration of need, is not only unfair but

unnecessary, and would thwart the Congressional intent.

Furthermore, the optional system for remittance of excise taxes has

been in existence less than one year. The quarterly form used in reporting

diesel tax was only issued in April. The IRS is currently reviewing

revision of the Fonr 720, and is considering promulgation of detailed

regulations under the statute and other measures for more efficient enforce-

mert. These efforts are occuring vith input from and the support and

cooperation of the trick stop industry. Therefore. NATS) encourages this

Comrittee and the Congress to allow the current system to work as it should

before legislating widespread changes.

V. Srmary

In conclusion, while some limited evasion of remittance of diesel

excise taxes is occurring, such evasion does not justify the comp' ete
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overhaul of the collection system. Estimates of huge new revenues brought

about by such an overhaul are exaggerated and speculative, at best.

Ongoing efforts by the Internal Revenue Service and the Federal Highway

Administration to improve collection should be encouraged and allowed to

continue. The truck stop industry, the major sellers of highway diesel fuel

in the country, wlll continue its cooperation in the development of more

effective enforcement-procedures.

If adjustments are to be made, they should concentrate on the segment

of the distribution system where problems are most likely to occur, the

retailer of small quantities of diesel fuel. NATSO supports the movement of

the collection from retailers of less than 100,000 gllons per month to

wholesalers in order to provide a more manageable base of collection.

Cx ruined with better enforcement procedures, a system limiting collection to

2,700 truck stops and 8,000 wholesalers would give the IRS better control,

resulting in the collection of proper revenues.

Therefore, the total revision of the system bf collection set forth as

an option for raising revenues is unwarranted. This Committee and the

Congress should not be misled into the belief that such a drastic modifica-

tion is needed to raise additional revenues and reduce the deficit.
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NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION

COMMENTS ON REVENUE OPTIONS

As the markup on revenue options approaches, the National
Automobile Dealers Association ("NADA") is becoming increasingly
concerned about the prospect of the adoption of certain new anti-
consumer and anti-small business tax provisions. The three pro-
posals we are most concerned about are (i) the proposal to impose
an excise tax on a portion of the cost of certain automobiles;
(ii) the proposal to require amortization of a part of a tax-
payer's advertising costs; and (iii) the proposal to repeal the
stepped-up basis at death rules.

Proposed Excise Tax on Certain Automobiles

NADA is opposed to the proposal to impose a 10% excise tax
on a portion of the cost of automobiles priced in excess of
$20,000. This tax would increase the cost of these automobiles,
which would have a negative impact on sales and on the economy as
a whole. When prices are driven higher by the imposition of this
excise tax, sales will undoubtedly be affected and workers' jobs
endangered. This is an especially serious issue since one of the
industries the Committee has targeted, the automobile industry,
employs, directly or indirectly, nearly one-sixth of the American
work force.

NADA is especially troubled by this proposal because it tar-
gets the automobile business. During the past several years,
Congress .as enacted a number of tax provisions that have hurt
retail automobile sales in this country. First, with the so-
called "luxury" car provisions, Congress singled out cars used in
a trade or a business and denied them the favorable treatment af-
forded other tangible assets used in a trade or business. (The
cars affected by this provision include low and moderate priced
cars.) Second, despite the fact that for virtually all Americans
an automobile is a necessity and not a luxury item, in the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 Congress denied consumers the benefit of the
interest deduction for interest expense incurred in connection
with the purchase of an automobile. (At the same time, Congress
permitted wealthy individuals to deduct interest on vacation
homes.) NADA recognizes that given the magnitude of the nation's
budget problem, every sector of the economy must give up its fair
share. NADA, however, strongly urges the Committee to recognize
the costs recent tax legislation has already imposed on America's
consumers and automobile dealers.

Finally, NADA encourages the Committee to recognize that a
$20,000 car is not really a luxury item that should be subject to
a luxury tax. The average price of a full size Chevrolet station
wagon, a typical family car, approaches $20,000. For most Ameri-
cans, this type of automobile is a necessity, not a luxury.

Proposed Limitation on Deductibility
of Advertising Expense

NADA similarly urges the Committee to reject the proposal to
require that part or all of a taxpayer's advertising costs be
capitalized and amortized over some period of time. The propos-
al is based on the premise that the benefits derived from ad-
vertising extend beyond the year of the expenditure. This prem-
ise, at least as regards automobile dealers, is fundamentally
wrong. NADA submits that advertising costs are costs of selling
a product in the year in which the product is sold. In the
highly competitive automobile business, advertisements focus on
the product that is currently available and the price of that
product at the current time. In this highly-mobile society, with
consumers purchasing cars on average only once every four to five
years, it would make little sense for a dealer to spend ad-
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vertising dollars on the long term benefits of doing business
with it time and again. Thus, at least from an auto dealer's
perspective, implementation of the proposal would amount to a
partial transformation of the corporate income tax from a net in-
come tax to a gross revenues tax without a corresponding reduc-
tion in tax rates. Obviously, this would result in a huge, dis-
proportionate tax increase for most dealers.

NADA also urges the Committee to consider the impact of the
adoption of this proposal on the American consumer. First, it
would increase the cost of all automobiles regardless of price or
luxury. In other words, from the perspective of the consumer,
the adoption of the rule would represent the imposition of a re-
gressive tax by increasing the cost of a necessity. Second, ad-
vertising provides important benefits to consumers by making them
better aware of the products that are available in the market-
place and the price they should pay for such products. Tax rules
that serve as a disincentive to advertise ultimately would limit
consumer access to important information.

Proposed Elimination of the "Stepped-Up Basis" Rule

Finally, NADA submits that the alternate proposals for re-
peal of the "stepped-up basis" rule for property transferred at
death should be rejected. First, the present system of
"stepped-up basis" is workable. In contrast, the system that
would result if a carryover basis rule is adopted would not be
workable. Property passing at death may not be sold until years
after such death. At that time, the calculation of the basis of
the property would depend upon the existence of records of expen-
ditures made by the decedent over the years. Few persons are in
the habit of maintaining these kinds of records. Moreover, even
if adequate records existed, there is no reason to believe that
the taxpayer would have access to such records. In the absence
of records, determining the basis of the decedent's property
would prove virtually impossible. The same problem arises if the
current rule is repealed in favor of one requiring recognition of
gain at death; proper measurement of gain will turn on records
that are not likely to be readily available.

More importantly, if a rule requiring recognition of gain at
death is adopted, and the transfer of business property at death
is subject to double (income and estate) taxation, the ability of
families to transfer small businesses from generation-to-
generation and keep such businesses both viable and in the family
would be severely limited. NADA submits that the issue here is
whether the Congress should discourage the transfer of family
businesses from generation-to-generation. If not, the proposal
to repeal the current stepped-up basis rule should be rejected.
NADA strongly urges the Committee to recognize the important role
that family businesses play in our society and reject the current
proposal.

NADA also notes that the Committee is considering a provi-
sion that would treat trade associations like social clubs for
purposes of the Unrelated Business Income Tax ("UBIT"). NADA
urges the Committee to clarify the proposal and ensure that in-
come from legitimate conventions attended primarily by trade
association members will not be subject to UBIT. Since there is
no logical distinction between membership fees paid by members
and amounts paid by members at conventions for services provided
by the trade association that are consistent with its exempt pur-
pose, this clarification would not alter the intent of the pro-
posal, but would provide trade associations only deriving income
from the provision of related services to members with clear
guidance as to the application of the proposal.
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Aktttra Statement

of the

NATIONAL CATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION

on
Possible Options to Increase Tax Revenues

by

James L. Powell, Chairman
NCA Tax and Finance Comittee

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee my name is James L. Powell.
I am a rancher from Ft. cKavett, Texas, and chairman of the National
Cattlemen's Association Tax and Credit Committee. We appreciate the
opportunity to submit written comments to this committee and share our views
on options to increase tax revenue. The National Cattlemen's Association
represents farmers and ranchers nationwide through direct membership in our
association and through various affiliated state associations.

Agriculture and the cattle industry are undergoing some very difficult
and changing economic times. My ranch is located in southwestern Texas, and
I have been actively involved in farming and ranching all my life. As a
cattleman and a businessman. I recognize the importance of a fair and
equitable tax code, and the necessity to balance the budget and eliminate
deficit spending. Our association has been very active on tax issues for
many years, and we appreciate this Committee's invitation to once again
share our views on very important tax considerations which will affect the
cattle Industry. Our commitment to deficit reduction is evidenced by
involvement in the push for a balanced budget.

Over the last three years, our organization worked closely with members
of this committee and its staff to ensure that tax reform was fair,
equitable and returned business decision-making back to economics. The 1986
Tax Reform Act was one of the largest tax acts ever passed. Statements were
made by various members of Congress during the consideration of this massive
tax overhaul that there should be no further changes for some time in order
to let the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 work, be understood, and
be implemented. To make substantive changes would be unfair and would
emphasize the perception of instability in our tax laws.

There Is one extremely burdensome provision that needs to be corrected
soon to carry forward the theme of the IRA of 1986. The new preproductive
expensing rule is unfair and unnecessary. We are working with members of
this committee to address this problem In a revenue-neutral manner.

The NCA feels strongly that the economic situation of deficit reduction
should be addressed by systematic, substantial reductions in federal
spending. If additional revenues must be generated, Congress and the
Administration should look first toward the improvement of compliance and
collection procedures. Then, and only then, should attention be focused on
the revenue side. Consideration of a broad-based consumption tax should be
the first focus because such a tax does not penalize savings and investment,
unlike increased income or estate taxes. Also, any type of luxury or excise
tax should not in any way apply to property primarily designed for business
use.

The rational Cattlemen's Association is the national spokesman for all
segments of the nation's beef cattle industry--including cattle breeders,
producers, and feeders. The RCA represents approximately 200.000
professional cattlemen throughout the country. Membership includes
individual members as well as 51 affiliated state cattle associations and 18
affiliated national breed organizations.
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I would now like to focus on specific areas outlined in the recemt
publication entitled Description of Possible Options to Increase Revenues,
prepared for the Coimuittee by the staff of the Joint Committee on
Taxation.

Estate and Gift Tax Laws

In 1981, major changes in estate and gift tax laws were made by
Congress. These changes have had a very positive and significant impact on
allowing family farmers to pass illiquid assets in a family business to
future generations of farmers and ranchers without tax burdens, which would
cause the operation to be broken into units that are not economically
viable.

To make changes in this area would be improper and cause major
restructuring of estate plans by farmers and ranchers. Lawyers would be the
beneficiaries. The ability to Implement an effective and fair estate plan
is dramatically affected by each change In the estate and gift tax laws.
Each time the rules of the game are changed, It requires our members o once
again review their estate plans to ensure they are in compliance.

Estate tax rates and unified credit should not be altered. The value
of farms and ranches obviously fluctuates and appreciates at different
rates. However, any changes in this area at this time would have a very
disruptive and potentially burdensome effect on the ability of farmers and
ranchers to pass on an economically viable operation to the next generation.
In addition, many small and mid-sized family operations are undergoing
severe economic times, and to impose the burden of additional estate taxes
would have a very damaging effect on an already acute cash flow situation.

Treating death as a taxable sale of property and requiring appreciated
assets to be subject to income tax would be catastrophic to farmers and
ranchers. Death is a very inopportune time to impose a tax on a family
which is trying to keep the operation together.

The carryover basis rules in the revenue proposal are unworkable, as
was discovered in 1978 when the Carter Administration proposed such
legislation. To deny minority discounts overlooks the recognized practice
of valuing property interest at fair market value. The extensive record-
keeping burden that this would impose on farmers and ranchers would be
extremely difficult to comply with, and would be unfair. These records would
be difficult--if not impossible--to locate in the decedent's estate and be
maintained by the heirs.

Cash Method of Accounting

More than 90 percent of all farmers and ranchers use the cash method of
accounting. With the loss of income averaging in the 1986 Tax Reform Act,
cash accounting remains the only viable way for farmers to average out
income from year to year. The cattle business is a very voldtile business,
with factors such as price, weather and an entire host of other economic
considerations causing income to fluctuate greatly from year to year.

The 1986 TRA and previous tax acts clamp down on the use of cash
accounting by farming syndicates and others not engaged in farming or
ranching on a bona fide basis. To restrict the use of cash accounting by
bona fide farmers and ranchers, regardless of their income level is not
warranted and would be divisive and create unfair competition. Arbitrary
restrictions or caps that are placed on the use of cash accounting are
unfair, restrictive and disregard economic considerations.

Restrictions on Farm Losses

The proposal to limit the deductibility of all farm losses and treat
those as passive losses, similar to real estate, ignores the major
differences between farming and real estate. Farming and ranching is a very
capital intensive business requiring high-leverage positions and
utilization of all types of capital. Loss limitations for those actively
involved in farming and ranching ignores the fundamental economic realities
of agriculture and builds a wall around our industry that is economically
unhealthy.
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The 1986 TRA and prior acts eliminated farming as a tax shelter. To
restrict losses of bona ftide farmers and ranchers would make It very
difficult to continue agriculture operations where many farmers and ranchers
have diversified to supplement their income by part-time employment off the
farm. HCA supported efforts by this committee and Congress to curtail
abuses of tax laws. We encourage you to recognize the damaging effect that
a restriction of the deductibility of farm losses would have on agriculture.

Income Tax Rates

The 1986 Tax Reform Act established tax rates, exemptions and deduction
amounts which should not be changed. The phase-in, as promised in the 1986
TRA, should be allowed to come into effect. There should be no reduction in
deductions allowed by this Act, such as soil and water conservation
expenditures. Like-kind exchanges should be permitted as under current law
and no changes should be implemented. Such exchanges are frequently used by
farmers and ranchers for business and economic reasons. To tax such
exchanges would impose a liquidity problem.

Furthermore,.no limitations should be applied to installment sales
contracts, since such sales were significantly curtailed and restricted In
the 1986 TRA. In addition, a corporation using the LIFO method of valuing
inventories should be permitted to elect "S" corporation status without
being required to include In income the LIFO recapture amount. The current
provision on excluding income for meals and lodging provided to employees on
an employer's premises should be continued.

Energy Consumption Tax

A broad-based energy consumption tax would be particularly harmful to
agriculture which uses large amounts of energy in producing food and fiber.
This type of tax would almost certainly increase the cost of production and
ultimately the cost of food. At some point, this type of tax would be
passed on to the consuming public. Farmers and ranchers are at the
beginning of the food chain and such taxes would Impose another cost to the
producer at a time when many are struggling to stay in business.

Value Added Tax (VAT)

The cost of implementing a VAT and its impact on commercial
transactions should be carefully examined and considered. The 1984 Treasury
Report should be updated. Although a tax would likely raise significant
revenues, the time and cost of administration and the widespread impact It
would have should be carefully evaulated. In no case, should necessities
such as food be included in such a tax.

Taxing Trade Associations

Trade associations use income from investments to carry out their
exempt purposes and such income should not be taxed. This income is a vital
source of funds to trade associations. The unrelated business income tax
imposed on social clubs cannot be likened or equated to trade associations.
This analogy is Incorrect and fails to recognize the very important role and
economic purpose that trade associations play to businessmen such as farmers
and ranchers.

Conclusion

We recognize that this Committee has a very difficult task of
determining how to meet budgetary goals and achieve effective deficit
reduction. As we stated earlier, primary attention must focus on reduced
spending, and taxation should be resorted to only if all other methods and
avenues have been exhausted.

Certainty and stability in tax laws are vital so that agricultural
producers can make wise economic decisions and plan ahead. The recent tax
reform debate, promised fairness, lower tax rates and a level economic
playing field. These are still very much in the minds of those who worked
with you in achieving significant and positive tax reform. To abandon those
ideals and goals by making additional changes and not scaling down tax rates
which would send the wrong signal to those who supported tax reform in 1986.
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SATEMT OF TIE
N4TIcNAL CXUCIL OF SAVINGS INSTIcTIONS

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATEON

REVENUE INCREASE OPTIONS

AUGUST 17, 1987

The National Council of Savings Institutions appreciates the
opportunity to submit for the record its comments on revenue increase
options outlined in the Joint Coemittee Pamphlet, "Description of Possible
Options to Increase Revenues", June 25, 1987. The National Council is a
trade association representing approximately 600 savings banks and savings
and loan associations with total assets of $450 billion. Our members
include both FDIC and FSLIC-insured institutions.

INTRODUCTION

Members of the National Council are concerned over a number of the
options outlined in the Joint Taxation Cdmittee publication on revenue
raising options. These include the following proposals: 1) Limitations on
the deductibility of interest for home equity loans; 2) Modification of the
treatment of recoveries of foreclosed property; 3) Changes in the
amortization of intangibles such as core deposits of financial
institutions; 4) Reduction of the dividends received deduction! 5)
Imposition of a 30 percent withholding tax on interest income paid tc
foreign investors; and 6) Imposition of a securities transfer tax (STEr).
Other issues outlined in the document may be of concern to members of the
National Council, but are under study at this time.

While the specific issues of concern will be discussed below, we would
like to express a general observation regarding tax legislation. Members
of the National Council would prefer to see the development of very few new
tax changes in 1987. First, the thrift industry is still in throes of
restructuring and needs the stability to complete that restructuring. As
members of this Committee know, there are many problem institutions to be
dealt with. The legislation to restructure the Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) is near completion. While tax changes
may not directly affect the restructuring, any change (particularly
negative ones) creates confusion and diverts resources. Further, the
thrift industry is (as are other taxpayers) still adjusting to the massive
changes contained in the "Tax Reform Act of 1986". Our members are still
involved in strategic planning to incorporate the provisions of this
landmark Act and, in fact, are still awaiting many of the regulations which
will implement this Act. Taxpayers need time to incorporate the current
changes without worrying about modification of the rules. For these
reasons, we urge the Committee to be judicious as it develops
reconciliation legislation.

DEUCTIBILITY OF INTEREST ON HOME FUITY LOANS

One of the options contained in the Joint Taxation Committee print
relates to the deductibilty of interest on home equity loans. The document
lists five options for limiting the deductibility of interest on home
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equity lons. NOile some of the options may be preferable to others, the
National Council wnuld urge the Ccmittee not to repeal or limit the
deductible status of this interest. We do this because we believe this is
a product that allows middle class taxpayers to tap the equity in their
home for worthy purposes without incurring the trouble and expense of
selling their home or of filing separate loan documents for each
transaction. Home equity loans provide flexibility to both the homeowner
and the lender to structure loans which meet the specific goals of the
homeowner. For our members home equity loans are good products and we
believe we can market such loans regardless of the tax status. We express
our concern, however, because the customer finds the deductibility of the
interest on such loans to be desirable.

While we urge no action on this item, we would like to share our
thoughts and concerns on the structure in the event the Committee feels it
necessary to modify the provisions enacted last year. First, any
structural changes should result in increased simplicity for the taxpayer
and the lender. Option five which would deny the deductibility for boats
and mobile hom~es as second residences would be an administrative nightmare
for the Internal Revenue Service as well as the consumer. Second, changes
should not stifle the innovation of the marketplace in developing products.
Option three which limits deductions to home equity loans-with a fixed term
would stifle products designed to provide convenience and lower costs to
the homeowner. In addition, such a provision would increase confusion for
the taxpayer. Option one would arbitrarily change the rules homeowners
have depended upon and would be difficult to administer.

RECOVERIES OF BAD DEBTS OF THRIFT INSTITUTIONS

The publication outlining revenue options includes a provision which
would modify the treatment of recoveries of bad debts by thrift
institutions. Under the proposal, amounts realized upon the disposition of
property acquired by foreclosure or property which was used as security for
a loan would be attributable to the bad debt reserve only up to the
institution's basis in the loan. Amounts in excess of basis would be taxed
as ordinary income. The National Council would oppose this change. As we
indicated in the introduction to this statement, thrift institutions are in
a period of restructuring and are working to solve the difficulties created
by problem institutions. Given this scenario and the current difficulties
in disposing of foreclosed property in many localities, we do not believe
it is the time to modify these rules. If the committee believes
modifications in this--area are necessary, we will be happy to discuss
possible alternatives.

AMORTIZATION OF INTANGIBLES

Item 6.i. of the Revenue Options pamphlet deals with an area of
great complexity. This relates to the tax treatment allowing amortization
or depreciation of intangible items. The pamphlet contains possible
proposals which would deny amortization deductions for intantigible assets
representing the value of the existing customer base or market share or, as
an alternative, would permit amortization of such intangible assets only
over a prescribed period of substantial duration. One of the intangible
items affected by this provision are the core deposits of financial
institutions.

The core deposit question has been one of long-standing controversy.
The National Council believes that this controversy is unfounded. The
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), and the banking regulators
have recognized core deposits as separate from goodwill. Core deposits
have value as a future income stream. In acquisitions, mergers, branch
purchases and other similar transactions, core deposits have value which is
paid for and a useful life which can be determined. It is possible to look
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at the history of the deposits of an entire institution or branch and
determine the stability of the deposits, the rate of interest paid on
deposits and develop an estimate of what the value of the deposits to the
acquiring institution would be. Core deposits are distinguishable from
goodwill and have a reasonably estimable useful life.

Currently, there are a number of acquisitions and mergers of financial
institutions occurring. This is especially true of the thrift industry as
it works it way back to profitability. An additional part of the
streamlining process includes sales of branches which do not fit into a
particular institution's plan or operations. In these transactions a value
will be placed on and a price paid for certain deposits and an amortization
deduction should be allowed for any expected future decline in the customer
base. To require a lengthening in the time period over which the attrition
in the core deposits must be amortized, places tax policy directly at odds
with book and regulatory requirements under which institutions must write
off these costs over a shorter period of time.

DIVIDEND RECEIVED DEDUCTION

One of the options contained in the Joint Taxation Committee Print
relates to the dividends received deduction allowed under current law. The
pamphlet suggests that the ded.iction could be limited for newly issued
stock that does not rise to level of direct investment in the underlying
business or, alternatively, the current 80 percent deduction could be
substantially reduced. The National Council would question the wisdom of
making such a change and suggests a close evaluation of the impact. This
is especially true given the fact that changes were made in this area as
recently as the Tax Reform Act. Given the concerns over capitalization of
a number of companies, including thrift institutions, and over the already
existing double taxation of corporate income, we urge retention of the
dividend received deduction.

IMPOSITION OF A WITHHOLDING TAX ON INTEREST
PAID TO FOREIGNERS

The "De3cription of Possible Options To Increase Revenues" contains a
proposal to reinstate a withholding tax on U.S. interest paid to foreign
investors. While the document includes no recommended level of
withholding, until 1984 there was a withholding tax of 30 percent on such
interest. The National Council strongly opposes any reinstatement of the
withholding tax on interest paid to foreign investors.

The National Council members oppose the reimposition of this
withholding tax because it would adversely affect the ability of our member
institutions to raise funds in the international capital markets. Such
foreign investment has allowed thrift institutions to sell mortgage-related
debt at attractive rates. Reinstatment of the withholding tax would force
thrift institutions and other corporate borrowers to compete only in the
domestic market. This would result in higher domestic interest rates and
increase the cost of funding mortgage portfolios. The critical nature and
sensitivity of the international markets was dramatically demonstrated
following the June 29 announcement by the U.S. Treasury Department that it
was terminating the Netherlands Antilles Treaty. There was an mediate
drop in the price of all offshore bonds and an immediate freeze in the
trading of savings institution bonds outstanding. We do not believe
rei.mposition of the tax or other disruptions of the market are desirable at
this time.
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SECURITIES TRANSACTION EXCISE TAX

One of the options discussed in the Joint Tax document on revenue
raisers and one which has received a great deal of publicity is the
possibility of imposing a securities transfer excise tax (STET). The
proposal suggests that such a tax could be assessed at a level of 0.5 or
1.0 percent of value upon transfers of certain securities. While the
document does not outline the technical workings of a STET, the National
Council is concerned over the possible structure and reach of any provision
which would be imposed. Our concern is two-fold. Many of our member
institutions are converting from mutual to stock in order to increase
capital to meet regulatory net worth requirement? The imposition of a STET
at this point would raise the cost of obtaining capital and could,
depending on the structure, make it more difficult to sell the stock of
thrifts. Secondly, we would be concerned over the imposition of the
transfer tax on mortgage-backed securities and other vehicles used by the
thrift industry to fund home mortgage lending. Further, our members would
be concerned over the reach of a securities transfer tax in terms of its
extension to a wide range of investment vehicles in the name of equity.

The National Council would also be concerned over the effect of the
STET on the economy and investment in general. Such tax could result in
distortions in the market. While the Council does not keep statistics on
the income level of investors in stock, bonds and other securities, others
have indicated that many are held by middle income Americans, pension funds
and other entities. It is not clear that imposition of such a tax would
affect only the upper income taxpayer as some evidently believe.

CONCLUSION

The National Council appreciates the opportunity to share our concerns
with the Committee on Finance. We recognize the the task of finding the
increased revenue mandated by the Budget Resolution is a difficult one. We
ask, however, that the Committee give full consideration to the impact of
proposals suggested in the "Description of Possible Options to Increase
Revenue" upon thrift institutions and the economy in which thrifts operate.
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Statement of

Frank Hodsoll

Chairman,
National Endowment for the Arts

Chairman,
National Council on the Arts

Qrg behalf of the National Endowment for the Arts, I am grateful
fQr the opportunity to present the Endowment's views on some of
the possible options to increase revenues prepared in June by
the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation in conjunction with
the staff of the House Committee on Ways and Means. I should
note at the outset that this testimony reflects only the views
of the Endowment.

The National Endowment for the Arts was established (P.L. 89-209)
in 1965 as the Federal agency to encourage and support "national
progress in the arts". The Endowment provides grants and
leadership in support of artistic excellence and access to, and
appreciation of, the arts. Endowment grants to institutions
qualifying as tax exempt under Section 501 (c) (3) of the Tax
Code (83 percent of the value of all grants in FY 86) must
generally be matched with non-Federal funds at least one to one,
and one of the goals of the Endowment is to stimulate increased
non-Federal contributions to arts organizations so as to enhance
their financial stability.

Based on 21 years of working with the nation's non-profit arts
community, we wish to comment on the potential effects on that
community, and philanthropy generally, of some of the options
before the Committee for increasing Federal revenues. We hope
that our perspective will be useful to Members of the Committee
as they consider the various revenue raising options before them.

We understand the Ways and Means Committee's wish to consider
revenue options in connection with the FY 1988 House Budget
Resolution and in that connection to consider reductions in
individual and corporate tax preferences. We have no comment on
most of the staff-prepared options, but we are very concerned
about those that affect the philanthropic sector of which the
arts are a part.

In summary, we oppose:

A. The staff prepared option to impose a five percent
excise tax on net investment income of tax-exempt
organizations (even if sunsetted once the budget deficit has
been reduced to a specified level), because we believe it
would undermine decades of hard work by arts organizations
(and other tax-exempt institutions) to achieve financial
stability through the creation of endowments and the like.

.i Such an excise tax would also undermine the efforts of the
Endowment's expenditure since FY 1982 of $65.4 million in
Congressionally appropriated Challenge funds explicity to
build endowments and cash reserves in arts organizations.

B. The staff prepared options which would limit charitable
deductions for taxpayers who itemize: (1) limiting itemized
deductions to the lowest (15 percent) tax rate, and (2)
placing a floor of 10 percent of a taxpayer's adjusted gross
income in excess of $50,000 ($I00,000 for a joint return)
under the total amount of that taxpayer's itemized
deductions. We believe that these options would have a
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signficant adverse impact on charitable giving which as a
matter of public policy is particularly to be encouraged in
a time of Federal budget constraints.

Attached to this testimony is a resolution of the National
Council on the Arts in support of these positions, unanimously
adopted at the Council's meeting on August 1, 1987. (One of the
members of the Council is former Secretary of Treasury C.
Douglas Dillon.)

We also join the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the
Subcommittee on Oversight of the House Ways and Means Committee
and Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Chapoton in
emphasizing the need for additional information before specific
proposals involving business income of tax exempt organizations
can be put forward. We specifically include in this last
respect consideration of limiting consolidated return
pass-throughs and partnership allocations (at least insofar as
these provisions apply to subsidiaries of tax exempt
organizations) and limitations on equity kickers on loans by tax
exempt organizations to business ventures. We agree that
thoughtful recommendations in the unrelated business income tax
(UBIT) area should not be driven solely by revenue
considerations.

Nature of Tax-Exempt Sector in the Arts

Tax exemption for public charities is based on the belief that
their activities are in the public interest and not adequately
a plied by market forces alone. Voluntary private efforts on
bealf of society have characterized the American experience
feom the earliest days -- in religion, education, health,
culture and social welfare. The Revenue Acts of 1913 and 1917
recognized the desirability of these activities which predated
the Revenue Acts, and so exempted them from income tax and
provided for deductions from taxable income of contributions to
them.

While it is true that these provisions, which have in general
been continued to the present day, can be characterized as tax
expenditures subject to curtailment (as with any other Federal
spending) in order to enhance revenues in a time of Federal
budget deficits, it is also true that these provisions represent
Congressional recognition that economic activities in the public
interest, without net economic benefit to those supporting them,
reduce the need for direct government intervention. Voluntary
citizen efforts on the people's behalf, without profit to any
one of them, can be encouraged through the Federal tax system.
In this sense, tax incentives for charitable contributions are
different than other tax incentives; the taxpayer who uses them
always suffers a net loss in disposable income (but presumably
receives non-tangible benefits in return, as such contributions
benefit society as a whole).

Support of the arts in our system is generally a part of support
of education. The arts that make a profit are generally
created, produced, presented and distributed by the
"entertainment industry" which is "for-profit" and pays taxes in
the normal way. But the "for-profit" arts rarely include our
cultural heritage and the majority of contemporary expression.
They rarely include Shakespeare, Whitman, Beethoven, Copland,
George Balanchine and Martha Graham. And, they rarely include
the formerly commercial: Cole Porter and Jerome Kern, D.W.
Griffiths and much of John Huston. Nor do they generally
include the fine institutions which study, preserve and exhibit
the art of all ages -- our nation's museums -- or publish much
of today's poetry or present the great variety of music, drama,
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opera, theater, and dance, which lies-outside -he popular
culture of the moment.-

It is the activities of these institutions for which tax
exemption in the arts is accorded. It is the needs of these
institutions and artists, and making what they do accessible to
ttre American people, that caused the 89th Congress to enact the
14tional Foundation on the Arts and the Humanities Act of 1965
to provide for a direct governmental supplement to the private
support that has not been taxable from the beginning of the
Federal income tax. The Act specifies that "encouragement and
support of national progress in the humanities and the arts,
while primarily a matter for private and local initiative, is
also an appropriate matter of concern to the Federal Government."

The last 20 years have been years of enormous growth in the
not-for-profit arts. Twenty years ago there were only 37 dance
companies, primarily located in New York City; today there are
240 throughout the country. Less than two dozen prL essional
not-for-profit theaters have multiplied to more than 400, in
every state of the union. There were in 1979 (the most recent
survey) over 600 art museums and over 300 museums with
substantial art collections, and a more recent survey shows that
one third of a national sample of art museums have been founded
since 1960. Twenty-seven opera companies have multiplied to
nearly a hundred opera companies, and the number of symphonies
has tripled from 58 to 165, in the same time period. The number
of American artists has also grown enormously -- from 736,960
in 1970 to 1,482,000 in 1985.

This growth in the availability of the arts has meant that many
more Americans throughout the country are now able to
participate in their cultural heritage and the greater part of
contemporary expression which lies outside the popular culture
of the moment. Sixty-four millioo-mericans did so in 1982, and
63 percent of adult Americans would like to attend more often.
Nearly 15 million people attended non-profit professional
theater performances in 1986 as compared with one million in
1965; attendance at orchestral concerts rose from 10.5 million
to 22.7 million in the same period. Over six million people
attended opera performances during the 1984-85 season as
compared with four million during the 1969-70 season. The
audience for dance has increased from one million in 1965 to 16
million today. Large museums in major cities are estimated to
attract between 500,000 and 2 million visitors each year.

This enormous growth in arts activities and audiences could not
have happened without citizen support. While non-profit arts
institutions earn substantial amounts through ticket sales,
museum memberships and the like (over 50 percent on average),
tle price of those tickets and memberships accounts for less
than half of the actual cost of attendance, and most arts
institutions provide free activities to reach out to audiences
that could not afford even the price of a subsidized ticket or
membership.

Where does the subsidy come from? It comes principally from
private individuals and to a lesser extent from corporations,
foundations and government (Federal, state and local). The
recent growth in arts activities, which has brought art beyond
the popular culture to millions, has been fuelled primarily by
extraordinary growth in private contributions -- from $559
million in 1967 to $5.8 billion in 1986. From 1980 to 1986
alone, private contributions have increased from roughly $3
billion to $5.8 billion (nearly doubling in six years).

It is important to note that during the 1980-86 period Federal
appropriations for the arts have remained relatively flat in
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nominal terms (down in real terms), as a contribution to
reducing the Federal budget deficit. On the other hand, state
appropriations for the arts have over doubled -- from $101.028
million in 1980 to $218.805 million in 1987 -- reflecting the
view of state legislatures and governors in the great majority
of states that arts funding is very much in the public
interest. But the fact remains, and should remain, that private
support on a tax deductible basis is the cornerstone of
non-profit arts support -- well over 90 percent of total
support. The diversity of this private support encourages
diversity in the arts and preserves freedom of choice for the
citizenry.

Possible Optiorns Prepared by Staff of Joint Committee on Taxation
- with Staff of Committee on Ways & Means

The Arts Endowment is particularly concerned about the staff
prepared options (A) to impose an excise tax on net investment
income of tax exempt organizations; and (B) to delete charitable
deductions for taxpayers who itemize: either (1) limiting
itemized deductions to the lowest (15 percent) rate, or (2)
placing a floor of 10% of the taxpayers adjusted gross income in
excess of $50,000 ($100,000 if a joint return) under the total
amount of that taxpayer's itemized deductions. We believe these
provisions could have a serious adverse impact on the stability
of non-profit arts organizations and on charitable contributions
generally.

A.! Excise Tax on Net Investment Income of Tax Exempt
Organizations.

The staff prepared option to impose a 5% excise tax on net
investment income of all tax exempt organizations would
undermine decades of hard work by arts organizations (and other
tax exempt institutions) to achieve financial stability through
the creation of endowments and the like. Tax exempt
organizations in general, and arts organizations in particular,
have to raise each year enormous sums to maintain their
operations and serve the public interest. The development of
endowments and investment income provides a measure of financial
stability and cushion from the vagaries of annual
contributions. These efforts allow such organizations to ride
out a bad year.

In the arts, these considerations are particularly important.
It is generally conceded thdt arts institutions are under-
capitalized, generally lacking the endowments that are normal in

institutions of higher education.

To help alleviate this lack of capital base of arts
institutions, the National Endowment for the Arts changed its
Challenge Program in 1983 specifically to stimulate the
establishment and enhancement of arts institution endowments and
cash reserves. With the support of the Endowment's
Appropriations Committees and the Congress, the Endowment has
obligated $65.4 million to create and enlarge such endowments
and cash reserves. This federally directed stimulus has
catalyzed nearly $200 million in new private endowment and cash
reserve funds. It is unlikely that the private donors of these
funds would have been as willing to provide endowment and cash
reserve gifts (normally harder to raise than project and
building support) had there been an excise tax of 5% placed on
the income therefrom.
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The staff prepared option states that in time of large Federal
budget deficits all organizations benefiting from Federal
expenditures should be called upon to contribute to reducing the
budget deficit. This may be true in the for-profit sector, but
ndt-for-profit organizations undertake tasks in the public
irtterest (for which tax exemption existed from the beginning of
the Federal income tax): their existence, activities and help
provide an alternative to, and reduce the need for, government
intervention -- thus reducing the pressure on the Federal
budget. They should not be penalized for seeking financial
stability in doing this.

While it may be true that an excise tax on investment income
would have a limited impact on the totality of exempt
organizations, we believe it would adversely impact just the
source of income which most provides for long term stability and
therefore long term capacity to carry out activities in the
public interest. Those activities that are most in the public
interest surely involve long term engagement on society's
behalf; this is as true for arts institutions as education
institutions; it is in the national interest that their long
term stability be enhanced with minimal direct federal
appropriations.

Finally, no one is arguing that tax exemption of net investment
income to tax exempt organizations creates unfair competition
with the for-profit sector. We completely agree with Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Treasury Chapton that "an exempt
organization's investment of capital in a taxable business
should not generally raise concerns over unfair competition".
We also agree with him that "exemption for passive investment
income may appropriately encourage exempt organizations to
avoid deeper commercial involvements and the potential
distractions and conflicts they present".

B. Limitation on Charitable Deductions for Taxpayers Who Itemize

1. Limitation of Itemized Deductions to the Lowest (15%
Percent) Tax Rate

Limiting the highest rate of deduction to the lowest (15
percent) tax rate, when under current law the highest tax
rate is 38.5 percent, would significantly reduce current
incentives for charitable contributions and would likely
have an important adverse effect on philanthropy itself.

The argument that this option would eliminate the greater
proportionate benefits that higher income taxpayers receive
under present law ignores the fact that these higher income
taxpayers are paying taxes at higher rates than lower income
taxpayers to begin with, and that therefore deductibility at
the higher rate is equitable since the tax exempt purposes
of charitable deductions are in the public interest. The
higher income taxpayer should be, and is, taxed at a higher
rate to provide revenues for direct government expenditures
in the public interest; such a taxpayer should not be taxed
on income which he or she contributes directly to support
activities in the public interest, particularly when, even
at this year's highest rate, 61.5 percent of the
contribution represents his or her own resources.

The option also has the effect of applying a limitation on
deductions for state and local taxes and mortgage interest.
One of the great debates prior to passage of the Tax Reform
Act of 1986 (TRA) involved the question of deductibility of
state and local taxes; that debate was resolved in favor of
continuing their deductibility, and the issue would not
usefully be reopened within one year. Most would also agree
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that the traditional interest in encouraging home ownership
militates against a limitation on deductibility of mortgage
interest.

Further, since state and local tax payments are not optional
expenditures and home ownership normally requires payment of
mortgage interest, the only truly discretionary expenditure
affected by this option involves charitable giving. At a
time when federal budget constraints argue for greater
private activity in the public interest, it makes no sense
to establish additional burdens to charitable giving. We
agree with the Joint Committee staff that the proposal would
also add further complexity or tax complications for tax
itemizers.

2. A Floor of 10 Percent of A Taxpayers Adjusted Gross
Income in Excess of $50,665 ($166,666 for A Joint Return)

Under the Total Amount of That Taxpayer's Itemized Deductions

The 10 percent floor option similarly would reduce the
incentive for charitable giving by those who can afford to
be generous. The argument that personal consumption should
not be subsidized through the tax system does not apply to
charitable deductions which subsidize activities in the
public interest, not consumption. As in the case of the
option to limit the rate for charitable deductions, this
option's potential impact on state and local tax deductions
and home mortgage deductions goes contrary to the resolution
of the Congress in enacting the TRA.

Existing tax law reflects appropriate tax policy regarding
floors to deductions, in that different floors are placed on
different deductions: 7.5 percent for medical expense; 10
percent for casualty and theft losses greater than $100; 2
percent for miscellaneous itemized deductions. It is
current tax policy that there should be no limit on state
and local income and real property tax dedu-:tions as a
matter of comity with state and local governments, that
policies in favor of home ownership militate against
restricting mortgage deductions, and that general
deductibility of charitable gifts (from 1913 and 1917 on)
should not be restricted (except as a cap).

Growth of Tax Fxempt Sector and Problems

Although tax exemption and deductibility for charitable and
other societally desirable activities have been a part of our
tax laws since 1913 and 1917, it is also true, as Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Treasury Chapton has noted, that growth
in the exempt sector has both increased the importance of tax
exemption and deductibility and has tended to blur the
historical differences in activities and funding between exempt
and taxable organizations. There is no question that there have
been abuses, and in 1950 Congress enacted the Unrelated Business
Income Tax (UBIT), largely in response to concerns about unfair
competition between exempt organizations and taxable businesses.
The application of UBIT was expanded in 1969, and in 1984 the
Congress provided that tax exempt organizations would no longer
be entitled to the investment tax credit and accelerated
depreciation.

Urfder current law, tax exempt organizations can earn a profit
bdt not distribute it to their owners or members; they can also
earn income (without taxability) that is related to their tax
exempt purpose. For example, performing arts institutions can
without tax on the revenues sell tickets to an audience, and
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museums can similarly sell reproductions of the works of art in
their collections. In addition, tax exempt organizations
benefit from the availability of federally subsidized mail
Rates, numerous state and local tax exemptions, and exemption
and special treatment under other federal and state requirements
(e.g., social security, unemployment, and minimum wage
provisions). But these tax exempt organizations which are
public charities all have to raise money from contributions to
make up the losses they sustain in achieving public purposes.

The Office of Advocacy of the Small Business Administration
believes there has been an increase in commercial activities
engaged in by tax exempt institutions, particularly by hospitals
and higher education institutions (which together account for
almost 70% of the non profit sector). The General Accounting
Office (GAO) in its February 1987 report in response to a
request of the Joint Committee on Taxation states that
"representatives of the taxable business com-unity question the
appropriateness of tax exempt organizations )mpeting with
taxable businesses and question the justification for tax exempt
status in these situations".

On the other hand, the GAO report notes that the tax exempt
community, while recognizing that some tax eAempt organizations
are expanding their income producing or comm rcial activities,
believes this expansion is important to furthering tax exempt
purposes. The tax exempt community also bel eves that some
competition has always existed as between the tax exempt and
for-profit sectors and that the increase in this competition is
largely due to taxable businesses expanding their activities
into areas traditionally regarded as tax exempt (e.g., day care
and physical fitness activities). Representatives of the tax
exempt community have also pointed out that the for-profit small
business community has a number of advantages not available to
the tax exempt community: e.g., government contracts designated
solely for small businesses (set-asides), tax credits, loan
guarantees, and access to capital through stock issuance.

Wiile the Endowment cannot comment on problems stated to involve
unfair competition between tax exempt and for-profit
organizations in non-profit sectors other than the Arts, we do
believe the American Arts Alliance's survey of arts institutions
reporting unrelated business income shows that arts
organizations are likely complying with current law and
regulations. In their testimony of June 5, 1987, the Alliance
noted that most respondents have never been audited by the
Internal Revenue Servio regarding unrelated business income.
Of the 35 institutions that reported such audits, 25 were found
by the IRS to be in compliance with the law, and nine were
awaiting a final ruling. The Survey indicaf-d that only one
institution responded that the final audit wis unfavorable.

There is no question that there are major i ues posed by the
intersection of the tax exempt and for-profit sectors. The
issues are not new; they have been present since enactment of a
general income tax; and, as noted, new provisions have been
added to the tax laws to deal with these issues. What is not
clear is whether the current situation requires additional
legislation or whether current law, perhaps with additional
enforcement, is adequate to deal with the issues.

Essentially all parties at interest appear to agree that there
is a need for better information, research and analysis in this
area. This is as true of the Office of Advocacy of the Small
Business Administration as it is of the non profit sector. And,
both the Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the
Subcommittee on Oversight of the House Committee on Ways & Means
agree that there is only limited data available and that
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additional data and information are needed to measure the nature
and magnitude of the competition between taxable and tax exempt
organizations. The Subcommittee on Oversight and the Treasury
Department believe such information must be developed before
specific proposals regarding UBIT can be put forward.

The Arts Endowment agrees with this conclusion. The GAO
February 1987 report did not verify whether the unfair
competition cited by representatives of the taxable business
community actually existed; nor could the GAO determine whether
tax exempt organizations offered goods and services for more or
less than taxable businesses nor whether tax exempt
organizations realized a surplus from their competitive
activity. We believe that such evidence must be in hand
across-the-board before across-the-board legislation should be
erected to tighten current tax laws regarding the tax exempt
sector.

The staff prepared option to limit consolidated return pass-
throughs makes a great deal of sense in principle, and Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Treasury Chapoton has suggested changes
in the definition of controlled organizations and in the
ownership attribution rules as they relate to controlled
subsidiaries of non-profit organizations. We, nonetheless,
believe that consideration of this matter in the tax exempt
sector should be part of an overall anaylsis of the issues.
There are also, as the staff paper notes, administrative
difficulties with such limitations.

Similarly, we believe the staff prepared options on partnership
allocations and equity kickers on loans to business ventures
should await further study. While we agree that partnership
allocations that are actually sales of tax benefits can cause
economically inefficient investment decisions and can be unfair,
we also note that there are a number of limitations already in
place to control this situation. We believe tax exempt entities
should not be held to stricter standards of distinguishing debt
from equity than other investors. Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Treasury Chapoton has noted the difficulty of structuring
partnership restrictions (e.g., regarding debt financed property
rules). Again, we believe consideration of this matter should
be part of overall analysis of the issues involving non-profits
engaged in business ventures.

The unrelated business income of tax exempt organizations should
be taxed, and it is taxed now. The only question involves what
is "related" or "unrelated"; this is now determined from the
facts of individual cases in relation to the tax exempt purposes
of the organizations involved. As in any system of case by case
determinations, the administrative and judicial process produces
inconsistencies of interpretation; but so can enactment of new
legislation; and the question remains whether there is an
across-the-board problem that can be equitably resolved by
across-the-board solutions. Thus, we would urge development of
a better information base on the basis of which the various
parties at interest can rationally argue the merits of their
respective positions.

Id conclusion, the Endowment believes that the comp-romises
contained in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 regarding individual
deductions should not at this time be significantly altered.
Given the basic balance of interests achieved in that Act, the
country would be better off if the TRA were left largely alone
until the results of those balances can be measured. This is
particularly so with regard to charitable deductions. The
reduction in marginal rates, the elimination of charitable
contribution deductibility for non-itemizers, and the inclusion
of gifts of appreciated property in the minimum tax base all
impact the tax exempt sector. While the results of those
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changes cannot yet be estimated, the Endowment urges that
analysis of those results be undertaken before new burdens are
placed on the not-for-profit sector. We also believe that the
staff prepared options to limit deductibility are counter to
long standing tax policy.

With regard to the issues involving the intersection of the tax
exempt and for profit sectors, the Endowment concurs with the
Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of the Subcommittee on
Oversight of the Ways and Means Committee that revenue options
with regard to UBIT should not be considered until better
information and analysis is available. The Endowment is
prepared to cooperate in developing such information and
anaylsis with respect to not-for-profit arts organizations.

Finally, we believe that consideration of revenue raising
options that impact the tax exempt sector should carefully weigh
the public purposes that this sector achieves in the public
interest. In a time of Federal budget deficits, it is of great
importance that we do not through tax revenue options increase
the pressures for larger Federal appropriations.

Tax incentives for charitable contributions encourage some
portion of the taxpayers' disposable income to be spent to
advance the public interest. Such tax incentives are cost
beneficial to the Federal Government in comparison to direct
appropriations. They also permit decision-making with regard to
the public interest to be made at the local level. As the
National Endowment for the Arts and the Humanities Act
stipulates, this is the primary consideration in support of the
arts. As in education, governance of our nation's artistic
effort has been, and should remain, in the hands of the people.

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ARTS
RESOLUTION ON PROPOSED TAX CODE CHANGES

(adopted unanimously August 1, 1987)

WHE:EAS, in 1965, the National Endowment for the Arts was
established as the Federal agency to encourage and support
national progress in the arts and to provide a catalyst for
increased support of the arts;

WHEREAS, it is a goal of the Endowment to promote the
overall financial stability of America's best arts organizations
through stimulation of increased non-Federal contributions to
them;

WHEREAS, Federal funding for the arts, while an important
and necessary aspect of support for the arts, plays a secondary
role to support from private sources, and therefore the
Declaration of Purpose of the National Foundation on the Arts and
the Humanities Act (as amended) creating the Endowment stipulates
that: "the encouragement and support of national progress and
scholarship in the humanities and the arts; while primarily a
matter for private and local initiative, is also an appropriate
matter of concern to the Federal Government;"

WHEREAS, certain options to increase revenues are under
consideration by the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation and
the staff of the Committee on Ways ani Means, including a
proposed excise tax on the net investment income of exempt
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organizations and proposed changes in the charitable deduction
for taxpayers who itemize;

WHEREAS, an excise tax of 5% on net investment income,
including interest and dividends, of organizations that are
exempt from Federal income tax would have severe negative impact
on the financial stability of many of the nation's finest arts
institutions;

WHEREAS, (i) making charitable deductions for itemizers
deductible only at the 15 percent tax rate notwithstanding the
marginal rate of the taxpayer (under current law, the highest
r e is 38.5%); (ii) placing a floor under aggregate itemized
deyuctions (including charitable deductions) for higher income
taxpayers; and (iii) reducing individual and corporate tax
preferences would significantly reduce the incentives for
philanthropy and philanthropy itself;

WHEREAS, enactment of these proposed tax law changes would
further complicate the tax structure recently enacted in the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 and have the effect of discouraging individual
charitable donations at a time when non-profit arts organizations
are increasingly in need of attracting private funding to meet
their operating budgets;

WHEREA.S, America's arts organizations are principally
responsible for creating, producing, presenting, exhibiting,
disseminating and conserving the quality and variety of art which
is at the core of American civilization so that it might be made
more available to the American people;

WHEREAS, mar! of our best arts organizations are severely
undercapitalized, and therefore need to establish or build
endowment funds to enhance their financial stability;

WHEREAS, in furtherance of this goal, and with
Congressionally appropriated funds and based on the advice of
this Council, the Endowment has since 1983 stimulated and
assisted through expenditure of $51.5 million in Challenge funds
the establishment and enhancement of endowments for these
institutions;

WHEREAS, smaller, newer or less developed arts organizations
face similar challenges, particularly those organizations which
serve minority, rural, tribal, or inner-city populations;

"1HEREAS t'e Con*3resr has reaffirmed since 1913 the
importance of encouraging through tax incentives voluntary
at ivity in the public interest and such activity reduces the
nee3 for increased direct Federal appropriations and increases
freed nm of choice among these activities;
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NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED this 1st day of August 1987
that t! e National Council on the Arts opposes the proposed
changes (cited above) affecting donations to and the income of
neq7-prof t arts organizations and urges that they be rejected,
because they would significantly impede private support of the
ars, and impose serious financial burdens on such arts
orga: izations. These changes include a proposed excise tax on
investment income of tax exempt organizations and proposed
limitations on charitable deductions for non-Itemizers.

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ARTS

The above resolution was adopted
unanimously by'the National Council
on the Arts, August 1, 1987.

Frank Hodsoll
Chairman

MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE ARTS

David Baker
C )mposer/Teacher
Chair, Jazz Department
Indiana University

School of Music

Phyllis Berney
Collector/Patron
Former Member,
Wisconsin Arts Board

Sally Brayley Bliss
Lecturer/Dance Consultant
Former Dancer

Nina Brock
Patron/Trustee
Former Chair, Tennessee

Arts Commission

C. Douglas Dillon
Former Chair, Metropolitan

Museum of Art
Former Secretary of Treasiry

Allen Drury
Novelist

Joseph Epstein
Writer/Teacher
Editor, The American Scholar

Helen Frankenthaler
Painter

Robert Garfias
Dean of Fine Arts
University of California, Irvine
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Margaret Hillis
Director,
Chicago Symphony Chorus

Celeste Holm
A cIress
Robert Johnson
Chairman,

Florida Arts Council
State Senator

M. Ray Kingston
Architect
Former Chair,

Utah Arts Council

Ardis Krainik
General Man .ger,

Lyric Opera of Chicago

Raymond Learsy
Art Colleztor
Trustee, Whitney Museum

of American Art

Jacob Neusner
Professor of Religious Studies
Brown University

Lloyd Richards
Dear., Yale School of Drama
Artistic Director,

Yale Repertory Theater

George Schaefer
Producer/Director
Plays, Film, Television

Robert Stack
Actor

William Van Alen
Architect/Trustee

James Wood
Director,
Art Institute of Chicago

Harvey Lichtenstein
Presi.3enc & Executive Producer,

Brooklyn Academy of Music

Samuel Lipman
Music Critic
Pjblisher, The New Criterion

Talbot MacCarthy
For.Ter Chairman,
Missouri Arts Council

Chairman, Voluntary Action
Center of Greater St. Louis

Arthur Mitchell
Executive/Artistic Director
Dance Theater of Harlem

Carlos Mose-ey
Pianist/T trustee
Former Chair,

New York Philharmonic
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL GRANGE
SUBMITTED TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

UNITED STATES SENATE
JULY 22, 1987

RE: OPTIONS TO RAISE REVENUE IN ORDER TO MEET RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS

.Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the over 365,000 members of the National
Grange, we appreciate the opportunity to submit for the record the Grange's
view on a number of tax increase proposals. The statement will not be in order
of importance to the Grange but for ease of reading, it will follow the sequence
established in the Joint Comuittee print entitled "Description of Possible
Options to IncreAse Revenues Prepared for the Committee on Ways and Means",
published June 25, 1987.

It is the Grange's understanding that H. Con. Res. 93 requires the Finance
Committee to report legislation which raises revenues by $19.3 billion in
Fiscal Year (FY) 1988, $22.0 billion in FY89, and $23.0 billion in FY90, a
total of $64.3 billion over the next three fiscal years. This increased
revenue will assist in deficit reduction, an area of great concern to the
members of the National Grange. We do, however, have some major concerns
with a number of the options and we do support others. In the remainder of
this statement, those areas will be highlighted.

EXCISE TAXES

Alcohol Fuels

The National Grange supports the proposal to remove the 6 cents per gallon
exemption for alcohol fuels. Those funds should not be used in the federal
budget, they are dedicated funds to the Highway Trust Fund. We are strong
supporters of the Highway Trust Fund and believe that this exemption benefits
some highway users at the expense of others. It is true that the creation of
alternate energy sources is important, however, there are ways to promote the
production of gasohol blends that will not adversely affect the funds avail-
able for highway and bridge construction and repair.' The Food Security Act
of 1985 provided for such subsidization. The '85 Farm Bill allowed the Secretary
of Agriculture to give free bushels of corn with purchased bushels. This
helps to reduce the massive corn surplus and is a more equitable subsidy for
the production of ethanol.

Windfall Profits Tax

The Grange strongly supports the efforts to repeal the windfall profits tax.
Currently, the U. S. Government is not collecting any revenue under the wind-
fall profits tax. Yet millions of dollars must be spent annually by oil
companies in order to collect the data that is needed to fill out the tax forms
that substantiate the fact that they owe little, if any, taxes. It is pro-
jected that the repeal of the tax would have no revenue impact.

Even if oil prices rose from current levels, the windfall profits tax
would be counterproductive to substantially increasing government tax revenues
because as an excise tax on oil production that is designed to take as much
as 70 cents of each dollar of additional oil industry revenue, the tax would
substantially discourage the necessary investment in oil exploration and develop-
ment that creates the revenues to pay the windfall profits tax. With the
United States' dependence upon foreign sources of oil increasing and the U. U.
oil industry facing economic dislocations due to lower worldwide oil prices,
we consider it unwise to maintain government programs, such as the windfall
profits tax, that artificially discourage the exploration for and production of
U. S. domestic petroleum resources.

The fate of rural America is intertwined with the fate of our natural
resources, such as oil. Energy costs are a large part of both the costs of
production on our farms and the cost of living in rural areas. Energy explora-
tion and developsent is a major employer in rural areas, just as those ms areas
bear a disproportionate burden of the economic sad environmental risks of such
development. The National Grange believes that national energy policy should
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not unduly interfere with the free market forces that best regulate the domestic
demand for petroleum or the domestic oil industry's ability to meet that.
demand in an environmentally sound manner. The windfall profits tax is such an
interference.

Alcoholic Beverages

The National Grange supports the increase in excise taxes for alcoholic
beverages. We believe that the tax should be based on the alcoholic content in
the product. Alcoholic products are generally substitutes for one another,
therefore, the tax should be based on the equivalent value of alcohol contained.

Tobacco

The Grange strongly opposes an increase in the excise tax on tobacco products.
As recently as April 7, 1986, Congress permanently doubled the federal-cigarette
excise tax from 8 cents to 16 cents per pack. Doubling the tax to 32 cents
will cause the loss of 28,500 American jobs in the core tobacco industry. (In
1982, when Congress temporarily increased the tax to 16 cents, 14,600 American
job opportunities in the industry were lost.) Moreover, doubling the excise
tax will cause harm to the American tobacco farmer, their families, and com-
munities. A 16 cent increase would result in an approximate decrease of $110
million in sales of leaf tobacco (27.4 million pounds), a result which will
directly hit the farmer.

Tobacco is paying its fair share of taxes. In addition to the federal
government, all 50 states and 388 city and municipal governments impose an
excise tax on tobacco products. The average total tax on a pack of cigarettes
is 37 cents (16 cents federal, 22 cents state and local). In addition to federal
and state-income taxes, over nine billion dollars were paid in excise taxes
last year.

An increase in the excise tax on tobacco would be one of the most regres-
sive of all tax increases considered. According to the Congressional Budget
Office, as a percent of income, the increase would be more than 12 times higher
for low income (under $5,000) families than for high income (over $50,000)
families.

Telephone and Luxury Items

Excise taxes in general are regressive in nature. With this in mind, we
believe that an increase in telephone excise tax is poor public policy but
an increase in the tax on luxury items (i.e., jewelry and furs) has merit.
In the case of the telephone tax, low income families would pay more than 12
times as much as higher income families for a necessity. On the other hand,
low income families normally do not buy luxury items, therefore, the regres-
sive nature of the tax is reduced.

Oil Import Fee and Gasoline Tax

The National Grange strongly opposes the imposition of an oil import
fee. Additionally, we oppose an increase in the gasoline ax for any purpose
other than to increase funds available in the Highway Trust Fund (at the present
level of funding for highway programs, an increase is unnecessary at this time).
Petroleum products are among the largest components of agricultural costs of
production, both directly and indirectly. As petroleum prices escalated in
the 1970's, farmers bore increased production costs. Now that petroleum is
being priced in a more competitive market, farmers have the opportunity to
narrow their cost-price squeeze.

The Food Security Act of 1985 sent a clear message to farmers that lower
commodity support prices and gradual decreases in target prices over the life
of the Act means that U. S. farmers must eventually adjust their operations to
efficiently derive more of their income from market sources. Implicit in
that message, we believe, is a commitment by the federal government to our
family farmers that if their farm products must be sold in a competitive free
market, then the inputs they use to produce those products must also be priced
by a competitive free market. Oil import fees and gas tax increases distort
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petrolmm product prices upward even further and break the government's .comit-
meat to thin nation's family farmers. On a 300 acre farm, a $10-a-barrel oil
import fee would raise the cost of production for wheat by $690, for corn by
$1,080, for rice by $3,000, for soybeans by $660, and for cotton by $2,160.

As "n essential commodity, gasoline is already heavily taxed. Based
upon national averages, the total revenues to all levels of government from
a 98.7 cents a gallon price for gasoline range from 27 cents to 37 cents. In
addition to a 9 cents a gallon federal excise tax, the federal government
also benefits from corporate income and corporate payroll taxes that are
indirectly included in the price of each gallon of gasoline. Moreover, as
gasoline prices decline, the taxes become a larger portion of consumer costs.
Gasoline taxes have already risen 56 percent in this decade, and the federal
tax jumped 125 percent in 1983.

In addition to farmers, residents of rural areas, especially those of the
West, would bear a disproportionate share of the burden of a gasoline tax
increase, and through that, a disproportionate share in reducing the federal
deficit. Low income consumers would shoulder 48 percent more of the burden
than middle and upper income families because the 1983 National Personal
Transportation Survey by the U. S. Census Bureau indicates that nearly 78
percent of Americans who are earning less than $10,000 per year commute to
work in private vehicles.

In non-urban areas, each household generates over 56 miles of auto travel
daily as compared to about 40 miles of daily auto travel in large metropolitan
areas with mass transit systems. Rural America will shoulder a 40 percent
greater burden under a gasoline tax increase compared to residents of large
cities who enjoy subsidized mass transit.

Western residents who rely upon gasoline to a greater extent than the
national average will suffer under a gasoline tax increase. The per capita
consumption of gasoline In Idaho Ps 447 gallons a year while New York's consump-
tion is only 349 gallons. For Tex.s and Pennsylvania, the consumption is 581
gallons to 397. Higher per capita consumption means a higher burden under a
gasoline tax. An increase in the motorfuel tax would force drivers in the
South and West to contribute t ifce as much to deficit reduction as those in
the North and East. For example, based on average annual onstumption, drivers
in the District of Columbia would pay $47.30 for a 10-cent tax increase
compared to $127.20 in Wyoming.

An oil import fee would have much the same disasterous effect on farm and
rural communities as does a gasoline tax increase. Some proponents of an
import fee believe that many communities would benefit from the increased
economic activity that greater oil and natural gas exploration would generate.
Oil exploration, however, is greatly affected by criteria that are not driven
by price, such as environmental laws, land use regulations, and multiple use
values on public lands. A simple oil fee that leaves other barriers to
exploration firmly in place would not result in substantially increased
exploration, or increased economic benefit to rural America.

Furthermore, economists cannot agree on the degree of benefit, even to
the U. S. Treasury, of an oil import fee. At best, an oil import fee would
be a short-term infusion of funds to the Treasury. Over the long run, com-
petitively priced petroleum products reduce input costs, help to control
inflation, improve international competitiveness, increase real economic
growth and decrease unemployment. These side effects produce more benefit
for the U. S. Treasury and the entire U. S. economy than policies of targeted
price manipulation, such as a gasoline tax increase or an oil import fee.

Highway Trust Fund

The National Grange strongly opposes the movement of any funds from the
Highway Trust Fund or an increase in the taxes which fund the Trust for the
purpose of any use other than the Trust Fund. The Grange believes the Fund
provides a "user-fee oriented" mechanism for the construction and repair of
highways, rural roads and bridges. The quality of America's infrastructure is
vital to the health of the agricultural economy.

76-782 0 - 88 - 17
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GENERAL CONSUMFTICH TAXES

Value Added Tax

The National Grange opposes any type of a value added tax (VAT). This type
of national sales tax would be regressive in nature and would have a negative
effect on agriculture. A VAT would increase the cost of production to agricultural
producers and would further tighten their cost-price squeeze.

INCOME TAX PROVISIONS

Tax Rates/Brackets

.The National Grange opposes any modification of the tax rates and/or
brackets legislated in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 or a surtax on income tax
liabilities. We have supported, and continue to support, a flat tax system.
The result of the Act is the closest facsimile of a flat tax which is politically
achievable at this time. Increasing the rates for certain brackets deviates
from the flatest system achievable. Additionally, the lowered tax rates is
the only reason that agriculture agreed to the loss of capital gains. If tax
rates or brackets are modified, capital gains must be reinstated.

Moreover, an increase in tax rates will reduce savings, reduce employment
opportunities and create other distortions due to the adverse effects on planned
economic action. Further, an increase in rates or a surtax would break a
pledge to taxpayers made by Congress when it passed the Act.

With respect to a temporary surtax, the Grange does not believe that this
increase would be temporary but would be a permanent addition to the tax code,
further distorting our desire for a flat tax.

For many of the same reasons stated above, the National Grange also
opposes any changes in the rates made applicable to the Alternative Minimum
Tax.

Charitable Contributions

A number of the proposals in the Joint Committee print, if enacted, could
result in a decrease of charitable contributions by as much as $6.7 billion.
'The Grange opposes any further loss in the deductibility for donations to
charitable organizations. (We vigorously opposed the loss of charitable
contribution deductions for non-itemizers in last year's debate.) We are
also concerned about the possibility of an excise tax of 5 percent imposed
on tax-exempt organizations. We encourage this Committee to consider these
hidden results when enacting any of the revenue options.

Non-Business Personal Property Deductions

The Grange opposes the disallowance of deductions for non-business personal
property tax. In fact, the Grange opposed the loss of state sales tax deductions
during the 1986 tax debate. The deduction disallowances would result in dis-
crimination based on a taxpayer's residence. Residents in states which impose
only real property or income taxes would benefit at the expense of residents
of stRtes who have chosen to impose a personal property tax.

Cash Accounting

The Grange supports controlling the abuse of cash method accounting by
large corporations. Two options may help to achieve that goal: 1) placing a
cap on the use of cash accounting at a level high enough to allow traditional
family farmers to continue its use but low enough to restrict the use of cash
accounting by large corporations; 2) eliminating the use of cash accounting if
the taxpayer engages in related food processing activities.
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Passive Investment in Agriculture

The National Grange worked hard to reduce the possibility of passive
investment in agriculture during the Tax Reform Act of 1986. We supported
passage of that legislation due to strong language eliminating such investment.
The Department of the Treasury has also developed regulations which will severely
restrict passive investment. We encourage Congress to recognize that unlike
rental activities, farming is a labor intensive and capital intensive business.
In the past few years, many producing farmers have been required to take second
jobs in order to survive on the farm during these depressed times. Treating
rental activities and farming activities similarly does not recognize these
differences.

Depreciation of Single-Process Agricultural Structures

The National Grange supports lengthening the depreciation schedule to
15 years for single-purpose agriculture structures. During the '86 debate,
House language called for 13 years, Senate language called for 10 years, and the
Conference agreed to 7 years. We believe that 15 years is a more accurate
reflection of the useful life of these structures. Any schedule less than
15 years simply encourages tax incentive production.

Tax Exempt Status of Credit Unions

The Grange opposes the repeal of the tax exempt status of credit unions.
For the most part, credit union membership is limited, they are more directly
controlled by their members, and they are generally limited to consumer loans
which are safer and pay a lower interest rate. The tax exempt status allows
the credit union to act more cautiously and in the interest of their members.

Oil and Gas Working Interest Provision

The Grange opposes the proposal to repeal the oil and gas working interest
provisions. Volatility of the oil market and the high level of risk involved
in oil exploration makes it difficult for drillers to acquire capital without
the special tax treatment. The provision contained in the Tax Reform Act of
1986 encourages oil exploration which reduces America's dependency on foreign
energy sources.

VALUATION OF PROPERTY

Estate Tax

The National Grange strongly opposes any changes in the current estate
and gift tax laws, particularly as they relate to agriculture. The Grange
was very active in estate tax reform in 1976 and again in 1981. Significant
and necessary relief was provided in 1981 and many of the options before this
Committee today would eliminate the achievements made over the last Ii years.

It must be recognized that taxes are not necessarily levied for the sole
purpose of financing the government. Taxes can be a useful tool for implementing
public policy and addressing public concerns. The Grange has worked in concert
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with other groups to establish as public policy the need to preserve and protect
farmland for our future needs and to encourage family-sized farms and ranches
to furnish food and fiber for domestic needs and international trade. The
Grange is alarmed at the rate at which this country is losing its farmland and
the decreasing number of families deriving their-income from agriculture.

The concerns of our organizations for the future of family agriculture
involve the issues of resource conservation and farm structure, and both can
be addressed through estate and gift taxation. Estate and gift taxation must
be placed in the broader context of agricultural and land use policy. Simply
stated, estate and gift taxes significantly affect farm structure. Changes
obtained to allow agriculture to continue to be a feasible vocation for the
sons and daughters of those in the agricultural industry must be retained.
By facilitating the means by which farm estates can be passed on intact to
heirs who desire to remain on the farm, efficient-sized agricultural operations
will be assured for the future. Much of the decrease in the number of farm
families can be attributed to the changes in agricultural production methods
and technological improvements within agriculture. There are, however, limits
to economies of scale, and farms should not be encouraged to expand beyond these
limits. The Grange believes estate taxes are based on a sound premise and should
not be modified at this time.

CONCLUSION

The National Grange realizes that the task ahead of the Finance Committee
is very difficult. As mentioned above, we support efforts to reduce the size
of the federal deficit, however, many of the above-referred to options will
have a damaging effect on American agriculture and rural America. However,
we encourage you to review the areas which we believe can assist in deficit
reduction and would be acceptable tax and public policy.
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NATIONAL ALCOHOL TAX COALITION
STATEMENT OH ALCOHOL EXCISE TAXES

The National Alcohol Tax Coalition is comprised of diverse national, state, and
local groups that support a substantial increase in federal excise taxes on alcoholic
beverages. Increased taxes will serve two purposes: they will help reduce the enormous.
cost of health and social problems related to alcohol abuse by discouraging excessive
alcohol consumption and they will enrich the U.S. Treasury by billions of dollars. This
extra revenue will lessen the deficit-driven need to further decimate vital domestic
social programs. In addition, new revenues can help expand funding for alcohol abuse
prevention, treatment, and research, as well as provide increased stability for public
health care programs such as Medicare.

The economic costs of alcoholism and problems related to alcohol abuse are
staggering. According to government-sponsored studies and reports, alcohol-related
problems cost society approximately $120 billion and 100,000 - 200,000 deaths each year,
plus untold amounts of human grief and suffering. The catastrophic damage linked to
drinking includes:

* 53% of all traffic fatalities;
as many as 60% of child and spouse abuse cases;

a industrial and recreation accidents;
a over 50% of violent crimes, suicides, fatal fires, and drownings;

birth defects, spontaneous abortions, and liver damage;
* rising incidence of teenage drinking; and
a alcohol dependence for nearly 13 million Americans.

Until Congress recently authorized an increase in taxes on distilled spirits, fed-
eral alcohol excise taxes had not been raised in thirty-four years; the rates for beer and
wine still remain at their 1951 levels. The failure to raise federal excise tax rates has
resulted in a steady decrease in the tax rate and tax revenues in terms of real dollars.
The failure to index federal excise taxes to inflation has resulted in a loss of billions
of dollars of revenue. While Congress scrambles to find ways to lessen the burgeoning
budget deficit, the possibility of additional alcohol tax hikes remains a viable - and
Increasingly inviting - political option.

We urge the President and Congress to join the majority of Americans who recognize
alcohol abuse as a major national problem and who support higher federal alcohol taxes on
alcohol beverages as a means of improving our nation's social and economic health. As a
start, we offer the following suggestions: restore the tax on hard liquor to its 19L7J
level, raise taxes on beer and wine so that these beverages are taxed at the same rate per
unit of alcohol as liquor, and to prevent these taxes - and prices - from being eroded
by inflation, adjust alcohol taxes annually for increased inflation and disposable income.
Finally, a portion of these revenues should be allocated to help reduce alcohol problems
and expand access to health care services. These measures might be implemented on an
incremental basis to avoid sudden economic dislocation and consumer resentment.

Increasing alcohol taxes alone will not independently solve America's alcohol prob-
lems or budget deficits, but we believe that this measure is one important step in that
direction.

NATIONAL ALCOHOL TAX COALITION
NATIONAL SUPPORTERS

Adventist Health Network
Alcohol Policy Initiatives Project, Trauma Foundation
American Association of Retired Persons
American College of Preventive Nedicine
American Council for Drug Education
American Council on Alcohol Problems, Inc.
American Licensed Practical Nurses Association
American Ifedical Students Association
American Nurses Association
American Youth Work Center
Association of Schools of Public Health
Center for Science in the Public Interest
Child Welfare League of America
Children's Defense Fund
The Children's Foundation
Christian Life Commission, Baptist General Convention of Texas
Citizens for Highway Safety
Consumer Affairs Committee of Americans for

Democratic Action
Doctors Ought to Care
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National Association for Public Health Policy - Council
on Alcohol Policy

Ilational Association of -Children's Hospitals & Related
Institutions

National Association of Junior Leagues
Ilational Association of Private Psychiatric Hospitals
National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Directors
Hlational Center for Drunk Driving Control
National Council on Alcoholism
National Council on the Aging, Inc.
National Drivers Association for the Prevention of

Traffic Accidents. Inc.
National Women's Christian Temperance Union
National Women's Health Network
Public Citizen
Remove Intoxicated Drivers

THB NBW YORK TIMES;_WEDNESDAY, APRIL J,% 1986
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Yes, Raise the Alcohol 'Tax
A large group of leading economists proposes to The economists' grtup proposes doubling the

rate $12 billion annually for the Federal Treasury tax on hard liquor to $4 a fifth, which would bring
by.sharply Increasing taxes on alcohol, which have the tax rate, when adjusted for inflation, back only
not kept pace with Inflation. Although sales taxes to the levels of 1972. Beer and wine would betaxed at
generally are not the best approach to budget bal. the same rate as liquor, in proportion to alcohol con-
ating, reverting to higher taxes on alcohol seems a tent. That would add about $1.50 to the standard bot.
goJ way to help reduce the deficit. de of wlne and six-pack of beer.

Congress raised the excise tax on a fifth of 80- Such levels of taxation might discourage con-
prbol liquor last year from $1."7 to $2. But that in. sumption of alcohol and raise less-than the pre-
crase, the first since 1951, still left the tax lower, In dicted $12 billion in revenue. But the Govrnment
constant dollars, than It was at the repeal of Prohi. and ecots.my would presumably still benefit fro-n
bilon a half-century ago. The increase alsowidened gains in productivity and lower health-care costs,
tho gap between taxes on hard liquor and those on both of which are heavily affected by alcohol con-
boir and wine; beer is now taxed at ot,-fourth the sumption. Increasing alcohol taxes Is a sound way
litior rate, wine at one-seventeenth. together raise or save money.
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0ije 'I abinstonl llost rturlli.i.

Higher Taxes on Beer and Wine
IIE WAR on illegal drugs that Congress and which surely boosts the popularity of beer among
the administration are bent on prosecuting teen-agers. The tax on wine is also low, and sales
is going to be expensive. The bill already of wine coolers to young people are on the rise.

passed by the louse carries a price tag of $3 But these taxes do not reflect the alcohol contet
billion. While the final legislation may be a bit of the drink. A can of beer, a glass of wine and a
more modest, proponents are calling for more law shot of liquor contain equal amounts of alcohol-a
enforcement, more education programs, more fact that many teen-agers don't recognize. Yet
treatment facilities and more aid to local govern- the federal taxes on each are, respectively, 2.7
ments. So far, no one in this era of Gramm- cents. 0.5 cents and 10 cents. Why should there
Rudman has said where the money is supposed be such a disparity? The tax on distilled spirits has
to come from. There's not much chance the been raised in recent years-it went up only last
income tax is going to be increased, and the October-while the tax on wine and beer has
nondcfense budget can't be trimmed much fur- remained unchanged since 1951.
thor. Thirty-six percent of adult Americans don't

There is one source of revenue, Uough, that drink alcoholic beverages of any kind. Another I
hasn't been given sufficient attention. Appropri- third of this population has three or fewer drinks
ately, it is related to substance abuse. Any levy a week and for them an increase in the excise tax I
that will put almost $5 billion a year into the would hardly be noticed. Of the final third, some
Treasury will make it easier to fund an ambitious might drink less to compensate for the increased
new narcotics control effort. This could be accom- cost. If most chose to continue to consume beer
plished simply by changing the formula for the and wine at the same rate in spite of higher taxes,
federal excise tax on beer and wine. the Treasury would be the beneficiary. Revenues
:A six-pack of beer now costs about the same as would be substantial. Why aren't more people on
a six-pack of Coke. Alcohol in this form is cheap. the Ilill talking about this idea seriously?

oA Nueo Gimes Pars It/Friday. March 27. 1987 *

Paying the Piper
It is Ume that Americana stop aUowing them-

selves to be seduced by the notion they can have
iJJ the goverrunental goodies that they want
without paying for them. While President Reagan
denounced Congress all these years for being
hooked on the idea of tax and spend, his Adminds-
tration has engaged In a wholesale program of
borrow and spend. As late as Wednesday he went
to the Capitol and tried to apply his just-say-no
drug message to taxes.

But time, and the horrendous federal debt, has
rendered that message obsolete if not downright
dangerous. After trtlllon-dollar defense Incases
and tei~on-doLur tax reducUons, the ptper must
be paid. A modest, even imld. down payment ts
the roughly SlB-bil]Ion tax Increaue proved by
!emocratic budget-makers 1sCongrese.. Recent poLls suggest that Ameacana are pre.
pared to aept higher taxa to pay for expended
aocal programs. The Democrats' budge outlbn
would not In Fact prevent addotooalcts Isdomse -
tic spending. It would not even prevent the nation
from going further Into debt But at lest It woul
help brake the elide Intoan abatnm d Ik.

The obvious place to atarito with an overdue
inereas in .ise taxer on alcoholic beverages,
tobacco aL gasoIn . The 318,5 blo could be

raised this way, doubting the cigarette tax from
16 cent a pack to 32 cents, doubling the federal
gaoline tax from 9 cents to is cents. increaing
the tax on distilled alcohol from I150 a galon
to $15 a galon, and making the beer and wine tax
comparable to that on ditUed apits

Hone of these increases would work a severe
hardship on the public. Eab might have a bene-
floiad social effect by modestly discouraging ex-
cesstre smoking and drinking and encouraging
gasoline consermton. They would produce no real
drag on economic growth.

The beer and wine tax has not been raised inca
1951. The tobacco tax l about 15% of the
market pric of cigarettes, compared with 42% in
195. As for gasoine, the U.S. tax levy on motor
fuel Is one of the lowest In the world. with many
other cowtrs charn much as 11 a gallort.
The special intere involved, pLrtcularly beer
and wine and tobacco, have used their lobbying
muscle to get a free tide for years Eonse tars
awout to les than 4% of fthe poe national pro-
duetcomperd wi aImot 9% in 1171.

An rgeom n be maide that raIn thew
axesod public policy even a t the budget

det.Umtemagsslts of the debt todey, an
looeM Is onentleL
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uMON1UBV PETITION TO INCREASE
FEDERU ALODUL EXCISE TAXES

We, the undersigned economists, believe that the public health costs and other
external costs associated with the consumption of alcoholic beverages are so significant
as to Justify substantial excise taxes on those beverages. In light of the fact that, in
real terms, existing taxes have declined dramatically in the past thirty years and those
on wine and beer were not increased even in nominal terms between 1951 and 1985,
existing tax rates should be Increased.

Further, we see no Justification for the differential between the excise tax, per unit
of alcoholic content, on beer and wine, on the one hand, and hard liquor on the other.
Indeed, in light of the fact that beer Is the standard Introduction to alcohol for youth,
favored tax treatment for It appears to be socially highly undesirable.

Finally, an Increase In the excise tax on alcoholic beverages would contribute to the
reduction in the budget deficit In a way that has no significant adverse economic effects
and would have substantial social benefits, while tending to increase economic efficiency.

Consequently, we support efforts by the NATIONAL ALCOHOL TAX COALITION to
increase federal excise taxes on alcoholic beverages and eliminate or modify tile
differential tax treatment between beer, wine, and liquor.
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NATIONAL ALCOHOL TAX COALITION
FACT ABOUT FEDERAL ALCOHOL EXCISE TAXES

Until a 19 percent increase in liquor taxes (not on beer and
wine) effective October 1, 1985, federal excises on
alcoholic beverages had not been increased since 1951.

* Beer and wine taxes are less than one-fourth of what they
were at the repeal of prohibition; the tax on liquor is
about 25 percent less (figures expressed in constant
dollars).

" Due to inflation since 1951, the real dollar value of tax
revenues on alcoholic beverages declined by 75 percent.
Inflation during this period cost the Treasury between $40
and $75 billion in lost revenues.

* The current tax on a 12-ounce can of beer is 2.7 cents; on a
glass of wine, about 0.5 cent; and on ashot of 80-proof
liquor, 10 cents. The alcohol in liquor is taxed at about 4
times the rate of alcohol in beer, and about 17 times the
alcohol in table wine.

" Government reports estimate the annual toll from alcohol
abuse at between 100,000 and 200,000 deaths and $120 billion
in economic damage.

* Higher alcohol taxes will reduce drinking by young people
and heavy drinkers, and will reduce alcohol-abuser problems
like fatal auto crashes and cirrhosis of the liver,
according to economists at Duke University and the National
Bureau of Economic Research.

* Doubling liquor taxes and then equalizing the rate of tax on
alcohol in liquor, beer, and wine, as proposed by the
Naitonal Alcohol Tax Coalition would:

a) increase the tax on individual drinks of beer and
wine by about 20 cents and on liquor, by about 10
cents; and
b) provide approximately $12 billion in additional
federal revenues, decrease alcohol consumption by bout
14 percent, and reduce the annual economic costs of
alcohol by up to $16 billion.

* The forty percent of American adults who do not drink would
pay no additional taxes ten percent of those Americans over
18 would pay over 60 percent of alcohol tax increases.

The $12 billion in additional revenues is more than the
total texes paid by the 23 million taxpayers whose adjsuted
gross incomes were under $12,000 in 1983.

* Twelve billion dollars would pay the combined annual costs
of the Naitonal Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
the Administration on Aging, the juvenile justice and child
abuse state grant programs, and the federal food stamp
program.

0 According to a George Gallup poll released December 18,
1986, 66 percent of the American public support doubling
alcohol excise taxes.
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RELATIVE TAXES ON BEER, WINE, LIQUOR (1934 - 1985)
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Households I
Percentage of IXcise
Taxes Paid: *-

Beer 4.51 7.41 19.82 19.71 48.71 100.12

Wine 4.01 6.31 17.31 17.8% 54.71 100.1z

Liquor 4.01 6.71 18.01 18.71 52.61 10

Sources:

"U.S. Census Bureau (19S5 population figures).
4.The Distributional Effects of en Increase in Selected Federal Excise Taxes,* The
Congressional Budget Office, January 1967, Table 3.
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STATEMENT

OF THE

NATIONAL BUSINESS AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION, INC.,

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Comittee:

Thank you for allowing the National Business Aircraft Association, Inc.

(NBAA), to submit this statement. The NBAA represents the aviation interests

of American business. Our 2900 member companies, operating some 5500

aircraft, depend on aviation to help them meet their daily business

transportation needs. Any proposal which would result in increased taxes on

business aircraft operators is of great concern to us and must be closely

examined to determine its effect on the ability of American business to

continue to use their aircraft in'a reliable, safe and efficient manner.

Unfortunately, the proposals before this Committee fail these tests.

Consequently, we must express our strong opposition to proposals found in

the Description of Possible Options to Increase Revenues (the Options),

prepared by the Joint Committee on Taxation and submitted to the House

Committee on Ways and Means on June 25. That document describes the various

options available to craft legislation increasing revenues by $19.3 billion

in Fiscal Year 1988 and $64.3 billion through the three years ending with FY

1990.

The Options include proposals which, if enacted, would bring great harm to

general and business aviation aircraft users, manufacturers and suppliers and

which we must oppose. Specifically, we oppose those proposals which would:

1. Impose a ten percent "luxury" tax on general aviation aircraft;

2. Increase by five or ten conts per gallon the Federal excise tax imposed
on aviation fuel as part of the Leaking Underground Storage Trust Fund
(LUST) tax base;

3. Increase the current eight percent excise tax on transportation of
persons by air to ten percent; and

4. Increase by 33 percent the excise taxes deposited into trust or special
funds to offset "implicit contributions" to those funds and by an
additional amount equivalent to the supposed revenue loss from revenue
bonds used to finance related activities.

Allow us to discuss these tax proposals and their impact on business

aviation in some detail.
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"LUXURY" TAXES ON GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT

Perhaps the most onerous and ill-conceived proposal found in the Options

is that which would impose a "luxury" tax on aircraft not used for the

commercial transportation of passengers or cargo. This proposal suffers from

several misconceptions, not the least of which is the mere hint of general

aviation aircraft being "luxuries."

For the vast majority of general aviation operators, their aircraft are

essential to their business activities, directly comparable in utility to

computers, machine tools, warehouses and. delivery trucks. They are used for

the everyday transportation of employees, salespeople, customers and

equipment to all locations around the world on schedules independent of the

airlines. Far from being "toys" or "playthings", they are tools of commerce,

maximizing business opportunities and enabling companies to travel to places

at times otherwise impossible using commercial transportation. Imposition of

a "luxury" tax on what has become a necessary capital investment for many

businesses would be total repudiation of the uses to which these aircraft are

put.

General aviation aircraft are also used for purposes other than business

transportation. Examples include use as air ambulances, in energy

exploration, agricultural application, aerial surveillance and search and

rescue. The productive uses of general aviation aircraft, aside from their

use in the transportation of persons or cargo for hire, strongly argues

against their being considered "luxuries."

The Options also fail to recognize the contribution made to the nation's

balance of trade and productivity through the use of general aviation

aircraft. Only by maximizing the ability of American business to compete,

both at home and abroad, will substantial progress be made in resolving the

twin dilemmas of our national trade imbalance and budget deficit. Enactment

of a "luxury" tax on general aviation aircraft, with concomitant impact on

the flexibility and ability of American business to compete, would be

detrimental to resolving the very problem from which it stems, namely the

need to reduce the budget deficit.

Finally, a "luxury" tax on general aviation aircraft is ill-advised

because of the damage which would be done to what remains of a once-vibrant

aaufacturing industry and its possibilities for the future. Once the world
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leader, the domestic general aviation manufacturing industry has fallen on

hard times, with only 1495 new aircraft delivered in 1986, the fewest since

World War II. In 1984, Cessna Aircraft, by all measures then tht world

leader, closed its piston-powered aircraft manufacturing facilities. Piper

Aircraft now only makes one model continually, with others being made on an

"as-needed" basis. Beechcraft, also a major manufacturer, makes only two

piston-powered models. By contrast, various foreign manufacturers, including

those from Canada,--Brazil, France, Great Britain and Italy collectively

threaten the long-standing preeminence of American companies in this field.

In light of the substantial and certain long-term damage which would be

done to the industry and the simple fact that these aircraft are not

"luxuries," we urge this Committqe to remove from consideration any proposals

to levy a "luxury" tax on general aviation aircraft.

INCREASING AVIATION FUEL TAXES BY FIVE OR TEN CENTS

The Cptions include a proposal to increase the existing aviation fuel

taxes by five or ten cents per gallon. Currently, aviation fuels used for

non-commercial purposes are taxed at twelve cents per gallon of aviation

gasoline and fourteen cents per gallon of turbine (jet) fuel. The revenues

from these taxes are deposited into the Airport and Airway Trust Fund. An

additional tax of one-tenth of cent per gallon is imposed-for deposit into

the LUST Fund. When coupled with the various state and local excise and

sales taxes imposed, a significant portion of the cost of a gallon of

aviation fuel, which averaged $1.86 for 10OLL (100 octane Low-Lead) gasoline

and $1.70 for turbine fuel in 1986, is comprised of tax. The proposal found

in the Options would increase the Federal tax burden on non-commercial

general aviation operators to a maximum of 22.1 and 24.1 cents, a jump of 83%

and 71%, respectively, at the Federal level alone. As some states have

recently increased their taxes on aviation fuel, operators could well be

facing average prices in excess of $2.00 a gallon for aviation gasoline and

$1.85 for jet fuel if these proposals are adopted.

In order to adequately explain the inequity of imposing increased fuel

taxes on general and business aviation, we must first present some background

on the current taxes and the Airport and Airway Tfust Fund. As the Committee

is aware, the revenues from these taxes are deposited into the Airport and

Airway Trust Fund, a funding mechanism dedicated to airport and airway system
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development. Since the Trust Fund's inception in 1971, it has never be" at

a deficit. In fact, in most years it has maintained a surplus.

__ Currently, the unobligated surplus reposing in the Fund amounts to

approximately $5 billion. These unobligated funds are providing aviation

users, and consequently the economy, absolutely no benefits. In fact, the

only purpose served by these unobligated funds is to make the overall budget

situation appear, on paper, to be slightly better. Ironically, the instant

proposals stem from the sane desire; to make the overall budget situation

appear slightly better. Thus, another argument against these tax increases

is the fact that aviation system users are already contributing to a

reduction of the budget deficit through Congress' withholding of these funds

from their intended purpose.

Since well before enactment of aviation system improvement legislation in

1982, which increased these taxes to their current rate, aviation users have

rightly complained these funds are not being spent for the purposes intended.

That they are needed for airport and airway system development certainly

comes as no surprise to anyone who has paid attention to the public debate on

the adequacy of this nation's air transportation system in recent months. To

those who use the system on a daily basis its needs are a painful, often

time-consuming, reality. Certainly, frequent flyers such as yourselves need

no demonstration that we need to move ahead with the process of modernizing

and improving air transportation in this country.

Realizing this, and in attempting to build-in incentives for these much-

needed funds to be spent, the House Committee on Public Works and

Transportation on June 12 recommended that the House Committee on Ways and

Means reauthorize these taxes at their current levels. The Public Works

Committee recommended that reauthorizing legislation include a tax reduction

"trigger" mechanism, as is found in H.R. 8, to provide automatic reductions

in these and other taxes if funding for aviation programs falls below

authorized levels. The Public Works Committee continued:

We believe that a tax trigger would help avoid a repetition of
the experience of the past five years in which the revenues
contributed by users to the Trust Fund were not fully spent but
were used, in effect, to reduce the deficit in the general
budget.

Clearly, aviation users such as we represent cannot support and must

oppose any proposal which would increase these taxes. This is especially
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true when the instant proposal calls for these revenues to be allocated to

general revenue, not to the already-bloated Airport and Airway Trust Fund.

If these taxes are increased further, thereby increasing operating costs,

another major disincentive will have been created for those who would seek to

use general aviation aircraft for business reasons.

When considering the need to reauthorize aviation fuels taxes, we strongly

urge this Committee to discard any notion of increases for the purpose of

balancing the budget. Indeed, taxes already levied on aviation users are

contributing to the budget-balancing effort to the tune of $5 billion.

Instead, we urge retention of the present rates, with the revenues derived

from them to be wholly deposited into the Airport and Airway Trust Fund, and

inclusion of tax reduction "trigger" mechanism such as that recommended by

the House Committee on Public .Works and Transportation and endorsed by

Senator Wendell Ford, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Aviation. To increase

these taxes would be to totally ignore the contributions to the economy made

through the use of these aircraft, adversely affect general and business

aviation users and have additional drastic affects on an already-moribund

manufacturing industry.

INCREASING THE TAX ON TRANSPORTATION OF PERSONS BY AIR

The Options contain a proposal to increase the existing tax on

transportation of persons by air from the current rate of eight percent of

its cost to ten percent. Commonly known as the "airline ticket tax", this

tax is also paid by air taxi customers, charter groups and, sometimes, on

amounts "charged-back" between related companies for the use of their

aircraft, in addition to airline passengers.

Given that the revenues generated by this tax are also deposited into the

Airport and Airway Trust Fund, our reasons for opposing this proposal are the

same as for opposing increases in aviation fuel taxes. This tax should

simply be reauthorized at its current level and made subject to the tax

reduction "trigger" mechanism as is recommended by the Public Works

Committee.

INCREASING TAXES FOR TRUST OR SPECIAL FUNDS

Another proposal found in the Options would increase Federal excise taxes

deposited into trust or special funds such as the Airport and Airway Trust
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Fund by 33 percent to offset "implicit contributions" from general revenue to

those funds. An additional option includes another increase equivalent to

the supposed loss to the Treasury from tax-exempt revenue bonds used to

finance related activities. These proposals, if applied to the Airport and

Airway Trust Fund, fail in their consideration of the realities of the taxes

imposed on aviation system users, how these revenues are used and the long-

standing public policy behind them.

The proposal to address so-called "implicit contributions" assumes those

paying this tax have the option of whether to purchase air transportation or

aviation fuel, in the same manner as one who might purchase tobacco products

or alcoholic beverages. That is simply not the case. More than 90% of all

inter-city travel in the United States is by air. In addition, when

considering the decline of rail transportation in all but the Northeast

Corridor, the failing inter-city bus industry and the impracticality of

travelling by automobile, even the discretionary traveller has no choice but

to fly. Additionally, alternate modes are not viable if the traveller is

interested in the fastest means, as business travellers often are. Thus,

even if not regressive in the conventional sense, an increase in these taxes

for the reasons espoused in the Options is regressive in fact. As these

taxes are not generally deductible to an individual, and would not be levied

except for the purpose of aviation system development, the concept of

"implicit contributions" should not be applied.

The proposal to increase these taxes by an additional amount to offset

the supposed revenue loss to the Treasury from tax-exempt bonds also fails to

consider the reality of aviation system funding. Even if all funds allocated

to the Airport and Airway Trust Fund were immediately spent to improve the

system, many billions of dollars in unmet needs would exist. To make up for

this shortfall, many airport sponsors and municipalities have had to resort

to tax-exempt revenue bonds to finance these much-needed improvements. As

Congress has repeatedly approved their use for aviation system development

projects and woefully underfunded the Federal improvement programs, it has

set forth a policy that they be used in this fashion. Now, the Options would

abrogate this policy and penalize aviation system users for a drain on the

Treasury brought about by Congress' failure to provide a program of adequate
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size and scope in conjunction with its long-standing policy that thee bonds

be used in this fashion. Few actions would undermine the user fee concept,

and the faith users have placed in this system for funding aviation

improvements, than would adoption of this proposal.

We urge this Committee to abandon such proposals. The "macro-economic

mumbo-jumbo" from which they stem fails utterly to consider long-standing

Congressional policy in this area as well as the regressive nature such

increases would have.

CONCLUSION

This Committee is faced with a most difficult and, clearly, unpopular

task. Your task is no doubt made more difficult by the Joint Committee's

inclusion of detrimental and counterproductive proposals such as those we

have outlined today. Accordingly, we strongly urge you to discard these

proposals for additional taxes on aviation. The revenues involved are

insignificant in comparison with the totals required, the economic harm which

would be wrought through their enactment would in fact damage the overall

deficit reduction effort from which they stem and for which aviation users

are already paying, dearly, for very little in benefit.

The overwhelming need to expand and improve airports and modernize the

1950s-era air traffic control system equipment also has implications for the

economy and for the budget deficit. As inefficiency becomes the norm and

delays and circuitous routings take their toll on productivity and

competition, the needs will become even more acute. Even so, the very real

requirements for increased productivity and competition in relation to

foreign-based industry simply will not be met if general and business

aviation are subjected to stifling tax levels such as have been proposed.

Instead the result will be the inability of the nation's air transportation

system to support the economy's demand for air travel.

Thank you for allowing us to submit this statement. We stand ready to

provide this Committee any additional information it may require.
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July 14, 1987

COMMENTS OF THE NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR
MULTIEMPLOYER PLANS ON TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS NECESSARY TO CLARIFY

THE APPLICATION OF THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986 TO MULTIEMPLOYER PLANS

Robert A. Georg ne, Chairman of the National Coordinating Committee
for Multiemployer Planst is pleased to provide these comments on technical
corrections that are necessary to clarify the application of the Tax Reform
Act of 1986 ("TRA"), to multiemployer plans.

1. Vesting.
Internal Revenue Code ("Code") section 411, as added by the TRA

generally requires five-year cliff or seven-year graded vesting for qualified
retirement plans. There a a multiemployer plan exception peroitting ten-
year cliff vesting with respect to participants covered by a collective
bargaining agreement. However, the statute requires five-year cliff or
seven-year graded vesting to be provided for participants who are riot covered
by a bargaining agreement.

Multimployer plans often cover employees of the fund and of the
related union and sometimes of the association of contributing employers.
Clerical employees of the union are often, but not always, covered by
collective bargaining agreements. However, fund and association employees
and union officers often are not. In addition, some multiemployer plane
permit employers who cover their union employees under the plan inc identally
to cover salaried or other nonunion employees as well. The naw law could be
interpreted to require all such nonunion employees to be given five-year
cliff or seven-year graded vesting.

Providing this faster vesting to these employees would create serious
political problems for the plans. Rank-and-file union employees would feel
that it is unfair for plans to provide five-year cliff or seven-year graded
vesting to union officers and nonunion participants while providing only ten-
year cliff vesting to the rank-and-file union members. The result would be
to make the multiemployer plan exemption unavailable as a practical matter.

There is no evidence that Congress, in enacting the TRA, intended to
interfere with the longstanding practice of multiemployer plans of covering
union, fund, employer association and sometimes, incidentally, other
employees on the same basis as employees covered by a collective bargaining
agreement. On the contrary, it is most reasonable to treat union, fund, and
*mployee association employees as though they were covered by a collective
bargaining agreement, because they are an integral and necessary part of the
process of bargaining for retirement benefits.

-In addition, the multiemployer plan participants that would benefit
from the five-year cliff or seven-year graded vesting rule are exactly the
opposite of the type of participants that the rule is intended to protect.
Thus, it is not unusual for some union officers and nonunion employees
covered by these plans to be more highly paid than the rank-and-file
employes covered by collective bargaining agreements.

These problems could be avoided by clarifying that, for this purpose,
the term "collective bargaining agreement" includes a participation agreement
covering nonunion employees incidental to the plan's coverage of employees
covered by a collective bargaining agreement. A participation agreement
should be deemed to provide such incidental coverage if: (1) it is entered

1 The NCCMP is a nonprofit, tax-exempt organization established after
Congress enacted ERISA in 1974. It consists of representatives of more than
180 pension and welfare plans, or their sponsors, and represents the
interests of approximately nine million persons. On behalf of its affiliated
plane, and the approximately nine million participants and beneficiaries of
multiemployer plans generally, the NCCMP is entirely engaged in monitoring
the development -- legislative, administrative, and judicial -- of the laws
relating to the structuring and adAinistration of multiemployer pension and
welfare plans.
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into by the fund or related union or association of contributing employers onbehalf of its employees; or is entered on behalf of nonunion employees by anemployer who contributes to the plan for its union employees; and(2) coverage provided under the participation agreement does not reduce thepercentage of plan participants who are covered by collective bargaining
agreements below 85 percent.

This clarification would make it administratively feasible formultiemployer plans to continue to provide ten-year vesting and would notprovide any potential for abuse. Accordingly, we urge you to include thefollowing provisions in the technical corrections to the TRA:
Paragraph (2) of section 411(a) of the Internal Revenue Code isamended by adding at the end thereof a new subparagraph (D) as follows:
"(D) COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT. -- For purposes ofsubparagraph (C), the term 'collective bargaining agreement'
includes a participation agreement which provides coverage tononunion employees which ins cidental to coverage provided to
employees covered by a collective bargaining agreement. Such
coverage will be considered incidental if the participation
agreement --

(i) is entered into by the fund (or by any othercollectively bargained employee benefit fund covering someor all of the same participants) or related union or
association of contributing employers on behalf of itsemployees or is entered into on behalf of nonunion
employees by an employer who also contributes to the plan
on behalf of employees covered by a collective bargaining
agreement, and

(ii) coverage of such nonunion employees does not
reduce the percentage of the plan's participants who arecovered by collective bargaining agreements below
85 percent.The 85 percent test described in clause (ii) will be satisfied if at least85 percent (determined on a plan-wide basis) of the employees who are covered

(or whose beneficiaries are covered) under the plan first became eligible forcoverage under the plan on account of their being or having been covered by a
collective bargaining agreement."

Paragraph (2) of Section 203(a) of the Employee Retirement IncomeSecurity Act of 1974 (29 U.S.C. 1053(a)(2)) is amended by adding at the end
thereof a new subparagraph (D) as follows:

"(D) For purposes of Subparagraph (C), the term "collective
bargaining agreement" includes a participation agreement which
provides coverage to nonunion employees which is incidental to
coverage provided to employees covered by a collective
bargaining agreement. Such coverage will be considered
incidental if the participation agreement --

(i) is entered into by the fund (or by any othercollectively bargained employee benefit fund covering some
or all of the same participants) or related union or
association of contributing employers on behalf of its
employees or is entered into on behalf of nonunion
employees by an employer who also contributes to the plan
on behalf of employees covered by a collective bargaining
agreement, and

(ii) coverage of such nonunion employees does notreduce the percentage of the plan's participants who are
covered by collective bargaining agreements below
85 percent.

The 85 percent test described in clause (ii) will be satisfied if at least85 percent (determined on a plan-wide basis) of the employees who are covered(or whose beneficiaries are covered) under the plan first became eligible forcoverage under the plan on account of their being or having been covered by a
collective bargaining agreement."

2. Welfare Plan Reserve Limits.

The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 ("DEFRA") imposed new reservelimits on welfare funis. Medical, life insurance, disability, SUB, and
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severance pay plans ar^ permitted to have limited reserves not in excess of
specified "account limits." other plans are not permitted to have any
reserves at all.

Employer contributions are not fully deductible if these limits are
exceeded. Further, they may not be fully deductible in certain other
circumstances, n.g., where the fund uses the contributions to purchase a
"facility" with a useful life of more than a year. Also, under Code
section 512(a) (3) (E), plan income will be subject to unrelated business
taxable income ("UBTI") tax to the extent it increases reserves above
permissible levels and to the extent of post-retirement medical benefit
reserves.Recognizing the unique characteristics and needs of collectively
bargained plans, Congress provided in DEFRA for Treasury to promulgate, by
July 1, 1985, special higher reserve limits applicable to such plans.
However, Treasury was unable to devise workable limits. It therefore issued
regulations deferring the effective date of the new rules with respect to
such plans until final regulations with respect to such limits could be
issued. Those regulations explicitly state that neither contributions to nor
reserves of such plans shall be treated as exceeding the otherwise applicable
limits of Code sections 419(b), 419A(b) (relating to deductibility limits),
or 512(a)(3)(E) (relating to UBTI tax). This, in effect, provided a complete
exemption for collectively bargained plans for an indefinite period.

Congress recognized, however, that this was not a satisfactory long-
term solution to this problem. Plans, in designing their contribution and
funding programs, need more certainty with respect to applicable rules.
Accordingly, it amended Code section 419A(f)(5) to provide an exception froe
the reserve limits for collectively bargained plans as follows:

"(5) Special Rule for collective [sic] Bargained . . .
Plans. -- No accounts [sic] limits shall apply in the case of
any qualified asset account under a separate welfare benefit
fund --

(A) Under a collective bargaining
agreement, . . ."

The clear intent of this provision, reflected in the Finance
Committee's report on its bill, which contained almost identical language,
was that "employer contributions to such VEBAs are deductible and earnings orn
assets of such VEBAs are tax-exempt." S. Rep. No. 313, 99th Cong. 2d
Sess. 1010 (1986). Any more narrow interpretation would cut back on the
preexisting regulatory exception -- a result which was clearly not intended
by Congress. Further, the special nature and characteristics of collectively
bargained plans makes a complete exemption necessary and appropriate. In
particular, the nature of such plans, and of the collective bargaining
process, generally precludes the abuses of principal concern. Also, the
practical requirements of multiemployer plans, I.g., the need to set
contributions at some fixed rate (based on hours of work or units of
production) and the plans' basic economics,

2 
mandate special reserve

principles.
However, the statutory language cited above could be construed to

fail to accomplish the intended result fully for the following reasons:
(i) The language "no account limits shall apply in the

case of any qualified asset account" could be construed to
limit the exception to benefits for which qualified asset
accounts may be maintained under section 419A(a), j.1.,
disability, medical, SUB or severance pay, and life insurance
benefits. Thus, no relief would be provided for other funds,
such as group legal or
educational assistance.

(ii) The statutory language could be construed simply to
increase permissible reserve limits. This would not correct
certain anomalies such as the inability of employers

2 Employer contributions to multiemployer plans generally do not rise to

meet plan needs in the absence of a negotiated change to a collective
bargaining agreement. Instead, because they are generally linked to levels
of covered work, they tend to fall in times of aggravated participant need,
C.g., recession, layoff, or industry decline.
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contributing to collectively bargained plans to deduct fully
contributions used by the fund to purchase facilities with a
useful life of more than one year. This would create special
problems for multiemployer plans which, because they are
separate and distinct entities from the contributing employers,
must maintain their own separate facilities.

(iii) In addition, it could be argued that the statutory
language does not address the imposition of UBTI tax on post-
retirement medical benefit reserves under Code section 512 --
despite the fact that, as a policy matter, the imposition of
this tax on reserves of funds permitted to maintain unlimited
medical benefit rserves for active participants is clearly
nonsensical.
Accordingly, to clarify the intended result of the statutory

exception, we suggest that the following provisions be included in the
technical corrections to the TRA:

Paragraph (5) of section 419A(f) is amended to read as follows:
"(5) Treatment of Collectively Bargained Funds --
"(A) In General. -- Neither contributions to nor reserves

of a collectively bargained welfare benefit fund shall be
treated as exceeding the otherwise applicable limits of section
419(b) or subsection (b) of this section.

"(B) Collectively Bargained Welfare Benefit Fund -- For
purposes of subparagraph (A), the term 'collectively bargained
welfare benefit fund' means a fund --

"(i) which is maintained pursuinit to one or more
collective bargaining agreements between employee
representatives and one or more employers,

"(ii) with respect to which there is evidence of good
faith bargaining over the benefits provided through the fund,
or the funding for those benefits, and

"(iii) which satisfies paragraph (C) below.
"(C) A welfare benefit fund satisfies this paragraphif --
"(i) At least 85 percent of the employees who are

eligible (or whose beneficiaries are eligible) to receive
benefits under the fund first became eligible for coverage
under the plan on account of their being or having been covered
by a collective bargaining agreement.

"(ii) For purposes of (i) above, employees of the fund
(or of any other collectively bargained employee benefit fund
covering some or all of the same participants), sponsoring
union or an association of contributing employers shall be
deemed to be covered by a collective bargaining agreement."
Clause (i) of section 512(a)(3)(E) is amended by inserting after the

words "In the case of an organization described in paragraph (9), (17) or
(20) of section 501(c)" the words "(except for a collectively bargained
welfare benefit fund, as defined in section 419A(f)(5)(B))."

3. Nondiscrimination Rules

a. Retirement Plans

Under the TRA, three alternative coverage tests apply to qualified
retirement plans. All of these involve computing a percentage based on
information about "highly compensated employees." They are as follows:

(1) 70 percent of all nonhighly compensated employees
must be covered by the plan;

(ii) The percentage of nonhighly compensated employees
covered by the plan must be at least 70 percent of the
percentage of highly compensated employees covered; or

(iii) The group of employees covered by the plan must
satisfy the present law nondiscriminatory classification test
and the average benefit provided to nonhighly compensated
employees (whether or not included in the plan), as a
percentage of compensation, must be at least 70 percent of the
average benefit provided to highly compensated employees
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(whether or not included in the plan), as a percentage of
compensation.
In general, for this purpOs, "highly compensated employees" include:

(1) five percent owners; (2) employees earning over $75,000 per year;
(3) employees earning over $50,000 per year who are in the top twenty percent
of the employer's employees by compensation; and (4) officers earning over
$45,000 per year (indexed for inflation).

3 
However, if no officer satisfies

this compensation requirement, the highest-paid officer will be treated as a
highly compensated employee.

Multiemployer plans would, as a substantive matter, have no problem
in satisfying these tests, but would, as a practical matter, rarely be able
to demonstrate their compliance. The vast majority of participants of such
plans are union-represented, rank-and-file employees who are not officers,
owners, or highly paid. Further, multiemployer plans typically provide flat
dollar benefits based only on years of service and unrelated to compensation.
As a percentage of compensation, benefits under such plans are therefore
disproportionate in favor of nonhihly compensated employees. Thus, such
plans are not discriminatory.

However, it would be virtually impossible for these plans to prove
that they satisfy any of the above percentage tests. This is because they
typically do not have the information about the ownership, management, and
compensation structure of contributing employers necessary to identify
highly-compensated employees. Nor would contributing employers ordinarily be
willing to provide this data to plan trustees, fifty percent of whom are
required by law to be union representatives, and the other fifty percent of
whom are generally highly-placed in the management structure of their
competitors. Thus, permitting plan trustees access to data necessary to
determine their plan participants' rank on employers' pay scales, or
expanding employer recordkeeping and reporting requirements to the extent
necessary to maintain up-to-date records on aggregate employee compensation
would create significant problems in collective bargaining.

Indeed, many multiemployer plan participants work for several
contributing employers during a year. Plans would be unable to determine,
with respect to such employees, which employer's employees would serve as the
group with respect to which the twenty percent test must be satisfied.

Also, total annual compensation of employees covered by multiempioyer
plans typically depends heavily on the number of hours the individual works
during the year, including overtime, holiday, and other premium pay, and the
hourly rate paid. A worker paid at a relatively high hourly rate will,
nevertheless, have a fairly modest annual compensation from covered service
if there are significant portions of the year during which he does not, or is
unable to, secure employment in the plan's jurisdiction. On the other hand,
a parti-ipant paid at a fairly modest hourly rate may have a comparatively
high annual compensation if he is employed during all of the year and works a
significant number of overtime hours. Moreover, the hourly rate paid and
number of hours worked may vary widely for the same participant from year to
year. Multiemployer plans often do not have access to this data. Thus, such
plans would be unable tven to determine the compensation levels of particular
participants for a year, much less compare those levels to levels earned by
nonparticipating employees of contributing employers to determine which are
highly compensated.

Multiemployer plans would therefore usually be unable to compute the
percentages necessary to prove that they satisfy any of the three seventy
percent tests described above. Also, as discussed above, attempts by
trustees to gather the information necessary to compute the percentage tests
cold prove disruptive for bargaining relations. Nevertheless, as discussed,
such plans are not discriminatory. Accordingly, it is both important and
appropriate to apply the new rules to multiemployer plans in a workable
fashion which does not require them actually to compute percentages.

To help solve these problems, we urge you to provide a presumption
that multiemployer plans satisfy the nondiscrimination rules and need not
compute percentages to prove their compliance, except in specifically

For this purpose, no more than 50 employees (or, if lesser, the greater of
3 employees or 10 percent of the employees) are treated as officers.
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identified abuse situations. We suggest that you include the following
provision in the technical corrections to the TRA for this purpose:

Subparagraph (F) of Paragraph (6) of Section 410(b) of the internal
Revenue Code is amended by adding at the end thereof a new sentence as
follows:

"ultiemployer plans shall be conclusively presumed to satisfy
the nondiscriminatory coverage tests of this subsection and
will not be required to compute percentages to demonstrate
their compliance, except in situations, if any, specifically
identified as abusive in such regulations.
In addition, we urge you to clarify in legislative history, if not in

the statute, that employers can take credit for collectively bargained
coverage when testing their nonbargaind plans for nondiscriminatory
coverage.

b. Welfare Plans.
Code Section 89, as added by section 1151 of the TRA, also imposes

new nondiscrimination rules on statutory employee welfare benefit plans.
Very generally, such plans must satisfy both an eligibility test and a
benefit test. To demonstrate compliance with these tests, plan trustees
would have to compare eligibility and benefit percentages for highly
compensated employees with those of nonhighly compensated employees. As
discussed above in the context of retirement plans, multiemployer plans are
not discriminatory and, as a substantive matter, would have no trouble
complying with the new nondiscrimination rules. Nevertheless, it ordinarily
would be virtually impossible for such plans to demonstrate their compliance.
As noted, this is because they typically do not have access to the
information necessary to identify highly compensated employees and compute
the required percentages.

To address these problems, we urge you to provide, in the context of
welfare plane, a presumption similar to that discussed above with respect to
retirement plans. We suggest the following language:

Subsection (i) of Section 89 of the Internal Revenue Code is amended
by adding at the end thereof a new sentence as follows:

"Multiemployer plans will be conclusively presumed to satisfy
the nondiscrimination tests of this section and will not be
required to compute the percentages necessary to demonstrate
such compliance, except in situations, if any, specifically
identified as abusive in such regulations."
In addition, we urge you to make clear in legislative history, if not

in the statute, that employers can take credit for collectively bargained
coverage when testing their nonbargained plans for nondiscrimination.

4. Section 415 Limit on Benefits
Under a Defined Benefit Plan.

The TRA amends Code section 415(b)(5) to provide that the $90,000
(indexed) limit on benefits under a defined benefit plan is phased in over
ten years of participation in the plan, instead of over ten years of service,
as under prior law. The limit is required to be phased in separately with
respect to benefit increases.

However, the term "year of participation" is not defined in the
statute. This has led to confusion and an unjustifiably narrow
interpretation by the Internal Revenue Service.

Accordingly, we urge you to define a year of participation for this
purpose as any year during which an employee is at any time eligible to
participate in the plan or during which an employee has at any time a vested
present or future right to receive benefits under the plan. Statutor
history should make clear that, under this definition, a full year of
participation may be credited for a year during whi;h the participant has
insufficient service to accrue a benefit, to earn credit for vesting, or t7
avoid a break in service, or during which the participant is a terminated
vested employee or a retiree.

We note that this is inconsistent with IRS Advance Notice 87-21,
which states that a participant will be credited with a year, or partial
year, of participation only for an accrual computation period during which:

/
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(1) the participant is credited with at least the number of hours of service,
or period of service if the elapsed time method is used for benefit accrual
purposes, required under the terms of the plan to accrue a benefit for the
accrual computation period; and (2) the participant is included as a
participant under the eligibility provisions of the plan for at least one day
of the accrual computation period. Even if these two conditions are met,
according to the notice, the participant will be credited only with that
portion of a year of participation that equals the amount of benefit accrual
service credited to the participant for the accrual computation period.
Thus, for example, if, under the terms of a plan, a participant receives one-
tenth of a year of benefit accrual service for an accrual computation period
for each 200 hours of service, and the participant is credited with 1,000
hours of service for the period, the participant will be credited with one-
half a year of participation for purposes of section 415(b).

This is an unjustifiably narrow definition of the term
"participation". It would exclude individuals who participate in the plan,
earn sufficient service credit to avoid having a break in service, but do not
have sufficient service credit to earn benefit accruals -- ... , for most
plans, individuals having more than 500 but less than 1,000 hours of service.
It-would also exclude terminated vested employees and retirees. All of these
employees are clearly participants for many purposes of ERISA.

Their exclusion would not further, and in fact would frustrate,
Congress' expressed purpose in modifying section 415. That purpose was to
require employers, as a condition of providing the maximum benefits for
highly compensated employees, to establish their plans at least ten years
prior to the date such highly compensated employees retire, thus providing an
opportunity for other employees to accrue (and become vested in) ,reater
benefits.

4 
This goal will be achieved if the maximum benefit limit is phased

For example, the Senate Finance Committee Report states as follows:

In addition, the Committee is concerned that the rule
requiring reduced limits on benefits payable to participants
with fewer than ten years of service is not effectively
limiting benefits for highly compensated employees with short
periods of plan participation. The Committee is aware that
some employers are able to plan Lhe timing of the
establishment of a defined benefit plan (or an increase in
benefits under a preexisting plan) to coincide with projected
retirement of one or more of the employer's higly compensated
employees. The effect of this delay is to avoid providing a
comparable level of benefits to other employees who may have
retired before the highly compensated employees. If, on the
other hand, the defined benefit pension plan was established
earlier so that the highly compensated employees accrued the
maximum benefit over a longer period of service, rank-and-
file employees would have accrued (and become vested in)
greater benefits. Thus, the Committee finds it appropriate
to require ten years participation in a defined benefit
pension plan before the maximum benefits can be provided."
S. Rep. No. 313, 99th Cong., 2d Sess., 623 (1986).

Similarly, the House Report provides as follows:

"In addition, the Committee is concerned that the rule
requiring reduced limits on benefits payable to participants
with fewer than ten years of service is not effectively
limiting benefits for highly compensated employees with short
periods of plan participation. The Committee is aware that
some employers time the establishment of a defined benefit
plan (or an increase in benefits under a preexisting plan) to
coincide with projected retirement of one or more of the
employer's highly compensated employees. The effect of this
del,, is to avoid providing a comparable level of benefits to
other employees who have retired prior to the highly

(Footnote continued on next page]
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in over a ten-year period beginning on the date the employee initially
becomes entitled to participate in the plan regardless of the employee' s
participation, service, benefit accrual, or other performance during that
period. Imposing a more restrictive definition of "participation" is
unnecessary and may adversely affect many of the nonhighly compensated
employees -- *.g., retirees and terminated vested employees -- Congress
intended the modification to benefit.3

We therefore urge you to include the following provision in the
technical corrections to the TRA:

Paragraph (5) of Section 415(b) of the Internal Revenue Code is
amended by adding a new subparagraph (E) at the end thereof as follows:

"(1) YEAR OF PARTICIPATION DEFINED -- For purposes of
this paragraph, a year of participation shall include any year
during which an employee is at any time eligible to participate
in the plan or during which an employee has at any time a
nonforfeitable present or future right to benefits under the
plan."
We suggest that the following language be included in legislative

history explaining this provision:
"Section 415(b)(5) requires the $90,000 (indexed) limit on

benefits under a defined benefit plan to be phased in over ten
years of participation in the plan and requires that limit to
be phased in separately with respect to each benefit increase.
For this purpose, a 'year of participation' includes any year
during which an employee is at any time eligible to participate
in the Plan or during which an employee has at any time a
vested present or future right to receive benefits under the
Plan. Thus, for example, a participant may be credited with a
full year of participation for a year which is not yet
completed, a year during which he or she has insufficient
service to accrue a benefit, to earn vesting credit, or to
avoid a break in service, or a year during which he or she is a
terminated vested employee or a-re-ti-ree."
In the event that you do not agree with the foregoing, we note that

the Code includes break-in-service rules for determining when a participant
can be required to start earning credit over again in order to participate.
It would surely be anomalous to treat participants having sufficient service
to avoid a break-in-service under the plan as failing, for 415 purposes, to
participate in that particular year. We therefore urge you to provide, at a
minimum, that participants having sufficient hours of service to avoid a
break-in-service shall be treated as participants for purposes of section
415. A more restrictive, and less adequate, approach would be to provide
that participants having the lesser of 1,000 hours of service or the minimum
hours necessary under the plan for a year of vesting credit shall be treated
as participants for purposes of section 415.

(Footnote continued from previous page]
compensated employee. If, on the other hand, the defined
benefit pension plan was established earlier so that the
highly compensated employee accrued the maximum benefit over
a longer period of service, rank-and-file employees would
have accrued (and vested in) greater benefits. Thus, the
Committee finds it appropriate to require ten years of
participation in a defined benefit paension plan before a
participant can receive the maximum benefit." H. Rep. No.
426, 99th Cong., let Sees., 740-41 (1985).

5 We also note that the definition of "participant" in Notice 87-21 is far
more restrictive than the definition of "active participant", as set forth in
Notice 87-16, which provides guidance with respect to individual retirement
accounts. Notice 87-16 states that an individual is an "active participant"
for a year if he is not excluded under the eligibility provisions of the
plan, regardless of whether the individual has elected to decline
participation in the plan, has failed to make a mandatory contribution
specified under the plan, or has failed to perform the minimum service
required to accrue a benefit under the plan.
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5. Applicability of Joint and Survivor Annuity
Requirements to "AuxilLary" Disability Benefits.

Section 1898(b)(12)(A) of the Technical Corrections to the
Retirement Equity Act of 1984 ("REA"), contained in the TRA amended Code
section 417(f) to apply the joint and survivor rules to a disability benefit
only if such benefit is not an "auxiliary" benefit. The Finance Committee's
report provides an adequate definition of auxiliary benefit. The Finance
Committee Report states:

"If a participant receiving a disability benefit will, upon
attainment of early or normal retirement age, receive a benefit
that satisfies the accrual and vesting rules of section 411
(without taking the disability benefit payments up to that date
into account), the disabilicy benefit may be characterized as
auxiliary.6

This definition should be incorporated into the legislative language to make
its applicability clear.

In addition, the statute should make clear the point at which a joint
and survivor annuity must or may be offered with respect to participants
receiving auxiliary disability benefits. Applicable time frames for joint
and survivor notices and elections should also be clarified. For example,
will the recipient of an auxiliary disability benefit automatically begir
receiving an actuarially reducedjoint and survivor benefit at normal
retirement age if he does not properly elect otherwise within 90 days prior
to that time? In a plan offering an early retirement benefit, will the joint
and survivor benefit begin, as it appears to us it should, at early rather
than normal retirement age?

6 That report gives the following examples of the application of this
definition:

For example, consider a married participant who becomes
disabled at age 45 with a deferred vested accrued benefit of
$100 per month commencing at age 65 in the form of a joint
and survivor annuity. If the participant is entitled under
the plan to a disability benefit and is also entitled to a
benefit of not less than $100 per month commencing at aqe 65,
whether or not the participant is still disabled, the
payments made to the participant between ages 45 and 65 would
be considered auxiliary. Thus, the participant's annuity
starting date would not occur until the participant attained
age 65. The participant's surviving spouse would be entitled
to receive a qualified preretirement survivor annuity if the
participant died before age 65, and the survivor portion of a
qualified joint and survivor annuity if the participant died
after age 65. The value of the qualified preretirement
survivor annuity payable upon the participant's death prior
to age 65 would be computed by reference to the qualified
joint and survivor annuity that would have been payable had
the participant survived to age 65.

If, in the above example, the participant's benefit
payable at age 65 were reduced to $90 per month as a result
of the disability benefits paid to the participant prior to
age 65, the disability benefit would not be auxiliary. The
benefit of $90 per month payable at age 65 would not, without
taking into account the disability benefit payments prior to
age 65, satisfy the minimum vesting and accrual rules of
section 411 of the Code. Accordingly, the first day of the
first period for which the disability payments were made
would constitute the participant's annuity starting date, and
any benefits paid the participant would be required to be
paid in the form of a qualified joint and survivor annuity
(unless waived by the participant with the consent of the
spouse)." S. Rep. No. 313, 99th Cong. 2d Sees. 1094 (1986).
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The statute should also expressly permit plans that have already been
amended to provide Joint and survivor annuities wLth respect to auxiliary
disability benefits -- thus complying with REA as in effect prior to this
technical correction -- to adopt amendments eliminating such annuities
without running afoul of the REA anti-cutback rules. Otherwise, plans that
acted promptly to comply with REA would be penalized as compared to plans
that did not. We suggest that the following provision be added to the
technical corrections to the TRA for this purpose:

(1) Spacial rule for Plans Providina Joint and Survivor Annuitieswitch Rspect to Auxiliary Disability Benefits an of the Date o
Enactment of this Act. --

(i) Elimination of Joint and Survivor Form. Plans
providing joint and survivor annuities with respect to
auxiliary disability benefits as of the date of
enactment of this Act may be amended, prior to the
beginning of the first plan year beginning on or after
January 1, 1989, to eliminate such Joint and survivor
benefits as to benefits not then in pay status.

(ii) Coordination with Internal Revenue Code section
411(d)( 6. and section 204 of the Emolovee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1984 -- An Amendment made
pursuant to this subparagraph shall be deemed to
satisfy the requirements of section 411(d)(6) of the
Internal Revenue Code and section 204 of the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974.

6. Effective Dates.

Kany of the employee benefit provisions of the TRA provide
extended effective dates for collectively bargained plans. However, most of
these extensions apply only with respect to employees covered by a collective
bargaining agreement. These include the: $7,000 limit on elective deferrals
(TRA 1 1105(i); minimum vesting standards (TRA 1 1113(e)); minimum
distribution requirements (TRA I 1121(d)); and nondiscrimination rules for
coverage and benefits under certain statutory employee benefit plans (TRA
§ 1151(k)).

The purpose of the extension is to avoid requiring plan amendments
before expiration of bargaining agreements, thereby forcing such agreements
to be reopened and renegotiated. However, until subsequent negotiations
determine the details of amendments with respect to bargaining unit
participants, it will be impossible to draft amendments providing the same
treatment for nonunion participants. In addition, application of new rules
which inherently require all plan participants to be considered together,
such as the welfare plan nondiscrimination rules, on a bifurcated basis would
be impossible. Thus, the effect of the bifurcated effective date would, as a
practical matter, likely to be thwart the intent of the extended effective
date provisions.

Accordingly, we urge you to apply the extended effective dates for
collectively bargained plans to all participants of such plans.

We appreciate your time and attention to these extremely important
multiemployer issues. If you have any questions or if we nan be of further
help, please call Vivian Berzinski (202) 872-8610, or K. Peter Schmidt
(202) 872-6834, of our professional staff.
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State Fiscal Constraints

Mr. Chairman, it is important to know that states operate within such
more stringent fiscal constraints than does the federal government.

The states ilpose som of this fiscal discipline on themselves. For
example, 49 states have constitutional or statutory requirements that their
budget must be balanced. Other constraints are found in the U.S. constitution
-- for example, states cannot conduct a monetary policy because they cannot
print money. Perhaps most importantly, the federal government restricts the
ability of states to raise tax revenue. The U.S. Supreme Court long has
interpreted the commerce clause of the Constitution to restrict state taxes
that allegedly interfere with interstate commerce. In 1967, for instance, the
court forbade states from requiring collection of a sales tax on out-of-state
sellers in the National Bellas Hess case. (In light of the change of national
buying patterns, we are urging Congress to overturn that decision).

Two court decisions this year placed even greater restrictions on state
taxes. In a Pennsylvania case, the court struck down a fee on motor carriers.
The court also abrogated a Washington business and occupation tax, and losing
it will probably require restructuring the state's tax system.

These, Mr. Chairman, are only the legal constraints on state revenue
systems. There are many practical factors that limit states' use of certain
taxes. For example, the federal government's heavy reliance on the income tax
substantially limits its use by states.

I hope, Mr. Chairman, that the members of this Committee will keep in
mind these limitations on revenue sources available at the state ind local
level when considering various proposals to raise revenue at the federal
level.

Excise Taxes -- Encroachment on State Revenue Sources

NCSL is very concerned about proposals to expand the federal government's
intrusion into traditional sources of state revenue. Many of the options
contained in the handbook prepared for these hearings by the staff of the
Joint Committee on Taxation ("Description of Possible Options to Increase
Revenues' -- JCS-17-87) do precisely this.

An increase in federal excise taxes would limit state's ability to resort
to such taxes when necessary. [II.A.1-2.] Furthermore, states would
immediately suffer reduced yields on their own sales taxes on corresponding
commodities. NCSL estimates that doubling the cigarette tax, for instance,
would cost states $25T million in the first year. Increasing the federal
excise rates on beer and wine to the alcohol-equivalent of the tax on
distilled spirits would cost states about $140 million. Another $88 million
would be lost if the tax on distilled spirits were raised from the current
$12.50 to $15.00 per proof gallon. (See attached chart and tables).

Gas Tax Especially Objectionable

Perhaps the most objectionable excise tax proposal is the suggestion that
a new excise tax on motor fuels be levied, with the additional revenue being
used entirely for deficit reduction, rather than for transportation purposes.
[II.A.8.] A 10 cent per gallon increase (which would more than double the
present federal tax) would reduce state motor fuel tax collections by $232
million the first year. In subsequent years the revenue drain would increase,
so that by the fifth year state collections would be down by almost a billion
dollars annually. Over the first five years, states treasuries would lose
$3.3 billion. (See attached-chart and tables).

The reduction in funds available for the nation's transportation needs
would not, however, be limited to the direct loss to the states. Funds from
the existing, dedicated tax, which flow into the highway trust fund, would be
reduced by $2.6 billion over five years. (See attached chart and tables). In
other words, the total loss in funds available for transportation purposes
from a 10 cent per gallon, non-dedicated, tax increase would be about $6
billion over five years. This loss would come. at a time when many states have



undertaken massive new initiatives to rebuild the country's transportation
infrastructure. Since the last increase in the federal rate five years ago,
40 states have increased their own gas taxes, 11 this year.

The imposition of such a tax would represent a radical departure from the
"user fee" concept which has governed the federal motor fuel tax since the
inception of the Interstate Highway Trust Fund; it would be an abrogation of a
state-federal partnership in transportation which has served the country well
for over thirty years. Mr. Chairman, states were willing to support the
increase in the federal rate in 1982 on the understanding that all the revenue
would continue to be dedicated to the Trust Fund. Since that time, Congress
and the Administration have persistently withheld money in the fund from the
states, maintaining a balance in the fund as a *paper offset' to the deficit.
A new tax displacing revenue from transportation purposes would further
undermine intergovernmental cooperation in this vital area.

Value Added Tax

In recent years there has been much speculation about a national tax on
consumption, either a sales tax or a value added tax. There are some who
believe that Congress would seriously consider such a levy if annual deficits
continue their current pace.

The enactment of such a tax would be wrong for several reasons. First,
and most significantly, is the negative impact such a tax would have on state
tax bases. States still rely on the sales tax as a major source of revenue,
-notwithstanding the loss of deductibility in last year's tax legislation. To
illustrate, ten years ago the average rate of sales tax among the states was 4
percent; today the average rate is 5 percent. To force a national sales or
value added tax would further compromise the fiscal integrity of state
governments and complicate the interaction of state and federal tax systems.
Such a tax would also create additional compliance problems for community and
small businesses and add a substantial layer of bureaucracy to oversee the new
system. In sum, VAT is a bad idea and ought to be given a quick dismissal.

Tax Policy and Federalism

Any proposal to limit the deductibility of state and local taxes against
federal income taxes violates the principle of intergovernmental reciprocal
immunity from taxation, which we see as a fundamental part of federalism.
Elimination of the deduction for state sales tax in last year's tax bill was
an unfortunate departure from this principle. New proposals to disallow the
deduction for personal property taxes, impose a floor under itemized
deductions, or to limit tax-liability reduction represent a further potential
encroachment on the fiscal integrity of state and local government.
Furthermore, since states vary greatly in their use of personal property
taxes, such a measure would have very disproportionate effects among states.
[II.D.3.c.]

Changes in tax-exempt financing that were part of the Tax Reform Act of
1986 had a direct impact on state and local governments. Placing volume caps
on the issuance of bonds, requiring the rebate of arbitrage earnings and
reclassifying types of public purpose bonds all had an effect on the ability
of states to fund public activities.

Among the provisions of tax reform that raised constitutional, as well as
financial, questions was the imposition of the alternative minimum tax on
certain private activity bonds. [II.D.15] The constitutional questions will
be addressed in court. However, Congress need not wait for a Court decision
to reflect on the damage to intergovernmental relations caused by an unwise
policy. The alternative minimum tax raises the cost of issuance for state and
local governments, and hampers flexibility in forming partnerhsips that help
fulfill public purposes. Taxing the interest from supposedly tax-exempt
bonds undercuts a principle of reciprocal tax immunity that contributes to the
fiscal integrity of the states.

To revisit a part of tax reform that raises serious constitutional and
policy questions and then to make its provisions more burdensome for state and
local governments is not the proper course to take to reduce the deficit.
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Another measure that threatens state and local government is the proposal
that excise taxes be increased to offset the "revenue loss" from outstanding
tax-exempt bonds. (II.A.1O.2.] Mr. Chairman, the financial instruments of
state and local governments are either tax-exempt, or they are not. The
attempt to place any kind of tax on them not only imposes further fiscal
difficulties on state government; it indicates a degree of disrespect for the
role of states as independent sovereigns within our federal system. The same
must be said of the proposal, put forward by the Administration, to require
state and local governments to pay federal motor fuel taxes. (I.B.2.]

Finally, the proposed mandatory extension of Medicare coverage to all
employees of state and local governments poses a serious violation of the 1985
agreement to phase-in Medicare coverage to all newly hired employees after May
31, 1986, reached by the Administration, Congress and the States in the
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985. This proposal would
put an immediate, additional expense on state budgets of $1.5 billion. For
the 4 to 5 million low-to-moderate income employees of state and local
governments, the mandatory extension of coverage would effectively eliminate
the tax relief promised in the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Such a proposal does
not take into consideration the fiscal conditions of the states or their
employees, nor the need for gradual change to accomodate state and individual
economic constraints. (I.A.1]

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, we in state government stand ready to bear our share of the
burden in the effort to reduce the deficit. Over the past several years state
and local government has in fact, taken a disproportionate share of federal
cutbacks. The National Conference of State Legislatures has made constructive
proposals addressing the deficit dilemma, on both the spending side and on the
revenue side. We have repeatedly signalled our willingness to have the entire
budget, save means-tested entitlements, subjected to scrutiny. Our belief is
that this approach is necessary to ensure that the burden of budget cuts will
be spread equitably.

Similarly, if revenue must be raised, we believe that all revenue options
that respect the principle of intergovernmental reciprocal immunity from
taxation should be open for Congressional consideration. As we have stated in
the past, we believe that the federal government should continue to rely on
corporate ind individual income taxes for its principal source of revenue.

Bearing in mind the precarious fiscal condition of many states, and the
constrained fiscal environment in which states must operate, we ask you not to
enact measures which encroach upon the ability of state and local government
to meet traditional and growing responsibilities.

76-782 0 - 88 - 18
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Table I

STATE REVENUE LOSS RESULTING FROM A 10 CENT INCREASE IN ThE FEDERAL AS TAX
(In thousands of dollars)

STATE 1988

AL 3760.:58
AK 343.10
AZ 4366.54
AR 2708.52
CA 17335.53
CO 4623.67
CT 4431.22
DE 723.33
oc 369.38
FL 8672.09
GA 4266.59
HI 881.63
1D 1207.46
IL 10470.45
IN 6797.40
IA 3932.31
KS 2469.9
KV 4429.U
LA 526.28
Mi 13%.65
mo 6174.54
MA 4288.14
"I 97"8.35
mm S704.97
MS 3734.4
NO 4945.70
MT 1545.49
NE 2639.75
NV 1017.49
NH 9".72
NJ 4417.35
MR 1878.12
NY 7610.88
NC 6063.34
NO 1094.77
O 9737.14
OK 4909.37
OR 222.41
PA 902.32
RI 765.66
SC 3740.90
SO 692.07
TN 7406.5M
TX 15696.42
UT- 2303.60
VT 565.56
VA 8207.38
WA 501.86
Wv 1442.0M
wI 6M.96
WY $17.57

1989

754.82
9606.35
5958.74

38138.16
6736.67
9748.69
1591.33
812.64

19078.61
9430.49
1939.68
2658.6

23034.9
14954.26
8651.08
5433.6
9745.5911585q.61I98S.sl

13563.9
9427.31

21551.68
12550.946216.22
10660.54
3400.06507.40
2238.48
2192.78

1015.18
4131.6

16743.94
177M3.34

2403.16

1647.70S0SM
20008.10

343.18

34ULI.1
S066.44
1144.23
IN".is
12771.28
3172.44

13714.57
1138.5

1990 1991 1992 TOTAL

12284.5 14540: .9 15042.:34 5390t.71
1120.79 1326.65 1372.40 4917.77

14264.03 16863.95 17466.15 62587.05
8847.83 10472.94 10834.08 38822.12
56629.39 67030.71 69342.11 24847S.90
10002.93 11840.21 12248.49 45451.97
15922.4 19704.17 20383.62 70190.56
2362.89 2796.69 2893.33 10367.77
1206.65 1428.28 1477.53 5294.48
28328.64 33532.10 34488.38 124300.01
14002.85 16574.81 17146.35 61441.09
2879.98 3408.95 3526.50 12636.64
3945.03 4669.63 4830.65 17309.83
34203.45 40485.72 41681.76 150076.38
22204.84 26263.28 27169.60 97429.41
12845.55 15204.93 15729.24 56363.11
8066.4 9550.6 9879.68 35403.20
14470.73 17128.62 17719.26 63494.02
17203.18 20362.95 21065.12 75483.34
4432.39 524.50 5427.42 19448.24

20170.15 23874.67 24496.14 88501.68
13996.13 16569.22 17140.57 61420.37
32001.40 37679.21 39155.39 140414.31
18636.2S 22099.24 22819.90 61771.30
1219.83 14440.62 14938.67 53529.89
16155.68 19123.38 19782.61 70888.39
5048.60 5975.80 6181.68 22152.01
6423.19 10207.04 10559.01 37836.45
3323.60 3934.30 4069.68 14584.04
3255.94 3853.97 39M.57 14286.27

150M.36 1785.77 18469.42 661862.08
6135.19 7262.07 7512.48 26919.72

24862.22 294.7 30443.54 109069.34
2405.57 31255.57 32333.35 11S61.16

576.25 4233.11 4379.06 15691.72
31775.31 37611.66 380.5. 139422.30
14037.3 1651.91 19637.49 70367.67
74W. 6663.97 9169.6 3 2657.8

"01.5M 35156.97 3636.28 130323.26
256.S7 3037.96 3142.74 11261.47

12239.87 1440.01 14967.60 53705.56
2914.10 3449.31 3566.29 12786.37

2446.53 2695.65 2954.12 107335.58
51274.97 5609.62 62786.67 224962.00
7525.66 6900.16 9211.34 33021.63
1647.50 2166.63 2262.24 6104.37

26610.70 31738.11 329.43 117t38.78
1894.56 22448.24 2322.32 63213.32
4710.56 5578.66 57.07 2066.93
20364.06 24104.39 24935.M 59352.50

1690.73 2001.27 2070.15 7416.50

TOTAL: 232264.86 507547.18 755078.35 8$24622t.91 925471.9 3314"5.37
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Table II

HIGHWAY TRUST FUND LOSS RESULTING FRON A 10 CENT INCREASE IN THE FED. GAS TAX
(In thousands of dollars)

STATE

AL
AK
AZ
AR
CA
CO
CT
DE
DC
FL
GA
HI
I0
IL
IN
IA
KS
KY
LA
ME
Mo
MA
MI
MN
MS
MO
XT
NE
NV
NH
NJ
NM
NY
NC
NO
ON
OK
OR
PA
RI
Sc
SO
TN
TX
UT
VT
VA
WA
WY
W

TOTAL: 180781.64 397719.60 590553.35 699022.33 72126.35 2591203.47

Sourcest Federal Highway Adelnstraton; Joint CO Mitt on Taxation, U.S.
Congress; American Autombile Association.

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 TOTAL
--------.---.--.------..--................................... ..........

3360.77 7393.69 10978.51 12994.97 13443.06 48171.03
450.44 990.96 1471.43 1741.69 1801.75 6456.28

2701.89 5944.16 8826.17 10447.31 10807.56 38727.08
2102.18 4624.81 6867.14 8128.45 8408.74 30131.32

18537.88 40783.33 60557.07 71679.80 74151.51 265709.59
2456.64 5404.61 8023.02 949.00 9826.5 35211.82
2157.56 4746.64 7046.04 8342.58 8630.25 30925.07
547.17 1203.78 1787.43 2115.73 21".68 7842.79
219.06 481.93 715.59 847.02 876.23 3139.82

8639.15 19006.14 28221.24 33404.73 34554.62 123827.89
5753.33 12657.33 18794.22 22244.22 23013.33 82464.45
463.34 1019.34 1513.54 1791.57 1853.34 6641.15
838.72 1845.18 2739.81 3243.04 3354.87 12021.62
7612.76 16748.06 24868.33 2943S.99 30451.02 109116.16
4947.92 10885.43 16163.22 19131.97 19791.70 70920.25
2422.27 5328.99 7912.74 93"8.10 960.07 34719.15
2194.19 4831.63 7174.23 8491.95 8784.77 31478.77
3044.22 6497.29 9944.47 11771.00 12176.90 43633.88
3261.78 7175.92 10655.15 12612.21 13047.12 46752.17
978.72 2153.18 3197.14 3734.37 3914.87 14023.28

3250.16 7150.36 10417.20 12547.30 13000.65 44585.68
3725.04 8195.08 12168.45 14403.47 14900.14 $3392.17
6294.39 13847.65 20541.67 24338.30 25177.51 90219.54
3285.75 7228.64 10733.44 12704.69 13142.99 47095.71
2228.66 4903.54 7281.02 8618.35 891S.53 31947.31
4457.99 9807.57 14542.76 17237.54 17831.95 63897.83

793.61 1745.94 2592.44 3068.62 3174.44 11375.06
1436.39 3160.06 4692.21 $554.04 5745.56 20588.25
878.01 1931.63 2868.17 3394.96 3512.05 12584.85
679.54 1494.98 2219.82 2627.54 2718.15 9740.04

5371.02 11816.24 17545.33 20767.9 21484.08 769.63
1331.61 2936.34 4388.9 5164.35 5342.43 19143.71
880.84 19537.84 29010.74 34339.24 35522.35 127292.01
5164.27 11341.39 1686.94 1960.5 2047.07 74021.18
664.47 1446.23 2177.13 2577.02 264.8 9552.73

8045.59 17700.30 26202.27 31109.63 3216.37 11S320.16
3199.94 7039.87 10453.13 12373.10 12799.76 45865.79
17SI.06 3852.34 5720.14 6770.78 7004.26 25096.59
7526.20 16557.4 2450.58 29101.30 30104.80 107875.52
571.54 1257.38 1867.02 22M.94 2236.1s 8192.04

2863.1 6296.93 9352.94 11070.89 11452.60 41038.49
706.15 I553.53 2306.76 273.45 2824.61 10121.51

4430.22 97"8.49 14472.07 17130.20 17720.96 63499.69
15 1.23 34278.70 5098.6 60247.42 62324.92 223330.95
1212.86 2666.33 3962.06 4649.79 4851.50 17384.55
420.$4 925.24 1373.9 1626.16 1682.26 6028.09

4712.99 10340.57 1539.75 132.54 18651.94 67552.79
3147.22 6923.6 10280.91 12169.25 12586.87 45110.13
1344.40 292.08 439.24 5206.09 538.61 19298.42
3438.15 7563.93 11231.29 13294.17 13752.59 49200.13
686.40 1514.49 2248.79 2641.83 2753.62 9867.13
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STATE REVOWE LOSS RESULTING FROM INCA[ASE FEDERAL EXCISE TAX ON CIGARETTES
(In Thousands of Oollars)

FIRST YEAR

STATE COLLECTIONS* LOS ST RE LOST ST REY
.06 TAX 114CR .16 TAX 114CR

AL 71,199.00 2071.244 4142.487
AK 8,109.00 235.898 471.79
AZ 50,001.00 1454.691 2901.302
AR 59,71.00 1732.267 3476.57
CA 258,979.00 7S33.816 15067.626
CO O,929.00 1481.71 2943.142
CT 688 .00 2577.10S 5154.211
CE 12,300.00 357.816 719.634
C 9,29.00 270.516 541.033
FL 281,692.00 8427.404 M6884.807
GA 86,10.00 2576.873 513.745
HI 17,704.00 515.025 1030.01
10 0,412.00 24.713 409.421
IL 196,414.00 5788.044 11576.087
IN 76,365.00 2221.37 4443.011
IA 70,544.00 20U.073 4104.141
KS 56,514.00 1644.044 328.07
KY 18,267.00 531.911 1063.271
LA 81 696.00 2376.611 471.222
Nt 37,719.00 1017.20 2114.60
4 0 67,603.00 1944.633 393. 24
MA 173,263.00 S040.378 1000.7K
NI 239,387.00 6963.96 13927.91
HN 97,631.00 2140.211 36100.2
15 41,S40.00 1441.164 282.327
No 61,783.00 2379.142 475.4
NT 12,514.00 364.044 7M.06

t 30,87.00 16.0 1796.18
NV 148.00 546.324 1133847
NN 32: .00 .66 I911.7M
NJ 215,106.0 62.1872 12511.745
N 146804.00 430.62 3.324

fy 424,096.00 12133.336 24474.676
NC 16,116.00 440,436 96.873
NO 11,M.49 34. W.379
0N 183,84.00 5M346 10696.449
OK a,183.00 3903-106 3967.011
O 74,3M .00 214272 3 4325.61
PA 238,100.006 9.4 13883a
aI 30,517.00 8o:.767 1771
SC 28,0@.00 61.6$ 1633.338
so 14,738.00 48.748 657.48
T 77,72.00 2266.276 453.S5
TX 35783.06 104.324 201 4.641
UT 12,403.00 30.815 721.429
VT 11,610.00 337.745 671.411
VA 17,2.8.00 501.40 m loo-
WA 103,011.00 2996.614 599
WV 35,422.00 103.468 206.916
W I 121,46.00 3532.41 704.9n
WY 4,766.00 138.647 27 2.9

TOTAL: 4.422,062.00 128,MI,0 257,63.61

*COLLECTIONS roprsits net ciPrette taR
collectIM for period ending June 30, I

OVER FIVE YEARS

LOST ST REY LOST ST REV
.08 TAX 1NCR .16 TAX [NCR

10356.216 20712.436
1179.491 2358.982
7273.41 14546.909
86.436 17392.873

37649.091 75338.182
7407.655 14615.709

1285.327 25771.OSS
1789.091 3576.162
13.52.58 270.164

42137.018 84274.036
1284.364 257.727
2575.127 5150.251
1223. 44 2447,127

28940.218 57890.436
11107.634 22215.273
10260.344 12S10.727
620.218 16440.436
2659.927 S319.5SS

11813.036 23764.109
S46.6 40 0972.64
983. 164 19666.327

23201.861 50403.782
34810.917 69639.85
1401.456 26402.909

7201.81 14411.636
1161.709 23791.416
160.21 3640.436
4490.473 am0.945
2834.616 5449.236
4779.401 958.82

31404.364 4200.727
2153.300 4308. 616

616.61 123313.341
1700.M4 3401.891

26741.673 53483.345
9917.1* 1983.05

10613.964 21627.927
34632.7? 4 9246.45S
4438.86 8677.673
4003.345 6164.691
2143. 70 4267.418

11341.382 22682.764
5*I.6A16 104373.236

1604.073 3606.145
1666.727 3377.451
2507.345 5014.691

1490.418 2144.636
5152.201 1030411W

1762.258 36324.509
693.234 138. 473

643209.011 1286411.036
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STATE REVENUE LOSS RESULTING FROM INCREASED FEDERAL EXCISE TAX
ON ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

(In Thousands of Oollars)

STATE DISTILLED WINE BEER TOTAL
($2.00/gal.) ($.52/Sth) (S.49/6 pk)

............................................................

AL 2243.184 435.700 2095.350 4774.234
AK 246.344 81.000 234.181 561.525
AZ 1065.680 740.300 2031.078 3837.058
AR 493.679 110.400 818.479 1422.558
CA 6208.196 3708.350 7321.88 17238.404
CO 858.992 427.350 1124.842 2411.185
CT 1624.772 871.450 1659.165 415S.388
CE 117.018 32.350 45.979 195.347
OC 611.958 339.700 491.063 1442.721
FL 6716.45 4253.350 11161.739 22131.554
GA 1716.574 932.300 34S3.750 6102.670
HI 162.168 113.750 457.114 733.032
10 313.349 307.350 405.326 1026.024
IL 3031.360 1331.900 4615.512 8978.772
IN 1266.814 464.200 2327.96 4058.979
IA 1401.394 530.650 1151.128 3083.172
KS 600.490 178.250 1020.400 1799.140
KY 703.188 205.250 1238.760 2147.199
LA 1182.398 374.450 2843.070 4419.918
ME - 748.729 179.50 683.879 I612.108
MO 1060.727 495.050 1411.634 3037.411
MA 2061.143 745.350 1195.212 4001.705
"I 4140.418 98.200 3807.828 8916.446
MR 2305.64 667.100 2743.673 5716.429
MS 1210.466 252.300 1751.906 3214.673
mO 909.666 393.450 1689.694 299.810
MT 406.901 127.550 143.335 677.686
NE 300.600 120.0 S43.904 945.355
NV 474.976 227.650 433.795 1134.421
NH 754.072 28 .750 48.27 1 I0.094
NJ 2336.877 1107.950 1791.953 S234.710
NM 339.044 201.700 749.986 1290.646
NY 7133.2U 1794.250 406. 2231 13023.740
NC 2696. 106 9".950 3441.946 7137.018
NO 194.349 47.5S50 309.U24 551.723
OH 4143.991 1035.800 5535.261 10715.052
OK 744.76" 179.000 1094.396 2018.162
OR 1652.031 319.950 241.597 2213.377
PA 5060217 2391.00 3089.444 10548731
RI 332.S42 194.350 457.155 984.047
SC 1760.493 448.000 3080.153 528644
so 234. I 67.400 319.176 620.742
TN 1684.764 $0.900 1561.974 3829.638
TX 4020.128 1750.S60 1209.00 1789.809
UT 737.301 314.350 649.434 1701.17
VT 348.832 80.550 233.440 623.863
VA 2753.915 1087.100 2448.416 6309.430
WA 4273.407 1466.700 1739.093 7479.200
Wv 587.101 103.750 797.74 1400.607
WI 1612.254 390.600 2044.941' 4049.835
WY 196.751 70.250 173.041 440.082

TOTAL: 87792.019 34525.350 10S454.325 227771.694
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STATEMENT OF THE
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION

AND THE
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

BEFORE
THE FINANCE COMMITTEE OF
THE UNITED STATES SENATE

CONCERNING PROPOSALS
TO ALTER THE TAX TREATMENT OF THE

BUSINESS DEDUCTION FOR ADVERTISING EXPENSES

JULY 27, 1987

INTRODUCTION

The National Newspaper Association (NNA) is a national

trade association that represents the interests of daily and

weekly newspapers throughout the country. Founded in 1885, and

with over 5,000 member newspapers, NNA is the oldest and

largest trade association in the newspaper industry.

The National Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA) is a

national trade association representing the interests of the

major black owned daily and weekly newspapers in the country.

It was founded in 1940 and currently has 150 members.

NNA and NNPA oppose any revenue-raising option which would

deny either in total or in part, a tax deduction for legitimate

advertising expenditures as an ordinary business expense. NNA

and NNPA also oppose any option which would treat advertising

as a depreciable asset, for such an option is based on the

flawed assumption that all advertising has a life beyond one

year. Either of these approaches single out advertising

expenses from other legitimate business expenses, heavily

penalizing the retail sector of the economy. Further, the task

of defining, in a principled fashion which is consistent with

traditional tax policy, exactly what is and is not

"advertising" is no simple task.
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Finally, any government action to make advertising more

expensive for businesses likely will result in reduced

advertising. Because advertising is designed to inform the

consumer of the availability of goods and services in a timely

manner, a reduction in advertising would likely lead to reduced

product sales. Reduced product sales could in turn lead to

downturns in local economies--particularly those which are

currently depressed-- and could have a negative impact on

employment. Any limitation on advertising deductibility would

particularly burden the newspaper industry which receives 70

percent or more of its total revenue from advertising.

ADVERTISING AS A COST OF DOING BUSINESS

Section 162 of title 26 of the United Szates Code provides

for the full deductibility of ordinary business-related

expenses. By doing so, the section implements the net income

concept of this country's tax system.

For over 70 years the federal government has taxed

profits, not gross income, in recognition of the principle that

the portion of gross income equal to the cost of earning that

income should not be taxed. To break that principle and start

denying deductions for particular types of expenses which are

necessarily incurred in the ordinary course of doing business

makes no sense.

Advertising expenses are no different than other marketing

expenses or manufacturing expenses. Advertising is just as

necessary and legitimate as other marketing expenses or as any

manufacturing expense. To single out advertising expenses is

to discriminate, without any rational basis, against

advertising and the industries which depend upon it.
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NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING IS A CURRENT EXPENSE AND NOT AN ASSET

Forcing all or part of newspaper advertising costs to be

amortized rather than deducted likewise makes no sense. Most

newspaper advertising, because cpf the nature of the retail and

service industries, is immediate. It has no residual effect

beyond the scope of the immediate future, which is certainly

less than a year.1 /

The proposal to amortize advertising is based on a

suggestion that some benefit of advertising carries over beyond

the year in which the expenses are incurred. The overwhelming

volume of newspaper advertising is designed to alert the

consumer to the availability of a certain product or service,

at a certain price, under certain conditions, and often at a

specific location. Newspaper advertisements are not placed to

build a product image. There is little, if any, residual

impact from the kind of retail/price/service advertising which

is the predominant revenue source of local newspapers.

Readers use the newspaper as a daily catalogue of

merchandise, services, comparative prices, sales and style

information. Successful newspaper advertisements reflect a

similar sense of immediacy as that which exists in the news

columns. The job hunter searches the classified advertisements

with the hope and intention of finding a job, and finding it

now. Likewise, the reader in the market for a new suit will

study the newspaper advertisements to get ideas on the

specifics of style and pricing before going shopping, and going

shopping now. Grocery, automobile, drug store, and even bank

rate advertising are aimed at comparison shoppers. Readers

will check for the latest sales and best deals available at

each point in time.

I/ And in most cases less than a week or two, often only a
day or two.
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Take the following situations where advertising is clearly

intended for an immediate impact, and where it would be unfair

and inaccurate to limit ad deductions based on the notion that

there is a benefit extending beyond one year:

--Announcements of a special sale which will last

only a day or two (Fathers' Day Sale, Valentine's Day

Sale, Christmas sales, etc.).

--Classified advertising proposing the sale of new or

used goods, such as automobiles, which are rendered

useless after the sale or transaction takes place,

evi though the ad may still have a day or two to

run.

--Real estate advertising.

--Airline advertising announcing the best price to

the West Coast.

--Advertising for snow tires placed immediately after

the first snow, or advertising for air conditioners

or fans placed in Washington D. C. newspapers

immediately after the first wave of heat and

humidity.

There are thousands of parallel examples.

In each of these cases, the benefits from advertising are

realized only in the short term. Yet the options before the

Senate Finance Committee seem to assume that because it is

impossible to measure the exact lasting power of advertising,

the government should arbitrarily assign a particular length to

be applied uniformly across all forms of advertising.
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It is important to distinguish the reputation or good-will

generated by a product or a service from the advertising of

that product or service. Newspaper advertising conveys

information to consumers about products and services available;

but it cannot create the good-will that results only from

product or service quality. It is the quality of the product

or service delivered that ultimately creates a reputation among

consumers. It is inaccurate to ascribe long term good will to

newspaper advertising as a basis for delaying tax deductions

beyond one year.

THE PROBLEMS OF DEFINING ADVERTISING

A fundamental problem with the proposal to limit the

deductibility of advertising expenses is how to define what

will or will not be considered "advertising." Advertising is a

marketing concept, part of the overall marketing/sales process.

Thus, the problem arises in trying to distinguish between

advertising and promotional expenses on the one hand and fully

deductible selling expenses on the other.

The IRS would be forced to try to draw the lines which

rule one type of marketing expense "advertising" and another

not. Much of the advertising activities of a business,

however, would fall into gray areas in which precise

definitions would be extremely difficult and extremely

technical to make. For example, would the salary of a

marketing director be divided between advertising and non-

advertising activities, some fully deductible and the rest only

partially so? What about the salaries for trainees? Are

public relations and research and development costs part of

advertising expenses, marketing expenses or both? What about

salaries and other expenses associated with commercial art

departments?
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There are many other expenses which would fall somewhere

among advertising costs, marketing costs, and normal business

operating costs. For example, is an ad in the local Yellow

Pages really advertising or is it considered an "ordinary and

necessary expense" incurred by most businesses? What about

building signs, office signs, business cards and white pages

entries? These are expenses incurred by any business whether

they actually advertise their product or simply process raw

materials for use by someone else. For the raw materials

manufacturer, those costs may not be considered advertising,

but for those whose business cards may reinforce a particular

brand name or company, they may very well be part of the

advertising costs.

What about retail business which, in order to draw

customers into their stores, conduct free drawings to give away

prizes such as automobiles? Would the price of the prize be

considered an advertising expense?

EFFECT ON NEWSPAPERS

As a result of a decreased ability to deduct advertising

expenses, retail advertisers would have fewer after-tax dollars

available to spend on advertising. They would therefore

decrease their advertising linage rather than attempt to absorb

the increased tax burden themselves. As a result, the number

of advertisements placed would decrease, as would a newspaper's

revenue base, in some cases significantly.

NNA and NNPA estimate that 70 percent or more of a

newspaper's total revenue comes from advertising, most from

retail and service industries, and that the figure is perhaps

as much as 80 or 90 percent for weeklies. All newspapers

depend primarily on local retail advertisers, and newspapers
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with reduced advertising revenues are forced to cut costs

through smaller news staffs and smaller news holes. The most

vulnerable newspapers would the marginal ones in highly

competitive markets, and dailies and weeklies publishing in

communities with already depressed economic conditions.

In many cases rural papers are the only source of news and

other local information in the communities they serve. If

these papers are forced out of business or forced to

significantly reduce their service, the citizens of their

communities would suffer. They would be left with a reduced or

without any regular and dependable source of local

information.

Thank you for considering our views.
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TESTIMONY OF

BILL BALDEN

ON BEHALF OF THE

NATIONAL TOBACCO COUNCIL

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Committee,

my name is Bill Balden, and I am President of the National

Tobacco Council. The council represents the interests of

a wide range of businesses involved in the growing,

processing, manufacturing, wholesaling and retailing of

tobacco and tobacco products. I appreciate this opportunity

to express the council's views on proposed increases in the

federal excise tax on cigarettes.

The council appreciates the need to raise revenues to

reduce the deficit. But selective increases in excise taxes

are not the answer. These taxes are widely acknowledged to

be fiscally unsound, regressive and damaging to industry and

to the economy as a whole.

Excise taxes are unfair and discriminatory. They single

out certain consumers and industries to bear a

disproportionate tax burden. Tobacco smokers are no

more responsible than other citizens for the swelling federal

deficit; there is no justification for imposing a greater

tax burden on them.

For more than a century, smokers have paid more taxes

than non-smokers -- $200 billion more taxes in all. In

addition to the federal tax of 16 cents per pack on

cigarettes, each state and 388 localities impose some form
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of excise tax on tobacco products. The average state and

local tax is 22 cents per pack. Combined with the federal

tax, the average total tax on tobacco products is 38 cents

per pack. Last year, smokers paid nearly $10 billion in

excise taxes to federal, state and local tax collectors. In

other words, Mr. Chairman, smokers already are paying their

fair share and then some.

In addition, because excise taxes are "regressive" in

nature, they penalize those least able to pay. Based on a

percentage of income, people in the lowest incoe bracket

pay 15-to-27 times more in excise taxes than people in the

highest income level.

Moreover, a recent study by the Congressional Budget

Office concluded that, of all the excise tax increases being

considered, the tax on cigarettes is the most regressive.

The burden of cigarette excises is more than five times

greater on low-income families than on those with incomes

above $50,000.

Excise taxes are bad fiscal policy. These taxes have a

negative effect on the economy, impacting producers,

wholesalers and distributors, and creating a ripple effect

in communities across the United States. They reduce

consumer spending power, limit capital investment, slow

growth of the economy and encourage unemployment.

By any measure tobacco is a major contributor to the

economy of the United States. The tobacco industry

generates $82 billion per year toward the Gross National

Product -- that's 2.5% of the GNP. It also generates $8

billion per year in federal tax revenues, more than half of

that in excise taxes.

The "core tobacco industry" -- which includes everything

from growing to retailing -- employs more than 400,000

~/
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people. For every core industry job, three more are created

in supplier industries, such as fertilizer, transportation

and warehousing.

All told, according to a study by Chase Econometrics,

the tobacco industry directly or indirectly creates or

supports 2.3 million jobs in this country.

Excise tax rate increases lead to a decline in demand

and therefore revenue, output, earnings and employment in

the cigarette industry and each of its supporting sectors.

Experts estimate that a four-cent increase in the cigarette

tax would cost nearly 7,000 jobs in the core industry alone;

a 16-cent increase would throw 27,000 core industry

employees out of work.

A great many economists agree that excise taxes are poor

economic policy. For example, David Raboy, director of

research for the Institute for Research on the Economics of

Taxation, states that "selective excises should not be

employed merely to raise revenues. These taxes are

distortionary and.. .would be a giant step backwards."

Experts criticize excise taxes for their artificial

manipulation of the marketplace, their drain on capital and

their regressive and arbitrary nature.

Mr. Chairman, 200 years ago Alexander Hamilton warned

that taxes on specific items would lead to "the oppression

of particular branches of industry." One particularly

onerous tax led to a tea party in Boston Harbor, and helped

spur the American Revolution. The National Tobacco Council

urges you to reject any further increase in taxes paid by

the tobacco industry, its employees and customers

nationwide. Thank you.
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Testimony of Elton Jolly
Opportunities Industrialization Centers of America

Submitted to the
Committee on Finance
United States Senate

August 11, 1987

My name is Elton Jolly, and I am President and Chief

Executive Officer of Opportunities Industrialization Centers

of America (OIC). OIC of America is a network of

comprehensive, non-profit training and employment placement

programs throughout the country serving the economically

disadvantaged, unskilled and underskilled persons in America.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the

committee, and am confident that many committee members

share the spirit of OIC's-mission. I am concerned, however,

that some of the proposals before us today would hinder

those whom OICs work so hard to help, and the ability of

economically disadvantaged Americans to stand on their own.

I am speaking about proposals to increase excise taxes

on everyday items -- from gasoline to telephone service,

cigarettes to beer. This type of taxation aggravates

poverty and unemployment. They impede the progress of

people eager for opportunities to work, to advance

themselves and to realize relatively small dreams, but who,

for lack of money and skills are trapped in the circle of

poverty.

The committee recognized this when, as part of the

historic Tax Reform Act of 1986, removed individuals who

earned below $4500 (individual return) from the tax rolls.

That helped my constituency -- such as high school

drop-outs, single mothers, displaced workers, and

particularly youth, -- take a step forward. It allowed

these people to stop worrying about their income tax burden

until they became productive citizens, able to pay.
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Now, after this important step toward tax fairness and

equity, some in Congress wish to repudiate their historic

accomplishment by increasing excise taxes on several basic

necessities and everyday items.

Excise taxes are regressive, increasing in relative

magnitude as income decreases. They are a thinly disguised

attempt to raise taxes at the expense of consumers who are

least able to afford them. They increase the price of

everyday goods, increase the costs of doing business,

decrease business profits, lower workers' wages, and

encourage unemployment. They take a disproportionately

large bite out of the budgets of low-income families.

Recent reports by independent organizations -- and by

the Congressional Budget Office -- document the regressive

effects of excise taxes. As a percentage of income, the

difference in the impact of excise taxes on low-income

families and high-income families is as high as 25 times or

more.

And, as I mentioned, excise tax increases could wipe out

the gains made by low-income people in last year's Tax

Reform Act. According to a report by Citizens for Tax

Justice, a major package of excise tax hikes would cost the

poor more than double what they gained in income tax cuts,

while the wealthy would walk away with most of their 1986

cuts intact.

Significantly, excise taxes also are discriminatory,

placing an-unfair burden on minorities. Blacks, Hispanics,

youth, single mothers and others have disproportionately

high levels of poverty and unemployment. Increases in

excise taxes, therefore, affect these groups much more than

others.
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In short, excise taxes drain money from the already

economically disadvantaged-4ndividuals we work with at OICs,

and from the businesses that we need to create job

opportunities for those people. During its more than 20

years, OICs have served over 970,000 persons; more than

724,000 received training and 75% of them are now employed.

About one-third of our trainees were on welfare before

coming to us. The federal government cannot afford tax

policy that aggravates poverty and discourages individuals

from becoming self-sufficient and productive workers. I

urge you to reject increases in excise taxes.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. SCOTT

ON BEHALF OF

ORGANIZATION FOR THE PRESERVATION OF THE
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT INDUSTRY AND OPPOSITiON

TO SOCIAL SECURITY EXPANSION TO SUCH INDUSTRY

(OPPOSE)

Members of the House Committee on Ways and Means, I am
Robert 7. Scott, secretary-treasurer of OPPOSE. OPPOSE is a
Colorado corporation formed by teachers, firefighters, police,
and other state and local government employees who have elected
not to join the Social Security system. The purpose of o jr
organization is to assure the continued financial integrity of
our members' retirement and health insurance plans by resisting
congressional efforts to mandate Social Security or Medicare
coverage of public employees. Our members are found in Alaska,
California, Colorado, Illinois, Louisiana, Massachusetts,
Nevada, and Ohio. With respect to the issue of mandatory
Medicare coverage, the interests of OPPOSE are identical to
those of the four to five million public employees throughout
the nation who remain outside the Social Security system.

Through this testimony, we wish to express our strong
opposition to the proposal in the Administration's budget to
impose Medicare coverage upon all state and local government
employees effective January 1, 1988.

By way of background, I would remind you that employees of
state and local government were not permitted to join the
Social Security system when it was established in 1935. While
they have been permitted to join since the 1950s, those who
have chosen to remain outside the system have their own
retirement plans and, in many instances, health insurance plans.

In response to the federal government's pressing need for
revenues, Congress, in the Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1985 ("COBRAO), determined to require
public employers and their employees to pay the Medicare tax.
It implemented this decision by extending mandatory Medicare
coverage to all state and local government employees hired on
or after April 1, 1986. Through adoption of this phase-in
provision, which will result in Medicare coverage of all public
employees through normal job turnover, Congress assured itself
that all public employees will ultimately pay the full Medicare
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tax to the federal government. The individuals excluded from
coverage under COBRA were those who wore already working and
for whom the Medicare tax would both constitute a pay cut and
jeopardize their existing health benefits. While we at OPPOSE
did not favor mandatory Medicare coverage, we believed that the
phase-in provision adopted in COBRA was a reasonable, permanent
solution that avoided imposing overwhelming burdens on state
and local governments and their employees.

Last year, during consideration of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1986, Congress threatened to abandon
COBRA's phase-in by mandating coverage of those employees
specifically excluded from coverage under COBRA, but, in the
end, did not adopt such a provision.

We believe that the phase-in compromise reached in COBRA
should be respected and that our employees and retirees should
not be visited by the same threat year in and year out.
Therefore, and for the reasons set forth below, OPPOSE asks you
this year once and for all to reject the proposal to extend
mandatory Medicare coverage to all state and local government
employees.

1. Despite the promises of the President not to raise
taxes and the avowed intentions of many legislators to provide
a tax cut to the middle class, this proposal targets four to
five million lower-middle-class Americans and their spouses for
a tax increase that would more than offset the tax cut that
they will receive as a result of the Tax Reform Act of 1986.
According to estimates of the Joint Committee on Taxation, the
Tax Reform Act would provide taxpayers with incomes in the
range of $20,000 - $30,000 with a cut equivalent on the average
to $220. The new Medicare tax that would be imposed upon state
and local government employees equals 1.45% of payroll. Thus,
in the case of the average government employee in Colorado
(whose annual salary is $23,676), the new Medicare tax of $343
would result in a net tax iicrease of $123. If the Colorado
government passes its equivalent new tax along to its
employees, the average employee's tax increase could double.

2. Mandatory Medicare coverage would impose a heavy
fiscal burden upon state and local governments, which are
already operating with very limited resources. While the
impact of the proposal would fall most heavily upon governments
in approximately ten states, almost every state includes some
subdivisions with non-covered employees that would be
significantly harmed by these additional operating costs. (See
attached table.) We would point out that the proposal would
cost governments in Texas $162 million in the first year;
governments in Hawaii, $8 million; governments in Colorado, $50
million; and governments in New York, $51 million.
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Imposition of these additional costs would come at a
particularly trying time. State and local governments have
repeatedly been forced to shoulder additional burdens in recent
years, resulting from considerable cuts in the federal
appropriations for many of their programs and the loss of
revenue-sharing, while the Tax Reform Act limited their ability
to raise revenues, through loss of the sales tax deduction and
new restrictions upon municipal bonds.

As a result, state and local governments (many of which
operate under balanced budget restrictions) are simply unable
to absorb additional fiscal burdens. Many local governments
must already raise taxes to maintain existing public service
spending levels formerly funded through revenue-sharing. A
recent study by the National League of Cities concluded that
general fund revenues will decline this year for one-third of
the cities and towns throughout the United States.

3. Mandatory Medicare coverage would have a pointedly
adverse impact upon education. It is well recognized that one
of the causes of the current state of our public education
system is the extreme difficulty school systems face in
recruiting and retaining quality teachers. It has been
reported that half of the nation's public school teachers will
cease to teach over the next six years and that the country
will have 34% fewer teachers than it needs by 1992.

One reason for this problem is that teachers are vastly
underpaid. In 1985-1986 the average teacher's salary was
$25,000, while the averages ranged state-by-state between
$18,000 and $41,000. In constant dollars, the average American
schoolteacher's salary has risen only 2.87% over the last ten
years. The constant-dollar increase has been even less in
several of the states that would be most heavily affected by
mandatory coverage. In four of those states (California,
Illinois, Louisiana, and Maine) the average teacher's salary
has actually declined in constant-dollar terms.

Medicare coverage would only make the teacher recruitment
problem worse. Teaching is one of the major professions with
large numbers of non-covered employees. The 1.45 percent
Medicare tax would take an additional $367 from the average
teacher's salary each year. That amount could double if school
systems attempt to recoup their own, equal Medicare tax
obligations from their employees. Thus, it would become even
more difficult to retain good teachers, and many of the most
qualified teachers -- particularly those with marketable skills
in mathematics, science, and computers -- would simply leave
teaching for better paid employment.

4. The mandatory Mt!icare coverage proposal would"create
a host of problems that were avoided by the compromise position

- 3 -
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adopted in COBRA. As mentioned earlier, some state and local
government employees have health plans in place for their
employees, including retirees. Adjustment of these plans to
take account of Medicare coverage for existing employees would
prove an overwhelming task, or would result in abandonment of
these plans. For example, Colorado's Public Employees'
Retirement Association administers a health insurance plan for
its members. Of the overall retirement contribution, 0.8
percent is earmarked for the health insurance fund. If the
current mandatory Medicare coverage proposal is adopted, the
Colorado legislature (which is already operating under strict
budgetary constraints) might well decide to contribute less or
none at all to the health insurance plan. Because the benefits
of current retirees depend upon current and future
contributions, their benefits would certainly be jeopardized.
Moreover, as a result of this increased Medicare tax liability,
the Colorado legislature might well decide it could not afford
cost-of-living adjustments to the retirement benefits of its
pensioners.

Unlike COBRA, the current proposal would have the effect
of reducing the salaries of existing workers, including
long-term employees. This will cause difficulties both for
employers and employees, particularly where salaries are
carefully negotiated, for example, through the collective
bargaining process.

While COBRA affects the health benefits and take-home pay
of individuals at the time they begin employment, the effect of
the current proposal would be to supplant benefit programs that
individuals have enjoyed, in some cases, for many years, and to
reduce the amount of take-home pay they have come to expect.

5. The projected revenues for mandatory Medicare
coverage are overstated in the Administration's budget and in
the re-estimates performed by the Congressional Budget Office.
The Administration's budget states that its mandatory Medicare
coverage proposal would raise $1.6 billion-in fiscal 1988 and
$2.2 billion in each of the four following years, while CBO
concluded that the proposal would raise $1.3 billion in 1988
and amounts rising from $1.9 billion in 1989 to $2.1 billion in
1992. Since these estimates do not decline in the out-years,
they apparently ignore the effect of the provision in COBRA
that imposed mandatory Medicare coverage on all newly hired
public employees. As a result of that provision, the
proportion of Medicare-covered employees in the public work
force is increasing rapidly. In Colorado, which we believe to
be a typical example, state and local government work forces
turn over at a rate of approximately 9% annually. Thus 9% of
the work force not covered before COBRA will already be covered
by Medicare on April 1, 1987, and approximately 15% will be

-4-.
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covered by January 1, 1988, the effective date of the current
mandatory coverage proposal.

Revenues raised by coverage of these new employees have
already been obtained by Congress in COBRA and presumably
scored for budget purposes. Even if there is some job
"turnover within the turnover" as new employees replace those
hired after April 1, 1986, the revenues available in the
out-years must decline substantially, and ultimately decline to
zero, as a result of the complete turnover of the work force.
At best, the current mandatory Medicare coverage proposal would
provide only "quick fix" deficit reduction and would do nothing
to reduce the structural deficit.

Moreover, expansion of mandatory Medicare coverage would
also entail offsetting costs to the Medicare system because the
newly covered individuals will also become n'ily entitled to
benefits. Some of these cost increases woul' occur in the very
near term because if Congress extends the Memticare tax to all
state and local government employees, it will probably provide
benefits to those workers who are within five years of
retirement (as it did for federal workers wh'n it brought them
into the system). While it is frequently asserted that
requiring state and local government employees to participate
in the Medicare system would be cost-free because the employees
already receive Medicare benefits through ot er covered
employment or through their spouses, the number of such
employees has been the subject of some dispute and
speculation. As a result, the additional costs to the federal
government, which must be offset against revenues, may be
understated. Given the short-run deficit that now faces the
Medicare system, a proposal that involves potential and
unpredictable short-term cost increases to the system seems
poor policy. Of course, because they span only a few years,
the revenue estimate in the President's budget and as
re-estimated by CBO fail to reflect any of the long-term costs
to the system resulting from the fact that a new class of
workers would become entitled to benefits.

For these reasons, we urge you once again and finally to
reject the proposal to extend mandatory Medicare coverage to
include all state and local government workers. Thank you for
allowing me this opportunity to present the views of OPPOSE.

- 5 -
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Statement In Opposition To
Increase in Excise Taxes on Consumer Products

Submitted on Behalf of Philip Morris Companies Inc.
By Hamish Maxwell

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer

I thank you for the opportunity to present this
statement on behalf of Philip Morris Companies.Inc., of.which
I am Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer. We
are opposed to an increase in selective excise taxes on
consumer products in any form, whether the increase is
accomplished through direct increases in the rates of such
taxes, or through an indirect means such as an indexing
mechanism.

Philip Morris Companies Inc. is among the world's
largest manufacturers and marketers of tobacco, food and beer
products. In addition to being the largest producer of
cigarettes in the United States, with additional markets in
more than 170 countries and territories, the Philip Morris
family includes General Foods Corporation and the Miller
Brewing Company. The 1986 operating revenues of Philip Morris
were $25.4 billion. Philip Morris employs 73,000 people in
the United States, including 20,000 related to tobacco and
11,000 to brewing.

Overall, beer and tobacco create economic and
pleasurable benefits for 80 million beer drinkers and 60
million smokers. According to a study by Chase Econometrics,*
the tobacco industry ge~ierated 710,000 jobs directly and
another 1.6 million indirectly. It accounted for $31.5
billion of GNP in 1983 and for tax revenues of over $13
billion. The beer industry directly employs nearly 190,000
people and creates an even greater number of indirect jobs.
These employment figures include a quarter of a million farm
families who produce the 1.3 billion pounds of tobacco and the
7.6 billion pounds of barley, hops, corn and rice used in
these industries each year.

Philip Morris was an early and vigorous supporter of
the Administration's tax reform proposals, and we strongly
supported Congressional enactment of the Tax Reform Act of
1986. The principles of that reform, as enunciated early in
the legislative process by Secretary of the Treasury Baker,
were to eliminate use of the tax system as a means "to favor
one taxpayer over another, to favor one industry over another,
to favor one form of consumption over another, or to favor one
investment over another." In other words, the objectives were
to eliminate preferred tax treatment of some taxpayers, to
distribute the tax burden more equitably among all taxpayers
and to make the tax system more neutral with regard to
business investment decisions. These objectives were
substantially accomplished in the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
while benefiting American taxpayers through a reduction in tax
rates.

Now, as one alternative to reducing the deficit, some
have called for a massive increase in federal excise taxes on
consumer products, and especially on beer and tobacco
products, which are consumed by tens of millions of lower and
middle-income individuals. This would amount to the largest
excise tax increase in U.S. history. It would totally
abrogate the benefits of tax reform for a substantial portion
of the American people.

*The Economic Impact of the Tobacco Industry on the
United States Economy, Chase Econometrics, January 1986.
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I. CONGRESS SHOULD REJECT ANY FORM OF SELECTIVE
EXCISE TAX INCREASE ON CONSUMER PRODUCTS

We believe Congress should reject any proposals that would
raise selected federal excise taxes on consumer products. We
believe that such tax increases, whether effected through
direct or indirect means, should be rejected for the following
reasons, which are explained more in detail below:

1. Excise tax increases are highly regressive, with
increases in the excise tax on tobacco being the
most regressive of all. Substantial excise tax
increases would impact most heavily on large
numbers of low and moderate income individuals
who would be quick to notice the impact when they
purchase tobacco, beer or gasoline.

2. The proposed excise tax increases would create
economic distortions and eun counter to the
notions of fairness and economic neutrality
reflected in the Tax Reform Act of 1986,
adversely affecting decision-making by consumers
in the marketplace. Low and moderate income
Americans (in families with annual incomes of
under $30,000) would find that these proposals
would virtually wipe out the benefits of the
income tax rate reductions which were promised to
them by the President and Congress in enacting
the Tax Reform Law.

3. Excise tax increases are inflationary.
4. Substantial increases in excise taxes would

result in substantial economic injury to farmers,
suppliers, distributors, and workers.

5. Beer and cigarettes are already heavily taxed,
causing their consumers to bear more than their
fair share of the costs of'government.

6. Increased Federal excise taxes would impair a
revenue source traditionally relied upon by State
and local governments for a substantial part of
their revenue.

1. Regressivity and Ability to Pay
- Raising existing excise taxes on consumer products

would hit hardest those individuals least able to pay.
This is because excise taxes on consumer products are

not based on ability to pay. They require low- and
middle-income consumers to use a larger fraction of their
incomes to pay the taxes than citizens with higher incomes.
That leaves smaller portions of their limited incomes
available for spending on other goods and services. A study
prepared by the Congressional Budget Office in January, 1987,
for Senator George Mitchell found that the average increase in
taxes as a percentage of income to be about twice as large for
families with incomes between $10,000 and $0,0-0- as for
families with incomes of $50,000 or more; and three times as
large in the case of excise taxes on tobacco andeer. The
study concluded:

'An increase in the excise tax on tobacco would be
the most regressive of all the taxes considered."
An analysis of excise tax and tariff proposals made

by Senator Packwood in 1986, prepared by deSeve Economics**
also concluded that excise tax increases would be borne
disproportionately by low income taxpayers.

The rationalizations offered to suggest that excise
taxes are not really as regressive as they appear are lacking
in merit. Assistant Secretary Roger Mentz suqqested in his

**An Analysis of the Federal Excise Tax and Tariff
Proposals in the Senate Finance Committee, deSeve Eccnomics,
April, 1986.
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April 21, 1986 statement that excise taxes "appear to be more
regressive than they would if lifetime consumption and income
data were relied upon." Mr. Mentz's hypothesis suggests
that since young families and retired people spend a higher
proportion of their income than do middle-age families, over a
lifetime everything works out even. Does anyone seriously
believe that an elderly low-income person will not find
increased excise taxes regressive because he had higher income
before he retired? Does anyone seriously believe that young
families will not find increased excise taxes regressive
because they can look forward to the statistical probability
of higher income levels at some future point in their lives?
Although a novel approach for concluding that "lifetime"
excise taxes are less regressive, one still must conclude that
the impact of an excise tax increase is immediate and highly
regressive.

Mr. Mentz further suggested that increases in
selective taxes are not regressive because individuals who do
not choose to consume the taxed goods do not have a tax
burden. Neither Mr. Mentz nor the tax law should be defining
for the American people the very questionable distinction
between necessities and discretionary purchases. One of the
underlying objectives of tax reform, as enunciated by
Secretary of the Treasury Baker, was to eliminate use of the
tax system as a means "to favor one form of consumption over
another." Furthermore, the factor of choice does not alter in
any way the basic fact that the increased tax will be very
regressive to the low and moderate income people who in fact
do consume the taxed articles.

Congress understandably decided in 1986 to reform our
tax system to reduce the defacto regressivity of the income
tax system, moving away from the same type of pernicious
effects created by highly regressive excise taxes. Nothing
has occurred in the few months since then to warrant a
reversal of that decision.
2. The Proposals Reverse the Central

Accomplishments of Tax Reform
The proposals to increase selective excise taxes on

consumer products are also inconsistent with other primary
objectives of last year's tax reform. The excise tax
proposals would levy a huge increase on millions of
individuals in lower economic brackets rather than
distributing the tax burden more equitably among all. Instead
of making the tax system more neutral with regard to business
investment decisions, this new kind of "tax reform" would
burden selected products and services, would not distribute
the tax burden equitably, and would distort resource
allocation.

Philip Morris is already among the highest effective
rate income taxpayers in the corporate community, and we are
dismayed to see a proposal for an increase in selective excise
taxes when the increase is targeted primarily to three items
-- tobacco, alcohol and fuels -- that are already among the
most highly taxed items in America. From any reasonable
perspective, the proposal would seriously undermine the goal
of economic neutrality, which was a major objective of the Tzx
Reform Act of 1986.

When the Senate Finance Comnittee considered direct
and indirect increases in excise taxes as part of tax reform
last year, Assistant Treasury Secretary Mentz, in his
statement before the Senate Finance Committee on April 21,
1986, indicated that key elements of tax reform were a maximum
tax rate no higher than 35 percent And tax brackets that
reduce taxes for middle-income Americans. More generally, the
President explained tax reform to the American public on the
basis that special tax breaks provided to some taxpayers
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require other taxpayers to pay more tax. Neither the
President, nu Treasury, nor Congress suggested that income
tax rates were too high because regressive excise taxes on
consumer products were too low. On the contrary, original
Treasury studies considered by the last Congress, rejected

- consumption taxes, like the excise taxes proposed here.
Furthermore, the excise tax increase proposals would

effectively take away money that was promised taxpayers
through a reduction in income taxes. This approach undercuts
the substantial tax relief promised to millions of low and
moderate income Americans in 1986.

The study prepared by the Congressional Budget
Office in January 1)87 for Senator George Mitchell shows that
for families with annual incomes under $30,000, a $19 billion
increase in existing; excise taxes would eliminate the entire
benefit of income tax reductions provided by the 1986 Tax
Reform Act. The same study shows that such an increasewould
cost the working pocr more than double the savings they
received urder the 1986 Tax Reform Act.

As stated by Mr. Dennis Ross, Tax Legislative
Counsel, on July 15, 1987, before this committee, "The
administration believes that it is extremely important that we
not undo any of the dramatic and important tax reforms that
were accomplished last year."

Surely, taxpayers would regard it as an act of bad
faith for Congress and the Administration to adopt a package
of regressive excise tax increases which this year would take
away what was given last year through tax reform.
3. Inflationary Effects on Consumers

Proposals :o increase selective excise taxes on
consumer products are bad economic policy, in part, because
they would be inflationary, producing dramatic price increases
in products on whi:h the excise tax burden now falls so
heavily. Virtually everyone, including the Treasury, believes
that increased excise taxes would be passed on to consumers in
the form of higher prices. Based upon the consequences of the
major increase ir excise taxes on cigarettes in 1983, all of
the proposed increase in excise taxes on tobacco produce
would be passed on to consumers.

Over the first five years, the current proposal to
double the tax on cigarettes would cause additional consumer
expenditures of about $19 billion for cigarettes. Over the
same period a current proposal to increase the tax on beer
would cause additional consumer expenditures for beer of
approximately $5.7 billion, equal to the entire revenue gain
to the government. At retail, the initial impact of the
proposal on the consumer would be a price increase of $1.60
per carton (16 cents per pack) of cigarettes and of $2.24 per
case of beer. This inflationary impact would have an adverse
impact on the economy as a whole and would ultimately worsen,
not reduce, the deficit.
4. Injury To Farmers, Suppliers, Producers and Labor

Increases in selective excise taxes on consumer
products are not only inflationary anctthus damaging to
consumers, but they also would severely and adversely impact
producers, their labor force and shareholders, and farmers,
suppliers and distributors. These increases also would have
adverse impacts on the families and communities of all the
workers and producers who supply not only the goods and
services subject to these taxes, but also, on those untaxed
goods end services that would be purchased in smaller
quantities because of reductions in purchasing power brought
on by the tax increases.

In the case of the tobacco tax, for example, figures
derived from the Chase econometric model of the tobacco
industry demonstrate that doubling the Federal excise tax
would cause a loss of 28,500 American jobs, a decrease of
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about $110 million in sales, and 37.5 million fewer pounds of
tobacco purchased. We believe these estimates are on target,
since the 8-ceht increase in 1983 (which doubled the federal
cigarette excise tax) reduced GNP by $800 million and has
caused, to date, at least a $2.5 billion loss of retail sales
and lost job opportunities for 14,600 workers in tobacco
manufacturing and distributing. The 1983 increase in
cigarette excise taxes also resulted in annual lost sales of
29.6 million pounds of tobacco, and undoubtedly exacerbated
the tobacco surplus problem, which is currently at a level of
1-1/4 billion pounds of tobacco.

Another doubling of the cigarette excise tax would
cause substantial and irreparable harm to American tobacco
farmers, their families, and their communities. These
communities, concentrated in the Southeastern tobacco growing
states, bear the brunt of the economic costs of increased
excise taxes. In effect, an excise tax increase would force
some of our least affluent states to subsidize the rest of the
country.
5. The selected products already are heavily taxed

While the consumer price index increased about 322%
from 1951 through 1986, the combined Federal, state and local
cigarette tax collection increased over 602% throughout the
same period. It is manifestly unfair for a substantial,
disproportionate tax burden to be placed on a narrowly
targeted segment of the American public to pay for deficit
reductions designed to benefit the country as a whole. This
is true whether the targeted segments turn out to be the
farmers, suppliers, the labor force and owners of the selected
producer, or the consumers of its product.
6. Federal excise tax increases would impair a revenue source

used by state governments
Raising existing Federal excise taxes would impair a

revenue source traditionally relied'on by state and local
governments for a substantial part of their revenues.
Federal; state and local excise tax collections on cigarettes
currently amount to $9.17 billion annually. In addition to
the 16-cent-per-pack Federal excise tax, the average combined
state and local tax is over 21 cents, so combined taxes
average over 37 cents per pack.

The National Governors' Association has already
published a position paper critical of proposals to raise
Federal excise taxes. The National Conference of State
Legislatures forecasts a $257.3 million loss to the states in
fiscal 1988 and nearly $1.3 billion loss over five years if
higher federal excise taxes on cigarettes are enacted.
7. Additional Points

User Fee
In a June, 1987 report, Office of Management and

Budget Director James Miller suggested several inappropriate
criteria as excuses for selectively raising excise taxes.

In particular, he asserted that it is appropriate to
increase the rate of excise tax as an "abuser fee" to pay for
social costs associated with the ase of that product.

Although he indicated that tobacco products and
alcoholic beverages fall in this category, producing what he
called "negative externalities", he provided no usable
criteria for measurement of the cost to society for these or
any other products. He implied that only a few products and
activities fall in this category.

We contest the notion that bedr and tobacco create
any scientifically measurable social costs. They do create
enormous economic and pleasurable benefits for 80 million beer
drinkers and 60 million smokers. According to a January, 1986
study by Chase Econometrics***, in 1983 the tobacco industry

***A Quantitative Analysis of the Packwood Tax Reform
Proposal, Chase Econometrics, April 10, 1986.
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generated 710,000 jobs directly and another 1.6 million
indirectly. It accounted for $31.5 billion of GNP in 1983 and
tax revenues in excess of $13 billion. The beer industry
directly employs nearly 190,000 people and creates an even
greater number of indirect jobs.

Moreover, there are few, if any, products and
activities for which one cannot assert social costs. This
type of so-called test does not advance true tax reform. One
of the purposes of tax reform was to eliminate the subjective
evaluations of different industries. Such evaluations have
encumbered the tax code with numerous exceptions, to the
detriment of free economic decision making.

From a broader perspective, the-viewpoints expressed
by Mr. Miller are totally inconsistent with the position
expressed many times by President Reagan that consumer choices
should be determined by the market place and not by the
government.

Prior Legislative History
In 1965 Congress wisely recognized the undesir-

ability of imposing selective excise taxes on consumer
products as a fair way of raising revenue. In the Finance
Committee Report accompanying the 1965 legislation which
repealed a panoply of selective excise taxes burdening
consumer products, the Committee condemned their use as a
"source of undesirable discrimination." The Committee
determined that "these selective excise taxes tend to reduce
sales and therefore reduce incomes and jobs in the industries
which produce the taxed goods. In these ways selective excise
taxation results in arbitrary and undesirable distortions in
the allocation of resources and in this manner interferes with
the free play of competitive markets." The Committee further
concluded that excise taxes "are regressive in their impact,
absorbing a larger share of the income of low-income persons
than of those with higher incomes."

The Committee's unequivocal and accurate criticisms
of selective excise taxes are as appropriate today as they
were in 1965. Unlike some of the targeted products, the
deficiencies of selective excise taxes on consumer products do
not improve with age.

II. SPECIAL PROBLEMS WITH PROPOSALS FOR INDEXING
SELECTIVE EXCISE TAXES

One technique proposed as a means of raising excise
taxes is particularly questionable. Indexing federal excise
taxes on tobacco, alcohol and fuels, in addition to creating
many technical problems in application, would heighten all the
previously described negative consequences to consumers and
producers. Indexing federal excise tax rates on alcohol,
tobacco products and fuels in fact is simply a means to
increase excise taxes on selected consumer products.
Accordingly, the proposal suffers from all of the infirmities
previously described in this statement, and for that reason
alone should be rejected by this committee. Moreover, tying
the rate of tax on these selected items to future consumer
price increases would heighten the adverse features inherent
in selective excise taxes on consumer products. The price
adjustment feature would tend to make the regressive and
economically distortive aspects of the tax permanent, rather
than soften with time. If tax revenues are to be increased to
reduce the deficit, the burden of the additional taxes should
be as widely distributed as possible. The proposal calls upon
the producers and consumers of the taxed products to bear a
hugely disproportionate share of the increased tax burden.

It has been suggested that indexing the excise tax
rates on these products is consistent with the concept of
indexing income tax rate brackets and depreciation rates.
However, this correlation does not exist.

76-782 0 - 88 - 19
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The effect of indexing income tax rate brackets and
depreciation-is to prevent automatic increases in federal
revenues (and consequentITncreases in government spending)
with each round of inflation. The effect of the proposal to
index excise taxes is to ensure automatic increases in federal
revenues (and consequent increases in government spending)
with each round of inflation.

One of the principal arguments for income tax rate
bracket indexing is that the government should not benefit
from increased revenues caused by inflation that the
government has, at least in part, created. Bracket indexing
addresses another concern that automatic increases in federal
revenue create automatic increases in government spending.
Thus, indexing federal excise taxes to price increases would
be the opposite of indexing income rate brackets and
depreciation. In fact, the reasons advanced in support of
indexing income rate brackets and depreciation constitute
strong grounds for not indexing excise tax rates.

It would alTs be unfair to index the rate of the
manufacturing excise tax on tobacco products and alcoholic
beverages to consumer price levels of such products, since a
substantial portion of the consumer prices of such products is
attributable to the Federal excise tax and various state
taxes. When non-retail taxes are increased, Congress imposes
"floor stocks taxes" on goods taxed at the old rate which have
not yet been sold at retail. The purpose is to prevent tax
avoidance and unfair competition by wholesalers and retailers
who might stock up on the product before the effective date of
the tax increase. With indexation, if this type of tax
avoidance is to be prevented, a floor stocks tax will have to
be imposed frequently, each time the tax is increased. Since
floor stocks taxes involve wholesalers and retailers (not the
smaller groups of manufacturers and importers), they are
difficult to administer. Thus, indexing will result in either
the imposition of a procedurally troublesome floor stocks tax
or an opportunity for avoidance and unfair competition each
time the rate is changed.

Most important, the indexing proposal would remove
from Congress its legislative prerogative to review all
appropriate factors before increasing tax rates. Automatic
tax increases are a poor substitute for Congressional
determinations.

III. SUMMARY
We at Philip Morris Companies understand what

increasing selective excise taxes imposed on certain consumer
products can mean. Our company is among the world's largest
manufacturers and marketers of tobacco, beer, and food
products. In addition to being the largest producer of
cigarettes in the United States with additional markets in
more than 170 countries and territories, Philip Morris
includes General Foods Corporation and the Miller Brewing
Company. 1986 operating revenues were $25.4 billion.

Overall, beer and tobacco create benefits for 80
million beer drinkers and 60 million smokers. The tobacco
industry accounted for $31.5 billion of GNP in 1983 and tax
revenues in excess of $13 billion. The tobacco industry
generates 710,000 jobs directly and another 1.6 million
indirectly. The beer industry directly employs nearly 190,000
people and creates an even greater number of indirect jobs.
These employment figures include a quarter of a million farm
families who produce the 1.3 billion pounds of tobacco and
the 7.6 billion pounds of barley, hope, corn and rice used in
these industries each year.
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Like other major worldwide suppliers of consumer
products, we at Philip Morris Companies have in the past paid,
and are presently paying, substantial sums in Federal, state,
local and foreign taxes. We are proud of the contributions we
have made through our tax payments to the fiscal integrity of
governments, and through our business activities generally to
a strong economy. We were early and vigorous supporters of
tax reform proposals designed to yield a fair, broad-based,
and revenue effective tax system. We remain committed to such
principles. We hope that last year's successes toward
achieving such a system will not be quickly put aside this
year or at any other time in the quest for needed tax revenues.

The tens of millions of voters who would have to pay
for deficit reduction through substantial increases in excise
taxes on products they consume can be expected to notice the
size of excise tax increases such as those some have
proposed. The number of individuals paying these increased
prices would be very large, including 80 million consumers of
beer and 60 million consumers of tobacco products. And the
working poor will be aware that the promise of tax reform has
been taken away from them.

For the reasons stated above, we urge the Committee
to formulate deficit reduction proposals in accordance with
principles designed for economic neutrality and growth. We
urge the Committee to reject any proposals to increase
existing excise taxes on consumer products, regardless of
whether the increase would be accomplished directly through
specific increases or indexing or indirectly by other means.

** ******* **** ** ****** ****
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TESTIMONY OF THE
PUBLIC SECURITIES ASSOCIATION

SUITTZD TO TER
COIHITTE ON FINANCE

U.S. SENATE

JULY 1987

The Public Securities Association ("PSA") welcomes the opportunity to

coment on the revenue options before the Comittee on Finance. PSA is

an international trade association which represents approximately 300

banks, dealers and brokers that underwrite, trade and distribute U.S.

government and federal agency securities and state and local government

("municipal") securities, and mortgage-backed securities. We appreciate

the significance of the issues before the Comittee and welcome the

opportunity to submit this written testimony.

A Securities Transfer Excise Tax

A number of revenue options before the Comnittee involve excise

taxes, of which one, a Securities Transfer Excise Tax ("STET") could have

particular impact on the public securities markets. Characteristic of

excise taxes as a class, a STET would tend to distort economic activity,

biasing investor preference away from securities subject to the tax and

in favor of other securities, whether domestic or foreign. The nature of

the distorting bias within the capital markets would depend, of course,

on how broadly the STET would be structured. If it were very broadly

cast, at the margin it would distort decisions between investment and

consumption, favoring the latter.

An additional distorting feature of a STET would be its

discouragement of otherwise economic securities transactions, leading to

lover arket trading volume. For example, a Congressional Research

Service study concluded that a transfer tax applied only to stocks would

cause stock trading volume to decline by 12.7% relative to its level in

the absence of the tax. 1 Reduced trading volume would also be expected

1 Donald W. Kiefer, "A Stock Transfer Tax: Preliminary Economic
Analysis," Congressional Research Service Report No. 87-2785, March 31,
1987. The reduction in trading volume also calls into question revenue
estimates based on historical volume levels.
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in fixed income securities (e.g., government securities and municipal

bonds) with greater impact the higher the current turn-over in secondary

trading.

Lower trading volume results in reduced liquidity in the affected

securities. Less liquid assets are less desirable to investors,

resulting in lover securities prices, everything else being equal.

Moreover, as a STET would decrease the after-tax yield to holders

of securities, prices would have to fall to reach a competitive

equilibrium vis-a-vis yields of alternative available investments. The

loss in price of outstanding securities made subject to a STET would

accrue to the current holders of those securities, constituting a tax on

their capital (as opposed to their income).

In considering the incidence of a STET, it should be noted that,

while the lowest income households would be spared from the direct impact

of such a tax, its impact would be felt broadly across the remainder of

the population. In addition to the millions of individual investors in

stocks and bonds, concentrated in higher income households, many of the

low to moderate-income individuals, including retired persons, indirectly

hold a large amount of securities through pension and retirement funds,

including public employee pension funds. All these funds would decline

in value as a result of imposing a STET to the extent securities in the

applicable portfolios were subject to the tax.

PSA is particularly concerned about the possible application of a

STET to public securities. If a STET were applied to new issues or

secondary transactions in municipal and/or U.S. government securities, it

would ultimately be a tax on governments. Similarly, applied to

mortgage-backed securities-whether pass-through or government-guaranteed

mortgages underlying collateralized mortgage obligations-the STET would

be a tax on housing.

Prices will adjust in the public securities markets to account for a

tax. Consider a STET applied on new bond issues. Since the tax

decreases the after-tax yield of a new Issue to the investor, investors

would require a higher interest rate and pay a lower price for the new

bonds in order to maintain their current yields. Lower prices for public
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securities would increase the cost of borrowing to governments, since

more debt must be incurred to raise a given amount of revenue and

repayment villa be at a higher interest rate. In this way, the ST1T, if

applied to public securities, becomes a tax on governments, or on

housing, in the came of mortgage-backed debt.

With the imposition of any excise tax, part of the burden is borne by

the seller (borrower), and part by the buyer (investor). In the case of

a STIT, investors suffer somewhat lower after-tax yields, and issuers

suffer lover prices (higher coupon rates). The relative distribution of

the burden between investors and issuers depends upon the flexibility of

the players. Whoever can leave the market more readily in favor of

substitutes will bear less of the tax burden. In the case of public

securities, investors in public securities have many more alternative

opportunities to invest their funds thatn governments have to raise
*2

funds.2

But regardless of the exact distribution of burden between investor

and issuers, governments would bear some of the tax burden under any

version of a STET that is imposed on their securities. Bond prices would

be forced down to maintain competitive after-tax yields, and the costs of

borrowing would rise.

A STIT would become a tax on governments even if applied only to

secondary transactions of public securities. As noted above, a STET

would reduce trading volume and lower securities prices below their

present levels. These effects would make new issues of public securities

less attractive because they would be less liquid and because investors

would face a lover resale price for the securities should they not hold

then to maturity. Hence, even if the STUT were not applied directly to

2 In essence, governments, which lack the option to issue equity,
must enter the bond market to raise revenue. Investors, on the other
hand, can invest a variety of debt and eq1ity instrinents, futures,
options, money market funds, certificates of deposit, and passbook
accounts and real estate, as well as art and precious metals. Investors
can also invest their funds overseas. It is true that a broad
application of a STET would tend to diminish the attractiveness of these
alternatives, but, many of the above alternatives wouid clearly be out of
the reach of any STT. Under most conceivable versions of the STr1,
governments would have fewer alternatives than investors, and hence would
be forced to bear the primary burden of the tax.
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na issues, Investors would still pay ls for them, sad prices of new

public securities would fall. Again, the cost of borrowing to

governments would rise.

tax-Kxset FinancinsK

The eftects on tax-exempt financing of the 1986 Tax Reform Act were

extensive and substantial. Provisions such as arbitrage rebate, tighter

restrictions on "private activities, bonds, cost of issuance limitations,

information reporting requirements 4ad minimum tax have required the

public finance sector (issuers, umderwritars and investors) to adjust its

soda of operation significantly. The effects on the sector-are in part

reflected in statistics on market volume, which is expected to be

substantially lower than in the last three.years.

The complexity and breadth of the '86 Act with respect to tax-exempt

financing is only beginning to be fully understood and appreciated.

Clearly, the public finance sector is still reacting and adjusting to Tax

Reform. Further, some provisions of Tax Reform will come into effect for

the first time in 1988, including another reduction in the state-wide per

capita volume caps for most "private activity" bonds from $250 to $150.

Given the extent of the provisions in the '86 Act in this area, PSA

appreciates the sensitivity shown in the options pamphlet. Not only

would it be difficult to raise any additional revenue from further

restricting tax-exempt financing, but any further amendments, however

limited, would only add to the uncertainty in an already confused market.

With respect to these issues in the options book, PSA would like to

cement specifically on the proposal concerning the alternative minimum

tax, which would expand the list of preference items to include

tax-exempt interest from "additional bonds." PSA strongly opposes this

option for three reasons.

First, inclusion of the interest on public purpose bonds, including

general obligation bonds and other bonds issued to finance basic

governmental facilities, among the preference items seems to contradict

some of the basic tenete of the '86 Act. The proposal would levy direct
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taxation on the interest on state and local government bonds used to

finance what Congress has deemed to be the moat essential of government

services.

Second, extending the mnimum tax to outstanding general obligation

and private activity bonds would cause an immediate drop in the market

value of such bonds (held by a vide range of individuals).

Finally, extending the alternative minimum tax to "additional bonds"

is inefficient. It is unlikely that any significant revenue would be

raised. Bonds that are subjected to the mlnimm tax have higher yields

than other tax-exempt bonds, ranging from 25 to 40 basis points

(0.25-0.4%). Since only a portion of all taxpayers are subject to the

minima tax, the bulk of taxpayers investing in "minimum tax bonds"

receive the higher yields tax free, a windfall that only raises the costs

of projects financed by thece bonds. Expansion of the minimum tax would

merely raise yields on additional bonds and interest rates to issuers,

without a corresponding increase in revenue to the Treasury.

Revenue Options

PSA realizes that the Cosmittee must develop a package to raise

substantial revenue in order to meet deficit targets. We support this

effort, and suggest that actions taken to raise revenue should be

consistent with certain guidelines.

In particular, PSA urges the Committee to provide for additional

revenue without increasing the cost of borrowing to government--federal,

state and local. Increased governmental borrowing costs would only

exacerbate the existing strains on government finances. Moreover, if

governments are deterred from delivering essential, legitimate public

services because of-the high cost of financing them, the nation risks

further erosion of its infrastructure. Over the longer run, this erosion

would lead to greater public financial responsibilities in order to tend

to the neglect.

PSA is sympathetic with those who argue that this is too soon to

tinker further with the basic tenets of the 1986 Tax Reform. The 1986

legislation made sweeping chAnges, many of which are still not
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vell-understood. Revisions at this tine to the important provisions of

the 1986 Act vould only confuse matters.

Finally, the Cosmittee should devetop-*-cevenue package that vill not

unnecessarily distort economic decision-making. The '86 Act sought to

neutralize the effects of the tax code on everyday economic choices; the

'87 Reconciliation Act should not, in our view, add new distortions.

To sosarize, the new revenue package should maintain the principle

of economic decision-making, should hold constant the basic provisions of

the 1986 Tax Reform Act, and should avoid increasing the cost of

borrowing to governments.

Thark you for this opportunity to moment on the revenue options

before the Comittee.
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TESTIMONY OF
JOHN C. BUTLER, III

PRINCIPAL
PUTNAM, HAYES & BARTLETT, INC.

COST OF A NATIONAL VACCINE
COMPENSATION PROGRAM

I am John C. Butler, iII and I am a Principal of Putnam, Hayes E.
Bartlett, Inc. (PHB). PHB is an economic and management consulting firm
specializing In analysis of economic Issues concerning the environment,
energy, product liability, antitrust, and International trade, among other
Issues- My professional experience has centered on public policy analysis
of environmental and product liability Issues. Prior to joining PHB, I was
employed by the World Health Organization, the United Nations Environment
Programme, and the Environmental Protection Agency. Since 1984, I have
been engaged by the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) to estimate the
cost of vaccine compensation legislation. In preparing my testimony, I have
sought the expert advice of members of the Academy, including Dr. John
Freeman, Professor of Neurology and Pediatrics at Johns Hopkins
University, and other experts. Today, I will summarize my analysis of the
likely cost of a vaccine compensation program and estimate a vaccine
surcharge to create a self-financing program. I will also compare the cost
estimate prepared by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) with my cost
estimate.

CONCLUSIONS

As the Committee examines PL 99-660, I suggest it consider several
changes that could Increase the attractiveness of the Vaccine Compensation
Program to claimants and, at the same time, reduce the cost and financial
risk of the Program. (The recommended changes appear to be acceptable to
all Interested parties.) Specifically:

* Lump sum payments should be substituted for the current
pay-as-you-go approach. This change would reduce the financial
risk to the Compensation Program in later years.

" Limit compensation awards only to those suffering long-term
Injury or death rather than compensating those with less severe
Injuries. This change cuts annual program costs by a factor of
three.

* Delay compensation payments until one year after a tax on vaccines
is Imposed. This change would avoid the need to borrow Program
startup costs.

I would also suggest the Committee consider reducing the limit on past
claims from 3,500 to about 2,000. This would contribute to financial
stability and predictability of Program costs.

With these changes to PL 99-660, the likely costs of the Program are
given In Exhibit 1 (see page 6). Program costs would be minimal in the

PLrTNAM, HAYES & BARTLETT INC.
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first year, peak in the second year at $118 million, and in the third year at
$90 million. Costs in the fourth year would drop to $36 million. Costs in
later years are expected to increase with inflation.

Cost estimates prepared by the CBO are more than three times higher
than these estimates. The principal reason for this difference Is that CBO
assumes an incidence rate of serious adverse reactions more than three
times the rate assumed by Academy experts and used In preparing my cost
estimates. The CBO Ignores the findings of recent CDC surveillance
studies on the rrte of adverse vaccine-related reactions. CBO based its
incidence estimate on a 1980 OTA study, which the OTA says produces
Incidence estimates consistent with those used In this testimony, and not
those used by CBO (see page 8).

I understand that the portion of Program costs attributable to past
injuries may be covered by a general revenue appropriation. Hence, the
vaccine surcharge would cover the cost of future injuries. Finally, due to
the uncertainties in estimating Program costs, I believe it is prudent to add
25 percent to the cost estimates I have developed to ensure financial
stability of the Program. Following the above suggestions, I recommend the
Committee adopt the following per dose surcharges to fund the Compensation
Program: DPT, $2.23; DT, $.03; MMR, $2.17; Polio, $.14. These
surcharges would add 25 percent and 12 percent to the private sector cost
of the DPT and MMR vaccines, respectively. The surcharge and percentage
cost increase would be much less for the other vaccines. Since the
recommended surcharges Include a 25 percent cushion above expected costs,
the Compensation Program should be solvent under a wide range of
conditions.

INTRODUCTION

In 1986, approximately 46 million vaccines were administered to
children to immunize them against such diseases as tetanus, diphtheria,
pertussis, polio, measles, mumps, rubella, and others under mandatory
vaccination programs. These immunization programs save many children
from disability and death, as well as protect society in general from
disease epidemics. However, each year a small number of children have
severe reactions to vaccines that result in permanent disability and, In some
cases, even death. It is unfair to expect parents with children suffering
severe vaccine-related injuries to shoulder the burden of medical,
rehabilitative, and other related expenses, since society Is the beneficiary
of compulsory immunization laws. Therefore, it is only fair for society to
provide prompt compensation for those few injured in the process.

Legislation signed by the President last year (referred to as PL
99-660) established a program to compensate victims of adverse reactions
following immunization. This program will not take effect until Congress
passes legislation to fund the National Vaccine Compensation Program. I
use the legislative framework described in PL 99-660 as a basis for
forecasting the cost of the program. However, my cost analysis differs

-2-
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from PL 99-660 In several important ways. First, the statute assumes
claimants would be paid expenses as Incurred on an annual basis. In my
analysis, It is assumed claimants would receive a lump sum award which
would equal the net present value (NPV) of expected future expenses,
including lost earnings. The National Vaccine Compensation Program could
use the lump sum award to purchase from private insurers an annuity which
would provide the claimant with guaranteed payments over his or her
lifetime.

Second, PL 99-660 would provide compensation not only for those
suffering long-term Injury or death but for adverse reactions of short
duration. I have shown in previous testimony that providing compensation
for these short-term and less severe reactions could treble annual program
costs.* Various proposals which appear to be acceptable to interested
parties would allow PL 99-660 to compensate only those suffering injuries
lasting more than six months in duration. My cost estimates assume this
type of change to the statute would be enacted. Finally, I assume that
compensation payments to families would not begin until one year after a tax
on vaccines was Imposed. This delay ensures that the Compensation
Program would not need to borrow startup funds.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

To estimate the likely cost of the program, the Committee needs to
determine:

* The number of cases of each type of illness category that would
receive compensation.

* The compensation cost per case for each type of Illness category.

* The number of past cases and the compensation these cases would
receive.

Once the cost -f the Compensation Program is known, then the Committee
can determine an appropriate vaccine tax rate to pay for the Program.

Number of Claims Expected

The Vaccine Injury Table In PL 99-660 determines the type of
presumptively compensable injuries. According to the latest data and

* See testimony of John C. Butler, III on Cost of A National Vaccine
Compensation Proqram, before Subcommittee on Select Revenue
Measures, House Ways & Means Committee, March 4, 1987.

-3-
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Information available from the Centers for Disease Control (C11C),
Department of Health and Human Services, and In consultation with the
AAP, I assume the following annual Incidence of adverse reactions following
Immunization:

Annual Incidence*

Deaths 11

Chronic cases with long-term Injury - 62

In addition, I assume that 1,032 past cases, which is approximately
equal to one-half of the long-term injuries or deaths expected to be
associated with vaccines during the last 24 years, would receive
compensation for future medical expenses and rehabilitation costs as
described In the statute.

Cost Per Case

The lump sum costs per case, Including the cost of reasonable attorney
fees and program administrative costs for new cases, are as follows:

Present Value Cost** -

Death $280,000

Chronic cases $450,000

In cases Involving death of an infant, the cost includes a $250,000
payment to the family plus -attorney fees and administrative costs. For
chronic cases, lost earnings account for 42 percent of case costs, medical
and rehabilitation costs (less payments received from Insurance companies)
account for 25 percent, pain and suffering accounts for 22 percent, and
legal and administrative costs for 11 percent. Cases incurred prior to
enactment receive compensation for medical expenses and rehabilitation costs
Incurred after enactment. The cost per case depends on the claimant's
age.

Incidence estimates are based on consultations with AAP experts and
on a letter to Mr. Doug Campbell from James D. Mason, Assistant
Surgeon General and Director of Centers for Disease Control, October
24, 1986.

See March 4 testimony of John C. Butler, III for a description of cost
assumptions and approach used In developing projections.

-4-
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Compensation Program Cost Projections

Given the above estimates on the number of cases, the average cost per
case, and the assumptions on changes to PL 99-660 (namely, the use of
lump sum awards, compensation awards only for those suffering long-term
Injury or death, and the staggering of compensation payments and tax
receipts), the likely cost of a compensation program is shown In Exhibit 1.
First year costs are minimal because compensation payments are delayed
until the second year. High second and third year costs result from
payment of past claims in those years, and payment of both first year and
second year new cases in the second year. Costs In later years cover
vaccine injuries or deaths that occur In those years.

The estimates shown In Exhibit I are based on the latest Information
on cost of treatment and rehabilitative care, and on the advice of expert
pediatricians on the likely number of compensable adverse reactions
following Immunization. However, cost estimates are Imprecise because of
limitations in estimating incidence, uncertainties in the size of pain and
suffering awards, the number of past claims, and so forth. Therefore,
given these limitations, I believe it would be prudent to Increase these
estimates by 25 percent.

Comparison With CBO Cost Estimates

The Congressional Budget Office has recently prepared several
alternative estimates of the National Vaccine Compensation Program
established by PL 99-660.* The alternative CBO estimates are composed by
varying the assumed lifetime of Injured claimants and the discount rate used
to value future payments. While the CBO estimates do not account for the
proposed changes to PL 99-660 as suggested above, they can most readily
be compared to a cost estimate Included in my March 4, 1987 testimony.
Exhibit 2 compares the CBO's estimate used by the staff of the Joint Tax
Committee to calculate vaccine surcharges with my earlier cost estimate.
This Exhibit shows the CBO estimate to be more than three times higher
than my estimate. The principal reason for this result is hat the CBO
incidence estimates -- and, therefore, claim rate -- are more than three
times higher than the Incidence estimates I used. Exhibit 2 also shows that
if the CBO Incidence figures were replaced with the incidence figures I
used, then the cost forecasts are In substantial agreement.

See June 8, 1987 memorandum to the Joint Tax Committee on "Net
Present Value Estimates and Annual Cost Estimates for the National
Vaccine Injury Compensation Trust Fund."

-5-
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ANNUAL VACCINE

Year 1

Past Claims

New Claims

Administrative Costs

TOTAL

2

2

EXHIBIT I

COMPENSATION PROGRAM COST

($ Millions)

Year 2 Year 3

53 55

64 34

1

90

1

lie

Year 4 Year 5

35

1

36

37

1

38

I



EXHIBIT 2

COMPARISON OF CBO AND PHB COST PROJECTIONS

ANNUAL PROGRAM COSTS
($ Millions)

Year 1

Butler Core Case Estimate
(March 4, 1987 Testimony)

CBO Estimate

(65 year life expectancy.

2 percent discount rate)

CBO Estimate with Butler

(CDC) Incidence Figures

125

441

145

Year 2

36

133

40

Year 3

37

139

42

Year 4 Year 5

39

1145

44

154

46

7":
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One might ask: How could the Incidence estimates be so different?
As mentioned earlier, estimating the number of serious adverse reactions
cannot be accomplished with certainty. There are conflicting Incidence
estimates of various reactions, and no one really understands why these
adverse reactions occur. The CBO assumed 226 serious adverse reactions
would occur annually; I assume 73. The CBO incidence figures were
derived from a 1980 study prepared by the Office of Technology Assessment
(OTA).* In that study, the authors claim that the Incidence figures were
only "reasonable ballpark estimates." Furthermore, the authors state: "We
suspect that this estimate is likely to be in error on the high rather than
on the low side." (It should be noted that the American Academy of
Pediatrics used these incidence data until better data became available.'
The incidence estimates I used were based on the advice of Academy
experts and a review of two recent CDC surveillance studies published
subsequent to the OTA report. The surveillance studies reviewed the
results of CDC's monitoring system, which gathers information on the
number of vaccine-related Injuries. Based on an analysis of these data and
other information, the Academy believes that as many as 75 vaccine-related
injuries cou;d occur per year.** This figure Is about one-third the
Incidence rate assumed In CBO's current cost estimate.

In a recent communication to Congressman Waxman, the OTA has
reviewed various estimates of the number of serious reactions associated
with childhood vaccines.*** The OTA concluded that "a reasonable estimate
derived from these analyses is that between 60 to 80 long-term disabilities
and deaths occur annually, with deaths accounting for about 10 percent of
the cases." The OTA Indicates titat Its estimate of 60 to 80 serious
reactions is "generally compatible" with the estimates I have used in this
testimony. The OTA also says that "a federal compensation program can be
expected to stimulate reporting of additional, unreported injuries, as well as
Injuries that may not be associated with vaccination, which could be a
significant number." While the statute's limitations requiring compensable
events to occur within three days of vaccination provides safeguards on the
number of cases, I believe It would be prudent to increase the cost
projections by 25 percent to account for a possible increase In the number
of cases reported.

In sum, the CBO cost projections are more than three times higher

4 Compensation For Vaccine-Related Injuries: A Technical Memorandum,
Office of Technology Assessment, November 1980.

, See letter to Rudolph C. Penner, Director, CBO, from Dr. Martin H.
Smith, President, American Academy of Pediatrics.

• See letter to the Honorable Henry Waxman from John Gibbons,
Director, Office of Technology Assessment, July 14, 1987.
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than my forecasts. The principal reason for this result is that CBO
incidence assumptions are three times higher. CBO bases its incidence
assumptions on a 1980 OTA report, which the OTA says produces estimates
of long-term disabilities and deaths that are consistent with the estimates I
used, not those estimates used by CBO. Since I suggested that PL 99-660
be amended to clarify that only long-term injuries plus deaths should
receive compensation, I believe the appropriate cost estimates are those I
present in this testimony. Finally, I would increase by 25 percent the cost
estimates given In Exhibit 1 to account for possible underreporting of
Injuries.

Vaccine Surcharge

The Vaccine Compensation Program may be financed by a surcharge
levied on all vaccine manufacturers. This vaccine surcharge would be
added to the cost of each vaccine In proportion to the number of adverse
events associated with that vaccine. For example, 76 percent of all serious
vaccine Injuries are believed to be caused by vaccines containing the
pertussis antigen. Hence, the surcharge on vaccines containing the
pertussis antigen would account for 76 percent of revenues.

The procedure for determining the per dose surcharge is as follows:

* Allocate program costs to each vaccine type in proportion to the
number of adverse events caused by that vaccine.

* Divide the allocated program costs by the expected number of
doses distributed.

* Follow the Joint Tax Committee's convention for ensuring excise
taxes are tax revenue neutral and Increase the surcharge
computed in step 2 by one-third.

Finally, in determining the vaccine surcharge I consider two scenarios.
First, I assume that the surcharge would cover all expenses for past and
future claims. Second, I assume a general revenue appropriation would
cover compensation for past claims and the surcharge would cover all other
program costs. Exhibit 3 lists the vaccine surcharges necessary to cover
the cost of all expected past and future claims. The surcharges are
constant at a high level for the first three years because of the need to
pay past claims. The surcharges decrease in the fourth year and in later
years because only new claims would be paid in those years.

Exhibit 4 lists the vaccine surcharges needed to cover the remaining
program costs when past claims are paid by general revenues. In this
case, a levelized surcharge for the first five years was developed. Finally,
to account for possible underreporting of adverse reactions, I believe it
would be prudent to increase the surcharge by 25 percent to ensure the
solvency of the program. These surcharges are also listed In Exhibit 4.

-9-
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EXHIBIT 3

VACCINE SURCHARGE TO COVER TOTAL PROGRAM COST
($ Per Dose)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

$3.52

.04

3.43

.23

$3.52 $3.52 $1.85 $1.95

.04 .04 .03 .03

3.43 3.43 1.81 1.89

.23 .23 .12 .13

The surcharge variation by vaccine is based on the relative incidence of
adverse reactions as described in HR-5546.

Note: Subsequent years' surcharges would Increase with inflation.
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EXHIBIT 4

VACCINE SURCIIARGES TO COVER COST
($ Per Dose)

Levelized Surcharge

Years 1-5

$1.79

.02

OF FUTURE CLAIMS*

25% Buffer Surcharge

Years 1-5

$2.23

.03

1.73 2.17

.12 .15

The surcharge variation by vaccine Is based on the relative Incidence of
adverse reactions as described In HR-5546.

Past claims are assumed to be paid by
appropriation. Hence, the surcharges only need
costs of future claims.

a general revenue
to cover the program
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At this level, the $2.23 surcharge on DPT vaccines and the $2.17 surcharge
on MMR vaccines would Increase the private sector costs of these vaccines
by 25 percent and 12 percent, respectively.

One key objective of the program Is to ensure that It is self-financing,
that Is, the program would remain solvent under a wide range of condi-
tions. Exhibit 5 shows the Vaccine Compensation Program revenues, costs,
and cash balances assuming that 25 percent more claimants than expected
receive compensation.* As the Exhibit shows, even If 25 percent more
claims are paid than expected, a positive cash balance in the fifth year of
about $1 million would result. If the number of claims paid were equal to
the CDC Incidence assumptions (i.e., the expected number of claims), then
the cash balance would be given by the curve labeled Expected Cash
Balance. The size of the expected cash balance is the safety margin on the
solvency of the Program. As the Exhibit indicates, the Vaccine
Compensation Program with the suggested vaccine surcharges could-remain
solvent under a wide range of conditions.

This Exhibit assumes past claims would be paid by a general revenue
appropriation. A similar exhibit including past claims (not shown)
shows the same conclusions, that is, the Program with the suggested
surcharges could remain solvent under a wide range of conditions.

-12-
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Exhibit 5

VACCINE PROGRAM REVENUES AND COSTS

..PROGRAM OUTLAYS W/25% MORE CLAIMS

REVENUE
• . .. ,.....

%- - EXPECTED CASH BALANCE

CASH BALANCE W/25% MORE CLAIMS
S------------------- -------------------------------

2 3 4 5

YEARS

SOURCE: Putnam. Hayes & Bartlett. Inc., July 1987.
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STATEMENT OF

WILLIAM R. HOWELL

ON BEHALF OF

THE RETAIL TAX COMMITTEE OF COMMON INTEREST

SUBMITTED TO

THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

"Revenue Increase Options"

August 12, 1987

Introduction

I am William R. Howell, Chairman of the Board and Chief
Executive Officer of the J. C. Penney Company, Inc. I am
presenting this statement on behalf of the ten general
merchandise retailing companies and two major retail trade
associations which are members of the Retail Tax Committee of
Common Interest, who have worked cooperatively on federal tax
policy issues for approximately ten years. A list of our members
is attached.

This statement is presented to the Committee to urge that
your consideration of potential tax increases needed to meet the
FY 1988 budget reconciliation requirements exclude those options
which would undermine the significant contribution that the Tax
Reform Act of 1986 (the 1986 Act) made toward a more efficient
and equitable federal income tax system. Specifically, we urge
that the individual and corporate income tax rate reductions be
allowed to go into effect as enacted without delay or
revisions. Our support for full implementation of these rate
reductions includes opposition to a surtax or any other proposal
which would increase tax rates in less visible ways. Increasing
tax rates would not only break an explicit understanding between
the Congress and taxpayers, it would also provide a powerful
argument for those who would seek to reinstate special provisions
which were repealed or limited in conjunction with rate
reductions last year.

We also urge that other options, including limitations on
the deductibility of advertising costs, increases in the tax
costs of maintaining pension plans and providing certain other
benefits to employees, imposition of certain new excise taxes,
restrictions on or repeal of the LIFO method of accounting for
inventories, and increases in FUTA taxes, each of which would
adversely impact our already high tax burdens, be set aside.
Finally, we recommend that major new tax systems not be
considered in the context of FY 1988 reconciliation legislation.

These comments are limited to those options discussed in the
revenue options pamphlet, issued by the staff of the Joint
Committee on Taxation on June 25, 1987, which would have a
negative impact on the retailing industry. With the exception of
the comments concerning preservation of the scheduled rate
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reductions, which we view as of primary importance, the order in
which these comments discuss particular revenue options is not
intended to reflect the relative priority of each of the options
for members of the Retail Tax Committee.

I. Full Implementation Of The

Income Tax Rate Reductions

A. The Effects of Prior Law

Prior to the 1986 Act, the Internal Revenue Code had become
a bewildering array of provisions which benefited specific
groups, activities or investments. For more than 20 years, the
list of deductions, credits and other special rules had expanded
to encourage taxpayers to undertake certain economic
activities. These special provisions offered taxpayers the
ability to shield income from the burden of high tax rates. The
allure of these provisions was so strong that many business
executives, individual investors and wage-earning taxpayers were
perennially tempted to enter into transactions with limited
economic merit because the tax benefits of such transactions were
so attractive.

The economic inefficiencies of such tax-motivated decisions
became increasingly apparent in the early 1980's. Various media
issued reports of overbuilt and underutilized commercial
buildings; advertisements promoted "TAX SHELTERS;" professionals
who earned substantial incomes from legal tax avoidance schemes
proliferated. These trends were the results of efforts to take
advantage of provisions to avoid high tax rates.

The exploitation of such legitimate tax-avoidance
opportunities began to take its toll in political terms. The
news accounts of individual and corporate taxpayers who earned
substantial incomes but paid little or no federal income tax were
annoying annual reminders of the shortcomings of a system based
on high rates and numerous exceptions. Although the top
individual tax rate was 50 percent, it is widely believed -- and
perhaps accurately so -- that not more than a relative handful of
very high income individuals were actually subjected to the top
marginal rate. Although large, financially profitable
corporations were theoretically subject to the top corporate tax
rate of 46 percent, the disparities among effective tax rates was
substantial, ranging from 35 percent or higher for a few
industries (including retailing in general) t9 5 percent or even
lower for others.

One increasingly troublesome effect of these news accounts
was the lessened confidence of American taxpayers in the fairness
and equity of the income tax. For a tax system based on self-
assessment by citizens, this growing cynicism was a critical
problem. When the tax reform process began in earnest two years
ago, one of the principal objectives was to address this
potentially devastating compliance problem. The result of that
process is a combination of reduced rates and a broader tax base
which is producing a system under which taxpayers are much more
likely to perceive that a fair share of the federal tax burden is
being paid by everyone.

B. The Effective Tax Rates of Retailers

For many years, the retailing industry has been subject to
significantly higher effective tax rates than many other
industries because the deductions, credits and other provisions
which were of use to our companies were relatively few in
number. Therefore, we strongly supported the fundamental
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features of the tax packages proposed by the President and by
this Committee. We were -- and are -- confident that the long-
term benefits of an income tax system based on lower rates
applied to a broader base outweigh the potential problems
associated with short-term, transitional disruptions in business
and personal decision-making.

Members of the Retail Tax Committee recognized that such a
major overhaul of the income tax system would not have been
realized without some painful .and unpopular revisions to prior
law. Our companies are experiencing the unpleasant results of
tax reform along with other industries for which the negative
impact of the 1986 Act has been widely publicized.

It is important that this Committee understand that news
accounts in recent months have been incorrect in assuming that
the retailing industry in general realized a tax reduction under
the 1986 Act. In fact, the ten members of the Retail Tax
Committee will all pay more federal income taxes for several
years under the 1986 Act than under prior law. This increase in
effective tax rates for our companies is the result of two
changes in tax accounting methods which impact retailing very
heavily -- (1) the repeal of the installment method for sales
made under revolving credit plans (while-other types of
installment sales were not affected so harshly), and (2) the
enactment of new comprehensive inventory capitalization rules.
On average, it will be 1992 or 1993 before reduced tax rates will
allow the cumulative income tax burden under the 1986 Act to fall
to the level which our companies would have paid under prior law.

C. The Linkage of Rates and Reforms

As we contemplated the effects of these two accounting
changes and other reform features of the legislation, it was
explicitly understood by our members -- and, we believe, by
taxpayers in general -- that tax reform legislation was developed
as a package. The provisions which repealed or revised a number
of deductions, credits and other rules were tied to substantial
reductions in tax rates. This linkage was necessary for both
substantive and political reasons.

The substantive objectives of tax reform -- to reduce the
disparities in effective tax rates and to lessen the influence of
tax law on economic decisions -- required both broadening the
income tax base and reducing tax rates. Absent the rate
reductions, the base broadening reform provisions would have
imposed crippling tax burdens on the economy, and the intended
benefits of tax reform would never be achieved.

Politically, it is widely acknowledged that the ability to
adopt legislation in both the House and the Senate was
conditioned on lessening the pain of reform with general rate
reductions. Absent the rate reductions, it is likely that only a
relative handful of proponents of tax reform could have been
found either on Capitol Hill or anywhere else in Washington or
around the country.

Proposals for delaying or limiting or otherwise diminishing
the individual and corporate tax rate reductions ignore the
reasons that the reductions were enacted. If any such proposal
were allowed to become law, it would produce at least three
undesirable results. First, it would limit the long-term
benefits which were the primary goals of the 1986 Act. Second,
it would break an explicit understanding with taxpayers regarding
the reform package and rekindle the cynicism of recent years
about federal taxation. Third, it would set in motion the
inevitable efforts to reinstate old provisions and to enact new
provisions to mitigate the effects of the higher rates.
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II. Surtaxes As Rate Increases

Proposals for imposing surtaxes should not be considered as
anything other than tax rate increases by another name and
therefore should be disregarded by the Committee. Whether a
surtax is imposed on income tax liability after tax credits are
claimed, on income tax liability before creats are claimed, on
taxable income or in some more exot-c manner, the result is the
same -- a higher rate of tax is imposed than under the law as now
scheduled to go into effect. Therefore, a surtax is simply a
less direct means for raising tax rates.

However, a surtax has one other undesirable characteristic;
it does not apply uniformly to all taxpayers. Retailers have
historically opposed surtaxes because the wide disparities in
effective tax rates among different industries would lead to wide
disparities in the impact of a surtax. For example, a 10 percent
surtax applied to a taxpayer who is subject to a 35 percent
effective tax rate produces the equivalent of a 3.5 percent rate
increase. However, the 10 percent surtax applied to a taxpayer
who is subject only to a 15 percent effective tax rate produces
the equivalent of only a 1.5 percent rate increase.

The 1986 Act made significant progress in reducing the gap
between high and low effective rates in the corporate community,
although our Retail Tax Committee members are not going to
benefit from reduced rates for many years. But the gap has not
been closed. To impose a surtax would be inequitable and would
reverse a portion of the progress made by the 1986 Act.

III. Limitations On Deductibility
Of Advertising Expenses

The revenue options pamphlet includes proposals which would
limit the deductibility of advertising costs. We oppose any
restriction on the full deductibility of advertising costs in the
year they are incurred by retailers. Proposals to limit such
deductions are based on a misunderstanding of the functions
served by advertising in the ordinary course of conducting a
retailing business.

To a very substantial degree, our advertising is designed to
apprise consumers immediately of current availability and pricing
information concerning specific items or lines of merchandise.
Such advertising provides consumers with the comparative
information that is vital to the efficient functioning of
consumer markets. Absent a steady flow of such information,
consumers must either expend their time and resources looking for
alternative suppliers of desired goods and competitive prices or,
more likely, purchase desired goods from the first retailer they
visit who has the goods on hand., Such a lack of price and
product information inhibits the consumers' ability to maximize
purchasing power and also discourages aggressive competition.
Both of these unfortunate results also restrict an economy's
ability to grow.

Furthermore, the nature of the retailing business, with
profitability depending on high sales volume, requires a
continuous flow of current price and product information to
maintain the immediate interest of a broad range of potential
customers. To suggest that advertising a line of seasonal
merchandise in general -- much less a weekend price reduction on
specific merchandise such as VCR units -- will produce any
benefit/capital asset that has a life which extends beyond a few
dais or weeks is to fail to understand the purpose of such
advertising altogether.
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We urge that our advertising costs continue to be deductible
in the year in which the costs are incurred. As a matter of tax
policy, limiting the current deduction for advertising costs
would be an unjustified departure from allowing "ordinary and
necessary" expenses of a business to be deducted when computing
the income of a retailer. Retail advertising expenditures do not
produce a separate and distinct asset which benefits the taxpayer
for longer than the year for which income is being computed.
Therefore, such advertising costs should be fully deductible in
the year the costs are incurred.

IV. Proposals Relating To Pension Plans

The revenue options pamphlet discusses several proposals
which would raise revenue by changing certain requirements for
private pension plans. These include a proposal to increase
premiums for the Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation (PBGC) and
a proposal to modify the ERISA "full funding limitation," which
would effectively reduce the maximum deductible contribution an
employer could make to a pension plan.

Retail Tax Committee members, including the members of the
National Retail Merchants Association and the American Retail
Federation, have approximately 16,000,000 employees. A large
number of these employees are covered by defined benefit pension
plans and employee benefit programs and would therefore be
directly affected by the proposals. Thus, the Retail Tax
Committee is highly concerned about proposals which would impact
pension plan responsibilities. Specifically, the Retail Tax
Committee has adopted three positions with respect to these
issues.

First, the Retail Tax Committee supports the concept of a
variable premium which would encourage employers maintaining
underfunded defined benefit plans to increase the level of plan
contributions, thus increasing employee benefit security and
reducing the PBGC's potential liability. However, we oppose
proposals to increase the "base" premium, which would impose
additional costs on employers with no corresponding increase in
benefits (i.e., PBGC guarantees) received. Second, while we
support the concept of a full funding limitation, we oppose the
proposals to redefine the limitation as a multiple of a plan's
-"termination liability." Such a limit could undermine one of the
fundamental policy goals of ERISA, which is to encourage
employers to make adequate contributions to provide retirement
benefits. Third, we support the Administration's proposal to the
extent that it would permit an employer to elect to utilize
excess pension plan assets for the purpose of funding retiree
medical accounts without requiring the employer to terminate a
petaLsion plan and without subjecting the amount withdrawn to an
excise tax. This proposal would help ensure that retirees
receive needed medical benefits.

V. Proposals Relating To Employee Benefits

Under current law, an employer may provide certain
necessities to employees the value of which is excludable, to
some extent, from the employee's income and from wages for
purposes of the FICA and FUTA taxes. As listed in the revenue
options pamphlet, these "employee benefits" include the provision
of.: (1) health coverage; (2) group-term life insurance; (3) death
benefits; (4) dependent care assistance; and (5) certain meals
and lodging for the convenience of the employer. Under certain
restrictions, these important benefits may be provided under
flexible "cafeteria plans" which permit employees to choose
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various forms of benefits according to their need. The pamphlet
suggests that the beneficial tax treatment accorded these
employee benefit systems could be restricted or repealed in order
to raise revenue.

We urge the Committee to retain the current tax law
treatment of such employee benefits. The current tax treatment
encourages creation of employee benefit programs to which
employees otherwise might not have access, might overlook or
might decide to ignore. An employer's provision to employees of
health insurance, life insurance, death benefits and dependent
care assistance is an effective and efficient means of assuring
that a wide range of employees can afford access to systems of
personal and family security which have become necessities in our
society.

Another proposal that would have a significantly adverse
impact on employees would impose a five percent excise tax on net
investment income of all tax-exempt corporations or trusts.
Great numbers of employees participate in pension and profit-
sharing plans maintained by their employers. Amounts transferred
to such plans provide retirement security for many employees in
an era when the government retirement system -- social security
-- may not be able to provide adequate retirement benefits.
Imposing an excise tax on net investment income earned by pension
and profit-sharing plans would directly undermine the
effectiveness of the private retirement system which has been
carefully nurtured by Congress. Therefore, we urge the Committee
to protect the efficient and carefully developed private
retirement system by not considering any excise tax on the income
of qualified trusts established for pension and profit-sharing
plans.

VI. Proposals Relating To Luxury Excise Taxes

The revenue options pamphlet contains proposals which would
impose excise taxes on items such as automobiles, boats and
yachts, general aviation aircraft, furs, televisions and other
electronic entertainment products and Jewelry. Several of the
proposals include thresholds for application of the excise taxes
-- e.g., an excise tax on autos would be imposed only to the
extent that the value of an auto exceeds $20,000. The apparent
purpose of these thresholds is to limit the impact of the tax to
"wealthy" taxpayers.- Thus, the pamphlet labels the proposed
excise taxes "luxury excise taxes."

We oppose these taxes. As the pamphlet notes, certain
excise taxes similar to those proposed were repealed by Congress
under the Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965. The reasons which
led Congress to repeal such taxes in 1965 continue to apply in
1987.

For any retail excise tax to raise substantial revenue, it
must apply to items which are purchased by a large consumer
population, including mostly lower and middle income persons.
For example, the pamphlet contains one proposal which would
impose a 10 percent tax on the value of consumer electronic
entertainment products (including televisions, radios, stereos,
VCRs, video cameras and related products). Not surprisingly,
this proposal is the only luxury excise tax proposal which would
raise substantial revenue -- $7.3 billion over three years. Yet,
the burden of such a tax would be borne disproportionately by the
many lower to middle income customers who purchase electronic -
entertainment products such as televisions, radios and stereos.
In addition, because these products are sold by many retailers,
the costs for both retailing companies and the government of
administering such a tax would be substantial.
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While the other luxury excise tax proposals generally
include thresholds designed to limit the regressive impact of the
taxes, it is doubtful that 3uch thresholds accomplish this
objective. Even if the regressivity of these excise tax
proposals could be limited, the resulting tax would not raise
enough revenue to justify the costs for both businesses and the
government of administering the tax, which was a principal reason
for the repeal of similar excise taxes in 1965.

We urge the Committee to prevent the littering of the
federal tax laws with inefficient and unfair "luxury" excise
taxes.

VII. Proposals Relating To The LIFO Method
Of Inventory Accounting

The revenue options pamphlet includes proposals which would
repeal or penalize the use of the last-in, first-out (LIFO)
method of accounting for inventories. We strongly urge the
Committee to retain the LIFO method of inventory accounting as
provided under current law. The LIFO method has long been
accepted as an accurate method of reporting income for financial
statement purposes. In fact, as noted in the pamphlet, the LIFO
method is considered by many to be the most accurate means of
measuring income during periods of inflation.

For example, consider a retailer who sells televisions and
whose inventory of televisions grows steadily over a period of
years. Under the LIFO assumption, the retailer computes ending
inventory for each year by assuming that the televisions sold
during any year are the televisions which were most recently
purchased from the retailer's supplier. Thus, during a period of
inflation, the retailer computes income by charging against gross
sales revenues the costs of televisions most recently purchased
from the supplier (i.e., televisions purchased at current, or
near current supplier prices). If the retailer uses the FIFO
assumption during a period of inflation, income would be computed
by charging against gross sales revenues the costs of televisions
purchased in a prior period when prices of televisions were lower
than current prices. Thus, on a continuing basis, the LIFO
method more clearly reflects "real" income (i.e., gross revenues
at current prices less costs of goods sold at current prices),
while the FIFO method reflects inflated or "nominal" income
(i.e., gross revenues at current prices less costs of goods sold
at prior/lower prices).

Moreover, even if the LIFO method were viewed as some form
of tax preference item, current tax law includes a self-enforcing
mechanism against aggressive use of the method. The "LIFO
conformity requirement" assures that while a LIFO taxpayer may
report a lower income for tax purposes, the taxpayer must also
report reduced earnings to its shareholders, partners and
creditors. Thus, the LIFO conformity requirement operates to
prevent aggressive use of the LIFO method for tax purposes. The
self-enforcing nature of the LIFO conformity requirement is
similar to the rationale behind the alternative minimum tax's
"book income preference" which was enacted by the 1986 Act.

VIII. Federal Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) Provisions

The revenue options pamphlet Includes proposals which would
raise revenue from the FUTA tax system. One proposal would index
the FUTA wage base. Another would extend the temporary component
of the gross FUTA tax rate which was specifically enacted to
repay advances from genera" revenues to the Extended Unemployment
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Compensation account. These advances were provided for the sole
purpose of financing extended unemployment benefits during a
period of massive economic dislocation in the 1970's. The
temporary rate component of 0.2 percent is scheduled to expire on
January 1, 1988, because the advances were fully repaid in 1987.

We oppose changes to the FUTA tax system in the context of
raising general revenues to meet reconciliation revenue
targets. The FUTA tax exists for the specific purpose of
financing the federal government's responsibilities with respect
to the Joint federal-state government unemployment insurance
program. It should not be subject to the pressures of general
federal budgetary demands. Of special concern is the proposal to
extend the temporary 0.2 percent component of the gross FUTA tax
rate. This extension would not only set an undesirable precedent
of the federal government undermining the purposes of the
unemployment insurance program for general revenue needs, it
would also place an additional burden on payroll taxes as a
source of federal revenues. Indexing the wage base would result
in continuing additional increases in tax costs.

The result of increased labor costs for labor intensive
employers such as retailing companies is almost always a
reduction of full- and part-time jobs. Thus, there is a
significant risk that the proposed extension of the temporary
FUTA rate component and the proposed indexing of the wage base
could have the ironic result of causing further unemployment by
the very mechanism intended to alleviate the burdens of
unemployment. Therefore, we urge the Committee to avoid looking
to the FUTA tax system as a means of raising general revenues.

IX. General Consumption Taxes

One group of proposals which has been presented in the
revenue options pamphlet is labeled "General Consumption Taxes"
and includes variations of a value-added tax. We believe that
consideration of such proposals is not appropriate at this time
for two practical reasons.

First, the implementation of any new tax system takes
time. The more complex the system, the longer the period during
which its rules and regulations should be prepared and then
studied by taxpayers. Any broadly-based general consumption tax
system would clearly fall into this category. Development and
implementation of such a new system in the context of a
reconciliation bill which .is intended to affect FY 1988 does not
appear to be a reasonable possibility.

Second, the potential revenue to be gained from an entirely
new system would far exceed the reconciliation requirements for
FY 1988 and even for the three-year period FY 1988-1990. Such
options would seem out of place in this context.

In addition, the consideration of a new revenue system
should be undertaken in a manner which allows a full review of
the many problems and economic policy concerns which such a new
system would present. Like income tax reform, this would be a
lengthy process and could not reasonably be undertaken in the
context of reconciliation.
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF
SHRINERS HOSPITALS FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN

CONCERNING NEW TAXES ON THE NONPROFIT SECTOR

Joint Committee on Taxation Release of
June 25, 1987 (JCS-17-87)

REPRESENTING:

Shriners Hospitals for Crippled Children
2900 Rocky Point Drive
Tampa, Florida 33607

813/885-2575

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This statement is submitted on behalf of Shriners Hospitals

for Crippled Children, which operates 20 free hospitals

throughout the United States. Our organization is deeply

concerned that several staff proposals to raise revenues will do

lasting harm to the charitable sector, extract only modest

revenues, by government standards, and bring to an end a

tradition of support and encouragement for charitable services

which Government previously enhanced through its tax policies or

by direct financial assistance. In my personal opinion, biased

perhaps by long years of service to Shriners Hospitals, taxing

its endowment, or that of any other charitable entity, will not

serve the larger interests of our Nation or its economy, will

effectively de-stabilize many small colleges, community hospitals

and social service agencies, and ultimately jeopardize our

country's ability to protect its most precious resource, its

children.

The hospitals operated by Shriners Hospitals for Crippled

are absolutely free. No part of costs of the care and treatment

of medically indigent children last year, or for any year, were

borne directly or indirectly by the patient, his or her parents

or guardian, or by the United States, a state or municipality, or

any private or public welfare plan. Last year we treated 14,000

orthopaedic inpatients, 2,000 burns patients and more than

135,000 outpatient visits were recorded.
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The $170 million operating budget for 1988, adopted just two

weeks ago (which includes $16 million in research) and the

additional estimated $30 million construction budget per year,

are derived from donations and earnings on our substantial

endowment, now approximating $2.5 billion. Because essentially

all new gifts and bequests, and capital gains, are added to

endowment, our hospital system is prepared for the deluge of the

medical needs of crippled and burned children expected by the

year 2000.

Several weeks ago we strongly endorsed the Treasury's

position that passive investment income spent (or saved) for the

public good is in the public interest and should not be

taxed.-!/ We also emphatically endorsed the concept that

charities should not use their tax exemption to acquire, equip,

capitalize or subsidize business or commercial enterprises

unrelated to the public purpose of the charity. Our research

revealed no facts or circumstances, or prospects, for abuse of

endowment transactions, since existing law removes almost all

exploitation possibilities. Now, however, the staff of the Joint

Committee recommends several tax proposals which could cause our

charity, and the children we serve, untold and lasting harm.

Here's how several staff proposals would impact on us:

(1) A securities trading excise tax (STET), would tax

sales, exchanges and other non-gift transactions for all forms of

securities, including securities in endowments owned by

charities, based on the sales price. In 1986, we sold some $2.4

billion in marketable securities in the routine re-investment of

endowment assets and we purchased an equivalent amount. The

excise tax (rate of .005) on securities' sales would cost us at

least $12 million annually based on 1986 transactions.

/ Statement of 0. Don Chapoton (Deputy Assistant Secretary, Tax
Policy) on June 22, 1987, before Subcommittee on Oversight of the
House Ways and Means Committee.
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(2) A five percent federal income tax on net investment

income, including interest, dividends and capital gains, is

proposed, akin to the two percent tax taxing the investment

income of private foundations. In 1986, we earned net income of

about $136 million in dividends and interest and realized some

$155 million in capital gains. At a .05 rate of tax on this

endowment income, an additional $14.5 million in federal tax

would be payable, on top of the $12 million STET tax for

securities' transactions.

(3) The proposal also includes imposition of an income tax

on net appreciation In property passing from a decedent at death,

with possible rates being from 28 percent to 33 percent, the

income tax rates for 1988. As an alternate, there is a proposal

for carryover basis for the appreciated property. The taxation

proposal suggests an exemption for transfers to a surviving

spouse or charity. Although death time transfers of appreciated

property to charity may be exempt, this exemption could always be

diluted or repealeO, to our detriment, if action is taken on this

tax proposal.

Of the $150 million in gifts we received in 1986, about $120

million were gifts at death. Even if only a fourth of the total

value of property bequeathed represented the value of

appreciation in these gifts, estates of our donors face a

jeopardy of some $9 million to $11 million in income tax (using

28 percent to 33 percent as applicable rates). Since all state

tax allocation rules on inheritances impose upon the donee the

burden of taxation on bequests, a death time capital gains tax

(without a charitable exemption) could cost us upwards of $10

million annually, according to our estimates, and possibly much,

much more.

(4) One of the proposals suggests the elimination of the

current excise tax exemption for telephone taxes now enjoyed by

hospitals and schools. At a 3 percent rate of tax, our tax

burden from this repeal would be $33,000 based on the $1.1

million phone bill paid in 1986. If the rate of tax went to ten
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percent -- which is what it was during World War II, then our

costs would increase proportionately.

How do these new taxes impact the operations of our free

hospitals? Twenty-five million dollars in new taxes on our

hospital system equals the entire operating budgets of four of

our smaller hospitals including units located in Honolulu,

Houston, Brie and Twin Cities. Nationwide, for our orthopaedic

and spinal cord patients, we estimate our out of pocket

expenditures (no amortization of plant or equipment) at about

$9,000 per admission for orthopaedic cases; and about $6,000 per

admission for burns cases (not requiring reconstructive

surgery). If we had to pay the federal government $25.0 million

in taxes from our operating budget, these taxes can easily be

translated into the refusal to admit 3,000 children in need.

The Finance Committee press release indicated that it would.

focus on all revenue options, including those in the June 25

Joint Committee release. The nonprofit sector is not above

accountability through taxation, since it enjoys numerous

privileges and immunities which must be borne by the general

population. At our request, a Member of the House presented a

bill to the Congress in 1984 (H.R. 6388) which contained some

selective revenue raising measures -- to balance the revenue

costs associated with some charitable contribution incentives we

also proposed. In 1986, Congress adopted several of these

proposals and we are prepared to think anew with your help about

(1) some revenue raising measures which reduce or eliminate

abusive situations, (2) balancing revenue needs and social

policies, or (3) measures which are keyed to the prevailing

desire of the Administration to make users of Government services

bear their fair share of incremental costs. We believe this can

be done -- but not quickly -- and ncet without some correlation

between the burdens proposed and the value of social services

curtailed through tax increases.

>7 ly yours,

illiam Lehrfel d'dL

WJL/bb
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Smokeless
Tobacco
Council, Inc.

August 11, 1987

D Ms. Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
Senate Committee on Finance
20! Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Ms. Wilcox:

The Senate Committee on Finance Is evaluating various methods to create

new revenue In an attempt to deal with the federal deficit problem. Some

proposals under consideration would Increase excise taxes on cigarettes

and perhaps on other tobacco products. The Smokeless Tobacco Council,

which represents 99 percent of the manufacturers of snuff and chewing

tobacco In the United States, urges the Committee to resist any measure

which would Increase the excise taxes on these Items.

HISTORY OF EXCISE TAX ON SMOKELESS TOBACCO

The smokeless Industry became subject to federal excise tax In July of

1986 for the first time In over 20 years. The earlier excise tax on these

products was abolished In 1965. For federal excise tax purposes chewing

tobacco is now taxed at $.08 per pound, snuff at $.24 per pound. The

basis for the level of the taxation Implemented In the 99th Congress was

to extend the consumer price Index from the 1960's rate to the present.

The tax generates annually In Its entirety about $17.5 million In revenue

due to the fact that annual manufacturers' sales are about $850 million.

A smokeless tobacco tax, therefore, at any level would be Insignificant to

the deficit but the effect of increased taxation on the small smokeless

Industry's revenues would be disastrous. The current year finds

consumption of smokeless tobacco products declining appreciably. Growers

of these types of tobacco have already complained to Congress about the

Impact the reduction of demand hs had om the farm economies Is those

areas where the crop Is a staple. To again tax these products on the --
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heels of last year's tax Is apt to produce even more destructive effects

on the small tobacco farmers who depend on It for their livelihood.

AN INCREASE WOULD BE HARSHLY REGRESSIVE

Excise taxes are naturally regressive and a tax on smokeless Items would

be particularly hard on those low Income consumers who constitute the

market. According to the latest available Information, one-half of ill

smokeless users earn less than $25,000 and one half of them earn less than

$15,000. About 41 percent of smokeless tobacco consumers are blue collar

people for whom this product Is one of their few luxuries. Twenty-nine

states now tax smokeless products. A half-dozen of these first passed

their smokeless tobacco excise tax in 1986, after the renewal of the

recently Imposed federal excise tax on smokeless tobacco, Indicating that

states are Increasingly looking to smokeless tobacco as a revenue source.

Any increase in federal excise taxes would also encroach on an Important

revenue resource for states.

AN INCREASE WOULD BE INEOUITABLE AND UNWARRANTED

An excise tax Increase on smokeless tobacco would be unduly regressive and

would be unduly burdensome to manufacturers and consumers, while raising

very little revenue. An increase is therefore unwarranted and should be

rejected by your Committee as violative of all accepted standards of tax

equity.

I welcome this opportunity to present our Industry's views and to assist

the Committee In Its deliberations. We shall be following your activities

on the revenue options with great Interest.

Respectfully submitted,

MhelJerran
President
Smokeless Tobacco Council, Inc.

MJK:mg
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August 17, 1987

WRITTEN SUBMISSION OF
THE STOCK COMPANY INFORMATION GROUP
TO THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE OF THE
UNITED STATES SENATE CONCERNING
AN OPTIONS TO INCREASE REVENUE

The Stock Company Information Group ("SIG") submits
this statement for the record of the July 15-17, 1987, hearings
of the Committee on Finance concerning options to increase
revenue. This statement opposes the adoption of the various
proposals to change the taxation of life insurance and annuity
contracts, life insurance company reserves, and agents' commis-
sions, as set forth in the June 25, 1987 pamphlet of the Staff
of the Joint Committee on Taxation entitled-Description of
Possible Options to Increase Revenues Prepared for the
Committee on Ways and Means (the "hearing pamphlet"). This
statement supports, however, as an way to increase revenue,
adoption of the proposal to change the calculation of the "book
income" of mutual life insurance companies for alternative
minimum tax purposes, as set forth in the hearing pamphlet.

Introduction

The Stock Company Information Group is a coalition of
28 investor-owned life insurance companies organized in 1981 to
monitor tax legislative developments and to convey the views of
its membership on life insurance tax issues to the various in-
surance trade associations and to the Government. The SIG en-
compasses a majority of the 50 largest stock life insurance
companies in the United States, taking into account its mem-
bers' affiliated companies. The SIG has been privileged to
work closely with the Committee and its Staff in connection
with the development of the insurance tax provisions as part of
the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982, the Defi-
cit Reduction Act of 1984 (the "1984 Act"), and the Tax Reform
Act of 1986 (the "1986 Act"). A list of SIG members appears at
the end of this statement.

Among the revenue-raising options The Committee will
examine in seeking to meet its reconciliation instructions
under the budget resolution for fiscal year 1988 are several
proposals that would radically alter the way owners of life
insurance and annuity contracts are taxed and the way that life
insurance company reserves and agents' commissions are treated.
The SIG believes that these proposals are fundamentally unsound
and should be rejected, just as they were previously considered
and rejected by Congress. The SIG, therefore supports the
joint submission of the American Council of Life Insurance
("ACLI") and the Health Insurance Association of America
("HIAA") in urging that the Committee discard these proposals.
The SIG would also have the Committee note that full recon-
sideration of these and other proposals is currently scheduled,
by statute, to occur in 1989 with the aid of formal reports
from the Treasury Department. See section 231 of the 1984 Act.
Congress chose this more deliberate approach in recognition of
the relatively complex, and often inter-related, nature of the
items involved. Thus, taking up any of these proposals at this
time would at best be premature.

The Committee will also examine a proposal to adjust
the manner in which mutual life insurance companies compute
their alternative minimum tax liability. The SIG believes that
inclusion of this proposal in any revenue package the Committee
assembles is particularly appropriate since it not only would
raise revenue but also would correct a significant flaw in the
new alternative minimum tax enacted as part of the 1986 Act.
Indeed, failure to adopt this proposal would sanction the
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virtual exemption of the mutual life insurers -- including some
of the Nation't very largest corporations -- from the now
minimum tax rules, contrary to the evident design of Congress.

Part I of this statement discusses the proposals to
change the taxation of life insurance and annuity contracts,
life insurance company reserves, and agents' commissions and
the reasons why the SIG opposes them. Part II discusses the
proposal to change the calculation of the "book income" of
mutual companies for alternative minimum tax purposes and the
reasons why the SIG supports this proposal.

I. Proposals to Change Insurance
Company and Products Taxation

Without repeating all the reasons set forth in the
ACLI-HIAA submission, the SIG would like to take this oppor-
tunity to record its concerns over the following proposals.

A. Taxing the "Inside Buildup" of Life
Insurance And Annuity Contracts

The hearing pamphlet describes, on pages 221-227,
several options that would to a varying extent subject to
current taxation the "inside buildup" of life insurance and
annuity contracts. Under the most sweeping proposals, the
inside buildup on all newly issued life insurance policies, and
deferred annuity contracts held by natural persons, would be
subject to current tax. More limited variations on these
proposals include taxing the inside buildup of single premium
life insurance contracts (by changing the tax definition of
"life insurance contract") and on deferred annuities with
investments exceeding a specified cap. The various proposals,
however, all involve the fundamental isLue of the propriety of
taxing currently the inside buildup of life insurance and
deferred annuity contracts.

These proposals, if enacted, would reverse the long-
standing recognition that providing financial protection for
dependents in case of death through life insurance, and accumu-
lating funds for retirement through deferred annuities, are im-
portant social goals that individuals should be encouraged to
pursue. Since 1913, the income tax laws have taxed the owner
of a life insurance or annuity contract only when certain con-
tract distributions occur, rather than simply as cash values
build up. Time and again, Congress, and this Committee in par-
ticular, have rejected proposals to tax the inside buildup on
such contracts -- most recently in connection with the 1986
Act, and before that when the tax rules for life insurers and
their products were comprehensively revised as part of the 1984
Act.

Instead, Congress has appropriately chosen to refine
the relevant provisions of the tax law so that the current
treatment would be confined to those life insurance and annuity
contracts that are used in a manner consistent with the intent
of Congress underlying that treatment. Thus, in each of the
1982, 1984, and 1986 Acts Congress amended the tax rules to
ensure that only those life insurance contracts designed to
provide death benefit protection, and only those amounts
accumulated under deferred annuities to provide for future
retirement, would be accorded the historic treatment.

At odds with this more deliberate, studied approach
taken by Congress, these proposals would have the Committee
again consider what it has firmly rejected in the past. One of
the proposals, for example, would have the Committee consider a
precipitous and yet significant change in the carefully
crafted, highly complex definition of life insurance enacted in
1984 and amended in 1986. The proposal, apparently reasoning
that paying for a life insurance policy with some unspecified
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number of premiums is (magically) sounder than paying for it
with fewer premiums, would have the Committee quickly change a
statute which required a joint undertaking of Congress, the
Treasury Department, and numerous industry representatives over
three years to develop. If any provision of the tax law needed
to be reviewed on a careful, unhurried basis, in keeping with
the approach contemplated by section 231 of the 1984 Act,
surely it is the definition of life insurance.

Quite apart from the fact that Congress has appro-
priately rejected proposals such as these in the past, these
proposals contradict basic tax principles. In particular,
under the long-standing doctrine of constructive receipt,
potentially taxable gains that are "locked up" in property, and
thus are not reducible to cash without the surrender of
valuable rights in that property, do not properly constitute
income currently subject to tax. Congress naturally has been
hesitant to levy a tax on "income" that only theoreticaly
exists in a taxpayer's hands, since the tax must be paid with
cash rather than with theories. Taxing currently gains locked
up inside a life insurance or annuity contract, as these
proposals aim to do, would significantly raise the cost of
obtaining insurance protection or retirement security and thus
greatly discourage individuals form purchasing such contracts.
The SIG, therefore, strongly urges the Committee once again to
reject these proposals.

B. Changing the Treatment of Life Insurance Reserves

The hearing pamphlet describes, also on pages
221-227, several options that would change the way life insur-
ance companies treat their reserves for tax purposes. One op-
tion, for example, proposes to prohibit life insurance com-
panies from deducting increases in reserves for newly issued
life insurance and annuity contracts, confining them solely to
deducting amounts when benefits are paid. Another option pro-
poses to prohibit such a reserve deduction to the extent the
reserve exceeds the cash surrender value of a contLact.

These proposals run contrary to over 70 years of tax
policy and practice. Life insurance companies have always been
allowed a deduction from taxable income for any net increase in
life insurance reserves, and must include in income any net
decrease in those reserves. This historic treatment reflects a
recognition of the long-term nature of life insurance, annuity,
and noncancellable and guaranteed renewable accident and health
insurance contracts -- many of which have no cash values --
which cannot be accounted for with simplicity on an annual
basis other than by means of a reserve method. Congress and
state insurance regulators long ago came to understand this,
and Congress in particular has provided the tax rules that it
has for life insurers to ensure that their income and deduc-
tions are properly matched.

Adoption of the proposals would contradict this his-
torical pattern and result in a serious mismatching of income
and expenses. Ironically, it would place life insurance com-
panies, which by tax statute and state regulation report on an
accrual basis, on a cash receipts and disbursements method of
accounting for Federal income tax purposes, even as the tax law
has moved decidedly in the direction of requiring others to use
the accrual method in determining tax liability. For these and
other reasons, all such proposals should again be discarded.

C. Treating the Reserve Deduction as a Tax Preference

The hearing pamphlet, on page 224, describes an op-
tion under which the deduction a life insurance company takes
for life insurance reserves would be treated as an item of tax
preference under the new alternative minimum tax. Classifica-
tion as a tax preference, however, typically is reserved for
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those instances where special tax treatment representing a de-
parture from settled tax policy is accorded to select persons
or transactions. The deduction for life insurance company re-
serves, however, is a cornerstone of insurance company tax-
ation, which has existed in one form or another since 1913. As
just discussed, this historic treatment reflects a recognition
that the contracts for which these reserves are held are long-
term in nature, and a deduction for reserves is necessary to
avoid a severe mismatching of income and expenses. It is dif-
ficult to understand the basis for this proposal, beyond the
bald fact that it raises revenue. The SIG, therefore, urges
its rejection.

D. Capitalization of Agents' Commissions

As a final matter, the hearing pamphlet describes, on
pages 238-239, an option under which a life insurance company
would be required to capitalize the agents' commissions it pays
as an expense of earning premium income and to amortize them
over a certain period. As is the case with many of the pro-
posals considered so far, this proposal was carefully consider-
ed and rejected by Congress in its comprehensive revision of
life insurance company taxation under the 1984 Act.

The principal justification offered for the proposal
is that capitalization is necessary to limit for tax purposes
an apparent mismatching of income and expenses, since agents'
commissions are deductible in determining an insurer's gain or
loss from operations on its annual statement. But, as the
hearing pamphlet itself acknowledges, this overlooks (among
other things) the fact that well-settled tax accounting prin-
ciples fully support the current treatment of agents' commis-
sions, particularly since these expenses are completely accrued
for tax purposes. It also overlooks the fact (as, again, the
hearing pamphlet acknowledges) that the method applicable in
determining of life insurance reserves deductible for tax pur-
poses under section 807(d) of the Internal Revenue Code -- the
Commissioners Reserve Valuation Method -- is a preliminary term
method which forgoes initial reserve deductions in order to
provide for the expensing of policy acquisition costs (includ-
ing agents' commissions) in a manner that limits any mismatch
of income and expenses. Congress acknowledged this just last
year when it declined to extent the 20 percent unearned premium
"cutback" to life insurance reserves included under section 832
of the Code, reasoning that this was appropriate "because such
life insurance reserves are calculated under sec. 807 in a man-
ner intended to reduce the mismeasurement of income resulting
from the mismatching of income and expenses." S. Rep. No.
99-313, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 496 (1986). The SIG, therefore,
once again urges the Committee to reject this proposal.

II. Proposal to Amend the Minimum Tax Rules

A. Background: The Treatment of Policyholder Dividends

A life insurance company may be organized in one of
two different forms: it may be a stock company or it may be a
mutual company. A stock life insurance company is owned by its
shareholders, whereas a mutual life insurance company is owned
by its policyholders. A policyholder of a mutual company is
thus both an "owner" and a "customer" of the company (see H.R.
Rep. No. 98-432, pt. 2, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 1422 (198T M.

When a stock life insurer pays dividends to its
shareholders, it is clear that the amounts so distributed con-
sist of corporate-level earnings -- earnings which should be
subjected to Federal income tax. And, indeed, that tax is im-
posed on the stock company's corporate-level earnings, when
they are realized and again when they are distributed to the
company's shareholders. Shareholder dividends are not deduc-
tible by any corporation (including a stock life insurer) in
determining its taxable income.
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- When a mutual life insurer pays dividends to its
policyholder-owners, on the other hand, it is not clear what
portion of those dividends is paid to policyholders in their
capacity as owners of the enterprise, and what portion is
attributable to their role as customers. If these portions
were directly determinable, it would undoubtedly follow that
for Federal tax purposes, the ownership portion of the divid-
ends would not be deductible by the mutual company in computing
its taxable income, while the customer portion would be deduc-
tible. In other words, from the mutual company's standpoint,
only a limited amount of its dividends would be deductible.

Unfortunately, the portion of a mutual life insurer's
dividends attributable to the ownership role of its policy-
holders is not determinable by any direct, precise means.
Mutual companies have never distinguished between these two
elements of their dividends, apparently having neither means
nor motivation to do so. Thus, in writing the tax laws over
the years, Congress has used approximations to arrive at the
ownership-related, and nondeductible, portion of a mutual life
insurer's policyholder dividends. In the most recent revision
to the taxation of life insurance companies enacted as part of
the 1984 Act, Congress adopted current sections 808(c)(2) and
809 of the Internal Revenue Code (the "Code") to reduce the
amount of policyholder dividends that mutual life insurers
could otherwise deduct. This reduction is in an amount
approximating the portion of total dividends representing a
return to policyholders in their capacity as owners. In this
fashion, as under predecessor enactments dating back to the
inception of the modern corporate income tax, Congress has
preserved in the tax base of mutual life insurers their corpor-
ate-level earnings in excess of customer distributions.

Thus, the limitation on the deduction a mutual life
insurer may claim for the policyholder dividends it pays or
accrues, as found in current sections 808(c)(2) and 809, is
fundamental to the life insurance company tax rules and, in-
deed, to the entire corporate income tax law. Without such a
limitation, a mutual life insurer would be able to remove from
its Federal tax base the corporate-level earnings it returns to
its owners, a privilege not accorded to any other corporation.
With respect to stock life insurers in particular, the failure
to impose such a limitation on mutual life insurers would place
stock life insurers at a tax-induced competitive disadvantage
in a life insurance marketplace occupied by virtually tax-
exempt mutuals.

As part of the 1986 Act, Congress imposed on corpora-
tions an alternative minimum tax intended "to ensure that no
taxpayer with substantial economic income can avoid significant
tax liability by using exclusions, deductions, and credits."
S. Rep. No. 99-313, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 518 (1986). The base
for this new alternative minimum tax is a corporation's regular
taxable income (with certain modifications) increased by its
"tax preferences." One of these preference& i the "book
income preference," which requires a corporation to add to its
minimum tax base 50 percent of the excess of its "adjusted net
book income" over its "alternative minimum taxable income."
Adjusted net book income, for this purpose, means the net in-
come or loss reported by a corporation on its "applicable
financial statement," subject to certain adjustments. The book
income preference based on adjusted net book income applies
only with respect to taxable years beginning in 1987, 1988, and
1989. For taxable years beginning after 1989, this preference
is replaced by a preference based on a corporation's "adjusted
current earnings," rather than its adjusted net book income.

In calulating adjusted net book income for the
1987-1989 taxable years, the applicable financial statement for
any mutual life insurance company is its annual statement, a
formal accounting report which all'life insurers are required
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to file with state regulators. The annual statement, however,
contains two potentially relevant statements of income: gain or
loss from operations without a deduction for policyholder
dividends, and gain or loss from operations with a deduction
for policyholder dividends. The statute doeW-not specify the
use of either of these income statements, nor does it give any
indication of the extent to which policyholder dividends are to
be taken into account in computing the adjusted net book income
of a mutual company. The Conference Report on the 1986 Act,
however, states that "the conferees intend that the measure of
pre-tax book income is the amount of net gain from operations
after dividends tr policyholders and before Federal income
taxes." H.R. Rep. No. 99-841, vol. II, 99th Congs., 2d Sess.
273 (1986).

Thus, giving effect to the language of the Conference
Report, the adjusted net book income of a mutual company will
be reduced by all policyholder dividends, contrary to the rule
in the regular tax base under sections 808(c)(2) and 809.
Consequently, the amount of the book income preference for a
mutual company will be considerably lower than if a deduction
for policyholder dividends were not allowed in full. In
contrast, the adjusted net book income for a stock life
insurance company (whether measured by its annual statement or
otherwise) will necessarily include all of its shareholder
dividends, since no permission is given to deduct any portion
of these.

For taxable years beginning after 1989, when the
preference based on adjusted current earnings takes effect,
this disparity in treatment between mutual and stock companies
(and between the regular and minimum tax bases) is eliminated
by reinstituting the effect of the limitation under sections
808(c)(2) and 809. Thus, as explained in the Joint Committee's
Genera. Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (on page457):

in general, adjusted current earnings re-
quires the same treatment of an item as used
for purposes of computing unadjusted alterna-
tive minimum taxable income [the regular tax
base]. Thus, for example, deduction disallow-
ances or limitations that apply for purposes
of determining regular taxable income and
alternative minimum taxable income also apply
for purposes of determining adjusted current
earnings (e.g., the disallowance of a deduc-
tion for bribes and kickbacks (sec. 162(c)) or
for penalties (sec. 162(f)), and the limita-
tion on the deduction for policyholder divi-
dends (sec. 808(c)(2)).

B. Need for a Correction

As suggested in the hearing pamphlet on pages 234-
235, in computing the book income preference a mutual life
insurance company should not have the benefit of a full
deduction for the amount of policyholder dividends. Rather,
the dividend deduction limitation of sections 808(c)(2) and 809
of the Code that applies in determining regular taxable income
should apply in determining adjusted net book income during
1987-1989. It is a striking anomaly that mutual life insurance
companies are denied a full deduction for policyholder divid-
ends for regular tax purposes but are allowed this benefit in
computing the book income preference for alternative minimum
tax purposes. This is a reverse tax preferences The aberrant
nature of this treatment is further exposed by the fact that,
after 1989, the preference based on adjusted current earnings
will clearly preclude the benefit of a full deduction.
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And it is perhaps even more anomalous that the full
dividend deduction allowed to mutual life insurers during
1987-1989 operates virtually to exempt them from the min'mum
tax. This result, which the book income preference was
intended to help prevent, is due to the full deductibility of
policyholder dividends accorded to mutual companies.

The preferential treatment of mutual life companies
during the 1987-1989 under the book income preference is
obviously nothing more than a tax expenditure, and a most
improper one.

C. The Proposal

Accordingly, the book income preference should be
corrected to preclude mutual life insurance companies from
benefiting from a full deduction for policyholder dividends in
calculating adjusted net book income. Specifically, mutual
life companies should only be allowed a deduction for policy-
holder dividends in determining adjusted net book income to the
extent they represent distributions to policyholders in their
capacity as customers, and not to the extent they represent a
return to policyholders as owners. Since sections 808(c)(2)
and 809 of the Code were intended to accomplish this fur
regular tax purposes, and after 1989 will be employed to
accomplish this for minimum tax purposes, the book income
preference for 1987-1989 should be amended to permit a mutual
life company's deduction for policyholder dividends only to the
extent permitted by those sections. This could be done by
altering section 56(f)(2) of the Code to specify that a mutal
life insurance company, in computing its adjusted net book
income, may deduct policyholder dividends only to the extent
allowed under section 808(c)(2) (incorporating the rules of
section 809) in computing life insurance company taxable
income.

Enactment of this proposal would not only correct a
significant flaw in the new alternative minimum tax, but would
also raise revenues. In the hearing pamphlet, the Staff of the
Joint Committee estimated that, over a three-year period,
enactment of the proposal would raise at least $100 million in
additional revenues. Although this is not an insignificant
amount, the SIG has reason to believe that this figure substan-
tially understates the potential revenue that would be raised.
Rather, based on the best information currently available, the
SIG estimates that the proposal's enactment would produce at
least an additional $100 million per year. In the interest of
obtaining a more accurate quantification of the proposal's
revenue impact, representatives of the SIG stand ready to meet
with members of the Staff of the Joint Committee to discuss the
matter further.

III. Conclusion

In summary, the SIG fully supports the ACLI-HIAA
submission and urges the Committee to reject the proposals to
change the taxation of life insurance and annuity contracts,
life insurance reserves, and agents' commissions, as well those
proposals not specifically mentioned above which are addressed
in the ACLI-HIAA statement. The SIG, however, strongly sup-
ports the adoption by the Committee of the proposal to change
the way "book income" is calculated by mutual life insurance
companies for alternative minimum tax purposes. The SIG
believes that the current book income preference, as applied to
mutual life insurance companies, is flawed and undermines the
purpose of the new alternative minimum tax. Moreover,
correcting this flaw will raise a not insignificant amount of
additional revenue.
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The member companies of the SIG wish to thank the
Committee on Finance for the opportunity to comment on this
matter.

Respectfully submitted,

DAVIS & HARMAN

by:
Wi~lim B0 H rman.,

for C
The Stock Company

Information-Group

MEMBERS OF THE STOCK COMPANY INFORMATION GROUP

Aetna Life & Casualty Compary
Allstate Life Insurance

Company
American General Corporation
Business Men's Assurance

Company of America
Capital Holding Corporation
CNA Insurance Company
CIGNA Corporation
-Federal Kemper Life Assurance

Company
Federal Home Life

Insurance Company
Franklin Life Insurance

Company
Hartford Life Insurance

Company
E.F. Hutton Life Insurance

Company
ICH Corporation
IDS Life Insurance Company
Integon Life Insurance Corporation

Jefferson-Pilot Life Insurance
Company

Monarch Capital-Corporation
Liberty Life Insurance Company
Life Insurance Company of

Georgia
Life Insurance Company of

Virginia
Lincoln National Life

Insurance Company
Paul Revere Life and Accident

Insurance Company
Provident Life and Accident

Insurance Company
Torchmark Corporation
Transamerica Occidental Life

Insurance Company
Travelers Insurance Company
Unum Corporation
Washington National Insurance

Company
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Texas Bakers

Austin,Texas July 10, 1987

78701

512 472-7391
Laura Wilcox
Hearing Administrator
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
205 Senate Dirksen Office Building
Wastington, D.C. 2051n-6200

Dear Laura Wilcox:

The Texas Bankers Association Trust Financial Services
Division is submitting these comments on the impact of

RC.ARL) -OYS the "Repeal of the 'Stepped-up Basis' Rule" revenue
option. The Association represents more than 300 bank

........ S .... trust departments that offer fiduciary services in the
Southwest.

A Carryover basis became law in 1976 and was repealed in
1980 because Congress recognized that it does not and
cannot be made to work. Carryover basis is a tax on
unrealized capital gains at death. While it may have

301...... ..conceptual appeal, it has a fatal flaw: it depends on
accurate records of when an asset was acquired anid for
how much. The problem is that people do not always keep
records. Let's look at three examples presented in 1979
testimony to the Ways and Means Committee:

1. One bank reported that in approximately 99%
of its estates, no basis could be located for
chattels;

2. A Philadelphia lawyer reported of a case with
1,700 items valued at $4.7 million and after
four months of effort to ascertain basis, he
still did not know the basis of three-quarters
of the items; and

3. One Mississippi bank referred to an estate
.. ...... valued at $216,000 of which $171,500 was

attributed to 6,533 shares in a corporation.
. The decedent inherited 7 shares from her

husband's estate and later the stock changed
...... ;as a result of 11 stock dividends, 11 sales,

4 stock splits and 5 mergers or acquisitions.
The bank was unable to determine the cost
basis of the stock.
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Laura Wilcox
Page Two
July 10, 1987

In addition to the difficulty of proving basis, there is
the complexity of carryover rules. Under the 1976 law,
several complex adjustments to basis were required to
take into account federal estate taxes. Sometimes years
pass before these are finally determined. As a result,
income tax returns reporting sales of inherited property
filed by heirs prior to the final determination of the
death tax liability would have to be reopened and the
tax recomputed. With carryover basis, amended income
tax returns and refund claims would be common.

The third reason to oppose carryover basis is the
resulting excessive taxation on estates when the estate
tax, the estate income tax, and a second income tax on
gains are combined resulting in severe liquidity
problems.

In summary, carryover basis should be avoided because it
does not work. It is difficult to prove basis;
carryover basis is too complex; and the result is
excessive taxation.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this revenue
option. We urge the Committee to oppose its
implementation.

Sincerely,

Scott A. Blech

Executive Director

SAB/kt

copy: The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
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STATEMENT OF ALLEN F. JACOBSON

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

3M COMPANY

INTRODUCTION -- 3M's PERSPECTIVE

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

MY NAME IS ALLEN JACOBSON. I AM CHAIRMAN OF

THE BOARD AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF 3M.

I'M HERE TO URGE THAT WE COMPLETE, ON

SCHEDULE, THE JOB OF TAX REFORM WE BEGAN LAST

YEAR. To PUT OUR POSITION IN PERSPECTIVE, LET ME

TELL A LITTLE ABOUT THE KIND OF COMPANY WE ARE.

3M IS A HIGHLY DIVERSIFIED INTERNATIONAL

COMPANY WITH SALES LAST YEAR OF $8.6 BILLION,

3M HAS OPERATIONS IN 35 STATES AND IN 49

COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD. WE HAVE 81,000

EMPLOYEES WORLDWIDE, INCLUDING ABOUT 48,000 PEOPLE

IN THE UNITED STATES.

WE ARE A MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
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YOU MAY KNOW US PRIMARILY FOR OUR CONSUMER

BRANDS:

SCOTCH BRAND TAPES AND VIDEOCASSETTES

AND POST-IT BRAND REPOSITIONABLE NOTES.

BUT IN THE GREAT MAJORITY OF OUR BUSINESSES,

WE SERVE INDUSTRIAL AMERICA, WITH PRODUCTS LIKE:

COATED ABRASIVES -- WHICH YOU MAY CALL

SANDPAPER

, CONNECTING AND TESTING EQUIPMENT.FOR

TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

SYSTEMS FOR CONNECTING ELECTRONIC CHIPS

TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD

, AND MANY OTHER PRODUCTS.

. WE PRODUCE A TOTAL OF 50 THOUSAND

PRODUCTS, USING 100 TECHNOLOGIES.

WE HAVE A STRONG COMMITMENT TO RESEARCH . a I

TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS . . . AND TO
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STEADY GROWTH AND THE CREATION OF NEW

OPPORTUNITIES,

WE ARE A POSITIVE CONTRIBUTOR TO THE UNITED

STATES' POSITION IN WORLD TRADE. 3M IS THE

33RD-LARGEST EXPORTER IN THE UNITED STATES. WE

EXPORT MORE THAN TWICE THE DOLLAR VALUE OF WHAT WE

IMPORT, AND OUR EXPORTS ARE GROWING, OUR EXPORTS

IN THE FIRST HALF OF 1987 INCREASED 11.8 PERCENT@

WITH THE HELP OF THE NEW TAX LAW AND THE MORE

PROPERLY VALUED DOLLAR, WE ARE GAINING MARKET

SHARE IN OUR OVERSEAS MARKETS, .ON THE AVERAGE, WE

HAVE BEEN ABLE TO LOWER OUR SELLING PRICES , ,

AND THAT IS CONTRIBUTING TO OUR GROWTH IN SALES%

IN ADDITION, WE BRING iNTO THE COUNTRY A

STEADY FLOW OF DIVIDENDS AND-FEES FROM OUR

OVERSEAS OPERATIONS.

BECAUSE WE ARE A PROFITABLE GROWTH

COMPANY , , , WE PAY A SUBSTANTIAL TAX BILL, IN
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THE LAST FIVE YEARS, IN THE UNITED STATES, OUR

COMPANY'S FEDERAL AND STATE CORPORATE INCOME TAX

EXPENSE TOTALED $1.6 BILLION. THAT'S A TAX RATE OF

40 PERCENT OVER THE FIVE-YEAR PERIOD,

STIMULATING GROWTH, COMPETITIVENESS. EFFICIENCY

Now, GIVEN OUR POSITION AS A GROWTH

COMPANY , , , AS A RESEARCH COMPANY , I , AS A

POSITIVE CONTRIBUTOR TO THE U.S, TRADE

PICTURE , . , HOW DO WE FEEL ABOUT THE TAX REFORM

ACT OF 1986?

WE SUPPORT IT. WE THINK IT HAS ALREADY BEGUN

TO STIMULATE GROWTH IN COMPANIES SUCH AS 3M I I I

IN OUR CASE, GROWTH IN OUR DOMESTIC, EXPORT AND

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS,

LET ME TELL YOU WHAT IT'S STARTING TO

ACCOMPLISH FOR THE ECONOMY.

FIRST, THE REDUCTION-IN THE CORPORATE RATE

FROM 46 PERCENT TO 34 PERCENT WILL GIVE US AND
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SIMILAR COMPANIES ADDITIONAL FUNDS TO INVEST IN

WORKING CAPITAL I , , IN EQUIPMENT, RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT, THIS REDUCTION IN RATE IS THE MOST

POSITIVE ELEMENT IN TRA '86. WE THINK IT WILL BE A

STIMULANT FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH.

SECOND, COMPETITIVENESS.

REDUCTION IN THE CORPORATE TAX RATE WILL MAKE

US MORE COMPETITIVE IN WORLD MARKETS.

DURING THE PAST YEAR , , , BECAUSE OF

INCREASED MANUFACTURING EFFICIENCY , , , WE'VE

BEEN ABLE TO DECREASE THE MANUFACTURING COST

COMPONENT OF OUR EXPORTS BY THREE PERCENT. WE

INCREASED EXPORTS IN DOLLAR VALUE BY 11.8 PERCENT.

I THINK THAT'S COMPETITIVENESS.

IN ADDITION, THE CORPORATE TAX RATE OF 34

PERCENT IS SHIFTING INCENTIVES , , , FROM

INVESTING OUTSIDE THE UMSe , 1 , TO MANUFACTURING

INSIDE THE U.S, a I , AND EXPORTING THE PRODUCTS.
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WE NEED SOME STABILITY IN TAX RATES TO PLAN THESE

LONG-TERM INVESTMENTS,

AT 3M, OUR 1986 CAPITAL, EXPENDITURES IN THE

U.S. WERE $500 MILLION, IN 1987, THEY ROSE 10

,PERCENT TO $550 MILLION, AND NEXT YEAR, WE EXPECT

THEM TO REACH $600 MILLION.

I THINK THAT SHOWS THERE IS LIFE WITHOUT

INVESTMENT TAX CREDITS. LIFE BASED ON GROWTH AND

LOWER TAXES ON PROFITS.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES WERE

$564 MILLION LAST YEAR , , , UP 70 PERCENT FROM

FIVE YEARS AGO, AND CONTINUING TO GROW.

THIRD AND FINALLY, REDUCING CORPORATE TAX

RATES AND TAX fNC S'AT EAHAS

ACCOMPLISHED -A MBER-OF THINGS,

IT MAKES TAX-AVOIDANCE CONSIDERATIONS A

SMALLER FACTOR IN BUSINESS DECISIONS.
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IT PUTS ALL INDUSTRY ON A MORE EQUAL FOOTING

UNDER OUR TAX LAWS.

AND IT REQUIRES BUSINESSES TO PICK UP A

LARGER SHARE OF MANY BUSINESS EXPENSES- , ,. AND

REDUCES THE GOVERNMENT SHARE OF THOSE EXPENSES. IN

OUR EXPERIENCE, THIS FACTOR IS ALREADY LEADING TO

GREATER COST CONTROL AND IMPROVED EFFICIENCIES IN

AMERICAN BUSINESS.

EFFECT ON INDIVIDUALS

I'VE BEEN TALKING ABOUT CORPORATIONS, OR MORE

SPECIFICALLY 3M. Now I WANT TO SAY A WORD ABOUT

INDIVIDUAL MEN AND WOMEN , , AND HOW THEY'RE

AFFECTED BY TAX REFORM.

I SAID A LITTLE EARLIER THAT 3M IS A RESEARCH

COMPANY. OUR GOAL IS THAT 25 PERCENT OF OUR SALES

EACH YEAR COME FROM PRODUCTS NEW IN THE LAST FIVE

YEARS. AND WE ARE MEETING THAT GOAL,

WHERE DO ALL THESE NEW PRODUCTS COME FROM?
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THEY COME FROM PEOPLE:

, PEOPLE WHO ARE SKILLED AND INTELLIGENT

, PEOPLE WHO ARE MOTIVATED

, PEOPLE WHO ARE ENTREPRENEURS WITHIN THE

CORPORATIC'

PEOPLE WHO DERIVE THEIR INCOME , , NOT

FROM DIVIDENDS OR CAPITAL GAINS , ,

BUT FROM SALARY.

I FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT REFORM OF PERSONAL TAX

RATES HAS ALREADY HAD AN EFFECT ON PEOPLE'S

MOTIVATION. I CAN TELL YOU: SINCE THE BILL WAS

PASSED, I'VE HEARD MORE PEOPLE TALKING ABOUT

IMPROVING THEIR INCENTIVE PAY THROUGH

PERFORMANCE I I , AND FEWER PEOPLE TALK ABOUT

SHELTERING THEIR INCOME,:

SO THE REAL BENEFIT FROM WHAT YOU'VE

ACCOMPLISHED WITH TAX REFORM IS NOT JUST LEAVING
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MORE MONEY IN PEOPLES POCKETS. IT'S MOTIVATING

THEM: LETTING THEM:

, SHOOT FOR THE SKY IF THEY WANT TO

, AND RETAIN A LARGER SHARE OF THE

BENEFITS

, AND IN THE PROCESS, CREATE ECONOMIC

OPPORTUNITY.

I THINK WE'RE BEGINNING TO SEE SOME EFFECTS

ALREADY,

LAST YEAR IN OUR COMPANY, 30 NEW BUSINESSES

OR PRODUCT LINES REACHED THE $2-MILLION MARK IN

SALES I a . UP BY MORE THAN ONE-THIRD OVER THE

YEAR BEFORE,

IN THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF THIS YEAR, WE HAD

A 32 PERCENT INCREASE IN PATENT APPLICATIONS@

I WANT OUR PEOPLE TO SHOOT FOR THE SKY. I

WANT THEM TO DO THEIR LEVEL BEST I I , FOR THEIR
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COMPANY , . FOR THE ECONOMY , , . AND FOR

THEMSELVES,

REFORMING PERSONAL TAX RATES WAS A BIG STEP

IN THIS DIRECTION. I HOPE THAT YOU'LL GIVE REFORM

A CHANCE TO WORK.

GIVE TAX REFORM A CHANCE

SO IN SUMMARY, WE BELIEVE THAT THE TAX

REFORM ACT OF 1986 IS:

, A STIMULANT FOR INDUSTRIAL EFFICIENCY

, A STIMULANT FOR PERSONAL-PERFORMANCE

, AND A STIMULANT FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH IN

OUR DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS.

WE VIGOROUSLY URGE YOU TO LEAVE IT IN PLACE,

UNCHANGED, UNTIL WE CAN SEE ITS FULL IMPACT.

To STAY COMPETITIVE, H#D~fZRY NEEDS TO BE

ABLE TO MAKE LONG-RANGE PLANS. AND THAT MEANS WE

NEED A STABLE TAX SYSTEM.

WE BELIEVE THAT, OVER TIME, TRA '86 WILL HELP
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PRODUCE A COMPETITIVE, PROSPEROUS AND EXPANDING

MANUFACTURING BASE IN THE UNITED STATES , , , A

MANUFACTURING BASE ESSENTIAL TO OUR FUTURE.

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU GIVE THE TAX

REFORM ACT OF 1986 A CHANCE TO DO THE JOB IT WAS

DESIGNED TO DO@
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Statement of Dr. T. Carlton Blalock, Executive Vice President

The Tobacco Growers Association of North Carolina, Inc.

Presented to
United States Senate Committee on Finance

I am T. Carlton Blalock, Executive Vice President of the Tobacco
Growers Association of North Carolina, Inc. My organization re-
presents both burley and flue-cured tobacco farmers in the state,
and our basic goal is to speak for the active tobacco grower. _

For the active grower, there is no question about the effect of
increasing federal excise taxes on cigarettes: It will be dis-
astrous. As most of you on this committee are aware, growers went
through years of turmoil and economic decline until a comprehensive
reform of the federal tobacco program was finally signed into law
in April of 1986.

Since it was signed, we have seen modest signs of recovery. Our
1986 markets saw a reduction from the previous year in the amount
of tobacco failing to find a buyer, and for many farmers there was
a small increase in their net profits from the 1986 crop.

If Congress doubles the federal excise tax on cigarettes, all that
progress will go up in smoke, and I predict that many of the farmers
who were able to successfully stave off bankruptcy two years ago
will fall victim to it now. The rural economy in our state will be
devastated, a prediction I can make with certainty, because we've
been through this before. When the excise tax was doubled in 1982,
consumption went down, the offtake from our markets was drastically
curtailed, loan takes were increased, quotas were cut and assess-
ments on farmers reached double digits. If this happens again,
tobacco farmers will feel--and I believe justifiably so--that they
have again been misled by their leaders.

Please remember that tobacco farmers do not get a government sub-
sidy as do the producers of many commodities. We believe, in fact,
that we can make a very good case that tobacco farmers subsidize
government.

Sales and excise taxes (excluding local taxes) already equal 40
percent of consumer expenditures on cigarettes. That's considerably
more than the farmer gets! In 1986, a grower received an average of
50 cents per tobacco plant. The federal excise tax generated from
that one tobacco plant, meanwhile, amounted to 86.4 cents based upon
the current federal tax of 16 cents per pack, while the average state
tax of 17 cents per pack amounted to 91.8 cents. That's a total of
$1.78 per plant for state and federal taxes and it doesn't even
consider local taxes. Let me tanslate that into terms of acre value.
The grower in 1986 got a gross of $3,040 for one acre of tobacco.
That same acre generated $10,680 in state and federal taxes, $5,184
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in federal excise taxes alone! The U.S. government is already
collecting more than 3.5 times as much revenue per acre as the
farmer does. Isn't that enough, we ask?

Remember, too, the farmers pay the cost of the price support
program. Since 1982, tobacco farmers have been required to pay
an assessment to operate their program and assure the federal
government that it will incur no loss. In 1985, this assessment
reached 25t for every pound of tobacco the farmer grew, or the
equivalent of $500/acre! The President of our Association that
year grew 100 acres of tobacco. His assessment amounted to
$50,000. It became the straw that almost "broke the camels back."
He sold his home and he almost lost his farm. As you can imagine,
he becomes incensed when the media talks about "the tobacco
subsidy". Under this new program, however, he's going to make it.
His land values have gone back up. His quota is worth twice what
it was in 1985 and the financial institutions are willing to loan
him operating money in 1987. He's but one exampple of thousands
of others just like him in our state.

On behalf of our members, we plead with you to reject any proposed
increase in the federal cigarette excise tax. It will negate the
bipartisan effort of Congress when it passed the Tobacco Reform
Act of 1986. You will destroy the delicate balance between supply
and demand that we're beginning to achieve under this new program.
In so doing, you will also take away the new stability we've achieved
in the past twelve months in this industry and once again dash the
hopes of tobacco farmers that they can see a return to profitability
on their farm. Tobacco is one segment of our agricultural economy
where we have been able to turn things around as a result of action
by the Congress. It makes little sense, to our members in particular,
for this same Congress to take action that will certainly wipe out
all of these gains and force us to again look for ways in which our
federal government can offer some relief to tobacco farmers.
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ROBERT D. TOLLISON
2515 N. SUCHANAN ST.

ARLINGTON. VIRtGINIA 2 2207

Statement of
Dr. Robert D. Tollison
Professor of Economics
George Mason University

Before the Senate Committee on Finance
United States Senate

July 16, 1987

My name is Dr. Robert D. Tollison. I am a Professor of
Economics at George Mason University. In the first term of the
current Administration, I served as Director of the Bureau of
Economics of the Federal Trade Commission.- Over the course of
my career as an economist, I have written about two hundred research
papers in academic journals, and written or edited over a dozen
books. In recent years, I have devoted much attention to the
economics of social cost, an area in which I have written and
published numerous articles, as well as a major study entitled
Smoking and Society (Lexington Books, 1986).

I am here today to testify about proposed increases in the
Federal excise tax on cigarettes. More specifically, I would
like to speak to the so-called "social cost" or "user fee"
rationale that has been advanced by some advocates of such a tax
increase. As a professional economist, I find such arguments
very confusing and rife with economic error, made worse by the
cloaking of these arguments in impressive sounding economic
jargon. But a bad argument is a bad argument no matter how you
draw it up. I will outline these mistakes in turn.

At base, all of the discussion about the supposed need for
increased rates of tobacco tax assumes that smokers create large
costs for others in society, and ought to be made to pay for
these costs. This argument is often made in relation to health
care costs. Smokers who get sick require medical care. Therefore,
we can supposedly find the social cost smoking causes to society
by multiplying the number of smokers times the average medical
bill per smoker. The numbers bandied about after this calculation
usually seem staggeringly high. But these impressive numbers
are meaningless, aside from the fact that they are usually wild
guesses, snatched from thin air. The medical bills of smokers
will normally be paid by those same smokers. The health risk
from smoking is well publicized, and those who choose to smoke
anyway have decided that the pleasure they get from smoking is
worth the price they expect to pay -- that is, the purchase
price of cigarettes plus any supposed risk to the individual's
health. The same is true with other ordinary risky activities
like flying, driving, skiing, and overeating. All of these
things land people in the hospital sometimes too. But the
individuals involved bear those costs -- nobody talks about the
"social cost of skiing."

These "social costs" of smoking are a myth. Smokers pay
their own way; they bear the cost of their behavior. Impressive
sounding economic jargon is no substitute for economics.

The concept of "user costs" in relation to activities like
smoking and the description of excise taxes on tobacco as "user
fees" are confused for similar reasons. Calling an excise tax
on tobacco a "user fee" is rather like describing a retreat as
an "advance to the rear." An excise tax is not a "user fee"--
it is a tax. Dure and simple. A real user fee can serve to
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efficiently ration a scarce resource which the government owns,
-and fill the same role as a market price. For this reason,
many economists think that replacing taxes with user fees where
feasible is likely to improve efficiency. But a real user fee
is a price paid by an individual demander of some government
service. Examples of user fees are a homeowner's water bill, a
toll to cross a bridge or a charge to enter a national park. The
problem with describing an excise tax as a user fee is that,
because there is no way to "unbundle" the supposed service tied
to the sale of the good, we can't tell whether or not the
consumer would actually freely choose to pay for it if given the
opportunity. What government "service" does the martini drinker
receive in exchange for the federal tax he pays on his bottle of
gin? In the case of tobacco, no one claims that every smoker
gets sick from smoking. So excise taxes on cigarettes force
healthy smokers to pay for "services" they never receive; as far
as sick smokers go, they are forced to pay the tax over and above
the cost of their health care (which they .-ill normally pay for
themselves). This is even granting the proponents of this idea
the benefit of the doubt that modern medicine can determine
exactly what portion of health-care costs are the direct result
of smoking-induced problems. But, of course, not even the most
ardent opponent of smoking would claim this. So we are left with
a supposed "user fee" which is designed to charge the smoker for
the cost of his or her smoking-related health care -- only we
have no way of determining what this cost is, as distinguished
from the total cost of health care. In sum, the entire idea of
claiming tobacco excise taxes as "user fees" is a grotesque
parody of economic reasoning. Once again, this quasi-economic
reasoning is potentially open to abuse by those who advocate
higher excise taxes for other reasons.

Pretend that cigarette taxes are "user fees" for health
care -- that is, ignore the problems with social cost and the
misapplication of the "user-es" idea to tobacco consumption.
Many smokers, like other people, get sick at one time or another,
and require costly health care. Many consumers of other goods
get sick too. The obvious question, then, is why stop at
tobacco? Obvious candidates for such additional user fees are
driving (perhaps a health user-fee component of the gasoline
tax?), swimming, running, and cholesterol consumption. Although
I have not researched the issue, I would venture a guess that
fried food causes more health-care related costs than cigarettes.
A "fried chicken user fee" tax would make as much sense as the
cigarette tax as a "user fee." In terms of logic and in terms
of economics a "fried chicken user fee" and "cigarette user
fee" are very similar. Another way of putting the matter is
that the misapplication of the term "user fee" to excise taxes
borders on the ridiculous. Word games lo not contribute to
sensible debate over tax policy.

On similar grounds, heart-wrenching c' aims of large numbers
of deaths supposedly resulting from smoking represent cheap
attempts to manipulate emotions in place of providing reasoned
argument. The high figures for smoking caused deaths offered by
some opponents of tobacco -- 100,000, 200,000, even 350,000 a
year -- are only arbitrary estimates. No sensible person denies
that smoking involves risks. But all activities involve some
risk. To return to the previous example, consumption of fried
foods increases the risk of death from heart disease, and
possibly, cancer, for millions of people each year. The cost of
health care, as well as whatever the number of deaths, induced
by smoking needs to be put in perspective. No tax policy can ever
eliminate risk from life.
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There is an obvious advantage to attempting to pass of f a
tobacco tax as a "user fee," however unjustified such a description
is on economic grounds. Such a description disguises a tax as
something else. But a tax is a tax. Increasing excise taxes
on tobacco or other products is not going to increase consumers,
health, or reduce "social costs," or improve the moral fiber of
America. Increasing taxes simply reduces the income of individual
taxpayers, and transfers it to purposes favored by the political
allocation process. Advocates of excise tax increases should
be honest enough to stand up and admit that they want to take
more money from one group in society (in this case, smokers)
and give it to other groups or purposes. In short, rather than
a "user fee," excise taxes are actually income transfers by
government. My analysis of excise taxes shows me that reliance
on such revenue-raising devices is both inefficient and inequitable:
inefficient because excises are capable of generating only
marginal contributions to the total revenue of the Federal
government, and inequitable because numerous studies have
demonstrated that excise taxes in general, and tobacco excises
in particular, tend to have a highly regressive effect. Excise
taxes are taxes on poor people. But these considerations
aside, excise taxes are revenue-raising devices, not "user fees"
or anything else. There are enough real issues involved with
Federal tax policy that we don't have to waste time on phony
issues.

The final point involves not economics but simply political
philosophy. Put simply, where does paternalism begin and end?
If the Federal government should protect smokers from their own
individual choices through the tax code, should it also "protect"
other consumers from their own choices involving other goods?
Logic would require advocates of increased cigarette taxes to
answer this question in the affirmative. Common sense dictates
a different answer. In a free society, government must refrain
from treating its citizens like children, and should use its tax
code to raise revenue rather than attempt to engineer society.

In sum, the social costs of smoking are a myth, pure an
simple. Generally, smokers are aware of the risks of smoking,
and pay the costs of their smoking behavior. The costs of
smoking are private costs, paid by smokers, not social costs paid
by others. Indeed, in the area of health-care costs alone, it
might even be that smokers over their lifetime place fewer
demands on social health care resources than do nonsmokers,
making it very likely that an increased excise tax to charge
smokers for their alleged "over use" of such resources is simply
a punitive measure designed to take away the wealth of low-income
smokers.

Ill'
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U.S. Chamber of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20062

EXECUTIVE StMARY

U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE STATEMENT OF JULY 17, 1987 ON REVENUE INCREASES

TO SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE BY DR. RICHARD W. RAHN

As the Senate Finance Committee commences deliberations about how to raise
$19.3 billion in revenues to reduce the deficit, it will make choices critical
to the future of the United States economy. October of this year is the month
that this recovery will become the longest peacetime exoansion since the Civil
War. The budget resolution directive to the Senate Finance Committee can be met
in an either economically destructive or constructive manner. We have set forth
in our statement over $27 billion in economically constructive ways to raise
revenue. Tax increases, in contrast, would slow economic growth, reduce
employment and destroy opportunities for the least fortunate among us.

Since World War II, every $1.00 increase in taxes his led to an average
increase in spending of $1.58. Tax increases on labor, capital, goods and
services raise less revenue than their proponents claim because these taxes
increase the cost of whatever is being taxed, resulting in reduced demand for
the taxed item. Taxes alter the return on every activity and reduce the
effciency with which society'ss scarce resources are allocated. Tax increases
facilitate government spending and additional government spending will reduce
economic growth. In short, tax increases would have an extremely detrimental
impact on economic growth and the standard of living of the American public.

Because tax increases are such a poor way of raising revenue, we have
compiled a list of other options for the committee to consider during their
deliberations. Our strongest recommendation is that the capital gains tax rate
be reduced to raise about $3.5 billion. Capital gains tax revenues have
historically proven to have the strongest sensitivity to tax rates because
capital gains realization rates are so responsive to tax rate changes. We
believe that the revenue maximizing capital gains rate is about 15 percent.
Other Options are listed below:

Option Description Fiscal Year 1988 Revenues
(Billions of dollars)

Reconciliation Substitution $3.9
Tax court Docket Relief $1.0-3.0
Capital Gains $3.5-7.7
Price-indexed Bonds $3.0-12.0
Military Base Reform $1.5
Naval Petroleum Reserve Sales $2.5
Excess Real Property Sales $1.0
Credit User Fees $1.5
Financial Asset Sales $5.0-10.0
Amtrak Sale $1.6
Inland Waterways User Fees $1.0
Coast Guard User Fees $0.9
Unassigned Spectrum Auction $0.4

Total Revenue Raising Options $26.8-47.0
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STATEMENT BY ALLEN E. OWEN
TO "HE SENATE FINANCE COF4ITTEE

IN BEHALF OF THE EMPLOYEE BENEFITS & RELATfONS COMMITTEE
OF THE COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

July 15, 1987

I am Allen E. Owen, Manager of Unemployment Compensation and Social
Security for WestPoint Pepperell, Inc. WestPoint Pepperell manufactures and
markets a wide variety of textile products for the apparel, household and
industrial markets. We have approximately 30,000 domestic employees located in
39 states. Accompanying me is William R. Brown, President of the Council of
State Chambers of Commerce.

We appear here today to oppose the two Federal Unemployment Tax proposals
on pages 76-78 of the Revenue Options booklet to: (1) index the FUTA wage base
and, (2) extend the "temporary" .2% FUTA tax which the Secretary of Labor has
announced will end January 1, 1988 because the debt which it was enacted to
repay is repaid.

Strangely the Option Booklet groups these proposals under "Excise Taxes".
However, FUTA is not an "excise" tax - it is a payroll tax. Payroll taxes are
regressive. As is recognized in the option booklet, they discourage employment.
If there was any need to use these taxes for the purposes for which they are
earmarked, then a case might be made for taxing payroll. But, this is not the
situation. Certainly Congress should be able to find a better way than taxing
jobs and job creation! Relying on payroll taxes to help balance the budget is
not a good way to improve our international competitive situation either.

WOULD BE A "NEW" TAX

Extension of the .2% tax would be a new tax on the Nation's employers.
_.When a Member of Congress votes to impose a tax that would not have been payable

otherwise, that Member has voted for a new tax. The old .2% tax has run its
course. It has served its avowed purpose. Under existing law it will be dead
December 31, 1987. If Congress chooses to continue to impose an additional .2%
F.U.T.A. tax on the payroll of the Nation's employers, it will not be a
different rate of tax, but its purpose (reducing the budget deficit) will be
;iew. It will require the payment of taxes that would not, except for new action
By-the Congress, ave been required.

INDEXING FUTA WAGE BASE NOT APPROPRIATE

The proposal to index the Federal I'nemployment Tax wage base would make a
very fundamental change in the Federal-State Unemployment Insurance program. It
would not be appropriate to make such a basic change as part of this process
whicii will not allow time for proper analysis of its ramifications. Nor, will
it produce a significant amount of revenue to help reduce the deficit -- in fact
the immediate result is zero because, as the Option Booklet explains, it would
not be effective until years after 1988 in order to allow States time to conform
their laws since the States are permitted to use a tax base no lower than the
Federal.

Unlike Social Security,
persons drawing the benefits.

indexing FUTA is of no direct benefit to the
Unemployment benefits are based on wage records,
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as defined by State laws, that are unrelated to the Federal or State taxable
wage base.

REVENUE NOT NEEDED FOR EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

I wish to make it unquestionably clear that there is no need for either the
.2% extension or indexing:

(1) Latest estimates of the U.S. Department of Labor indicate the
Extended Unemployment Compensation Account (E.U.C.A). account will
have a balance of $1.24 billion by the end of Fiscal Year 1987,
October 1, 1987; (and that it will exceed its ceiling of $2.17 billion
in Fiscal Year 1988 without the .2% tax).

(2) The outlays from E.U.C.A. for 1986 for extended benefit payments
totalled only $50 million.

(3) The outlays from E.U.C.A. from 1987 for extended benefits is estimated
at $70 million (and only $10 million in 1988).

(4) The projected interest earnings on the E.U.C.A. fund are $50 million
in 1987 -- $150 million in 1988; more than enough to meet projected
outlays for those two years.

(5) The income that will go into the E.U.C.A. fund from employer F.U.T.A.
taxes, less the .2% surcharge, are estimated at $840 million in 1988.

Now Let us look at the indexing of the taxable wage base. The first
question is why?

The Administration is analyzing equitable ways to return administration
funding to the States. The US Dept. of Labor projects that there will be $1.51
billion in the Administration Account at the end of the fiscal year 1987. Why
increase this Federal dedicated tax at a time when the Administration and the
Department of Labor Is attempting to eliminate it.

Details of the indexing mechanism are not revealed in the Joint Committee's
document, but the Congressional Budget Office tells us it would operated like
the index for Social Security, There would be a two year lag, i.e. the
percentage change in average wages between 1986 and 1987 would determine the
taxable wage base increase for calendar year 1989, estimated at a 4.2% increase
producing a $7,300 base in 1989. A 5.2% increase is predicted between 1987 and
1988 producing a $7,700 base in 19§0. The revenue effect of the proposal would
be an additional $200 million in fiscal year 1989 and $600 million in fiscal
year 1990, an more and more each succeeding year.

Changes in the F.U.T.A. Wage Base Requires Changes in the Taxable Wage Base
of the States

States that choose to set their taxable wage base for state U.C. taxes
above the $7,000 F.U.T.A. base are free to do so -- but no state is allowed to
have a wage base for state U.C. taxes below the F.U.T.A. base without Incurring
a severe penalty tax. Currently 36 states have wages bases higher than the
F.U.T.A. base. One of those states, Illinois, is scheduled under current state
law, to return to $7,000 in 1988; and, another, Connecticut has a wage base of
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$7,100. Consequently, if the F.U.T.A. base is indexed, 19 states (including
Puerto Rico) will be forced to increase their wage base for state U.C. taxes.

Most of those states have a positive reserve fund. Many of them have
increased tax rates in the last two of three years and therefore neither need,
nor want, a higher taxable wage base.

Even more diabolical is the fact that continually increasing the F.U.T.A.
wage base would require the states to continually increase their state taxable
wage bases to keep pace -- regardless of the-need for additional revenues.

Indexing the F.U.T.A. Wage Base Would Disrupt Experience Rating for Many
States

A formula for allocating tax rates on the basis of an employer's experience
with unemployment is contained in every state law, except in Puerto Rico.
Experience rating is a concept embraced by the U.C. system throughout its
history. It is the only way states can equitably apportion the cost of benefit
payments.

The formulae vary from state to state, but in many states the amount of
wages subject to taxation is used as an indicator of the benefit risk exposure.
Thus, when an employer employees additional people, his wages subject to tax go
up; if he lays off people, the wages go down. This, in turn, is likely to have
an impact upon his experience rating. But, if the federal government, by
increasing the F.U.T.A. wage base, forces an increase in the state wage base,
all employers in the state experience an increase in the amount of wages subject
to tax -- even if they have no increase in employment.

Over the history of the U.C. system, Congress has been sensitive to that
fact and has increased the F.U.T.A. wage base rarely (only three times in the 52
year history of the program). Trying to continually change state tax rate
schedules to accommodate to a changing tax base would be very difficult.

There Is No Valid Comparison of F.U.T.A. Taxes and Social Security Taxes

Trying to compare F.U.T.A. taxes with Social Security Taxes (which are
indexed) is comparing apples and oranges. Social Security taxes are levied
principally to pay benefit costs. F.U.T.A. is not. Actuaries can predict with
a reasonable degree of accuracy what future Social Security costs will be.
That's not the case with demands on F.U.T.A. costs, which depend upon the
economic environment. Social Secyrity has little or no relationship to the
activities taking place under state legislated programs. F.U.T.A. demands are
programs and their activities.

There may be justifiable reasons for indexing the wage base for the Federal
Social Security Program. There are none for indexing the F.U.T.A. tax.

CONCLUSION

In summary I submit that there is no need in the unemployment system to
increase taxes. These are dedicated taxes and can only be used in the unemploy-
ment system. To represent these taxes as a reduction in the National debt is
erroneous at best.
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WORLD CONFJE OF M
July 9, 1987

Eon. Lloyd Reason
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee
U.S. Senate
Senate Bart Building 703
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator eason:

The World Conference of Mayors, Inc. (WCM) is the only officially
recognized international organization representing Mayors of cities,
towns and villages across America and thirty-three (33) countries
aresne the world. We currently house 1100 member Mayors who
represent a combined end growing population in the billions of human
Ueing* across the Slobs.

When year Committee on Ways and Means end the Senate Finance
Committee effectively and finally put the "Malthusian" policies tos
leepp, by historically adopting new long-term growth and economic

expansion policies, tan reduction notwithstanding, you made the giant
leep forward for America which the whole world had patiently awaited
ever since the Kennedy Administration. These new growth policies
effectively establish a vast new economic determinism in the world by
forging a new dynamic market-oriented policy perspective which holds
out the promise of converting and transforming the five billion
humans on planet earth directly into five billion consuming customers
over times the engine to drive enterprise!

The vital innovation which this historic global growth policy
urgently needs at this time is found in the artful construction of
effective "economic demand" configurations which efficiently supple-
ment and support the known wants, needs and desires of the prospec-
tive five billion customers by providing them with a reliable and
deeunlating ability "to pay" for~ths purchases of soods and services
demanded which will, in turn, directly spur economic growth end
expansion which objective reality is continuously demanding.

In the wake of such historic brilliance, as illuminated by the
skinnug global growth policies of the U.S., the powerful Chairman
should be advised to constrain and arrest any counter-productive
policy developments which could reduce the purchasing power of pro-
spective consumers, which, in turn, would reduce or even cripple
esomemic take-off possibilities.

1010 Manchuseft Awiue, NW. Suite 300 Washington, D.C. 20001 0 202/898-6339
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Specifically, the current proposals to increase excise taxes would
regressively harm the purchasing power of the vast majority of con-
sumers who make up the vast working class and middle class
constituency across America and would send negative institutional
signals around the world which would dampen growth expectations.
Taxes of any kind at this policy transition time which havs the
effect of reducing disposable incomes for consumers should be
eliminated. Period!

In order to balance the budget Congress should seek to tax the
growth in expenditures by imposing an across-the-board budget freeze.
Excise taxes would exorcise the the very growth which tax reduction
seeks to historically champion.

We trust that the weight of our support on this matter is not taxing
on your patience and we look forward to seeing you strike a new vein
of gold with some other fiscal measure which is stimulative on the
demand side of national income accounting.

Very Truly Yours,

Malachi Knowles
Director General

cc: Johnny Ford
President
World Conference of Mayors, Inc
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